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ABSTRACT 
This study reinterprets the genesis of marxism 
during the years 1835-47. It argues that previous accounts 
have mistakenly neglected the roots of Marx's and Engels1 
critique of contemporary society in their youthful Romanti­
cism, and have underestimated their heavy debt to French and 
English socialists like Ouen, Fourier, Blanc and Proudhon 
(among others) and to the Sismondian tradition in political 
economy. It also suggests that Engels1 contribution in the 
1840s to European socialism uas at least as significant as 
Marx's. 
Chapter 1 explores the tuc men's formative years, 
discovering the sources of their basic values in the French 
Enlightenment and the German Romantic movement. The second 
chapter reassesses their involvement uith Young Hegelianism, 
their early debts to Hegel, and the evolution of their politi­
cal opinions towards democratic republicanism. Chapter 3 
examines Marx's first contacts uith French socialism as 
editor of the Rheinische Zeitunq. and the impact of Chartism 
and Ouenism on Engels in Manchester in 1842-43. The next tuo 
chapters discuss the initial formulation of each thinker's 
new socialist outlook: Marx in Paris, influenced by Moses 
Hess, Louis Blanc, Pierre Leroux and Victor Considerant; 
Engels in Manchester, influenced by the Ouenite 3ohn Uatts, 
Chartists like George 3ulien Harney, the Tory social critic 
Thomas Carlyle, and by his reading of Etienne Cabet, Charles 
Fourier, and Pierre-Doseph Proudhon. Chapter 6 explores the 
impact of Constantin Pecqueur, Etienne Buret and the Saint-
Simonians on Marx in the spring-summer of 1B44, and the 
following chapter reinterprets the Economic and Philosophical 
Manuscripts, explaining hou he found the social and economic 
content of his celebrated theory of alienation in the uork of 
these and other contemporary socialists and economists. 
Chapter 8 attempts to recreate Marx's and Engels1 
conversations in Paris in August/September 1844, and to esti­
mate thereby the influence of Engel3 on Marx. Chapter 9 
assesses the effect on Marx's thought of his friendship uith 
Proudhon, his reading of Fourier and Sismondian economics, and 
his exploration of French Enlightenment philosophy. The con­
tinuing influence of Ouen and Fourier on Engels, and his re­
formist strategy for social change are the themes of the next 
chapter, which also reinterprets The Condition of the English 
Working Class. Chapter 11 deals with The German Ideology., 
analysing the French socialist influences on the 'materialist 
conception of history' and clarifying Marx's defense of French 
socialism against German 'True Socialism' in the second volume. 
Chapter 12 explores the intellectual and political conflict 
between Marx and Proudhon in 1846-47, examining the Svsteme des 
contradictions economiques as well as The Poverty of Philosophy. 
The last two chapters discuss Marx's changing ideas on 
economics in the Arbeitslohn manuscript, his and Engels' 
attitude towards the bourgeoisie, their conception of 
"modern communism", and their typology of socialist groups 
and ideologies, finishing uith an account of Engels' rela­
tions with the Reformistes in Paris on the eve of the 
Revolution of 1848. 
The study concludes that Marx's thought evolved 
considerably during the 1840s under the influence of the 
French socialists he met and read during 1843-45, and then 
under the impact of Engels, Manchester and Ricardian eco­
nomics. Engels* outlook changed less, since he fused 
Fourierism, Owenism and Chartism in 1843-44, and only modi­
fied it somewhat in the late 1840s under Marx's influence. 
Both men desired the creation of a new, comprehensive, 
socialist social science, but neither set out his views in 
a detailed and systematic fashion. Marxism, as an intel­
lectual system, had yet to be formulated when the 1848 
Revolution altered the pattern of Marx's and Engels* lives. 
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NOTES 
Dates are given according to the standard English method 
of abbreviation: day, month, year. For example, 7/6/47 
means 7th Oune 1847. 
As is usual, direct quotations are given in quotation marks. 
Single inverted commas normally indicate either a phrase or 
concept characteristically used by an author but not quoted 
from a specific text, e.g., 'social economy', or an idea 
uhich is in some uay questionable or controversial, e.g., 
'scientific socialism'. Occasionally I have uished to 
differentiate Marx's and Engels' usage of a term from other 
usages of the same uords, and have then used quotation marks, 
e.g., "modern communism". 
The term 'socialist1, as used in this thesis, is broad and 
general, denoting any left-uing critic of capitalism/bourgeois 
society uho accepted the label. 'Communism' is used in the 
early 19th C. sense, indicating a form of socialism aiming 
at the abolition of private property. As such, it denotes a 
sub-category of 'socialism' but still a fairly wide one, ad­
mitting several varieties. 
The label 'Marxism1 (capitalised) refers to the ideas of 
Marx alone, as does the adjective Marxian. 'Original marxism' 
means the ideas of Marx and Engels, specifically excluding 
subsequent accretions and interpretations by disciples or 
commentators. The term 'marxism' (uncapitalised) refers 
normally to the marxist tradition, i.e., the ideas of Marx, 
Engels and disciples. 
INTRODUCTION 
MARX THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY 
In the last quarter of the 19th C., French socialist 
intellectuals uora divided over the value of marxism to the 
French labour movement. Some, like Gustave Rouanet, perceived 
it as an alien ideology, suitable perhaps for the German 
Social Democratic Party but quite inappropriate for Frenchmen 
uho had their native socialist and syndicalist traditions."^ 
Others — Paul Lafarguo is s good example — recognised a 
non-French element in marxism, but retorted that this theory, 
even if Germanic in origin, uas more modern and scientific 
than utopian French socialism uhich had been superceded in an 
age of factory industry.'" fienott Malon took a third approach 
to the issue. Marxism, he suggested, did represent an advance 
on indigenous socialist thought, largely because Marx had 
developed socialist economics beyond anything achieved in 
France, but in other respects it uas simply a synthesis of 
1. Gustave Rouanet, "Le Materialisme economique de Marx et 
lrj social isme franca is", La Revue Socialiste. V & VI, 
no. 29 (may 11307), np. 395-4221, no. 3U (June 1887), pp. 
[i79-6U3, no.31 (July 1007), pp.76-86, no.33 (sept, 1887), 
pp. 278-294, no.35 (nov. 1887), pp. 507-531. 
2. Paul Lafargue, "Le Proudhon isme est le passe", |_ 1 Egal i te 
(2nd series), no.14, 21/4/80; "Galeric socialiste lnter-
nationala: lUrl Marx", Le Socialiste, no. 12, 14/11/85. 
doctrines formulated by French theorists in the first half of 
the century. Since marxism uas thus in his opinion essentially 
French, Plalon found no difficulty in presenting Marx as the 
legitimate heir to the intellectual leaders of the French 
left in the 184bs: Louis Blanc, Victor Considerant, Pierre 
Leroux, Etienne Cabet and Constantin Pecqueur, J But uas Malon 
deluding himself? Indeed, uhich of these three interpreta­
tions uas closest to the truth? 
Since Lenin's article "The Three Sources and Three 
Component Parts of Rarxism" it has been a commonplace of 
marxism-leninism that Plarx synthesised (creatively, of course) 
the best of German philosophy, English classical political 
economy, and French socialism, although Lenin actually sau 
the Jacobin revolutionary-democratic tradition as more influ-
4 
ential than the visions of Fourier, Saint-Simon and Cabet. 
Plalon and Lenin may have been right to emphasise the roots of 
early marxism in French socialism. But their suggestions re­
mained unproven and there has been little interest among 
marxist historians in exploring in detail the debt oued by 
Plarx, let alone Engels, to these early French theorists, per­
haps because of unconscious fears that such research might 
reveal them to have been less original thinkers than is con-
3. Oenoit Plalon, Histoire du socialisme, 5 vols, Paris, 
Dervcaux, 1832-1805. 
4. Vladimir Lenin, "The Three Sources and Three Component 
Parts of Plarxism", Prosveshcheniye, no.3 (march 1913); 
translation in V. I. Lenin, SclecTed Uorks, 1 volume 
edition, N.Y. , International Publishers, 1971, pp.20-24. 
ventionaliy assumed.'' Nor, apart from George Lichtheim, has 
any non-marxist scholar shoun more than a passing interest in 
the question as a whole, although there are a feu articles on 
Piarx's relationship to Proudhon and one on his alleged debt 
to Saint-Simon.3 by and large, uestern marxologists have 
preferred to speculate about the influence of Hegelian meta­
physics on the 113 4 4 f la nusc r i p t s and to debate the extent to 
uhich the later marxian economic uritings presupposed this 
early 'philosophy'. The lack of a thorough, scholarly inves­
tigation of the French and English socialist sources of the 
early thought of Plarx and Engels is, I suspect, symptomatic 
of the generally unsatisfactory state of marxology since its 
inception around the- turn of the century. 
The number of books and articles on Plarx and marxism 
uritten since ldGD must run into thousands, and one is tempted 
to say that too much lias been uritten on the subject already. 
Yet there has been :.. 11 too little uork of high quality. Most 
of the secondary literature is polemical, the product of 
5. One exception to this generalisation is Roger Garaudy, 
L es sources franchises d u s o c i a1i s m e scientifigue. Paris, 
Editions Hior at a ' aujourd ' hoi, 1948, but this is a dis­
appointingly crude and shallou uork uritten uhile its 
author uas an adherent of 'official' P.C.F. marxism-
leninism. 
6. George Lichtheim, Marxism in Modern France, N.Y., Columbia 
U . P . , 1 '•") 6 5 ; The Origins' of Socialism, N.Y. , Praeger, 1969; 
Georges Gurvitch, "Saint-Simon et Karl Plarx", Revue Inter­
nationale de Philosophic, XIV/ (i960), pp. 399-416; Robert 
Hoffman,"Plarx and Proudhon: A Reappraisal of Their Rela­
tionship", The Historian, XXIX, 3 (may 1967), pp.409-430; 
Goris Souvarine, "P.-3. Proudhon: Cent Ans Apres", Le 
Contrat Social, IX, 2 (march-apri1 1965), pp.06-94. Also, 
on the P';arx/Proudhon rivalry, though focussed on the post-
1048 period, j. Hampden Jackson, Plarx, Proudhon and Euro­
pean Socialism. b'.Y., PI a cP'li 1 lan , 19 57. 
political or moral conviction rather than disinterested 
scholarship. Much of it is also out of date because uritten 
without knowledge of important manuscripts which have only 
7 
recently become available. Still, in the last two decades 
there has grown up a small body of more reliable scholarly 
material, and it is therefore a little surprising that impor­
tant aspects of 'original marxism' (by which I mean the ideas 
of Marx and Engels themselves, not the views of later dis­
ciples or interpreters) still remain obscure. Yet in fact 
there exists no adeguate monograph on the evolution of Marx's 
vieus on economic problems like recessions, monetary policy 
and uages, and only a beginning has been made on clarifying 
his changing attitude to labour unions and strikes. His and 
Engels' personal relations uith emigre European socialists in 
London in the uake of 1848 and 1871 have yet to be examined, 
and there is no full treatment of their influence on the 
French socialist movement betueen 1864 and 1895. Marx's re­
actions to Engels' excursions into philosophy and social 
theory in the 107Us still require more careful scrutiny. 
Engels, in particular, has been badly neglected, such that 
Gustav Mayer's old biography remains the best uork available 
7. The most notable being the Kreuznach manuscript "Aus der 
Kritik der Hegelischen Rechtsphilosophie", the "Oekono-
misch-philosophische Ranuskripte aus dem Jahr 1844", and 
the Grugdrisse der Kritik der politischen Oekonomie: 
Rohentuurf; other more minor pieces, previously unpub­
lished, have been appearing in recent volumes of the 
East German UERKE and the Darx-Engels Collected works. 
on him in English or French. This dissertation is intended 
to fill another glaring gap already mentioned: the question 
of the influence of earlier and contemporary European socialist 
theorists on the genesis of 'original marxism'. 
The problem, however, is not simply that insufficient 
research has been done. Anyone examining the secondary lit­
erature will find a host of rival and contradictory commen­
taries which dissolve 'original marxism' in a cloudy web of 
assertion and counter-assertion. A few recent works can be 
relied on, but so much of the ground is treacherous that one 
is left uith no choice but to start almost from scratch in 
uorking out one's own version. And even then finding the 
truth is not easy — one discovers perplexing ambiguities in 
the original texts and concludes that rival interpretations 
each had some uarrent after all. 
Uhy, then, is it so difficult to get a clear picture 
of 'original marxism'? There seem to be a number of reasons. 
Ignorance has fueled the flames of controversy and the smoke 
has in turn obscured the gaps in our knouledge. Another prob­
lem is the sheer si^e of the mountain of commentaries uhich 
8. Henry Collins & C, Abramsky, Karl Marx and the British 
Labour Movement, N.Y., St. Martins, 1965; Gustav Mayer, 
Friedri'clT Engels: Ein biographie, The Hague, Nijhoff, 
1934 (English edition, N.Y., Knopf, 1936). Neither Grace 
Carlton, Friedrich Engels: The Shadow Prophet. London, 
Pall Rail Press, 1965, nor William 0. Henderson, The Life 
of Friedrich Engels, 2 vols, London, Cass, 1976, super­
cede Mayer, although the latter uork includes some inter­
esting neu information on Engels' business and financial 
affairs in the 185Gs and 1860s. 
offer a kaleidoscope of different images of Rarx. Houauer, 
tiiis factious historiography can be comprehended historically: 
since Engels 1 death there have been tuelve main trends or 
'schools' of Rarx-interpretation. The first, and one of the 
most influential pictures of Rarx uas that draun by sympathetic 
disciples such as Uilhelm Liebnecht, Franz Rehring, Rax Beer 
q 
and John Sparqo. Iheir accounts blended hagiography uith 
the 'orthodox' social-democratic marxism created by the el­
derly Engels and Karl Kautsky. Ignoring the early texts that 
uere available as "juvenilia", discounting Rarx's philosophical 
uritings, and shrugging off the embarrassing dialectical 
method, tITese books presented Rarx as a 'scientific' economist 
dedicated to the European labour movement and possessed of a 
monist theory of history uhich proved the inevitable triumph 
of the -proletarian r >: v e 1 u t i o n . 
In opposition to this hero-uorship, tuo critical ver­
sions of Marx's marxism uere elaborated in the tuo decades be­
fore the First 'Jo rid Jar. The cruder of the tuo uas also the 
more hostile. It uas the uork of non-socialists like Eugene 
von Johm-Baue ri-s, l/ilfredo pareto and Joseph Nicholson, uho 
took the orthodox interpretation largely at face-value but 
9. Uilhelm Licbknacht, Karl Rarx: Biographical Memoirs, 
Chicaoo, Kerr, 19G1; Franz Mori ri no, Karl Rarx: The Story 
of his Life. L O P ion, The Bodley Head, 1 9 3 6 (first pub-
lished in German in 10.1-3); Rax Beer, The Life and Teach­
ing of Karl Rarx, London, fictional Labour Press, 1 9 2 1 ; 
John sea rno, ;;.-:r] Rarx: His Life and Uork, N . Y . , Hua-
bsch, J 9lb. 
differed drastically in assessing it. They uere concerned 
above all to refute marxist attacks on academic social 
science and to demolish Marx's uork in the name of more ad­
vanced sociological and economic theories. Bohm-Bauerk, for 
example, formulated a detailed and intransigent critique of 
the Marxian labour theory value from the standpoint of neo­
classical doctrine. A more sophisticated reassessment of 
'original marxism' uas made at the turn of the century by 
European socialists uho believed orthodox marxist theory needed 
substantial modification. Some of these revisionists — Eduard 
Bernstein is the best-knoun example — simply criticised the 
'orthodox' Marx on empirical and philosophical grounds, but 
others, such as Benedetto Croce, Georges Sorel and Thomas 
Masaryk, contrasted this 'orthodox' vieu uith their oun inter­
pretations of 'original marxism', and for a time tried to re­
habilitate a more subtle Marx guiltless of intellectual 'crimes' 
1' 
like mechanistic materialism and economic determinism. 
10. Eugene von Bohm-Bauerk, Karl Marx and the Close of his 
System, N.Y., Kelley, 19 49 (originally published in 
German in 1896); Vilfredo Pareto, Les systemes socialis-
tes, 2 vols, Paris, Giard, 1926 (originally published in 
1902-03); Vladimir Simkhovitch, Marxism versus Socialism, 
N.Y., Holt, 1913; Joseph Nicholson. The Revival of Marx*^ 
ism, London, Murray, 1920. 
11, Eduard Bernstein, Die Vorraussetzungen des Sozialismus 
und die. Aufqaben der Sozia1demokratie, Stuttgart, Dietz, 
1899; Benedetto Croce, Historical Materialism and the 
economics of Karl Marx, London, MacMillan, 1914 (o r i g i n a1 
Italian edition 1899); Thomas G. Masaryk, Die philcso-
phischen und sociologischen Grundlaqen des Marxismus, 
Osnabruck, Zeller, 19 64 (originally published 1899); 
Georges Sorel, Sagqi di critica des marxismo, Palermo, 
Sandron, 1902. 
TlTea nGu schools of marxology emerged betueen the 
wars. The most prolific commentators at this time uere com­
munist intellectuals, uho, following the lead of Nikolai 
Bukharin, a.m. Ooborino and David Riazanov, created the 
marxist-leninist imago of Rarx and Engels as the inseparable 
1 9 
1ounders or dialectical materialism. " Non-marxist critics 
of communism also uent to some lengths to present marxism as 
a Full—blown intellectual system, searching out the various 
ad hoc pronouncements of Rarx and Engels on politics, econo­
mics and history to wold them into coherent doctrines. The 
work of these 'critical systemisers' — writers like Sherman 
Chang, G.D.H. Cole, E.ll. Carr, Sidney Hook and R.R. Bober — 
refined in a more scholarly direction the earlier pictures of 
Rarx, providing an academic media via betueen the marxist-
13 
leninists and the frankly hostile opponents of marxism. 
Georgi Lukacc and Karl Korsch, houever, made a more radical 
re interpretation of 'original marxism', rehabilitating Marxian 
12. Nikolai Bukharin, Historical Materialism: A System of 
Sociology, i J.Y., International Publishers, 1925; A.M. 
Deborine, Nikolai Bukharin, et al, Marxism and Modern 
Thought, N.Y., Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1935; David Riaza-
nov, Karl Rarx and Friedrich Engels, London, Laurence, 
19 27, a Rarx: iinmmo, ponsour et revolutionnaire, Paris, 
E.S.I., 19 2b. 
13. G.D.H. Cole, Uhat Marx Ueally Meant, London, Gollancz, 
1934; Frank R. sal tor, Karl Rarx and Rodern Socialism, 
London, Racr.i I lsn, 1921; E.H. Carr, Karl Rarx: A StuOy 
in Fana t ici S i . i , London, Dent, 1934; Sherman Chang, The 
Marxian Theory of the State, Philadelphia, b. of Pennsyl­
vania Press, ln3i ; h.R. Bober, Karl Marx's Interpretation 
of Hi s t o r y, Cambridge, ['lass., Harvard G.P., 1927; Sidney 
Hook. Towards an Understanding of Karl Marx, "J. Y., 
philosophy by pointing to Rarx1;: vieus on ethics and epis-
14 
temology. Their writings spearheaded a campaign by a 
handful of young marxist scholars for a neu 1neo-revisionist 1 
interpretation of 'original marxism' designed as a conscious 
repudiation of the old 'vulgar marxism' of pre-uar social de-
19 . .' 
mocrats and contemporary communists. Neo-revisionism uas 
not, in fact, initially hasod on the discovery of neu Marxian 
texts, but the publication in .1932 of the third volume of 
the Rar x-tn pe Is Cc sar.i tausnn he (uhich contained Marx's manu­
scripts of IB44) added fuel to the fires of reinterpretation, 
and a numocr of marxist uriters concentrated on explaining 
the significance of the early Marxian t e x t s . T h e i r uork 
constituted a revolution in i larx-interpretation, creating a 
neu image of Marx the philosopher and humanist. 
Interest in the young Rarx gathered momentum after 
the Second Jorld bar. Henry Adams, for example, produced the 
first commentary in English on the 1843-44 uritings, uhile in 
France Raximilien Rubel, emphasising Marx's moral vision, 
14. Karl Korsch, Marxismus und Philosophie. Leipzig, Hirsch-
feld, 1923; Karl Rarx, London, Chapman & Hall, 1938; 
Georgi Lukacs, Geschichte und Klassenbeuusstein, Malik 
l/erlag, 1923. 
15. Henri Lefebvre, Le materialisme dialectique, Paris, Al-
can, 1939; Augustc Cornu, Karl Marx: l'homme et 1'oeuvre, 
1814-45, Paris, Alcan, 1934. 
16. Marx-Engels Historisch-Kritische Gesamtausgabe (ed. David 
Riazano v, succeeded by Viktor Adoratski), Frankfurt/M., 
Engel, 1927-1933; Cornu, op. cit.; Lefebvre, op. cit. ; 
Korsch, Karl larx, op. c i ~C. 
used them to revitalise the rather jaded French socialist 
1 ? 
version or marxism. At the same time, Maurice Merleau-
Ponty created his "authentic marxism", based on the 1844 
18 
Manuscripts seen through the lens of existentialism. There 
uas an analogous 'young Marx' revival in the U.S.A. uhere the 
ex-Trotskyist aye D u n ayevskaya, portrayed Marx as a liber-
t a r i a n r e v a 1 u tie n a r y equally hostile to capitalism and total-
. . . . 19 
n: a nanism. M any ue s tern marxologists, houever, uere not 
impressed by thi o no u t rend. Uriters like Isaiah Berlin and 
Karl Popper d eve 1 o P e d a very influential interpretation of 
Marx as a "hi s to r ici st" , a nineteenth-century speculative 
philosopher o f h is to r v in empiricist disguise, uhose method-
ological and e th i c a 1 as sumntions led all too easily to sanct-
ioninn tctali tor i an 3 S 3 20 
suits on the "open society". Other 
commentators — such a s Rudolf Schlesinger, Raymond Arcn and 
Ralf Dahrenda rf — r o d i scovered Marx the social scientist, 
providing detail en s cho iarly assessments of his contribution 
17. Henry Adams, Karl Marx in his Earlier Writings, London, 
Allen u IJ n u i n, 1940; Maxirnilien Rubel, Karl Ma"rx: Pages 
choisies pour one ethigue socialiste, Paris, Riviere, 
1948. 
18. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Sens et non-sens. Paris, Nagel, 
1943. 
19. Raya Dunayevskaya, Marxism and Freedom, N.Y., Bookman 
Association, 19 58. 
20. Isaiah Berlin, Karl Marx: His Life and Environment, 
N.Y., Oxford P.P., 1939, & Historical Inevitability, 
London, Oxford O.P., 1954; Karl' Popper, The Open Society 
and its Enemies, London, Routledge, 1945, & The Poverty 
of H i s t. o r i c i s m, London, Routledge, 1957. 
to sociology nrvJ politico" economy. ' ' 
ny of trie so carl'/ trcnor, in . arx-intorpretati:n 
have, of course, continued into too l"7bs. But in tr.c -ost 
decade or so ue have ui tner.ocd the emergence of scvcr.il m: _ 
images of Rarx. Thoro has noon a tremendous upsurge r.f in­
terest in the young Rarx, and Rarx the philosopher has c.cme 
to dominate the secondary literature nr. 'original marxism*, 
for examole, orthodox communists have been moved to revise 
marxism-1eninism to Less it on Rarx'c humanist critique s• 
'alienation' under capitalism; Erich Tromm has argued that 
Rarx's youthful insights possesses! more ensuring uortP tn.-.-
his economic treatises, and Robert Tuci or has suoges toe tri.jt 
a metaphysical notion of ' sol f -estrangement ' ran like a i,;•11 
motif through Rarx's o eu v r e.' Reacting against the f».»tr-.i 
tif interpretations such as Lhcs? , a Trench communist, t". u i • 
Althusser, has at terns, tod ts re-establish 'original mar* is 1 
as a scientific Philosophy; uhile his discisie, rsurict. 
lier, has taken this vicuna in t .-. stage further uy si i . is 
that Rarx uas •> structuralist, uho, or I 1 oc*"ore Lev i-j ' . r . i . , 
laid the elements of s thsr H J C M / scientific m a i : i • 
human societies." i t.s• • r n '. r xs 1 e:;, i s t c s.; ve r c-ic t c;.'. " •:. r> * . . 
Rudolf schlosin ..-r , ' ' r x : ''is T i "> o a r L •. r s 
Routlecge .'. I.oso- tool, l;."'b; •(ayene! Arcr, 
in Socio losica 1 Th JU.-.P t, L r.s _eiser,relc , 
19ss; .{alf 'janrcno -rf. Sis-: o : • — 
trial Society. Stan: ore, s. m";r. 
i . r : c Frn~.-.f " .-rx ' • 
Robert Tucker, 
briecr. Sr. : r ' 
'i 1 • • i 
to this highly polemical 'young Rarx' versus 'old Rarx' con­
troversy, and have concentrated instead on pursuing detailed 
and rigorous investigations into limited aspects of Rarx's 
intellectual universe. Scholars like Oscar Hammen, Bertel 
Oilman, Z.A. Jordan, Istvan Reszaros, David RcLellan, Schlomo 
Avineri and Richard Hunt have, as a result, achieved a .'.evel 
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or accuracy and objectivity surpassing most earlier uork. 
Through their monographs it is nou — for the first time — 
becoming possible to achieve a balanced interpretation of 
'original marxism'. 3ut no synthesis of this research has 
yet been published. 
Another explanation of the conflict over "uhat Rarx 
really meant" lies in the political bias of some commentators. 
Because marxism uas adopted officially as the ideology of the 
European socialist movement for tuo decades and then taken 
over by the Communist International, some historians have 
tended to foist upon Rarx and Engels the particular brand of 
marxism propagated by one or other of these movements, and, 
moreover, have slipped into their accounts their personal 
4. Oscar Hammen, The Bed '4Bers, N.Y., Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1969; Bertel Oilman, Alienation; Rarx's Concep­
tion of Ran in Capitalist Society, Cambridge, Cambridge 
O.P., 19 71; Z.A. Bordan, The Evolution of Dialectical 
Raterialism: A philosophical and Sociological Analysis, 
London, RocRillan, 1957; Istvan Reszaros. Rarx's Theory 
of Alienation, London, Rerlin, 1970; David RcLellan, 
The Young Hegelians and Karl Rarx, London, RacRillan, 
1969, Plarx before Marxism, London, RacRillan, 1970, & 
Karl Rarx: His Life and Thought, London, MacMillan, 
1973; Schlomo Avineri, The Social and Political Thought 
of Karl Rarx, C->mbridgo^ Cambridge O.P., 1963; Richard 
Hunt, The f-olitical Ideas of Rarx and Engels: I, Rarx ism 
and Totalitarian Democracy, .1813-1850, Pittsburg, U., of 
Pitts b u r g Press, 197.';. 
evaluations of socialism or communism. To give a couple of 
obvious examples, reformist socialist uriters presenting Marx 
as the founder of gradualism tend to emphasise the evolu-
25 
tionary, pacific and democratic elements in his uritings, 
uhile staunch opponents of Bolshevism sometimes see Marx as 
a uild, violent and proto-totalitarian figure. 
Contemporary events have frequently had an impact on 
hou commentators perceive Marx's and Engels' uork. Such 
events may be political, economic or intellectual. The Rus­
sian Revolution, for example, stimulated the appearance of an 
image of Marx the advocate of 'permanent revolution' and chief 
spokesman for an elite of revolutionary conspirators prepared 
to employ any means to achieve their goals. *" The re-emergence 
of a darker face of capitalism during the Great Depression 
revived interest in Marx the theorist of economic crises and 
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eventual breakdown of the system. The existentialist move-
25. Avineri, op. cit. ; Michael Harrington, Socialism, N.Y., 
Saturday Revieu Press, 1972. 
26. Karl Popper, The Open Society, op. cit.; Robert Payne, 
Marx, Simon u Schuster, 1968; Leopold Schuartzchild, 
Karl Marx: The Red Prussian, London, Hamish Hamilton, 
1948; 3.L. Talrnon, Political Messianism; The Romantic 
Phase, N.Y., Praeger, 1960. 
27. Nicholson, op. cit.; Leon Trotsky, Terrorism and Com­
munism, Petrograd, Communist International, 1920;' Wladi-
rnir Lenin, The State and Revolution and The Proletarian 
Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky, both translated in 
Selected Works. N'.Y., International Publishers, 1971. 
20. Bohn Strachey, The Nature of Capitalist Crisis, London, 
Gollancz, 1935; Lucien Laurat, La Crise mondiale, Paris, 
Institut superieur ouvrier, 1935; Sean Duret, Le marxisme 
et les crises, Paris, Gallimard, 1933; William 3. Blake, 
An American looks at Karl Marx. N.Y.. Cordon. 1939. 
ment in France produced, in the late 1940s, an 'existential 
Marx' uhose early uritings seemed to have anticipated the 
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vieus of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Bean-Paul Sartre. Bone 
of these interpretations uas fraudulent, they merely selected 
from Marx's voluminous uritings those ideas uhich uere in ac­
cord uith contemporary preoccupations. 
The personal values and intellectual interests of com­
mentators have affected their interpretations in other uays 
too. The focus of Marx's uork changed during his life, and 
historians have disagreed over uhich periods uere more valu­
able, or most crucial to his oun outlook. Some stress the 
imnortance of his early humanism, some the originality of 
31 
his later economic analyses. Also, since Marx and Engels 
urote on a range of topics uithin the fields of philosophy, 
sociology, economics, history and philosophy of history, in­
terpreters differ concerning uhich facets of this comprehensive 
intellectual endeavour uoro most essential to 'original marx­
ism'. Marx is sometimes presented as 'primarily' an econo-
32 . 33 
mist, ^ 'fundamentally' a philosopher, or 'basically' a 
29. Merleau-Ponty, on. cit.; Bean-Paul Sartre, "Materialisme 
et revolution", Les Temps Modernes. nos 9 & 10 (june & 
July, 1946} PP.1S37-1B63 L 1-32. 
30. Fromm, op. cit. 
31. Paul M. Sueezy, Theory of Capitalist Development. ^.Y., 
Monthly Revieu Prsss, 1960 (first published 1942; . 
32. Arturo Labriola, Karl Marx; l'economiste et le social­
iste. Paris, Riviere, 1910. 
33. Louis Dupre, Philosophical Foundations of Marxism, N. Y., 
Harcourt, 1966. 
sociologist. The choice of perspective influences the 
final picture. 
There is also a complication uhich may be called the 
'encrustation problem*. It has become increasingly difficult 
to approach the Marxengelsian texts uith a mind like a 'tabula 
rasa'. Commentators usually bring to their source materials 
some preconceptions concerning uhat they uill find there, but 
this problem is severe in the case of 'original marxism'. It 
is not easy to separate it totally from later marxisms. Five 
main marxist schools — the social-democratic orthodoxy of 
Kautsky and Plekhanov, the revisionism of Bernstein, Masaryk 
and Croce, the radical leftism of Rosa Luxemburg and the "gen­
eration of 1905", marxism-leninism, and the neo-revisionism 
of Korsch and Lukacs — have each, in different uays, influ­
enced the very perceptions of some commentators on the original 
t e x t s . ^ 
Another problem has been the unavailability of key 
texts. Vital uritings by Marx and Engels became accessible 
to scholars only uell after the death of their authors, a dif­
ficulty experienced by all commentators, even those uho read 
German. Marx's Doctoral Dissertation uas published only in 
1902, his important manuscript "Introduction" to Contribution 
34. Maximilien Rubel, Karl Marx: Essai de bioqraphie intel-
lectuelle, Paris, Riviere, 1957. 
35. This is particularly true of uriters uho are themselves 
marxists or marxisant, for example Raya Dunayeskaya, 
Henri Lefebvre, Louis Althusser, Istvan Meszaros, Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty and Ernst Mandel. 
to a Critique of Political Economy in 1903, the Theories of 
Surplus-V/alue in 1905-1910, his correspondence uith Engels 
in 1913, the German Ideology in fragments betueen 1902 and 
1926, the Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right in 1927, 
the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts in 1932, the Grun-
drisse in 1939-1941, and Engels' Dialectic of Nature in 1927. 
Linen key pieces of the puzzle are missing it is difficult to 
see the picture clearly. In any case, even uhen available, 
the Marxengelsian texts are ambiguous and contradictory. The 
uritings of tuo men, even close friends, composed over a half-
century, are hardly likely to be completely self-consistent 
uhen vieued en bloc as a system of doctrine. Indeed, the 
more texts commentators had at their disposal, the more dif­
ficult they found it to present a simple image of Marx. Tra­
ditional categories like 'revolutionary', 'materialist' or 
'scientific socialist' no longer seemed apt, yet neuer labels 
like 'humanist philosopher' and 'democratic reformer' also 
failed to capture the spirit of Marx. In short, 'original 
marxism' uas more complicated than most early interpreters 
realised, uhich uas uhy their images of Marx uere fragmentary 
and distorted. 
Thus the diffuse nature of Marx's and Engels' urit­
ings has made it easy for historians to disagree, quite sin­
cerely, about hou they should be construed. Further, their 
oun personal values, political convictions, and intellectual 
predilections have led these commentators to make full use 
of the lee-uay of interpretation offered them. But uhat is 
this 'lee-uay of interpretation'? In what uays are the 
Rarxengelsian texts ambiguous? To ansuer this ue must look 
briefly at some of the controversial issues about uhich 
marxologists have quarrelled and still do guarrel. 
Any uriter on Rarx has to decide whether he intended 
his scattered, a_d hoc comments on philosophy, politics and 
history to cohere uith his economic theories in an intellec­
tual system. One should not assume a_ priori that Rarx pos­
sessed, or even thought he possessed, a unified and compre­
hensive vision. He in fact made little attempt to explain hou 
his vieus in one discipline entailed, or depended on, conclu­
sions he had reached in others. This lack of clear connecting 
links betueen, say, Marxian economics and Rarx's theory of 
history, has forced commentators to make their oun decisions 
on hou the parts of his Ueltanschauung fitted together. But 
there are some difficult choices to be made if one sets out 
to reconstruct 'original marxism' systematically. Should 
Cani tal, for example, be read merely as a treatise on economic 
theory, or did it have a philosophical base essential to its 
3 6 
structure and methodology, as some critics have claimed? 
Did Rarx retain the philosophical position he advanced in 1845, 
or did philosophy no longer have a place in his intellectual 
scheme by the 1 860s? Hou, precisely, did he see his theory 
of surplus-value providing an economic proof of the class-
36. Dunayevskaya, on. cit.; Oilman, op. cit.; Reszaros, on. 
cit.; Tucker, on. cit.; & Godelier, 1oc. cit. 
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struggle vieu of history? Uhat relationship did he envisage 
betueen the demise of the capitalist economy and the forth­
coming proletarian revolution? Uhat uas the link, if any, 
betueen the theory of classes in his essays on contemporary 
history, and his schematic, economic approach to classes in 
Capital? Did he arrive at his 'class conflict' model of so­
cial history empirically, or uas it a logical deduction from 
his analysis of economic antagonisms? Questions like these --
unresolved by Marx himself — give good grounds for questioning 
uhether Rarx ever made much effort to integrate his ideas. It 
remains uncertain hou satisfied Rarx uas that he had framed a 
grand theoretical system, in uhich philosophical insights un­
derpinned economic theories uhich in turn harmonised uith 
sociological analyses to give rise to a political strategy. 
A variety of earlier and contemporary thinkers in­
fluenced Rarx, especially during his formative years in the 
1840s. There has been much debate among marxologists about 
the sources of his early philosophy, and especially about hou 
great an impact to ascribe to the eighteenth century mater­
ialists, to the German Idealists (Kant, Fichte and Hegel), 
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and to Bruno Bauer and Luduig Feuerbach. On the other hand, 
the influence of earlier economists — Smith, Quesnay, Sismondi, 
37. Cornu, op. cit.; Dupre, op. cit.; Karl Ltiuith, Von Hegel 
zu Nietzsche, Zurich, Europa Verlag, 1941; Sidney Hook, 
From Hegel tc Rarx: Studies in the Intellectual Develop­
ment of Karl Rarx, Ann Arbor, 0. of Michigan P., 1965; 
David RcLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Marx, op. 
cit., & Rarx before Rarxism, op. cit.; Dick Houard,~The 
Development of the Rarxian Dialectic, Carbondale, Il­
linois, Southern Illinois O.P., 1972. 
Ricardo and Rodbertus — on I'larx has received comparatively 
little attention, although there has been some dispute over 
the extent to uhich he emancipated himself from the assump-
3 8 
tions of classical liberal political economy. Uas Marx's 
concept of value significantly different from Ricardo's? And 
hou indebted uas he to the Sismondian critigue of Say's Lau 
and analysis of economic crises? These guestions remain un­
resolved. There has been considerable controversy, too., about 
the sources of Rarx's historical sociology, especially uith 
regard to the doctrines of 'class-struggle' and 'ideological 
3d 
superstructure1. The problem centres on ueighting the in­
fluences of Saint-Simon, other French socialists, Hegel, and 
contemporary French historiography in the formation of his­
torical materialism. Again, there is the issue of the effect 
of Feuerbach's values and methodology on Rarx's early manu­
scripts: did Feuerbach supercede Hegel and Bauer as the young 
Rarx's mentor, or had he emancipated himself from all such 
influences by 1844? The openness of questions like these 
indicates that historians have not yet fully sorted out the 
38. Ernest Randel, La formation de la pensee economique de 
Karl Rarx, Paris, Raspero, 19 67; Paul Samuel son, "Uages 
and Interest: A Rndern Dissection of Marxian Economic 
RodeIs", American Economic Revieu, XLVI I, no 6 (dec. 
1957), pp.884ff; Sueezy, O P. cit.; Raghnad Desai, Marx­
ian Economic Theory, London, Gray-Rills, 1974; Paul 
Ualton &. Andreu Gamble, From Alienation to Surplus Value, 
London, Sheed & Uard, 1972; Boan Robinson, An Essay on 
Marxian Economics, London, MacMillan, 1942. 
39. Rubel, E s sa i, o p. cit.; Aron, op. cit.; Bober, op. pit.; 
Reszaros, op. cit.; Henri Lefebvre, Sociologie de Rarx, 
Paris, P.U.F., 19 6 6; Georges Gurvitch, La Vocation ac-
tueile de la sociologie, vol 2, Paris, P.U.F., 1963. 
problem: uhen did Marx first create something original 
enough to uarrant the label 'marxism1? 
Another problem of marxnlogy may be summed up in the 
guestion: hou many Flarxs uere there? There is much disagree­
ment over the extent to uhich Rarx's vieus changed during and 
after the 1840s. The nub of this issue is the problematic 
relationship betueen the humanist philosophy of the young 
Marx and his later 'scientific socialism'. Some critics have 
postula ted a "radical break" betueen the early uritings and 
Capital. arguing that the youthful Marx uas a romantic philo­
sopher and the elderly Marx a Daruinian positivist.^ But 
commentators uho accept the 'tuo Plarx' thesis have disagreed 
sharply in their evaluation of each Marx; for some, the early 
Marxian texts uere 'immature1 and his real achievement uas 
4 1 
his economic theory, for others Marx's best insights uere 
embodied in his youthful theory of 'alienation' and they re-
42 
gret that he later repudiated the idea. Critics uho reject 
the 'radical break', on the other hand, tend to assume a 
fundamental unity embracing all Marx's uritings. They argue 
that the economic theses of Cap i ta1 uere implicit in the 1844 
Manuscripts, and, conversely, that the philosophical theses 
40. Althusser, op. cit.; Tucker, op. cit.; Roger Garaudy, 
Karl Marx, Paris, Editions Seghers, 1964; David McL.ellan, 
The Thought of Karl Marx: An Introduction, London, Mac-
Millan, 1971. 
41. Mehring, on t | cit.; Otto Ruhle, Karl Marx: His Life and 
work, B.Y., Viking Press, 1928; Sueezy. op. cit.; Man-
del, op. cit. 
of 1844 remained implicit in the later uork. The question, 
houever, is complicated by the intermediary uorks uritten 
betueen the late 1840s and the early 1860s (the German Ideo­
logy to the Grundrisse), since proponents of the 'radical 
break' argument differ as to uhen the break occurred and 
uhether the Plarx of 1846, 1843, or 1859 should be included 
in the 'early' or 'late' categories. Some marxologists, uhile 
refusing tc admit a transformation at some particular point 
in Plarx's intellectual career, suggest that his ideas did 
evolve substantially. They divide his uork into several per­
iods, in the case of Louis Althusser four stages, in the 
44 
opinion of David ricLellan eight. Other commentators reject 
periodisation outright, seeing in it a mistaken attempt to 
45 
prove that Plarx abandnned his early values. But any com­
mentator uho does admit significant differences betueen the 
doctrines of the 'young Plarx' and those of the sage of Euro­
pean social-democracy is virtually forced into a discussion 
of the turning-points in his intellectual life. And there 
is as yet no consensus on this. 
At times in their lives Plarx and Engels collaborated 
very closely, and,, according to Engels, adopted a division 
of labour in uhich Plarx concentrated on econcmic theory* 
43. Pleszaros, op. cit.; Oilman, op. cit. ; PlcLellan, Karl 
Plarx, op. cit.; Eugene Kamenka, The Ethical Foundations 
of Plarx ism, Condon, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1962. 
44. Althusser, op. cit.; PlcLellan, Introduction, op. cit. 
leaving Engels the task of popularising other marxist doc-
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trines. Did Engels accurately express Marx's views on 
history and philosophy? Hou did Marx evaluate Engels' urit­
ings on marxist theory? The issue at stake here is uhether 
the tuo men's ideas should be regarded as, to all intents 
and purposes, identical. If so, then one may legitimately 
drau on Engels' uritings to construct a more comprehensive 
account of 'original marxism'. If not, one must distinguish 
rigorously betueen Marxian marxism and Engelsian marxism. 
The problem can be approached from tuo points of vieu, either 
as a matter of methodology, or as a matter of empirical evi­
dence. One may argue, a priori, that no tuo human personali­
ties ever think exactly alike, and so their thought must al-
uays — cn principle — be treated as independent. The re­
joinder is that it is sometimes guite impossible to sort out 
the individual contributions of tuo men to a joint project, 
and so their conclusions belong to both egually, irrespective 
of uho urote a given text. If one accepts this latter reason­
ing, the issue becomes an empirical one: uere Marx and Engels 
in fact such a pair of close collaborators for the length of 
their uorking lives'.'' The answer to this question is not 
straightforuard. It is complicated by such mundane factors 
as Marx's financial dependence on Engels, the fact of Marx's 
death a decade before Engels', the regularity of their cor­
respondence uhen separated, and the varying degree of personal 
46. Friedrich Engels, An ti-Duhring, English translation, 
London, Laurence h. Uishart, 1969. 
contact betueen the tuo men at different stages in their 
lives. So there is a substantive problem of interpretation 
here uhich no historian has yet resolved. 
Marx's methodology presents another debatable question. 
Marx believed he had arrived empirically at his economic and 
historical findings, and he thought he had employed scientific 
methods of investigating human society. But he also claimed 
to have improved his analytic method by adapting the Hegelian 
dialectic. Follouing Hogel, he rejected Baconian empiricism 
as inadequate, unable to penetrate beneath the surface of 
phenomena to their core. In short, he claimed both to be a 
social scientist and to go beyond positivist methods. Bid he 
put this programme into practice? Some critics answer 'no', 
suggesting that Marx's claim to be a dialectician uas little 
47 
more than rhetoric. They argue that his approach uas in fact 
quite similar to social positivists like Comte and Buckle, an 
interpretation based on the plausible claim that, under the 
influence of Feuerbach and French materialism, Marx rejected 
the Hegelian method as speculative and metaphysical, and, 
whatever he said, stayed clear of such nonsense in Capital. 
Yet Marx clearly believed Capital was 'dialectical' in some 
sense. Commentators have been unable to agree what he meant 
by this. Some have assumed that Marx remained a Hegelian in 
methodology all his life, and that, just like Hegel's, Marx's 
•dialectic' uas a non-verifiable 'pattern' uhich he imposed 
47, Z.A, Jordan, op. cit. 
on historical events. On this vieu, Marx's commitment to 
a trans-empirical, 'dialectical' approach demonstrated that 
he had chosen speculative philosophy rather than reliable, 
factual research. Another, more plausible, explanation of the 
Marxian dialectic is that it uas a theory of language and con­
cepts. In Bertel Oilman's opinion Marx deployed a set of 
fluid, 'relational' concents specially adapted to express his 
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vieu of reality as a ueb of 'relations', not facts. This 
vieu entailed, among other things, a quasi-Kantian epistemo-
logy and a repudiation of the fact/value distinction, so it 
set Marx outside the British empiricist tradition and closer 
to the German Idealists, but uithout making him a metaphysician. 
To sum up, then, there is still among Marx-interpreters a fun­
damental disagreement concerning Marx's methodology. Different 
critics maintain either he remained essentially a Hegelian, 
or he created a neu, non-Hegelian 'dialectic', or he became 
a positivist uho retained the dialectic only as a guide to 
research and manner of exposition, 
Uhat role did philosophy play in Marx's outlook? This 
is also problematic. At least five different vieupoints can 
be found in the secondary literature on the basic guestion 
uhere in the Marxengelsian texts the philosophy of 'original 
marxism' is to bo found. Orthodox Marxist-Leninists usually 
claim that Marx's nhiiosonhy uas expressed most fully by 
43. Berlin, Karl Marx, op. cit.; Pooper, Poverty of Histor­
ic i s m , op. cit. 
49. Oilman, on. cit. 
Engels in Anti-Ouhring and Luduig Feuerbach and they regard 
Marx's early uritings as neo-Hegelian metaphysical rambiings. 
Some marxologists adopt a diametrically opposed viewpoint, 
maintaining that Marxian philosophy is to be found exclu­
sively in the pre-1848 texts because after this time Plarx 
51 
abandoned philosophical guestions for empirical ones. Sev­
eral more moderate interpretations have been offered between 
those extremes. Althusser, for example, suggests that while 
Marx did uork out a coherent philosophical stance in the mid-
184Gs, he later repudiated this and, in collaboration uith 
Engels, created the system of 'dialectical materialism' uhich 
tngels popularised, *" Other interpreters see a less funda­
mental change, arguing that Marx refined and modified his 
early philosophy uhen integrating it into his later socio­
economic theories, but his opinions remained distinct from 
53 
Engelsian dialectical materialism. Others accept that the 
philosophical vieus of the elderly Marx and the elderly En­
gels uere different, but stress that both men abandoned their 
54 
early ideas, coming to dismiss them as juvenilia. If this 
50. T.A. Jackson, Dialectics: the logic of marxism. London, 
Laurence & 'disbar t, 1936; Howard Selsam & Harry Martel 
(eds), Reader in Marxist Philosophy. N.Y., International 
Publishers, 1963. 
51, Z.A. Jordan, op. cit.; James A. Gregor, A Survey of 
Marxism, N. Y., Random House, 19 65. 
5 2. Althusser, op. cit. 
53. Alfred Schmidt, The Concept of Nature in Marx, London, 
Neu Left Books, 1971; Nathan Rotenstreich, Basic Prob­
lems in Marx's Philosophy, N.Y., Bobbs-Merril, 1965. 
54, Godelier, 1oc. cit.; Stanley Moore, "Marx and the origin 
of dialectical materialism", Inquiry, XIV (1971) pp.420-
429. 
latter interpretation is correct, then there uere three dif­
ferent 'philosophies' embedded in 'original marxism': che 
young Marx's, the old Marx's, and the elderly Engels'. 
Related to this problem of deciding uhen, if at all, 
Marx defined his mature philosophy, is the issue uhat the term 
'philosophy' meant to him. Engels in his later years seems 
to have conceived it in positivist fashion as dealing uith 
logic and scientific method, and Marx possibly did the same. 
The 'young Marx', on the other hand, apparently had a dual 
notion of philosophy, based on the Hegelian conception of an 
all-inclusive system of knouledge and the Feuerbachian claim 
that it uas a critical method designed to expose speculative 
metaphysics. Hou long did Marx retain this initial, Young 
Hegelian, concept of philosophy as both method and system? 
If he abandoned it, uhat did he replace it uith? The answers 
are still in dispute. These general questions are complicated 
by tuo specific ones uhich have attracted much attention. 
Hou substantial uas the influence of Hegel on Marx? Hou im­
portant uas the concept of 'alienation' in Marx's thought? 
The opinion that Marx uas a neo-Hegelian, and that Marx's 
philosophy is best understood through a study of his running 
intellectual battle uith Hegel, is uidespread in the secondary 
55 56 literature, but it has been challenged. Similarly, many 
55. Dupre, op. cit.; Tucker, op, cit.; Gregor, op. cit.; 
H. Lamm, "Marx as a philosopher", Rev/ue Internationale 
de Philosophie, XII (1958), pp.237-248; Lfluith, op. 5TE. 
56. Garaudy, op. cit.; Oilman, op. cit.; Althusser, op. cit. 
commentators have suggested that the core of Marx's philo­
sophy uas his concept of 'alienation' uhich he derived, at 
least in part, from the Hegelian notion of 'self-estrange-
57 
mont'. Uhether tho Marxian version of 'alienation' uas 
metaphysical or empirical, and uhether Marx still employed 
it in his later economic uorks, are much disputed issues. 
Istvan Reszaros, for example, has claimed that 'alienation' 
uas for Marx the key concept of his lifelong critique of cap­
italism, possessing ontological, ethical, aesthetic, political 
and economic dimensions, Since hou to interpret the concept 
of 'alienation' bears on the uider question of uhether Rarx's 
later uorks should be read in the light of his earlier philo­
sophical humanism, it is crucial to the task of deciding the 
role of philosophy uithin Marx's overall system. But, once 
again, there is no scholarly agreement on the issue. 
The main bone of contention among interpreters of 
Marx's political thought may be summed up in the phrase "evo­
lution versus revolution". The question is uhether Rarx, in 
later life, abandoned his youthful commitment to violent 
57, Karl Lfluith, "Man's self-alienation in the early urit­
ings of Marx", Social Research, XXI, no 2 (summer 1954), 
pp.204-230; Lloyd D. Easton, "Alienation and History in 
the Early Marx", Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, 
XXII (1961-52), pp.193-205; David Braybrooke, "Diagnosis 
and Remedy in Marx's doctrine of alienation", Social Re­
search, XXV/, no 2 (autumn 1958), pp.325-345; Tucker, op. 
ext.; Guy Caire, L'Alienation dans les oeuvres de -'eunesse 
de Karl Marx, Aix en Provence, La Pens6e universitaire, 
1956; Bean-Yves Calvez, La Pensee de Karl Rarx, Paris, 
Editions du Seuil, 1956; Reszaros, op. cit. 
political revolution in favour of either a social revolution 
consequent on the economic breakdown of capitalism, or a 
peaceful transition to socialism via the election of a pro­
letarian government at the ballot box. All three scenarios 
can be found in Marx's uritings. Commentators have debated 
uhether Marx changed his mind after the 1848 fiasco and there­
after placed his trust in democratic procedures, and uhether 
he thought that different countries uere likely to pursue 
different roads to socialism such as, perhaps, a peaceful 
democratic transition in Holland, economic breakdown in France, 
and violent upheaval in Russia. The marxist-leninist view of 
Marx has normally publicised him as a precursor of Lenin's in­
surrectionary strategy, and by and large this image of Plarx 
the "red communist doctor" has also found favour with hostile 
59 
critics concerned to prove him a harbinger of Bolshevism. 
Recently there has been a reaction against such 'Cold war' 
versions of Plarx, and recognition that Plarx remained commit­
ted to democracy and soon repudiated his temporary quasi-
Blanquist leanings.^ The Marxian concept of 'socialist 
revolution', however, was as much economic as political, i.e. 
Marx assumed the nroletarian seizure of pouer uould be con­
nected in some uay uith the demise of capitalism as a func­
tioning economic system. Exactly hou this 'breakdown' would 
come about and the form it uould take uas not crystal clear 
59. Talmon, op. cit.; Schuartzchild, op. cit.; Payne, op. 
cit.; Nicholson, op. cit. 
60. Harrington, op. cit.; Avineri, op. cit.; Hunt, op. cit. 
in Rarx's uritings, so it too has become a subject of de-
. . 61 
oa te, 
The main problem here is to decide hou Marx expected 
the economic failure of capitalism uould stimulate political 
change. Since the revisionist controversy scholars have pon­
dered uhether Rarx predicted a 'catastrophic' end to the 
capitalist economy. Did he believe it uould shatter irrepar­
ably as a result of a severe crisis of overproduction, or did 
he anticipate a long period of decline uith prolonged depres­
sions, stagnation, and some partial recoveries? Furthermore, 
there is the issue of the exact relation betueen severe busi­
ness slumps and the anticipated uorkers' revolt: did Rarx 
ever explain hou the former uould cause the latter? Scholars 
have argued about uhether Rarx thought in terms of a deter­
ministic causal chain linking economic collapse to political 
upheaval, and thus regarded the political revolution as an 
epiphenomenon of the evolution of the capitalist system, or 
uhether — alternatively — he believed in a much greater 
degree of independence betueen political and economic events, 
so that an economic collapse might not necessarily precipitate 
an uorisinq by the proletariat, and, conversely, the political 
seizure of pouer by the uorkers possibly need not auait an 
economic crisis. 
This question of hou Rarx envisaged the proletarian 
revolution is one instance of a more general problem: hou to 
61. Sueezy, on. cit. 
construe his theory of historical materialism. It has been 
raised by, among others, a group of critics labelled 'funda-
mentalists1 by Bertel. Oilman. ~ They assume that the base/ 
superstructure relationship uas for Rarx a direct and one-uay 
causal sequence, i.e. that ideas and institutions uere products 
of economic changes. Construed in this uay, 'original marxism' 
uas a brand of economic determinism, an interpretation ren­
dered plausible by the monistic outlook implied by Rarx's sum­
mary 'expose' of the doctrine in the "Preface" to A Contribu­
tion to the Critique of Political Economy. This mechanistic, 
deterministic version of historical materialism has been 
challenged by marxologists pointing to the more flexible ac­
count given by Marx in the German Ideology. They emphasise 
both the reciprocal interaction betueen infrastructure and 
superstructure and the vital role played by human conscious­
ness and volition in the creation of history by "real living 
men" (Marx's phrase, oft-quoted), not abstract, mechanical 
6 3 
forces. They normally also indicate his detailed analyses 
of contemporary history in the Eighteenth Brumaire and The 
Class Struggles in France, arguing that there is much ir, these 
62. Oilman, op. cit. He means, in particular, Bober, op. 
cit. ; H.B. Acton, Uhat Marx Really Said, N.Y., Schocken, 
1967, & The Illusion of the Epoch, London, Cohen & West, 
1955; Bohn Plamenatz, German Marxism and Russian Commu­
nism, London, Longmans^ 195 ', & Man "and Society, vol 2, 
London, Longmans, 1963. 
63. Merleau-Ponty, op. cit.; Lefebvre, Materialisme dialec-
tique, op. cit., & Sociologie de Marx, op. cit.; Rubel, 
Essai. op. ciT7; Oilman, op. cit.; Bonn Leuis, The 
Marxism of Marx, London, Laurence & Uishart, 1972. 
uorks to uarront his exoneration from the charge of simplistic 
economic determinism. There is, then, in flarx's uritings some 
evidence for both the deterministic and non-deterministic 
interpretations of historical materialism. 
Some critics have claimed that Rarx's theory of his­
tory uas not only determinist but teleological like Hegel's. 
Rarx, they suqgest, uas a 'historicist', an accusation first 
levelled at Rarx by Karl Popper in The Poverty of Historicism. 
According to Popper, Rarx uas guilty of supposing he had dis­
covered the fundamental lau of historical evolution, uhereas 
in fact such a so-called 'lau' uould be both logically impos­
sible and non-falsifiable. Uhat Rarx had really done, Popper 
maintained, uas to take over from previous speculative philo­
sophers of history the unuarranted conviction that the course 
of history as a uhole must be •rational*, i.e. must exhibit an 
intelligible developmental pattern. This vieu has been at­
tacked by several scholars more sympathetic to marxism, and 
the issue has been much debated. In essence, it boils doun 
to uhether Rarx believed he had discovered, as Hegel claimed 
he had discovered, a kind of philosophical 'master key' to 
human history, and uhether Rarx's overall theory of social 
evolution uas teleological. A corollary to these questions, 
raised by Isaiah Derlin, is that of Rarx's alleged 'inevit-
65 
abilism'. Berlin has argued that a teleological philosophy 
64. op. cit. , passim. 
65, Berlin, Karl Rarx, op. cit., & Historical Inevitability, 
op. cit. 
of history entails the claim that future history is inevit­
able, i.e. it commits its author to a belief, acknouledged or 
unacknouledged, in fatalism. Accepting the 1 historicist* in­
terpretation of Rarx's historiography as determinist and 
teleological, Berlin concludes that he uas a believer in 
historical inevitability, and that, consequently, he denied 
the reality of human free-uill. On this interpretation, Rarx, 
as a result of believing he had discovered the inexorable lau 
of societal evolution, lapsed into the role of quasi-religious 
prophet preaching a brand of predeterminism centred on the 
absolute certainty of the forthcoming revolution. 
Bust as Popper's ' historicist' image of Rarx has been 
challenged, so has Berlin's ' inevitabilist1 t h e s i s . ^ Rarx, 
some commentators argue, rejected any kind of historical 
inevitabilism uhen he stressed the crucial role of proletarian 
class-consciousness in the anticipated revolution and af­
firmed that men themselves make their oun history, albeit 
uithin inherited socio-economic structures. Rarx's humanism, 
they add, uas guite incompatible uith reducing men to puppets 
in a fore-ordained historical drama, and they point out that 
6 7 
Rarx criticised Hegel for doing just that. Thus there 
exists, among marxologists, fundamental disagreement over 
this cluster of issues. For one camp, Rarx uas an empiric­
ally-minded social scientist, recognising human free-uill, 
66. David Gregory, Freedom, Inevitability and Historical Laus 
in Hegel and Rarx, R.A. Thesis, Oniversity of Sussex, 
1968. 
67. Fromm, op. cit.; Rerleau-Ponty, op. cit.; Leuis, oo. cit.; 
Gregory, op. cit. 
and viewing the revolution as 3 goal to be achieved, if at 
all, only by the conscious struggle of human beings them­
selves, for the nther camp, he uas a Hepel-type 'histor-
icist' believing in a predetermined, inevitable demise of 
capitalism. 
Marx set out his ideas on economics more systemat­
ically and in more detail than he did his vieus on philosophy, 
history and political theory. Nonetheless, he left Can i tal 
unfinished, and certain specific issues uithin his system 
have elicited debate, particularly his explanation of economic 
crises and his theory of prices, uages and profits. There is 
a uider problem, too, uhich has caused controversy: hou to 
interpret the Marxian theory of value. Commentators on I'larx 
face tuo basic problems in this connection: the historical 
question of the extent tn uhich Rarx transformed the Ricardian 
ideas he inherited, and the evaluative question of hou useful 
-- from the point of vieu of progress in economic theory --
his modifications uere. They have tended to split along 
political linos in their ansucrs. Almost all marxists have 
defended the originality and value of Marx's key economic con­
c e p t s ; ^ non-marxists normally minimise the magnitude of nis 
achievement or dismiss it as no achievement at all, chasac-
66. Mande.I, on. cit., ft an Introduction to Marxist Economic 
Theory , N.Y., Pa tn finder Press, 10-59; Pat Sloan, ,'• a" x 
and the Orthodox Econonists, Oxford, Olackuell, 1 7 Z; 
i i auric e bobe, ":arx's Capi t a 1 and its place in economic 
thought", Science and Society, XXXI, no 4 (fall i'<s7), 
po, b?7-5-*u; Soon .Jurot, "rarx eccnamisto" in iionr: 
Lefeuvre s Sutormann (eds', .-.arl Marx: i'.nrcnau> 
69. Bohm-Bauerk, on. cit.; Samuelson, loc. cit. 
70. Robinson, op. cit.; Joseph Schumpeter, History of Eco­
nomic AnalVsT's^ iTT Y. , Oxford O.P., 1954, pp.583-392, 
590-5P8, 6B1-654, 747-750 ,«• 1131-1132. 
71. Sueezy, op. cit.; Uesai, on. cit.; Alexander Balinky, 
Marx's Economics. Lexington, Mass., Heath, 1970; Fred 
M. Gotthoil, Marx's Economic Predictions, Evanston, 
Northuostern U.P., 1966; Saikar Das Gupta, Marxian Eco­
nomics: A Study, Calcutta, i/idyodsya, 1963; Paul Mat-
tick, Marx and i.synes, Boston, Porter Sargent, 1969; 
Murray Wo If son, A Reappraisal of Marxian Economics, B.Y., 
Columbia LI. i ., ll'?uu. 
terising liarx as a rn: nor nro-ihcardian. Since Marx uas 
neither a genius nor a nonentity, neither approach is very 
helpful. Houever, a feu marxologists have offered more bal­
anced judgements, fot example, Joseph Schumpeter on Marx's 
analysis cf economic cycles and long-term theory of price, 
and Soan Robinson on Marx's ideas on uages and capital accu­
mulation. Gut there seems to be little consensus among 
marxologists on tuo other topics: Marx's explanation of re­
cessions and depressions, and his opinion on the long-term 
movement of real uages. The points at issue here are (i) 
uhether Marx uas an underconsumptionist, arguing that it uas 
in the nature of the capitalist system for effective demand 
to lag behind capita] accumulation and productive capacity; 
and (ii) uhether Marx believed that the existence of repeated 
depressions and an army of unemployed uorkers meant that the 
level of real uages under capitalism uould aluays tend to 
return to a subsistence level despite the temporary successes 
achieved by trade-unions during phases of economic expan-
71 
sion. 
Another major problem of Marx scholarship concerns 
the notion of 'scientific socialism', and its relationship to 
Marx's moral values. It may be posed as follows: Marx's be­
lief in socialism derived from Enlightenment humanism, but he 
equally firmly believed that he could predict the advent of 
socialism using scientific concepts and methods. Unfortunately, 
suggest some critics, these tuo beliefs are logically incom­
patible: marxism could be a moral critique of capitalism, 
or it could be a value-neutral social science, but it could 
not be both at once, Marx, they continue, never recognised 
this fact; hence the unresolved tension in his outlook be­
tueen his implicit moral critique of capitalist exploitation 
and his claim that all his conclusions uere scientifically 
proven. The Marxian system, they suggest, had ethical foun­
dations uhich Marx only partly buried, Marx had therefore 
either sinned unuittingly against the fact/value distinction, 
or had intentionally disregarded it; if the latter uas the 
case his conception of 'scientific socialism' uas at odds 
uith the positivist vieu of a social science. 
Most commentators assume that Marx tried to be a good 
positivist but failed, that is, he tried to make marxism a 
'value-neutral' science but uas unable in practice to prevent 
72. Z.A. Jordan, op. cit.; Kamenka, op. cit., & Marxism and 
Ethics, London^ MacMillan, 1969; Anthony Fleu"J Evolu-
tionary Ethics, London, MacMillan, 1967; T.O. Ueldon, 
"Tho Union of Theory and Practice", Revue Internationale 
de Philosophie, XII (1958), pp.278-287. 
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his oun values intruding into his analyses. Bertel Oil­
man, on the other hand, explicitly denies Marx's adherence 
to this 'scientistic' doctrine, suggesting that he accepted 
the 'philosophy of internal relations' common to Leibniz, 
Spinoza, Hegel and Oietzgen uhich denied the naturalistic 
fallacy.^' Oilman's argument, then, admits that there uas an 
ethical Foundation to Marx's uork, but claims that this uas, 
on Marx's oremisses at least, guite legitimate, since he be­
lieved that all scientific knouledge uas 'value-laden'. 
Marxist-Leninists, houever, usually maintain that Marx's 
system uas fully 'objective' and 'scientific', and reject 
the suggestion that it uas 'value-laden' or founded on moral 
7 5 
judgements. Marx, they point out, scornfully dismissed as 
U t o p i a n earlier attempts to justify socialism morally, and 
ridiculed appeals to ethical principles as disguised expres­
sions of class interests. Echoing Engels, they portray Marx 
as the Daruin of the social sciences, establishing sociology 
and economics once and for all on an unassailably scientific 
basis akin to the natural sciences. Marx had no prescriptive 
moral philosophy, they conclude, because he recognised the 
73. Acton, Illusion, op. cit.; Tucker, op. cit.; Fleu, on. 
cit. 
74. Oilman, on, cit. 
75. Heinrich Gemkou, et a1, Karl Marx: Ein Biographie, Dres­
den, l/erlag Zeit im Bild, 1968 (al so English translation, 
same olace, publisher and date); fiaurice Cornforth, 
Dialectical Materialism: An_ Introduction, London, Lau­
rence & LJishart, 195B-54; T.A. Backson, Dialectics: the 
Logic of Marxism, London, Laurence & Ui shart, 19 36. 
relativity of all ethical systems, exposing each as a form 
of ideology. 
Rarxologists have thus offered three alternative in­
terpretations of Rarx's nosition on science and ethics. He 
has been seen as primarily a mnralist uhose claims to be a 
7 G 
scientist uere misguided, as a genuine scientist uho dis-
7 
passionately subjected moral phenomena to objective analysis, 
and as a social philosopher uho consciously blended empirical 
research and value-judgements in a non-positivist kind of 
7 8 
social 'science'. ' At any rate, uhether he succeeded or 
not, Rarx aspired to be both political activist and 'scien­
tific' theorist. There uas therefore a potential conflict 
betueen Rarx the human being and Rarx the scientist. Did 
this tension mar his uritings? Again commentators have dis­
agreed. Some have argued that Rarx's moral values and poli­
tical bias are irrelevant to the truth of his doctrines, uhile 
others have defended Rarx on the grounds that all social 
theory is uritten from one nerspective or another and strict 
79 
'objectivity' is impossible in human affairs. Critics 
hostile to Rarx, houever, usually maintain that his system 
76. Tucker, op. cit.; Kamenka, Ethical Foundations, op. cit. 
77. Cornforth, op. cit.; Z.A. Jordan, op. cit. 
78. Oilman, op. cit. 
79. Ibid.; also, Rer1eau-Ponty, op. cit. On the question of 
'objectivity' in history and the social sciences, see 
(among others) U.H. Ualsh, Introduction to the Philosophy 
of History. London, Hutchinson, 1958, 
uas vitiated by the intrusion of his personal emotions, by 
the non-empirical character of his dialectical method, and 
by the speculative structure of his general theory of his­
tory. ^  They claim that Marx uas therefore no social scien­
tist but rather an ideologist, a passionate but 'unscientific' 
spokesman for an interest group. Rejecting as invalid the 
Marxian doctrine of the unity nf theory and practice, they 
conclude that Marx uas unable to reconcile successfully his 
dual role of revolutionary and intellectual. 
Can all these controversies over hou to interpret 
'original marxism' be resolved? Yes and no. To a consider­
able degree they reflect not intractable problems of marxology 
but the personal values, prejudices and political commitments 
of the commentators. The difficulty of obtaining 'objecti­
vity' is, of course, endemic in historiography, but it has 
been acute in the case of Marx-studies because of the his­
torical link betueen marxism and communism. Nonetheless, to 
the limited degree that 'objectivity' is possible in the his­
tory of ideas, it should be obtainable -- eventually -- in 
the study of Marx and marxism. Yet it uill not be achieved 
until the terms of the current disputes have been transcended. 
Critical categories like 1 historicism1 and 'inevitabilism' 
have nou outliveo their usefulness, concepts like 'dialec­
tical' and 'contradiction' obfuscate unless given a much more 
detailed explication than they have yet received, and the 
Bb. Action, Illusion, or. cit.; Popeer, Poverty, on. cit.; 
Plamenatz, Men and Society, vol 2, op. cit.; Jeldon, 
loc, cit. 
entire 'young Fiarx/o-.d Rarx 1 debate should nou be dying of 
exhaustion, A more painstaking, balanced and non-polemical 
approach to Rarx is needed, 
Rarxologists in the 1970s, apart from profiting from 
earlier research, have one advantage over their predecessors: 
much fuller source materials. The combination of the Rarx-
Enqels Gesamtausgabe, the East German Uerke, the neu Rarx/ 
Engels Collected Works, and the Correspondance Rarx-Enqels 
gives relatively easy access to almost everything uritten by 
the tuo men during the period before 1848, The situation is 
less satisfactory for the years after 1848, but here too it 
is gradually improving. Unfortunately none of the various 
collected editions is a genuine 'complete uorks', not even 
the latest multi-language edition based on the holdings of 
81 
the Rarx-Engels-Lenin Institute in Roscou. But it is to 
be hoped that the editors of this Collected Uorks uill see 
fit to revise their procedure so far and to include all Rarx's 
and Engels' unpublished manuscripts (including their reading 
notebooks). Until this is done David Riazanov's memorial, 
the unfinished G e s a m t au s q a b c , uill remain unsuperceded despite 
its age. 
81. The BO vo.lumo Rarx-En no Is Collected Uorks currently be­
ing issued jointly by Progress Publishers, Laurence and 
Ui short, &. International Publishers is based on recent 
German and |{ur»s: an language editions prepared by the 
Rarx-Engels-Lon 1 s Institute in Roscou. The first vol­
umes uere puo.lis.ne-d in 197B and contain a feu manuscripts 
otheruise available only in Russian as uell as much mat­
erial only available previously in German; regrettably, 
however, the edition excludes some material included or 
summarised in the Rarx-Ennuis Gesamtausgabe (MEGA.'. 
This dissertation cannot pretend to solve all the 
problems of interpretation raised above, although it uill, I 
trust, cast some light on some of them. In particular, since 
it deals only uith the years before the revolutions of 1848, 
it uill do little to resolve the young Marx/old Marx contro­
versy. Prima facie, houever, there seems little reason to 
doubt that the experience of 1848-50 marked a uatershed in 
the lives of both Marx and Engels. Not only uere their revo­
lutionary hopes crushed, they had to reconcile themselves to 
a distasteful erninre existence in industrial Britain, The 
Marx family's hand-to-mouth struggle to survive in London in 
the 1850s and 1860s is uell-knoun, as is Engels' bitterness 
at having to pursue the business career uhich he had vehe­
mently repudiated in 1845. Perhaps more important, both 
men lived and uorked in the intellectual atmosphere of Vic­
torian England in uhich scientism and Daruinism uere tuo of 
the strongest currents of thought, an atmosphere very dif­
ferent from the Romantic and revolutionary idealism of left-
bank Paris in the 184us. Moreover, England uas in these 
years a more prosperous and industrialised country than either 
France or Germany, and the British political scene uas more 
conducive to a belief in parliamentary democracy and reformist 
labour unionism. Naturally, these and other factors influenced 
the evolution cf Marx's and Engels' opinions after 1850, al­
though to uhat extent has yet to be fully established. luch 
uork therefore remains to be done on the development of 
'original marxism' uhile its authors lived in England. But 
before this reassessment can be attempted, one needs to es­
tablish firmly uhat v/ieus the tuo men held before the cata­
clysm of 1848. I offer the follouing thesis as a contribution 
to this latter task. It uill, I hope, establish at least tuo 
things: that Engels 1 role in the genesis of 'original marxism' 
uas at least as significant as that of Rarx, and that the 
French and English 'utopian' socialists did exert a substan­
tial influence on the early thought of both men. 
CHAPTER 1 
ROMANTICISM AND LIBERALISM, 1835-40 
Marxism had its roots in the liberalism of the rrench 
Enlightenment and in the critique of contemporary society de­
veloped by the German Rnmantic movement. These uere the intel­
lectual forces uhich first moulded the minds of both Karl Marx 
and Friedrich Engels in the late 1830s, and from uhich chey 
derived some of their fundamental values and convictions. To 
these influences uere added, during the early to mid-1840s, 
the three currents already mentioned in the Introduction as 
sources of Marxian socialism: German Idealist philosophy, 
French 'Utopian' socialism, and 'classical' British political 
economy, in that chronological order. An adequate explanation 
of the genesis of 'original marxism' must ueigh the influence 
of all five of these intellectual movements on both Marx and 
Engels, otheruise the internretation is certain to be unbal­
anced. Ue must begin, then, by analysing the earliest forma­
tive influences on the thought of Marx and Engels: the En­
lightenment and the Romantic movement. 
Like other young German intellectuals in the late 
1830s and early 1840s, Marx and Engels uere conscious that they 
uere the heirs to tuo apparently contradictory schools of 
thought: the rationalism of the French and German Enlighten­
ments, and the later critigue of this rationalism as narrou 
and one-s.'ded by German writers stressing 'feeling1, 'imagina­
tion' and 'intuition'. Intellectually they uere draun to the 
scepticism and reasoned arguments of the philosophes and Kant, 
emotionally they uere attracted to the poetry and passion of 
the Romantics. The great intellectual task of their time, 
they sensed, uas a creative fusion of the tuo traditions: it 
uas necessary to pare auay the extremes and errors of both 
camps uhile retaining the valuable and original in each. Their 
greatest loves in literature and philosophy uere authors uhom 
they conceived as having anticipated such a fusion: Goethe, 
Schiller, and Hegel in the opinion of Harx; Shelley, Borne 
and Gutzkou, in addition, in the case of Engels. So uhile 
the early vieus of Marx and Engels uere impregnated uith En­
lightenment attitudes and values, neither man vieued the En­
lightenment uncritically. The same uas true of Romanticism, 
German Romanticism uas far from a homogeneous movement, and 
Marx and Engels shunned the most conservative, self-indulgent, 
and ultra-nationalistic trends, uhile enthusiastically em­
bracing the individualism of Sturm und Drang and supporting 
the Young Germany movement in literature, Marx and Engels in 
short, uere neither thoroughgoing rationalists nor uholehearted 
Romantics. In their teens, as in later years, they felt they 
could transcend these heritages, uhile retaining the best of 
both. What did they espouse and uhat did they reject in these 
movements? The answer to this guestion uill provide an in­
sight into the tuo men's most basic values, and also into the 
core intellectual problems uith uhich they urestled. 
Marx uas born and brought up in Trier in the Prussian 
Rhineland, a territory uhich hah been incorporated in France 
during the Napoleonic era, From J.795 to 1814. Because of its 
recent .links uith France, the Rhineland uas especially open 
to French culture, and there uas much sympathy among the 
Rhenish middle classes for the ideas of the Enlightenment. 
Politically, the majority of Rhenish lauyers and businessmen 
supported the Prussian monarchy, uhich, in the uake of the 
Stein-Hardenbern reforms, they regarded as a progressive, 
enlightened constitutional monarchy capable of efficient ad­
ministration and fairly sensitive to the interests of the 
more industrialised Rhineland. Marx's schooling, and the con­
versations he heard betueen his father and other Trier 'pro­
gressives' like Boron von Unstphalen (uhose daughter Marx uas 
tn marry in .184?), therefore made him familiar in a general 
uay uith the values and doctrines of the philosophes and the 
leading figures of the German Aufkla rung. Evidence for this 
early intellectual orientation of Marx's is to be found in his 
schoo1-1eoving examination essays, in particular his remarks 
on the question of choosing a profession."'' 
1. None of the various "collected uorks" of Marx and Engels 
is complete. In the following footnotes I have tried, 
uherover possible, to provide references to both an edi­
tion giving the tox t in tno language of the o rigia1 
(usually German, out sometimes French or English) and to 
on English translation. The Marx/Engels Gesamtausgaue 
(conventionally abbreviated as MEGA), Frankfur t an ma in & 
Berlin, Institut i .a r/-En no .1 s , 1027-3B, includes most, 
though unfortunately not all, of Marx's and Engels' urit­
ings for the period 183:--4o in the original languages, and 
so I have used it as my principal source. To supolement 
(cont'd) 
These examination papers, uritten in 1 8 3 5 , reveal 
Marx to have been a child of the Enlightenment and, at the 
time, hostile to Romanticism. The pressing practical problem 
of deciding on a career uas uppermost in the young man's mind 
at the time, and he uas torn betueen a personal inclination 
touarris 'belles lettres' and his father's more uorldly sugges­
tion of legal training. He selected the topic of 'choosing 
a profession' for his open-subject examination essay, but trans­
formed it into a debate on the opposing claims of 'reason' and 
'instinct' to guide human conduct. Plarx uas not unsympathetic 
to a Romantic approach to the problem; indeed, he declared 
that uhen making momentous decisions men should listen to the 
"innermost voice" of their hearts and should above all seek 
to remain faithful to their deepest natures. But he pointed 
out a difficulty uhich could not be avoided, and uhich he felt 
the Romantics had failed to face: hou uas one to determine 
the authenticity of this 'inner voice*, hou uas one to dis­
tinguish it from more transient emotions? The Romantics, Plarx 
1 . (cont'd) it I have used the Plarx/Enqels Uerke, Berlin, 
Dietz l/erlag, 1972-, including the supplementary volumes 
of materials initially excluded from the edition; this 
prints all texts in Gorman. For Plarx's and Engels' cor­
respondence the most complete edition appears to be the 
Correspondence Marx/Engels, Paris, Editions sociales, 
1 9 7 1 - , and except for early letters included in PIEGA I 
have used this; these texts are in French. English refer­
ences, and most translations of quotations, follou the 
Marx/Engels Collected Uorks (abbreviated to P1ECU) , Ros­
cou, London & N,Y,, Progress, Laurence and Uishart, & In­
ternational Publishers, 1 9 7 5 - ; this occasionally has mat­
erial not in PIEGA or the Uerke. The numbering procedure 
used to designate volumes oF PIEGA follous that used by 
other Rarx scholars: MEGA I, 1 (l) means series 1 , vol­
ume 1, part 1. 
"Sieben Abiturientenarbeiten von Marx. Trier 1 8 3 5 , Aug­
ust 1B-16", MEGA I, 1 (2), p p . 1 6 4 - 1 8 3 ; MECU, 1 , p p . 3 - 9 & 
636-642. 
thnupht, in their eagerness to deny the mechanistic vision of 
man as a rational, calculating device uhich they ascribed to 
the Enlightenment, had fallen into a dangerous illusion. 
Their unthinkinn reliance nn spontaneous feeling and the im­
agination uas a snarn because "uhat ue took for inspiration 
can be a product of the moment., uhich another moment can per-
heps also destroy." in short, Romantic impulsiveness could 
never yield permanent, universal truths. And in any case, 
Rarx added, many bunion emotions uere reprehensible and could 
easily lend the ununry into immoral and irrational actions, 
deeds done from amoitinn or avarice uhich uere unfree because 
"impetuous instinct" had overwhelmed reason and made the in­
dividual o slave to his oaser passions. The only uay to over­
come these "uarring elements" in the human soul, he concluded, 
uas to olsoe one's reliance on "calm reason", uhich, moreover, 
uould also prevent one from undertaking tasks beyond one's 
nouers and then sinking through failure into moody 'self-
contempt'."' The young Rarx had clearly felt the temptation -
and tne sourness - of Roman tic Uc.l tschmertz and, for the 
moment, had turnso his back on the experience. 
rh 1 " di sf.us"• ! on of the dangers of Romanticism revealed 
the young Marx's ;m..no of human nature. There existed in man, 
he wrote in another examination paper (this time on religion), 
a nerpetua.i tension between the sinful and the potentially 
I b i d RFC. A 1, 1 164; RF.CU, 1, p. 3. 
Ibid RF.fiA 1 , 1 (:•'), nn. 1
 n 6-166; RFCU, 1, p . 7 . 
divine. Ran at his best had a passion for the good, yearned 
for truth, and strove for knowledge, but these admirable 
traits were all ton often "extinguished by the flames of de­
sire".^ If an individual failed to realise his potential, if 
he neglected to make the contribution to civilisation of uhich 
he uas capable, ho should first and foremost blame his oun 
lack of control over his selfish drives. For Flarx, then, man 
uas his oun uorst enemy, but he could overcome his defects by 
subjecting his feelings to rational control. Not that the 
young Marx believed the calm, rational individual uas capable 
of anything and everything. Dn the contrary, he also had an 
acutp auareness of the uay in uhich men like his father uere 
subject to constraining material and social pressures and bar­
riers (such as income, religion, and social status) uhich might 
severely limit their freedom of choice in marriage, career, 
and intellectual pursuits. Indeed the youth uas fascinated 
by the tuin problems, uhich already in 1835 he sau as tho­
roughly intertwined, of nersnna] self-development and the 
relatinn betueen the individual and society. In these examina­
tion essays he stressed the vital importance of independence 
and liberty fnr the enrich.nent of a man's personality - the 
"uorth" of a human character, he proclaimed, developed only 
through a series of fr.se, autonomous choices in uhich an in­
dividual created himself'.'' Personal freedom uas thus a su­
preme value for the young f'larx, and he believed firmly in 
4. Ibid., I'lCilA 1, 1 (?), p. 171; hCCU, 1, p. 637. 
5. Ibid. , I'ltT.A 1, 1 (?), p. 166; KECU, 1, p. 7. 
freedom of the uill, although he sau this as endangered by 
man's animal-like emotional drives and curtailed by a social 
position branded on the individual by forces beyond his con­
trol. Still, notwithstanding these burdens, Rarx's individual 
could in the main determine his oun fate and uork out his oun 
future. The young essayist laid down tuo paramount goals to-
uards uhich such free men should continually struggle: per­
sonal self-perfection, and the enhanced uelfare of mankind. 
In his notion of 'social uelfare' the young Rarx came 
to the Gentharni te 'greatest happiness' principle: "exper­
ience", he announced, "acclaims as happiest the man uho has 
made the qreatest number of people happy".^ He did briefly 
consider the possibility of a conflict betueen the tuo goals 
of persona] development and the uelfare of society, but, fol-
louing Condorcet in the Esguisse d'un tableau historique du 
progres do l'osprit, confidently dismissed this as impossible 
on the grounds that men could successfully cultivate their 
7 
talents only by working for the good of their fellou men. 
In fact, Rarx uas soon to reconsider this bland assertion, and 
the problem of hou to restore freedom to men trapped in an 
oppressive society uas to become a dominant theme in his later 
writing. He could skate over the difficulty in 1835 because 
he uas an enthusiastic disciple of Condorcet and shared his 
highly optimistic view of history. The goal of the entire 
6. Ibid., REGA I, 1 (?), n. 167; RECU, 1, p. 8 
7. Ibid. 
historical process, he assumed, uas human perfectibility, 
that is, the continual, unending evolution of mankind through 
improvements in the characters and abilities of individual 
men. Human history uas thus a progressive advance to greater 
knouledge, truth and morality: it uas a successful struggle 
to overcome egoism and pride, cast off the fetters of super­
stition, solve difficult intellectual and technical problems, 
delineate a rational picture of God and man, and achieve a 
civilised ethics through uhich nerfection of mind and charac­
ter uould at least be possible. 
Along uith this Enlightenment theory of progress, Rarx 
also espoused several other intellectual positions character­
istic of eighteenth-century liberalism. In political theory 
he uas a follouer of Rontesguieu, arguing for the over-riding 
virtues of a constitutional monarchy. Like his father he ad­
mired the efficient, rational, 'enlightened' Prussia of Fred­
erick the Great, and he regretted that the Prussian reform 
movement had ground to a halt, only temporarily he hoped, A 
strong executive uas desirable in a state, he urote in an 
examination essay on Augustan Rome, provided the man in pouer 
had the interests of his people and the security of his coun­
try at heart; moreover, a rational and benevolent leader uas 
"more capable than a free republic of giving freedom to the 
£ 
people". The ideal political constitution, then, should re­
concile executive authority uith institutions like an indepen-
8. Ibid.. REGA I, 1 ( 2 ) , p. 17G; RECU, 1, p. 642. 
dent judiciary and a representative assembly. In this uay, 
natural rights like free speech and freedom from arbitrary 
arrest could be safeguarded, the ruler could keep in touch 
uith public opinion, and the citizens uould benefit from 
personal liberty and rational laus. Uithout some liberal 
institutions, he concluded, an age could not be called happy 
g 
no matter uhat other virtues it might possess. 
Marx uas also in 1835, like his father, a Deist. 
Nominally a Protestant, he uas encouraged both by his family 
upbringing and his schonling to be sceptical concerning Chris­
tian dogmas like the Trinity and the Immaculate Conception, 
and to query theological doctrines like predestination and 
original sin. Gninn further than either his teachers or his 
father desired, the ynung Rarx guestioned even the divinity 
of Christ. Yet, unless it uas a cynical exercise for the 
benefit of his examiners, the young man still possessed his 
religious faith. Ho believed in a Deity or Providence over­
looking human affairs, a God uho spoke "softly but uith cer­
tainty", never leaving man "uholly uithout a guide". ^ He 
appears to have equated this Deity uith "Nature", uhich is 
an added reason for thinking that he believed in a form of 
natural religion. But ue lack the evidence necessary to de­
termine uhether the young Rarx's God uas an eternal spirit 
pervading the entire natural uorld (uhich uould have made him 
9. Ibid. , REGA I, 1 ( 2 ) , p. 169; RECU, 1, p. 641. 
10. Ibid., REGA I, 1 ( 2 ) , p. 164; RECU, 1, p. 3. 
a pantheist) or a Voitairean 'Divine Artificer' uho created 
and set in motion a rational, 'iau-governed' clockuork universe. 
Suffice it to say, then, that Plarx at the age of seventeen uas 
primarily an Enlightenment rationalist uith strong humanist 
ethical beliefs and moderate liberal political opinions, a 
youth attracted tn but suspicious of Romantic literature and 
values. 
Since the intellectual life of the Rhineland uas so 
profoundly permeated uith Enlightenment ideas, it uas relatively 
fertile ground for Saint-Simonian propaganda in the 1830s, 
and Saint-Simonianism uas pnssibly the first variety of French 
socialism to uhich the young Plarx uas exposed. The ideas of 
Claude-Henri de Saint-Simon himself, except his last important 
uork Lo Nouveau Christlanisme, uere scarcely socialist, and 
much of his thought uas primarily a glorification of the neu 
breed of industrial capitalists, but several of his disciples 
modified his 'system' after his death, stressing the need to 
organise industrial production so as to eliminate poverty and 
abolish exploitation of uorkers by the 'unproductive' elements 
in society. L This humanitarian concern uith social problems, 
ecmbined uith praise for industry and commerce, appears to 
have received a sympathetic hearing from some of the livelier 
minds in the Trier intellectual community. Luduig Gall, a 
11. On Saint-Simon, see Frank Planuel, The Neu World of Henri-
Simon, Cambridge, Bass., Harvard U. P . 1 9 5 6 . On the 
Saint-SImnninns, see Geoastien Charlety, Histoire cu 
Sa i n t-S imon i sm, 1 B 7 5-64, Paris, Hartmann, 1931. 
government official in the toun, apparently became an ardent 
exponent of the neu ideas in the 1820s, even publishing a 
brochure, Classes privilegiees et classes laborieuses, in 
1834, The debating club freguented by Rarx's father, by 
his headmaster Uittenbach, and by his father's best friend 
Baron von Uestphalen, uas accused of helping Gall in his pro­
paganda, and dissolved by the local authorities on grounds of 
excessive liberalism. Rarx himself, in a conversation uith 
Roxim Kovaleuski in London in the late 1870s or early 1880s, 
recognised that he had been influenced by Saint-Simonia.o ideas 
at this time: "Savez-vous," he remarked to Kovaleuski, "com­
ment je mo suis impregne des le debut de ma vie, de la doc­
trine saint-simonienne? B'en suis redevable a mon beau-pere, 
13 
Luduig von Uestphalen". 
12. Luduig Gall, Classes privilegiees et classes laborieuses, 
Paris, 1834. 
13. Raxim Kovaleuski, "Tuo Lives", Vestnik Evropyt LX, no. 8 
(1909); qunted by Georqes Gurvitch, "Saint-Simon et Karl 
Rarx", Revue internatinnale he philosophie, XIV (i960), 
p. 400. Gurvitch's article is the only detailed attempt 
I knou to assess the influence of Saint-Simon on Rarx. 
He assumes, on the basis of little evidence, that Rarx 
read Saint-Simon's major uorks as a schoolboy, and uas 
heavily influenced by Saint-Simonian thought at this time 
and on several subsnguent occasions before 1846. Frankly, 
this seems to me to be uishful thinking. In this and 
subsequent chapters I try to give a more balanced account 
in accord uith the evidence. Briefly stated, my conclu­
sion is that Rarx did not read Saint-Simon's oun uorks 
until 1846, uhen he uas uriting The German Ideology, but 
that he had already come across the Saint-Simonian Expo­
sition de la doctrine de Saint-Simon in 1844, and that 
this had some influence on his uriting in the summer and 
fall of that year, although not so much as some other 
French socialist uorks he read at the same time. One 
therefore has to distinguish betueen the influence of 
Saint-Simon himself and that of the Saint-Simonian school, 
uhich Gurvitch fails to do. Earlier Saint-Simonian in­
fluences (by master or disciples) seem to have been 
(cont 1d) 
There is good rsasnn to believe, therefore, that 
Marx's benefactor, Baron von Uestphalen, uas acquainted to 
some degree in the lB3Ds uith the ideas of Saint-Simon, and 
that Marx uas oxpnsari to them indirectly through conversations 
uith him. There is no evidence to reveal, houever, precisely 
uhich uorks by Saint-Simon and/or the Saint-Simonians the 
Baron possessed, so it is difficult to evaluate uhether the 
schoolboy Marx became auare nf the existence of Saint-Simonian 
socialism as opposed to the earlier thought of Saint-Simon 
himself. Marx's oun testimony, quoted above, is tantalisingly 
inconclusive. Von Uestphalen may have picked up a copy of 
Gall's brochure, and he may have obtained a copy of Saint-
Armand Bazard's lecture series, Exposition de la doctrine de 
Henri Saint-Simon, uhich uas the best-knoun popularisation of 
Saint-Simonian doctrine available across the French border 
located but a feu miles from Trier.^ Yet from uhat ue knou 
of his character and opinions it seems fairly unlikely that 
a sceptical liberal aristocrat like the Baron, uhose favourite 
philosonhes uere Voltaire and Montesquieu, uould have been at­
tracted to the neu religion of Hazard and Enfantin uith its 
Romantic stress nn feeling and authority. Probably, then, 
13. (cont'd) slight, at least on Marx's conscious mind. To 
my knnuledge, no one h 3 s ever attempted a detailed as­
sessment of the Influence of Saint-Simonianism or any 
other variety of French socialism on Friedrich Engels. 
1A. Doctrine de Sa in L-S imnn. Exposition. Premiere Annexe. 
1826-29, Paris, Riviere, 1924. Several editions of these 
lectures uere published in book form in Paris in the early 
183bs. 
von Uestphalen signalled uith aonroval to the young Rarx 
Saint-Simon1s oun most characteristically Enlightenment doc­
trines: the progress of history through successive 'critical' 
and 'organic' epochs, and the imminent creation of a compre­
hensive science of society. Possibly, too, he mentioned Saint-
Simon's ideas on the revolutionary potential of industrialisa­
tion, the need for an organised economy run by 'les industriels' 
rather than the old parasitic elite, and the duty of these neu 
'non-political' planners of a rational, efficient society to 
provide education and higher living standards for the louer 
classes. But if these notions made any impression on Rarx at 
all, they entered his suboonscinus mind; there is no trace of 
them either in Rarx's uritings in 1835 or in his uork as a 
university student nr. Bnnn and Berlin in the late 1830s and 
early 184Bs. 
After leaving school, Rarx uent to study lau at the 
University of Bonn. Bonn uas close to the commercial heart 
of the Rhineland, Cologne, so it is possible that Rarx again 
came into contact uith Saint-Simonian ideas there. But the 
Saint-Simonianism of the feu Rhineland industrialists and mer­
chants auore of the doctrine uas hardly socialist: it uas an 
energetic, paternalist, progressive, embryonically techno­
cratic liberalism sometimes tinged uith a social conscience 
for the victims of the industrialisation uhich its proponents 
so strongly advocated. So uhile these early brief encounters 
uith same form or forms of Saint-Simonianism may have left 
seeds deep in Rarx's brain uhich uould germinate later under 
the stimulus of Parisian socialism and Manchester's slums, it 
uould be a mistake to conclude that Marx the student at Bonn 
uas in any sense a Saint-Simonian. Indeed it must be con­
ceded that, on the evidence of Marx's oun uritings during his 
university career, the conscious impact of Saint-Simon and the 
Saint-Simonians on Marx uas zero. 
Marx, as a letter uritten to his father in 1 8 3 7 after 
his transfer to Berlin University reveals, uas not enamoured 
of the study of lau, although some of the time he dutifully 
uent through the motions. But he uas fascinated by drama and 
loved poetry. His interest in uorld literature seems to have 
been encouraged by both his father and Baron von Uestphalen 
uhile Marx uas still at Trier. According to the testimony of 
Eleanor Marx, his father read him French classics like those 
by Voltaire and Racine, uhile the Baron broadened his taste 
uith Homer, Shakespeare and uorks by contemporary German ro­
mantics . ^ Marx as a schoolboy uas probably also introduced 
to some of the uritings of Goethe and Schiller, uho had 
quickly gained recognition as masters of the German language. 
Bonn University uas a haven of Romanticism. One popu­
lar lecturer there uas the aged A.U. Schlegel, one of the 
leading theorists of the 'second generation' of German Roman­
tics. Marx, though he uas nominally enrolled as a lau student, 
took an active interest in the intellectual life of the uni­
versity, and attended tun lecture-series by Schlegel on clas-
1 5 . Eleanor Marx, "Karl Marx", Die Neue Zeit, (may 1 8 8 3 ) , 
p. 441. 
sical literature. Ho also followed a course on Greek and 
Roman mythology, and one on modern art, in addition to several 
on lau required by his father. From his choice of courses, 
it is clear that the young man uas personally most interested 
in 'belles lettres' and the civilisation of the ancient 
world. " ' He may also hive samp ed the kind of philosophy 
taught at Bonn uhich uses as Romantic in spirit as Schlegel's 
lectures on aesthetics, since the philosophy lecturers were 
for the most nart disciples of Fichte and the young Schelling. 
At any rote, during his year at Bonn and his first 
year at Berlin, Horx immersed himself in Romantic poetry, drama 
and aesthetic theory. hie almost certainly read many of the 
accented literary masterpieces from the different phases of 
German Romanticism-: the S t u r m und Drang, Goethe's and Schil­
ler's 'classical' period, the Bona school, the Heidelberg 
school, and the Young Germany movement. To judge from off­
hand references in his university uritings, Rarx uas parti­
cularly attracted to Goethe's and Schiller's early dramas, 
Die Rauber and Go tr von Her !. i eh 1 .open, and also to Faus t, Part 
1. He apparently identified strongly uith Karl Moor, the 
anti-hero of Schiller's dauber, a tormented and tormentuous 
social outcast strunnling against conventions and uith his oun 
conscience; l-larx uas known to his intimates by the nickname 
"moor" for the root of his life. He himself urote a fragment 
of a play, Fiu 1 an em, in the Sturm und Drang mode, but most of 
16. "Abgangs7ounn;s dor Univers i.tat Bonn fur Rarx, Bonn 1836 
August 22", Kit"GA I, 1 (?), p. 194; MESU, 1, pp. 657-658. 
his literary productions in 1835-37 uere poems. 
In style and subject-matter the young Marx's poetry 
uas typical of the minor productions of the German Romantics: 
it abounded uith pale maidens, uandering knights, craggy pin­
nacles, foaming cataracts, suicide, madness, and mystery. Tuo 
themes predominated: the lonely, bitter struggle of the out­
cast against his destiny and against the chains of convention, 
and the solace for this endless Promethean 'striving' that 
might be found not in religion but in human love. Marx the 
university student seems to have modelled himself on the con­
temporary image of a Byronic hero: tempestuous, dissolute, 
drunken, quarrelsome, careless of money and health, determined 
to experience life to the full regardless of the shocked judge­
ments of his family and the local burghers. This, at least, 
is the picture uhich emerges from Marx's correspondence uith 
his father, from his Berlin Bniversity leaving certificate 
uith its mention nf debt and indiscipline, and from Friedrich 
Engels' poetic description of him as a uild Young Hegelian in 
the early 1840s. Certainly Marx's early university career 
put a severe strain on his father's limited financial resour­
ces - the young Marx, like the old, uas far from possessing 
the bourgeois virtue of thrift. Marx's poetry also makes it 
evident that he identified stronply uith the convention-defying 
individualism nf the Romantic hero. Not only did he vieu him­
self as a gifted, exceptional character pursuing a "stormy 
17. MEGA 1, 1 (2), pn. 3-75; MECU, 1, pp. 22-24, & 517-515. 
pilgrimage" of self-cultivation and self-expression, he also 
sau in his fiancee, lenny von Uestphalen, the tuin-soul uho 
alone could soothe his raging breast and imbue his life's 
18 
quest uith meaning and purpose. These themes emerged too 
in his unfinished drama, Oulanem, in uhich the best of the 
blank verse has a Jacobean ring. The volatile, imaginative 
protagonist, Lucindo, uas portrayed by Marx as initially iso­
lated and unsure of himself, desperately seeking his oun 
19 
identity. Later, hnuever, he uas to find self-fulfilment 
in his love for Beatrice, to uhom he uas united by a "spirit-
bond", and tn sense the opening of a neu life in uhich his 
restless searching uould find fruition. 
As uell as demonstrating Marx's fascination uith these 
standard Romantic themes, Oulanem also documents his crisis 
of religious faith. The other main protagonist, Oulanem him­
self, seems to have been created uith the mythical figures of 
Prometheus and Sisyphus in mind. His one lengthy monologue 
in Marx's fragment uas a hymn of defiance shouted at the omni­
potent creator of the universe. Angrily asserting his oun 
freeuill, emotional vitality, and independence, Oulanem cursed 
the deist "cold Bed" uho had created an inexorable universe 
in uhich men are but "clock-uork blind machines uound up to 
be the calendar-fools of Time...suept along high on Eternity's 
18. "Menschenstolz" ("Human Pride"), MEGA I, 1 (2), p. 50; 
MECU, 1, p. 58 6. 
19. "Oulanem", MEGA I, 1 (2), p. 61; MECU, 1, p. 591. 
by 
current to roar out threnodies to the Creator". If Oulanem's 
point of vieu uas the author's - and it seems probable - then 
the young Marx uas already abandoning his father's deism for 
an atheistic, pagan humanism. 
There is little dnubt, then, that as a university 
student in Bonn and Berlin Marx committed himself emotionally 
and intellectually to Romantic individualism. The obsession 
uith personal self-deve1opment, already evident in his school­
boy essays, became the dominant motif of his life and uriting 
in these years. In this, Marx merely echoed the Zeitgeist. 
In almost all its many phases, the German Romantic movement 
uas nreoccunied uith this issue nf individual self-cultiva-
°1 
tion. Many plays of the Bturm und Drang took as their theme 
2b. Ibid., MEGA I, i (2), p. 68; Ml CU, 1, p. 599. 
21, There appears to exist nn adeguate general treatment of 
the European Romantic mnvement as a uhole, nor an adequate 
overview nf the German Romantic movement. My usage of 
the term 'German Romanticism' is broad, including the late 
18th C. as uell as the early 19th C. As I see it, the 
German movement, like its counterpart in Britain, com­
prised several phases. The first, the Sturm und Drang, 
included the early uorks of Goethe and Schiller; the sec­
ond phase (roughly the 179Bs) comprised both the begin­
nings of Romantic 'classicism' and the early uork of 
uriters like the Schlegels, Hb'lderlin, Novalis, and Schleier-
macpor, uhnm I call for convenience the 'second generation* 
of Gorman Romantics. Several of these men uorked in close 
contact uith each other, and have been called the 'Jena 
school' by some scholars. The third phase, roughly 1800-
1815, uas dominated by the Heidelberg and Berlin schools; 
the fourth phase, 1815-183B, coincided uith the European 
'Restoration era' in the uake of Napoleon, and uas char­
acterised by extreme aestheticism, fascination uith the 
Middle Aries, and political conservatism; the fifth (the 
1830s) uas the time of the Young Germany movement, uhich, 
compared uith the Romanticism of the previous three de­
cades, marked a return tounrds liberalism and 'realism'. 
(cont'd) 
the struggle betueen a passionate, unfettered, creative indi­
vidual and an oppressive, barren society, and proclaimed the 
ideal of complete emancipation of the exceptional personality 
from all social constraints. Indeed Sturm und Drang individ­
ualism uas so intense and radical that in some of these dramas 
the conflict betueen genius and society came to be regarded 
as inevitable and insoluble, and the uorld uas portrayed as a 
prison in uhich the individual uas confined until his death 
Drought liberation. Plarx1s youthful poems and dramatic frag­
ments, although uritten several decades later than Klinger's 
Die Zuil lingo, Goethe's Go t ?., end Schiller's Die Rauber, evoke 
this atmosphere nf isolation, continual 'striving', and in­
evitable conflict. They, too, champion the heroic individual 
21. (cont'd) This periodisation is, of course, excessively 
schematic, but it helps to make some preliminary sense 
out of uhat is, at first glance, a particularly chaotic 
and self-contradictory movement or period in the history 
of European thnught. I uould emphasise that I see the 
'classicism' of Goethe and Schiller as part of the uider 
phenomenon of Romanticism. The so-called 'Classic versus 
Romantic' dispute uas in fact an internal quarrel uithin 
German Romanticism, and as such should not be confused 
uith the intellectual battle betueen 'classicism' and 
Romanticism uhich occurred in Britain in the late 18th 
C. and in France in the early 19th; here a fundamentally 
neu movement in the history of ideas (involving a revolu­
tion in literary theory and practice) did confront — and 
gradually overcome — an older tradition, that of, say, 
Pope in Englono or Racine in France. On the different 
phases of German Romanticisrn, the topic of Romantic in­
dividualism, and the cult of self-development among German 
Romantics, see, among others, the follouing: B.-F. Angel-
loz, Lo Romantisme ail amend, Paris, P.U.F., 197 3; II. H. 
Abramo, The Pi in-or and the Lamp, London, Oxford U.P., 
1953; Lillian Furst, Romanticism in Perspective, London, 
PlacPlillan, 1969 ; Luduig U. Kahn, Social Ideals in German 
Literature. 1770-1830, N.Y., Columbia U.P., 1938; and 
Walter Silz, Early German Romanticism, Cambridge, Plass., 
Harvard O.P., 1929. 
uho is absolutely free, a lau unto himself, seeking to be 
true to his inner nature no matter uhat the consequences. 
Hou strong uas the imprint of this Romantic 'subject­
ivism' on Marx's mind? Uas his Romanticism a brief, temporary 
phase uhich he repudiated uhen he turned to Young Hegelianism 
in 1840, or uas it a nermanent element in his psychology uhich 
uould significantly affect his later thinking? I suspect that 
the latter uas the case, and that Marx's Romantic values and 
ideals orepared him, psychologically and intellectually, to 
find much that uas appealing in French socialism in 1843-45. 
There are, houever, three different aspects to this question 
of f'larx's Romanticism: uhether he remained in an important 
sense a Romantic in Berlin and Cologne during the early 1840s, 
uhether there uas a significant Romantic element in the first 
version of marxism he created in Paris in the mid-1840s, and 
uhether he continued to hold certain Romantic values and ideals 
in his later life. I am inclined to ansuer yes in each case. 
Houever, on the first of these issues no definitive ansuer is 
possible on the basis of uhat Marx urote in the early 1840s, 
simply because the evidence at our disposal on Marx's intel­
lectual evolution uhile a student at Berlin is insufficient. 
There is some evidence, and uhat there is points to an affir­
mative ansuer, but it is hardly conclusive. 
My hypothesis is therefore that the young Marx did 
not immediately shed his early student Romanticism, but, on 
the contrary, remained vitally concerned uith the cultural 
and philosophical problems debated uithin the Romantic movement. 
It seems probable that in his mental evolution at Berlin he 
traced the same intellectual path blazed by earlier German 
Romantics fascinated by the problem of conflict betueen the 
creative individual and his society. I shall examine a lit­
tle later the admittedly scanty evidence uhich points to this 
being so, but before doing this it is necessary to explain 
hou the German Romantic attitude to 'individualism1 changed 
as the movement evolved. Marx's attitude evolved too, I sus­
pect, from that expressed in the Sturm und Drang dramas to 
that found in Schiller's later Letters on the Aesthetic Edu­
cation of Man, and then further, to the position adopted by 
a 'second generation' Romantic uriter like Holderlin. Since 
ue cannot easily follou this line of development in the urit­
ings of Marx himself, I propose instead to look briefly at 
Schiller's and Hb'lderlin's vieus on the problem. 
If the Sturm und Drang first dramatised the difficulty 
of creative self-fulfilment in a conventional, materialist 
society, Schiller uas the man uho later examined the problem 
in a cool, analytic fashion. He did so in the highly influ­
ential Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man, uith uhich 
the young Marx uas probably acquainted. A brief look at this 
uork uill provide a better understanding of the issue uhich 
so uorried the German Romantics and uith uhich Marx first 
urestled as a university student. It uill also explain uhy 
22, Friedrich Schiller, Bn the Aesthetic Education of Man, 
in a series of letters,(trans. Reginald Snell), London, 
Routledge & Kegan Pau1, 1954; Friedrich Holderlin, 
Hyperion, (trans. U. Trask), H.Y., Signet, 1965. 
most Romantics - including Marx - sau philosophy, aesthetics, 
and politics as inextricably intertwined. 
For Schiller, modern society had, since the Reforma­
tion and the Scientific Revolution, undergone a fundamental 
transformation. The changes in economic, social and intellec­
tual life brought by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
he sau not as progress but as disintegration. Feudal society 
and culture, uhile authoritarian and static, had been homo­
geneous and unified; classical civilisation, better still, had 
combined social harmony uith cultural creativity and freedom. 
Roth had possessed a "communal spirit" in uhich every indi­
vidual human being partook, and uhich provided him uith the 
values and goals he needed to live a purposive, satisfying 
life," k'ouadays, Schiller lamented, this sense of belonging 
had been lost, uith calamitous results: the human race had 
become fragmented, and one cnuld no longer accurately speak 
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of a single human nature uniting the species. In contem­
porary society, he urote, "ue see not merely individual per­
sons but uhole classes of human beings developing only a part 
of their capacities, uhile the rest of them, like a stunted 
25 
plant, shou only a feeble vestige nf their nature". He 
dreu a share contrast betueen these stunted modern men and 
23. Schiller, on. gj t., p. 36. 
24• I bid.. p. 38. 
25. Ibid. 
the ancient Greeks, claiming that the Greek mind had been 
harmonious and diversified in its interests, intellectually 
alive but also admirably pragmatic: it possessed a totality 
of character uhich had long since vanished, replaced only by 
a ruinous conflict tearing apart "the essential bond of human 
nature". 
Uhat uas the cause of this sad degeneration of the 
human spirit? Schiller ansuered that the prevalent cultural 
and political anarchy reflected the "selfishness" uhich per­
vaded modern life: social behaviour uas nou dominated by the 
egoistic pursuit of personal self-interest. He ascribed this 
anti-social individualism to tuo main causes: a narrouing of 
the mind caused by the abstract and fragmentary character of 
modern philosophy and science, and a disintegration of tradi­
tional social roles exacerbated by the rise of the bureau­
cratic state. Politics had thus been reduced to naked coer­
cion, intellectual life to barren professionalism, social 
relations to a battlefield, and men to malformed, unhappy 
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creatures functioning like cogs in a machine. Revealing in 
26. Ibid., pp. 37-38, A,U, Schlegel expressed the same con­
trast betueen the harmony and totality of the ancient 
Greek and the fragmentation of the modern European mind 
as follous: "The Greek ideal of humanity uas a perfect 
concord and balance of all forces, natural harmony. The 
moderns, on the nther hand, have become conscious of an 
inner dualism uhich precludes such an ideal; hence they 
strive in their poetry to reconcile and fuse the tuo 
uorlds betueen uhich ue are torn: the spiritual and the 
sensuous," Liber dramatische Kunst und Literatur, I, 
pp, 24-2S; quoted by Lillian Furst, Romanticism in Pers­
pective, p, 137, 
27, Schiller, no, cit,, op, 39-42, 
his choice nf imagery his revulsion against the neu industrial 
society uhich had already sprung into existence across the 
Channel and in parts of the Rhineland, Schiller characterised 
Revolutionary Europe as "an ingenious piece of machinery, in 
uhich out of the botching together of lifeless parts a col­
lective mechanical life results". Regretting the loss of a 
simpler, more traditional society, he summed up the conse­
quences nf the Enlightenment and French Revolution as follows: 
State and Church, lau and customs, uere nou torn 
asunder; enjoyment uas separated from labour, 
means from ends, effort from reuard. Eternally 
chained to only one single little fragment of the 
uholo, Man himself greu to be only a fragment; 
uith the monotonous noise of the uheel he drives 
everlastingly in his ears, he never develops the 
harmony of his Deing, and instead of imprinting 
humanity upon his nature, he becomes merely the 
imorint of his occupation, of his science...(Man 1 s ) 
free intelligence is restricted. The lifeless 
letter takes the place of the living understanding, 
and a practised memory is a surer guide than genius 
and feeling.-1-1 
Schiller denied that this process of fragmentation uas irre­
versible. The ansuer lay in a neu kind of education: an 
"aesthetic education" uhich uould re-establish the lost har­
mony betueen reason and feeJing, betueen the analytic and the 
imaginative faculties of the human mind. Only uhen this in­
ner harmony had been restored, he argued, uould it be possible 
to undertake successful political and social reform, and 
gradually establish an organic community similar to the Greeks', 
"he right kind nf aesthetic education uould slouly create a neu 
B. Ibid., p. 40. 
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social ethic in acco-d uith uhich the neu society could be 
constructed. But oni could nnt lean stages in this long-term 
process, he stressed, so the first task uas to create a neu 
didactic i iterature uhich uould help instil the correct 
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moral values into the German people." 
This conclusion led Schiller to reassess the moral 
validity of Sturm und u m n o individualism, and he found it 
uanting. He abandoned the radical protest of Die Rauber, and 
in his later niays tried, like the mature Goethe, to solve the 
problem of the conflict betueen individual and society by ad­
vocating moderation, renunciation, self-control and selfless 
social service, the values upon uhich he believed the neu mor­
ality uould have Lo bo b u i l t . T h i s 'classicist' perspec­
tive, houever, found little favour uith the younger generation 
of German Romantics; Goethe and Schiller, it seemed to them, 
had "sold out" ov not inn for society against the unconven­
tional individual, and had become advocates of the constricting, 
middle-class values from uhich the Romantic genius uas deter­
mined to escape. Yet most uriters of the 3ena, Heidelberg 
and Berlin 'schools' of German Romanticism — Holderlin, 
Bovalis, von K.l.oist, and von Arnim, to name a feu — still 
29. Ibid., op. /iB-bl A 130-139. 
3u. For a more detailed appraisal of the changing moral pers­
pective in Goethe's and Schiller's dramas, see Kahn, 
on. ci t., chapters II & III. I am indebted to Kahn far 
my general perspective on the conflict betueen individual 
and society in German Romanticism, 
accepted Schiller's general diagnosis of the evils of con­
temporary life. They agreed that intellectual specialisation, 
egoistic moral values, and the mechanistic organisation of 
society effectively blocked the development of uell-rounded, 
harmonious human oersonalities, and they believed that Germany 
suffered from the disease more acutely than any other Euro-
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pean country. 0 Like the Sturmer und Dranger. they also 
recognised as uell-nigh inevitable a clash betueen the abnor­
mal, creative genius and the blighted social order, often 
holding up Byron to demonstrate this truth. They uere less 
united about hou to cure their sick society, although in gen­
eral terms they envisaged a similar remedy: the creation of 
a neu community in uhich individual self-fulfilment and all-
round personal development uould again be possible. Most of 
them believed, like Schiller, that such a community had once 
existed in classical Greece, and hence that this social ideal 
uas not intrinsically Utopian, but they each had their oun 
ideas on the form it should take and hou it might be created. 
Some, follouinn Schiller, sau aesthetics as the means of ef­
fecting a moral transformation as the prelude to a social 
renaissance. Others, like Holderlin and von Arnim, looked to 
politics as the source of change. But uhile von Arnim (and 
in an even more extreme form Adam Fluller) embraced the idea 
of an 'organic state' in uhich the individual uould subordin­
ate his life to that of the nation, Holderlin held that all 
31. Holderlin, on, cit., p. 164, 
contemporary political regimes destroyed individual freedom 
and must oe dismantled not reinforced. 3 2 His ideal society 
uas in conseguence almost the exact opposite of (Vuller's, and, 
like Shelley, he dreamed of a state-less, 'natural1 community 
in uhich creativity uould be unhampered and in uhich gifted 
individuals uould find self-fulfilment through co-operation 
uith their fellou-men. For Holderlin the Romantic artist uas 
entrusted uith the mission of guiding the German people to­
wards this social ideal: the rekindling of the light of 
ancient Greece in Germany. 
Although ue possess no direct evidence of the young 
Rarx's opinions on these issues before he urote his Doctoral 
Dissertation, it seems probable that he folloued uith great 
interest this debate uithin the Romantic movement about the 
fundamental difference betueen ancient and modern man. There 
are tuo reasons for thinking this. One is that, given flarx's 
undoubted interest in contemporary literature and philosophy, 
he could hardly have avoided the issue, uhich uas one of the 
dominant concerns of German intellectuals at the time. The 
other is that like Holderlin and Schiller, he seems to have 
found a glimpse of a solution to the problem of individual 
self-development in classical Greece, 
Marx had learned Latin and Greek at school in Trier, 
and uas already fond of Greek and Roman literature, in par­
ticular Homer, Aeschylus, Vergil, Cicero and Seneca, He had 
32. Ibid., p. 44. On von Kleist, see Silz, op. cit.. pas­
sim. On vnn Arnim and Fluller, see Kahn, op. cit., chap­
ter III. 
specialised in classical literature (under the guidance of 
A.U. Schlegel) and studied Roman lau at the University of 
Bonn. Nou, in his first year at Berlin, he read Uinckelmann 
on the history of classical art, and translated Ovid's Tris-
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tia. His further study of Greek and Roman culture led him 
to Greek philosophy: Plato, Aristotle, and the various post-
Aristotelian schools of Sceptics, Stoics and Epicureans. The 
lectures he attended and the students he befriended stimulated 
in Marx an interest in contemporary German philosophy, and he 
also dipped into Bant, Fichte and Schelling. He uas, then, 
intrigued by ancient Greek philosophy and recent German Ro­
mantic philosophy, uhereas Hegel initially made little impact 
on him; he reported to his father that the "grotesque craggy 
melody" of Hegel's thought did not appeal to him. 3^ 
Marx's chief intellectual concern during his first 
year or so at Berlin uas thus the same Romantic classicism 
uhich had dominated his studies at Bonn. For the most part 
of 1837, his intellectual diet consisted mainly of legal 
text-books, Gorman history, Idealist philosophy, classical 
literature, and Romantic poetry and drama. The first tuo he 
studied out of a sense of duty, the third he dabbled in out 
of curiosity, the last tuo uere his real loves. His first 
excursions in the field of philosophy uere not very fruitful. 
33. Marx to his father, lB-ll/ll/37, MEGA I, 1 (2), p. 218; 
MECU, 1, p. .17. 
34. Ibid., MEGA I, 1 (2), p. 218; MECU, 1, p. 18. 
He had come to recognise the importance of Kantianism, in­
forming his father that "it had became clear to me that there 
could be no headway uithout philosophy", but he uas dissatis­
fied with it. Yet he had found nn substitute, and, frustrated 
in his attempt to devise a better metaphysical system than 
Kant's, the young Plarx again "sought the dances of the muses 
and the music of the satyrs", i.e., reimmersed himself in 
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Romantic literature and the culture of the ancient uorld. 
Follouing in the footsteps of Goethe, Schiller and 
A.U. Schlegel, Plarx thus made classical culture and Romantic 
individualism the tuin poles of his mental universe. Like 
them, he contrasted the ancient Greek cultural community uith 
the .i. m m o r ^  1 and atomised character of contemporary Europe, 
and looked upon the 'organic' Greek social life as an ioeal 
uhich must, be re-established. Rejecting Goethe's and Schil­
ler's ethic of resignation, he sought, like Holderlin, an 
alternative uay nf resolving the problem of individual self-
fulfillment. By 1837 he had already discarded his earlier 
faith that progress uould inevitably bring harmony betueen 
man and society, had embraced the Schiller-Holderlin diagnosis 
of uhat uas wrong with Germany, and had accepted the high 
premium tho Romantics placed on aesthetic education. But 
like Holderlin he too sensed that literature uas not enough, 
that it alone uould never heal the fragmented soul of rncdern 
35. Ibid., PIEGA 1, .1 (2), p. 218; PIECU, 1, p. 17 
man. Yet he apparently did not adopt — at this time 
Holderlin's anarchistic ideal of a stateless 'natural1 com­
munity, although the idea probably lodged in his unconscious 
mind to reappear at a later date. Uhat then uas the remedy? 
Plarx did not knou, but he thought he had a couple of clues. 
He had found one in the Greek polis. and he found another where 
he had least expected it: his law lectures. Still enrolled 
as a lau student, he attended classes on the history and theory 
of lau by von Savigny, a leading exponent of the 'historical' 
school of lau, and by Cans, a liberal Young Hegelian. Al­
though hostile to von Savigny's conservatism, Rarx learned 
from his lectures the close relationship betueen legal codes 
and the folkways of different national cultures, and the cor­
relation betueen Lena! systems and the degree of socio-economic 
development of a given society. From Gans, his favourite pro­
fessor at Berlin, he obtained an introduction to Hegel's 
philosophy of law, and also a critique of it from a liberal 
Saint-Simonian point of vieu. He took tuo courses uith Gans, 
one on criminal law in the uinter of 1836-7, and one on Prus­
sian lau in the summer of 1838. 
Gans by this time had become accepted as one of the 
leading Ynung Hegelians in Berlin, and had in 1836 published 
a book, Ruckblicke auf Personen und Zustande, in uhich he 
related his meetings uith the Saint-5imonians in the late 
36. "Abgannszeugnis der Universitat Berlin fur Marx. Ber­
lin' 1841 Plarz 30", PIEGA I, 1 (?), p. 247; P1ECU, 1 , 
pp. 71)3-7(14, 
1820s and early 1830s in Paris, and drew attention to the in­
creasingly acute conflicts betueen the working classes and 
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the parasitic segment of the bourgeoisie. Sensitive to 
social issues, Gans 1 oasic disagreement uith Hegel uas over 
the latter's adulation of the state as the font of rational 
lau; legal codes, he argued, uere primarily a reflection of 
the dominant values of 'civil snciety', i.e., the realm of 
social and economic life not controlled directly by the govern­
ment. Nevertheless, Gans agreed uith Hegel in viewing basic 
legal principles as absolute and universal, rather than the 
contingent products of particular cultural traditions and 
modes of social organisation, as von Savigny contended. Marx 
sided uith Gans against von Savigny, although judging from 
his letter to his father he uas initially more impressed uith 
Hegel's philosophy of lau than uith Gans' criticisms. The 
reason, perhaps, uas that in the last months of 1837 Marx 
studied the Hegelian system, and became partially converted 
to the Ynung Hegelian versinn current in Berlin. According 
to his oun testimonv, Rarx at this time "got to knou Hegel 
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from beginning to end, together uith most of his disciples". 
This uas nn doubt an exaggeration, since Rarx's later urit­
ings uere to reveal certain limits to his knouledge of Hegel; 
nevertheless, Young I lone 1ianism uas a revelation to him. It 
3 7 , Eduard Gans, Ruckblieke auf Personam und Zustande, 1836; 
cited by Geo TOST" Gurv i tch, Inc. cit. , p. 401. 
33. Rarx to his father, 10-.il/ll/37, REGA I, 1 (2), p. 219; 
PI EC Li, 1, p. ''9. 
provided him uith a way of fusing the disparate rationalist 
and Romantic strains in his intellectual and emotional make­
up, and it offered a temporary solution to the problem upon 
uhich his early thought centred: the relationship betueen 
individual and society. 
During 1838 Plarx decided to abandon his legal studies 
and pursue instead an academic career in philosophy. His neu 
enthusiasm for Hegel (and for the uritings of Hegelians Like 
Bruno Bauer and Luduig feuerbach) did not, houever, turn:him 
auay from his classical studies. Indeed he decided to combine 
these interests by uriting a doctoral dissertation on ancient 
Greek philosophy. Sensing that contemporary German philosophy 
uas in a period of crisis in the uake of Hegel, he sau a 
parallel betueen the Young Hegelian movement and post-Aristo­
telian Greek philosophy. Intrigued by Epicurus' attempt to 
reurite Greek philosophy in the shadou of Aristotle, Plarx de­
cided to make his and Democritus' vieus the subject of his 
thesis. This uork uould, he hoped, make his intellectual 
reputation and pave the uay to a university chair in philo­
sophy • 
So during 1839 Plarx plunged into a detailed study of 
the philosophy of Epicurus, Democritus and their Latin com­
mentators, filling several notebooks uith extracts and com­
ments. These jottings confirm the strong appeal uhich the 
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ancient uorld exercised on Plarx. There is no doubt that he 
39. PIEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 84-144; PIECU, 1, pp. 403-509. The 
text in PIECU is more complete than that in PIEGA, so sub­
sequent references are to PIECU. 
thought very highly of Greek philosophy, and of Epicurus 
in particular. In the uorks of Epicurus he found the germs 
of uhat he considered the great achievement of modern German 
Idealist philosophy: its critique of empiricism, and estab­
lishment instead of a rational criterion of truth. Epicurus 
had recognised that knouledge uas no mirror reflection of the 
external uorld, that cognition uas dependent on conceptualisa­
tion, and that the 'process' of knouing involved the free 
play of the imagination as uell as the "determinations" of 
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the senses. Hence, although his thought-processes seemed 
often crude and strange, he uason the right track in trying to 
save Creek thought from the excesses of Aristotelian empiricism 
and Democritean materialism. "Epicurean philosophy is impor­
tant", concluded Marx, "because of the naiveness uith uhich 
conclusions are expressed uithout the prejudice of our d a y " . ^ 
This last remark also indicates one of the things uhich 
Rarx especially valued about Greek culture, its freshness and 
directness. Greek thought had not become abstract and sche­
matic, cut off from the everyday uorld, he maintained, but 
still emerged from and guided practical action. Greek philo­
sophers uere lnoked upon as "uise men" uho possessed valuable 
expertise, at once thinkers and doers, artists and scientists. 
The greatest Greek sages, he commented, "themselves are living 
40. RECU, 1, p. 415 
41. Ibid. . p. 4.13. 
uorks of nrt". " In short, the Greeks had avoided the lament­
able modern divorce betueen philosophy and politics and be­
tueen aesthetics and daily life. Their culture possessed, 
as uell as freshness and immediacy, the harmony and 'totality' 
uhich uas so lacking in contemporary Europe. 
Marx urote his Doctoral Dissertation on ancient Greek 
philosophy, On the Difference betueen the Democritean and 
Epicurean Philosophy of Nature, during 1840-41.^ 3 By this 
time he uas a staluart of the Young Hegelian movement, and so, 
as ue shall see later, the thesis betrayed the influence on 
his thought of the Young Hegelian interpretation of Hegel. 
But it also reveals another reason uhy Marx uas attracted to 
the study of Epicurus: his fascination uith the freeuill/ 
determinism problem. Epicurus had been one of the first men 
ever to recognise, suggested Marx, that the methodological as­
sumptions and causal concepts of natural science implied a 
fatalistic, materialist uorld-vieu uhich implicitly denied 
human freedom. Trying to explain uhy Epicurus, unlike Demo­
critus, contended that atoms could deviate in their motion 
from a straight line, Plarx argued that Epicurus uas consciously 
denying determinism and postulating instead the fundamental 
autonomy of the atom from causal necessity. Clearly approving 
of Epicurus' position, Plarx demonstrated that the root of 
42. Ibid., p. 436. 
43. Difforenz der demokritischen und epikureischen Natur-
philnsnphie nebst einem Anhanne, PIEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 
1-81; PIECU, 1, no. 25-1B8. 
Epicurus' philosophy of nature lay in his vindication of 
human freeuill and his repudiation of fate. To prove his 
point he quoted in the Dissertation the follouing extract 
from Epicurus: 
Necessity, uhich some make the absolute master, does 
not exist. There are some fortuitous things, 
others depend on our freeuill... 1 1 uould be better 
to follou the myth about the gods than to be a slave 
of the heimarmene of the physical scientists. Eor 
the former allous the hope of mercy for honouring 
the gods, but the latter allous only inexorable nec­
essity. But it is chance uhich it is necessary to 
assume, not God as the populace believes. It is a 
misfortune to live in necessity, but it is not a 
necessity to live in necessity. The uays to free­
dom remain open everyuhere, numerous, short, easy. 
Let us therefore thank God that no-one can be held 
fast in life. It is permitted to subdue necessity 
itself. 4 4 
Like Epicurus, then, Plarx uas a staunch defender of 
freeuill. He explicitly rejected the hypothesis of universal 
causal determinism. 
Uhile in the last stages of preparing the Dissertation, 
he read, in addition to Aristotle and other Greek thinkers, 
Leibniz, Spinoza and Hume. He also uent back to Kant and 
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Fichte uith uhnm he uas already to some degree familiar. 
His philosophical 'badeground' uas thus guite uide and varied, 
and on the technical guestions of epistemology and metaphysics 
uith uhich he dealt in the Dissertation, he does not seem to 
44. Ibid.. MEGA I, 1 (l), pp. 21-22; iBECU, 1, pp. 42-43. I 
have folloueri the translation in Norman D. Livergocd, 
Activity in Marx's Philosophy, The Hague, Nijhoff, 1967, 
PP. 72-7 3. 
45. "Exzerpthefte aus Berlin, 1B4Q-41", MEGA I, 1 (2), 
op. 11J4-1I3. 
have been a disciple of Hegel. His flat repudiation of any 
notion of 'necessity' governing human affairs uould seem to 
be sufficient evidence for this. Hume, convinced that all 
empirical 'knouledge' uas based on an assumption of causal 
'necessity', had tried to demonstrate that this assumption 
uas quite compatible uith a belief in human freeuill.^ But 
Rarx seems to have regarded this *compatibilist• thesis as an 
intellectual sleight of hand; at any rate he uas not persuaded 
that the issue could be conjured auay in this fashion. Nor, 
as his sympathy for Epicurus' curious endoument of atoms uith 
freeuill demonstrates, uas he happy uith Kant's sharp divorce 
betueen the realms of phenomena and noumena, uhich tried to 
save moral freedom for men uhile admitting that the physical 
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universe uas bound by causal chains. On this philosophical 
question, then, Rarx uas convinced (in 184D-41) that there 
uas no via media betueen the determinism of the Neutonian 
uorld-vieu and the Epicurean repudiation of 'necessity'. He 
rejected Hume, Spinoza, Kant and Hegel in favour of a Romantic, 
perhaps Fichtean, glorification of the absolute independence 
and creativity of the free, sovereign individual, 
Rarx's Doctoral Dissertation, therefore, although it 
dealt uith comparatively technical issues in philosophy, uas 
an expression of the same Romantic 'subjectivism' that had 
46, David Hume, An Enquiry Concernino the Human Understand­
ing . (1740, revised 1777), various editions, passim. 
47, Immanuel Kant, Critigue of Pure Reason, (1781), various 
editions, nassim. 
been so evident in his poetry. Apart from the creativity 
and total freedom of the Romantic artist, there uas one other 
quality in this self-assertive individualism uhich Marx 
valued hiqhly. tie have already noticed it in his tragic frag­
ment, Oulanem: defiance of God. There uas a fundamental and 
irreconcilable antagonism, Marx claimed, betueen the search­
ing, fearless, rational spirit of philosophy and the restric­
tive, authoritarian spirit of religious faith. "Philosophy 
makes no secret of it", he urote in the Preface to his Disser­
tation, "the confession of Prometheus: 'In simple uords, I 
hate the pack of gods' is its oun confession, its oun aphorism 
against all heavenly and earthly gods uho do not acknouledge 
human self-consciousness as the highest divinity". "Prometheus", 
he added, uas "the most eminent saint and martyr in the philo­
sophical calendar".^ This choice of Prometheus as a symbol 
for the restless, inguiring mind of man provides additional 
evidence for f'larx's continued commitment to Romantic individu­
alism in 1841. The fable of Prometheus defying the gods cap­
tured in a single image at least three ideas to uhich the young 
Romantic clung: the defiant and scornful independence of the 
unconventional rebel, a conscious repudiation of traditional 
beliefs (especially religious dogmas), and a desire to employ 
this neuly uon freedom in a creative project of great benefit 
to humanity. Prometheus uas more than a rebel; for Marx, he 
uas an original, constructive creator of a neu and better society. 
48. PIEGA I, 1 (1), p. lb; PI ECU, 1, op. 30-31. 
At this point in his intellectual career Rarx uas 
thus very far from ascribing overuhelming ueight to social and 
economic forces uhich might constrain the thoughts and actions 
of human beings. Nor uas he yet interested in the effects of 
environment and education on the formation of the human mind. 
It appears, then, that under the influence of German Romantic 
literature and young Hegelian critical philosophy, Flarx had at 
this time thoroughly renounced the perspectives of Enlighten­
ment scientism to uhich he had been subjected at Trier. Nor, 
for that matter, is there any evidence in the Doctoral Disser­
tation that he had assimilated Saint-Simonian ideas from Gall, 
Gans, or any other Berlin acquaintance. Even the influence 
of Hegel on Marx the academic philosopher uas much less marked 
than one might have expected of a man uho, in these years, 
proclaimed himself to be a Hegelian. If one uas asked to ueigh 
influences on Marx in 1838-41, one uould have to conclude that 
the tuo most important uere still Romanticism and the ancient 
classics. 
To summarise, Marx probably oued to the German Roman­
tic movement his ideal of personal self-cultivation as the 
highest good, his conviction that the creative individual and 
modern society uere necessarily at odds, his diagnosis that 
this society uas fragmented and mechanistic, his admiration 
for the unity and harmony of Greek culture, his yearning for 
a neu community in uhich a well-rounded human personality 
uould again be possible, and his passionate vindication of 
human freedom and freeuill in the face of scientific determinism 
and materialism. But he had not embraced the thoroughgoing 
aesthetic:sm of some 'second generation' Romantic artists 
like Gorres and Brentano, nor had he adopted the political 
conservatism of Goethe or Huller. Uhile repudiating the 
'scientism' implicit in his earlier Enlightenment rationalism, 
he had retained, in a modified form, Condorcet's faith in pro­
gress and ever-increasing liberty. 
During the years .1839-41 uhen flarx uorked on his Doc­
toral Dissertation in Berlin, he became a personal friend of 
tuo leading Young Hegelians, Bruno Bauer and Arnold Ruge, and 
established a reputation as a gifted thinker and lively de­
bater in Young Hegelian circles in Bonn and Berlin. Sometime 
in late 1841 or early 1B42 he met briefly a young Rhenish 
business-anprentice turned soldier, Friedrich Engels, uho had 
also become converted to Young Hegelianism. The tuo men uere 
at this time no more than distant acguaintances, and Engels 
apparently made no impression at all on the young Marx. Their 
vieus on many matters uere nonetheless surprisingly similar, 
given their rather different family backgrounds and educations. 
Before examining the dominant ideas of the Berlin Young Hegel­
ian movement, and uhat Flarx oued to it intellectually, I shall 
therefore lnok at the early career of Friedrich Engels to 
establish in uhat respects his formative years uere similar 
to Marx's. In the case of Engels the task is made rather 
easier by the existence of a greater abundance of source 
material in the form of letters to his sister and friends and 
numerous articles in neuspaners and literary periodicals. 
Friedrich Engels uas bo.cn at Barmen in the industrial 
Rhineland in 1B2B, the eldest son of a local textile manu­
facturer uho also had a financial stake in a Lancashire cotton 
firm. Friedrich's parents uere conservative in temperament 
and politics, and uere respectable members of the local Piet­
ist religious community. He uas steeped uhile a child in 
fundamentalist Protestantism, from uhich he no doubt derived 
the strong moral values evident in his earliest uritings. But 
betueen 1834 and 1837 he attended the Elberfeld grammar school, 
uhere the intellectual atmosphere uas considerably more lib­
eral than in his home. Here, through his history and litera­
ture teacher, B.C.H. Clausen, he came into contact uith the 
ideas and values of the French Enlightenment and the German 
Aufklarung. and first became sympathetic to liberal politics. 
Clausen also auakened in the boy a love for poetry, in parti­
ng 
cular the uritings of the German and English Romantics. 
Neither liberal politics nor Romantic poetry uas to 
the taste of Engels 1 father. He had early detected a streak 
of obstinacy, rebelliousness and independence in the character 
of his eldest sen, and by 1837 had become convinced that the 
grammar school uas doing nothing to curb these traits. In 
order to stamp them out he decided that the youth should forgo 
the dangerous temptations of the university education to uhich 
49. Friedrich Engels, "Briefe aus dem Uuppertal" ("Letters 
from Uuppertal"), Telegraph fur Qeutschland, nos. 49, 50, 
51 & 52, pp. 385-388, 393-396, 4D1-4B4, 412-415 (march 
1839) and nos. 57 & 59, pp. 449-454 & 468-472 (april 
1849 ), MEGA I, 2, pp. 22-41; F1ECU, 2, pp. 7-25 (Clausen 
reference, MEGA I, 2, p. 36; MECU, 2, p. 2 C ) . 
he uas looking forward eagerly, and instead enter immediately 
the family firm as a clerk so as to learn the business of 
textile manufacturing. Friedrich, uho uas at the time much 
more interested in literature than commerce, submitted unuil-
lingly, vouing to himself that he uould at least pursue an 
artistic career in his snare time. He consciously divided 
his life into tun segments: an 'external career' imposed on 
him by social forces against uhich he did not yet feel confi­
dent enough tn rebel, and an 'internal career' of personal 
self-development through literature and travel. In this uay 
the ynung Engels early came to vieu commerce and industry, on 
the one hand, and the unrJd of intellectual and artistic 
creativity, on the other, as polar opposites, by nature in 
con f1i ct. 
After a year in the family firm at Barmen, the youth's 
'external career' took him to the commercial centre of Bremen 
as an apprentice-clerk uith a merchant capitalist specialising 
in the export of linen. Having already seen the manufacturing 
side; of the textile business, Engels uas nou trained in the 
marketing side. flo uas no mare enthusiastic about the joys 
of business life i n ..remen than he had been in the Uupncrtal. 
He reoarded clerical uork as drudgery, and despised the ore-
occupation uith prnfii-s sod social status around uhich nio-
dle-class life in Brecon (as in •arisen) uas organised. His 
first published uork, s poem in a Bremen neuspaner, uas "•. 
lamentation on the tr.omo nf the corrupting souor of n-y • 
ueflnoti.no on .n icrooa tic diss I i y oy an A r oeian t roup-.' , be 
contrasted the proud freedom of nomadic Bedouin uith the 
lack-lustre servility of these paid performers,^ But if he 
found commerce in Bremen boring and distasteful, it uas still 
preferable to uorking in the family concern at Barmen uhich 
he had loathed. His hatred for his home toun came through 
very clearly in a series of articles describing the Uuppertal 
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uhich he urote in the spring of 1839, The natural scenery 
of the area uas pleasant enough, he remarked, but it uas 
scarred by the "gloomy streets" of Elberfeld uhere there uas 
no trace of the "uholesome, vigorous li.fe of the people" ex­
isting elseuhere in Germany, Much of the town's population 
uas drunken and demoralised. Engels had no doubt that the 
primary reason for this state of affairs uas the factory uork 
by uhich many Elberfeld families gained their livelihood. He 
commented that "uork in lou rooms uhere people breathe more 
coal fumes and dust than oxygen - and in the majority of cases 
beginning already at the age of six - is bound to deprive them 
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of all strength and joy in life". 
Only part of the Uuppertal's uork force uas engaged 
in factory production, but his observations convinced Engels 
that most of the local artisans uere little better off than 
the factory hands. For example, the ueavers uere forced to 
slave at their looms from morning to night, their only relief 
5B, "Die Beduien", Bremisches Conversationsblatt, no, 40, 
16/9/38, p. 2577 PIEGA I, 2, pp. 7-5; MECU, 2, p. 29. 
51. "Briefe aus dem Uuppertal", PIEGA I , 2, pp. 22-41; MECU, 
2, pp. 7-25. 
52. Ibid.
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from this monotony consisting in ueekly bouts of drunkenness 
and religious mysticism. Probably repeating the claims of 
local temperance propagandists, he asserted that the demon 
drink uas wreaking havoc uith the moral and bodily health of 
the Uuppertal uorkers: "three years of such a life suffices 
to ruin them physically and mentally; three out of five die 
from consumption, and it is all due to drinking spirits", 5 3 
He recognised, houever, that drunkenness uas merely 
a symptom of a more profound social problem: the unscrupulous 
exploitation by local manufacturers of a poverty-stricken uork-
force totally at their mercy. Uorking conditions uere not only 
poor, he argued, but the factories uere operated in a reckless 
manner by the proprietors, uho paid little attention to safety 
yet made widespread use of child labour. Moreover, the adult 
labour-force uas the victim of ruthless uage-cutting made 
possible by the endemic unemployment in the area. In conse­
quence, he reported, 
terrible poverty prevails among the lower classes, 
particularly the factory uorkers in the Uuppertal; 
syphilis and lung diseases are so uidespread as to 
be barely credible; in Elberfeld alone, out of 2,500 
children of school age 1,20b are deprived of educa­
tion and grou up in the factories - merely so that 
the manufacturer need not pay the adults, uhose
 g ^ 
place they take, tuice the uage he pays a child. 
Engels uas obviously horrified at the very existence 
of this scene nf poverty, disease, drunkenness, and child-
labour, but uhat shocked him even more uas uhat he regarded 
53. Ibid. . MEGA I, 2, P. 26; MECU, 2, p. 10. 
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as the thoroughly hypocritical attitude of the Uuppertal's 
uell-respected, pious Protestant capitalists. "The ueaithy 
manufacturers", he remarked, "have a flexible conscience, and 
causing the death of one child more or less does not doom a 
pietist's soul to hell, especially if he goes to church twice 
every Sunday". It uas a striking fact, he added, that the 
Pietists among the factory ouners treated their uorkers uorst 
of all, paying the Jouest uages on the pretext that this uould 
deprive them of the opportunity to get drunk, but nonetheless 
stooping to oribery of these same uorkers uhen a neu Pietist 
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preacher uas to be elected. 
One can see uhy, a feu years later, Engels uas to feel 
he had found a kindred soul in the Carlyle of Past and Pre­
sent . J D his lifelong aversion to industrial capitalism clearly 
had roots in these childhood observations of Elberfeld fac­
tories and factory uorkers. Houever, he dreu in 1839 no poli­
tical, social or economic conclusions from this description 
of Rhineland industrial life. On the other hand, his disgust 
uith the hypocrisy of Pietist capitalists like his father did 
profoundly affect his attitude touards the religion in uhich 
he had been brought up. The first intellectual drama of En­
gels' life uas his gradual repudiation of orthodox Pietism. 
55. jbid, 
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by Thomas Carlyle, London 1843", Deutsch-Franzc/sisohe 
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During 1839 Engels kept up a frequent correspondence 
uith tuo school friends, the brothers Friedrich and Uilhelm 
Graeber, uho uere apparently convinced Pietists and interested 
in theology. His letters to them reveal a prolonged crisis 
of faith. Although the youth uas hostile to orthodox Pietism 
even before he left Barmen, he L i a s still a Christian and uas 
searching for an alternative form of religion. The tuo things 
he found most repugnant in the Pietism of the leading Uupper­
tal preacher, F.U. Krummacher, uere its reliance on literal 
readings nf the Old Testament and its Calvinist theology. The 
problem uith bibl i.cal-fundamentalism, he explained to the 
Graebers, uas that the Bible uas full of factual and logical 
contradictions, uhich uas hardly surprising since it had been 
uritten by a dozen different authors. As a result, a variety 
of preachers and sects had emerged, each purveying a different 
version of Christian teaching. The only uay to overcome this 
confusion, thought the young Engels, uas to adopt a kind of 
"liberal supernaturalism" uhich uould discard literal belief 
in the Bible, but uould instead justify Christian doctrines 
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on moral and rational grounds, He uas attracted to the 
theology of Protestant divines like K.F.U. Paniel uho, fol­
io uing Kant, sought to combine theology uith philosophy.0'^ 
I'aniel's 'Hationa1 ism' uas often criticised, he recognised, 
57. Enoels to Friedrich Graeoer, lB/o/39, MEGA I, 2, o. •:.?.'-,; 
MECU, 2, p. «B4. 
58. Enqels to Friedrich Graeoer, 2 2-27/7/39, MEGA I, 1, 
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for allowing doubt and disbelief to undermine the rock of 
Christian faith, but ha retorted that doubt and scepticism 
uere prereguisites of rational thought. The alternative to 
•Rationalism' — a reliance on blind faith — entailed that 
God required men, uhom He had endoued uith reason, to believe 
the irrational, the absurd and the nonsensical, an alternative 
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uhich to Engels uas simply unacceptable. 
In exchanging orthodox Pietism for Kantian 'ethico-
theology' he had demonstrated that he uas prepared to follou 
his reason uherever it led him, and it uas to lead him even­
tually to atheism. He uas, houever, to pass through several 
intellectual stages before he discarded religion altogether. 
The "Letters from Uuppertal" demnnstrate that he uas still 
passionately concerned uith theological issues in 1839 and 
that his abhorrence of the doctrine of predestination -- ex­
pounded by Krummacher in the pulpits of the Uuppertal — drove 
him to follou the path of Abelard,^ Krummacher based his 
predestinarian theology on the depravity of man, and this 
doctrine stuck in Engels' throat,^ He expostulated that 
Calvin's image of man as a corrupt marionette uas totally at 
odds uith the teachino of the Neu Testament uherein the apos­
tles snoke of the "rational milk of the Gospel" shouing men 
59. Ibid. 
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hou to overcome their propensity to sin. Discussing the 
issue in a letter to Friedrich Graeber, he latched on to the 
Romantic theologian Schleiermacher's suggestion that the sin 
of pride uas an understandable by-product of men's attempts 
to model themselves on God: their hubris simply reflected 
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their desire to improve and perfect their gifts. This 
amounted to the claim that 'sin' uas not only voluntary,, it 
might even be admirable; certainly Engels could in no uay 
bring himself to condemn the 'Promethean' in man, and his fun­
damental objection to Calvinism uas that it denigrated the 
human spirit. 
Urestling uith the problem of evil and the doctrine 
of predestinatinn thus led him to Schleiermacher and Roman­
ticism. But reading Schleiermacher made him question his 
thoroughgoing Christian rationalism. He had been in danger 
of forgetting, he urnte to Graeber, that "religious conviction 
is a matter of the heart" and that the most valuable gift 
Christianity had to offer uas inner peace. Schleiermacher 
temporarily restored to Engels the faith that he had nearly 
lost, but even this neu Romantic dimension to his Christianity 
did not override his scepticism towards dogma. After his 
first flush of enthusiasm for Schleiermacher he became more 
cautious in his praise, contending that uhile feeling and 
62. Ibid.. REGA I, 2, p. 31; MECU, 2, p. 15. 
63. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 12-27/7/39, MEGA I, 2, pp. 
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emotion could reinforce religious belief they could not 
create it — that, ho remarked, uould be like "uanting to 
smell uith one's ears". He still considered that theology 
had to be compatible uith philosophy, and that the latter, 
in his vieu the natural mental activity of any rational man, 
should provide the foundation for the code of morality taught 
in the Prussian educational system. "Uithout philosophy^ he 
commented, "there is no education; uithout education there is 
no humanity; uithnut humanity, again, there is no religion."^ 
So although Engels had, in his oun words, "enormous respect" 
for Schleiermacher, nod regarded him as unquestionably a 
"great man", the Romantic theologian's influence on him pro­
bably did not run vary deep. Still, there uas only one other 
man living uhom he rated as of "egual intelligence, equal 
power, and egual courage": David Strauss. Dissatisfied, 
by the summer of 1859, uith Paniel's Christian Kantianism, 
Engels uas looking for a more robust brand of philosophical 
theology. He found it in Strauss' Das Leben j'esu and Die 
c h r i s 11 i c h e G1 a u b e n s 1 e h r e . ^ "' 
He actually discovered Strauss about the same time he 
uas converted to Schleiermacher*s religious Romanticism, that 
is, in 3une 1839, and before long he uas convinced that the 
64. Ibid.t MEGA I, 2, pp. 526-53?; MECU, 2, pp. 457-463 
(quotation, MEGA I, 2, pp. 531-532; MECU, 2, p. 462). 
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Strauss, Das Leben 3esu, kritisch bearbeitet, Tubingen, 
18 35-36, & Die christliche Glaubenslehre in ihrer qes-
chichtl Ichen Entuicklung und im Kampfe mit der modernen 
Uissenschaft. Tubingen & Stuttgart, 1840-41. 
uork of the tuo men could be combined to produce a neu, non-
dogmatic Christianity uhich uould satisfy both the rational 
and the emotional in the human soul. "The tree of religion," 
he urote tn Graeber, "sprouts from the heart, ov/ershadous the 
uhole man, and seeks its nourishment from the air of reason",^ 
He found in Strauss' uorks the most painstaking and courag­
eous attempt ever made to treat the subject-matter of Chris­
tianity "scientifically", by uhich term he appears to have 
meant applying the tools of historical scholarship to the 
miscellaneous collection of documents uhich composed the Bible. 
This, he argued, uas uhat Strauss had done successfully in 
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Bas| Leben Besu, an erudite and "irrefutable" book. In fact 
uhat bouled him over uas Strauss' demonstration that the ac­
counts of Jesus' career in the Neu Testament uere recreations 
of ancient religious myths, and that therefore Christianity 
should be understood as the last in a series of uorld reli­
gions all of uhich had used similar myths and symbols to ex­
press fundamental truths. Strauss, if he uas right (and 
Engels had no douot ho uas) had produced an anthropological 
proof for the old heist notion of a primal 'natural religion' 
underlying all the ni'Terent manifestations of man's religious 
spirit. from this time onwards Christianity uas for Engels 
a 'myth', am) all forms of dogmatic, doctrinal religion nad 
G6. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 12-27/7/39, MEGA I, 2, 
P. 532; NEC LI, 2, n. 462. 
67. Engels to lJ.ilhe.lm Graeber, 8/l0/39, MEGA I, 2, p. 538; 
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been shoun up as the nonsense they uere. 
In embracing the ideas of first neo-Kantian 'Ration­
alism', then Schleiermacher, and finally Strauss, Engels had 
moved three steps auay from orthodox Protestantism. If Schleier­
macher had temporarily restored the simple, emotional religious 
faith of his youth, Strauss soon destroyed it again, as Engels 
came to recognise after a feu months of struggling to combine 
Romantic Christianity and Straussian biblical criticism. 
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"Adios faith! It is as full of holes as a sponge". Yet, 
even though his faith uas gone, Engels still, perhaps paradoxic­
ally, regarded himself as a Christian. He had in one sense 
moved auay from the scepticism of Qayle and Voltaire, uhich 
he nou regarded as shallou and naive, back to a vieu of Chris­
tianity uhich sau miracles, cults and dogmas as integral to 
the religion rather than embarrassing excrescences on an other-
uise rational core. So he nou 'accepted' the uhole of the 
Christian religion, nnt just some Kantian moral truths of uhich 
his reason approved, but interpreted Christianity as a com­
plicated netuork of poetry and myth, Strauss thus provided 
Engels uith a uay of simultaneously accepting and rejecting 
Christianity, a means of coming to terms uith his upbringing 
uithout denying it tntally uhile yet largely nullifying its 
intellectual influence. In fact, at the end of 1839, he had 
still tuo further steps to take in his religious evolution: 
68. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 29/10/39, MEGA I, 2, p. 546; 
FIEC'J, 2 , p. 480. 
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he had yet to uork out uhat the Christian 'myth' really meant 
(i.e., uh?t Christianity uas a symbol o f ) , and he had yet to 
conclude that even as a myth religion uas harmful because of 
its social effects. These neu insights he uas to acquire in 
1840-42 under the influence of Hegel and the Young Hegelians, 
in particular Bruno Bauer and Luduig Feuerbach. But before 
he uas to embrace left-uing Hegelianism, Engels uas to submit 
to three other significant intellectual forces uhich moulded 
his early thnught in imnortant m a y s . They uere Romanticism, 
the Young Germany movement, and the radical political liberalism 
of Luduig Borne, 
Uhile Engels had still accepted a form of orthodox 
Christianity he had been nuzzled hou to square his religion 
uith his other intellectual enthusiasms; Pietism apparently 
damned most of his cultural heros, even the most spiritual 
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like Spinoza and Kant. Schleiermachor helped solve this 
problem because Romantic Christianity seemed to him quite in 
tune uith the cultural movement he most admired, Young Germany. 
Of the leader of this movement, the dramatist Karl Gutzkou, 
Engels remarked that his highest aim in life uas to "find the 
meeting point betueen positive Christianity and the culture 
of our time", and he enthusiastically championed Gutzkou's 
plays and the uork of other 'Young German' artists like the 
poet Karl Beck, Indeed Young Germany uas for Engels the pro­
gressive artistic and intellectual movement of contemporary 
7 (J. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 15/6/39, PIEGA I , 2, p. 525; 
MECU, 2 , p. 45b. 
Europe; it fused the German Romantic tradition in literature 
uith the rationalism of the Aufklarunq and a brand of moder­
ate liberalism uhich he found attractive at the time. In the 
uork of the 'Young German' artists, he proclaimed, the "ideas 
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of the time" had "come to consciousness". Young Germany uas 
in fact both a cultural and political force, and it had a 
newspaper, the Telegraph fur Deutschland, uhich Gutzkou edited. 
Engels declared his allegiance to the cause by sending his 
provocative "Letters from Uuppertal" to the Telegraph in 
March 1839, and cnntinued to urite for it until December 1841, 
by uhich time he had evolved beyond Young Germany politically 
and philosophically. During these years Gutzkou's paper uas 
Engels' best, though not his only, vehicle for the public ex­
pression of his opinions, and his articles reveal much about 
his literary tastes, personal values, and evolving political 
vieus. 
Young Germany appealed in part to Engels because he 
sau it as the contemporary continuation of the German Romantic 
movement. It uas indeed 'Romantic' in the broader sense of 
the uord, that is, it drew on the legacies of the Sturm und 
Drang and the 'classicism' of Goethe and Schiller as uell as 
the 'second generation Romanticism' of the Sena, Heidelberg 
and Berlin schools. In fact, Gutzkou and his friends uere of­
ten highly critical of the cloudv, sentimental conservatism 
they detected in th o uritings of some 'second g e n e r a t i o n 1 
71. Ennels to friedrich Greener, u-9/4/39, MEGA I, 2, P. 
5U3; MECU, 2, 4x1. 
poets and dramatists like Tieck and Gorres. Engels agreed. 
In a survey of recent re-editions of German Uolksbucher he 
criticised Gorres and Tieck for ignoring the moral and poli­
tical content of these old folk tales. The essay revealed 
both his sympathy for Romanticism and his differences uith 
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its more extreme spokesmen. The best of the Wolksbucher, 
he agreed, possessed "rich poetic content, robust humour, 
moral purity,..and a strong, trusty German spirit", all of 
uhich uere excellent but not enough. Literary uorks, he 
claimed, should bn evaluated according to their social signi­
ficance as uell as their aesthetic appeal: they should serve 
an educational function or help solve political problems. The 
Volksbucher uere based on legends like Faust and Per euige Gude 
and had originally had great value as profound expressions of 
the nobility and independence of the human spirit, serving as 
moral and political educators of the peasantry, Nou, on the 
other hand, many of them had degenerated into superstitious 
fairy tales permeated uith aristocratic values, such that they 
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had become harmful and needed to be rewritten, Modern, not 
medieval, l/nlksbucher uere reguired, and to illustrate uhat 
he meant Engels singled nut Griseldis, a Romance tale uith a 
suffering uonan heroine. The bnnk, he remarked, uas a fine 
72, "Die deutschen Vnlksbucher" ("German Uolksbucher"), 
Teleoraph fi'j'r Doutschland, nos. 186, 188, 189, 19b & 
191 (november 1839), no, 1481-1484, 1501-1502, 1509-
1512, 1518-1519 o 1526-1528, MEGA I, 2, pp. 49-56; 
MECU, 2, pp. 32-40, 
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illustration nf the Medieval attitude to religion, but as it 
stood had minimal relevance to con temporary Germany. "If 
Grise1dis is to remain a papular book," he added uryly, "I 
see it as a petition to the High German Federal Assembly for 
the emancipation of uornon".^ 
As this article on Un1ksbucher indicates, Engels 1 
criticism of the 'second generation1 of German Romanticism uas 
political, nnt aesthetic. He valued the German popular tales 
highly for their imaginative content and poetic beauty, but 
he uanted these artistic qualities to be placed in the ser­
vice of liberalism rather than conservatism. In brief, Engels 
Romanticism, like that of Young Germany as a uhole, uas a 
democratic, nationalist brand not unlike Mazzini's. Mot sur­
prisingly, he admired German uriters whose values and style 
uere Romantic but whose politics uere liberal. Schiller uas 
one uho fitted the bill. "It is nou settled", he told Uil-
helm Graeber, "that Schiller is our greatest liberal poet", 
and guoted uith approval an ode by Karl Beck to Schiller 
praising him as "the Prophet uho carried Freedom's flag before 
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the rest".' Schiller, continued Engels, had sensed the 
dauning cf a "neu era" after the French Revolution, and had 
embraced the cause of liberty uith heart and soul, only to 
have the political message in his uorks misunderstood and 
spurned by an audience interested only in aesthetics.^1"3 
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HG lamented that Goethe, on the other hand, had re­
mained hostile to liberalism even after the signal of Duly 
1830; he had "retired into his room and shut the door so as 
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to remain comfortable". This despicably conservative be­
haviour uas a severe disappointment to the young Engels; al­
though it uas partly explicable by Goethe's age and secure 
position in Ueimar, he thought it nevertheless detracted from 
the man's greatness, and accounted for the decline in the 
quality of his literary uork in his later years. Engels greatly 
admired certain of Goethe's uritings, reserving a special place 
in his literary pantheon for Part I of Faust. Like the young 
Plarx, he uas attracted in particular to the younger, rebel­
lious Goethe, uho in Gotz. Uerther, and Faust, Part I had given 
expression to extreme Romantic individualism; but he uas not 
so keen on Goethe's later 'classicist' uritings, and he 
thought the uay Faust had been completed (in Part I I ) by the 
elderly Goethe uas a mistake. He uent so far as to suggest 
that the leading dramatist of Young Germany, Karl Gutzkou, 
should reurite Part II because, as he put it, "the true second 
part of Faust - Faust no longer an egoist but sacrificing him-
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self for mankind - has yet to be uritten". As this remark 
shous, the young Engels uas interested in the same Romantic 
theme uhich preoccupied the young Marx in these years: the 
77. .Ibid. . PIEGA I, 2, pp. 537-538; PIECU, 2, p. 468. 
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question of personal self-development (the theme of Faust) 
and hou tn reconcile this legitimate desire uith the uelfare 
of society as a uhole. In 1839 he had yet to come up uith 
any solution, but he hoped that Young Germany, uith its fusion 
of Romantic values and liberal politics, might provide an 
ansuer in the near future. 
Ynung Germany, then, uas for Engels the literary heir 
to German Romanticism, and uas nou "enthroned as queen of 
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modern German literature". The greatest Romantic uri~ers, 
he thought, uere, apart from Goethe and Schiller, the English 
poets Syren and Shelley. They too had successfully combined 
progressive vieus in pnlitics uith a poetic grasp of the im­
aginative and emotional side of man. Engels, as ue have seen 
in his vieus on religion, put a high value on reason, but he 
equally stressed (as his attraction to Schleiermacher indi­
cated) the importance nf 'feeling'. He also looked upon the 
German Romantics Tieck, Ruckert and Uhland as poets of the 
highest calibre, and thought that in addition to his literary 
mentor, Karl Gutzkou, the Young Germany movement had produced 
in Karl Beck, Ferdinand Freiligrath and Bulius Flosen, three 
uorthy successors to the older Romantic artists. An early 
poem he himself published in Per Bremer Stadtbote provides 
additional proof of the value he attached to the non-rational 
side of human life: it uas an invocation to emotional sensi­
tivity as the key to comprehending the uorld. "The man is 
79. Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 3B/7/39, PIEGA I, 2, pp. 534-
535; PIECU, 2, p. 465. 
lost", he urote in the final stanza, "uho hears his oun 
8 n 
heart's voice and spurns it, uilfully misapprehending..." 
There is no question, then, that there uas a strong 
romantic element in the personality of the youthful Engels, 
just as there uas a strong rationalist element. The uriters 
he admired most of all uere those, like Schiller, uhom he 
felt had fused feeling and reason in their uork: Shelley, 
Luduig Borne, and Earl Gutzkou. The Shelley uho particularly 
appealed to Engels uas the young Shelley of Queen Nab, that 
is, the passionate and angry republican democrat uhose poems 
and pamphlets savaged Christianity, Privilege and Monarchy and 
uhose main intellectual influences uere Goduin, Condorcet and 
D*Holbach.l* Engels sau in Shelley an almost perfect blend 
of rigorous, radical thinking and uholehearted emotional com­
mitment to the cause of 'Freedom'. He translated several of 
Shelley's verses, and, along uith a friend uho uas translating 
Queen Nab, tried unsuccessfully to have these published in 1040. 
He alsn urote a poem of his oun, entitled "An Evening", uhich 
echoed the early Shelley's blend of political radicalism and 
Romantic idealism. Like Shelley's, too, Engels' indictment 
80. "Buchorueisheit"("Hook W i s d o m " ) , Per Bremer Stadbote, 
no. 8, 2 4 / 3 / 5 9 , MEGA I, 2, P . 5 8 0 ; MECU, 2, pp. 6 & 419. 
81. On Shelley's vieus uhen he urote Queen Nab, see Kenneth 
M. Cameron, The Young Shelley; Genesis of a Radical, 
B.Y., hachillan. 1950. 
B2. "Ein Abend" ("An E v e n i n g " ) , Telenraph fur Deutschlaod, 
no. 125 (august 1 3 4 0 ) , pp. 4 9 8 - 5 0 0, IB EGA I, 2, pp. 8 4 -
8 5 ; MECU, 2 , p. 1 0 9 . 
of the established order extended beyond political tyranny 
to social inequality. His experience at Bremen had left him 
uith no love for the "greedy merchant" uhom he had been forced 
to observe at close quarters, and he already sau avarice and 
inequality as reprehensible features of contemporary life to 
be expunged from the free and enlightened society of the 
future. Houever, in duly 1840, uhen he urote "An Evening", 
Engels uas still more interested in literature than social 
problems, and his emotional distaste for the capitalist spirit 
remained merely a personal feeling, isolated as yet from the 
main currents of his intellectual life. Young Germany, and 
in particular the persons of Gutzkou and Borne, still domin­
ated the centre of his stage. 
He uas someuhat more critical of Gutzkou than he uas 
of Shelley, mainly because he considered that not all of 
Gutzkou's dramas had reached the high standard of his best 
uork. But a play like Konin Saul uas uorthy to be discussed 
along uith Sophocles' Antignne or Shakespeare's Hamlet: it 
combined poetic beauty uith such subtle dramatic pouer that 
the drama developed "calmly and organically, and a conscious, 
8 3 
poetic force leads the action safely to its conclusion". 
Gutzkou, Engo'ls affirmed, uas a creative talent of great in­
dividuality uhose uricinqs uere among the finest products of 
83. "Mo d e m o s Literatur1 ebon" ("Modern Literary Life"), 
MLttern ichtzoitunq fur oebildete Leser, no. bl, 26/3/40, 
UERKE Erna-nxunosnand, 1 ( 2 ) , p. 37; MECU, 2, n. 73. 
1DD 
modern German literature. And yet, he sensed, there uas 
something unsatisfying about them. Uhat uas it? There uas 
in Gutzkou, he mused, a "dualism": the dramatist possessed 
a pouerful intellect and an egually pouerful imagination, but 
he had not yet fused these tuo sides of his mind into a unity. 
Only rarely had Gutzkou achieved that integration of reason 
and emotion that Engels regarded as the hall-mark of the 
greatest literature, but his recent uork shoued that he had 
the potential to attain the high standard Schiller had set. 
His latest play, Lierner, Engels, (uho had yet to see it per­
formed), expected uould prove to be his best yet, "not only 
of great value .in itself", but also "the first really mcdern 
3 4 
tragedy". 
Luduig Borne uas a different kind of sage, not a poet 
or dramatist but a literary critic and pnlitical essayist. 
Because of his radical political v i e u s — he uas a republican 
democrat — he had snught refuge in Paris in 1830, and had 
uritten a series of articles, the Briefe aus Paris, 1831-33, 
expounding liberal ideas and commenting on French and German 
politics. Ho had also contributed a larger uork, El e n z e 1, dor 
Franznsenfresser, designed to ridicule the illiberal franco-
phobia of certain conservative German Romantics. Engels ob­
tained, and read thoroughly, G o m e ' s collected uorks, beginning 
uith tuo volumes of literary criticism uhich he nronounced 
N4, "[•lodernes Literaturlobcn", Eittornachzeitunn fur ne.il-
dete Loser, no. b4, ol/3/4i~ 0 E R K E , Er ga'nzungsb and , 1 
(2) , p. 4B; mECU, ?, n. BO. 
excellent, end concluding uith Plenzel uhich he thought 
"stylistically the best piece of uork in German". 8 5 Probably 
uhat influenced him most, houever, uere the Briefe aus Paris, 
because here ho encountered the ideas of the French demo­
cratic left: the vieus of men like Alexandre Ledru-Rollin, 
Godfrey Cavaignac, and possibly even Louis Blanc and Etienne 
Cabet. Borne uas uriting from Paris in the uake of the Buly 
Revolution uhen the republican left, disappointed by the con­
servatism of tne neu regime, uas taking an increasingly radi­
cal position, calling for not only the introduction of univer­
sal suffrage but also certain social reforms. Intellectually, 
it uas a oeriod of resurgence for social Jacobinism, a resur­
gence uhich found institutional expression in the creation of 
the Societe des Droits de 1 1 Homme in 1833. Borne's articles 
convoyed the excitement and pouer of the je radical ideas, and 
he seems to have made a similar impression on Engels as the 
reading of Tom Paine's Rights of PI a n had on many an English 
artisan in the early years nf the century. He uas overuhelmed. 
He had been a liberal before he read Borne, but the combination 
of the young Shelley and Borne (uhorn he read at much the same 
time) made him a Jacobin democrat. The Briefe, he excitedly 
informed Uilhelm Graeber, uere "magnificent" and the "grace, 
the Herculean strength, the depth of feeling, the devastating 
uit nf the Franzosenfresser (uere) unsurpassable". Even 
85. Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 8/1B/39, PIEGA I, 2, o. 54G; 
PIECU, 2, p. 472. 
Gome's uritings on aesthetics shoued him to be a "great 
fighter for freedom and justice", Engels added; they uere 
precise, clear, and beautiful, a "sea of the most exuberant 
uit" from uhich "here and there, the sharp ideas of freedom 
8 6 
rise out....like rocks". 
Engels uas convinced that liberal democracy uas the 
"spirit of the times", that the ideas of the French Revolu­
tion, though they had received a temporary setback, uere bound 
to succeed in the near future. The Revolution of 1830, he 
thought, had signalled the approach of a neu democratic era, 
and he urote a poem entitled "German 3uly Days" commemorating 
the ninth anniversary of the fall of the Restoration Monarchy 
8 7 
in France, Like the young Marx, he had at this time a Con-
dorcet-like faith in progress and the gradual, inexorable 
flouering nf reason and liberty; he uas prepared to use the 
phrase "historical necessity" to describe the evolution of 
8 8 
European history from 1709 to the present. On occasion, 
even, he suggested that the pace of change uas quickening so 
rapidly that a democratic revolution uas imminent. Uho uas 
he, he asked rhetorically, to suim against the tide? A re­
volution uas necessary to sueep auay the privileged orders: 
86. Engels tn Uilhelm Graeber, 24/5/39-15/6/39, MEGA I, 2, 
p. 5.19; MECU, 2, p. 440. Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 
13-20/H/39, MEGA I, 2 , p. 551; MECU, u, p. 485. 
87. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 27/7/39, MEGA I, 2, pp. 
523-524; MECU, 2, pp. 463-464. 
88. Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 3d/?/39, MEGA I, 2, p. 535; 
MECU, 2, p. 466. 
"ue uon't get anywhere uith gentleness here, these pygmies -
servility, aristocratic rule, censorship, etc., - have to be 
driven auay uith the sword". And uhen it came, as come it 
uould, then it uould be futile to oppose it: "on the con­
trary, uhen the spirit of the times comes along like a hurri­
cane and nulls the train auay on the railuay line, then I 
jump guickly into a carriage and let myself : e pulled along 
89 
a little". 
Perhaps the dominant motive in Engels 1 democratic 
republicanism in 1839-41) uas his hatred of monarchy. Apart 
from Ernst August of Hanover, his bete noire uas the Prussian 
royal family. [if Frederick William III of Prussia, he stated 
bluntly: "I hate him, and beside him I hate only perhaps tuo 
or three others; I hate him uith a mortal hatred, and if I 
didn't so despise him, the shit, I uould hate him still more. 
Napoleon uas an angel beside him...." Actually, Engels uas 
here personalising his general antipathy to the crouned heads 
of Europe. He regarded the period 1816-30 as "rich in royal 
crimes", commenting that almost every prince then ruling "de­
served the death sentence". Spain, Austria, Portugal and 
Russia uere cursed uith the most reactionary and ruthless des­
pots, he argued: Alexander I of Russia had been a "parricide", 
Ferdinand V/11 of Spain uas "vicious", Dom Piiguel of Portugal 
uas a "scoundrel...(uho) bathed in the blood of the best Por­
tuguese", uhile Francis II nf Austria had been "a machine that 
uas only good for signing death sentences and dreaming of 
Carbnnari". Uhat Enrols most hated these monarchs for uas 
their jailing and execution oi liberals and free-thinkers; 
the Europe of the H o l y Alliance uas founded on censorship, 
repression, and institutionalised violence, from uhich there 
uould be no relief until "palace uindous are smashed by the 
90 
flying stones of the revolution". 
Engels uas, in 1839-40, much more hostile to Prussia 
and the Prussian monarchy than the young Rarx. Frederick 
Uilliam Ill's foreign nolicy, he charged, uas thoroughly reac­
tionary and had made the king morally responsible for the 
deaths of the Spanish and Portuguese liberal patriots mur­
dered by their reinstated royal rulers. He uas also dishonest 
and hypocritical, because he had promised constitutional gov­
ernment for Prussia in 181b but gone back on this promise as 
soon as he felt it safe to do so. Engels attacked the monarchy 
for a third reason, too: he uas persuaded that its domestic 
policies uere, beneath a veneer of progressive efficiency, 
designed to favour the aristocracy and keep the louer classes 
in passive subjection. He derived this analysis from e book 
by 3, Venedey, Preussen und Preussenthum, uhich he thought 
9 1 
excellent. Venedey, he told Friedrich Graeber, had sub­
jected Prussian legislation, bureaucracy and tax-structure to 
90. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 9/12/39-5/2/40, MEGA I , 2, 
n. 558; MECU, 2 , pp. 492-493. 
9.1, 3. Venedey, Preussen und Preussenthum, Mannheim, 18 39. 
close scrutiny, and had convincingly demonstrated "favours 
for the money aristocracy against the poor, endeavours to 
perpetuate a b s o l u t i s m s u p p r e s s i o n of political education, 
stupefying of the mass of the people", and the utilisation of 
9 2 
religion to cement the established social order. Persuaded 
of the importance of Venedey's and R o m e ' s critiques of Prus­
sian politics, Engels decided, in his oun phrase, to become 
"a large-scale importer of banned books into Prussia", by 
uhich grandiose phrase he meant he uould send about half-a-
dozen conies nf Preussen, the Briefe aus Paris, and l-ienzel to 
9 B 
his school-friends in Barmen. " This act, though minor in 
itself, indicates the passion uith uhich the young man held 
his political vieus, and the importance uith uhich he regarded 
the uritings of Venedey, and above all Luduig Borne. 
Hou similar, then, uere the vieus of Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engels at the beginning of the 184Bs? There uas a 
strong element of Romanticism in the personal values of each 
man, and they shared uith the Romantics the ideal of the full 
self-development of the individual personality. They uere 
both fairly uell. acquainted uith German Romantic literature, 
rating Goethe and Schiller highly as artists and thinkers, and 
they both kneu something of the ancient classics, although 
nere f'larx's academic training uas the better. They uere 
} 2 . Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 29/10 / 3 9 , FIEGA I, 2, p. 
547; ('1ECU, 2, p. 48b. 
' 3 . Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 13-20/11 / 3 9 , EIEGA I, 2, p. 
550; FlECU, 2, p. 484. 
familiar with the literary output and polemical debates of 
the 'second generation' German Romantics, and hence uith 
their diagnosis of the ills of modern European society and 
suggested remedies. Goth young men had started as Christians, 
but Engels' faith had been the deeper of the tuo, and conse­
quently his struggle to free himself from his religious up­
bringing had been longer and more tortured. Despite their 
Romanticism, both Engels and f'larx had some knowledge of and 
uere indebted to the French and German Enlightenments; from 
these sources they derived their rationalism, their optimistic 
theories of history, and their political liberalism. Both men 
uere critical of contempnrary social life (uhich they sau as 
stifling to creative talents) and the Prussian state, but 
uhereas Marx still had hopes of reforming both the Prussian 
government and society by reasoned argument, Engels' attacks 
uere harsher and his remedy more drastic. 
There uas another respect, too, in uhich the intel­
lectual development of the tuo men uas similar. By the end 
of the lBBBs both men had discovered the Young Hegelian move­
ment and uere avid readers of the Hallische Bahrbucher. If 
Enlightenment rationalism and liberalism on the one hand, and 
Romantic values and ideals on the other, uere the roots of the 
personalities of both Rarx and Engels, a third major influence 
an their thought uas German Idealist philosophy. Marx had 
-uo years head-start on Enqels in the study of Hegel and 
logelianism, and in the years .1339-41 lived at the heart of 
-he Young Hegelian movement in Berlin, uhile Engels as an 
apprentice? in firemen uas far removed from the centres of in­
tellectual rebellion. Both men, houever, could reasonably be 
called Ynunp Hegelians by the end of 1840, and for the next 
tuo years - until approximately the last months in 1842 for 
Engels and a little later in the case of Marx - neo-Hegelian 
philosophv uas the dnminant, although by no means the only, 
element in their vieus. Yet since the Young Hegelian movement 
uas itself the heir to both German Romanticism and Enlighten­
ment liberal-humanism, Young Heoelianism changed relatively 
little in Marx's and Engels' basic values. These had already 
been forged by the beginning of the 184Bs. 
CHAPTER 2 
YOUNG HEGELIANISM AMD LIBERAL POLITICS, 1840-42 
Marx's Young Hegelian phase lasted from the uinter of 
1837-38 until the summer of 1843, Engels' from early 1840 to 
the end of 1842. In fact, their intellectual concerns ranged 
beyond the Young Hegelian movement even during these years, but 
for a brief period both men adopted the Young Hegelian inter­
pretation of Hegel's philosophy as the best intellectual frame-
uork available for understanding contemporary ideas and events. 
Hegelianism is an ambiguous term. It can refer to 
Hegel's oun system, or it can denote the philosophical and 
political movements launched by some of his disciples after 
his death. Young Hegelianism (by uhich I mean the intellec­
tual circles led by Eduard Gans, Arnold Ruge and Bruno Bauer) 
uas the radical uing of the Hegelian movement, and emerged 
as a significant force uith the creation of the Hallisch Bahr-
bucher fur deutsche Uissenschaft und Kunst in 18 38. The Young 
Hegelians claimed their vieus uere not only derived from 
Hegel's books and lectures, but uere faithful to the spirit 
of his teaching. This uas disputed by more conservative He­
gelians at the time, and has been disputed by Hegel scholars 
since. There uas little agreement over Hegel's 'message' in the 
late 1830s and early 1840s, and there is not much more nou. Hege 
opinions evolved considerably during his academic career, and 
uere in the main expressed in an obscure and abstract jar­
gon; moreover, the various components of his huge 'system1, 
uritten doun at different times, differed in tone and emphasis, 
so that one's interpretation of the uhole uill vary according 
to the ueight one places on, say, his logic, his political 
theory or his philosophy of history. So Hegel's system must 
be distinguished from Young Hegelianism, and ue must also re­
cognise that the younger Hegel's vieus uere not those of the 
elder, more conservative, academic celebrity. By and large, 
the ideas of the Young Hegelians uere closer to those ex­
pressed in the Phanomenoloqie des Geistes and the lectures on 
uorld history edited by Eduard Gans than to those found in 
the Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts or the lectures 
on religion. 
Luckily it is not necessary, in order to understand 
the genesis of marxism, to take sides in the dispute over hou 
to interpret Hegel. Uhat matters is hou Rarx and Engels un­
derstood him, and uhat they found of value in uhat they con­
strued him to have said. Ue cannot, houever, assume that they 
shared the same picture of Hegel's system, since they came to 
study Hegel and Young Hegelianism at slightly different times 
and in different circumstances. Rarx, tuo years older than 
Engels, came to Hegelianism first. He lived for several 
years at the heart of the Young Hegelian movement in Berlin 
and played a minor role in its evolution, uhereas Engels be­
came a Young Hegelian only uhen the torrent uas in full spate. 
Since the general question of the influence of Hegel on Marx 
has been much debated by scholars and there already exists 
some monographic uork on his relations uith other Young Hegel­
ians, I oroposed to treat these tuo topics only briefly."'' My 
1. Hegel's main uorks, in chronological order, uere: Die 
Pha'nomenologie des Geistes, Bamberg & Uurzburg, Goebhardt, 
1807; Uissenschaft der Logik (2 vols), Nurnberg, Schrag, 
1812-16; Encyklooa'dic der philosophischen Uissenschaften 
in Grundrisse, Heidelberg, Ossuald, 1817; Grundlinien der 
Philosophie des Rechts, Berlin, Nicolaischen Buchhandlung, 
1821; l/orl e sun gen u'bor die Philosophie der Geschichte (e d. 
Eduard Gans), Berlin, Duncker & Humblot, 18 37'. A first 
attempt at a collected edition of his uritings uas begun 
in the 1830s and uas available to the Young Hegelians: 
Uerke: l/ollstandige Ausgabe durch einem l/erein von 
Freunden des I'oreuigten (IB vols), Berlin, Duncker & 
Humblot, 1832-45, 2nd ed,, partly revised, 1840-47. 
There is a voluminous secondary literature on Hegel in 
German, French and English. Among those titles I have 
found most useful are: Schlomo Avineri, Hegel's Theory 
of the Modern State, London, Cambridge U.P., 1972; Bene­
detto Croce, Ce qui est vivant et ce gui est mort de la 
philosophie de Hegel, Paris, Giard et Briere, 1910; Bean 
Hyppolite, Introduction a la philosophie de l'histoire de 
Hegel, Paris, Riviere, 1948; Ualter Kaufmann, Hegel: A 
Reinterpretation, M.Y., Doubleday, '965, "The Hegel Myth 
and its Method", Philosophical Revieu, LX (1951), pp. 
459-86; Alexandre Kojeve, Introduction a la lecture de 
Hegel, Paris, 1947; Gybrgy Lukacs, Per junge Hegel, 
ZOrich, Europa Uerlag, 1948; Herbert Marcuse, Reason and 
Revolution: Hegel and the Rise of Social Theory, London, 
Bxford U.P., 1941; Emil MC/ller, "The Hegel Legend of 
'Thesis-Antithesis-Synthesis", Journal of the History of 
Ideas. XIX (June, 1958), pp. 411-414; Geoffrey Mure, An 
Introduction to Hegel, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1940; 
CF arles Taylor, Hegel, Cambridge, Cambridge U.P., 1975. 
The main organ of the Young Hegelian movement uas the 
Hallischer Jahrbucher fur deutsche Uissenschaft und 
Kunst (1838-41). edited by Arnold Ruge. This journal uas 
forced to cease publication by the Prussian government, 
but uas continued (in Saxony) under the name Peutsch_e Jahr­
bucher fur Uissenschaft und Kunst (1841-43). Arnold~Ruge 
and Bruno Bauer (a university lecturer in theology and 
philosophy) uere personal friends and uere usually regar­
ded as joint leaders of the movement, the former its 
political theorist and strategician, the latter its philo­
sopher; Luduig Feuerbach, on the other hand, uas not a 
(cont'd) 
short discussion is intended to do tuo things: indicate the 
limited nature of Rarx's intellectual debt to Hegel himself, 
and shou the uay in uhich Young Hegelianism served Rarx as a 
bridge betueen his earlier Romantic liberalism and his neu 
interest in French socialism uhich burgeoned in 1843. I 
shall also examine the neglected question of the influence 
of Hegel and Young Hegelianism on the developing thought and 
values of the young Engels, an influence uhich uas in seme 
respects stronger than in the case of Rarx. 
There uere, as ue have already seen, important philo­
sophical points on uhich Rarx differed from Hegel even uhen 
he uas most under his uing. Nor did he remain for long a 
faithful disciple of Bruno Bauer and Arnold Ruge, Nonethe­
less, there uere certain issues on uhich Rarx uas temporarily 
1. (cont'd) member of the Bauer/Ruge circle, but his urit­
ings uere championed in the Sahrbucher and his thought 
(especially as expressed in Das Uesen des Christenthums. 
Leipzig, Uigand, 1841, and "Vorla-ufige Thesen zur Reform 
der Philosophie" in A. Ruge et al (eds.), Anekdota zur 
neuesten deutschen Philosophie und Publizistik, II, Zur­
ich , 1 8 4 3 ) had a strong influence on the group, so it 
seems legitimate to classify his ideas as part of the 
Young Hegelian intellectual movement. 
As far as I knou, there is no detailed modern scholarly 
study of the uhole movement, but on individual Young 
Hegelians (including Feuerbach) I have found the follou-
ing useful: Bert Andreas, Rarx et Engels et la gauche 
hegelienne. Rilano, Feltrinelli, 1965; Auguste Cornu, 
Roses Hess et la gauche heqelienne, Paris, P.B.F., 1934; 
Sidney Hook, From Hegel to Rarx, Ann Arbor, U. of Michi­
gan P., 1962; Eugene Kamenka, The Philosophy of Luduig 
Feuerbach. London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1970; Karl 
Louith, From Hegel to Nietzsche. London, Constable, 1965; 
David RcLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Rarx, Lon­
don, Racmillan, 1969. 
( co -) t' d ) 
impressed by Hegel's uork, and he uas — again, temporarily 
— uon over to Young Hegelianism heart and soul in the early 
1840s. Uhat, then, did Plarx agree uith in Hegel, and uhat 
uas it that particularly appealed to him about the Young He­
gelian blend oF nhilosonhy and pnlitics? To ansuer these 
questions ue must distinguish, as far as is possible, Marx's 
evaluation of Hegel from his general commitment to the Voung 
Hegelian movement, and ue must also recognise the changing 
focus of his thought in the early 1840s, from literature and 
philosoohy to contemnorary politics. During the late 1830s 
1. (cont'd) Most of the existing secondary literature on 
the young Marx omnhasiseo cither his alleged heavy debt 
to Heoel or the strong influence of Feuerbach, and the 
main disagreement among commentators has been uhich uas 
the more significant. In particular, scholars have dis­
puted uhether the source of Marx's concept of alienation 
uas Hegel or Feuerbach. As indicated in Chapter 1, I 
believe the m o t s of this idea lie j.n German Romanticism, 
and that Marx's basic attitudes uere already formed be­
fore ho read either Hegel or Touerbach. Nor can I find 
any evidence in Marx's uritings from the period 1837-42 
that he latched on to Hegel's concept of self-estrange­
ment uhile at Berlin or Bonn. Feuerbach's influence on 
him uas undeniable, but it should not be exaggerated, 
and reguiros to be put in a context — the aftermath of 
the Romantic movement — locking in most of the litera­
ture. Among those uritcrs uho stress the influence of 
Hegel on the young Marx, see: Louith, op.cit.; Marcuse, 
op. cit.; Louis Dupre, Philosophical Foundations of 
Marxism, B.Y., Hurcourt, 1966; and Robert Tucker, Philo­
sophy and Myth in Karl Plarx, Cambridge, Cambridge U.P., 
19 61", Among those uho have focussed on the influence of 
Feuerbach, see: Kamenka, op.cit., & The Ethical Founda­
tions of Marxism, London, Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1962; 
Lloyd D. Easton & Kurt H. Guddat (eds.), Uritinps of the 
Young Marx on Philosophy and Society, N.Y., Doubleday, 
1967; and David PlcLellan, op.cit,., & Marx before Marxism, 
London, MacMillan, 197D. 
he uas interested in Hegelianism primarily as a philosophical 
system, and although he declared his allegiance his Doctoral 
Dissertation revealed that his philosophical vieus uere fur­
ther from Hegel's than he realised. In the early 1840s he 
turned from academic philosophy to political journalism, and 
became increasingly critical of Hegelian political theory. 
He uas thus never a strict disciple of Hegel, although he did 
read some of Hegel's uorks and discussed the Hegelian system 
uith professors and students at Berlin University. Unfor­
tunately, the sources on his activities during 1837-41 are 
meagre, consisting mainly of a feu letters from Bruno Bauer, 
his notebooks on Epicurean philosophy, and the Doctoral Dis­
sertation. ^  
After he stopped attending classes in Berlin, Rarx's 
main intellectual project uas the Dissertation, but it uas not 
the only uriting he undertook. In 184B he produced a manu­
script of a book on philosophy of religion, uhich he submit­
ted unsuccessfully for publication. He uas also interested in 
2. "Aus den Vorarbeiten zur Geschichte der epikureischen, 
stoischen and skeptischen Philosophie", HEGA I, 1 (l), 
pp. 84-144; "Notes on Epicurean Philosophy", MECU, 1, 
PP. 403-509. 
Die Doktordissertation, "Differenz der demokritischen und 
epikureischen Naturphilosophie nebst einem Anhange", MEGA 
I, 1 (1), pp. 5-81; "Differen ce Betueen the Democritean 
and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature", MECU, 1, pp. 25-106. 
There are extant eleven letters uritten by Bruno Bauer 
to Marx in Berlin and Trier betueen December 1839 and 
March 1842, but Marx's replies have not been recovered; 
MEGA I, 1 (2), Briefe #26, 27 , 28, 29, 3B, 32, 34, 36, 
39, 49, & 53, pp. 233-69. Not included in MECU. 
logic and philosophy of language, and planned a book on dialec­
tical reasoning, talcing extensive notes on Aristotelian logic 
and discussing the problem in an exchange of letters uith 
Bruno Bauer. J It seems reasonable to deduce, therefore, 
that the aspects of Hegel's system uhich at first intrigued 
Plarx the most uere his philosophical theology and his theory 
of dialectical logic, that is, the more technical and ab­
stract sides of Hegelianism. The Doctoral Dissertation, al­
though completed at a time uhen Plarx's thoughts uere beginning 
to turn to politics, in the main confirms that Plarx's mind had 
a predominantly theoretical and academic orientation before 
1842. 
As indicated earlier, th-- philosophical position 
adopted by Plarx in the Dissertation uas less Hegelian than 
Fichtean. Apart from Hegel, the moder;, philosopher about 
uhom the student Plarx uas most enthusiastic uas the young 
Schelling, the foremost disciple of Fichte at the turn of 
the century. In an appendix added after the main body of 
the thesis had been completed, Plarx quoted uith praise ex­
tracts from Schelling's early uritings in uhich he had main­
tained that the notion of the Self uas the first principle 
of all philosophical thought."^ Ploreover, his enthusiasm for 
3. PIEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 233-269. Plarx's study notebooks, made 
in Berlin and Bonn betueen 1840 and 1842, are extant al­
so; PIEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 107-118. 
4. PIEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 79-81; PIECU, 1, pp. 102-105. 
Epicurus derived largely from the latter's stress on the ab­
solute freedom and autonomy of the human consciousness. 
Houever, it is unlikely that Marx considered this 
emphasis on the role of the subjective 'ego' in ethics and 
epistemology to be an implicit critique of Hegel. He inter­
preted the central Hegelian concept of 'Spirit1 as a kind of 
collective human consciousness, and believed that the main 
thrust of Hegel's philosophy from the early Phanomenologie 
des Geistes to the posthumous Vorlesungen uber die Philosophie 
der Geschichte uas an explanation of the gradually deveJ.oping 
self-auareness of mankind. And although he made feu refer­
ences to Hegel in the main body of the thesis, he uent cut 
of his uay to defend him in the notes against the charge 
that he had gone over to the forces of reaction. He offered 
the standard Young Hegelian defence of Hegel -- Engels used 
it too -- that one had to distinguish betueen the inner core 
of the philosopher's uork and certain errors into uhich he 
had from time to time lapsed. Convinced that Hegel's poli­
tical "compromises11 uith the Prussian autocracy had not been 
made out of expediency, he reasoned that either the sage had 
been oblivious to his oun inconsistencies or there uas some­
thing urcng uith his basic tenets. In 1S41 he inclined to 
the former explanation, but his remarks on the subject uere 
far from crystal clear, uhich may indicate that nagging doubts 
about Hegel's premisses uere already surfacing in his mind. 
Nevertheless, the main thrust of his discussion uas a vindi-
cation, not a criticism, of Hegel. 
Another feature of the Dissertation also indicated 
his respect for Hegel. Underlying the uork uas an implicit 
parallel betueen ancient Greek philosophy in the uake of 
Aristotle's system and German philosophy in the uake of Hegel's. 
Marx uas interested in exploring the uritings of the Stoics, 
Sceptics and Epicureans in part because he hoped they uould 
cast light on the kind of philosophising uhich uould be pos­
sible and fruitful in the aftermath of an intellectual giant. 
He suggested that each great philosophical system, from Aris­
totle to Hegel, represented a major step upuards, but at the 
same time a plateau in the tortuous climb upuard of the human 
mind. Judging that all attempts so far by contemporary thinkers 
to go beyond Hegel had failed abysmally, he nonetheless as­
serted confidently that a neu uay foruard uould soon be found,^ 
Pleanuhile, houever, the practical task of implementing Hegelian 
principles remained uncompleted. The fundamental problem uith 
Germany, he concluded, uas that the real uorld of politics 
and business uas dragging its feet, uhile the human spirit had 
already floun a stage higher and uas peering into the mists 
of the future for a still more elevated road, Drauing a 
parallel betueen the oost-Aristotelian ancient uorld and 
modern Germany in the uake of Hegel, he detected a severe 
tension betueen thought and action uhich uas responsible for 
5
» MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 63-74; ElECU, 1, pp. 84-85. 
6
« MEGA I, 1 (1), p. 132; MECU, 1, n. 492. 
widespread political strife and intellectual anguish: both 
were "unhappy and iron epochs... characterised by titanic 
7 
struggles". 
Uhat should be the role of philosophy in such a situa­
tion? Marx ansuered that intellectuals should become "prac-
Q 
tical persons" and help reality catch up uith the 'Idea 1. 
To justify this he invoked his favourite Romantic hero from 
ancient mythology: Prometheus, he recalled, stole fire from 
heaven as a gesture of spiritual independence, but then built 
houses and created settlements on earth; in the same way Young 
Hegelians should begin building the neu social community so 
badly needed. Since philosophy uas, by its very nature, an 
abstract, theoretical discipline, this uas, he admitted, a 
rather paradoxical conclusion, but he uas certain that a 
"turn-about of philosophy, its transubstantiation into flesh 
and blood" uas imminent, and that its neu task uas to bring 
modern life into conformity uith Hegel's blue-print for the 
g 
perfect State. Political journalism seemed the most promis­
ing method of achieving this, but before 1842 Marx uas too 
preoccupied uith his Dissertation to do more than contemplate 
greater involvement in liberal politics. 
Although he had to steer clear of politics in his 
thesis, he did employ it as a vehicle for his campaign against 
7. Ibid. 
B
. MEGA I, 1 (1), p. 131; MECU, 1, p. 491. 
g
. MEGA I, 1 (1), p. 133; MECU, 1, p. 492. 
another facet of the status quo: the Christian religion. 
A convinced atheist uy 1840, he regarded Christianity as a 
bundle of irrational superstitions, and religions generally 
as barriers to progress. He included in the Dissertatinn ap­
pendix several paragraphs designed to undermine religious be­
lief, quoting D'Holbach's epigram in the Systeme de la nature 
that "nothing could be more dangerous than to persuade a man 
that a being superior to nature exists, a being before uhom 
reason must be silent and to uhom man must sacrifice all to 
receive happiness". He defended Epicurus 1 atheism against 
Plutarch's criticisms, contending that Hegel, uithout fully 
appreciating the implications of his arguments, had demolished 
the traditional proofs of the existence of God, such as the 
'ontological argument'. And, follouing Feuerbach, he as­
serted that belief in God uas a form of human self-alienation, 
the result of men mentally detaching human virtues from their 
original subject (mankind) and projecting them onto an imag­
inary creation of their o u n . ^ The influence of Feuerbach 
on the thesis uas, houever, minimal and confined to the foot­
notes; Rarx must have read Das Uesen des Christenthums in 
sarly 1841 uhen he uas preparing the manuscript for submis­
sion, and on religious questions his mentor uas the Young 
•legelian 'theologian' Bruno Bauer. 
Plarx shoued no interest in the Dissertation in Hegel's 
theory of dialectical reasoning or his notion of the self-
^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ * *
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°. PIEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 79-81; PIECU, 1, pp.102-105. 
alienation of Spirit, tuo of the ideas he is usually supposed 
to have taken from Hegelianism. As ue have seen, he put for­
ward five main 'theses on Hegel': that Hegel, although some­
times inconsistent, uas honest and liberal in spirit; that 
his critique of Christianity uas implicitly atheist; that 
his central theme of the self-realisation of Spirit should 
be interpreted as the progressive flouering of human culture; 
that German philosophy after Hegel uas in an analogous posi­
tion to ancient thought after Aristotle; and that the task of 
post-Hegelian philosophy uas the practical one of creating a 
free, moral, community-state."''"'' None of these 'theses' uas 
original. They uere the common intellectual property of the 
Young Hegelian movement, and Marx picked them up uhile a 
student at Berlin University, one of the strongholds of the 
Young Hegelian movement. He uas guided in his reading by 
prominent Young Hegelian professors, and his interpretation 
of Hegel uas coloured accordingly. He did sometimes separate 
Hegel and Young Hegelianism in his mind, recognising that 
Hegel's political philosophy could be read in a conseruative 
nanner congenial to the Prussian government and that he had 
possibly intended to defend Christianity uhen he claimed the 
3ible expressed in symbols vital philosophical truths. Yet 
larx assumed that by-and-large this conservative perspective 
3 n Hegel uas misleading, and that, at bottom, Hegel uas a 
•1» Doktordissertatian, loc . cit., passirn. See also my dis­
cussion of this uork in Chapter 1. 
liberal, a humanitarian, and an atheist. His Hegel uas, in 
short, the Young Hegelian Hegel, and the thinkers uho in­
fluenced him most in his student years uere not Hegel himself 
or the orthodox Hegelian academics at Berlin, but Bruno Bauer, 
Eduard Gans, Arnold Ruge, and (from 1841) Luduig feuerbach. 
There uere several different facets of Young Hogeliani 
uhich attracted Marx. He shared the movement's critical at­
titude towards the Prussian government and the Church, and 
its goal of a more rational and freer society. He accepted 
the Young Hegelians' high evaluation of 'scientific philosophy 
(meaning, of course, the Hegelian system) as a pedagogic tool, 
and he believed they had comprehended the direction in uhich 
history uas moving. But above all, he enjoyed belonging to 
an avant-garde movement uhich he felt uas leading the uay to 
progress and reform. In the long run, this sense of being 
part of a superior subculture probably had the strongest im­
pact on Marx because it reinforced uhat might be called, a 
little uncharitably, his 'arrogant outsider' complex: he uas 
never happier than uhen playing the role of leader of small 
group of rebels possessed of truths unrecognised by society-
Jt-large, 
The Berlin Young Hegelians certainly had the sense 
if boing the most daring, progressive, and forthright element 
.n Gorman intellectual life. They uere, they believed, tak-
.ng over the leadership of the enlightened intelligentsia 
'rom the Young Germany school uhich uas Decerning moricuoo. 
Through the Berlin University "Doctors Club", the nerve centre 
of the movement, Plarx became acguainted uith the philosopher 
Bruno Bauer, Arnold Huge, the political journalist uho chan­
nelled philosophical radicalism into an attack on the Prus­
sian constitution, and Eduard Gans, the professor uhose cour­
ses on political and legal theory he attended in the late 
1830s. He did not meet David Strauss or Luduig Feuerbach in 
Berlin, but he read their notorious uorks, Das Leben Besus 
and Das Uesen des Christenthums, by 1842. Certainly Plarx 
found in the Berlin circle intellectual companionship he had 
previously lacked, uhile Bauer and Ruge undoubtedly rein­
forced his existing inclinations to atheism and left-liberal 
politics. Young Hegelianism thus channelled his Romantic re­
bellion into politics, convinced him of the excitement and 
uorth of creative intellectual endeavour, and satisfied his 
hitherto unreguited yearning for personal friendship uithin 
a closely-knit community. No doubt he felt keenly the con­
trast betueen this uarm, free Bohemian existence and the 
status-conscious, formal and materialistic society uf the 
Trier bourgeoisie. 1 2 
For a time Plarx consciously embraced the intellectual 
and political programme of Young Hegelianism. He took ser­
iously Hegel's dictum that history uas a march touards free­
dom, and that its goal uas a fully rational society. He 
• See the literature on Plarx and the Young Hegelians 
listed above, footnote 1. 
accepted, too, that Hegel had discerned the fundamental prin­
ciples of a state based on reason and morality rather than 
force and self-interest, and had demonstrated that this ideal 
uas gradually being realised in contemporary Europe. Hegel, 
he thought, had provided modern liberalism uith a more sophis­
ticated political theory and philosophy of history than had 
the Enlightenment and the French Revolutionaries.1 3 Yet al­
though Plarx genuinely believed he uas a disciple of Hegel, 
his vieu of history in the early 1840s uas really Gans' and 
Ruge's. By their emphasis on freedom and progress as the 
dominant concepts in Hegel's philosophy, these Young Hegelians 
had re-established the original link betueen the young Hegel 
and Condorcet, bringing out the liberal, Enlightenment strain 
in Hegelianism uhich the older, more conservative Hegel of 
the Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts had largely aban­
doned. In this respect Young Hegelianism uas a continuation 
of the Aufklarung and the liberal reformism of the Hardenberg-
Stein era: it uas an academic liberalism uhich looked to a 
modernising state as the vehicle of progress. And uhereas 
Hegel's philosophy of history in the Vorlesunqen uber die 
Philosophie der Geschichte uas, notuithstanding his disclaimers, 
13. PIEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 63-54 and 131-32; PIECU, 1, pp. 84-85 
and 491-493. Plarx's friendship uith Arnold Ruge developed 
during 1841-42 to complement his earlier friendship uith 
Bruno Bauer. A feu of Plarx's letters to Ruge uritten dur­
ing 1842 are extant, PIEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 266-287; PIECU, 1, 
pp. 381-395, They indicate his agreement uith Ruge's 
transformation of Hegelian political theory into a form 
of democratic republicanism. 
ultimately teleological and inevitabilistic, Ruge's and Cans' 
liberalism uas not necessarily either. Implicitly, Ruge's 
position uas voluntaristic and activist; he assumed the fu­
ture uas open, that the 'Idea' uould only be implemented as 
the result of a concerted struggle (on the level of culture 
as uell as in the political arena) by the progressive forces 
in German society. Of course the Young Hegelians had faith 
in their eventual victory and sau themselves as soldiers 
fighting on behalf of Hegel's 'Spirit', so there uas a strain 
of 'historicism' in their outlook, but this trace of teleology 
uas outueighed by their insistence that reform could not be 
left to arrive automatically as the result of natural social 
evolution or "the cunning of Reason". On balance the Young 
Hegelian philosophy of history uas not 'historicist' — it uas 
not fatalistic, the element of teleology uas slight, it uas 
not based on any notion of developmental historical laus, and 
it uas non-determinist. Marx, therefore, in espousing this 
vieu of history, had no need to modify his passionate belief 
in human freeuill, and he could integrate it easily uith his 
earlier political liberalism. 
From their interpretation of Hegel's philosophy of 
history, the Young Hegelians (Marx included) dreu the logical 
conclusion that the task of philosophy uas to contrast the 
imperfections of contemporary society uith the ideal that 
they hoped uould be realised in the future. They believed 
the philosopher's job uas to evaluate 'uhat is' in the light 
of 'uhat should be', that is, critically assess the degree to 
uhich government policies and existing institutions measured 
up to the Hegelian vision of a perfectly free, moral and 
rational state. In practical terms this meant that the philo­
sopher should lead public opinion and suggest constructive 
reforms in the hope of persuading the state to rid itself of 
non-rational anachronisms in its methods and structure. This, 
indeed, uas no more than German liberalism had been doing, 
albeit rather timidly and ineffectively, for decades. But 
the Young Hegelians' dissatisfaction uith the existing order 
uas fiercer and more doctrinaire than that of their precur­
sors, and their attacks on the inadeguacies and illogicalities 
of the contemporary Prussian state uere correspondingly more 
strident.^ 
Bne of the chief anachronisms they criticized in the 
Prussian constitution uas the concept of a 'Christian mon­
archy1 favouring both Catholicism and Protestantism. Advo­
cates of Church/State separation, they believed that a modern 
system of government uould be achieved throughout Germany only 
uhen religion had been discredited and purged from political 
life. Since the Hegelian system uas academically highly res­
pectable, they considered Christianity uould be damaged if the 
educated public could be brought to realise that Hegel had 
• Marx's article, "Bemerkungen uber die neueste preu-
sische Zensurinstruktion" ("Comments on the Latest Prus 
sian Censorship Instruction"), uritten in January 1842 
and intended for the Deutsche Gahrbucher. provides a 
good example of this approach, MEGA I, 1 (l), pp. 151-
173; MECU, 1, pp. 109-131, 
been a secret atheist. To this end, Bruno Bauer, uith the 
help of Marx, composed a satirical pamphlet, Die Posaune des 
junqsten Gerichts uber Hegel des Atheisten und Antichristen, 
in uhich he posed as a devout Pietist accusing Hegel of heresy, 
This uas just one more salvo in a barrage of anti-religious 
literature published in the late 1830s and early 1840s, be­
ginning uith Das Leben Jesu in 1835 and culminating in Feuer-
bach's uritings. Feuerbach's approach uas more radical than 
Strauss' or Bauer's: religion, he contended, uas man-made, 
a projection onto a mythical supernatural being of aspira­
tions uhich the human race uas unable, for political and eco­
nomic reasons, to realise on earth. He suggested that men 
resorted to religion as to an opiate: it reconciled them to 
the imperfections of the uorld, and instead of struggling to 
create a batter society they sublimated their best qualities 
in the uorship of a Divine Being. Borrouing the term 'self-
alienation' from Hegel to describe this process, he concluded 
that religion uas best understood as the estrangement of man 
from his oun true nature or 'species-being' (Gattunqsuesen). 
By 1842 Marx had adopted this Feuerbachian perspective, com­
bined it uith his earlier 'Promethean' paganism, and hoped 
to collaoorate uith Bruno Bauer on a periodical entitled The 
15 
Archive of Atheism. 
Although Feuerbach uas not a member of the Berlin 
15. MEGA I. 1 (1), PP. 79-81 and 131-132; MECU, 1, pp. 102-
105 and 491-492. MEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 233-269, 
Young Hegelian circle and uas more critical of Hegel than 
Gans, Bauer or Ruge, his ideas uere quickly assimilated into 
the movement by the rank-and-file (Marx and Engels uere typi­
cal in this respect). This is not surprising uhen one remem­
bers that Young Hegelianism had roots in German Romanticism, 
and this uas the source too of Feuerbach's concept of Gattunqs-
uesen and the 'essentialist* picture of human nature uhich it 
implied. Like the second generation Romantics, Feuerbach con­
ceived of 'true' human nature as uell-rounded, fully-developed 
and organic, and he assumed that uhen man eventually overcame 
the lamentable fragmentation of his psyche he uould have no 
further use for the illusions of religion. His notion of 
Gattungsuesen thus fulfilled a similar role in his thought 
to the ideal of the ancient polis in Holderlin's; he, too, 
uas searching for a neu uorld in uhich there uould be no ob­
stacles to the full participation of every individual in com­
munal life. Feuerbach's concepts of 'self-alienation1 and 
'species-being' could easily be integrated into Marx's Young 
Hegelian outlook, indeed they cemented his atheism and liber­
alism by confirming uhat he already suspected, that a free 
and moral society could be built only uhen traditional reli­
gion — uhich kept men in metaphysical and political chains 
— had baen destroyed. Liberal constitutional reform had 
therefore to go hand in hand uith an intellectual 'mopping 
up' operation uhich uould purge the human mind of supersti­
tions inherited from the past. 
Marx therefore found the fusion of Young Hegelian 
liberalism and Feuerbachian 'humanism' highly attractive be­
cause, uhen combined, they shoued not only that the Romantic 
dream of a modern equivalent to the ancient polls had a firm 
psychological foundation but also that there uas a uay to 
realise it in practice. In the Young Hegelian state, he be­
lieved, the antagonism betueen individual and society uould 
be overcome, laus uould merely translate into practical terms 
an ethical code upon uhich all citizens uere agreed, and other 
institutions — including the government — uould act as me­
diators reconciling in the most rational uay conflicts betueen 
different social groups. But to his mind the goal of the 
Young Hegelian movement uas not merely a neu kind of political 
community but also a neu kind of human personality: liberated 
from religion, balanced and versatile like the Greeks, yet 
more knouledgeable and sensitive to the restless striving of 
the human spirit. He considered that Hegelian 'science' uould 
be at least as useful as Schiller's 'aesthetic education" in 
overcoming the fragmentation of the modern mind because Hegel's 
system, embracing natural science, history, aesthetics, philo­
sophy, theology, and politics, uas encyclopaedic. The sys­
tematic and comprehensive character of Hegel's uork had been 
a revelation to Marx as a student, and he retained an admira­
tion for the scope of this intellectual vision even uhen he 
had discarded almost all its specific doctrines. Hence, uhile 
he never accepted Hegel's vieus lock, stock and barrel, he 
failed in those years to adequately differentiate Hegel from 
Young Hegelianism or to uorry much about the detailed points 
18. MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 63-64; MECU, 1, pp. 84-85. 
19. "Der Triumph des Glaubens" ("The Insolently Threatened 
Yet Miraculously Rescued Bible, or: The Triumph of 
Faith"), UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), p. 301; MECU, 2, 
p. 336. 
on uhich he disagreed uith the 'Master 1. Only in 1842-43 
uas he to thoroughly reassess his attitude to Hegel. In 
1841 he had cast himself in the role of a Young Hegelian 
'critical' philosopher, a militant exponent of atheism, and 
a liberal reformer on the verge of a more active involvement 
in journalism. He also still cultivated the image of a uild 
Romantic hero; at least, that uas hou he appeared to Fried-
rich Engels uho described him, rather unflatteringly, as: 
Asuarthy chap of Trier, a marked monstrosity. 
He neither hops nor skips, but moves in leaps and bounds, 
Raving aloud. As if to seize and then pull doun 
To Earth the spacious tent of Heaven up on high, 
He opens uide his arms and reaches for the sky. 
He shakes his uicked fist, raves uith a frantic air, 
As if ten thousand devils had him by the hair.19 
The author of these lines described himself, in the 
same 'poem', as "Osuald the Montagnard, a radical is he, dyed 
in the uool, and hard". This "Montagnard" uas soon to become 
a political journalist uriting for the same newspaper as Marx, 
and uas to have a significant influence on the evolution of 
Marx's thought from 1842 onwards, Ue must therefore turn to 
investigate Engels' opinions and values in 1840-42. 
Friedrich Engels had remained in Bremen as a commerce 
student until the spring of 1841. There uere no drastic 
changes in his vieus during 1840 and the early months of 1841, 
but he die broaden his intellectual horizon, becoming 
more concerned uith social and economic problems, and being 
led by his admiration f o r D a v y i d gtrauss to read Hegel and the 
Young Hegelians. His enthusiasm for Young Germany uaned some-
uhat, he clarified further his attitude to German Romanticism, 
and he daeoened his knowledge of French liberal theory. But 
perhaps most important of all, he became auare, from his oun 
personal observation, of the impact of technological change 
on North German society. Let us examine briefly these neu 
developments in Engels' intellectual and psychological make-up. 
Like the young Marx, Engels uas still something of a 
Romantic in 1841. He continued to read Byron, Goethe and other 
Romantic poets enthusiastically, uent ahead uith his project 
of translating Shelley, eulogised Beethoven's stormy symphonies, 
and adopted the Romantics' idealisation of ancient Greece. He 
developed a taste for social-romantic novels, praising the 
books of George Sand and Mary Goduin, and, a year or so later, 
discovering Dickens uith much pleasure. By and large he re­
tained his commitment to Romantic values: "Activity, life, 
youthful spirit, that is the real thing!" uas a revealing aside 
20 
he made in a letter to Uilhelm Graeber in November 184B. 
He had an acute sense of the pouer of emotion on human ac­
tions, as is shoun by a description he penned for the Tele­
graph fur Deutschland of the intoxicating effect of tho cele­
bration of High Mass in a church on the banks of the Rhine. 
20. Engels to Uilhelm Graeber, 20/11/40. MEGA I, 2, p. 560; 
MECU, 2, p. 514. 
Despite his rationalistic rejection of a revealed religion, 
Engels still felt the emotional need for a faith. God uas 
not yet dead for him: he had been guided by Schleiermacher 
and Strauss to believe in a Being "uhose house is not made by 
human hands, uho is the breath of the uorld and uho uants to 
21 
be uorshipped in spirit and in truth". 
His neu pantheism harmonised easily uith his passion­
ate love of natural scenery. One of the things he admired in 
Shelley uas his gift for depicting nature, and he sympathised 
uith Shelley's and Goethe's intuition that the uorld uas per­
meated by a 'spirit of nature'. He enjoyed travelling, and 
painted for the Telegraph uord-pictures of the different land­
scapes of Greece, Holland and B r i t a i n , These f o r e i g n j o u r n e y s 
Engels apparently made only in his imagination, but he made 
one pilgrimage doun the Rhine to Xanten, "Siegfried's Native 
2 2 
Toun" (as he called it in the Telegraph) t and later, uhen 
he had completed his apprenticeship in Bremen, travelled over 
the Suiss Alps to Italy. He urote for the Romantic periodical 
Athenaum a lyrical evocation of the snou-capped mountains, 
glaciers, plunging torrents and Alpine valleys. He ended 
his description of one mountain pass, the Via Mala, uith a 
remark uhich expressed his recognition of the control 
uhich modern technology gave man over the forces of nature 
21. "Siegfrieds Heimat" ("Siegfried's Native Toun"), MEGA I, 
2, p. 92; MECU, 2, pp. 133-134. 
22. Ibid. 
but at the same time uarned against regarding these forces 
too lightly. "Here, too", he urote, "spirit has conquered 
nature and like a linking ribbon the road goes on from rock 
to rock, safe, comfortable, almost indestructible, and nego­
tiable at all seasons of the year. Yet an auful feeling of 
fear creeps over one at the sight of the menacing rocks: they 
23 
seem to be brooding on vengeance and liberation." 
Vengeance and liberation. These uords sum up Engels' 
political vieus in 1840-41. Ue have seen that he quickly 
became a republican democrat at Bremen during the first year 
or so of his commercial apprenticeship; thereafter, his con­
victions strengthened and uere held even more passionately. 
Musing on the pouerful appeal of the Siegfried legend to Ger­
man youth, he suggested that Siegfried symbolised the unfet­
tered, freedom-loving spirit fighting against the restraints 
imposed by a reactionary society. Promising that his genera­
tion uould carry on this liberation struggle, he lashed out 
at the authoritarianism of the Prussian monarchy: "Police 
for thinking, police for speaking, police for ualking; riding 
and driving, passports, residence permits, and customs docu­
ments — the devil strike these giants and dragons d e a d ! " ^ 
This hostility to the bureaucratic state uas to become a 
recurrent motif in Engels' uritings, and it uas a deeply felt 
23. "Lombardische Streifzuge, I: Uber die Alpen" ("wander­
ings in Lombardy, I: Over the Alps"), UERKE (Erganzungs-
band) I ( 2 ) , p. 157; MECU, 2, p. 177. 
24. "Siegfrieds Heimat", MEGA I, 2, p. 94; MECU, 2, p. 135, 
aversion uhich never left him. The apparent eagerness of 
moderate liberals to reach a compromise uith the authoritarian 
Prussian state disgusted him; he looked for a revolution on 
the model of 1789-93, no less. He studied French liberal 
political theory and the history of the French Revolution, 
and sympathised uith the Flontagnards: his heroes uere Dan-
ton, Marat, and Robespierre. He did not, houever, have much 
sympathy for the sans-culottes uhom he regarded as uild, un­
ruly and hostile to rational thought, but he undoubtedly 
identified heart and soul uith Revolutionary France. France 
he likened to the Venusberg of the Tannhauser legend, and 
French revolutionary ideas to the "seductive, passionate maid­
ens that beckon from its pinnacles". German youths, he pro­
claimed, no longer heeded the Francophobe warnings of old 
German Romantics like Ernst Arndt; they stormed across the 
Rhine to find in Paris the "freedom to act, fuller, more exu­
berant vitality,ardent, impetuous throbbing in the veins of 
uorld history", follouing in the footsteps of Borne uho had 
2 5 
first shoun them uhy they should feel sympathy for France. 
Engels regarded England as a land of relative free­
dom, and he admired the republicanism of Suiss city-states 
like Zurich, but he unquestionably sau in France the chief 
2 6 
external influence on German liberalism. Uhereas in South 
25. "Ernst Moritz Arndt", MEGA I, 2, p. 96; MECU, 2, p. 137. 
26, Ibid. Cf. "Nord-und suddeutscher Liberalismus" ("Northl­
and South- German Liberalism"), UERKE (Erganzungsband) I 
(2), pp. 246-248; MECU, 2, pp. 265-267. 
Germany there uas an indigenous, though comparatively moder­
ate, liberal tradition uhich derived from the Enlightenment, 
he argued that North German liberalism uas a more democratic 
variety. Born of the spontaneous popular uprisings against 
Napoleon in 1B15, it uas also indissoluble from German nation­
alism. Engels uas himself a German nationalist — he ardently 
desired a unified Germany, and uas fiercely hostile to French 
claims to the left bank of the Rhine — but he repudiated the 
chauvinism of Friedrich Jahn and other 1 Germanizers 1 uhich he 
believed uas nou uaning in influence since the July Revolution 
reinvigorated the appeal of French liberalism. Even before 
1830, he maintained, Borne and Hegel had been uorking to de­
velop a synthesis of German nationalism and French liberal 
27 
thought. Borne had been the fierier and harder hitting 
propagandist for democracy, but his broadsides had sometimes 
been too crude, whereas Hegel, although the impact of his 
uriting uas less immediate, had been a more systematic, and 
2 8 
in the long run more influential, thinker. Engels ncu ad­
mired the tuo men equally, and uas convinced a synthesis of 
their uork uas needed. 
He had first begun reading Hegel in January 18^0, 
discovering him through David Strauss. Later in the same 
year he had found out about Gans and Ruge and become an en-
27. "Ernst Moritz Arndt", MEGA I, 2, p. 101; MECU, 2, o, 
142. 
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thusiastic reader of the Hallische Jahrbucher fur deutsche 
Uissenschaft und Kunst, the house organ of the Young Hegelian 
school during 1838-41, But Hegel initially attracted him 
more than the disciples, most of uhom he judged had failed 
to live up to the standards set by their master. The first 
uork by Hegel uhich he read uas the Vorlesunqen u'ber die 
Philosophie der Geschichte; he reported to Friedrich Graeber 
that its "tremendous thoughts" had gripped him "terribly" 
and that he had embraced its central doctrine that uorld his-
29 
tory uas the realisation of the concept of freedom. Still 
struggling to emancipate himself fully from his Pietist up­
bringing, he uas equally interested in Hegel's philosophical-
theology, and he accepted uith enthusiasm uhat he took to be 
Hegel's anthropocentric interpretation of Christianity, at­
tributing to him the principle that ' iumanity and divinity are 
3B 
in essence identical". In this respect, houever, Hegel 
only confirmed uhat the youth had already found in David 
Strauss, uhereas the Hegelian philosophy of history caused 
him to reassess his linear vieu of progress. In an article 
entitled "Retrograde Signs of the Times" he repudiated Con-
corcet and advanced a neu theory of history obviously draun 
31 
from Hegel, The "uorld-spirit" moved in an upuard spiral, 
29. Engels to Friedrich Graeber, 9/12/39-5/2/40. MEGA I, 
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he claimed, uhich explained uhy every so often history scened 
to be repeating itself and uhy there uero periods of apparent 
regression uhen centuries of progress seemed to have been 
32 
lost. He suggested that Germany, in 1840, had reached such 
a time of stagnation uhen "the feudalism of the Middle fines 
and the absolutism of Louis XIV/, the hierarchy of Rome ana the 
pietism of the last century" uere all making a last despairing 
stand against "free thought". He asserted that this conser­
vative revival uould soon disintegrate in confusion, crushed 
beneath "the adamantine foot of the foruard moving time", J 
and that the source of the next surge of progress coulo al­
ready be detected: the Young Hegelian movement, uhich uould 
raise German liberalism to a higher stage by fusing the v i r ­
tues of Hegel and B o r n e . ^ 
He repeated this theme several times in his articles 
of 1840-42. On the face of it, thu idea uas paradoxical 
since Borne uas a democrat uhile Hegel uas knoun, on the 
basis of his Grundlinien dor Philosonhie des Rechts, as -n 
apologist for the same Prussian state that Borne so v i o l e n t l y 
attacked. As a neu convert to Young Hcgelianism, Engels !uid 
to explain his uay out of this difficulty. It uas baseu, ru.-
claimed, on a misunderstanding of Hagel uho had been iriJ.H.d 
"servile in front" but "revolutionary behind" ( i . e . , hi:; 
32, Ibid. 
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theory of the state uas superficially conservative but lib-
3 5 
eral in essence). Gans and Ruge, taking it to its logical 
conclusion, had revealed its progressive content, and in 
doing so they had openly expressed uhat Hegel himself had 
really thought. He made little attempt to prove in detail 
that Hegel had been secretly an advanced liberal; it uas 
self-evident, he considered, that the vieus expressed in the 
Hallische Gahrbucher uere the natural, logical, extension of 
Hegel's oun. Gans had demonstrated this in part by publish­
ing Hegel's lectures on history and carrying Hegelian philo­
sophy of history forward to the present, uhile Ruge and Karl 
Friedrich Koppen had "openly expressed the liberalism of 
Hegelianism", thereby making the Young Hegelian movement the 
vanguard of German progressive politics. Liberal Hegelianism 
uas, he concluded, an impregnable intellectual fortress in 
uhich radicals could take their stand against the current 
3 6 
conservative resurgence. 
Engels claimed that the Hallische Gahrbucher uas the 
most uidely read journal in North Germany, and boasted, pre­
maturely, that it uas so popular that the Prussian government 
uould be afraid to ban it.0''' His somewhat exaggerated notion 
35. "Ernst Moritz Arndt", PIEGA I, 2, pp. 101-102; MECU, jfi, 
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of the Young Hegelian movement's impact on German politics 
helps explain the optimism of his analysis of contemporary 
German liberalism. In Southern Germany, he asserted, liber­
alism uas too eclectic, drauing on French, English and Span­
ish models as uell as indigenous traditions, and ending up 
uith "something very general, vague and blurred, uhich uas 
neither German nor French, neither national nor definitely 
cosmopolitan, but simnly abstract and incomplete". Disunited 
over issues like national unity and universal suffrage, the 
South German movement had achieved less than it had promised 
in 183G; moreover its temporary success had been dependent on 
the momentary excitement of the Buly Revolution in France and 
it had subsequently fallen dormant. In consequence, the 
38 
North German liberals had taken over the struggle. Liber­
alism in the north, he admitted, had nearly died after 1315, 
but one man, uho uas "uorth more than all the South Germans 
together", had kept the flame alight and established himself 
as the prophet of the German democratic movement: Luduig 
Borne, And uhen H o m e ' s journalistic uork had been consoli­
dated by Hegel's theoretical studies, North German liberalism 
had assumed a vanguard role in the march of uorld history. 
Young Hegelian liberalism -- the fusion, of course, of Borne 
and Hegel — uas nou strong enough to launch a vigorous on-
38, "Nord- und ouddeutschor Liberalismus", UERKE (Ergan-
zungsband) I (2), pp. 245-248; B1ECU, 2, p. 265-267, 
slaught against "each and every form of reaction". Its 
victory uas, sooner or later, certain, because its political 
strategy uas founded on an understanding of the pattern of 
uorld history. In this uay, by emphasising the 'progressive' 
elements in Hegel's philosophy of history uhile largely ignor­
ing his philosophy of right, Engels effected, to his oun 
satisfaction, the synthesis of liberalism and Hegelianism he 
so desired in 1840-41. This fusion of Borne and Hegel re­
mained the foundation of his outlook until the last months 
of 1842 uhen the shock of witnessing the Industrial Revolu­
tion in its most extreme form in Manchester drove him, emo­
tionally and intellectually, along a neu path. 
Yet if, by the end of 1041, Young Hegelian liberalism 
uas rapidly becoming the most dominant force in Engels 1 mind, 
he had not sloughed off his early Romanticism nor his preoc­
cupation uith religion. Furthermore, there uas another strain 
in his consciousness uhich uas slouly maturing and uhich 
helps explain the impact uhich Manchester uas to have on him. 
During 1840-41 he continued to feel his youthful distaste for 
commerce, but he became much more auare of the social power 
of business and industry, of the uays in uhich trade, money, 
and property dominated people's lives. He also recognised for 
the first time the speed of current technological change, and 
the impact neu mechanical inventions had on everyday exis­
tence. His attitude to this neu technology uas ambivalent: 
39. Ibid 
uhile he praised scientific advances, and uelcomed railuays 
and steamships, he sensed that ordinary people uere by no 
means aluays the beneficiaries of industrialisation because, 
under the existing social structure, they lacked the uealth, 
property and education to make use of the neu technology. 
He uas convinced by his apprenticeship at Bremen that 
commerce uas fraudulent. Previously, at Barmen-Elberfeld, he 
had regarded business as boring and businessmen hypocritical, 
but his personal experience of commercial methods in the 
linen-export trade and, even more, his observations of the 
practices of less respectable merchants than his master, led 
him to conclude it uas immoral too. Businessmen had, he ob­
served, evolved a mystifying technical jargon of their cun in 
order to disguise the game of deceit uhich they habitually 
played. In one of his journalistic "Reports from Bremen", 
in uhich he reflected on the quality of life in the trading 
toun, he gave an amusing example of this language: "superfine 
medium good real Domingo coffee" really meant, he explained, 
"a pale grey-green coffee from the island of Haiti, each 
pound of uhich has fifteen half-ounces of good beans, ten 
half-ounces of black beans and seven half-ounces of dust, 
small stones and other rubbish".^ In one mood, the young 
Engels regarded such trickery uith ironic detachment, but on 
40. "Korrespondenz-Nachrichten aus Bremen: Eine Fahrt nach 
Bremerhaven" ("Reports from Bremen: An Outing to Bre-
merhaven"), UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), p. 87; MECU, 
2, p. 118. 
other occasions a frustrated anger at the pettiness and mean-
inglessness of the business uorld boiled up inside him. At 
such times he revealed an almost sadistic delight in the 
misfortune of the normally prosperous and complacent Bremen 
merchants. In October 1840, for example, uhen a financial 
crisis hit the German economy causing currency depreciation, 
Engels reported gleefully to his sister Marie: "The louis 
d'or are falling so that anyone here in Bremen uho had a 
million talers a year ago nou only has 900,000, that is, 
. 41 
100,000 talers less. Isn't that tremendous?" To his sis­
ter also he confided hou he hated his daily routine in the 
shipping office and hou impatient he uas to finish uith it 
all. At last, in March 1841, uhen his apprenticeship uas 
coming touards its end, he could urite to Marie: "Thank God 
that I too am leaving this dreary hole uhere there is noth­
ing to do but fence, eat, drink, sJ^ep and drudge, voila 
tout". 4 2 
This distaste for business uas one side of the coin, 
and is understandable in the light of Engels' Romantic values 
and his love of literature and philosophy. But Engels, un­
like some Romantics, uas not against science, technology and 
industry. He recognised that they uere destroying traditional 
values and life-styles, but he had no great love for the 
41. Engels to Marie Engels, 29/10/40. MEGA I, 2, p. 602; 
"ECU, 2, p. 513. 
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status quo, and believ/ed it uould certainly be possiole to 
build a better, more rational, uorld. Scientific inventions, 
he thought, uould have an important role to play in carving 
more freedom for man from his daily round of necessary tasks. 
He hailed the invention of the printing press as one such 
epoch-making discovery, and expected the steamship, beccuse 
of the improvement uhich it uould bring in uorld communica­
tions, uould prove another. Improved technology meant libera 
tion from material limitations, he argued, so it uent hand in 
hand uith the grouth of political liberty and the freeing of 
thought from the chains of censorship, superstition and preju 
dice. Railuays and steamships uould soon bring the energetic 
democratic, progressive Neu Uorld into constant contact uith 
the Old, and this uould speed up social and political chanqe 
in Europe. Such technological innovations demonstrated, he 
considered, the striving inherent in human nature to overcome: 
any and all obstacles encountered by the race, and also the 
relative ease uith uhich these obstacles could be throun 
aside given the uil.l to do so, ',J 
for Engels, then, science and industry uere poten­
tially good, provided the correct use uas made of them. ..ut 
he recognised that economic change brought misery to sc. .a a: 
those uheso lives uere dislocated in the process, seen ;s the 
^3. " Kor rose once n z-'In ch r i ch ten a us :!renon: Schi f f an r 
projekt-Thoator-manovor" (";>tj"orts from !:rt.-':'.un : v i: 
pine Project-The •. tro-i'.anoeuv res" ) , uti.ii-.E (Eri.^r.ju; 
band) I (2), n. 102; i-.ECJ, : , r.. ' 120. 
German peasants he observ/ed sailing from Bremerhaven uho had 
been driven to abandon their oun communities and venture 
penniless into the unknoun called America. These uretched 
families had decided to emigrate, he reasoned, because they 
uere landless, and sau no escape in Europe from the fate of 
becoming poverty-stricken uage-labourers like the factory 
uorkers of Elberfeld. Yet the class stratification of the 
society they uere leaving folloued them even onto their emi­
grant ship uhere they uere packed like sardines in the air­
less hold because they lacked the money to pay for cabins. 
He described these desperate, courageous men and uomen uith 
sympathy, and his loathing for the shipping companies that 
exploited them could be felt in the picture he dreu of con­
ditions belou deck. But he sau in emigration not a solution 
but merely a symptom of a social crisis uhich uas disrupting 
German life. Germany, he argued, uas in the throes of s 
conflict betueen a feudal, agrarian social system and a 
modern, liberal system based on commerce, mobility of labour, 
and mobility of uealth. North German political life — cur­
rently a struggle betueen Prussian aristocratic conservatism 
and Rhenish liberalism — reflected this fundamental social 
uar. The outcome of the political conflict uas dependent on 
the outcome of the social struggle betueen the aristocracy 
and the burghers, he maintained: "Everything turns on tne 
nobility, Uhen the nobility goes, so does the estates system". 
44. "Ernst Moritz Arndt", MEGA I, 2, p. 104; MECU, 2, p. 146. 
The key to this struggle, he added, uas the question of landed 
property. To the middle-class liberals the status quo uas 
intolerable because the continued existence of huge landed 
estates cut off forever most peasant farmers from the pos­
sibility of ouning their oun land, Engels 1 solution uas a 
free market in land; he uas, at this time, an economic lib­
eral, an exponent of laissez-faire, as uell as a political 
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liberal, an advocate of democratic republicanism. His 
knouledge of economic theory, houever, uas much slighter than 
his knouledge of political theory, and in 1841 he uas only 
just beginning to take an interest in political economy. Per­
haps more significant than his commitment to economic liberalism 
uas his focus on the question of property. He felt too ig­
norant of the literature on the subject to do the issue of 
private property justice in 1841, but he already regarded it 
as important. Remarking that it uas high time the Young 
Hegelian movement uorked out its position, he suggested that 
a careful study of the experience of the French Revolution 
might provide a useful g u i d e . ^ 
Before 1042, therefore, Engels 1 thought had been in­
fluenced by France in tuo main uays: as an adolescent he had 
embraced the rationalist spirit of the French Enlightenment, 
and at Bremen he had, through the intermediary Borne, sympa­
thised uith the latter-day Bacobinism of the Societe des 
45. Ibid. MEGA I, 2, pp. 105-106; MECU, 2, p. 147. 
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Droits de l'Homme. In his political vieus he had already ex­
changed his early Rontesquieuean moderate constitutionalism 
for Condorcet's democratic republicanism, uhile under the 
influence of Hegel's philosophy of history he had modified 
an earlier faith in linear progress into his more complax, 
but still optimistic 'spiral' theory. Nou, in 1842, he took 
a greater interest than ever before in the events and doc­
trines of the 1790s in France. He uas stimulated to do so 
in part by conservative critiques of Young Hegelianism, such 
as that made by Heinrich Leo, uho referred to Ruge and his 
friends disparagingly as "children of the French Revolution". 
More important, he believed that Germany uas on the eve of 
its 1789 and expected the Young Hegelian movement to play a 
leading role in the forthcoming reconstruction of the frag­
mented and still semi-feudal country. Not only did he per­
sonally identify uith the Montagnards in the revolutionary 
Convention, he playfully — but uith an undertone of serious­
ness — cast Ruge in the role of Danton, Feuerbach as Marat, 
and Bruno Bauer as Robespierre in a satirical poem he urote 
47 
in Bune-Ouly 1842. 
Thus by the summer of 1842 Engels uas an open advocate 
of revolutionary Bacobinism and uas consciously looking to 
the French Revolution as a model for political action in 
Germany in the near future. This overtly revolutionary position 
47. "Der Triumph des Glaubens", UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), 
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led him to criticise scathingly liberal politicians and news­
papers more moderate than himself. But for all his rhetoric 
he remained preoccupied in the main uith the causes tradi­
tionally espoused by middle-of-the-road liberals: press 
freedom, trial by jury, non-interference by the government in 
elections, and the separation of powers betueen different 
branches of government. 
Indeed, under the influence of Ruge and Koppen, he 
revised his attitude to the Prussian state uhich had previously 
been one of blanket hostility. Now he saw it as in some res­
pects a vehicle for German liberalism and a promising subject 
for liberal reform, although he still expected that an insur­
rection uould be necessary before reforms could be made. 
Economically and financially, he nou believed, Prussia uas 
progressive, indeed the only European country to fully im­
plement the doctrines of Adam Smith. The problem uith Prussia 
uas merely that its political system uas lagging behind its 
economic development, so there uas a crying need, unpereeived 
by the government, to bring the tuo into harmony. The old 
feudal Prussia, he claimed, had been suept away by the flood 
of the Napoleonic invasion, and the citizens of Prussia uere 
no longer fettered by "those medieval balls and chains uhich 
hamper the progress of so many states". Thus liberated, 
Prussia had a unique opportunity: alone, perhaps, among 
European countries it uas in a position to "follow solely 
the inspiration of reason" and become a model state. In 
short, it uas in Engels' opinion high time that Prussia 
recognised its vocation of carrying the Hegelian 'uorld-
spirit' ore stage higher in its ascending circle touards 
•Freedom', In 1739 end again ir 183D, France had embodied 
the progress of the human spirit; nou, he thought, it uas 
Germany's turn to lead mankind. a 8 
Engels' liberalism uas thus fully Young Hegelian in 
spirit by the summer of 1842. Ene reason for the increasing 
strength of this Young Hegelian element in his thought during 
1841-42 uas his establishment of personal contacts uith the 
Young Hegelian chiefs, Ruge in particular. He uas able to 
do so because in the fall of 1841 he moved to Berlin to do 
his military service (a 'voluntary' one-year term to avoid 
conscription later), and so had the opportunity of attending 
a feu lectures at Berlin University and meeting some of the 
contributors to the Hallische Sahrbu'cher. It uas during this 
year in Berlin that he first met Flarx, tot the tuo young men 
appear to have remained no more than distant acquaintances 
at this time. 
Eduard Gans, the most socially-minded of the Young 
Hegelians, had died in 1839, so Engels never had a chance to 
meet him, but it is possible that some of Gans' students in­
formed Engels about their master's attempt to fuse Hegelianism 
uith Saint-Simonianism. At any rate, uhether through the in­
direct influence nf Gans, or more probably as a result of his 
. "Tagebuch eines Hospitanten" ("Diary of a Guest Stu 
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oun growing interest in economic matters (itself evidenced 
by his attendance at a Berlin University lecture on the Prus­
sian financial system), Engels added a neu dimension to his 
political thought in the summer of 1842. For the first time 
since the moralistic "Letters from the LJuppertal", he showed 
that he was auare of and concerned about the social question, 
and in particular the problem of poverty. In a brief article 
defending the jury system he bluntly gave his approval to 
juries uho acquitted starving uorkers driven by hunger to 
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steal bread. This uas the first occasion on which he em­
ployed the word "proletarian", meaning by the term any lower 
class worker (artisan or wage-labourer). By his use of the 
uord in a non-pejorative sense, and by his tone of indignant 
outrage at social injustice, Engels revealed in this piece a 
neu social conscience. His politics i ?re indeed still lib­
eral, but he nou had in addition a reneued interest in the 
fate of the louer classes. 
In 1841-42, houever, Engels' auareness of economic 
and social problems uas still only a minor current in his 
thought. He uas still wrestling with the question of Chris­
tianity, and, under the influence of Bruno Bauer and Luouig 
Feuerbach he uorked out a neu intellectual stance in this 
area, in 1840, as we have seen, he had temporarily adopted 
from Hegel a quasi-pantheist vieu of God as a 'uorld-spirit' 
49. "Das Aufhdren der Criminal istischen Zeitunq" (j'The end 
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realising Himself pregrcssively through the increasing per­
fection o f the human race, and from Strauss the proposition 
that the Christian religion expressed through myth and symbol 
the fundamental truth inherent in all uorld religions: man's 
perpetual struggle to overcome the animal side of his nature 
and attain a god-like moral and intellectual perfection,, 
Bauer and Feuerbach led him to revise these ideas. Abandoning 
the equation betueen the Hegelian 'uorld-spirit' and God, he 
concluded that the 'uorld-spirit' uas no more and no less 
than the collective consciousness of mankind: that is, the 
sum total of human knouledge and culture. This meant that 
history ceased to be a theodicy, and modern civilisation uas 
the uork of men and men alone. Such a purely secular vieu 
of uorld history left little room ior religion uithin it. 
He still thought of human life as a continual struggle to 
perfect human nature and human society, tot Christianity no 
longer seemed to have any positive role to play because it 
uas no longer an acceptable moral guide. 'Reason1, uhich he 
nou interpreted in a Hegelian sense, had taken over this 
task; moreover, convinced that faith and reason uere anti­
pathetic, he decided that his old ideal of a rational religion 
uas a chimera. So Christianity lost for Engels its one re­
maining positive attribute and became in his eyes a uhoily 
negative force, the enemy of science, free thought, and in­
tellectual progress. Not surprisingly, he became an atheist. 
In a satirical poem, "The Insolently Threatened Bible", he 
applauded Bruno Bauer's Die Posaune des .tungsten Gerichts 
u'ber Hegel den Atheisten und Antichristen, and asserted that 
Hegel had indeed been an atheist. 
Thus by the summer of 1842 Engels 1 recently adopted 
Hegelianism uas already atheist, democratic, and revolutionary 
in content, a far cry from the conservative, Christian and 
elitist outlook of the elderly Hegel. Yet the young soldier 
uas firmly convinced that he uas a good disciple, and urote 
several pamphlets and articles defending Hegel against his 
critics. The most important of these uere tuo polemics against 
the aged Schelling, Schelling and Revelation and Scheliinq, 
Philosopher in Christ, in uhich he denounced his lectures at 
Berlin University as a malicious attempt to distort and be-
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little Hegel's philosophical achievement. 
These pamphlets uere significant for several reasons. 
They shoued, in the first place, Engels' commitment to the 
Hegelian concept of 'Reason' and bell f that human history 
uas inherently purposive. He vehemently attacked Schelling 
for his cautious empiricism, claiming that on Schelling's 
"positive" vieu of the uorld events uere merely contingent 
and that he had denied the fundamental insight uhich united 
German Idealist philosophers from Fichte to the present: the 
recognition that 'reality' derived from both 'external1 facts 
"Der Triumph des Glaubens", loc. cit. 
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and a rational rnind imbuing these uith meaning. Since this 
•reality' uas inherently rational, he continued, the course 
of history must likeuise exhibit a logic of its oun uhich the 
philosopher could sum up in his categories. That, he affirmed, 
uas precisely uhat Hegel had done: he had grasped the universe 
as "reasonable and uhole". In Engels' opinion, Schelling had 
no right to call himself a philosopher at all since he had 
artifically split the realm of human knouledge and discourse 
into tuo isolated halves: one the province of empirical in­
vestigation (he refused to use the uord 'science' to describe 
uhat he denigrated as mindless empiricism and misguided 
positivism), the other the province of belief or faith, ulti­
mately beyond rational understanding. He categorically re­
jected this Thomist 'fork', by splitting reason in this uay, 
he argued, Schelling had relapsed into an unsatisfactory 
epistemological dualism and had throun .uay the "great prac-
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tical results of modern philosophy". 
Although he had no training in academic philosophy, 
Engels had hit the nail on the head. He had perceived ac­
curately tho fundamental difference betueen the tuo main 
philosophical schools of early nineteenth century Europe, 
British empiricism and German Idealism, and had explicitly 
opted for the latter, nailing his colours to the mast of 
Hegel's philo sophical 'science' uhich, among other things, 
• Schelling und die Offenbarunqt UERKE (Erganzungsband) I 
U J , p. 181; (1 ECU, 2, p. 201. 
denied the fact/value distinction so favoured by post-Humean 
1
 positivists'. He uas to retain this disdain for 'mere 
empiricism* all his life, even uhen, in the 1870s, he became 
an amateur scientist in the 'positivist' intellectual atmos­
phere of Victorian England. IMou, in 1842, he uas infatuated 
uith Hegel's 'dialectical logic', and defended it in pages 
of detailed obscurity against Schelling's modifications. He 
undoubtedly picked up at this time some notion of 'dialectics', 
a concept uhich uas tc play a central role in his later so­
cialist theory, especially towards the end of his life. 
Clearly, too, Engels' thought in 1842 uas 'historicist', in 
that he both possessed a 'holistic' vieu of human knouledge, 
and explicitly espoused a teleological perspective on the 
entire course of history. 
His polemic against Schellin^ also revealed his over-
vieu of the historical development of modern philosophy. The 
foundation, he suggested, had been laid by Descartes' proposi­
tion cogito, ergo sum, uhich demonstrated once for all that 
"existence belongs indeed to thought, fandj that being is 
immanent in the mind". Descartes' insight, however, had 
largely lain dormant until the advent of Kant and Fichte. 
Kant's achievement had been to free "rational thinking from 
space and time", that is, explain hou the fundamental cate­
gories of 'scientific' knouledge uere creative tools devised 
by the rational mind in order to impose order on the chaos 
of sensory experience, and not chains imposed by external 
phenomena on the imagination. Fichte, by his stress on the 
•ego', had brought out fully for the first time the irra-
ducibly 'subjective1 element in man's perception of and 
dealings uith nature and society, and he had shoun that 
'reason' uas not an impersonal, abstract calculus but an 
essentially creative and personal act of the imagination. 
Hegel, of course, uas the philosophical genius uho had syn-
thesised these insights into a comprehensive system, incor­
porating a historical dimension uhich the Idealist tradition 
had previously neglected. But he had expounded his system 
in an abstract and rigid manner, and only a feu disciples 
had comprehended his vision during his lifetime. It uas only 
after Hegel's death, stated Engels, that "his philosophy 
really began to 1 ive", partly because his collected uorks 
(including his lectures on uorld history) uere then published, 
and in part because Gans, Ruge, Stra-.as, Bauer, Feuerbach, 
and others developed properly various aspects of his system, 
applying his approach to contemporary problems in theology, 
aesthetics, lau, and politics. 5 3 
Uhen he urote Schelling and Revelation Engels uas 
particularly enthusiastic about the contribution of Luduig 
Feuerbach to post-Hegelian philosophy. Convinced by Bauer 
and Strauss of the redundance of theology and the necessity 
of atheism, he nonetheless found in Feuerbach's Das Uesen des 
Christenthuma a uay of understanding the meaning of the Chris­
tian religion in human terms. He obviously found the book 
53, J^p, UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), op, 175-177; [V;ECU, 
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liberating. Uith Feuerbach, he proclaimed, a neu era in human 
thought had opened because the psychological and social func­
tions of religion had been explained and the creation of a 
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neu kind of society made possible. The Romantic ideal of 
creative individuals fulfilling their personalities in a free, 
co-operative community like that of ancient Greece uas no 
longer a Utopian fantasy. "A fresh morning has dawned,1' he 
exulted, "a world-historic morning, like the one in uhich 
the bright, free, Hellenic consciousness broke out of the 
dusk of the Orient". The human race uas at last awakening 
from a long slumber plagued by oppressive nightmares, and man 
could for the first time in centuries look uith joy upon 
5 5 
nature and his oun natural desires. Feuerbach thus helped 
Engels shed the last remnants of the Augustinian vieu of man 
ueighed doun by sin which he had drilled into him as a child 
by Pietist sermons. As we have seen, he had earlier repudiated 
this uith his rational mind, but he had been unable to fully 
free himself emotionally. Feuerbach provided the required 
catalyst by shouing him a Rousseauean vision of man as a child 
of nature, a totally free creature whose notion of God was no 
more than a compendium of his oun best qualities. This 'Man' 
of Feuerbach's, no longer plagued by self-alienation, had 
54. Ibid. UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), p. 219; MECU, 2, 
PP. 237-238. 
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solved in principle the key problem of modern European life, 
the fragmentation of the human personality. By achieving a 
neu consciousness of his achievements and potential, argued 
Engels, man could nou overcome "the division in his oun 
breast" and recognise the infinitely creative future uhich 
lay before him. 5 ^ He blended this Feuerbachian vision of 
the 'neu man' uith the Hegelian theory of history as the pro­
gressive self-realisation of the Idea of Freedom. Hegel's 
vision of the gradual development of the human race to a 
perfection uon by its oun creative efforts, he suggested, 
uould henceforth replace Christianity as the faith in the 
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name of uhich men uould move mountains. 
So uith the aid of Feuerbach, Engels, like Marx, in­
tegrated his Romantic ideals into Hegel's 'scientific' sys­
tem. In the process he modified further his image of Hegel. 
Hegel's thought, he nou averred, uas not only in its core 
liberal and atheist, it uas also fundamentally humanist, in 
the sense that Hegel made man, not God, the agent and focus 
of uorld history. All that uas best in human life — scien­
tific knouledge, literature, music, art, morality and lau, in 
short, civilised culture — uas the creation of man and man 
alone, and man's task for the future uas to transcend his 
already magnificent achievements and create a rationally de­
vised community composed of genuinely free and equal citi-
55. Ibid, UERKE (Erganzungsband) I (2), p. 220; MECU, 2, 
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of articles he had penned on the subject of press freedom, 
an issue dear to the hearts of Rhenish liberals.^ This uas 
the real start of Marx's career as a political journalist, 
uhich in its first phase lasted only a year. 
Engels, too, sau in the Rheinische Zeitung a promis­
ing vehicle for the publication of his vieus, and also had 
articles accepted periodically by the paper from April 1842 
onuards, the first being his analysis of the differences be-
tueen North and South German liberalisms. Other Berlin Young 
Hegelians dispatched contributions also, and the Cologne nous-
paper became in the spring of 1842 something of a 'house-
organ' for the Young Hegelian movement, not so much in the 
daily neus columns of the paper as in the cultural supplements 
it published every feu days. 
Marx's articles in the Rheinische Zeitung in 1842, 
though they usually dealt uith current political issues or 
other topical events, uere philosophical in conception and 
Young Hegelian in spirit. Uhereas in the spring and summer 
of 1842 Engels, uho had initially been attracted to Hegel's 
philosophy of history and philosophical theology, uas enthu­
siastically delving into the Uissenschaft der Logik and the 
EncvclnpariiP der philosophischen Uissenschaften im Grundrisse, 
Marx, uho had uaded into this technical philosophy of language 
5 Q . "Debatten liber Pressfreiheit und Publikation der Land-
standischen Verhandlungen" ("Debates on Freedom of the 
Press and Publication of the Proceedings of the Assembly 
of the Estates"), MEGA I (l), pp. 179-229; MECU, 1, 
PP. 132-181. 
several years before, uas nou more interested in the practical 
side of the Hegelian system. He had been highly impressed 
uith Hegel's philosophy of lau in the late 1830s, rejecting 
at that time Gans' and Ruge's criticism that it uas exces­
sively conservative. Nou he reconsidered the Grundlinien der 
Philosophie des Rechts and found it less convincing. As a 
Young Hegelian he uas still broadly in sympathy uith Hegel's 
philosophical system, but, like Ruge and his follouers, he 
nou maintained that Hegel's oun application of his principles 
to contemporary politics left much to be desired. In March 
1842 he urote to his friend Ruge declaring his intention to 
write an article criticising Hegel's philosophy of lau and 
denouncing the Prussian constitutional monarchy (uhich Hegel 
had justified) as a "thoroughly self-contradictory and self-
negating hermaphrodite".^''" Yet critical though he uas, Marx 
had not yet emancipated himself from Hegel's political theory 
— it still provided the conceptual frameuork uithin uhich he 
approached politics. To understand his strategy as a poli­
tical journalist in the Prussian Rhineland in 1842-43 it is 
therefore necessary to briefly examine the function of Hegel's 
philosophy of the state uithin contemporary German political 
life. 
Hegel had transposed the Romantic conflict betueen 
the individual and society into a problem of political theory. 
• Marx to Ruge, 5/3/42, MEGA I, 1 (2), pp.268-259; MECU, 
1, PP. 382-383. 
He had posed the question of hou it uas possible to reconcile 
the interests of an individual person as a private citizen 
looking after his oun material uell-being uith the collsc-
tive interests of the political community as a uhole. He 
framed this issue in terms of a perpetual antagonism betueen 
the State (meaning, in his terminology, the political com­
munity as a uhole), and 'civil society' (the sum of indivi­
dual people egoistically looking after their particular in­
terests.) Given this perpetual conflict, Hegel argued,it 
uas essential for there to exist intermediary institutions 
capable of 'mediating' the uills and actions of the indivi­
duals making up civil society, resolving their conflicting 
vested interests in the most rational uay possible, and so 
transforming their anti-social behaviour into activities 
favourable to the State, i.e., the community as a uhole at 
its most moral and rational. The reformed Prussian constitu­
tional monarchy, he claimed, uas uell provided uith such 
harmonising institutions: it possessed the enlightened mon­
arch himself, the rational, efficient and neutral bureaucracy, 
and the provincial 'diets' in uhich the different 'estates' 
(social classes, roughly speaking), could express and recon­
cile their conflicting interests. In short, for Hegel, the 
Prussian state approximated, even if it did not fully exem­
plify, the rational state of the future in uhich freedom and 
morality uould be embodied in lau and political institutions, 
and in uhich the individual, desoite his anti-social nrivate 
interests, uould be a citizen fully in harmony uith the com­
munity as a uhole. In practice, therefore, uhatever Hegel 
had himself intended, his political philosophy uas a sophis­
ticated rationale for the status quo, an affirmation that the 
Prussian state came close to an ideal political constitution 
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and that it uould be rash to change it. 
Uhen Marx began his journalistic career in Cologne he 
uas convinced, like the rest of the Young Hegelians, that the 
actual regime in Prussia still had a long uay to go before 
it became fully rational. In this sense he had already partly 
repudiated Hegel, but he nonetheless still thought that cri­
ticism and reform should aim at making the Prussian state 
more of a Hegelian 'universal' state. Such a state, he had 
already suggested to Ruge, uould have to be a republic, not 
a constitutional monarchy, and he uas convinced that it uould 
have to adopt total press-freedom (to allou the process of 
'criticism' and reform to continue unabated). But he had 
probably not at this time uorked out hou else his version of 
the 'universal' state uould differ from Hegel's. During 
these months in Cologne Marx also came into contact again 
uith Rhenish Saint-Simonianism, and — more important — uas 
confronted for the first time uith the existence of other 
forms of French socialism. Although he uas not converted to 
socialism at this time, he did become auare of social prob­
lems and radical ideas uhich uere later to induce him to 
62. Hegel, Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts, oassim. 
See footnote 1. 
transform his political stance. Tuo things in particular 
stimulated the nascent revolution in Marx's thought uhich 
began in Cologne: the economic difficulties experienced by 
the rural economy of the Rhineland, and the vieus of Moses 
Hess, one of the sub-editors on the Rheinische Zeitung. 
Since Marx urote over tuo dozen articles for this neuspaper 
during the tuelve-month period he uas connected uith it, ue 
can briefly trace the development of his thought and assess 
the circumstances in uhich he first consciously encountered, 
and rejected, French 'utopian' communism. 
The Rheinische Zeitung uas primarily created as the 
organ of the Cologne industrial and commercial bourgeoisie. 
It uas financed by leading businessmen, including the pouer-
ful banker and future Prussian Prime Minister Ludolf Camp-
hausen, and designed as a counteruc ght to the Kolnisch 
Zeitunp. the leading Catholic and conservative daily neuspaper 
in the area. Its publication uas originally approved by the 
Prussian government in the hope that it uould defend the 'pro­
gressive' economic policies of Prussia (such as administrative 
centralisation and the Zollverein) against criticism by the 
traditionally-minded, guasi-separatist landowners uho con­
trolled the existing press. In return for these services, 
there uas a tacit understanding that the government uas pre­
pared to tolerate some moderate criticism of its policies, 
criticism uhich the government censor uould ensure did not 
go beyond the permitted bounds. The paper uas staffed mainly 
by the sons of Cologne's middle-class liberals, and several 
of these young men uere Young Hegelians, acquaintances of 
Marx's in the Doctors' Club in Berlin. One of them, Gustav 
von Mevissen, uas a Saint-Simonian; another, Moses Hess, had 
lived in France in the early 183Bs, assimilated a melange of 
ideas from the French socialists and communists he had met 
there, and created his oun eclectic brand of communism. Be­
cause Mevissen, Hess and others sympathetic to radical ideas 
had influence on the editorial board, the Rheinische Zeitung's 
policy uas more trenchantly critical of uhat it regarded as 
blundering or reactionary government policies than either its 
financial backers or the government itself had bargained for. 
Moreover, as ue have seen, it uas open to contributions from 
the Young Hegelians remaining in Berlin, and had quickly be­
come something of a 'house-organ' for the Young Hegelian move­
ment. In consequence it soon found ' ; self subjected to dras­
tic cutting by the censor, and at the end of 1842 the Prussian 
cabinet -- under diplomatic pressure from Russia — decided 
to terminate the experiment in March 1843 uhen the share­
holders uould have had over a year's run for their money. 
Marx's first published contribution to the paper, made 
in April 1842, uas an article entitled "Debates on the Freedom 
of the Press". It uas a straightforuard defence of free 
speech and press freedom, revealing both Marx's liberalism 
and his Young Hegelianism. His method of argument uas to 
measure the existing press laus against his idealof uhat such 
laus uould be like in a free, rational community uhere the 
government and legal system uere in accord uith che 'general 
uill1 of the citizens. The principle of free speech, he 
claimed, uas uhat mattered, so it uas irrelevant to assert, 
as conservative spokesmen for the censorship did, that press 
freedom usually meant poor quality papers. He admitted that 
the uncensored French press uas not perfect, but the problem, 
he argued, uas not that it uas too free; on the contrary, it 
uas not free enough. "It is true", he remarked, "that it is 
not subject to a spiritual censorship, but it is subject to 
a material censorship, in the shape of high money sureties". 
Marx uas thus already auare of the pouer of money and the uay 
it could be used to influence and control ideas. He also 
sensed the correlation uhich often existed betueen the opin­
ions adopted by social groups and their material interests. 
Much of his article uas devoted to a detailed commentary on 
the vieus of spokesmen for different estates in the Rhenish 
Provincial Assembly on the issue of press freedom, and he 
demonstrated at length hou the advocates and opponents of 
censorship lined up according to the stake their 'estate' 
had in preserving or reforming the status guo. He revealed, 
too, his Young Hegelian hostility to uhat he regarded as 
shallou empiricism in p o l i t i c s . ^ Scorning the utilitarian 
argument that press freedom had proved in practice to be a 
useful and relatively harmless measure, he claimed instead 
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that censorship abrogated a universal human right since 
freedom uas an essential characteristic of mankind. In 
adopting this approach he uas, in effect, blending Hegelian 
Idealism uith the French Enlightenment doctrine of natural 
rights. His political philosophy uas thus an idealistic demo­
cratic liberalism, broadly in the tradition of Rousseau and 
Condorcet, and not dissimilar to Engels' synthesis of Bb'rne 
and Hegel. 
Engels' mind uas, in fact, uorking along remarkably 
similar lines to Marx's during these months. In June 1842 
he published in the Rheinische Zeitung a "Critique of the 
Prussian Press Laus" similar in thrust and tone to Marx's. 
He took the line that the current Prussian regulations uere 
so imprecisely and peculiarly uorded that, uhether they in­
tended to or not, they effectively rohibited any and all 
criticism of the government. Arguing that the Prussian Penal 
Code uas incompatible uith the latest government censorship 
instructions, he set out to demonstrate that the lau uas both 
repressive and aosurd. Article 151 of the Prussian Penal 
Code, he pointed out, made illegal the publication of any­
thing provoking 'displeasure and dissatisfaction' uith the 
regime. This, he expostulated, meant, strictly speaking, 
that all opposition uhatsoever to the government uas prohi­
bited, and that even the mildest criticism of Prussian lau 
uas a crime. He then challenged the government to prosecute 
him for his article. "I am honest enough to say straight 
Q t J t " , he urote defiantly, "that I have every intention of 
provoking discontent and displeasure against #151 of the 
Prussian Penal Code uith this article". ^ 
On this occasion the Prussian government chose to 
ignore Engels1 verbal pinpricks, and even the censor dis­
dainfully passed them unmutilated. In fact, the Rheinische 
Zeitung's censor uas comparatively tolerant throughout the 
spring and summer of 1042, uhich implied that some vestiges 
of liberalism remained uithin the Prussian administration, or 
at least its Rhineland uing. During these months, in fact, 
Marx uas still fairly optimistic about the prospects for 
political reform in Germany, and he uas still pinning his 
hopes on transforming the Prussian state gradually to make 
it increasingly accord uith the Hegelian 'Idea' of the state 
as a universal, moral, and rational political community uhich 
uould maximise freedom uhile maintaining order. In this 
frame of mind, he pounced on an article by Moses Hess in the 
Rheinische Zeitung on the guestion of the centralisation of 
the state in France and Germany and drafted a scathing r e p l y . ^ 
It uas the first time that he crossed suords uith French so­
cialist thought. 
The author of the article, Moses Hess, uas one of the 
65, "Zur Kritik der Preussischen Pressgesetze" ("Critique of 
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first German socialists, but his ideas uere largely derived 
from the uritings of Babeuf, Fourier and Saint-Simon. Be­
fore he met Rarx in August 1841 he had already authored three 
books, including Die heilice Geschichte der Menschheit (1837) 
a n d
 Die europaische Triarchie (1841), in uhich he popularised 
the vieu that egalitarian producers' communes uere the best 
means for uorkers to gain freedom from the unjust and in­
equitable uorld of private property and from the dictatorial, 
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undemocratic state. His articles in the Rheinische. Zeitunq 
in the spring and summer of 1842 reflected this line of 
thought, emphasising the importance of social problems -- es­
pecially that of uorking-class poverty — uhich,he suggested, 
uere not susceptible of purely political solutions. 
In the article uhich prompted Marx's reply, Hess had 
argued that neither the French nor the Prussian constitutional 
monarchy uas able to find the correct balance betueen cen­
tralisation and decentralisation, betueen safeguarding indi­
vidual liberty and the interests of the community as a uhole; 
in France, he claimed, the lau strangled liberty, uhereas in 
67. Moses Hess, Die heilige Geschichte der Menscheit, Stutt­
gart, Hallberger, 1837; Bie Europaische Triarchie, Leip­
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Germany liberty predominated to tho detriment of social pro­
gress. The problem of state pouer, he continued, could be 
resolved only in a society where the individual citizen's 
goals uere in harmony uith those of the community and hence 
no conflict betueen the individual and the government, be­
tween liberty and lau, uas possible. In such a society, he 
concluded, the centralisation/decentralisation problem would 
no longer exist, because a centralised system of pouer and 
authority uould be superfluous, and the redundant state uould 
fade auay. Hess admitted that such a disappearance of the 
modern state uas not a practical proposition for the imme­
diate future, but he affirmed that "theoretically", "from a 
high philosophical standpoint", it uas the only correct solu­
tion. Marx had tuo main objections to this line of reasoning. 
He rejected Hess' anti-statism and the Saint-Simonian doctrine 
of the disappearance of the political state uhich Hess had 
endorsed. He also objected to Hess' suggestion that there 
could be a solution uhich uas correct in theory but not, im­
mediately, in practice. Philosophically correct solutions, 
ho affirmed, uere viable proposals for reform, not nebulous 
and impractical visions of an ideal uorld.^8 
Dissatisfaction uith Hess' "abstractions" stimulated 
"Die Zentralisationsfrage in Bezug auf sich selbst und 
in bezug auf des Beiblatt der Rheinische Zeitung zu Nr 
137 17 Mai 1842" (The Question of Centralisation in 
itself and uith regard to the Supplement to No. 137 of 
the Rheinische Zeitung, 17/5/42"), MEGA I, 1 (l), pp. 
230-231; M E c U , 1, pp. 182-183. 
Marx to think further about the mode of government he hoped 
to see established in Prussia, and also about the role that 
Young Hegelian 'critical' philosophy uould play in creating 
it. He tackled these problems in a long article published in 
the Rheinische Zeituno in 3uly 1842, "The Leading Article in 
No. 179 of the Kolnische Zeitung". 'Critical' philosophy, he 
affirmed, uas a continuation of the Enlightenment, a scien­
tific activity akin to physics, mathematics and medicine, 
uith the task of subjecting politics and religion to the 
test of sovereign universal reason. Convinced that there 
uas a "universal human nature", Marx argued that there must 
exist a particular mode of government best suited to it, the 
fundamental features of uhich could be elicited by rational 
enquiry. Philosophy, he maintained, should "ask uhat is 
true for all mankind, not uhat is true for some people", and 
its conclusions should pay no attention to the "boundaries of 
political geography". In other uords, Germany needed a neu 
liberal constitution based on rational principles just as 
much as any other European country, and no talk of Germany's 
unique history and political traditions should be alloued to 
obscure t h i s . ^ 
Uhat kind of political regime did Marx really uant? 
He uas unable, because of the censor, to come out overtly uith 
69. "Der leitende Artikel in Nr 179 der Kolnischen Zeitung" 
("The Leading Article in No. 179 of the Ko'lnische Zei­
tung"), MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 239; MECU, 1, pp. 191-192. 
the suggestion that a democratic republic uith universal 
suffrage uas the ansuer to Germany's, and Europe's, problems. 
So he had to content himself uith specifying, in rather ab­
stract terms, some of the qualities uhich his ideal state 
uould possess. It uould, he remarked, implement the Romantic 
goal of a "free association of moral human beings" and, as 
such, uould be "the realisation of freedom". It uould be 
secular, separated from all Christian churches, and it ought 
to provide a comprehensive system of public education. He 
placed a great deal of emphasis on this last point, arguing 
that through the schools citizens could be taught to subor­
dinate their oun selfish interests to the good of the com­
munity as a uhole. In this uay, he hoped, the antagonism be­
tueen the individual and the state uould be overcome uithin 
the frameuork of a secular, democratic republic. He summed 
up his conception of the rational state as "a great organism, 
in uhich legal, moral and political freedom must be realised, 
and in uhich the individual citizen, in obeying the laus of 
the state, only obeys the natural laus of his oun reason, of 
u II 7 (J human reason". 
An important feature of this ideal political society 
uas that it uas not static. Plarx envisaged the government 
and people involved in a continuous process of mutual educa­
tion and moral progress, a process uhich uas entirely dependent 
70. I_bid, REG A I, 1 (1), PP. 240-241 & 249 ; RECU, 1, pp 
192-193 & 202. 
on the citizens' criticisms of government policies. To as­
sure this, he asserted, there uould have to be not only total 
press freedom, but also debate betueen rival political par­
ties. Indeed he insisted that political parties uere essen­
tial in a free society because they uere the practical expres­
sion of the clash of different opinions upon uhich intellec­
tual and moral advance depended. In short, they uere the 
logical corollary of press freedom, and he obviously felt 
that his arguments fur freedom of thought demonstrated equally 
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the need for freedom of political organisation. His poli­
tical philosophy, then, uas a blend of Hegelian ethics uith 
the kind of democratic liberalism that John Stuart Mill uas 
later to articulate in On Liberty. Marx, however, still 
allotted the state a much greater role than uould Mill, pro­
vided only that it uere made thoroughly 'rational' and demo­
cratic . 
Engels uas fascinated by the same problems as Marx 
and Hess. Hostile to the monarchical principle as uell as 
the repressive practice as the Prussian state, he suspected 
that the best uay of curbing the government's authoritarianism 
uas to limit its pouers rather than trying fruitlessly to 
persuade it to make more rational use of them. Sympathetic 
to the 'natural rights' liberalism of Locke, Montesquieu and 
Condorcet, he looked to France and England as countries uhere 
71. "Debatten uber Pressfreiheit", l o c cit.. passim. "Der 
leitende Artikel...", loc. cit.. passim. 
the individual citizen suffered less interference from the 
central government. In the fall of 1842 he paid a brief 
visit to Paris to evaluate at first hand hou uell the regime 
of Louis Philippe lived up to Montesquieu's ideal constitu­
tional monarchy. He uas disappointed in uhat he found. 
Prompted bv his dislike of the methods of the Guizot govern­
ment, he dispatched in September 1842 a contribution to the 
debate in the columns of the Rheinische Zeitunq about the vir­
tues of centralised government and the nature of the rational 
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state. 
In Enqels' oninion, a centralised government admin­
istration uas inevitable. "Centralisation", he urote, "is 
-- and this is its justification — the essence, the vital 
nerve of the state". He considered that a natural trend or 
urge to develoo a central bureaucracy existed in any kind of 
state uhatsoever, be it an absolute monarchy or a republic. 
This uas just as true of America as it uas of Russia, he 
added; federal structures uere as prone to centralisation as 
regimes that made no pretence at devolving pouer to local 
communities. Government bureaucracy, then, uas a fact of 
life, and an unavoidable one. The important thing for Engels 
uas that its tentacles could be restricted to the area uhere 
they belonged. Contrary to uhat Hess believed, he argued, 
the existence of a centralised state did not entail the 
72. "Centralisation and Freedom", Rheinische Zeitunq. no. 
261 (Supplement), 18/9/42; MECU, 2, pp. 35S-359 (ap-
parently omitted from MEGA and UERKE). 
disappearance of individual l i b e r t y , since there uas no need 
for the state to interfere in or control most aspects of 
human life. 
Despite the high degree of centralisation in post-
Napoleonic France, Engels suggested, it uould be guite feasible 
for a genuinely liberal government — unlike Guizot's, that 
is — to avoid undue meddling in the everyday affairs of 
ordinary citizens. "Communal administration," he pointed 
out, "everything uhich affects individual citizens or cor­
porations, can quite uell be left free, and even must be 
left free..." Local government, then, need not be bureaucra-
tised, but could be safely left in the hands of the tounsfolk 
and villagers themselves. Engels' vieupoint entailed, as he 
readily acknouledged, a repudiation of the Hegelian idea of 
the state as an all-encompassing political community to uhich 
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most Young Hegelians (including Marx) still subscribed,' 
He uas toying uith a Lockean perspective, repeating in the 
jargon of the Young Hegelian movement the 'limited state' 
doctrine of traditional British liberalism, in uhich the 
government's function uas circumscribed to enforcing lau and 
order. [n effect, he uas repudiating both Hess' Saint-
Simonian vision of the political state uithering auay en­
tirely, and Marx's Hegelian ideal of an organism uniting all 
!ts citizens in an ethical community structured on purely 
rational lines. Instead, he endorsed the vieu that human 
life uas only to a limited degree political, and that men 
should be regulated in their conduct by a government only 
uhen their actions threatened the freedom of others. Para­
doxically, the political theories of Engels, Hess and Marx 
in 1842 uere each derived indirectly from the Enlightenment, 
but uhereas Marx uas drauing on Rousseau and the young Hegel, 
Hess uas indebted to Morelly and Saint-Simon, and Engels uas 
a disciple of Montesguieu and Condorcet. 
Engels' "Centralisation and freedom" essay uas signi­
ficant in tuo other respects. It indicated that his opinion 
of contemporary French liberalism uas lau. Popular and 
democratic institutions had been destroyed in France, he 
claimed, and the French liberal party shoun to be impotent by 
its servile acquiescence to a thoroughly corrupt, despicable 
and unpopular ministry. Guizot's ministry, ne recognised, 
underlined the triumph of Louis Philippe over the liberals 
uho had helped him into power, and represented "the bitterest 
humiliation" for all those uho, like Engels himself, had ex­
pected the July Revolution to bring in its train the libera­
tion of Europe. Not only uould the French liberals do nothing 
in the near future to fight authoritarian regimes elsewhere 
in Europe, they uere unable even to defend at home such 
basic principles as popular sovereignty, parliamentary gov-
rnment, press freedom, and independent juries. France, he 
concluded, "daily disavous her institutions, gives the lie 
t o
 her history since 1789", Secondly, the article shoued 
that if Engels had temporarily given up on French liberalism 
as a practical revolutionary force, he had merely transferred 
his hopes across the Channel. The English uorkers, he sugges­
ted, uere quite justifiably mounting a campaign of protest 
against Peel and the undemocratic English electoral laus. He 
recognised that Chartism uas motivated only in part by poli­
tical ideals, and that the reform agitation in Britain uas to 
a large extent a nroduct of the "bitter hunger" suffered by 
the English louer classes. In this Engels thought he per­
ceived the Hegelian •uorld-spirit1 in action, uith its charac­
teristically devious method of bringing about progress through 
the subjective uills of its chosen agents. History, he pro­
claimed, uas currently making of the English uorkers "the 
standard-bearers and representatives of a neu principle of 
right". 7 4 
Hoses Hess, meanuhile, continued to develop his ideas 
in the columns of the Rheinische Zeitung. Liberalism, he 
argued, uas incompetent to realise the rational state because 
it uas unable to transcend interest-group politics. As the 
Revolution of 183U in France had demonstrated, it ended up 
uith unsatisfactory compromises, a politics of the 'golden 
mean' incapable of transforming society. In any case, Hess 
reminded his readers, these questions of political institu­
tions and constitutional forms uere irrelevant to the real 
74. Ibid, p. 357. 
issue, the fundamental social conflict betueen the poverty-
stricken masses and an aristocracy of money. Mere politics, 
he claimed, uere powerless to prevent or to solve the bur­
geoning social crisis engendered by the concentration of 
uealth in the hands of an elite. Excited by the social un­
rest revealed by Chartist demonstrations in England, Hess 
suggested that the neu social crises had reached acute propor­
tions in that country because industrialisation had progressed 
fastest and furthest there, and predicted that the antagonism 
betueen rich and poor in England uould soon break out in the 
75 
form of revolution. 
In addition to his oun articles, Hess, uho virtually 
ran the Rheinische Zeitung in the summer of 1842, had re­
printed from La Presse a manifesto by a group of French com­
munists, adding a comment informing the German public that 
communism in France uas a significant phenomenon uorthy of 
serious study and respect. He also included a couple of 
pieces by the German communist Ueitling discussing the hous­
ing problem and the future organisation of the state. Further, 
in October 1842, he urote an account of an academic congress 
held at Strasbourg uhich discussed French socialist theories, 
75. Moses Hess, "Das Ratsel des 19. Dahrhunderts", Rheinische 
Zeitung, 19/4/42; "Deutschland und Frankreich in Bezug 
auf die Zentralisationsfrage", Rheinische Zeitunq, 17/ 
5/42* "Die Tagespresse in Deutschland und Frankreich", 
Rheinische Zeitung, 12/6/42; "Krm respondenz von 24 Suni 
(Die No't in England)", Rheinische Zeitunq, 26/6/42; 
"Religion und si ttlichkeit". RheinischeZeitunq. 4/8/42; 
"Die politische Parteien in Deutschland", Rheinische 
Zeitung 11/9/42. Reprinted in Hess, Sozialistische 
Aufsatze (ed. Th. Zlocisti), op.cit., pp. 12-36. 
and cited a speech by Pompery comparing the contemporary 
struggle of proletarians against the regime of property uith 
the struggle of the bourgeoisie against the privileges of the 
nobility on the eve of the French Revolution, and arguing that 
the intransigence of the French bourgeoisie uas likely to pro-
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voke a neu revolution. Hess, moreover, uas not the only 
one of the Rheinische Zeitung staff intrigued by social prob­
lems and the situation in England and France. Mevissen, a 
young Rhenish industrialist sympathetic to Saint-Simonian 
ideas, visited England in the fall of 1842 and on his return 
urote a three-article series for the Rheinische Zeitung, on 
the social conseguences of the English Industrial Revolution. 
He too underlined the likelihood of social revolution in the 
uake of a severe economic depression, and reported a tendency 
in English society to polarise into tuo social groups, rich 
and poor, uith the intermediary .trata of artisans and middle 
77 
classes diminishing in size. 
Hess' interest in French socialist theory and the 
Rheinische Zeitung's interest in social unrest wherever it 
occurred in Europe provided a rival neuspaper, the Augsburg 
Allgemeine Zeitung, uith a pretext for charging the Rheinische 
76. "Die Communisten in Frankreich. Aus dem von der Presse 
f'litgeteilter Manifest", Rheinische Zeitung, Beiblatt, 
no."ill 21/4/42; "Die Regierungsform des communis-
tischen'prinzips", Rheinische Zeitung, 29/9/42; "Die 
Berliner Familienhauser". Rheinische Zeitung, 30/9/42. 
The neus report on the Fourierist conference at Stras­
bourg appeared in the Rheinische Zeitung, 7/10/42. See 
Cornu, on.cit., pp. 60-66. 
77. Rheinische Zeitung, Nos. 256, 261, 263, 13-21/9/42. Sum­
marised by A. Cornu, 0 0 . cit., pp. 57-58. 
Zeitung u i t n having communist sympathies. 7 8 The newspaper's 
shareholders, too, uere uorried by uhat they sau as its ex­
cessively radical tone and preoccupations, and uere anxious 
to avoid provoking government action to close it doun forth­
with. Since Hess uas one of the founders of the paper, and 
had some support among the editorial staff, the businessmen 
financing the Rheinische Zeitunq uere reluctant to fire him. 
Their solution uas to replace the nominal editor, Rutenberg, 
uho had given Hess his head, uith a stronger, more conserva­
tive personality. Their nominee uas Karl Marx. 
Camphausen and the other pouerful men behind the 
scenes expected that Marx uould be a moderate, cautious helms­
man, keeping the paper's columns clear of radical rhetoric 
and excessive 'critical' philosophising but uithout stifling 
its lively tone. They chose him for the job because he had 
criticised the too free use made of ntributions by the Ber­
lin Young Hegelian radicals, because he had already uritten 
some eloguent but eminently liberal articles, and because he 
79 
uas knoun to be hostile to Hess' communism. Marx thus 
78. "Die Kommunistenlehren", Auosburper Allgomeine Zoitunn, 
11/10/42. 
79. In August 1842 Marx had uritten to Dagobert un.ncnr.uirn. 
one of the founders and editors of the Rhciniscne .si-
tung, criticising the paper's rudderless editorial 
policy and exoressing the vieu tnat a firm editor ..ss 
needed (MEGA I, 1 ( 2 ) , op. 279-280; I'lEC'u 1, <•;.. SoL-i92). 
His "Die Zentralisaticncfranc" article uas -i jc_ ' ... to: 
declaration of his opposition tn toe 'line' taken : / 
Hess and his friends uho uere determining the nous a: or ' s 
editorial policy at the time. 
became editor of the Rheinische Zeitung in October 1842 
shortly before its death warrant uas signed in Berlin. His 
task uas to find the narrow path — if it existed — between 
the Scylla of allowing the paper to degenerate into a 'safe' 
advocate of government policy and the Charybdis of overt 
democratic reoudlicanism uhich uould inevitably bring about 
its demise. In the event, he uas to fail, though not through 
uant of trying. But as editor, Marx uas to be forced, during 
the next feu months, to make up his mind concerning serious 
social proulems exacerbated by the economic depression then 
affoctinn the Rhinel id. He had also to clarify immediately 
the pacer's editori.il line on French socialism. 
CHAPTER 3 
FIRST CONTACTS UITH SOCIALISM, 1842-43 
In his first decisions as editor of the Rheinische 
Zeitung Marx lived up to the expectations of the Cologne 
business community. He rejected or pruned numerous articles 
submitted by the Berlin Young Hegelians, and he got rid of 
Hess by sending him to Paris to act as the paper's French cor­
respondent. Furthermore, his first public statement as editor 
uas a categorical rejection of the accusation that the Rhein­
ische Zeitung uas sympathetic to communism, French or German.''' 
Marx, houever, uas a personal friend of Hess', and he 
did not uant it to appear that he uas beginning his neu job 
by repudiating one of his liveliest journalists. So he 
phrased this leader on communism carefully. The neuspaper, 
he announced, accepted the validity of these radical ideas 
neither in theory nor in practice. It uas absurd to suggest 
that the Rheinische Zeitung uould support an attempted revo­
lution by discontented uorkers stirred up by communist pro­
paganda, and in any case an insurrection uould have no chance 
uhatsoever of success. The paper had merely expressed 
interest in the theoretical uritings of certain French 
1, "Der Kornmunismus und die Aunsburger Allgemeine Zeitung" 
("Communism and the Augsbunor All gem sine Zeitung";, 
Rheinische Zeitung, no. 289, 16/10/42; HEGA I, 1 (l), 
pp. 260-265; NEC J, 1, P C 215-221. 
thinkers uhoso arguments uorc nlausible enough to be taken 
seriously. Recent 1 .inks by Conoiderant, Leroux, and "above 
all the sharn-uitted i.iork by Proudhon" required "long and 
profound study" in order to refute them adequately. This 
task, announced M a r x , the staff of the Rheinische Zeitung 
uould undertake, because they uere persuaded of the pouer 
of ideas in guiding Political and social change. Communist 
thought, tie added, uas really much more dangerous than 
uorking class insurrections because riots could aluays be 
suppressed ay canon fire uhercas ideas could undermine the 
uill to protect the established order. He thus perceived 
communist theory as i rival to his oun democratic liberalism 
uhich could not en ignored, and promised that the Rheinische 
Zei tung uould, in the future, "subject it to thoroughgoing 
criticism". This uas in fact an echo of Hess' normal de­
fence of his articles on French socialism: that socialism, 
uhether one liked it or not, uas a significant phenomenon, 
and that socialist thinkers uere of high calibre and could 
not be uritten off as mere trouble-makers. Marx thus backed 
up Hess and disassociated himself and his paper from com-
2 
munism at the same time. 
Despite his references to five French socialists in 
this article (Fourier, Enfantin, Leroux, Considerant and 
Proudhon), it is doubtful uhether Marx yet kneu their uritings 
2. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 263; MECU, 1, pp. 220-221. 
at first hand. [-lore likely he kneu about their ideas from 
Hess, uho had just formed a socialist study circle in Cologne, 
uhich he attended occasionally betueen October and December 
1842. The circle, frequented mainly by members of the 
Rheinische Zeitunq staff, proposed to read and discuss re­
cent uorks by French and German socialists, including Hess' 
oun Die Europaische Triarchie, Ueitling's Die Renschheit, 
uie 'ic ist und uic sie sein sollte and his neu Garantien der 
Harmonie und Freiheit, Etienne Cabet's Voyage en Icarie, 
Victor Considerant1s Destinee sociale, Charles Fourier's 
Theorie des guatre mouvements et des destinees generales, 
Pierre Leroux's De l'humanite, and Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's 
Qu'est-ce que la prooriete?.'"' The uording of Flarx's leader 
implied that he considered these uorks important, but had 
yet to study them in depth, althougo he intended to do so in 
the near future. Whether he found time, trapped in the 
routine editorial tasks of the Rheinische Zeitung, to get 
3. Roses Hess, Die Eurooaische Triarchie, Leipzig, Uigand, 
1841; Uilhelm Ue it ling, Die r-'lenschhei't, uie sie ist und 
uie sie sein sollte, Bern, 18 45 (first edition, 1838), & 
Garantien der Harmonie und Freiheit, Hamburg. Verlag des 
Verfassers, 1849 (first edition, Vivis, 1842J; Etienne 
Cabet, Voyage en Icarie, roman philosophigue et social, 
Paris, 1842 (first printed in a limited private edition 
in 1839); Uictor Considerant, Destinee sociale, 3 vols, 
Paris, Libraires du Palais-royal', 1834-44 (the first tuo 
volumes had appeared by this time, in 1834 & 1838); 
Charles Fourier, Theorie des guatre mouvements et des 
destinees generales, Lyons, IBB8 (secondedition, 1841, 
as part of the Deuvres completes, 6 vols., (eds. 3, 
Ruiron & V. Considerant), Paris, 184B-45); Pierre Leroux, 
De l'humanite, 2 vols, Paris, Perrotin, 184B; Pierre-
Joseph Proudhon, Qu'est-ce que la oropriete? ou recherches 
sur le principe du droit et du gouvernement, Paris, Bro-
card, 1B40. Bn the circle, see RcLellan, Young Hegelians, 
p. 146. 
very far uith this reading programme before his resignation 
as editor in March 1843, is doubtful. His habit, throughout 
his life, uas to sprinkle his uritings uith references to 
uhat he had just perused, but allusions to French socialists 
are sparse in his numerous Rheinische Zeituno articles in 
the uinter of 1842-43. 
Houever, about this time Marx does seem to have read 
Theodore Dezamy's Calomnies et politique de M. Cabet (1842), 
uhich he presumably borrowed from Hess, and he also perused 
some issues of a French communist monthly, La Fraternite. 
This uas edited by Richard Lahautiere uho, like Dezamy, uas 
a former disciple of the most prominent French advocate of 
communism, Etienne Cabet. Lahautiere, influenced by the 
socialist philosopher Pierre Leroux, offered a more 'spiri­
tual' and humanitarian version of communism than Cabet and 
Dezamy, and his articles may uell have stimulated Marx's 
interest in Leroux's egalitarian philosophy. In addition, 
Marx almost certainly skimmed through Proudhon's first 
memo ire on property. He uas fascinated by Proudhon, uhose 
legalistic arguments that private property uas incompatible 
uith natural rights appealed to him, and mentioned him in 
an editorial footnote in January 1843. Commenting on an ar­
ticle by a Berlin correspondent on the subject of taxation 
and incomes, Marx challenged the author's assertion that 
uages ought to vary in direct proportion to the number of 
hours uorked and also according to the type of job done. 
"The most consistent, most penetrating socialist uriter, 
Proudhon, denies this proposition", he noted, "as also does 
the journal La Fratornite".^ 
Fiarx never folloued up this issue of equality in 
uages in the Rheinische Zeituno. but the remark indicates 
that he uas beginning to take an interest in such social 
problems. Furthermore, an echo of Proudhon's slogan that 
"private property is theft" appeared in Marx's first extended 
article as editor, "Debates on the Lau on Thefts of Wood" 
(October-November, 1842). Concerned in this piece uith the 
guestion of uhether pilfering by peasants of dry uood from 
landouners1 forests should be regarded as a crime, he denied 
that the gathering of fallen uood uas a 'theft1. To convict 
the peasants of 'theft', he claimed, uas to pervert the true 
meaning of the uord, and implicitly to call into question 
the uhole concept of private ounershio. Relying on an argu­
ment from Qu'est-ce que la propriete, he inquired: 
If every violation of property uithout distinction, 
uithout a more exact definition, is termed theft, 
uill not all private property be theft? By my 
private ounership do I not exclude every other 
person from this ounership? Do I not thereby vio­
late his right of ounership?5 
4. "Red. Notiz Liber Proudhon zu einer Korrespondenz aus Ber­
lin uber Steuern", Rheinische Zeitunq, no. 7, 7/1/43; 
MEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 141-142. Bmitted from MECU. 
5. "Verhandlungen des 6. rheinischen Landtags. Dritter Ar-
tikel. Debatten uber des Holzdiebstahlsgesetz" (Pro­
ceedings of the Sixth Rhineland Provincial Assembly. 
Third Article. Debates on the Lau on Thefts of Uood"), 
Rheinische Zeitung, nos. 298, 3D0, 3Q3, 305 and 307, 
25/lB/4'2-3/ll/42; FMEGA I, 1 (1) pp. 266-304 (guotation, 
pp. 269-270); MECU, 1, pp. 224-263 (quotation, p. 228). 
Marx, it appears, had not at this time repudiated 
private property, since he uanted to limit, not abolish, the 
legal rights of Rhineland landowners vis-a-vis the peasantry, 
but it looks as though glancing at Proudhon had raised some 
fundamental issues uhich he uould think through during the 
next year. At any rate, Hess 1 insistence that liberal poli­
tics uas not enough, together uith this first reading of 
Qu'est-ce gue la propriete. seems to have auakened him to 
social problems, and to the political influence uieldec! by 
ouners of large estates. He analysed the recent legislation 
by the Rhineland Diet increasing penalties for pilfering, 
uhich the local peasantry regarded as a customary right. 
The Diet, he argued, uas dominated by large landouners,its 
decisions uere biassed in favour of this social group, and 
it,had therefore demonstrated its incompetence as an impar­
tial legislature,0 Hegel notwithstanding, it was obviously 
useless as an institution intended to arbitrate private in­
terests for the good of the community as a uhole, Laus made 
by interest groups, he asserted, uere an expression of "ab­
ject materialism" and a "sin against the holy spirit of the 
people", 7 So, uhile Marx still retained the faith that legal 
codes and legal institutions could rise above class consider­
ations and embody 'absolute', 'universal* justice, he had 
come to recognise that in practice laus sometimes reflected 
6, Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 3U3; MECU, 1, p. 261. 
7. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (l), P. 304; MECU, 1, p. 262. 
no more than the pouer of vested interests and influential 
social groups. 
Despite his hostility to the Diets, he had not yet 
abandoned his programme of transforming Prussia into a 
'rational' state. In an article entitled "On the Commis­
sions of the Estates in Prussia", he argued that a united, 
efficient Prussian state could still be achieved, but only 
by transforming the Diets into a proper parliament in uhich 
all social groups uere represented. Outlining his vision of 
the state as a united community of free citizens, he claimed 
that a democracy eased on popular sovereignty uould control 
the selfishness of vested interests and uould correctly ar-
g 
bitrate conflicts between industry and agriculture. Apart 
from his acceptance of the principle of representation, 
Marx's political theory at the end of 1842 thus had much in 
common uith Rousseau's. His "true state" uas clearly a 
pouerful institution, pervading all aspects of human life, 
yet he intended it to function in the moral interests of the 
uhole society, uhich is presumably uhy he described it re­
peatedly as a "spiritual Force". His basic problem remained 
the one that had perplexed Rousseau and Hegel: hou to ensure 
that this 'universal', 'spiritual' role of the state uould 
8. "Die Beilage zu Mr. 335 und 336 der Augsburger Allge-
meinen Zeitung uber die sta'ndischen Ausschtllsse in Preus-
sen" ("The Supplement to nos. 335 & 336 of the Augs­
burqer Allgemeine Zeitung on the Commissions of the 
Estates in Prussia"), Rheinische Zeitung, nos.345, 354, 
& 365, 11-31/12/42; MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 321-335; MECU, 1, 
pp. 292-306. 
not succumb under the ueight of sectional pressures. The 
institution in uhich Hegel had olaced most faith uas the 
government bureaucracy, staffed by enlightened reformers 
capable of judiciously weighing the claims of all citizens 
and making nolicv decisions to benefit the uhole society. 
As a Young Hegelian Marx had believed that the Prussian bur­
eaucracy, uhatever its current imperfections, potentially 
lived up to Hegel's claims. Hou he had second thoughts. He 
had lost his resnect for the Prussian monarchy uhile a stu­
dent in Berlin, and his observation of social conflict in 
the Rhineland had led him to discard the second of Hegel's 
mediatory institutions, the Diets. The third, the bureau-
carcy, uas nou to follou. 
In January 1043, he uas confronted uith evidence 
uhich demonstrated strikingly that the Prussian state bureau­
cracy uas far from an incarnation of Hegel's ideal. Br at 
least, that uas hou ho interpreted the government's cold 
response to demands for tax concessions by Moselle uine-
grouers hard-hit by falling prices. Defending the Rheinische 
Zeitunq's Moselle correspondent, uho had drawn attention to 
the government's lack of sympathy for the plight of small 
farmers, he denounced Prussia's laissez-faire economic 
policies as the chief cause of the agricultural depression. 
Government spokesmen, he noted, had consciously adopted the 
line that the state should not interfere in the natural pro­
cesses of the market. Quoting statements by officials in 
the Moselle, he charged that the government uas claiming as 
an excuse for inaction, that farmers uere themselves respon­
sible for their recent losses because they had over-expanded 
oroduction in boom conditions a feu years back. The real 
cause of the ruin of Moselle viticulture uas quite differ­
ent: the Zollverein: hence reality and "official reality" 
uere poles apart, out since the bureaucracy had a stake in 
its oun version, "official reality" ruled government policy 
and the poverty-stricken farmers still had to pay taxes and 
go bankrupt. The affair proved that the bureaucracy uas not 
neutral but rather a pouerful vested interest uhich uould 
defend itself uhonever threatened, even to the extent of 
uilfully denying the facts. Reality itself uas not safe from 
g 
the "overueeninq presumption of officialdom". 
But uhy did the bureaucracy react in this defensive 
and inhumane manner? The reason, he vuggested, uas that the 
upper echelons of the civil service uere dependent for in­
formation concerning regional conditions on local officials 
uho uere too directly involved to be impartial and aluays 
tried to exonerate themselves from responsibility for any­
thing uhich uent urong in their region. Yet the government 
uas inclined to believe its oun employees rather than its 
subjects, uith the result that prejudice triumphed over 
morality and reason, and particular interests over the good 
"Rechtfertigung des ++ Korrespondenten von der Mosel" 
("Justification of the ++ Correspondent from the Mosel"), 
Rheinische Zeitung, nos. 15, 17, 18, 19 & 20, 15-20/1/43; 
MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 355-383, esp. pp. 368-371; MECU, 1, 
pp. 332-358, esp. pp. 343-347. 
of society as a uhole. In short, the bureaucracy uas by 
its very nature incapable of playing the role Hegel ascribed 
to it; as one interest group among others, its supposed 
•universality1 of vision uas an illusion. 1 0 
His experience as editor of the Rheinische Zeitung 
therefore confirmed Marx in his hostility to the illiberal 
regime of Frederick William IV, and he came to vieu Rhineland 
politics as a struggle betueen the interests of the aristo­
cratic landouners, the rural small farmers, the urban bour­
geoisie, and the state bureaucracy. Yet uhile he recognised 
that different social groups supported different economic 
policies and demanded different laus, he still believed it 
uas possible to devise a form of government transcending 
particular interests. Furthermore, he uas employing the 
concept 'interest group' rather than that of 'class'; he 
did not see the policies of the Prussian state as the expres­
sion of the rule of one cIass, rather they uere the result 
of compromises betueen the desires of merchants, landouners 
and government administrators. He uas not satisfied uith 
the outcome of these compromises, uhich he considered neither 
rational, moral, nor favourable to the majority of the in­
habitants of the Rhineland. Gut he had feu alternative 
policies to offer: a free press, a democratic parliamentary 
system, and tax-reliefs for impoverished small farmers uere 
10. Ibid, esp. f I EGA I, 1 (l), nn. 372-373; MECU, 1, pp. 
347-349. 
his only panaceas. On the major economic issue of the day 
in the eyes of the Rhenish bourgeoisie — free trade or 
protection — he hedged, coming out in favour of free trade 
in principle, but in the same breath affirming the need to 
protect German trade and industry from English competition, 
uhile doubting that protective tariffs uere the best uay to 
achieve this g o a l . 1 1 One thing is certain — Marx, in the 
uinter of 1842-43, had little interest in or sympathy for 
either artisans or unskilled factory labourers. Economic 
questions uere beginning to impinge on his consciousness, 
but he had yet to question the benefits of industrialisation, 
and he had still to face the ramifications of a major social 
nroblem of uhich he uas still only dimly auare: mass poverty. 
One of the casualties of Marx's 'neu broom' uhen he 
uas first apnointed editor of the Rheinische Zeitung had been 
an article uritten by Engels in autumn 1842 on Frederick 
Uilliam IV. There uas little hope of any other German pub­
lication printing the essay, a hard-hitting analysis of the 
psychology of the Prussian sovereign, so Engels submitted 
it instead to Georg Heruegh, a Young Hegelian uho uas plan­
ning to publish a collection of censored articles in Suitzer-
land. It duly appeared the next year as part of Einundzuanzig 
Bogen aus der Schueiz. 
11, "liber Schutzzola" ('The Industrialists of Hanover and 
Protective Tariffs"), Rheinische Zeitung, no. 326, 
22/11/42; Pi EGA I, 1 (l), pp. 308-309 ; MECU, 1, p. 286. 
12. "Friedrich Uilhelm IV, Konig von Preussen", in Einund­
zuanzig Booen aus der Schueiz (ed. Georg Heruegh), Zurich 
und Uinterthur, Verlag des Literarischen Comptoirs, 
1843; UERKE, 1, pp. 446-453; MECU, 2, pp. 360-367. 
•he essay, jhich summarised Engels' opinions an 
German politics in she summer of 1842, uas his last piece of 
uork as a comparatively orthodox Young Hegelian. His cen­
tral argument uas that the Prussian monarch uas seeking to 
re-establish a Christian-feuda] absolute monarchy, and uas 
receiving the support of the leading exponents of orthodox 
theology and conservative Romanticism. German intellectual 
life, he asserted, uas nou polarised into antagonistic camps: 
on the one hand those uho acceoted the principle of fsee 
thought, and on the other those uho had retreated int re­
actionary dogmas. He olaced in the first camp political 
liberals and radical theologians like Bauer and feuerbach, 
and in the second Romantic oolitical theorists like Adam 
duller, the jurist friedrich von Savigny, and orthodox theo­
logians like Krummacher and Heinrich Leo. frederick Gilliam 
II/, he suggested, possessed a fairly cor srohensive ano in­
ternally coherent ideology based on the ideas of these con­
servatives. He singled out the principle of legitimacy, the 
'precepts of biblical morality', the desire to separa e 
Church and State, and nostalgia for the Middle Ages as the 
4 . - • 1 3 
main tenets of this reactionary Romanticism, 
After explaining uhat the Prussian monarch ua; trying 
to achieve, Engels posed the guestion of uhether he cculd 
succeed. The feudal restoration, he ansuered, uas bo'.nd to 
come into total conflict uith resurgent Prussian liberalism 
13. Ibid, UERKE, 1, P P. "47-45.1; hfCU, 2, pp. 361-365 
since the King refused to recognise any "universal, civic, 
or human rights", bet admitted only "corporate rights, mono­
polies, privileges". A clash betueen even moderate liberals 
and the monarchy uas therefore imminent. Moreover, the 
Romantic ideologues uould also come up against the government 
bureaucracy uhich possessed its oun standards of efficiency 
and 'rationality'. This uas too pouerful for even the Croun 
to risk open uattlo, and it uould uork successfully behind 
the scenes to block any far-reaching changes. Already Fred­
erick Uilliam 11/ had been manoeuvred into disavouing his 
ministers' most forthright actions, and had settled for poli­
tical compromises uhich uere really victories for the status 
guo. The monarch uas therefore caught in a battle on tuo 
fronts: against liberalism on his left, and against the 
hardheaded conservatism of vested interests (including the 
bureaucracy) on his right. In these circumstances, Engels 
concluded, it uas highly unlikely he uould ever be able to 
nut his programme into effect. 1' 
Confident, then, that Frederick William's 'Romantic 
feudalism' uas doomed to defeat, Engels hoped that his on­
slaught against press freedom and representative government 
uould nonetheless goad Prussian liberals into militant ac­
tion. Prussian public opinion, he predicted, uould center 
more and more around tuo questions: representative govern­
ment and freedom of the press. The latter uould be conceded 
14. Ibid, UEREKE, 1, o. 453; MECU, 2, p. 367. 
by the King in the near future and uould be folloued uithin 
a year by a liberal constitution. Beyond that, he thought, 
it uas impossible to guess, except that if a liberal regime 
uere established in Prussia it uould upset the existing 
European balance of pouer since the alliance uith Russia 
uould be automatically annulled. He had his doubts uhether 
a moderate constitutional monarchy uould endure for very 
long. It uas highly significant, he remarked at the end of 
his essay, that Prussia's present situation closely resembled 
that of France on the eve of the Revolution of 1 7 8 9 . 1 5 
There seems little guestion, therefore, that Engels 
in the fall of 1 B 4 2 still thought that there uould be a 
liberal revolution in Germany in the very near future, and 
that it uould take the form of a spate of political con­
cessions forced on the Prussian monarchy by middle-class 
public opinion led by liberals from the intelligentsia. Yet 
about the time he urote this article he met three men uhose 
ideas uere to contribute considerably to the rapid evolution 
uhich his thought underuent in the next feu years. One, 
Karl Rarx, uas himself still a liberal and uas to have no 
substantial influence on Engels until 1844. But the other 
tuo, Uilhelm Ueitling and Moses Hess, uere already self-
professed communists. Hearing and reading their vieus seems 
to have prepared Engels for his conversion to socialism, al­
though this conversion — so far as the evidence allous us 
15. Ibid. 
to judge — actually occurred in Manchester at the end of 
1842. 
Engels encountered Ueitling briefly in Berlin in the 
late summer of 1842, and thereafter read the neuly published 
Garantien der Harmonic und Frei.heit. He uas favourably im­
pressed, indeed he apparently reacted so positively that he 
promised Ueitling that he uould try to arrange foreign trans­
lations of the u o r k . 1 6 He did not, however, become a disciple 
of Ueitling's. Rather he seems to have decided that the 
louer classes uere not as uild and irrational as he had pre­
viously assumed, that they uarranted closer observation, 
and that he should delve into as much European socialist 
literature as he could lay hands on. Ueitling, then, stimu­
lated his interest in the working classes and socialist 
theory, but failed to uean him irnmer' ately from liberalism. 
Knouing that he uould soon be sent by his father to 
learn the trade of textile manufacturing in Lancashire, 
Engels visited Marx in the Rheinische Zeitung offices in 
Cologne in October 1842 to ascertain uhether the paper uould 
print reports from Manchester on the British political scene, 
Marx, uho knew Engels only as one of the Berlin extremists 
uhose contentious articles had caused the shareholders' re­
volt uhich had given him his editorial chair, gave the young 
correspondent a cool reception. Still, good copy uas hard 
16. Gustav Mayer, Friedrich Engels: Eine Biographie, Hague, 
Nijhoff, in-V-i; Fnglish translation (abridged). Fried-
rich Engels: A Biography, N.Y., Knopf, 1936. 
to come oy, anri the paper lacked a permanent English repor­
ter, so he told him that his reports uould be judged on 
their merits and printed if incisive and factual. This uas 
not the enthusiastic uelcome for uhich Engels had hoped, 
but it uas satisfactory enough. In any case, uhen it be­
came knoun that he uas "Osuald, the Plon tagnard", he uas re­
ceived uarmly by Noses Hess and the left-uing of the editorial 
staff, uho had more sympathy than Marx for the Berlin group. 
He spent a ueek in Cologne, devoted mainly to long 
arguments uith Hess on the subject of communism. He uas in­
terested to learn more about the personalities and vieus of 
French socialists, aod Hess, uho uas about to return to 
Paris as the paper's French correspondent, could supply him 
uith many details. Hess also repeated the opinions he had 
expressed in his books aod the columns of the Rheinische 
Zei tung before the recent clamp-doun. He later claimed that 
he converted Engels to his ouo vieus at this time, stating 
in a letter to his friend Berthold Auerbach that "he, an 
Anno I revolutionary, departed from me an enthusiastic com-
17 
munist". This uas an exaggeration. But almost certainly 
Engels uas stimulated by his conversations uith Hess to read 
the latter's most important book, Die Europaische Triarchie. 
uhich had been published tuo years previously. It no doubt 
affected the uay he perceived England uhen he arrived there 
some ueeks later. 
17. Hess to Auerbach, 19/7/43, in Closes Hess, Briefuechsel 
(ad, E, Silberner), Hague, Houton, 1959, p. 103. 
England in 1842, in the deaths of a severe economic 
depression, uas a revelation to him. The half-decade betueen 
1837 and 1842 uas a watershed in English history, the period 
of transition from the first stage of the Industrial Revolu­
tion based on textiles to the second stage based on coal and 
iron and symbolised by the railway locomotive. Conditions 
for the majority of uage-earners uere probably uorse than 
they had ever knoun, food prices uere high, real uages in 
some cases had declined, unemployment uas severe and oro-
longed, and certain sections of the uork-force (the hand-loom 
weavers uere the most striking example) had been rendered 
redundant by tech nologicai advances. Hot surprisinglv, 
popular movements of protest -- in particular Chartism — 
uere strong and vociferous, and 'the social guestion' could 
no longer be ignored by the ruling groups represented in the 
English parliament. Engels uas plunged into this uhirl-
pool at one of the olaces where the current uas strongest: 
Manchester. His attempts to comprehend the 'condition of 
England' uere reflected in a set of articles he dispatched 
18 
to the Rheinische Zeitung in November-December 1842. 
English politics, he argued, uere in essence quite 
simple, because they revolved not around struggles over 
principles but around conflicts of material interests. There 
uere three main social classes, and hence three main poli­
tical parties in England: the Tories (representing the landed 
18. UERKE, 1, pp. 454-467; M E C U , 2, pp. 358-382. 
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aristocracy), the Uhigs (representing the moneyed elite), 
and the Radical Democrats (representing the mass of uorkers). 
The main issue in contemporary British politics, the repeal 
of the Corn Laus, reflected an attempt by the merchants and 
manufacturers to deal uith the current economic depression 
by reducing uage-costs and hence prices of manufactured goods, 
in the hope that cheaper exports uould stimulate demand and 
allou renewed expansion of production. Since cheap bread uas 
in the interests of businessmen, industrial uorkers and 
tenant farmers, a coalition of these groups (that is, the 
Uhigs and the Raoical Democrats) had formed to campaign for 
the abolition of duties on imported corn, and, Engels be­
lieved, uere bound to oe successful despite the intransigent 
opposition of most Tory landouners. Although highly im­
pressed uith the nouer of the Anti-Corn Lau League as a pro­
paganda machine, he uas sceptical concerning its panacea for 
England's economic ills. The problem, he suspected, uas 
19 
more deep-rooted than the liberals realised. 
England, Engels stressed,had become an "industrial 
state", by uhich he meant a country uith a capacity for in­
dustrial production in excess of domestic demand. She had 
to import food and rau materials and export manufactured 
goods to pay for these, and so uas dependent on foreign trade. 
19. "Stellung der politischen Partei" ("The Position of the 
Political Parties"), .Rheinische Zeitung, no. 358, 24/12/ 
42; UERKE, 1, pp. 461-453; MECU, 2, pp. 375-377. 
As other countries industrialised, houever, they uould cease 
to need English products, and England uould find the terms 
of trade turn increasingly against her. Expedients like the 
repeal of the Corn Laus could not alter the basic "contradic­
tion" inherent in an industrial state, the imbalance betueen 
productive capacity and domestic demand uhich gave rise to 
the perennial task of expanding exports in the face of 
tariffs and foreign competition. The British textile in­
dustry, he uxplained, had previously lived off colonial mar­
kets, but these had reached saturation point, and competition 
for continental markets uas gr^uing ever fiercer. Repeated 
over-production crises uere therefore unavoidable, and Eng­
land could not escape the necessity of cutting back produc-
2U 
tion. 
Engels thus considered English industrialisation as 
already excessive, and he uarned that it uas having terrible 
social consequences. Although it had made the nation rich, 
it had also created a rapidly multiplying stratum of semi-
paupers, lacking property and living from hand to mouth. 
Claiming that more than a third of English people belonged 
to this class and that trade recessions periodically reduced 
them to starvation, he contended that urban uorkers — all 
of uhom he labelled "proletarians" — uere beginning to be­
come auare of the pouer their numbers gave them and uould 
2 0 . "Die inneren Krisen" ("The Internal Crises"), Rheinische 
Zeitung, nos. 343-344, 9-10/12/42; UERKE, 1, pp. 455-
460; MECU, 2, pp. 370-374. 
soon robfl against their fate."-1 H e uas convinced as early 
as December 1 8 4 2 of the nntential for social revolution in­
herent in an industrial uork-force made desperate by a 
severe and prolonged slump. Manchester had lived up to Hess' 
orediction. Engels uas shocked to the core by the poor uages 
and uorkinq conditions of the Lancashire coal-miners and 
iron-uorkers, and is; the endemic unemployment in the indus­
trial touos of northern England and Scotland. The textile 
uorkers, ho found, uere not so badly off as most other indus­
trial uorkers because the industry had found a neu market in 
China and uas exnanding production, but even their relative 
22 
prosnerity uas likely to be short-lived. His general con­
clusion, after tuo months of observing the condition cf uor­
kers in Lancashire, uas that their life uas daily becoming 
more precarious. Industrialisation in England had created 
not only a large class of propertyless uage-labourers totally 
dependent on economic prosperity, it had burdened the country 
uith a pool of unemployed "paupers" uhich it uas impossible 
to get rid of. Since the 'do-nothing' state refused to take 
responsibility for these permanently unemployed outcasts, 
they uere forced to resort to crime and prostitution. This, 
he contended, uas the real cause of the English 'social 
21. Ibid, UERKE, 1 , P. 4 5 9 ; MECU, 2 , p. 3 7 3 . 
22. "Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England" ("The Condi­
tion of the Uorking Class in England"), Rheinische Zei­
tung, no. 3 5 9 , 2 5 / 1 2 / 4 2 ; UERKE, 1 , pp. 464-465; M L L U , 
2, p. 3 7 8 - 3 7 9 . 
problem': excessive industrialisation produced repeated 
overproduction crises, unemployment produced crime, and the 
only response of the state u a s punitive lau-enforcement. 
"The state", he remarked bitterly, "does not care uhether 
starvation is bitter or sueet; it locks these people up in 
prison or sends them to penal settlements, and uhen it re­
leases them it has the satisfaction of having converted people 
uithout uork into people uithout morals". The impact of 
Manchester thus made him have second thoughts about the vir­
tues of the traditional English liberal philosophy of govern­
ment. 
He recognised that Chartism and the Anti-Corn Lau 
League uere tuo forms into uhich mass discontent had been 
channelled, and sau another in the strike uaves of the pre­
vious summer uhich had failed through lack of leadership and 
the strikers' reluctance to resort to force. So far, he 
pointed out, uorking-class unrest had scarcely stepped be­
yond the lau, mainly because the Chartists hoped to gain 
their demands by legal means, through parliament. The Char­
tist strategy of "legal revolution" — in Engels' vieu a con­
tradiction in terms — had paralysed the labour movement in 
1842, but its manifest failure had nou left the uay clear 
for more drastic measures. He believed that the poverty-
stricken uorkers had draun from the debacle the conclusion 
23. Ibid 
that a peaceful transformation of society uas impossible and 
that an insurrection uas unavoidable. 2 4 The vital question 
for English nolitics, he argued, uas therefore uhether vio­
lent revolution uas on the cards or uhether Britain, thanks 
to its uealth and flexible institutions, uould be able to 
ride out the storm. British public opinion almost unanimously 
accented that a feu reforms uould enable the country to mud­
dle through, but he, Engels, considered this attitude myopic 
because he uas convinced that the Uhigs uould lose 
their nresent uorking-class support to the Chartists and 
that the orincinle of oopular sovereignty uould prove in— 
vincible." :.ot that the middle class uould ever voluntarily 
renounce its majority in the Bouse of Commons by granting 
universal suffrage. To obtain democracy, Chartism uould be 
forced to abacoon its reformist political strategy anc opt 
for social revolution, and, in che next severe over-produc­
tion crisis, it uould be folloucd by vast masses of starving 
uorkers. Z u In vieu of England's disastrous economic posi­
tion, Engels conduced, widespread famine among the uorkers 
could not be avoided for much longer, and uhen it did occur 
"then fear of death from starvation uill be stronger toan 
fear of the lau". Revolution, he reiterated, uas inevitable 
24. "Die inneren Krisen", loc. cit., UERKE, 1, p. 46C; RECU, 
2, p. 374. 
25. Ibid, UERKE, 1, P. 456; MECU, 2, pp. 370-371. 
26. "Stellung dor pnlitischen Partei", loc. cit., UERKE, 1, 
p. 461; RECU, 2, pp. 375-3'6. 
in England: a violent social upheaval uould usher in uni­
versal suffrage and popular sovereignty. 2 7 
There is no direct evidence on Marx's reaction to 
these overtly revolutionary dispatches from England. But 
he uas sufficiently impressed to print them in the Rheinische 
Zeitung despite the probability that in so doing he uould 
further anger the Prussian government and alarm his Rhenish 
middle-class employers. As ue have seen, he did not at this 
time have Engels' sympathy for urban uorkers, nor uas he 
much attracted to revolutionary socialism. So uhat probably 
interested him most in Engels' articles uas the class analy­
sis of English politics: the clear-cut correlation suggested 
betueen material interests, social classes, and political 
parties. 
Marx resigned as editor of the Rheinische Zeitung in 
March 1843, some ueeks before the Prussian government imple­
mented its earlier decision to close the paper doun. Like 
Engels, he uas by this time a republican democrat committed 
to the ideal of popular sovereignty. As ue have seen, his 
six months' experience as editor had confirmed his earlier 
suspicion that constitutional monarchy uas an irrational sham, 
and had convinced him that all three of Hegel's harmonising 
agents — Croun, Diets, and bureaucracy — uere impotent to 
regulate the continual clash of material interests that con­
stituted contemporary politics. Politically he uas still a 
27. "Die inneren Krisen", loc. cit., UERKE, 1, p. 460; 
MECU, 2, p. 374. 
liberal, but he uas in the process of discarding his Young 
Hegelianism. Hess, Mevissen and Engels, together uith his 
oun investigations into the plight of Mosselle small farmers, 
had shoun him that there uere important problems uhich 
neither Hegelian nor Young Hegelian philosophy had tackled 
adeguately. He uas searching for a neu theoretical frameuork 
for his political vieus, and had begun to dip into the 
eighteenth century French 'classics', finding Rousseau the 
most sympathetic of the philosophies. He had once again come 
into contact uith Rhenish Saint-Simonianism, and — more 
important still — had been confronted for the first time uith 
the existence of other forms of French socialism, especially 
Proudhon's critigue of private property. 
As his resignation indicated, Marx had come to con­
clude, by the spring of 1843, that the Rheinische Zeitung 
had outlived its usefulness, and th t the repressive poli­
tical climate in Prussia made a policy of 'loyal opposition' 
impossible. The government, he remarked, in closing doun 
the paper, had given him back his intellectual freedom, and 
2 8 
he uas determined to make use of it. He planned, after 
marrying Jenny von Uestphalen, to travel and study before 
taking on another journalistic post outside the reach of 
the Prussian censor. His vieus had evolved considerably dur­
ing the past year, and he felt the need to take stock of 
28. Marx to Ruge, 2b/l/43; MEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 293-294; 
MECU, 1, pp. 396-98. 
himself intellectually. Betueen the spring of 1842 and the 
spring of 1843 he had, in fact, uorked out in some detail 
his reasons for rejecting the regime of Frederick Uilliam 
IV, assembled the elements for his subseguent critigue of 
Hegel's philosophy of lau and the state, and become disil­
lusioned uith the prospects of reforming Prussia through 
'critical' philosophy and journalism. But there uere tuo 
topics in particular uhich he felt he still badly needed to 
study: the history of liberal democracy (especially in 
France), and French socialist theory. Although he had come 
across examples of contemporary French socialist thought in 
1842 and had glanced through a couple of books by Dezamy and 
Proudhon, Fiarx had not as yet come to terms uith the topic. 
But his interest had been aroused, and he made it one of his 
intellectual projects for the summer of 1843. 
Before buckling doun to uork he took a vacation in 
Holland. In a letter he urote from that country to Arnold 
Ruge, he made it quite clear that he had no illusions about 
the reactionary and repressive character of the Prussian 
government: "the mantle of liberalism has been discarded 
and the most disgusting despotism in all its nakedness is 
29 
disclosed to the eyes of the uhole uorld". Like Engels, 
he predicted that a liberal revolution uas impending in Ger­
many. Tuo months later, in flay 1843, he again mailed Ruge 
29. Marx to Ruge, March 1843, in "Ein Briefuechsel von 
1843", Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher. Paris 1844; 
MEGA '('l)f P« 5 5 7 J | V | L C U » 3 » P # 1 S J > ' 
some of his thought:- on German current of: airs and nniitica] 
theory. On this occasion he disclosed his grounds for ex­
pecting the demise of the Prussian monarchy. Frederick Wil­
liam IV's attempt to resurrect a quasi-feudal aosolutism uas 
bound to come into conflict uith a coalition of all opponents 
of the regime, both middle class and lower class. In any 
case, Rarx argued, the monarchy uas obviously anachronistic 
in the modern uorld of trade and industry. The neu indus­
trial euonomy, he suggested, uas based on "exploitation of 
the people", and this worsening exploitation, con,bines uith 
the effects of population expansion, uas leading to "s rup­
ture uithin present-day society, a rupture uhich the old 
system is not able to heal, because it does not heal and 
create at all, but only exists and consumes". 
This uas the first time that Rarx focuosed oo indus­
trialisation as a major cause of social upheaval, and slso 
the first time that he had characterised the Rhineland eco­
nomy as one based on private ounership anti exploitation. 
Prussia, he expostulated, was a "dehumanised uorld", toe 
product of "centuries of barbarism", uhich combined s poli­
tical despotism of the most traditional kind uith the .to­
tality and suffering produced by modern commerce sod industry. 
As such it provoked the implacable hostility of ooth " - . M i n t ­
ing humanity" (by uhich Rarx presumably meant nuir.l •i.-r a rs 
30. Rarx to Ruge, Rsy 1343, in "bio Gr icfuechse ] yon I ..«:<••, 
DButsch-^an7nr,ische 3ahrsusnc r , •---!•» •» * 
like himself) and "suffering mankind", the peasants and ar­
tisans uho uere the victims of the neu economic regime. In 
this uay he first suggested the idea of an alliance betueen 
intellectual critics of the status quo and the louer classes 
most antagonistic to it for material reasons. But although 
he mentioned the impoverished louer classes as a revolution­
ary force, 1-iarx uas not primarily interested in abolishing 
the capitalist economy, uhich he apparently regarded as a 
mere by-oroduct of the "philistine uorld" ruled by the des­
potic Prussian state. The roots of the problem uere in his 
vieu political and cultural. Dehumanisation uas more extreme 
in Germany than in France, he claimed, because the French 
Revolution had once "restored man" by giving him the sense 
that the uorld belonged to him and that he uas in control of 
his oun destiny. 3 1 
Marx's use of the term "dehumanisation" to charac­
terise the fundamental ills of German society indicates that 
he still subscribed to the Romantic critique of the modern 
uorld uhich he had found in Schiller, Schlegel and Holderlin. 
The continuity in his thought is further demonstrated by the 
follouing account uhich he gave Ruge of his political ideal 
and the means by uhich this ideal could be implemented. "The 
self-confidence of the human being, freedom", he explained, 
has first of all to be aroused again in the hearts 
of these people. Only this feeling, uhich vanished 
31. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 562; MECU, 3, p. 137. 
from the uorld uith the Greeks, and under Chris­
tianity disaopeared into the blue mist of the 
heavens can again transform society into a com­
m u n i t y ^ human beings united for their highest 
aims, into a democratic state. 3 2 
Here ue see Marx again invoking the Greek noli 
s as 
the paradigm of a democratic community in uhich the indivi­
dual uas free to develop his oun gifts to the full and yet 
worked simultaneously uith his fellou-citizens in deciding 
hou the society should be run. In the spring of 1843 he 
still believed that a democratic republic based on universal 
suffrage uould provide the constitutional mechanism required 
to create a modern approximation to this ideal community. 
Although he uas beginning to be auare of 'the social prob­
lem' he had not yet grasped hou it related to the problem of 
'dehumanisation', uhich he still vieued in primarily poli­
tical terms. 
Engels, too, kneu relatively little about French 
socialism in the spring of 1843, although he probably uas 
more auare of it than Marx, and he certainly uas much more 
sympathetic to socialist ideas and the demands of factory 
uorkers and artisans. He had received some instruction in 
the subject of French socialism from Moses Hess before leav­
ing Germany for Manchester, and Hess sent him a copy of 
Lorenz von Stein's Per Socialismus und Communismus des heu-
tigen Frankreichs, an account of the different varieties of 
Parisian socialist groups. Engels uas not impressed by the 
32. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 561-652; MECU, 3, p. 137. 
uork. He dismissed its contents as "dull' and "miseraole", 
and argued in an article in the Schueizer ischer R p m . h h - ^ 
that English socialism uas of higher guality and more sig­
nificant than French socialism. "The English socialises", 
he urote, "are far more principled and practical than she 
French, uhich is especially duo to the fact that they are 
engaged in an open struggle against the various churches and 
do not uant to have anything to do uith religion". 3 3 
Engels, in fact, had been astonished at the size and 
vitality of the English labour movement, and at the intel­
lectual standard of English socialist theory. A number of 
different things had impressed him favourably about uorking 
class political and intellectual activity in the English 
West Midlands uhich, by the early summer of 1843, he had 
been observing for six months. One, as the above quotation 
indicates, uas the strength of louer class atheism ano anti-
clericalism. In the same Bchueizerischer Republikaner he 
described the activities in Bristol of the notorious rili-
tant atheist Charles Southuell, and claimed that the leading 
English socialist theoreticians, Robert Ouen and Bonn 'Jatts, 
uere equally hostile to Christian theology. Uatts, indeed, 
seems to have played a prominent nart in Engels* conversion 
to socialism, uhich uas uell under uay by the summer of 1843. 
33. "Briefe aus London (I-IV)" ("Letters from London',, 
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He uas the leading socialist orator and pamphleteer operat­
ing in Manchester, and he expounded a doun-to-earth brand 
of Ouenism uhich seems to have had considerable appeal for 
a portion of the Manchester uorkers. It appealed to Engels 
too. Uatts, he urote, uas "an outstanding man, uho has 
uritten some very talented pamphlets on the existence of God 
and on political economy". He uas also impressed uith the 
oratorical technique and factual, command possessed by ether 
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Ouenite propagandists uhose meetings he had attended. 
Apart from the Ouenites' atheism, Engels approved 
of their grasn of economic issues and their uillingness to 
base their socialism on political economy. He uas delighted 
to find that English socialist theory uas empirical and 
realistic, far different in tone from Hegelian philosophy. 
Actually, he admitted, this uas not aluays the case, because 
the "founder of the socialist movement, Ouen" sometimes 
urote as badly and obscurely as a German philosopher, but 
he also had his lucid moments, uhich compensated. He uas 
rather ambivalent towards Ouen himself, preferring the more 
concrete, issue-oriented pamphlets of Uatts and O'Connor, 
but he recognised one great virtue in Ouen's socialism: its 
comprehensiveness. Reading betueen the lines of Engels' com­
ments on Ouenisrn in the Schueizerischer Republikaner one can 
deduce that in the summer of 1843 he had perceived the im­
portance of Robert Ouen's uritings and had begun to study 
• Ibid. UERKE i, p. 474; MECU, 3, p. 385. 
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trounced by the Chartists". clearly, for Engels the poli­
tical battle betueen League and Association uas an overt 
class struggle betueen manufacturers and merchants on one 
side and poor uorkers on the other, and there uas no ques­
tion as to uhere his sympathies lay. His enthusiasm for 
Chartism led him to repeat the most outlandish of its spokes­
men's claims, such as that "the Chartists can easily collect 
a million pennies ueekly" or "the mass of agricultural la­
bourers uill be impelled to take the side of the Chartists". 3 7 
He uas even inclined to urite off the League and the i rban 
middle classes it represented as a spent force in English 
politics, suggesting that the imminent battle for pouer in 
England uould be betueen the Tory establishment and the 
Chartist uorking-class. 
The uorkers, Engels uas convinced, uere the mcst pro­
gressive element in English sriety. In England, he reported 
in his first Schueizorischer Republikaner article, the "re­
markable fact" uas that "the louer the position of a class 
in society, the more 'uneducated' it is in the usual sense 
of the uord, the more closely it is connected uith progress, 
and the greater is its future". As an example he citsd 
the different responses of the upper-middle class Uhigs and 
the uorking-class Chartists to Sir James Graham's parlia­
mentary Bill of March 1843 uhich aimed at regulating child 
37. Ibid, UERKE, 1, pp. 472-473; MECU, 3, p. 384. 
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labour in factories and oroviding elementary education for 
uorking-class children. The Uhigs, he related, had completely 
rejected the Gill on the grounds that it uould oust the Non­
conformists from primary education and uould cause difficul­
ties to manufacturers by restricting uorking hours. Engels 
uas shocked, if no longer very surprised, at uhat he regarded 
as a clear cose of callous inhumanitarianism. He himself 
praised the "general humane tendency" of the Bill, and noted 
uith approval the considerable support it had received from 
socialists and Chartists in Lancashire. 3 9 
Chartism and socialism uere thus "progressive" in 
Engels' eves because they had a moral conscience, unlike the 
'laissez-faire' liberalism of the Manchester manufacturers 
uhom he had occasion to meet uhile learning the textile 
business in Lancashire. But this uas by no means the only 
important difference he had detected betueen Manchester busi­
nessmen and Manchester uorkers. Uhat struck him most force­
fully uas the intellectual poverty of middle-class 'society' 
compared to the high guality of uorking-class culture. He 
uas utterly contemptuous of uhat he had seen of the English 
intelligentsia. For three hundred years, he alleged, all the 
educated and "learned people have been deaf and blind to the 
signs of the times"; English universities uere pitifully bad, 
English theologians and scientists uere ignorant of the best 
uork done on the Continent, and the level of scholarship 
among political economists and practising politicians was 
abysmal. Middle class intellectual life was permeated with 
"inconsistency and hypocrisy", he continued, and the vast 
majority of new books publisheo each month were "miserable 
reactionary publications". Two examples he gave to demon­
strate this intellectual poverty uere the uidespread accep­
tance of the Malthusian theory of population — "Malthusian 
nonsense" he called it — and the impossibility of finding 
a respectable publisher for an English translation of Strauss' 
Das Leben Besu, a book dear to Engels' heart.^® Engels, in 
short, had found Manchester 'society' an intellectual back-
uater compared uith Berlin and Cologne. 
His scathing attack on the quality of English mid­
dle-class life uas not just the product of 'culture-shock'. 
This undoubtedly played a part: he found English intellec­
tual currents different from those of Germany and tencad to 
assume that 'different' meant 'uorse'. Yet it uas not only 
German chauvinism, because Engels uas equally amazed, but 
favourably impressed, at the high level of louer-class intel­
lectual life. "At first one cannot get over one's surprise", 
he urote in the Schueizerischer Republikaner, "on hearing in 
the Hall of Science the most ordinary uorkers speaking uith 
a clear understanding on political, religious and social af­
fairs; but uhen one comes across the remarkable popular 
pamphlets and hears the lectures of the Socialists... one ceases 
to be surprised". 4 1 He ascribed the high quality of popular 
culture primarily to the educational efforts of the Ouenites, 
but he also noted the availability of cheap editions of the 
uorks of Rousseau, D'Holbach, Voltaire, Byron, Shelley and 
Thomas Paine. These printings uere put out by small radical 
booksellers aiming at a uorking-class market, he remarked, 
and so such classics of 'progressive' thought as the Contrat 
social. the Systeme de la Nature and the Rights of Man uere 
uellknoun to the better-educated uorkers though ignored 
higher up the social scale. So in terms of their intellec­
tual tastes too, the louer classes uere more "progressive" 
than their supposed superiors. 
To Engels this uas highly significant. Intellectual 
decadence among the ruling classes and a love of enlighten­
ment among the oppressed uere features of every revolutionary 
epoch, he asserted, but these portents of a great social 
revolution had never been "so clearly expressed and so sharply 
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delineated as nou in England". He uas still convinced Eng­
land uas on the verge of a tremendous upheaval. As ue have 
seen, he believed that mass support for Chartism uas snow­
balling rapidly among agricultural as uell as urban uorkers, 
and that socialism too uas marching foruard. But uhereas 
in his Rheinische Zeitung articles he had predicted that an 
economic catastrophe uould spark the revolution and had 
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decried the Chartist campaign for suffrage as a tactical 
error, he neu seemed to place his hopes on the success of 
O'Connor's movement. The English revolution uould, it ap­
peared, take a political form after all, although Engels 
still had his doubts about the English parliament granting 
universal suffrage unless forced to by a uorking-class in­
surrection. If such an insurrection materialised he suspec­
ted the Irish uould play a major role. Daniel O'Connell he 
dismissed as a careerist, but his supporters u e r e a force 
to be reckoned uith: "Tuo hundred thousand men — and uhat 
men! People uho have nothing to lose, tuo-thirds of unorn 
a r e clothed in rags, genuine proletarians and sans-culottes 
and, moreover, Irishmen,uild, headstrong, fanatical Gaels". 
Led by a better man than O'Connell, asserted Engels, these 
Irish rebels alone uould suffice to light the pouder-keg. 
"Give me tuo hundred thousand Iris1 i en" , he exclaimed, "and 
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I uill overthrou the entire British monarchy". Despite 
his greater auareness of economics and social conditions in 
industrial teuns, Engels uas, it seems, like Marx, more in­
terested in a political revolution to establish republican 
democracy than a social revolution to abolish the capitalist 
economic system. Although he uas already intrigued by so­
cialist theory, Ouen's economic analysis of the evils of 
industrial capitalism had not as yet made any deep imprint on 
his mind. Chartism temporarily had a greater appeal to him 
than Ouenism. 
Uhile Engels uas in England following the fortunes 
of the Chartist movement, Moses Hess remained in Paris ob­
serving the growth of French socialism. The death of :he 
Rheinische Zeitunq in March 1843 left him without a job, but 
in April he established himself as the French correspondent 
o f t n e
 Schweizerischer Republikaner. the same paper to uhich 
Engels uas sending reports on the condition of England. 
Running out of money in May, Hess returned reluctantly to 
Cologne uhere he made friends uith Arnold Ruge and polished 
up three articles for Heruegh's collection, Einundzuanzig 
4 4 
Bogen aus der Schueiz. Both sets of articles uere concerned 
mainly uith French socialism and Ueitling's communism, and 
those in the Schueizerischer Republikaner uere read by Engels 
(in Manchester) and Marx (in the Rhineland) during the sum­
mer of 1843, In this uay Hess helped to stimulate both men's 
interest in French socialism, a.,d thereby influenced consid­
erably the evolution of their opinions. For this reason, 
it uill be useful to take a guick look at Hess' evaluation 
of French socialist and communist thought as expressed in the 
Schueizerischer Republikaner and Einundzuanzig Bogen. 
Hess uas acquainted uith the variety of socialist 
groups and theories uhich existed in Paris in the early 184Bs, 
and uas concerned in the Schueizerischer Republikaner articles 
"Philosophie 
z uan-
44. Moses Hess, "Sozialismus und Kommunl smus , "Hnnos 
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to contrast and evaluate their positions. The three main 
types of French socialism, he suggested, uere Saint-
Simonianism, Fourierism, and communism. Although previously 
he had been attracted to the Saint-Simonians, he nou disre­
garded the movement (which had largely disintegrated after 
a major schism) and concentrated on the Fourierists and the 
group led by Etienne Cabet. Uhich looked the more promising? 
Hess suggested Cabet's 'utopian1 communism. It uas impor­
tant, he argued,to assess not only the intellectual guality 
of a socialist theory but also its practical implications for 
the labour movement. Despite his sympathy for Fourier's 
vision of a truly liberated society, he believed that Four­
ierism uas ueak uhen it came to prescribing the practical 
means of achieving this utopia. Fourier, he thought, had re­
vealed an unuorldly naivety in a . pealing to the generosity 
of the ruling classes as the source of the capital reguired 
for his 'phalansteries'. Cabet, on the other hand, by ad­
dressing himself directly to the proletariat, uas contribut­
ing to the gradual spread, among artisans and factory uorkers, 
of an auareness of their situation. Hess seems to have been 
convinced that 'utopian' communism in France uas more than 
a theory propounded by a feu intellectuals; it uas, he im­
plied, the ideology of a mass movement of uorkers themselves. 
As an ideology he uas not satisfied uith it — it lacked a 
sophisticated philosophy, but this defect, he suggested, 
could be mended by combining it uith Bauer's Young Hegelianism. 
On another occasion, he proposed a blend uf Ueitling's egal­
itarian communism (uhich he apparently sau as essentially 
similar to Cabet's) and Feuerbach's humanism: the blend 
uould make Feuerbach's abstractions more concrete and prac­
tical, uhile rooting communism in a 'scientific' vieu of human 
nature. He uas dissatisfied uith 'utopian' communism for tuo 
other reasons also. Fourier had been right, he argued, to 
see the flouering of the individual personality as the ul­
timate goal of the neu social order, and so there uas an em­
phasis on personal liberty in Fourierism uhich communism 
urongly tended to neglect. Moreover, Fourier's attitude to 
uork uas more profound. Unlike Ueitling, uho assumed that 
labour uould aluays be a painful if unavoidable obligation, 
the Fourierists aimed at trans orming it into a free and joyous 
means of personal fulfilment. So, notuithstanding his cri­
tical remarks about Fourierist tactics, uhat Hess uas really 
after uas a synthesis of uhat he sau as the best ideas in both 
Cabet's communism and Fourierism. Such a synthesis, he urged, 
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uould be perfectly compatible uith Young Hegelianism. 
In three articles in Einundzuanziq Bogen (entitled 
"Philosophie der Tat", "Sozialismus und Kommunismus", and 
ses Hess, articles in Schueizerischer Republikaner, 
ril-july 1843; Sozialistische Aufsa*tze (ed. Zlocisti), 45. Mo apr 
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"Die eine und ganze Freiheit"), Hess tried to carry out his 
programme of constructing a neu socialist theory based on 
the ideas of Fourier, Cabet, Bruno Bauer, Feuerbach and 
Ueitling. There uas one important additional influence on 
his thought: Proudhon's critigue of private property in 
Qu'est-ce que la propriete? Ho probably met Proudhon in 
person before leaving Paris; at any rate he seems to have 
been convinced during the spring of 1843 that Proudhon had 
to some degree anticipated him in combining the best of com­
munism and Fourierist libertarianism, and, follouing Proud­
hon, he nou christened his theory 'anarchism'.4 6 His ar­
ticles uere aimed at a German audience sympathetic to Voung 
Hegelianism. Reiterating the conclusion that several leading 
figures in the Young Hegelian movement had already articu­
lated, he stressed the need for 'critical' philosophy to 
descend from the realm of ideas and do something practical 
to renovate European society. A neu 'philosophy of action' 
uas required, he claimed, and political journalism uas not 
enough. His basic argument uas that it uas necessary to 
transform not merely the state but society as a uhole, and 
consequently Young Hegelianism had to broaden its horizons 
from political radicalism to a neu concern uith 'the social 
problem', Hou could post-Hegelian philosophy be applied to 
practical guestions like poverty, unemployment, and factory 
46, Hess, "Philosophie der Tat", l o c cit. 
labour? He set out to answer this by showing, firstly, that 
emancipation from religious dogmas and the achievement of 
political liberty fell far short of fully liberating the 
human personality, and secondly, that an 'anarchist' society 
promised genuine liberation from the repressive social bonds 
uhich he believed currently held the majority of uorking 
people enchained.^7 
Hess' reasoning uas strongly influenced by Fourier 
and Proudhon. This uas particularly evident in his article 
"Sozialis J S und Kommunismus", a revieu-essay inspired by 
Lorenz von Stein's Per Socialismus und Communismus des heuti-
qen Frankreichs. Although he had some kind uords for the 
author's pioneering labours as a collector of factual infor­
mation about French socialisms, he considered that von Stein, 
as a 'middle-of-the-road Hegelian', possessed no real under­
standing of the aims and argument of the French left. He 
had failed to comprehend that freedom entailed the total 
liberty of the individual in the realms of religion, politics 
and social life, and that true eguality must be premissed on 
total liberty. 'Anarchy' uas the label that Hess, following 
Proudhon, gave to this ideal of total liberty combined with 
total equality; it could only be arrived at, he emphasised, 
by destroying the state and abolishing private property, be­
cause only then uould oppression end and labour become 
voluntary and enjoyable. 
Hess uas confident that his goal of an anarchist 
community uas no Utopian dream. He believed that he could 
demonstrate it uas the logical outcome of the path uhich 
human history had been follouing since the late eighteenth 
century. His 'demonstration' took the form of an account, 
in the tradition of Hegel's lectures on the philosophy of 
history, of hou the course of history uas a 'march touards 
freedom'. The French Revolution, he suggested, had made a 
good start to the process of emancipation, but the kind of 
society it had created uas still very imperfect: egoism 
uas rampant, and so the tyranny of individualism had merely 
replaced that of monarchism. In his opinion — (and here the 
influence of German Romanticism on his Young Hegelianism uas 
apparent) — this egoistic individualism, although a charac­
teristic feature of modern life, uas at odds uith man's 'true' 
nature, uhich uas essentially altruistic and co-operative, 
in a uord, social. The unfortunate result uas that modern 
man uas constantly torn betueen tuo incompatible modes of 
behaviour: the ruthless self-assertion of his personal in­
terests uhich uas required by his need to survive in a highly 
competitive society, and his innate desire for friendship, 
co-operstion, and a sense of community uith his fellou human 
beings. Modern man uas thus rent by a 'dualism' in his very 
nature, and Hess considered that no further progress touards 
freedom could be made until this split personality uas healed. 
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Granted the validity of Hess' claim that the oat-
terns of social behaviour imposed by modern civilisation uere, 
in a fundamental uay, at odds uith 'true' human nature., it 
uas easy to see uhy he vieued religious tolerance and poli­
tical democracy as •illusory1 freedoms: 'real1 freedon, on 
his premisses, uould only be possible uhen the tension betueen 
uhat man really uas and uhat society forced him to be had been 
overcome. The principal task of social reconstruction, he 
argued, uas to devise a community in uhich this 'dualism1 in 
the human character uould be harmoniously resolved. His 
ansuer uas to combine the virtues of Fourier's phalansteries 
and Proudhon's stateless federation of decentralised communes. 
The crux of the matter, he asserted, uas to detect and abolish 
those things uhich uere perverting human nature. He pointed 
to three: religion, the state, and private property. All 
these, he claimed, stunted human creativity or hampered co­
operation. If they uere removed, then the anguish of modern 
man's fragmented personality uould be soothed, and he uould 
be released from the relentless pressure to compete against 
his fellou-men. This being so, he concluded, there uould no 
longer be a fundamental antagonism betueen the individual's 
private interests and those of the community as a uhole, and 
there uould be no need for institutions, like the police and 
the judiciary, designed to curb individual self-development. 
The truth of the matter uas that the modern state uas a re­
pressive mechanism created to hold in check by force the 
aggressive, anti-social behaviour instilled by modern com­
merce and industry funded on private property. The state 
and capitalism uere inextricably linked: they uould have to 
be destroyed together. 4 9 
Hess believed that some progress touards 'anarchy' 
had been made since the French Revolution, but as yet only 
in the realm of ideas. Fichte's atheism and Babeuf's com­
munism uere tuo steps forward, although both men's achieve­
ments uere negative: they merely pointed out the inadequacy 
of religious orthodoxy and the political status quo uithout 
offering much that uas constructive. Saint-Simon, Fourier 
and Hegel had each made valuable contributions too, develop­
ing the theory of freedom and applying it to social questions, 
but in each case their uork uas vitiated by a strong conser­
vative strain uhich had to be excised. Proudhon had made a 
preliminary synthesis of atheism, libertarianism and the 
egalitarian communism of Babeuf and Cabet, refining the ex­
isting critiques of the state and private property. So on 
the level of theory most of the elements of a comprehensive 
assault on the dominant illusions of contemporary society 
had been assembled. Uhat uas still needed uas a theorist 
uho could bring them together into a systematic social philo­
sophy, drawing on German post-Hegelian philosophy as uell as 
French socialism. Hess fancied this uas the task he might 
fulfil. He called the nascent social theory a neu 'philosophy 
of action' and considered that as soon as it had been worked 
out in full the Young Hegelian movement should undertake a 
uhole-hearted campaign to educate the uorkers in its prin-
ciples. 
Like that of Proudhon, Hess' solution to the 'social 
problem' uas essentially an ethical one. He elaborated in 
abstract terms uhat features a 'just' society should possess 
in order to be fully in accord uith the best in human nature, 
and assumed that tuo things had to be done in order to trans­
form this vision of a neu moral order into reality: educate 
the uorking class to espouse the anarchist ideal, and des­
troy the existing ideologies and institutions uhich formed 
a barrier to its establishment. There uas, at this time, no 
economic dimension to Hess' socialism, nor uas it rooted in 
any kind of concrete analysis of social forces in French, 
German or English society. It uas, indeed, a paradigm of 
uhat Marx and Engels uere later to dismiss scornfully as 
'utopianism'. But it did incorporate some key ideas and 
insights of the more important French socialist theorists, 
Cabet, Fourier and Proudhon in particular, thus providing 
Hess' readers (uho uere to include Marx and Engels uhen 
Einundzuanzig Bogen uas eventually published in October 1843) 
uith a handy 'bridge' betueen Young Hegelianism and French 
socialism. Most significant of all uas Hess* claim that the 
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deepest roots of the malaise afflicting contemporary Euro­
pean society uere the oppressive institutions of the state 
and private property, and that only a profound social trans­
formation uould cure the 'dehumanisation1 caused by this 
oppression. 
Hess had posed some fundamental problems. Uere 
political reforms essentially irrelevant to the issue of 
human freedom if they stopped short of dismantling the state? 
Uas the institution of private property a fundamental ob­
stacle to further progress touards a just and egalitarian 
society? Hou far-reaching uould a revolution have to be if 
it uas to have any real success in curing the sickness of 
modern man? Sooner or later Marx and Engels uould have to 
come to terms uith these questions. 
Uhile Hess uas sketching his proposed synthesis of 
post-Hegelian philosophy and French anarchism, Marx had re­
turned to the Rhineland from Holland, married his fiancee 
Denny von Uestphalen, and settled daun in his father-in-lau's 
residence at Kreuznach for a summer of study. He had nou 
three grand intellectual projects. One uas to re-evaluate 
Hegel, and set doun on paper his criticisms of Hegel's philo­
sophy of lau and the state. This he did in a manuscript 
essay entitled Contribution to the Critique of Hegel's Philo­
sophy of Lau uhich extended the attacks on the Prussian re­
gime uhich he had made in his Rheinische Zeitunq articles to 
a uork on the uriter he nou took to be the arch-ideolcgue of 
that regime. His manuscript took the form of a detailed 
commentary on part of Hegel»s Grundlinien der Philosophic 
des Rechts. It uas frequently obscure and repetitive, a 
series of remarks about and musings on Hegel's text rather 
than a uorked-out argument, but it reveals that he had be­
gun to rethink his political philosophy radically. In par­
ticular, he uas concerned to revise his attitude to the 
state, sketch his ideas on constitutional guestions, and 
define his position on private property.^1 
His second study project at Kreuznach uas the one 
on uhich he spent most time: reading extensively in Euro­
pean, and especially French, history. He read nearly tuo 
dozen historical uorks, over a third of uhich uere about 
France, while others covered English, German, Venetian, 
Suedish and North American history. As far as France was 
concerned, he was most interested in the French Revolution, 
the Restoration Monarchy, and the Revolution of 1830, The 
authors he read included Chateaubriand, Ranke and Thomas 
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Hamilton. 
Marx's third line of inguiry uas political theory. 
He worked carefully through tuo classics of the French En­
lightenment: Rousseau's Du contrat social and Montesguieu's 
De l'esprit des lois. and took a look at Machiavelli's 
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Commentaries on Livy. But the books on political theory 
uhich intrigued him the most uere those by French socialists 
uhich he had borroued from Hess the previous uinter buz put 
off reading thoroughly at the time because of the pressure 
of uork as a neuspaper editor. He nou uent through Proudhon's 
Qu'est-ce gue la propriete? again, Cabet's V/oyaqe en Icarie. 
and prooably Considerant's Destinee sociale. the first tuo 
volumes of uhich had been published and provided the most 
lucid and coherent introduction to Fourierism then available. 
He also took the chance to catch up on the uritings of the 
Young Hegelian friends in Suiss publications like Ruge's 
Anekdota, uhich contained Feuerbach's "l/orlaufige Thesen zur 
Reformation der Philosophie", and the Schueizerischer Repub­
likaner , uhich included Engels' articles on England and Hess' 
53 
on French socialism. 
Several themes recurred in Marx's jottings on Hegel's 
political theory. One uas a repudiation, from an empiricist 
standpoint, of Hegel's speculative approach to lau, politics, 
and history. Utilising the technique of 'transformative 
criticism' proposed by Feuerbach in his "Vorlaufige Thesen", 
he attacked Hegel's theory of the state as a verbal "mystifi­
cation" in uhich, by a logical sleight of hand, Hegel had at 
53, Ibid. Marx's notes on these French socialist authors, 
if ho made any, have been lost, but the fact that he 
looked at these uorks can be deduced from hi3 letter to 
Ruge, uritten at Kreuznach in September 1843, included 
in "Ein Briefuechsel von 1843", Deutsch-Franzosische 
Jahrbucher, MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 572-575; MECU, 3, pp. 
141-145. 
first glance "demonstrated the irrational to be absolutely 
rational". Uhat Hegel had tried to do, he decided, uas to 
prove that the modern (Prussian) state uas a logical develop­
ment from and complement to contemporary social institutions 
like the family. In his judgement this attempt had failed 
dismally: Hegel's supposed "logical development" uas a 
"sheer pretence" based on an aritifical distinction betueen 
'civil society' and the state, and bolstered by a teleological 
vieu of history uhich uas a-prioristic, schematic and unwar­
ranted. He still thought Hegel's intentions uere honourable 
-- the Hegelian theory of history uas designed to vindicate 
'freedom' — but, unfortunately, it had ended up in practice 
as an apologetic rationalisation for the non-democratic 
nature of the modern state. The "organic unity" uhich Hegel 
had ostensibly shoun to exist in constitutional monarchies 
like France and Prussia uas as much an illusion as the logical 
pattern he had imposed on the course of modern history. In 
short, in Marx's opinion Hegel's conclusions uere fallacious, 
54 
and his speculative methodology shoddy. 
He joined to this repudiation of Hegel's apologia his 
oun analysis of the modern state's more reprehensible feat­
ures. Repeating in the main the ideas in his Rheinische 
Zeitung articles, he criticised the pouer of government 
bureaucracies, the pouerlessness of elected representatives 
54. "Aus der Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie", loc 
cit,, MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 439-448; MECU, 3, pp. 33-40. 
in a constitutional monarchy, and the disproportionate poli­
tical influence uielded by uealthy property ouners. He also 
stressed the unsatisfactory situation of the individual citi­
zen. The ordinary man, he argued, uas isolated from public 
affairs and his life uas regulated by laus decreed by an 
alien power over uhich he had little or no control. He uas 
therefore a non-political being uith no sense of personal 
involvement in a democratic community. Moreover, if he uas 
poor, he uas not only deprived of political rights but his 
very status as a human being uas denied. Marx concluded that 
there uere tuo main problems uith the modern state: its un­
representative character, and the separation of politics 
from social life. Both these faults had to be removed if 
government and the lau uere genuinely to reflect public opin­
ion and the state uere to be founded on the democratic prin-
5 5 
ciple of popular sovereignty. 
Though he found the realities of contemporary poli­
tical life unsavoury and Hegel's model state a delusion, 
Marx uas still convinced that modern government could be 
reconstructed satisfactorily. Faithful to the Young Hegel­
ian method of criticising the status quo in the light of 
liberal ideals, he contrasted the Prussian regime uith a 
"genuine state" based on representative democracy and univer­
sal suffrage. A parliamentary government of this type, he 
55. Ibid. MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 494-499; MECU, 3, pp. 77-81 
claimed, uould ensure that laus and policies reflected 
"public consciousness", and a decentralisation of adminis­
trative pouer uould make for mass involvement in the day-to­
day details of public affairs. He believed that in order to 
overcome the divorce betueen 'the state' and 'the people', 
"intermediary communities" should be recreated, by uhich he 
presumably meant that a considerable degree of pouer had to 
be placed in the hands of elected regional and local councils. 
This, he seems to have felt, uould — uhen added to electoral 
reform on the national level — ensure that every commune 
(village, small toun, or section of a city) uould possess the 
vital sense of running its oun affairs. Ordinary men, uork-
ing together in relatively small social groups, uould at long 
last have control over their oun lives, and -- uhat uas 
equally important -- be fully conscious of this freedom. 
Universal suffrage, he uas convinced, uas the key to solving 
the 'alienation' of the average citizen from politics and 
the state: it uould bridge the present chasm betueen social 
life and public affairs (or, to put it in the Hegelian lan­
guage uhich he still employed, betueen 'civil society' and 
5 6 
'the political state 1 ) . 
Most of Marx's ideas in this manuscript critique of 
Hegel uere the product of his oun reflections on his exper­
ience as a political journalist and his acceptance of the 
56. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 541-544; MECU, 3, pp. 118-
121. 
principle of popular sovereignty uhich he had found in Rous-
s e a i J , s
 Du contrat social. In the main, his attack on Hegelian 
conservatism uas launched from the standpoint of a modified 
Rousseauean democratic liberalism. But there uas one impor­
tant aspect to his critique uhich derived not so much from 
Rousseau as from his reading of French socialists, in parti­
cular Proudhon. This uas his claim that private property uas 
inimical to "true democracy", a claim uhich marked his first 
substantial step on the path touards socialism. 
Apart from Proudhon's memoire, another uork uhich 
Marx read at Kreuznach led him to raise the issue of private 
property as highly relevant to the question of uhat consti­
tuted the best kind of political regime. This uas Hamilton's 
Man and Manners in North America, uhich he studied for infor­
mation about the uorkings of republican democracy in the 
north-eastern states. Bn the basis of Hamilton's account he 
concluded that a distinction had to be made betueen the real 
nature of a regime and the constitutional form in uhich this 
might be hidden. The North American Republic, he asserted, 
uas republican and democratic in form but not genuinely 
democratic in fact, because of the overuhelming influence in 
politics of men of property. In this respect, he considered, 
North America uas no better than Prussia, because in each 
case the 'political state' existed to serve the interests of 
property-ouners.^7 
57. "Kreuznacher Exzerpte, 1843", MEGA I, 1 (2), p. 135. 
Marx's opposition to private property uas on ethical 
grounds. The consequence of the de facto alliance of bureau­
crats and land-ouners monopolising political pouer, he ar­
gued, uas that in modern society a citizen had to possess 
property in order to possess political rights and in order 
to exercise any kind of choice concerning his future. The 
propertyless masses, disenfranchised, uere denied this free­
dom of choice; hence, he concluded, private property, since 
it effectively denied people control over their oun lives, 
uas fundamentally immoral. Moreover, he suggested (follow­
ing Proudhon), there uas no uay in uhich private property 
could be defended as a natural right: it merely existed as 
a contingent fact, lacking any ethical justification. In­
deed, nou that he came to guestion it, he uas puzzled to ex­
plain the historic purpose behind the institution at all. 
"The true basis of private property, possession,11 he com­
mented in tones reminiscent of Qu'est-ce gue la propriete'?. 
"is a fact and an inexplicable fact, not a right".^8 
There uas another uay, too, in uhich Marx's reflec­
tions on Hegel uere influenced by his first concerted study 
of French socialist literature. Proudhon and Considerant 
made him uonder, although only momentarily, about the adequacy 
of his ideal of a democratic state. He noted that several 
French writers had recently suggested that "in true democracy 
58. "Aus der Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie", 
MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 531; MECU, 3, p. 110. 
the political state is annihilated". He did not yet take 
this French anti-etatisme seriously. The idea of abolishing 
the state, he commented, uas correct only "insofar as the 
political state, as constitution, no longer passes for the 
uhole" — an obscure remark uhich apparently alluded to his 
belief that a parliamentary republic (based on universal 
suffrage and supplemented uith democratic local government) 
uould do auay uith a state apparatus monopolising political 
life. Unlike Hess, uho had met Proudhon in person and uho 
also kneu much more about Saint-Simonianism, he uas in no 
uay attracted to anarchism or inclined as yet to foresee the 
complete disappearance of governmental administrative mach­
inery. He simply uanted the control of this machinery to be 
uidely dispersed throughout the population,6^ 
These, then, uere the most interesting themes to 
emerge from Marx's confrontation uith Hegel's political theory. 
The exercise largely emancipated Flarx from the influence of 
Hegel's philosophy of lau, and marked the end of the Young 
Hegelian phase in his mental development. It uould be stretch­
ing the evidence too far to contend that Marx uorked out, in 
this manuscript, a neu political philosophy of his oun, es­
pecially as his line of thought uas so heavily dependent on 
Rousseau. Houever, reading betueen the lines, one can detect 
59, Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 435; FIECU, 3, p. 30. 
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a fairly coherent political theory forming in his mind. The 
following is a brief attempt to reconstruct the main argu­
ment. 
Marx, as ue have seen earlier, uas particularly in­
terested in the problem of the relations betueen the indi­
vidual citizen, the state, and the society as a uhole. He 
uas also committed to the ideal that a society should not be 
a fragmented collection of individuals pursuing their oun 
selfish interests but rather a community uhich somehou uould 
harmonise these individual strivings. He found the same ideal 
in both Hegel and Rousseau, uhich uas the main reason he paid 
so much attention to them. He uas initially sympathetic to 
Hegel, and even to the Prussian state, because Hegel's ideal 
state (uhich, according to Hegel, but not the Young Hegelians, 
the Prussian regime came close to realising in practice), uas 
a rational, free, ethical, lau-governed and orderly commu­
nity. Contrasting this ideal uith the reality of Prussia, 
houever, he concluded that the Prussian state in 1842-3 
uas in fact a Christian, semi-autocratic constitutional mon­
archy run by a pouerful bureaucracy receptive to the pres­
sure of vested interests, especially large landouners and 
wealthy businessmen. Neither its bureaucracy, Diets nor 
monarch lived up to Hegel's conception of them. In some uays 
it resembled a feudal regime because it claimed to be co­
extensive with society. The difference was that whereas a 
genuine feudal state uas a community, albeit an unfree one, 
the Prussian society, torn apart by conflicts between different 
social groups and thoroughly inegalitarian over property and 
political rights, uas neither a community nor free. The in­
dividual citizens and the state uere divorced from each other 
and mutually antagonistic. 
After reading Rousseau, Marx concluded that this 
state of affairs uas characteristic not just of Prussia but 
of European and North American society in general. The key 
problem of political theory and practice, he decided (fol-
louing Rousseau), uas the antipathy betueen 'civil society' 
(in uhich man operated as an egoistic individual) and the 
ideal of a free, harmonious, democratic political community 
(in uhich man uould act as a citizen, subordinating his pri­
vate interests to the good of the community as a uhole and 
co-operating uith his fellou-men on the basis of equality). 
The task to be solved, he reasoned, uas hou to create a 
modern, non-feudal, rational political community in uhich 
the tension betueen man as a self-seeking individual and man 
as a good citizen uould be overcome. Obviously, the neu 
community must be democratic, secular, and republican, but 
unfortunately these formal constitutional criteria uere, in 
themselves, insufficient. Gross inequalities and social prob­
lems could still exist in democratic republics as a result 
of the political pouer inherent in private property. So 
before the state could be transformed into a free, democratic 
community, both private property and the existing bureau­
cracy uould have to be abolished, or at least drastically 
curbed in their political influence. 
Marx seems to have sympathised uith Rousseau's ideal 
of direct democracy in a thoroughly decentralised society 
made up of self-governing communes, but, regarding this as 
impractical, he opted for representative democracy based on 
universal suffrage. As before, his paradigm of the poli­
tical/social community in uhich private and social interests 
harmonised uas the Greek city state. His model of a "genuine 
state" or "true democracy" uas the nearest he considered one 
could come to recreating this ancient kind of community in 
modern Europe. It offered the best chance, indeed the only 
chance, of curing the fragmentation and 'dehumanising' of 
the human personality uhich had been exacerbated by the bel-
lum omnium contra omnes characteristic of modern society 
since the French Revolution. In a "true democracy" the in­
dividual uould control his oun future, develop the social 
side of his nature, and creatively unfold the hitherto re­
pressed facets of his personality.^1 
Uhile Marx uas uorking on his critique of Hegel at 
Kreuznach in August 1843 he received a letter from his close 
friend Arnold Ruge, uho had moved to Paris to investigate 
the feasibility of publishing a Young Hegelian journal there, 
out of reach of the Prussian censors. The plan, uhich Marx 
and Ruge had sketched tentatively the previous spring, uas 
to create a successor to the Deutsche Jahrbucher. uhich uould 
61. Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 435-436; MECU, 3, pp. 30-31; 
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solicit contributions from French democrats and socialists 
as uell as Germans like Feuerbach and Bauer. Hopefully it 
uould find a readership among the radical intelligentsia of 
both countries and promote an exchange of information and 
ideas betueen French and German 'progressives*. Marx and 
Ruge uere to be joint editors, and hoses Hess (uho uent back 
to Paris uith Ruge) uould act as the chief contact betueen 
the journal's staff and its prospective French contributors. 
Ruge's letter to Marx reported on hou preparations for the 
neu publication, to be called the Deutsch-Franzo'sische Bahr-
bucher, uere progressing. He had bogun seeking out French 
socialists to try to interest them in the venture. Like 
Marx, he had just started investigating contemporary French 
socialist literature and had been impressed most by the urit­
ings of Pierre Leroux and Proudhon. He had tried to track 
the tuo Frenchmen doun in Paris, uith partial success. 
Leroux uas there, he informed Marx, but Proudhon had gone 
back to his home toun, Besancon. Remembering that Marx had 
judged Proudhon the most important French socialist a feu 
months before, Ruge kneu he uould be interested in hearing 
more about him, "Proudhon has produced a neu fat book", he 
scribbled in his letter, 
a formal system: Creation de l'ordre dans 
l'humanite, ou PrirTcipes d' organisation poli­
tique. The systematic and categorical side is 
very ueak, on the other hand he is radical even 
touards religion. He begins by denying reli­
gious truth, and calls all philosophy up to the 
present sophistry, uhich he contrasts uith 
science. I haven't yet read very much; I uould 
say though that his praxis is better than his 
logic and his superstitious belief in an ab­
solute systematology.k2 
Marx replied to Ruge's letter in September. He uas 
glad to hear that the publishing project uas beginning to 
take shape, and uas confident that it uould be a success 
since it fulfilled a "real need" at a time uhen there uas a 
uidespread desire for political reform but a lack of agree­
ment among reformers about practical details. No-one in the 
advanced liberal camp, he maintained, had an exact idea as 
to "uhat the future ought to be". This, houever, uas not 
the serious problem it might at first appear. The Young He­
gelians uere right not to "dogmatically anticipate the uorld" 
but rather to rely on "ruthless criticism of all that exists" 
as the sure means of establishing uhich features of the con­
temporary uorld uere uorth preserving as a foundation on 
uhich to build the neu one. He uas highly critical of all 
cut-and-dried remedies for contemporary problems, and ridi­
culed philosophers uho claimed to have "the solution of all 
riddles lying in their uriting-desks". In attacking a-priori 
dogmatism about political and social matters he clearly had 
in mind the Berlin Young Hegelian extremists uhose articles 
he had blue-pencilled, but he uas also thinking of the books 
he had just read by Ueitling and French communists like 
Cabet and Dezamy. "I am not in favour of raising any dog-
62. Arnold Ruge to Marx, 11/8/43; MEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 313-
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matic banner", he declared. "On the contrary, ue must help 
the dogmatists to clarify their propositions for them­
selves" . 6 3 
This disquisition on sectarianism led Marx to explain 
uhy he rejected communism as a "dogmatic abstraction". Ca-
bet !s and Ueitling's proposals uere much too extreme, he 
contended, because they had been formulated on the basis of 
one narrou idea: the repudiation of private property. Com­
munism uas, in fact, only one version of socialism, and, al­
though founded on a broadly humanistic outlook, it uas an 
expression of humanism uhich uas "still infected by its anti­
thesis — the private system". In short, communism uas one­
sided and inadequate, uhich uas uhy thinkers like Fourier and 
Proudhon had come up uith less extreme but more comprehensive 
alternatives. Marx uas thus much more sympathetic to the 
socialisms of Proudhon and Fourier than to the communism of 
Cabet, and he pointedly rejected "ready-made systems" like 
the Voyage en Icarie. He argued that one could support the 
abolition of private property uithout embracing communism, 
and affirmed his general acceptance of "the socialist prin-
64 
ciple" in the more moderate form given it by Proudhon. 
But he was still no uhole-hearted convert. 
63. Narx to Ruge, September 1843, in "Ein Briefuechsel 
von 1843", loc. cit., MEGA I, 1 (l), pp. 572-575; MECU, 
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vet even in the form g.ven it by the Fourierists and 
Proudhon, Marx informed Ruge, socialism uas incomplete as a 
'uorld-vieu'. "The uhole socialist principle", he urote, 
"is only one aspect that concerns the reality of the true 
human being." The socialists uere right to point out that 
poverty, unemployment, poor uages and atrocious uorking con­
ditions uere by-products of a social system founded on pri­
vate property. But they uere urong to think that these 
social problems uere at the root of every sickness assailing 
the modern uorld. Material matters uere certainly important, 
but the 'dehumanisation' of modern man had psychological and 
mental causes too uhich the socialists tended to neglect. It 
uas equally necessary, he affirmed, to denounce the reigning 
'orthodoxies' in religion, 'science', and politics. Indeed, 
these uere the more immediate and pressing problems to be 
dealt uith, and since the campaign against religious dogma 
uas already uell under uay, the issue of political reform uas 
next on the agenda. He therefore believed that the estab­
lishment of a democratic republic based on universal suffrage 
65 
should have primacy over other problems. 
Given this continuing commitment to parliamentary 
democracy, it is hardly surprising that Marx had no time 
for the vieupoint of "extreme socialists" uho considered 
political questions "altogether unuorthy of attention". He 
uas, in the fall of 1843, still v/ery far from sharing the 
65. Ibi,d, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 5 7 4 : MECU, 3, p. 143, 
anti-etatiste anarchism of Hess, Proudhon and some Fourier-
ists. These ideas, he felt, uere silly, impractical, and 
confined to a tiny minority, uhereas there uas potentially 
vast support for a campaign in favour of a representative 
system based on universal suffrage. In short, he uas more 
interested in creating a mass movement for political reform 
than in uorrying about the economic roots of the 'social 
problem'. 6 6 
So even if Marx thought of himself as a 'socialist' 
in September 1843 after reading Proudhon and Considerant, 
his commitment to their perspective uas at the most partial 
and lukeuarm. Only their critique of private property had 
made a substantial impression on him so far, apart from his 
sympathy uith their general humanitarian values. His last 
important piece of uriting before arriving in Paris thus 
revealed a republican democrat uho uas still rejecting com­
munism and affirming the primacy of reformist politics and 
intellectual criticism. It indicates that his Kreuznach 
readings and meditations uere not in themselves decisive in 
the evolution of his vieus auay from liberalism to a radi-
cal social philosophy. Before he reached Paris Marx had 
66. Ibid. MEGA I, 1 (l), P. 574; MECU, 3, p. 144. 
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interpretation suggested by S. Avineri in The Social 
and Political Thought of Karl Marx. Cambridge, Cam­
bridge O.P., 1968, uho claims that Marx uas already a 
"communist" uhen he urote "Aus der Kritik der Hegsl-
schen Rechtsphilosophie" at Kreuznach in the summer 
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taken one important step towards communism, but he still 
had a long uay to go. 
67. (cont'd) of 1843. Richard Hunt, in the best book 
on Marx's early political thought, The Political Ideas 
of Marx and Engels. I. Marxism and Totalitarian Demo^ 
cracy, 1818-1850, Pittsburg, U. of Pittsburg P., 1974, 
follous Avinori on this point. "Aus der Kritik der 
Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie", houever, is not the most 
lucid of documents and Marx's reasoning there is often 
tortured and ambiguous; the most it seems legitimate to 
drau from this manuscript is that Marx uas by this time 
committed to a belief in popular sovereignty and uni­
versal suffrage, and he recognised thai, vested inter­
ests (like the state bureaucracy or uealthy property 
ouners) could subvert the popular uill even in a demo­
cratic republic. Since the term is so vague, these 
might be sufficient grounds for calling him a 'social­
ist', especially as he apparently became prepared to 
accept this label in September 1843, But his letter to 
Ruge, uritten just before he left Kreuznach and hence 
after "Aus der Kritik", clearly repudiates 'communism'. 
By 'communism' Marx at this time meant the vieus ad­
vanced by Cabet, Dezamy and Ueitling (all of uhom agreed 
that all property should be made communal and that 
private enterprise should be completely abolished). I 
am using the term in Marx's sense, and am assuming that 
mere hostility to large landed estates and big business 
enterprises run on capitalist lines (an aversion shared 
by almost all socialists) does not automatically make 
a writer a 'communist'. There uas, incidentally, vir­
tually no economic content to Marx's embryonic 'social­
ism' in the fall of 1843. 
CHAPTER 4 
MARX AND FRENCH SOCIALISM. FALL 1843-SPRING 1844 
Marx's values uere still Romantic and his politics 
radical republican uhen he and his bride joined Ruge and Hess 
in Paris in October 1843. He uas looking foruard eagerly to 
meeting the French socialists uhose uorks he had perused at 
Kreuznach. In particular he hoped to see Pierre Leroux, the 
only one of these French theorists uho had shoun any inter­
est in contemporary German philosophy. Oust before leaving 
Germany he had begun dipping into Leroux's uritings, and had 
been favourably impressed; uriting to Luduig Feuerbach to 
solicit a critigue of Schelling for the projected Deutsch-
Franzosische Jahrbu'cher, he commented that the French social­
ist philosopher uas "gifted".''" He also expected to meet 
Lamennais (uhom Ruge thought uould contribute to the 3ahr-
bj/cher), Proudhon (uho periodically visited Paris on business 
trips), the revolutionary communist Dezamy (an acguaintance 
of Hess'), the leading Fourierist spokesman Considerant, 
Louis Blanc (uhom Ruge had already contacted), and possibly 
Cabet (for uhom Hess had great admiration). As ue have seen, 
Marx uas most sympathetic, in the fall of 1843, to the more 
1. Marx to Feuerbach, 3/10/43; MEGA I, 1 (2), pp. 316-317; 
MEGA, 3, pp. 349-351. 
moderate of these thinkers, especially Leroux, Proudhon and 
Considerant, and still rather hostile to the "dogmatism" of 
communists like Dezamy and Cabet. 2 
The initial impact of French socialism on Marx after 
his arriv/al in Paris uas indirect, through the medium of 
Floses Hess. Heruegh's collection, Einundzuanzig Bogen. had 
finally rolled off the press in Bctober, and so he could nou 
read Hess 1 articles advocating a synthesis of Young Hegelian 
philosophy and French social thought. He spent long uinter 
evenings arguing uith Hess about the latter's 'anarcho-commu-
nist' blend of the vieus of Cabet, Fourier and Proudhon, and 
his insistence on the need for a social rather than poli­
tical revolution. Although Hess uas a German, his philosophy 
uas, apart from a certain debt to LJeitling, mainly French in 
its sources. So Marx obtained, from Hess' articles and con­
versation, a foretaste of the menu he uas soon to discover 
first-hand in the Parisian cafes. Before reaching Paris he 
had not really been convinced of the immediate relevance of 
socialist ideals to his Young Hegelian political programme. 
Hess convinced him that French socialism uas pertinent to 
day-to-day political problems and uas much more than a body 
of interesting but extravagant speculations. French social­
ists, Marx nou recognised, detected the same evils and problems 
2. Flarx to Ruge, September 1843, in "Ein Brie f uechsel", loc. 
cit., MEGA I, 1 (1), PP. 572-575; MECU, 3, pp. 141-14^. 
3. Einundzuanzig Bogen aus der Schueiz (ed. Georg Heruegh), 
op. cit. 
in European society as the Young Hegelians, and several 
French uriters seemed to be looking for a similar solution: 
a neu kind of just society uhere the isolation of the indi­
vidual uould be overcome. 
The practical task uhich confronted him in Paris uas 
that of converting Ruge's plans for a Franco-German review 
into reality. Ruge's efforts to gather French contributors 
had so far met uith little success, and he soon fell sick, 
leaving the editorial uork to Marx. Marx's first job, there 
fore, uas to establish a firm list of contributors to the 
proposed journal. He issued invitations to staluarts of the 
Schueizerischer Reoublikaner like Heruegh, Engels and Hess, 
to the poet Heine, uhom he met in Paris and uith uhom he im­
mediately struck up a friendship, and to the German philoso­
pher uhose uork he admired at the time more than any other, 
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Luduig Feuerbach. Except in Feuerbach's case, he had feu 
problems uith his German contributors — indeed, they provi­
ded more than enough material for the tuo volumes of the 
Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbu'cher that uere eventually pub­
lished the next spring. The difficulty uas uith the French. 
Marx presumably called personally on as many left-uing French 
writers as he could locate in Paris, but unfortunately ue 
have insufficient evidence to determine precisely uhom he sau 
Proudhon, uho uas out of toun, he did not meet at this time, 
4. Marx to Feuerbach, 3/10/43, loc. cit 
and it is doubtful that he sau Cabet, uho uas preoccupied 
uith the development of Icarianism in Lyon and Toulouse and 
uas probably therefore not in Paris. On the other hand, he 
certainly met Louis Blanc, uho initially received him uarmly, 
promised him an article, and gave him permission to use his 
house as a foruarding address for foreign correspondence.5 
He also visited the offices of Democratie pacifique, the 
Fourierist daily uhich had begun publication the previous 
August uith Considerant1s trenchant Manifeste de la Demo­
cratie pacifigue: Principes du socialisme; and since Consi­
derant uas himself in Paris engaged in editorial uork for the 
paper Marx may have made his acquaintance. As ue have seen, 
Flarx had probably already read one of Considerant1 s earlier 
book-length accounts of Fourier's system; he nou received 
from the pages of Democratie pacifique a better idea of hou 
some of Fourier's disciples hoped to implement their mas­
ter's vision. 6 As for Leroux, ue cannot be sure that Marx 
sau him in person, but the circumstantial evidence makes it 
seem likely: Ruge had already contacted Leroux, uho spent 
at least part of his time in Paris, Marx uas anxious to meet 
him, and some tuo decades later (in the early days of the 
First International) Marx still regarded him uith especial 
5 . Marx to Bulius Frobel, 21/11/43; UERKE, 27, pp. 422-
423; MECU, 3, pp. 351-353. 
6. Karl Plarx & Arnold Ruge, untitled letter to the editor, 
Democratie pacifique, no. 133, 11/12/43, p. 3.; MECU, 
respect and affection.7 Lamennais had already been contac­
ted by Ruge, and Marx uas unsympathetic to his religious 
outlook, so it is possible that he had neither the desire 
nor need to look him up — at any rate, there is no ev/idence 
that he uas influenced by Lamennais1 brand of Christian so­
cialism. Dezamy Marx may not have bothered uith: he uas 
hostile to Dezamy's crude egalitarianism and regarded him 
more as an agitator and pamphleteer than a social philoso-
Q 
pher. From uhat can be deduced from the scanty evidence, 
then, it uould seem reasonable to conclude that the first 
three French socialists Marx had discussions uith in Paris 
uere Louis Blanc, Pierre Leroux, and Victor Considerant. 
Together they exerted a significant influence on the uay in 
uhich his thought evolved in these crucial months. Their 
influence uas due in part to the fact that he happened to 
meet them (or read their uritings) a t a time uhen his ideas 
uere in a state of flux and he uas consciously searching for 
a neu system of thought to replace his recently discarded 
Hegelianism. But it uas not just a matter of chance. Marx 
already suspected that French socialism might be uorth ex­
ploring further, and the men uhose minds he first chose to 
7. In June 1866 Marx nominated Leroux (then an exile in Lon­
don) as a member of the Central Council of the Interna­
tional Uorkingmen1s Association ('First International'): 
meeting of the Central Council of the I.U.A., 12/6/66, 
Minutes of the General Council of the I.U.A., vol 1 
( 1 S 6 4 - 6 6 ) , Moscou, Foreign Languages Publishing House, 
n.d. (1967), p. 199. 
8. Marx to Ruge, September 1843, loc. cit. Marx retained 
this attitude to Dezamy and to Babouvian 'revolutionary 
communism' throughout his period of residence in Paris. 
investigate each had an immediate appeal for him. In differ­
ent uays their various philosophical and political positions 
uere guite close to his oun at the end of 1843. Politic­
ally, this uas especially true of Louis Blanc, the first 
Frenchman to exert a direct influence on Marx in Paris,. 
Marx found in Blanc a left-uing journalist uhose 
political strategy uas akin to that uhich he himself had re­
cently proposed to Ruge. Blanc uas also a historian. He had 
recently published his Histoire des dix ans, 183B-184B. and 
had begun research for a major uork on the French Revolution, 
the tuo-volume Histoire de la Revolution francaise, uhich uas 
• — J J 
g 
eventually published in 1847. This subject uas one uhich 
particularly intrigued Marx, uho had studied French history 
at Kreuznach and uas nou uorking his uay through some vol­
umes of Buchez' and Roux's huge compendium of parliamentary 
documents from the Revolution, the Histoire parlementaire de 
la Revolution francaise ou Journal des Assemblies Nationales."^ 
Rarx's reactions to Blanc uere mixed. He found him contemp­
tuous of German philosophy, uhich he regarded as pernicious 
metaphysical speculation, and unsympathetic to militant 
atheism, uhich he thought a tactical political error, given 
the current strength of clericalism in France and Germany. 
9. Louis Blanc, Histoire do dix ans. 1830-1840. Paris, 
Pagnerre, 1841; Histoire de la Revolution francaise (2 
vols), Paris, Librairie de Figaro,1847, 
10. P.B.B. Buchez & P.C. Roux (eds.), Histoire parlernen-
taire de la Revolution francaise. ou Journal des As-
semblges Nationales. depuis 1789 jusqu' en 1815, Paris, 
Paulin, 1834-38. 
There uas therefore no meeting nf mind*; betueen the t ) ..i..n 
on these topics, but Blanc uas uillinq to ir press nis .aung 
visitor uith his interpretation of the chancing nature cf t; 
French Revolution, and to expound the central themes •> " his 
celebrated pamphlet, L ' Urgan i s-: t i ...n du travail. 1 1 
Blanc probably influenced Marx in three main ' . . M y , ; , 
He reinforced his democratic ren ub 1 i c..mi cm , impressing on 
him the vital difference betueen toe ' ."Jacobin' social nomo­
cracy of the recently created neusnaner La Re forme, ao.i tr 
elitist, laissez-faire liberalism of the 'Girundin' moderat 
12 
on Le National. From this tioo on Marx uas convinced the 
democracy, to be genuine, had to have a social component, 
going beyond political formula' like ' rep r e o en ta t i ve govern 
ment' and 'universal suffrage 1. Secondly, Blanc orov okoo 
him uith a general scheme for understanding the sign:; icans 
of the French Revolution: he . ioued 1789 rss a 1 bo org. i r,' 
revolution sanctioning the emergence of a neu indi v i no j ! i s t. 
11. 
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and commercial society, and 1793 as an abortive attempt to 
heal the social uounds created by rampant laissez-faire. And 
third, Blanc deepened Rarx's presentiment that contemporary 
Europe uas going through a profound period of crisis from 
uhich some equally profound transformation of political and 
social life must needs emerge. 
I n L'Organisation du Travail Blanc offered a three-
level analysis of the crisis he perceived in Erench society 
•I T 
— it uas, he claimed, at once social, economic, and moral. 
That Erench society uas disintegrating uas, Blanc maintained, 
obvious to the casual observer: there uere extremes of 
opulence and poverty, the louer classes barely eked out a 
miserable subsistence-level existence, the upper classes 
lived in continual fear of social disorder and louer-class 
violence, civil uar uas imminent, a d that pillar of tradi­
tional social organisation, the family, uas in demise. The 
beginning of this slide into decadence, thought Blanc, could 
be pinpointed uith precision: the Revolution of 1789 had 
opened a floodgate, releasing a uave of social change uhich 
uas rapidly destroying the old order. 1789 uas for Blanc 
above all a bourgeois revolution: the political changes of 
1789-92 alloued the French bourgeoisie to imitate their Eng­
lish counterparts and set France along the painful road of 
laissez-faire industrial capitalism, thus commencing a 
13. L'Organisation du travail, np t | cit. On Blanc, see Leo 
Loubero. Louis Blanc: His Life an.d His Contribution to 
the Rise of French Jacobin Socialism, Evanston, (\lorth-
uestern L). P ., 19 61. 
commercial duel uith England uhich could only end uith the 
ruin of one country. Since 1789, he admitted, several at­
tempts had been made (in 1793, under the Empire, and in 
1 8 1 6 ) , to slou or reverse this revolutionary process, but 
in vain; the transformation uas "rooted in the depth of the 
social body", and 1830 had demonstrated that the reign of 
the bourgeoisie could not be prevented by the privileged or­
ders of the ancien regime. But if the bourgeoisie remained 
in pouer, he added ominously, they uould soon reduce France 
to the sorry state of modern Britain, He painted a dismal 
picture of industrial England, drauing on the uritings of 
Sismondi to explain hou laissez-faire capitalism had produced 
in England extreme inequality of incomes betueen classes, 
cycles of overproduction and unemployment, and a desperate 
drive to establish colonies as sources of the rapidly de­
pleting rau materials incessantly devoured by mechanised in­
dustry. 
Thus in Blanc's eyes the contemporary social crisis, 
uhile it had a political dimension, uas rooted in economic 
change. Since 1789, he argued, the economic frameuork of 
French social life had become capitalist, or, to put it another 
uay, France had become a commercial society in uhich all 
transactions uere governed by the economic laus of competi­
tion in a free market. Undoubtedly the neu economic regime 
had produced great uealth for the entrepreneurs but for the 
country as a uhole it had been a disaster — it had brought 
monopolies and high prices, machinism and declining uages, 
overproduction crises, colonial conflicts, and, uorst of all, 
a perpetual conflict betueen the interests of industry and 
agriculture. In short, France uas undergoing a severe eco­
nomic crisis uhich uould have to be solved before there uould 
be any hope of healing the uounds inflicted by 1789 and 1830 
on French society. 1 4 He pushed this analysis a stage fur­
ther. Both the social and economic crises, he suggested, uere 
ultimately manifestations of an even more fundamental trauma. 
The very values upon uhich traditional France had been built 
uere being undermined. 1789 and 1830 symbolised the triumph 
of the philosophy of egoistic individualism cultivated by 
the philosophes and developed to its logical conclusion by 
the British political economists Ricardo and Flalthus. The 
commercialisation of French social life meant that Frenchmen, 
in order to survive in a mercilessly competitive jungle, 
uere being forced to defend ruthlessly their oun particular 
interests at the expense of their neighbours. In spite of 
themselves, they uere gradually adopting the values of the 
entrepreneur. It uas not so much industry as commerce uhich 
Blanc abhorred: competition, he averred, bred misery and 
moral decadence, because it destroyed the natural harmony 
and co-operation uhich ought to exist betueen men and reduced 
them instead to the ethical level of uild beasts. 
For Blanc, the liberalism of the revolutionaries 
of 1789 — the liberalism of Fnlightenment thinkers like 
Montesquieu and Smith — uas essentially an ideo-
gical justification of commercial capitalism. As such it 
uas diametrically opposed to the social Jacobinism he de­
tected in Robespierre and babeuf and to the 'utopian' so­
cialism of Morelly and Manly, uhom he regarded as his intel­
lectual mentors. He believed he shared uith these precur­
sors of his 'Jacobin socialism' a desire for a harmonious, 
egalitarian society based on co-operation. This society 
uould be above all a co.mnun i ty, a moral order in accorJ uitn 
natural lau. Economically, it unulu exclude competition --
there uould be a federation of producer co-operatives, ini­
tially state-created and state-run, later more independent 
but still regulated by central uorkshops control!inp produc­
tion in each branch of industry. His vision of an id•..11 
society uas thus opposed to Man hector liberalism on three 
vital counts: it favoured governmental pa ternalisin, it re­
pudiated free competition, and it auhorrcf egoistic indi­
vidualism. 1 5 
Marx uas thoroughly sympathetic to place's >ir,.; 1 v. is 
of the moral roots of the contemporary social crisis, .ou 
to his desire for a neu social com* ,un i uy t.asod on f r.: tt r;.a 1 
co-operation. He uas net out. off ;>y too implicit st-it: 1 
Hlanc's proposals for .lovoriit.. m-csntrsi i<-* sci.i! oil- .:• : 
and a centrally olonoeo crnnco'. c : y: 
ism had left him syms.it ho t. ic ts -. -: 
that it uas a democratic one based on popular souereigaty, 
representative government and universal suffrage. Uhat did 
initially shake him uas Blanc's hostility to liberalism. 
fiarx had started his political career as a liberal, 
edited a liberal neuspaper for the Rhineland business com­
munity, and had aluays assumed that the main trouble uith 
the Prussian state uas that it uas insufficiently liberal. 
Even at Kreuznach he had regarded himself as a liberal — a 
left-uing liberal, a republican democrat, to be sure, but 
nonetheless still a liberal, uho demanded, first and fore­
most, a political revolution to create a genuinely democratic 
society. IMou Blanc — and Hess — forced him to recognise 
that the mere introduction of political democracy uould not 
suffice to cure the sickness of modern society. The French 
Revolution had implemented liberal principles, and the re­
sult had been a society permeated uith egoism, avarice and 
injustice. Reluctantly Marx had to admit that Blanc uas 
right — political democracy uas no panacea, and the demo­
cratic revolution uould have to be folloued by a social 
revolution reconstituting life upon a different moral basis. 
In short, he came to perceive that his Romantic ideal of a 
harmonious moral community uas at cdds uith his liberalism. 
As he had no intention oF abandoning his most cherished 
values, he retained his Romantic vision and sought in French 
socialism rather than German liberalism the political (and 
later, the economic) means of realising them. His commit­
ment to democracy remained a key part of his outlook, but 
from this time on he sau democracy as a means to a greater 
end and no longer an end in itself. He nou felt free to 
criticise the inadeguacies and pernicious consequences of 
limited, 'bourgeois' democracy, uithout giving up his alle­
giance to the principle of popular sovereignty. 
This second step of Marx's towards socialism — his 
repudiation of liberalism and his recognition of the need 
for social as uell as political transformation — is evident 
in the first article he urote in Paris: Part One of his 
Deutsch-Franzbsische Bahrbu'cher article, "On the jeuish Ques­
tion"."''^ "On the j'euish Question" uas actually tuo articles, 
not one; the tuo parts uere uritten at different times and 
represent different stages in Marx's intellectual evolution. 
The first part may uell have been begun at Kreuznach, but it 
must have been reuritten in Paris under the influence of Blanc 
and Hess, because Marx's thought even here had progressed be­
yond the position adopted in his letter to Ruge of the pre­
vious September. The article is too uell knoun to reguire 
a lengthy description here, but it uas obscurely uritten 
and has been often misunderstood, so a feu comments may be 
apposite. 
The title of "On the j'euish Question" uas misleading. 
In the first part of the article Marx uas concerned not merely 
uith the problem of J'euish emancipation, (the subject of a 
16. "Zur Zludenfrage, I", Deutsen-Franzosische Sahrbucher, 
Paris, 1844; MFGA I, 1 (1), pp. 576-599; MECU, 3, pp. 
146-168. 
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book by Bruno Bauer uhich had sparked his train of thought), 
but uith the uider issue of human emancipation — uhat it 
entailed, and hou it could be achieved. He posed the basic 
problem in much the same terms as had Schiller, Holderlin, 
Feuerbach, Rousseau and many others before him: given that 
recent history had uitnessed the disintegration of the human 
personality and an atomisation of human society, hou could 
a "truly human" nature be re-established in uhich the indi­
vidual uould be no longer divorced from his true self and 
from his fellou-men. His terminology uas derived from Feuer­
bach, but his ansuer uas indebted to Hess and Blanc. 
One of Plarx's main themes in the article uas that 
political liberation uas not enough, and that only genuine 
social emancipation uould permit the individual to become 
once again a "species-being", i.e., a free but integrated 
member of a democratic community akin to the ancient Greek 
polis. He uas vague about uhat he meant by social emanci­
pation, but he evidently desired the abolition of the con­
temporary society permeated uith egoistic individualism. If 
his remedy uas unclear, he at least made a more concerted 
effort to explain uhat uas uronq uith contemporary Europe. 
Here the influence of Blanc uas evident: the main thrusts 
of Marx's critique uere directed against the consequences of 
the French Revolution, and the values implicit in the revo­
lutionaries' most forthright ideological manifesto, the 
Declaration des droits de l'homme et du citoven (1791, re-
vised 1793). 
The French Revolution, he maintained, uas a bourgeois 
political revolution against feudalism. It successfully 
dissolved the feudal state and emancipated the bourgeoisie 
politically, but at the same time produced a serious split 
betueen socio-economic and political life. After the Revo­
lution the French state uas divorced from 'civil society', 
and educated Frenchmen simultaneously lived tuo separate 
lives: their political lives as citizens and their social 
lives as businessmen, artisans or members of the professions. 
The fragmentation of human nature thus appeared in France in 
terms of the split betueen man as homme and man as ci "oyen, 
a split uhich flarx claimed uas reflected in the various ver­
sions of the 0ec1 aration. He uas not hostile to the Revolu­
tion; he emphasised the importance of political liberty as 
a necessary step towards human emancipation, and he accepted 
that political rights had been achieved in principle during 
the Revolution once a secular, republican democracy based on 
universal suffrage had been created. But he distinguished 
betueen the "droits du citoyen" uhich the Jacobins (follou-
ing Rousseau) proclaimed at the most radical phase of the 
Revolution, and the "droits de 1'homme" uritten into the 1793 
Constitution and in his opinion implemented by the liberal 
revolutionaries. The "droits du citoyen", he maintained, 
17. Ibid, I1FGA I, I (1), PP. 597-599; MCCU, 3, pp. lbu-168. 
uere premissed on popular sovereignty and had to be exer­
cised in a community uith other men,i.e., they uere essen­
tially social rights; although advocated by the Jacobins 
(and also in some democratic republican states in North 
America), they had so far been rendered illusory in practice 
by economic inequality. This demonstrated that even in re­
publican democracies the lack of social emancipation rendered 
real political freedom impossible. Marx uas uholeheartedly 
in favour of such "droits du citoyen"; "droits de l'homme", 
on the other hand, he scathingly denounced as "the rights of 
egoistic man, of man separated from other men and the com-
.. „ 18 
munity". 
He devoted considerable space in the article to a 
close analysis of uhat he considered the four main "droits 
de l'homme": l'egalite, la liberte, la surete, la propriete. 
These, he argued, uere rights not of political man (the cit­
izen), but of commercial man (the bourgeois operating in 
•civil society'). Criticising the approach to liberty and 
eguality taken by the authors of the Declaration, he asser­
ted that the "droits de l'homme" uere premissed on a vieu of 
men as isolated monads, and sanctioned egoistic self-interest 
and anti-social behaviour. He also attacked the Declara-
tion' s emphasis on security and property uhich, he claimed, 
made the state into a coercive instrument in the hands of 
the bourgeoisie. The net effect of the Declaration, he 
concluded trenchantly, uas to make "every man see in other 
men not the realisation of his oun freedom but the barrier 
to it". For the bourgeois revolutionaries of 1789-93, he com­
mented, the egoistic, entrepreneurial personality uas e norm 
and an ideal, and the uorking model they had of society uas 
the mechanical theory of the social contract. Against this 
'atomistic' vieu of the individual and 'contractualist' vieu 
of society, he asserted that man uas naturally gregaricus and 
co-operative, a "species-being" uho aluays operated best in 
a social context and fulfilled himself uith the help of, 
and in harmony uith, other people. In a uord, for Marx the 
French Revolution had moulded man in the image of the bour­
geoisie, and another revolution uould be reguired to restore 
to man his "true", "natural", "social" nature. This revolu­
tion uould be political, but it uould have to be much more 
than merely political — it uould be a far-reaching social 
transformation because it uas impossible for man to be fully 
19 
emancipated uithin the existing "uorld order". 
This, though expressed in Feuerbachian language and 
strongly reminiscent of Rousseau in its desire to abolish the 
duality of man as homme and citqyen, uas a socialist vision, 
presupposing egalitarianism and co-operation. Flarx had 
abandoned liberalism and found a neu ideological framcuork 
for his Romantic ideals. His socialism uas, houever, still 
extremely cloudy, and as yet completely lacking in any eco­
nomic dimension. 
Betueen uriting the first part of the "3euish Ques­
tion" and the second, Marx became auare of the economic roots 
of the phenomenon of 'dehumanisation'. The second half of 
the article uas a reply to another piece by Bauer on Beuish 
emancipation, this time an essay in Einundzuanzig Boqen, In 
it Marx adopted Blanc's position that the contemporary moral 
and social crisis uas explicable only in terms of the spread 
of the capitalist ethic, uhich sau as the highest value the 
accumulation of money. Like Blanc, he came to see in the 
commercialisation of Europe the root cause of the fragmen­
tation of modern social life and the 'self-alienation' of 
2U 
the individual. By the time he came to pen this part of 
the "Qeuish Question", houever, Blanc uas not the only so­
cialist uho had influenced the direction of his thought. In 
his first feu months in Paris he developed a much closer re­
lationship of personal friendship and intellectual partner­
ship uith Moses Hess than he had uhen editor of the Rhein­
ische Zeitung. Throun together by their joint involvement 
in the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher, Hess and Marx uere 
evolving intellectually along similar lines, and discovered 
an exciting, if temporary, mental kinship. Hess told Marx 
as much as he kneu about the different French socialist and 
20. "Zur Qudenfrage, II", Deutsch-Franzosische Bahrbugher. 
Paris, 1844; MEGA I, 1 (1), pp. 599-606; MECU, 3, pp. 
168-174, 
communist theorists and sects, and the tuo men probably con­
tacted Pierre Leroux and Victor Considerant, the tuo French 
socialists (apart from Proudhon) uhom Marx most uanted to 
meet. There is a remarkable similarity betueen the ideas 
that Marx and Hess were committing to paper in the winter of 
1843-44; in particular the central theme of Hess' draft es­
say "Uber das Gelduesen" (uritten early in 1844 for the 
Oeutsch-Franzosische Gahrbucher but omitted through lack of 
space from the only (double) volume ever published) and of 
the second part of l...rx's "On the Oeuish Question" uas the 
same: an application of the Feuerbachian notion of reli­
gious alienation to 'money1, seeing this as the neu God of 
modern commercial society."1 Ue have no uay of knouing for 
sure uhich man hit on this idea first; possibly it uas a 
case of 'simultaneous discovery', possibly Hess uas the in­
novator; but at any rate it appears most likely that the tuo 
men discussed the issue together before either took up a 
pen. The crucial question is oot 'uho thought of it first', 
but 'uhy did they both suddenly become interested in finan­
cial and economic questions'? The ansuer uould seem to be 
the influence of Clone, Leroux and Considerant. 
Marx found in Leroux a thinker uhose values and in­
tellectual preoccupations uere rather similar to those re­
vealed by the manuscript critique of Hegel uritten at 
21. Moses Hess, "liber das Gelduesen", Rheinische jahrbu'eher 
zur GeselIschaftlichen Reform, 1845, vol 1, pp. 1-34; 
"SdaTlalistischo Aufsatze (ed. Zlocisti), pp. 158-187. 
Kreuznach. He uas, to start uith, the only French socialist 
in these years to shou any abiding interest in German Ideal­
ist philosophy. Although he probably had read little Hegel 
and had not folloued in detail the evolution of the Young 
Hegelian movement, Leroux kneu the uork of Kant, Fichte and 
Schelling — (he had recently uritten an article on the lat-
ter's celebrated reappearance at Berlin University in 1842) 
— and uas interested to hear more about current German phi­
losophical controversies. He uas himself a philosopher — 
in 1839 he had published a substantial uork, the Refutation 
de 11eclecticisme, attacking Victor Cousin, uhose highly in-
fluential system dominated French academic philosophy.' 
This book of Leroux's uas a leading manifesto of French Ro­
manticism and has been called the philosophical eguivalent 
of Hugo's literary ueapon, Mernani, a description uhich re­
veals a second feature of Leroux's outlook that strongly 
appealed to Marx: his Romanticism. Leroux, in fact, had 
translated Goethe's Uerther into French in 1829, and during 
the 1830s (after a brief spell in the Saint-Simonian move­
ment) had made the Revue Fncyclopedique (uhich he helped 
edit) one of the champions of French Romantic art and lit­
erary theory, uriting numerous articles explaining and de­
fending the uorks of Goethe, Byron, Chateaubriand, Senancourt 
22. Pierre Leroux, Refutation de 1 1 eclecticisme, Paris, 
Gosselin, 1839. 
and Sainr.c-BeuvG (among others). 
another thing Marx and Leroux found they had in com­
mon uas their interest in recent biblical scholarship, and 
their concern to define (and expose) the social role of the 
Christian religion. Leroux uas more sympathetic to reli­
gion than Marx, but he uas egually hostile to established 
versions of contemporary Christianity, like Roman Catnolicism 
and Lutheranism, uhich he characterised as "empty shells". 
He had devoted much time to an elaborate study of the rise 
and decline of the Christian Church, and had concluded that 
by the eighteenth century the Christian religion (uhich the 
Reformation had ultimately failed to regenerate) had lost 
its battle against the massed forces of rationalism, science 
and secularisation. Like Marx, Leroux uas fascinated by the 
conseguences for modern man of the Enlightenment and the 
French Revolution, the tuin forces of modernization uhich 
together had undermined and destroyed the feudal/Christian 
uorld. His attitude to the Enlightenment uas, like Marx's, 
ambivalent. Much of the phi1osophes' uork uas destructive, 
he argued; they uere responsible for articulating the modern 
ideology of utilitarian liberalism uhich justified the 
irresponsible egoistic individualism of the middle classes, 
23. Un Leroux, see Jack S, Rakunin, Pierre Leroux and the 
Birth of Democratic Socialism, Doctoral Dissertation, 
City University of Neu York (Ann Arbor, University 
Microfilms), 1973, and David 0, Evans, Le social.isme 
romantlnue: Pierre Leroux et ses contemporains, Paris, 
Riviere, 1948. The comparison betueen Leroux and Hugo 
uas made by Evans, op. ext., p. 56. 
concerned only to defend property, competition and their 
oun material self-interest. In short, Leroux, like Blanc, 
blamed the Enlightenment for the dominant value-system uhich 
sanctioned the commercialisation of modern France, a process 
uhich he too loathed and feared. On the other hand, he de­
tected in Rousseau's Contrat social. Condorcet's Esquisse, 
and the uritings of the Enlightenment 'utopian' socialists 
the germs of a neu philosophy, an alternative value-system 
appropriate to the neu social order uhich he believed uould 
eventually replace commercial capitalism, and singled out 
liberty, equality and human perfectibility as the key con­
cepts of this neu socialist ideology. In his oun uritings 
Leroux concentrated on the concept of equality, subjecting 
its evolution to historical analysis in one of his most im-
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portant books, De 1' egalite. Ultimately, despite his 
critique of facile Enlightenment optimism, he believed firmly 
in the progress of the human race touards a more just, freer, 
and more egalitarian society. In this respect he uas, not-
uithstanding his Romanticism, a child of the Enlightenment; 
indeed his fusion of Romantic and Enlightenment ideas and 
attitudes uas remarkably similar to Flarx's. Unlike his re­
lations uith Blanc, Flarx probably sensed that in Leroux he 
had found an intellectual equal uith uhom a meeting of 
minds uas possible. 
24. Leroux, De l'eqalite. Paris, 1838; nouv. ed., Boussac, 
Imp. de P. Leroux, 1948. 
Politically, Leroux uas a republican democrat uho 
had, in the 1830s, played a significant role in the So-
ciete des droits de l'homme. and indeed had helped formulate 
its programme of 1833 uhich championed universal suffrage 
and social reform. After the failure of republican insur­
rections in Paris and Lyon in 1834, he had become disillu­
sioned uith conspiratorial politics and had drifted auay 
from involvement in day-to-day political affairs, but his 
broad political allegiance had not changed. He nou stressed 
the inadequacy of mere political change, arguing that the 
malaise afflicting French society could not be overcoma un­
til a neu kind of organic community based on justice and 
equality uas created. This perspective fitted perfectly 
uith Marx's neu convictions. He agreed uith Leroux's dis­
missal of secret societies as childish and dangerous, sym­
pathised uith his Rousseauean ideal of a community based 
on popular sovereignty and the general uill (in uhich the 
divorce betueen the individual and society uould be over­
come), and echoed his repeated appeal to the notions of 
'solidarite' and 'communion' as the principles uhich uould 
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underlie the socialist society of the future. 
His conversations uith Leroux thus deepened and re­
inforced Marx's neuly acquired socialism, strengthening his 
intuition that socialism, not liberalism, uas the political 
25, Ibid., passim. Also, Leroux, De l'numanite (2 vols), 
Paris, Perrotin, 1840. 
movement uhich had correctly diagnosed the sickness of con­
temporary Europe and might cure it. Indeed Leroux offered 
Marx both a detailed and comprehensive critigue of the ills 
of modern society and a positive programme for remedying 
them. 
Ue have seen hou Leroux's critical analysis of lib­
eralism and Christianity harmonised uith Marx's oun. To 
this campaign against his intellectual opponents he joined 
a passionate moral denunciation of social injustice, attack­
ing bourgeois privileges, political ineguality, and poverty. 
Like Blanc in La Reforme (uhich Marx read at least occas­
ionally), Leroux stressed the need for immediate social re­
forms to alleviate distress among the uorst paid uorkers and 
the unemployed, and he argued repeatedly for educational 
schemes to combat ignorance and prejudice among the louer 
orders. Marx's exposure to the uritings and conversation of 
these tuo Frenchmen no doubt gave him a firmer grasp of the 
realities of poverty, crime and disease in the slums of Paris, 
uhich Hess probably also took him to observe in person. But 
it is one thing to be auare of poverty, crime and unemploy­
ment, and another thing to understand the causes of them. 
Hess could give Marx no explanation, uhereas Leroux could, 
or at least thought he could. Like Blanc he argued that the 
social crisis uas attributable to an economic crisis, and 
that poverty and unemployment uere inherent in the contem­
porary economic regime, 
and abstract, went beyond Blanc's in focussing on industrial­
isation and on the grouth of tuo neu, antagonistic classes: 
a uealthy 'plutocracy' and a mass of uage-slaves. The rela­
tionship betueen these tuo groups, he suggested, uas a kind 
of neu 'feudalism', and class conflict uas a necessary 
characteristic of the neu industrial economy so long as it 
uas run on capitalistic lines. Perhaps because of his Saint-
Simonian heritage, Leroux does not seem to have been hostile 
to factory industry per se, but he criticised the Saint-
Simonians for their faith in a managerial elite and for 
their vieu of the individual uorker as merely a cog in an 
industrial machine. The ansuer to uage-slavery, he sug­
gested, uas essentially no different to the socialist remedy 
for political and social injustice: democracy and eguality. 
This meant, in practice, uorkers' control of the factories 
and uorkshops in uhich they spent their lives. Leroux looked 
foruard to the eventual creation of a democratic socialist 
society, but in the meantime he supported the embryonic co­
operative movement and the press campaign of the republican 
left for political and social reform. Both his philosophical 
critique of contemporary society and his moderate, reformist 
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programme uere congenial to Marx at this time, 
26. Leroux, Be l'eqalite, op. cit., and his articles in 
Revue independante betueen 1841 and 1843, especially 
"De la ploutocratie ou du gouvernement des riches", 
Revue independante, t. 4 (sept 1842), pp. 513-596 & 
t. 5 (oct 1842), pp. 5-74. 
Marx and Hess read La Reforme and Leroux's Revue 
independante during the winter of 1843-44, but they also 
perused the Fourierist daily edited by Victor Considerant, 
Oemocratio pacifique. Marx even had a letter to the editor 
published in the paper in December 1843, announcing that he 
and Ruge had reason to hope that Lamartine and Lamennais 
uould both contribute to the forthcoming Deutsch-Franzc'sische 
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Jahrbucher." Almost certainly he approached Considerant for 
on article too. Uhether or not he met the Fourierist leader 
personally, he undoubtedly read his neuspaper, including the 
celebrated essay uith uhich it commenced publication: the 
Principes du social isme.^ The influence of this manifesto 
on Flarx uas profound; even as late as 1847 he used it to some 
extent as a model for the Manifesto of the Communist Party, 
and many of the themes of that document found their firot 
expression in Considerant's earlier pamphlet. Not that 
Marx assimilated Considerant1s ideas all at one go; on the 
contrary it uas not until •,ome months later uhen he began to 
27. Democratic pacifique, no, 133, 11/12/4 3, p. 3, 
2 8. Principes du sociaJisme: Manifesto de la Democratie 
pacifique, Paris, Democratie pacifique, 1843. This" 
pamphlet uas actually a reprint of the article uhich 
composed the first issue of the neuspaper, entitled 
"Manifesto politique et social de la Democratie paci­
fique", Democratie pacifique, no. 1, 1/8/43. A revised 
version, retitled Principes du socialisme; Manifeste 
de la democratie au XI Xv: s i eclo*. Paris, Librairie phal-
anst'erienne, 1847, uas pubJ ished some months before Marx 
urote his oun manifesto for the Communist League and al­
most certainly influenced the composition of this fa­
mous uork. By this time, houover, Marx's vieus uere 
fairly firm, uhereas he probably read the initial ver­
sion in Democratie pacifigue uhen most susceptible to 
the influence of Considerant. 
read Fourier himself that he became really enthusiastic 
about Fourierism. But Marx and Hess did find in the pages 
of Democratie pacifique much food for thought, and in par­
ticular a more detailed account of socialist economic thought 
than they had previously been exposed to. 
Considerant 1s socialism had a positive side and a 
negative side — the latter uas his scathing critigue of 
modern capitalist society, the former his package of reme­
dies. Both derived directly from Fourier, although Consi-
derant's analysis of the capitalist economy uent beyond 
Fourier and appears to have been considerably indebted to 
Sisrnondi. It seems that Plarx uas initially more impressed 
by the critical side of Considerant1s 'system than uith his 
'utopian' scheme for a counter-culture institutionalised in 
a netuork of 'phalansteries'. 
As painted by Considerant, the operation of the French 
economy uas thoroughly irrational and inhumane: it sucked 
thousands of men, uomen and children into uorkshops and 
factories and then periodically cast them out, jobless, to 
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starve in the streets. Unregulated capitalism had pro­
duced economic anarchy characterised by monopolies, high 
prices, huge profits, bankruptcies, unemployment, declining 
uages, and the pauperisation of the uage-earners. He pointed 
to the cycle of boom and slump uhich had become a feature of 
29. Victor Considerant, Destinee sociale, 3 vols, Paris, 
Librairie du Palais-royal, 1834-44, vol 1, p. 26. 
French economic life, and put foruard an underconsumption 
theory of periodical sales crises to account for the fluc­
tuations in price, uage and unemployment levels. Like 
Leroux, he emphasised the misery and bitterness caused among 
the louer classes by the neu commercial and industrial re­
gime; he too sau capitalism as a neu kind of feudal dicta­
torship in uhich the uorkers uere 'industrial serfs' uhose 
only hope uas to somehou break free from the exploitation 
to uhich their masters subjected them. Class conflict uas 
rapidly becoming more severe, and there uas a real danger 
of violent social revolution, he uarned, even suggesting that 
the time uas not far off uhen French society uould be reduced 
to tuo uarring classes: bourgeoisie and proletariat. 
Uhile he uas as hostile as Blanc and Leroux to the 
acquisitive and competitive values of the entrepreneur, 
Considerant, (in this respect going beyond Fourier uhose 
real hatred uas for commerce), attacked machinism as one of 
the chief evils uhich had caused the present crisis. The 
neu industrial technology, as employed by entrepreneurs in 
a market system, uas responsible for the extremes of uealth 
and poverty so evident in contemporary France. The central 
idea underlying the industrial revolution, he argued, uas 
to replace men by machines, but every invention uhich brought 
its ouners fresh profits brought at the same time unemploy-
ment to the uorkers it replaced. He posed in Destinee so­
ciale the simole guestion: uhat uould happen uhen machines 
had come to dominate the nroduction process? His ansuer uas 
that although machine-made goods uould be cheap and abun­
dant, there uould be no domestic market for them because 
the hosts of technologically unemployed uorkers uould be 
dying of hunger. The economy uould then collapse in an over­
production crisis of monstrous proportions. 3 0 Industrial 
capitalism uas therefore an absurd, self-destructive system, 
and the economic chaos experienced in France in the 1830s 
uas merely the beginning of a vast economic catastrophe. 
Before the crisis proceeded much further it uould likely 
engender civil uar and social revolution. 
The cataclysm could only be avoided, Considerant 
preached, if France voluntarily undertook a programme of 
peaceful, gradual social change along the lines suggested by 
Charles Fourier, Phalansteries, he claimed, uere the solu­
tion to the ills and evils urought by unrestrained competi­
tion: co-operative communities designed to harmonise con­
flicting interests and remould the social environment to 
accord uith human nature and allou man to develop all his 
capacities and fulfill all his desires. Fourier's (and 
Considerant' s) aim uas to create, in a phalanstery, a model 
society in miniature in uhich the full range of human pas­
sions uould find outlets, in uhich uork uould become joyful, 
and in uhich men uould have total freedom to cultivate their 
oun personalities. The goal uas, in short, total liberation 
and total fulfilment; the method uas to radically restruc­
ture human society to make it correspond for the first time 
ever to human nature (uhich fourier regarded as unchanging). 3 1 
Considerant*s vision uas socialist in the sense that 
it stressed freedom and co-operation as the basic principles 
of the neu society, but it uas not egalitarian (and hence 
not communist) — private property and private capital uould 
continue to exist, and the members of the phalansteries uould 
receive in return for their labour not egual pay but 'divi­
dends' based on the capital and skill they had contributed 
as uell as the number of hours worked. This feature of the 
system appealed to Marx at first — as ue have seen, he uas 
initially suspicious of communism and, like Proudhon, in-
senseu more by the abuse of private property than by the 
institutinn itself. As an crstuhile admirer of Condorcet 
he also found congenial Considerant's theory of progress: 
a division of the history of mankind into seven stages, the 
penultimate of uhich uould be a socialist society composed 
of co-operative communities, and the last a utopia in uhich 
31* Ibid, pass im. Principes du socialisme, op. cit. , p_as-
sim. (In Considerant, see Hubert Oourgin, Victor Con-
si der out, son onuvro, Paris, Imprimeries reunies, 
1909; Maurice Dommanget, Victor Considerant, sa vie, 
son oeuvre, Paris, editions sociales internationales, 
1929; Rondel Van Davidson, Victor Considerant: fourier-
ist. Legislator and Humanitarian, Doctoral Dissertation, 
Texas Tech, Univ. (Ann ArboT, University Microfilms), 
1970; George Kirchmann, Utopia and Reality: The Life 
and Social Theories of Victor Considerant, Doctoral 
Disser tat ion, City University of Neu York (Ann Ardor, 
University Microfilms), 1973. 
full social harmony uould be achieved. But these uere de­
tails uhich Marx paid more attention to later uhen he had 
become partially converted to Fourierism; uhat struck him 
most forcefully in the uinter of 1843-44 uas Considerant's 
attack on the compulsive irrationality of the entrepreneur's 
lust for uealth, and its deleterious social consequences. 
Considerant, even more than Blanc and Leroux, stimulated in 
Marx an interest in the economic content of French socialist 
theory,and convinced him that the 'dehumanisation' of modern 
man had an economic as uell as a moral and political aspect. 
Apart from pointing out that Considerant's economic 
analysis uas more sophisticated (or at least more detailed) 
than Leroux's, it is difficult to separate uhat Marx oued 
to each man. I suspect he assimilated Leroux's outlook more 
readily than Considerant's more sectarian ideology, but he 
derived from each Frenchman a general orientation touards 
social and economic problems and a neu interest in the in­
dustrial uorker. They both had a humanitarian, progres-
sivist philosophy of history, and Marx probably borroued from 
them the idea that the emancipation of the 'proletariat' uas 
the next stage in the onuard march of history and uould make 
possible the creation of a social community based on fra­
ternity, liberty and self-development, a community impos­
sible under commercial capitalism. Leroux and Considerant, 
too, based their visions of the future socialist society on 
this Romantic notion of a community capable of overcoming, 
the disintegration and oppression characteristic of center-
porar-y 'civilisation'. And, like Marx, they sau a democratic 
political system based on popular sovereignty as a necessary 
stage in reaching this goal, although they believed that in­
stitutional changes, to be effective, uould have to be ac­
companied by a moral reformation. Ultimately, the uritings 
of Blanc, Leroux and Considerant appealed to Marx because he 
uas coming to share not only their belief in progress, liberty 
and self-cultivation (values he had retained from his early 
liberal Romanticism), but also their faith in co-operation 
and equality. 
As remarked earlier, Roses Hess and Marx uere travel­
ling the same intellectual path in late 1843/early 1844, 
Hess, uho had been fascinated by French socialism and com­
munism for several years, had a head start, and during Marx's 
first feu months in Paris adopted, to some extent, the role 
of teacher. Although a self-proclaimed 'anarcho-communist*, 
he had previously neglected socialist economic theory, and 
his fusion of French socialism and Young Hegelianism had 
lacked an economic dimension. He and Marx therefore dis­
covered the economic aspects of French socialism together. 
Yet Hess' greater knouledge of socialist theory placed him, 
in general, in a better position than Marx to internalise 
and guickly make use of Leroux's and Considerant's doctrines. 
So although ue have no evidence that "Uber das Gelduesen" 
uas uritten before the second part of "On the J'euish Ques­
tion", it may uell be true that Hess shoued Marx hou Feuer­
bach's notion of 'self-alienation' applied to economic as 
well as to religious life. z Rarx had for several years 
accepted Feuerbach's theory of religion, and recognised reli­
gious 'self-alienation' as one facet of the more comprehen­
sive problem of *dehumanisation', uhereas Hess seems only 
to have become a Feuerbachian uith the publication of the 
Vorlaufige Thesen in 1 8 4 3 . 3 j It uas thus probably Hess, uith 
the enthusiasm of a neophyte, uho latched onto the term 
'self-alienation' and used it in a looser uay than Feuerbach 
to denote any and all forms of 'dehumanisation'. His example 
uas catching, and for a uhile Plarx also took over the term 
as a convenient portmanteau uord to describe the sickness of 
32. David PlcLellan, The Young Hegelians and Karl Plarx, pp. 
154-155, asserts that Plarx plagiarised Hess' unpublished 
manuscript of the "Uber das Gelduesen" article uhen 
uriting his oun contributions to the Deutsch-Franzb'sische 
Jahrbu'chnr. But he fails to prove that Hess' essay uas 
uritten first and that Plarx copied it rather than vice 
versa, nor does he take into account the likelihood that 
the tuo friends discussed their ideas together before 
penning their respective pieces. His claim is therefore 
non-proven. This, houever, is not to deny the impor­
tance of Hess' influence on Plarx during these months, 
an influence uhich derived in large measure from the 
fact that Hess at this time kneu more than Plarx about 
the topics uhich fascinated them both, French socialism 
and 'the social guestion'. 
33. Luduig Feuerbach, "Vorlaufige Thesen zur Reformation der 
Philosophie", in Arnold Ruge (ed), Anekdota zur neuesten 
deutschen Philosophie und Publicistik, op. cit. Both 
Plarx and Hess read the Anekdota in the summer of 1843, 
and both uere enthusiastic about Feuerbach's essay. 
Plarx, houever, had almost certainly read Das Uesen des 
Christenthums in 1841 uhen finishing off his Doctoral 
Dissertation, and so already had a good idea of Feuer­
bach's line of thought, uhereas Hess had by that time 
already become interested in English social problems and 
French socialism and uas therefore less preoccupied uith 
the question of religion. Feuerbach's 'neu' approach to 
philosophy may therefore have seemed more original to 
him than to Plarx. For Hess' vieus before he read the 
"Vorlaufige Thesen" see Die Europaische Triarchie, op. 
modern society. He did so precisely at the moment he real­
ised that this sickness had economic roots — economic 
•alienation1 therefore appeared for the first time in his 
uritings in the second part of "On the 3euish Question". 
'Alienation', as used by both Marx and Hess, referred 
to both the fragmentation of modern man's personality and 
his isolation from his fel.lou beings. Hess had previously 
described this condition and prescribed a remedy, but he had 
failed to explain its causes in concrete terms. Nou Leroux 
and Considerant, along uith Feuerbach, gave him the clues he 
needed. Modern man, he repeated in "Uber das Gelduesen", 
uas selfish and egoistic, and had thus deviated from his 
true nature uhich uas social. This 'alienation' of man from 
his true self found theoretical expression in religion and 
practical expression in commerce; both religion and commerce 
indicated in different uays that contemporary social organi­
sation uas 'unnatural', that men had lost their sense of 
identity and community. Hess uas much more interested in 
the second, practical kind of 'alienation', uhich he sau 
symbolised in the entrepreneur's elevation of money-making 
into a supreme virtue. He quickly came to see religion as 
a mere manifestation of social dislocation, uhereas the lust 
for personal uealth uhich oiled the uheels of the contempor­
ary social system uas, in his eyes, the thing that really 
perverted human beings. Human life, he maintained, uas es­
sentially a social activity in uhich individuals created food 
and other goods and then exchanged them. Hence men could not 
liv/e as totally isolated entities, they had to achieve some 
degree of mutual co-operation, and the more they achieved, 
the better (both materially and morally) their lives uould 
become. Human history for Hess uas the development of human 
production uithin a social frameuork, and life uas essen­
tially an "exchange of productive activity". This uas uhy 
the economic bases of social life uere so important — social 
organisation uas inextricably tied to some form of economic 
organisation, and if economic man uas individualistic and 
competitive then social man uould be so too. Given this 
link betueen economy and society, he concluded, economic 
'alienation', (the turning of money into a god), uas the 
source of the present moral and psychological crisis.^ 
Rarx argued the same thesis in the second half of 
"On the 3euish Question". Stressing that the problem of 
Qeuish emancipation uas not a religious but a social one, 
he merged it into a uider discussion of hou Europe could 
overcome its pervasive moral and social crisis. The real 
barriers to emancipation, to the restoration of man's mental 
health, uere "huckstering and money". Roney, he asserted, 
had become an inhuman but tremendously pouerful force dom­
inating men's activities and forcing them to act selfishly 
to satisfy their "practical needs" at the expense of others. 
The lust for uealth uas nou running riot, and society had 
34. Hess, "Uber das Gelduesen", loc, cit., passim. 
dissolved into n bourgeois uorld of "atomistic individuals" 
hostile to each other. Uhen money uas the highest value, 
he added, men uere necessarily reduced to the level of com­
modities. Uage-labourers and uomen had become "alienable, 
vendible objects", forced to acquiesce in their neu, degrad­
ing status by their urgent need for food and shelter and 
their situation as isolates in an unfriendly environment. 3 5 
Abstract and rhetorical as Marx's essay uas, it none­
theless conveyed unoguivocably his disgust at the uay con­
temporary capitalism left helpless individuals to fend for 
themselves in a cut-throat uorld uhere everything, including 
human life, could be bought and sold. In effect, he set up 
a series of virtually interchangeable concepts — 'money', 
'civil society', 'Judaism', 'huckstering', 'egoism', 'pri­
vate property', 'atomistic individualism' — and lambasted 
the lot. He uas sometimes unclear uhether the values he 
loathed uere the cause or the result of commercial capital­
ism. Like Hess, Marx had come to vieu the prevalent moral 
crisis and the spread of capitalism as tuo sides of the 
same coin, but unlike Hess he had not yet firmly concluded 
that the economic aspect uas the more fundamental. He uas 
moving in that direction, though; and at one point in "On 
the Jeuish Question" he asserted that money uas the source 
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of all evil. In opposition to this money-dominated, hostile 
35. Marx, "Zur Judenfrage, II", loc. cit., MEGA I, 1 ' l ) , 
pp. 599-606; PIECU, 3, pp. 168-174. 
36. Ibid, PIEGA I, 1 (l), P. 603; PIECU, 3, n. 172. 
bourgeois jungle-society, he held up once again his Romantic 
ideal of a genuine social community in uhich there uould no 
longer exist any conflict betueen "man's individual-sensuous 
existence and his species-existence". Clearly, he concluded, 
in such a community there uould be no place for money. He 
had realised that his ideal society uas incompatible uith 
the drive for profit at the heart of contemporary capitalism, 
and, like Blanc, he had nou decided that commerce uas the 
cancer uhich had to be excised. 
If the impact of Blanc, Leroux and Considerant on 
Marx's thought can be detected in "On the Qeuish Question", 
it uas much more evident in the next essay he urote for the 
Oeutsch-Franzosische jahrbucher, "Introduction to a Critigue 
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of Hegel's Philosophy of Lau". He discussed six main is­
sues in this article: the current role of Young Hegelian 
'critical' philosophy, the real significance of the campaign 
against religion, the contribution of Germany to the recent 
progress of the human race, the difficulties in the uay of 
a radical revolution in Germany, the neu problems of modern 
industrial society in France and Britain, and the means 
uhereby "universal emancipation" might come about. 
Although much of the essay uas devoted to the condi­
tion of Germany, Marx's focus of interest had clearly changed 
37, Ibid, MEGA I, 1 (1), P. 606; MECU, 3, p. 174. 
38. "Zur Kritik der Hegelschen Rechtsphilosophie. Ein-
leitung.", MEGA I, 1 (l), PP. 607-621; MECU, 3, pp. 
175-187, 
to France and England. In order to tackle "truly human 
problems", he argued, philosophical criticism uould hav/e to 
abandon Germany and deal uith modern "politico-social real­
ity" in France and Britain, Germany uas backward politic­
ally — pre-1789 on the French time-scale — and so required 
both a 'bourgeois' political revolution to establish a re­
publican democracy and a social revolution to cure the dis­
tress created by economic modernisation and social disloca­
tion. The problem uith Germany, Plarx lamented, uas that the 
liberal bourgeoisie, uhile intellectually progressive, uas 
morally ueak and timid in everyday politics. All revolu­
tions required a "material basis", he remarked, and could 
only be successfully realised in practice if they corres­
ponded to a people's real needs. He doubted uhether the 
German middle-class uas strong enough to pull off a success­
ful liberal-democratic revolution on its oun; it uould need 
the support of the louer classes to have much chance of vic­
tory. But, he mused, since Germany uas already suffering 
the hardships of modern economic development, a successful 
political revolution uould likely spark off a social revolu­
tion too. Given the present situation in Germany, it uas 
Utopian to expect a "partial, merely political revolution"; 
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it uould have to be a "general human emancipation". 
Nou he had come to this conclusion, Flarx had little 
time for Bauer and Feuerbach, uho uanted to restrict the 
39, Ibid, PIEGA I, 1 ( 1 ) , P P . 615-619; PiEC'J, 3, pp. 163-186 
Young Hegelian movement to a scholarly campaign against re­
vealed religion. Religious criticism, he claimed, uas a 
kind of indirect, disguised critigue of social ills. By 
demonstrating that religion uas both the "sign of the op­
pressed creature" and "the opium of the people", Feuerbach's 
theory of religious alienation uas implicitly a demand that 
social abuses be reformed and people be given real instead 
of illusory happiness. Marx summed up his point in the epigram 
that the criticism of religion uas ijn embryo "the criticism 
of the va1e of tears", — and thereafter concerned himself 
directly uith the social problems of industrialising nations 
(the 'vale of tears'). 
The major issue of modern times, he announced, uas 
"the relation of industry, of the uealth of *the uorld gen­
erally, to the political uorld", European politics uere in 
the process of becoming democratic, but control of the eco­
nomy remained in the hands of an elite. Given the real dis­
tribution of pouer in society, the bourgeoisie uas retaining 
the uealth generated by industrialisation, and the factory 
system as currently operated uas creating a neu class of 
paupers: "artificially impoverished...masses resulting from 
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the drastic dissolution of society". He had thus discerned 
tuo issues as crucial in the modern "politico-social reality" 
of France and Britain: (i) the relationship betueen economic 
and political power, and (ii) the perverse distribution of 
uealth (and poverty). Following Leroux, he nou believed 
that 'the social guestion' had to be solved at once, but that 
this could not be done uithout the abolition of private pro­
perty and commerce. He also believed that liberty and equal­
ity uould remain mirages unless economic life as uell as 
politics uere made democratic. In making the elimination 
of poverty, the abolition of commerce, and the democratisation 
of industry his goals, Marx uas beginning to put some content 
into his previously nebulous notion of a 'social revolution'. 
Under the influence of French socialism he had thus developed 
his ideas considerably since his letter to Ruge the previous 
Sep tember. 
Again drauing on French socialist theory, he tackled 
in the "Introduction" the question, (uhich he had ignored 
in "On the Beuish Question"), of hou the social revolution 
might come about in different European countries. His broad 
ansuer uas that it uould be the uork of a coalition of in­
tellectuals (humanitarian philosophers like Leroux and the 
Young Hegelians), and the 'proletariat'. By itself, he ad­
mitted, philosophy uas pouerless to effect political or 
social change: "the ueapon of criticism cannot replace 
criticism by ueapons", he remarked, adding bluntly that 
"material force must be overthroun by material force". But 
he had faith in the nouer of socialism once it had become a 
mass ideology. Theory, he argued, uould become a material 
force once it had gripped the mass of uorkers, and it uould 
grip them because it uent to the roots of their personal 
problems. The ordinary man uas at present a "debased, en­
slaved, forsaken, despicable being", but once shoun the 
reason for, and the uay out of, his current misery, uould be 
transformed into a revolutionary force demanding "social 
freedom". Tor Marx the uage-labourer represented the most 
extreme form of human degradation, and, (following Leroux 
and Considerant) he pointed to the emergence of a neu class 
of urban uage-labourers, the 'proletariat', uho symbolised 
"the comnlete loss of man". These uorkers' condition uas so 
aopalling, he added, that they could not realistically be 
vieued as an interest group uith particular grievances: they 
uere the victims of "wrong generally", and hence could eman­
cipate themselves only by a thoroughgoing reconstruction of 
society uhich uould amount to "the complete reuinnin q of 
man ". 
Marx's use of the term 'proletariat' uas not precise, 
and it is impossible to tell exactly uhich social strata he 
included uithin it. Rut it does seem as though he uas refer­
ring to urban uorkers (i.e., it apparently excluded agricul­
tural laoourers and peasants), and he definitely linked it 
uith industrialisation, distinguishing betueen a neu kind 
of poor worker created by recent socio-economic change and 
the "naturally arising poor...mechanically oppressed by the 
gravity of society", uho had presumably aluays existed. He 
mentioned that the ranks of the proletariat uere filled by 
families originating mainly in the "middle estate", which 
sounds as though he uas thinking of previously self-employed 
craftsmen and tradesmen reduced to uorking for employers. 
Prima facie, then, uhat Marx meant (initially) by a 'pro­
letarian' uas any uage-labourer, uhether a factory worker or 
an artisan employed in a small uorkshop, and uhether skilled 
or unskilled. This, incidentally, seems to have been the 
current usage among the French socialists in Paris in the 
1840s from uhom Marx picked up the term. The label, it must 
be emphasised, did not differentiate factory uorkers from 
artisans, and in fact most 'proletarians' in Paris in the 
1840s uere artisans, since there uere very feu large fac­
tories using steam-pouered machinery. 
As ue have seen, Marx uas nou convinced of the need 
for a social transformation in Britain, France and Germany, 
the only European countries to uhich he paid any attention. 
In the "Introduction" he uas silent about England, about 
uhich he still kneu very little, and had probably not yet 
considered hou the necessary transformation might occur 
there. But he did offer some opinions on the means uhereby 
change might be effected in Germany and France. Germany uas 
a societe bloguee uhich uould only make progress through a 
violent upheaval; uhen an insurrection did break out there 
it uould bring social revolution in its train, but Marx, 
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(disagreeing in this respect uith Engels), uas by no means 
convinced that Germany uas yet on the eve of her 1789, al­
though he uas sure this uould arrive eventually. Influenced 
by Leroux's and Considerant•s pacifism and gradualism, his 
perspective on France uas very different. 
In France, Marx stated, the role of liberator uas 
passing in sequence from class to class, ending up uith the 
•proletariat', uhich uould uant to add social to political 
freedom. He expected that social liberation uould be ach­
ieved gradually through the medium of a democratically elected 
parliamentary government, and that the eventual success of 
uorkers' demands for social rights uould bring "general, hu­
man liberation" too. Unlike in Germany, the social revolu­
tion could be peaceful in France because there uas plenty of 
scope for piecemeal reform through democratic politics and 
socialist propaganda. But in one crucial respect, his 
scenarios for social change in Franee and Germany uere the 
same: the social group instrumental in forcing it through 
uould be the neu urban uork-force. This class, he admitted, 
uas as yet tiny in Germany, but he claimed it uas coming in­
to existence as a result of Germany's rising industrial de­
velopment. He seems to have regarded it as already guite 
large in France, taking as accurate Leroux's and Consider-
ant's claims on this score. He apparently assumed, moreover, 
that the majority of urban uorkers uere already sympathetic 
to some kind of socialism or communism and uere demanding 
en masse the abolition of private property (a demand uhich 
hG himself nou endorsed). Given this widespread sympathy 
among the French lower classes for drastic social change, he 
did not envisage too much difficulty in converting them to 
a more philosophical socialism (along the lines of his oun 
or Leroux's beliefs); philosophy, he urote, would find its 
"material weapons in the proletariat" while the workers would 
find their "spiritual ueapons in philosophy 1 1. 4 3 
Like Hess, Flarx put considerable emphasis on the edu­
cation of the urban louer classes. He regarded the prole­
tariat as, at present, only semi-human. Deprived culturally 
and materially, it had to be rescued on the material level 
by a more egalitarian distribution of uealth, but, more im­
portant, it had to be rescued on the moral level by an in­
fusion of the humanist values of German philosophy. He thus 
aimed at saving the 'souls' of the uorkers as uell as their 
bodies; he reiterated that the ideals of Young Hegelianism 
could not be implemented until the proletarians uere turned 
into proper human beings, but that, pari passu, the prole­
tariat could nnt be abolished until a neu kind of genuinely 
human social order uas created. In this uay he equated the 
overcoming of the Euronean spiritual crisis uith the creation 
of an economic system escheuing uage-labour and profit. The 
social revolution uould thus necessarily be both moral and 
economic. It uas not going to come tomorrou, Flarx recog­
nised; social emancipation uould likely proceed slouly in 
France in the uake of further political reforms, and at some 
time in the future a German revolution uould be sparked off 
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by "the ringing call of the Gallic cock". But in the mean­
time the preconditions had to mature in both countries, and 
that meant increased industrialisation and the education of 
the mass of uorkers in a humanitarian, socialist philosophy.4 
Thus, uhen he urote the "Introduction", Marx still 
believed that the core problem uhich had to be solved before 
European civilisation could progress further uas that of the 
prevalent debasement of human nature. His ultimate goal re­
mained the one he had adopted during his student days at 
Bonn: to remake human nature, to make men truly human once 
again. Since he had begun living in Paris and talking to 
French socialists, the 'proletariat' had come to symbolise 
for him man at his most "lost", "alienated" or "dehumanised". 
So, he concluded, only if the problems of pauperism and uage-
labour — the social guestion — could be solved, uould it 
be possible to regenerate the human race. He called this 
regeneration "universal, human liberation", and it required, 
he believed, three stages: (i) republican democracy, i.e., 
political and religious liberation (a parliamentary govern­
ment based on popular sovereignty uould, he assumed, have to 
be secular); (ii) socialism, i.e., social and economic lib­
eration (including the abolition of private property and 
the end of the artificial impoverishment of the masses); 
and (iii) the restoration of a free, harmonious human per­
sonality integrated into a fraternal, co-operative community. 
Marx had not, it is worth noting,
 y e t equated this third 
stage with communism. He uas more intransigently hostile 
to private property than ever before, but he uas still not 
attracted to the doctrinaire 'utopian communism1 of Babou-
vians like Dezamy or the Icarians led by Cabet. 
CHAPTER 5 
ENGELS I N MANCHESTER: FRENCH SOCIALISM. CARLYLE. AND ECONOMICS 
Before examining Marx's further encounters uith the 
uork of other French socialists in the spring and summer of 
1844, ue must move across the Channel to see hou Engels' ideas 
uere evolvinq during these uint.cr months. Engels had not pre­
viously shoun much interest in the French left, but in early 
November 1843 he published a series of articles uith the 
general title "Progress of Socio] Reform on the Continent" 
in the Ouonito journal, The Neu Moral Uorld, posing — not 
uithout some justification — as an informed observer cf 
French socialism uho could explain the French scene to the 
English working class movement.1 Hou had he obtained his in­
formation'.'' Clearly net from personal observation, since he 
had snent 1843 ; n Manchester nxsept for occasional trips to 
the south of England, and one In Belgium. He had read Lorenz 
von Stein's Dor Sosiolismus und Communismus des heutioei 
Frankreichs, but hod not boon overly impressed uith it — 
still, he probably dreu some of his factual material from its 
1. Friedrich Engels, "Progress of Social Reform on the Con­
tinent", The"''Nnu Mora 1" Uor 1 d, nos. 19 & 21, 4 & 18/11/43; 
MEGA I, 2, pe. 4 3B-449; MECU, 3, pp. 329-408; German 
translation in UERKE, 1, pp. 480-496. 
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p a o e G . He had chanced to make the acquaintance of a rather 
eccentric English Christian socialist called Goduin Barmby, 
uho uas interested in continental socialism and had a col­
lection of French socialist and communist pamphlets.3 He 
had developed his contacts uith prominent militants in the 
Chartist mnvenent, one of uhom, Brnnterre O'Brien, had in 
1836 published a translation of Buonarroti's Conspiration 
poor 1'coalite dite de Gabouf. and another of uhom, George 
Harney, the editor of the central Chartist organ, The NOT th­
orn Star, uas o f a cosmopolitan frame of mind and tried to 
keep up uith uhat uas happening on the continent.4 By nou 
a convert t o Ouonirvn, Engels had made friends not only uith 
the leading Manchester Ouenite, ."John Uatts, but also uith 
the editor o f The Nou Moral Uorld, C.A. Fleming, uho had 
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some contacts among the French left. So there uere several 
English sources nn uhom Engels no doubt relied in part. But 
2 . Lorenz von Stein, Our Socio1ismus und Communismus des 
heutioen Frankro i chs', Le i p .' i g , 1842 . Engels, "Brief e aus 
London, III", Inc. cit., MEGA I, 2, p. 374; MECU, 3, p. 
388. 
3. Engels, "French Communism", The Neu Moral Uorld, no. 32, 
3/2/44; MEGA 1, 2, p. 464; MECU, 3, p. 414. 
4. Philippe Buonarroti, History of Babeuf's Conspiracy for 
Equali ty. .. (trans. Brnnterre O'Brien), London, Hethering-
ton j 1.8 36. This uas a translation of Conspiration no u r 
1'coalite hi to de Babouf..., Oruxollo?"j La Libra i rle ro-
rnantinuo" 18 28. It is dl ff :i cut t to pin doun uhen Marx 
read this, but it uas probably in the summer of 1H44, 
uhereos Engels ; ikoly read the English version some 
months earlier. 
5. Engels, " i J r i e f e aus London, III", Inc. cit. , MEGA 1, 
p. ' 371 ; MECU, '•', p • 'Wr- • 
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nrobably he drew most heavily on letters he received from 
German friends in Paris. 
Engels had been on good terms uith Georg Heruegh, 
the editor of the Schueizerischer Republikaner. and had cor­
responded uith him in Switzerland. In the early fall of 
1843 Heruegh moved to Paris to take part in the Deutsch-
Eranzosische Gahrbucher venture, uhile Roses Hess, another 
friend and correspondent of Engels (uho uas an avid letter 
uriter) uas already back there together uith Ruge. The tuo 
men kept him in touch uith the doings of the little Young 
Hegelian circle in the French capital, and, as ue sou earlier, 
invited him to contribute to their planned revieu. Heruegh 
and Engels in fact met in Ostend in September on October 
1843 to discuss the oroject, and Engels proposed contribu­
tions. 6 Flost probably, then, he gleaned much of his informa­
tion about current French socialism from Hess 1 and Heruegh's 
accounts nf the Parisian scene. His occasional inaccuracies 
may have reflected the limitations of their knouledge, or 
their uncritical relaying of claims made in the French pamph­
let literature they picked un. 
In the section oo Franco in his "Progress of Social 
Refnrm", Engels showed a fairly comprehensive auareness of 
the different varieties of French socialism, uithoot aiuays 
carefully distinguishing their doctrinal differences. He 
6. Gustav Raver, Friedrich E n n u i s : A Pisoraohy, b'.Y., 
Knopf, 1 9 3 6 . 
mentioned eight kinds: Rabouvism, Fourierism, Saint-Simon­
ianism, Icarianism, Dezamy's revolutionary-egalitarian com­
munism, and the personal systems of Leroux, Lamennais, and 
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Proudhon. His knouledge of certain of these uas obviously 
thin; for example, ho appeared unaware of Leroux's and Proud-
hnn's criticisms of Bnbouvism and Icarianism, and called them 
both 'communists'. Houever, he may have seemed more ignor­
ant than he actually uas in this respect, because he used 
the label 'communist1 verv loosely in the essay, and appar­
ently deliberately so. One thesis he uanted to argue uas 
that, notwithstanding the different origins of "the doctrine 
of community" in France, Germany and Britain, the doctrinal 
differences betueen the three uorking-class movements uere 
relatively minor. As he sometimes used the term, then, 
'communist' applied tn any scheme for a co-operative com­
munity, whether it uas alnng the lines proposed by Ouen, 
Ueitling, Count, or, presumably, even Fourier. Yet, on the 
other hand, ho clearly recognised that Icarianism uas 
egalitarian, anti-canitalist, and non-propertarian in a uay 
that Fourierism was not, and called the former 'communist' 
to distinguish it from the latter. His usage of the terms 
'socialism' and 'communism' uas thus not consistent, but 
it definitely differed from Marx's in the last months of 
1843 (Plarx, it will be romembeiud, used the label 'social­
ist' in a vague, peroral way to indicate all left-wino 
7. "Progress of Serial Reform on the Continent", 1oc. cit., 
PIEGA I,"?, PP. '133-44'); RFCLi, 3, pp. 303-399. 
advocates of social as opposed to political reform, and with­
in this broad category distinguished betueen 'communists', 
uho uished to totally abolish private possessions, and more 
moderate socialists, uho did not). 
Engels, then, regarded most brands of French social­
ism as comparatively close to Ouenism, although he stressed 
that French militants generally placed more value on poli­
tical liberties than did the English. Like Marx, he consid­
ered that the French "road to communism" lay through parlia­
mentary democracy, although he too claimed that political 
liberty by itself uas an inadequate, even dangerous, kind 
of "sham-liberty". The French Revolution, he urote, had 
shoun that political democracy uithout social democracy uas 
inherently contradictory and sooner or later inevitably broke 
doun, turning intn "undisguised despotism" (i.e., the rule 
of Napoleon). 'Communism1 uas thus the logical continuation 
of democratic republicanism; he regarded Ouenism and Chartism 
as essentially comp1ementary, and considered that the French 
left had sensibly avoided the artificial divorce betueen 
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agitation for universal suffrage and for social reform. 
Engels used tuo main criteria in judging different 
French socialist sects and theoretical systems: uhether or 
not they recognised the need for both community of property 
and equality of income, and uhether they had provided a 
detailed, concrete analysis of the harmful uorkings of the 
capitalist economy. On these counts, the French thinkers 
uho did best uere (according to his reckoning) Cabet, 
Fourier, and Proudhon.9 He uas highly impressed uith Icar-
ianism, uhich he perceived as the most popular and most 
modern form of communism' (in the stricter sense of the uord). 
There uere, he claimed on tuo different occasions in Toe Neu 
Moral Uorld, about half a million French communists, tae vast 
majority of uhom uere follouers of Cabet. This uas, in fact, 
a gross over-estimate uhich, to .judge from the circulation 
figures of Cabet's neuspaper, l.e Populaire, multiplied real­
ity by a factor of ten. He seems to have been led into 
error because he took at face value the claim (uhich he 
probably found in some pro-Icarian literature) that the 
"great bulk of tho trench uorking-classes" nou supported 
Cabet. This, of course, uas not true, but on the other 
hand it uas the case that Cabet had a larger uorking-class 
follouing than any other French socialist, and it also seems 
to have been true that Icarianism in the early 1840s largely 
absorbed residual louer-class support for older forms cf 
French communism like babouvism. Clearly uhat seduced En­
gels uas this fact of urban worker adherence to Cabet's 
movement. He argued that early oaoouvian communism hob bean 
"rough and nunorfi cial" and in any case ahead of its time, 
9. Ibid, MEGA I, ?., n. 4 35; MECU, 3, n. k n 2 . 
so that U found no widespread echo in the "public mind". 
After the failure cf Babeuf's conspiracy, he contended, 
French communism had died a natural death until the Buly 
Revolution of 103U. Then, in the mid-183Bs, uhen it became 
obvious that the middle classes, uho had seized power in 183B, 
uere not about to concede a democratic republic to the uorkers 
uho had fought on the barricades, there uas a spontaneous 
revival nf revolutionary communism in "the dark lanes and 
crowded a]leys of the Parisian suburb, Saint-Antoine". This 
quickly spread to Lyon, Toulouse and "the other large manu­
facturing touns of the realm" — it uas, alleged Engels, a 
mass (thouoh secret) uorking-class movement, divided into 
sever"; 1 o ' f for on c • nor{: ii>?' (including the Travailleurs 
eo a .1 i t a i r c s end Bezany's L ' Human i taire group). Since the 
publication of Cabot's o ropaganda-novel, l/oyage en Icarie 
and the or.tab.1 I shment n f Le Ponulaire in 1841, he claimed, 
the Icarian version of communist doctrine had uon the alle­
giance of slmost all. those revolutionary republican urban 
uorkers. In consequence, he added, French communism uas 
oriented more towards the state than, say, Cuenism: "the 
bulk of the French communists...uant a community state of 
society, under a republican form of government"."1"0 
Thouoh broadly sympathetic, Engels uas in several 
respects rather critical of Icarianism. He regarded Cabet 
as merely a propagandist and agitator, dismissed his writ­
ings as "superficial", and judged French communism thin on 
factual analysis. He believed his oun synthesis of Young 
Hegelianism and Ouenism to be doctrinally much superior. 
The Icarians, he argued, had mistakenly rejected philosophy 
and had failed to emancipate themselves from Christianity. 
Furthermore,their political tactics uere mistaken; they 
kept to the old Babouvian policy of secret societies and in­
tended overthrowing the government by force. He considered 
this penchant for secrecy and violence guite understandable 
given the French 'national character' and the traditional 
despotism of French political regimes, but nonetheless 
thought it unnecessary and "contrary to common prudence". 
Presumably he himself supported, at this time, the Chartist 
strategy of mass meetings and petitions, although he uas not 
insensitive to the difficulties of implementing such a 
strategy in France given the government's uillingness to 
employ the soldiery against any demonstration in favour of 
social reform. Still, he uas basically out of sympathy uith 
Icarianism over its political methods, its contempt for 
sophisticated theory, and its Christianity. 
On the other hand, he found plenty to praise in 
Icarian doctrine. Cabet's scheme for a co-operative commu­
nity uas little different from Ouen's, he noted, and gen­
uinely aimed at creating a society embodying the maximum of 
"real liberty and real equality". The Icarians had "embodied 
in their plans everything rational they found in Saint-Simon 
and Fourier" and uere, in consequence, "very much superior 
to the old French Communists", uho had been regrettably ig­
norant of history and political economy, and hostile to 
science and fine art. They uere rightly critical of the in­
stitution of marriaoo and the present penal system, holding 
progressive vious on education, sexual relations, and the 
treatment of criminals and old people. Icarianism uas, in 
short, a rational and humanitarian doctrine, despite its in­
adequacies. Lin balance, he judged it inferior to Ouenism, 
largely because of Cabet's failure to provide any detailed 
analysis and critique of the capitalist economy. He also 
considered that Count had paid insufficient attention to the 
nroblem of hou the nation, as opposed to individual communes, 
uas to be run. buen and the German communist Ueitlinu uere 
both superior in this respect, proposing the abolition of all 
centralised goveromental organs backed by force, and the es­
tablishment instead of "a more administration, organising 
the different brandies of labour, and distributing its pro­
duce". Fngels thus came out firmly in favour of the aboli­
tion of the bourgeois state rather than its utilisation for 
socialist ends. He had been uon over by the anti-etatiste 
strain in the Furoocan socialist movement. 1 1 
If he failed to include Cabet in the top rank of 
socialist theorists, he had no intention of dounplaying the 
contribution made by Frenchmen to the body of common doc­
trine he hoped uould become widely accepted by uorkingmen 
on both sides of the Channel. He discussed uith respect and 
enthusiasm the uritings of several other prominent French 
socialist writers, praising in particular Fourier, Leroux 
and Proudhon. Saint-Simon and the Saint-Simonians he had 
little time for; the general spirit of their doctrines uas 
admirably reformist, he remarked, but they uere lamentably 
prone to onvelon their sensible ideas in "clouds of unin­
telligible mysticism", and their economic principles uere 
anti-egalitarian. Avowedly following the arguments of his 
old mentor 3orne, he took a radical stand on the issue of 
uages. In a co-operative community, he asserted, skilled 
and unskilled uorkers should receive the same remuneration 
— a man should not be further discriminated against because 
he had been endowed by nature uith less talent than his fel-
lou, and all differential uages sinned against the principle 
nf eguality. fin these grounds, Fngels criticised both the 
Saint -5imonians and the Fourierists. Fourierism, he main­
tained, uas marred by one very serious inconsistency, its 
failure to abolish private property. The phalansteries uere 
supposed to be co-operative associations, hut Fourier had 
suggested that not only should skilled uorkers receive higher 
pay, but those members of the co-onerative uho had originally 
contributed capital should rece've dividends on it. In 
effect, then, there uould be 'owners 1 of tr.n phalansteries, 
able to make a nrofi* on their investment, uhich meant that 
in Fourier's »utopia' t h e m uould still be rich and poor, 
capitalists and workers. To Fngels this uas absurd — it 
destroyed the whole point of abolishing capitalism in the 
first place, and negated the rest of Fourier's uork. "After 
all the beautiful theories of association and free labour", 
he commented, "after a good deal of indignant declamation 
against commerce, selfishness and competition, ue have in 
practice the old competitive system upon an improved plan, 
a poor-law bastille on more liberal principles!" Fourierism, 
therefore, was an unsatisfactory halfway house betueen capi­
talism and communism." 
Yet despite his critigue of Fourierism, Engels had 
great admiration for Fourier and also for Considerant, uhom 
he praised as one nf the cleverest French socialist uriters. 
Fourier, he stated, uas a "mighty intellect" uhose uorks 
could be read with "greater pleasure... and more real value" 
than those of the 5a int-Simonians. As a theorist, Fourier 
uas in the highest class, a class in uhich he seems to have 
included, at this time, only tuo other men: Ouen and Proud­
hon. Fourier's groat virtue, he explained, uas that, unlike 
the Saint-Simonians, he uas a social scientist. The reader 
could discard the noetry and mysticism in the Frenchman's 
uritings and a hard core uould remain: "scientific research, 
cool, unbiassed, systematic thought; in short, social philo­
sophy". He sketched briefly Fourier's theory that labour uas 
inherently enjoyable but uas denatured by the coercive 
irrationality of the existing social system. Fourier, he 
added, uas the first to establish "the great axiom of so­
cial philosophy", the proposition that all individuals had 
a natural inclination to some kind of uork and if they uere 
left to choose their jobs the uants of the uhole society 
uould be automatically provided for uithout the intimidation 
and bribery used by the capitalist system. This assertion, 
he admitted, appeared bold, but. after Fourier's mode of es­
tablishing it, it uas "guite unassailable, almost self-
evident". Clearly, he had been uon over by Fourier's vision 
of a community in uhich labour uould be free and joyous as 
uell as co-operative. Purged of its capitalist accretions, 
Fourier's phalanstery looked to Engels remarkably like his 
old Romantic ideal of an organic society, in uhich the indi­
vidual uould be at once in harmony uith his fellou human 
beings and free to cultivate hi oun talents and personality. 
Engels had thus merged certain key Fourierist doc­
trines uith his neuly acguired Ouenite 'communism'. He 
seems to have been impressed also uith tuo other French uri-
ters, Leroux and Proudhon. About Leroux he had little to say 
except that he uas one of the "most eminent minds in France", 
uhich may indicate that he had received glouing reports of 
Leroux from Hess and Heruegh but had not as yet read much of 
the man's uork. Prnudhon's Qu'est-ce Q U O la propriete. how­
ever, he had read, although he apparently knew little about 
the author. It uas, he affirmed, a brilliant and important 
book, "the most ohi losophical, on the part of the Communists, 
in the French language". Of all French socialist literature, 
he announced, Proudhon's uork uas the most deserving of 
translation into English. Like Fourier, Proudhon had done 
his homework, describing uith nouerful intellect and "real 
scientific research" the social consequences of the insti­
tution of private property, namely "competition, immorality 
Land] misery". Moreover, Engels added enthusiastically, he 
had confronted the crucial guestion of the nature of the 
state, and had proved that every kind of government, demo­
cratic or not, uas objectionable because based on force. In 
even the most perfect form of political democracy the major­
ity unavoidably oppressed the minority, so in order to abo­
lish political oppression it uas necessary to abolish govern­
ment per se. Engels uas convinced this could be done if 
the uill to do it uas there. Like Hess some months earlier, 
he explicitly endorsed Proudhon's slogan, "Nous voulono 
l'anarchie!" Uhat we want, he concluded, is "the rule of 
nobody, the responsibility of every one to nobody but him­
self". Proudhon, it seems, rather than Cuen or UoitJing, 
uas prohahly most responsible for Engels' conversion to nnti-
e to tIsme. 
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If ue make tuo fairly reasonable assumptions, that 
Engels in "Social Progress" and his subsequent shorter ar­
ticles urote doun virtually everything he kneu about French 
socialism, and that he had had the benefit of Hess' and Her­
uegh's opinions on the subject, ue can deduce some tentative 
conclusions about his and the Deutsch-Franzosische jahrbucher 
group's knouledgn of the French left at the end of 1843. 
Though incomplete, it uas fairly extensive. The group in 
I'iris — but probably not Engels since there is no mention 
of the caper in "progress" — read La Reforme, and had at 
least one contact among the 'red' republicans, Louis Blanc. 
They (including Engels) kneu about the Icarian movement, 
Cabet's 'J o y a n e en I c a r i e , the neuspaper Le Populaire, and 
had contacts uith Cabet's more violent rival for rank-and-
file communist support, Dezamy; indeed their familiarity 
uith Dezamy's rhetoric of armed insurrection apparently led 
them to suppose (probably erroneously) that Cabet and his 
supporters espoused violent revolution too. The Parisian 
Germans (not E n g e l s ) , kneu Democratie pacifigue and some of 
Considerant's uritings; they therefore uere auare of Four­
ierism but had probably not read any of Fourier's oun uorks. 
Engels, on the other hand, kneu the Fourierists' theoretical 
journal, Phalange, but uhen he urote "Progress" uas unauare 
of Considerant'o neu daily (he uas informed of its title by 
G.A. Fleming and the information uas included in a footnote 
to his a r t i c l e ) ; still, he had already begun reading Fourier 
himself, presumably on the advice of one of his Englisa 
sources. Both Engels and the Young Hegelians in Paris uere 
impressed by Proudhnn's first memoire on property, the lat­
ter also knowing his major second uork, De la Creation de 
l'ordre dans I'humanite (1843), but they had no personal 
contact uith him. La Revue indepondante. the literary and 
philosophical periodical edited by Leroux and Georges Sand, 
uas uell knoun to Engels and the Jahrbucher staff, and it is 
likely the latter met Leroux. Lamennais, too, uas a figure 
familiar to Engels and to the men in Paris, but only Ruge 
seems to have regarded him as a really important thinker. 
As for the Saint-8imonians, Engels and the Parisian Young 
Hegelians uere auare that the movement existed, but kneu 
relatively little about it, and tended to dismiss it as out-
of-date; Engels, guite possibly echoing Hess 1 opinion, com­
mented in his "Progress" article that it had flashed across 
the social horizon like a "brilliant meteor", but uas nou 
no longer thought of or spoken of: "its time is past"."1"5 
In summary, then, there uere tuo significant differ­
ences betueen Marx's and Engels' knouledge of French socialism 
as the neu year of 1844 opened: Engels had already plunged 
into the study of Fourier whereas Marx had not; Marx kneu 
the uork of Blanc and Leroux uhile Engels probably kneu 
neither. There uas, of course, another, much more major, 
difference in ideology betueen the tuo men: Engels' socialism 
bore the imprint or his experience in England uhereas Plarx's, 
so far, uas largely Erench in origin. Engels uas anxious 
that his friends in Paris shnuld also benefit from his dis­
coveries in England. His tuo contributions to the Deutsch-
Franzosische Jahrbucher uere attempts to articulate uhat he 
had learned from the Chartists, Ouenites, and his observa­
tions of English industrial life. 
Engels uas uell aware of the social and economic 
divergencies betueen Germany and England. Germany, he recog­
nised, had comnarative 1.y little manufacturing industry, and 
the mass of workers were artisans. German communism had 
first been articulated by itinerant craftsmen like Ueitling, 
and was hardly the ideology of a now factory proletariat, 
which scarcely existed. But in addition to Ueitling's rather 
primitive artisan communism, there had emerged a neu "philo­
sophical communism", an outgrouth of the Young Hegelian 
movement and pioneered by Hoses Hess, It uas doctrinally 
very close to Oucnism, uhich proved there uas no incompat­
ibility betueen German philosophy and the empirical, factual 
analysis of European society undertaken by uriters like 
Ouen, Proudhon, and Fourier, Engels also recognised that 
as informed investiqators of concrete social problems the 
Ouenites uere for ahead of the German communists, yet he 
maintained that philosophically English empiricism uas naive 
and outmoded. It therefore seemed crystal-clear that the 
most advanced brand of German ohilosophy, Young Hegelianism, 
should be combined uith the uork of the most 'scientific' 
European social theorists. He had found no uork that even 
came near sn doing, but in 1843 he did come across a neu 
book uhich at least blended the ideals of German Romanticism 
uith a concern for the social problems produced by indus­
trialisation in i.nqlnnd: Thomas Carlyle's Past and Present. 
To Engels in provincial Lancashire the uork seemed like an 
oasis in a cultural desert; it uas, he remarked, "of all the 
fat books and thin namphlets uhich have appeared in England 
in the past year....the only one uhich is uorth reading"."1'6 
Fundamentally, Past and Present appealed to Engels 
because it evaluated the subject he uas most interested in 
— the sncial and moral consequences of industrial capitalism 
-- from the perspective of ethical convictions similar to his 
oun. This uas uhy he felt Carlyle's book to be "the only one 
that strikes a human chord, presents human relations, and 
shous traces nf a human point of vieu" — Carlyle uas the 
one British sage interested in the condition of the louer 
classes uho had thoroughly immersed himself (as Engels had) 
in the literature of German Romanticism and uho had studied 
German Idealist philosophy. Engels uas amused at the puzzled 
reception uhich Past and Present had had among the English 
16. "Die Lage Englands. Past and Present by Thomas Car­
lyle" ("The Condition of England. Past and Present by 
by Thomas Carlyle"), Deutsch-Franzb'sische Gahrbucher, 
Paris 1844; MEGA I, 2, pp. 4bo-431 (guotation, p. 406); 
MECU, 3, op. 444-468 (guotation, p. 444). For an al­
ternate account of Engels' reaction to Past and Present, 
see Steven Marcus, Engels. Manchester, and the UoH-ing 
Class, N.Y., Vintage, 1975, pp. 102-112. Marcus over­
emphasises Engels' debt to Carlyle. 
•reading public'. Carlyle's approach uas so far removed 
from the orthodoxies of Ricardian political economy and flal-
thusian social thought, he noted, that "nobody really knows 
uhat to make of it all". o f course, for those uho knew the 
German antecedents of Carlyle's position, there uas no dif­
ficulty, and Engels confidently summed up his place in the 
contemporary intellectual spectrum: "On the one hand ves­
tiges of Tory romanticism and humane attitudes originating 
uith Goethe, and on the other sceptical-empirical England, 
these factors are sufficient for one to deduce the uhole of 
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Carlyle's vieu of the uorld from them." 
There was a note of condescension in Engels' attitude 
to Carlyle. He vieued him as a kindred spirit uhose heart 
uas in the right place but uhose education uas deficient in 
certain ways. Carlyle, he thought, uas travelling along the 
same intellectual rnad that he himself had folloued — his 
moral values uere sound, he had appreciated the right cul­
tural heroes, he had chosen uisely his political and intel­
lectual enemies, and he uas concerned uith the most important 
problems. Out,unfnrtunately, his analysis uas marred by tuo 
lacunae: his philosophical training uas imperfect (philo­
sophically, he had much in common uith the young Schelling 
and Strauss), and he had not token the trouble to study Ou­
enism, so that his critiguo of classical political economy 
uas insufficiently grounded in a detailed knouledge of the 
uorkings of the industrial economy. Engels himself felt 
open to the latter charge, though he at least, unlike Car­
lyle, had already recognised uhat he had to study and from 
uhom he could learn, namely, economics from Ouen and the neo-
Ricardian socialists. But he had no hesitancy in setting 
Carlyle right on more philosophical matters. 
There uere three vital points on uhich Carlyle uas 
urong, he argued: theology, history, and social relations. 
He interpreted Carlyle's religion as a form of pantheism de­
rived from Goethe and Schelling (i.e., the outlook Engels 
himself had hold in the early 1040s), and referred Carlyle 
to the uritings of Bruno Bauer and Luduig Feuerbach for an 
exhaustive refutation of pantheism. He claimed that Carlyle's 
adherence to certain 'absolute', transcendental values and 
his fervent adulation of an ideal medieval society uere 
egually o-historical; in this respect Carlyle had been un­
faithful to his idol Goethe, uho had possessed a strong sense 
of human creativity in art and history, desiring to free both 
from any link uith God. The Young Hegelians, asserted Engels, 
uere the first philosophers to adopt a thoroughly historical 
perspective, going beyond even Hegel to make man the measure 
of all things and the source of all values. Carlyle's hu­
manism uas thus vitiated by his failure to recognise that 
"God is man", i.e., that there uas available no source of 
ethical values beyond men's emotions and reason. Moreover, 
Carlyle's faith in absolute values had led him into rhetorical 
moralising about the "rottenness", "hollouness" and "Hypo­
crisy" of the age. Not that his diagnosis uas in error; on 
the contrary, he had admirably exposed the inner decay of 
contemporary social institutions. The trouble uas that he 
had simply denounced these as evil and "soulless" uithout 
troubling to explain uhy they had rotted. For example,, he 
recognised the callous inhumanity of a social system founded 
on "competition" and "Mammonism" and attacked some of the 
abuses of landownership, hut he had failed to see that pri­
vate property uas the root of these evils. In short, Car­
lyle had not penetrated to the underlying foundations cf 
inhuman social relations, being content to fight the symptoms 
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uhile remaininn ignorant of the cause of the disease. 
Notuithstanding all these inadeguacies, Engels rated 
Carlyle's overvicu of the genera] crisis as "infinitely far 
in advance of that or the mass of educated people in England". 
Nevertheless, his polemic uas too "abstract and theoretical", 
lacking any constructive proposals for social reform. In 
this respect he uas the exact opposite of most Ouenites, 
uho had virtually despaired of 'theory' and become severely 
practical and materialist, proposing an assortment of de­
tailed remedies "rather in the manner of Florison's pills". 
Both Carlyle and the English socialists uere in Engels' vieu 
terribly one-sided. The English uorking-class movement uould 
therefore have to develop a synthesis of the tuo uhich uould 
discard the narrou nationalism and short-sighted materialism 
of the Ouenitcs, uhile bringing the values and insights of 
German philosophy (uhich Carlyle had intuited) doun from the 
clouds. He had high hopes that Carlyle himself might soon 
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achieve this synthesis. 
In fact, Engels uas mistaken about the course of Car­
lyle's mental evolution, and his remarks applied uith greater 
accuracy to his oun. They indicated — and this uas very 
important — that he uas softening his Hegelian hostility 
to empiricism. He had not lost it entirely,but he uas search­
ing for a philosophy uhich uould combine the virtues (as he 
sau them) of 'dialectical' reasoning uith a less cavalier 
attitude to the facts. He still, on occasion, called himself 
a Young Hegelian, but he uas no longer satisfied uith the 
'school' for tuo reasons: (a) unlike him and his handful of 
his friends in Paris, the Young Hegelians in Germany had not 
embraced "communism", and (b) he recognised that, despite its 
historical orientation, German philosophy inclined to ver­
bose abstractions uhich merely impeded the concrete socio­
logical research he nou believed uas reguired. 
So if Engels pulled no punches in laying bare the 
defects of Carlyle's book, he uas nonetheless highly impressed 
uith it as an expose of uhat uas urong uith English, and im­
plicitly European, social and intellectual life. After 
summarising Carlyle's analysis of the chaos and decadence 
of English society, he commented: " u e must allow the truth 
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of all he says". Carlyle had achieved in Past and Present 
uhat he himself had been struggling to do, that is, to de­
monstrate in detail, through an exhaustive case-study of the 
victim in extremis, the general Romantic case that Europe uas 
in the throes of moral and social crisis. Above all, he had 
forthrightly linked the anti-social behaviour of the ruling 
English social groups (bribery, laziness, exploitation, egoism, 
etc.,) uith the demise of the old social order and the spirit 
of 'community' associated uith it. Like Engels (and, for 
that matter, like Plarx, Hess, Blanc, Leroux, and Considerant), 
Carlyle believed fervently that modern capitalist society, 
governed by the lust for money, had reduced men to beuildered 
isolates uho had lost all sense of their uorth as human beings 
and their part uithin a uider human community. He repudia­
ted utterly the cluster of values and doctrines — a loose 
amalgam of Utilitarianism, hedonism, 'laissez-faire' liber­
alism, and Plal thus ian ism — uhich sanctioned the functioning 
of this neu, fragmented society composed of 'soulless' atoms 
submerged in their own 'brute individuality'. Uith both 
Carlyle's ruthless social analysis and his va1ue-critigue, 
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Engels uas in total agreement. 
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His revieu of Past and Present also indicated uhich 
of Carlyle's themes had struck the strongest chords in his 
oun mind and emotions. As regards politics, he endorsed 
uithout hesitation the English writer's attack on Uhiqgism 
and liberalism. English liberalism, he maintained, uas nar-
rou-minded and hypocritical, an ideology of the middle clas­
ses, not a comprehensive political philosophy based on natu­
ral rights. The minds of the educated classes in England 
uere "closed to all progress", and the tyranny of 'right-
thinking' public opinion uas such that self-confessed demo­
crats and atheists uere ostracised socially and regarded as 
mentally disturbed. If it came to a choice, the Tories uere 
marginally preferable to the Uhigs, since at least some of 
them — men like Ashley and Oastler — had a philanthropic 
concern uith lnuer-class misery and sometimes took the part 
of the factory uorkers against the manufacturers. But it 
uas not so much the class bias of the educated elite's poli­
tics that horrified Engels as its intellectual sterility. 
"A decrepit culture", he called it, observing that the mental 
life of the educated English uas just as boring as their 
"blase and effete fashionable society". He repeated a 
favourite theme of his: the contrast betueen this middle-
class mediocrity and the lively underground intellectual ac­
tivity of small independent socialist printers and lecturers. 
Again he mentioned a fact uhich had evidently shocked him — 
the boycott of Strauss' Bas Lehen Besu by all 'respectable' 
English publishing houses. England, he concluded, mioPt oe 
the freest nation politically, but this uas outueigned by 
the tyranny of public opinion and the manioulation of parlia­
ment by the aristocracy and middle classes. He perceived 
the country as sharply divided: on one side, there uere the 
aristocracy and middle classes, spiritually exhausted and 
morally despicable; on the other side, there uere the uorkers 
"morally degraded" and uncouth in their customs, but s:ill 
"flexible material", unspoilt by prejudices and a strong 
voice for reform. For Engels the choice betueen the too 
groups uas eiear: England's 'salvation' uould come from the 
worker because they alone still had "the strength for a great 
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national deed"; they alone had "a future"."" 
A second theme of Carlyle's uhich Engels reiterated 
in his essay uas the attack on liberal political economy. 
He agreed that the value-system underlying the uorks of Smith 
and Ricardo uas, in Carlyle's nhras -, "the gospel of Mammon". 
Follouing Carlyle, he assailed the theory and practice of 
laissez-faire on a variety of grounds. Quoting Carly'e's 
metaphor of industrialisation as a Midas creating unusable 
uealth, he stressed the sharpening divorce betueen rich and 
poor in England and argued that fabulous prosperity f s the 
entrepreneurs and landowners had brought only pausuri- one 
workhouses for the iouer classes. Lioerai democracy, 'on 
combined with libera! economics, he chars-:, evident: . • •• .-•t 
liberty to starve. He uas disgusted by the English govern­
ment's apparent indifference to famine, disease and unem­
ployment, and gave his full emotional support to the Ma .hes-
ter 'insurgents' uho, in August 1842, had demonstrated that 
they uould no longer put up uith their miserable fate. Al­
though he had recently expressed sympathy for anarchism, he 
nou went to the opposite extreme, appealing (uith Carlyle) 
for a government which would govern. 
Thirdly, Engels shared Carlyle's conviction that the 
status guo could not endure. Out, despite his proclaimed 
faith in the regeneration of the louer classes and the possi­
bility of 'progress', he uas sti.ll uncertain hou the sick 
society uould be cured. There uas, he admitted, no panacea. 
Uhile he supported Chartism, he had been convinced by the 
Ouenites that political democracy, in itself, uould make no 
fundamental alteration to the structure of oouer, uealth and 
privilege uhich moulded English social relations. Musing on 
the Manchester 'insurrection' of 1642 (the so-called Plug 
Plot), he concluded that the rebels had failed because they 
had been unable to get to grips uith the amorphous evil they 
uished to destroy. "The evil they suffered uas social", he 
noted, "and social evils cannot be abolished as the monarchy 
or privileges are abolished. Social evils cannot be cured 
by People's Charters". This being so, one had to reco-.r : 
that universal suffrage, desirable ar it uas, coulb L e nr. 
more than a transitional stage "touards real human freedom". 
Hou should the labour movement proceed once it had achieved 
the ballot, and uhat else should it campaign for in the mean­
time? Engels had his long-term vision, but he uas unsure of 
the intermediate steps. 
Social philosophy — and that included his oun as 
uell as Carlyle's — uas still in its infancy, he declared; 
at the mnment it either propounded some general principles 
about the goal to be striven for, or else tried to administer 
a feu palliatives on an ad hoc basis. This uas not good 
enough, and the solution lay in further study. Uhat, most 
of all, should be studied? Tuo things in particular: eco­
nomic theory and social conditions. Socialists needed a neu 
humanitarian but "scientific" approach to economic problems, 
and this reguired, as a preliminary, a careful critique of 
existing classical political economy. They also needed a 
much more detailed and comprehensive knouledge of louer-class 
uorking and living conditions. He concluded his article on 
Carlyle uith a promise to undertake such a social survey for 
the industrial touns of England. 
Engels' other essay in the Deutsch-Eranzosische Bahr-
b u c h e r represented his first concerted attempt to carry out 
a critical investigation into the discipline of political 
economy developed by Adam Smith, S - B . Say, David Ricardo, 
24. Ihid, PIEGA I, 2 , pp. 411, 419 & 431; PIECU, e, p. 450, 
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Thomas Malthus, and James Mill. Entitled "Outline of a 
Critique of Political Economy", the article did tuo things 
at once: it clarified further Engels' general values end 
vieupoint, and it set out his specific opinions on more tech-
m e a l guestions of economic theory." In order to urite the 
article, he had, during the summer and fall of 1843, done a 
lot of reading and thinking about economic problems and 
classical political economy. He had been draun into this 
line of inquiry by his job as an apprentice manager in a 
Manchester cotton manufacturing firm — a grasp of commercial 
principles and trading conditions uas a sine gua non for a 
businessman's son being groomed to eventually take over the 
business. But he uas also interested in Smithian and Ric-
ardian economics because he perceived that uas uhere English 
socialist theory, uhether Cuenite or neo-Ricardian, took 
its starting-point. If John Uatt uas right it uould be pos­
sible to utilise classical political economy, suitably 
transformed, as a concrete basis for a realistic programme 
of social reform. The neu science uould be based on socialist 
values, presupposing the abolition of private property, and 
uould continue the uork of English socialists like Ouen. 
Engels set out his nou oninions on economics uithin 
25. "Umrisse zu einer Kritik dor Nationalbkonomie" ("Out­
lines of a Critique of Political Economy"), Deutscn-
FranzosischG Jahrbucher, P a r i s 1844; MEG A I, 2 , P'" . 
379-404; MEC'J, 3, op. 4 1.8-443. 
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a broader intellectual frameuork. He offered a threefold 
critique of English life, examining the dominant ideas 
embraced by the intelligentsia, delineating the features of 
the mora] crisis he believed permeated the society, and 
pointing to many of the social evils created by industrial 
capitalism. His main intellectual targets uere the Enlight­
enment, classical political economy, and Thomas Malthus. 
He vieued the Enlightenment as an incomplete intel­
lectual revolution against Christianity; it had, he charged, 
become bogged doun in one-sided abstractions like 'materialism' 
and 'social contract' theory, failing to question the validity 
of private property and the centralised state. Smithian eco­
nomics exhibited these deficiencies — it defended cut-throat 
competition, private property, and free-trade, the "pre­
misses" uhich had given birth to the factory system and 
"modern slavery". Moreover, the classical economists had 
been compelled bv the logic of their neu discipline to aban­
don "the humane spirit" of the eighteenth century for a 
cynical, hard-headed realism (in the case of Ricardo), or a 
crude and hypocritical "sham philanthropy" (in the case of 
Malthus). Engels uas shocked by the 'vulgar' Maithusianism 
he had encountered among Lancashire businessmen, and morally 
affronted by the utterances of contemporary Ricardians like 
James Mill and John McCulloch. In his experience the ideo­
logy of the average English entrepreneur combined a heart­
less social policy uith a fervent belief in 'laissez-faire' 
and a primitive faith in the virtues of 'self-interest'. It 
epitomised all he loathed, and to his mind demonstrated 
the dangers of unregulated industrialisation in a society 
uhich hod adnnted tho 'materialistic' values of the Enlight-
enmen t. 
Ho held Smith, Hal thus, and Ricardo primarily res­
ponsible for developing this inhuman ideology. Since com­
merce uas no more then a sophisticated form of fraud and 
robbery, he maintained, it uas impossible to place laissez-
faire can i tali on a moral foundation. Smithian political 
economy uas therefore "a science of fraudulent enrichment", 
tarred uith the criminality of the business operations it 
lauded. Ricardo one his disciples had gone even furtner, 
defending the expansion of machinism and the factory system 
uhich, under capitalism, uere "despicably immoral" both in 
the u rkinp conditions they imposed and the unemployment and 
poverty thov cm->.tnd. As for Malthus, here uas "the immor­
ality of the ecppomist brought to its highest pitch". He 
denounced ha]thus' blend of population theory and classical 
economics as a hyoocritira 1 ot:ompt to justify starvation 
and miser*'. Hf I »'ino on Archibald Alison's Principles of 
Population, he dismissed as nonsense the claim that Britain 
uas overpopu] atod, suggesting that uithin ten years toe 
country could produce ennugh corn to feed a population ten 
times as lorn 1. Ma 1 thus i an pessimism uas entirely unwarranted 
since the productive pouer at the disposal of the human 
race uas "immeasurable", and agricultural yields could be 
increased "ad infinitum by the application of capital, la­
bour and science". It uas also ethically repugnant. The 
logic of Malthus' argument, he claimed, uould lead one to 
consider charity a crime and to endorse the proposals of a 
pseudonymous pamphleteer, Marcus, for a state institution 
to painlessly destroy nauners' children. He concluded that 
Smith's theory of the 'invisible hand', Ricardo's defence 
of machinism , and Malthus' population theory uere inter­
linked facets nf a single ideological system uhich deserved 
to be condemned is intellectually ueak and morally reprehen-
01b1e. 
To his hostile analysis of English intellectual life 
Engels added a moral critigue similar to that in his revieu 
of Carlyle's \ • a s t and Present. In industrial England, he 
asserted, man had been reduced to "profound degradation", 
his psyche and social relations permeated uith selfishness. 
He focussed on four aspects of this 'dehumanisation'. Com­
petition and private property, the basic principles of the 
economic system, presupposed that every individual pursued 
exclusively his oun interests, uhich precluded him from 
living a truly 'moral' life in uhich he uould subordinate 
his desires to the needs of others and the good of the whole 
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community. This egoistic individualism produced, in turn, 
an atomistic society in uhich everyone uas isolated in "his 
crude solitariness", and in uhich even uorkers regarded each 
other antagonistically as rivals. In the third place, the 
separation betueen capital and labour had produced a funda­
mental cleavage in the human community; capitalist society 
uas rapidly becoming a tuo-class society condemned to a per­
petual uar betueen uorkers and entrepreneurs, a conflict in 
uhich the mass of ordinary people uere usually on the losing 
side. Finally, the combination of private property, the neu 
factories, and the "fundamentally unhealthy" market system 
had produced a further divorce betueen those uho eked out a 
miserable existence in abject poverty and those uho uailoued 
, . 29 in abundance. 
For Engels, this extreme ineguality epitomised the 
barbarousness of the British social system. Poverty and 
unemployment uere, it seemed,economic necessities uithout 
uhich the society could not function. But if this uere so, 
then callousness and inhumanity uere built in to the system, 
uhich uas uhy he denounced the entire society as fundamen­
tally immoral. The basic trouble, he reiterated, uas that 
English life — intellectual, moral, and social — uas nou 
thoroughly founded on commerce, and modern commerce, in uhich 
prices perpetually fluctuated and conditions of trade uere 
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chaotic, uas inherently unstable. The commercial system 
uas thus progressively destroying all that uas fixed and 
permanent in social life, including traditional moral 
values. Capitalism, he concluded, obliterated intrinsic 
values since competition continually altered the "value-
relationship" of things to one another. The stock-exchange, 
uhich he loathed from personal experience, represented the 
"culminating point" of capitalist immorality — it uas a 
uhirlpool of speculation in uhich mankind uas "demoted to a 
means of gratifying the avarice of the calculating or gamb­
ling [m e r c h a n tj " . " ^  
As uell as inveighing against the English social 
system on general moral grounds, Engels specified in mere con­
crete terms some of the things he disliked about industrial 
capitalism. Ue have already noticed his antipathy to modern 
trade, uhich he regard I as unpredictable and fraudulent. 
He hated the market system, characterising it as an "un­
healthy" and inegalitarian method of commodity distribution. 
He vieued the system of production uith egual distaste, 
denouncing the factory as a generator of slums and crime. 
But the uorst feature of British capitalism uas the lack of 
co-ordination betueen production and distribution. Fluc­
tuations in supply and demand brought trade crises, he 
explained, and trade crises meant unemployment, poverty and 
30. In id, 1*1 EGA I, ?, 395; f-.s-'CiJ, 3, n. 
starvation. They neu onpeared every five to seven years "as 
regularly as the corets" and "the great plagues of the past", 
bringing in their train "more misery and more immorality 
than the latter". He uas certain this phenomenon uas en­
tirely avoidable, and charged the British entrepreneurs uith 
callously abandoning their uorkers to the merciless mechanism 
of the market. Arguing that economic forces should be con­
trolled rather than left to chance, he insisted that unem­
ployment and poverty could be overcome, if only the moral 
energy to fight the, existed. But he suspected that this 
energy uas lacking in the decaaent British upper and middle 
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classes. 
Engels, as u ie have seen, judged classical political 
economy unethical, and uanted to put the science back on a 
humanitarian foundation. He had no truck uith the fact/value 
distinction, uhich he thought an example of the casuistry 
into uhich the British empiricist tradition in philosophy 
had fallen, and dismissed as ludicrous Ricardo's claim to 
have created an objective, value-neutral science of economic 
behaviour. Ricardo's system, he uas sure, reflected the 
values of British entrepreneurs, and he pointed out the uay 
in uhich the Ricardians assumed uithout question the virtues 
of private property and free competition. By a 'science' 
of political economy, then, he meant a scholarly investiga­
tion that uas thorough, comprehensive, and penetrating, i.e., 
31. Ibid, N EGA I, 2, PP. 394-393; RECU, 3, pp. 433-434. 
an analysis uhich uould dig boon to the roots of observed 
phenomena and explain the underlying forces at uork, thus 
rendering them accessible to human control. This inguiry 
uould, he assumed, have to be conducted from a 'point of 
vieu 1 , and in that sense uould presuppose moral values. 
Since he nnu regarded socialism as the only morally defen­
sible philosophy, it followed that an ethical economic theory 
uould have to oe a socialist one. So he could call for a 
socialist science of political economy uithout feeling any 
tension betueen the terms 'socialist' and 'science'.3"' 
He marie no pretence, in "Outlines of a Critique", 
that he1 had fully elaborated this science, but he did set 
out his ideas on several standard topics of economic theory. 
He had, therefore, already become a socialist economist of 
sorts by the end of 1043. Ue lack evidence to be sure uhence 
he obtained his ideas, but pr ima facie he combined his oun 
reflections on Smith, Say, Hicardo, Mill and McCulloch uith 
doctrines uhich he found in Fourier, Proudhon, Ouen, and 
possibly noo-Ricardinn socialists like John Bray. It seems 
unlikely that he had read much by the neo-Ricardians at this 
time, since he mentioned none of them by name, but on the 
other hand he din refer vaguely to some uork already done 
by English socialist writers on economic problems. So it 
is possible, though by no means certain, that he had gone 
beyond Ouen's books end his follouers' pamphlets. Given his 
enthusiasm for Fourier during these months, it is more than 
feasible that his critique of classical economics leaned 
heavily on Fourier's diatribes against commercial capitalism, 
and indeed he mentioned Fourier in the article. But he did 
not, on this occasion, praise the Frenchman for his economic 
insights, so he may still have been interested primarily in 
Fourier's social vision. I suspect, in fact, that Engels 
took feu economic doctrines from other socialist theorists, 
that the intellectual influences on him at this point uere 
general rather than speeific, aod that the "Outlines" uas 
one of the most original pieces he ever urote. In terms of 
economic content it uent far beyond anything achieved at 
the time by the Ynung Hegelians in Paris, although not, of 
course, beyond the uork of Sismondi, Considerant and Proudhon 
in France or Thompson, Gray, Hodgskin and Bray in England. 
Engels had a solid grasp o: the main uritings of 
Smith, Say and Ricardo, and his brief discussion of classi­
cal doctrines uent to the heart of the most important debates 
betueen rival proponents of liberal economics. For example, 
he discussed the Ricordo/Say controversy over hou to clarify 
Smith's theory of 'value', and also the crucial issue of hou 
•values' related to 'prices*. He criticised the Rica-dian 
theory of value, according to uhich production costs deter­
mined 'abstract value', on the grounds that Say had correctly 
insisted that competition and utility had also to be taken 
into account as determining factors. But in Engels' opinion 
Say's oun theory uas inadequate because too subjective, 
so he advanced instead his oun definition of value: "the 
relation of production costs to utility". Once he had es­
tablished this criterion of 'real value', he felt confident 
enough to offer in addition a theory of price. Competition 
being anarchic and irrational, he claimed, price movements 
uere dependent on the chance interactions of supply anc; de­
mand, so that there uas normally an unfortunate divergence 
betueen 'real value' and nrice. An explanation of price 
levels and price movements uould therefore have to take into 
account both the determinants of value and the effects of 
competition. Of these tuo major components, the former uas 
primary, and prices should be understood as short-term varia­
tions around a level set by the 'real value' of a commodity 
(determined by its utility and production cost). The Eng­
lish political economists had failed to realise this rela­
tionship, he claimed, and had mystified reality by getting 
price and value the urong uay round. This, thought Engels, 
shoued the applicability of Feuerbach's method of "trans­
formative criticism" to liberal economics. He remarked that 
"everything in ["classical} economics stands on its head, 
Value, the primary factor, the source of price, is made de­
pendent on nrice, Its oun product". , V j 
Engels similarly criticised Smith's and Ricardo's 
theories of ground-rent, and then sketched his oun version 
uhich, he thought, combined the best points of both. Rent, 
he argued, reflected both the productivity of the land 
(uhich in turn depended on both natural fertility and labour 
applied to improve yields), and the market situation of sup­
ply and demand. But houever it uas determined in practice, 
he uas convinced that ground-rent uas a form of robbery, a 
means uhereby landouners not only parasitically received un­
earned income (uhich raised prices), but also cashed in on 
the improvements effected by their tenants. Private owner­
ship and capitalist exploitation of land, he asserted, uere 
both immoral forms of "huckstering" uhich could only be ended 
by the abolition uf private property. Follouing Proudhon, 
he argued that the standard arguments advanced in defence 
of private property — such as 'each has the right to the 
product of his labour' — could egually be advanced against 
the institution, and that all hereditary claims to landed 
property uere ultimately founded on the assumption that com­
mon property rights had been divided up among individual 
families, an assumption uhich could egually uell justify a 
repartition among all contemporary land-users. "Thus", he 
concluded, "uherever ue turn, private property leads us into 
contradictions", and it uas best to jettison it as outmoded 
and irrational. 3 4 
Another favourite topic of the English political 
economists broached by Engels uas that of monopoly versus 
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competition. Notwithstanding the furious intellectual 
battles uhich had been uaged betueen pro-monopoly Mercan­
tilists and anti-monopoly liberals, he argued, the uhole 
issue uas a pseudo-problem, or, to use his phrase, a "hollou 
antithesis". Using a favourite argument of Considerant1s, 
he declared that all competitors uere striving to defeat 
their rivals and set up monopolies, so competition naturally 
bred monopoly; also, any lucrative monopoly uould attract 
entrepreneurs trying to take a share in the killings, so 
monopoly naturally bred competition. Moreover, capitalist 
competition already presupposed an oligopoly of property-
ouners uho uere concentrating more and more uealth and land 
in their oun hands. Since capitalism uas thus based on a 
guasi-monopoly and also naturally created monopolies in var­
ious branches of trade and industry, it uas hypocritical of 
its spokesmen to pose as champions of free competition. He 
concluded, then, that the liberal campaign uas a form of 
"mystification" similar to the classical theory of value/ 
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price. 
Engels also criticised the classical economists for 
uorshipping the lau of supply and demand. The problem uith 
the free market uas that uhile demand and supply uere aluays 
tending to reach equilibrium, in practice they never did. 
"Supply", he asserted, "aluays follous close on demand uithout 
ever quite covering it. It i ; either tee big or tee small... 
So it goes on unendingly — a permanently unhealthy state of 
affairs — a constant alternation of over-stimulation and 
flagging uhich precludes all advance — a state of perpetual 
fluctuation uithout ever reaching its goal". The liberals 
(he uas thinking especially of Say) had glorified this un­
satisfactory state of affairs as a beneficient 'lau of na­
ture', claiming that it uas an automatic mechanism uhich 
uould prevent over-production crises. Drauing for his evi­
dence on 3ohn blade's History of the Riddle and Working Clas­
ses (1833), he maintained that the Dritish economy had un­
fortunately refused to conform to liberal theory, and that 
the last eighty years had uitnosood a regular five-to-seven-
year trade cycle of booms and slumps. 0^ 
Engels' explanation of economic crises uas not quite 
the underconsumptionist one he had found in the Fourierists 
and Proudhon. Overproduction vis-a-vis effective demand 
indicated, he suggested, a disequi Librium in the economy due 
to the blind irrationality of unplanned production for a 
market of unknour, size. He uas not arguing that a capitalist 
economy necessarily produced more than its consumers could 
buy, (uhich, for example, Proudhon and Considerant both 
maintained), but rather that it often did this by chance. 
Yet underconsumptionist theory seems to have had some impact 
on hie thinking, because he argued that trade crises uere 
36. Ibid, REGA I, 2, n. 394; RECU, 3, p. 433. 3ohn Wade, 
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bound to get progressively uorse, impoverishing more and 
more small businessmen and enlarging the numbers of poverty-
stricken wage-labourers. Eventually, he claimed, this 
cyclical process uould reach such a level of intensity that 
it uould be intolerable, and a social revolution uould break 
out. Engels thus proposed, in the "Outlines", a crude theory 
of future proletarian revolution as the result of uorsening 
economic conditions. It uas not an economic 'breakdoun' 
theory as such, i.e., he did not explicitly predict that the 
capitalist economy uould, as a result of its internal 'laus' 
or 'contradictions', ultimately be unable to function fur­
ther. Out it did appear to suppose a deterministic relation­
ship betueen increasing unemployment and political insurrec­
tion. Clearly Engels had as yet given little thought to the 
details of his theory, but he did uont to argue that (a) per­
iodic crises uere inherent in a capitalist economy, (b) they 
uould get progressively more severe and extensive, and (c) 
they uould eventually provoke a uorking-class seizure of 
pouer, and a transformation of the socio-economic system.J^ 
In line uith this theory of an enlarging labour force 
and uorsening trade crises, Engels adopted, presumably from 
Ricardo, a doctrine of subsistence wages. (Using real in­
comes uere in the long run impossible for the mass of uage-
labourers, he concluded, given cho likelihood of a vast pool 
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of unemployed uhich might ebb and flou but uhich uould never 
dry up, and given, too, the unequal balance of pouer betueen 
capitalists and proletariat. Technological change uould not, 
under capitalism, uork in favour of the louer classes: it 
uould merely extend the factory system, replace labour-pouer 
by machines (thus exacerbating unemployment), and destroy 
more traditional crafts, rendering previously skilled uorkers 
unemployable. He uas particularly interested in the effect 
of scientific inventions on the labour force. In the early 
phases of the English Industrial Revolution, he explained, 
there had been an excess of demand for labour over supply, 
a fact uhich had stimulated the invention of Hargreaves', 
Crompton's and Arkuright's cotton-spinning machines. The 
last great innovation in the textile industry, the self-
acting mule, had been a response to rising uages — it had 
cut the labour requirements of cotton mills by half, and 
thereby "destroyed the last vestige of strength uith uhich 
labour had still held out in the unegual struggle against 
capital". In the past, then, the introduction of machines 
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had scarcely benefited the textile uorkers. Hou about the 
future? He uas familiar uith Say's argument that in the 
long term machinery uould be favourable to the uorkers since 
it uould cheanon production and thereby create a larger mar­
ket for its products, thus eventually re-employing more 
operatives than uere initially
 p u t out of uork. In theory 
this uas true enough, Engels replied, but it neglected tuo 
crucial considerations. One uas the fact that a pool of 
unemployed kept uage rates lou even uhen more employment 
opportunities uere created, and the periodic laying-off of 
large segments of the labour force also alloued ruthless 
uage-cutting. The second uas the continuous nature of tech­
nological innovation: uorkers uere repeatedly being subjec­
ted to sudden unemployment or drastic uage-cuts, uhich meant 
their existence uas unstable and precarious, uith no guaran­
tee either that their jobs uould be permanent or that their 
skills uould remain marketable. This lack of security, he 
pointed out, uas especially disturbing to the adult uorker 
uith a family to maintain but too old to readily learn a neu 
skill. Since these uere uell-knoun consequences of machinism 
under capitalism, he concluded, it uas despicable of entre­
preneurs to instal neu machines uhile making no attempt to 
compensate the victims.' 
Uhat could be done to counteract evils like subsis­
tence uages, mass unemployment, and trade crises? To Engels1 
mind there uas only one — double-barrelled — ansuer: abo­
lition of private property (the fundamental cause of inequal­
ity), and abandonment of unregulated competition (the funda­
mental cause of unemployment). Production uould have to be 
planned so that the supply of commodities corresponded to the 
real needs of consumers. Drauing on Ouen and Fourier, he 
explained hou the communist economy of the future uould op­
erate: 
The community uill have to calculate uhat it can 
produce uith the means at its disnosal; and in 
accordance uith the relationship of this produc­
tive pouer to the mass of consumers it uill deter­
mine hou far it has to raise or louer production, 
hou far it has to give uay to, or curtail, luxury. 4 0 
There uere tuo uays, apart from the absence of pri­
vate property, in uhich this economy uould differ from a 
capitalist one: a rationally planned use of resources uould 
increase the productive pouer of men and machines, and cut­
throat competition uould be renlaced by a "spirit of emula­
tion grounded in human nature",a concept uhich, Engels com­
mented, only Fourier had so far "tolerably set forth". 
The influence of Fourierism on Engels' conception of 
uhat might ultimately be possible under communism uas thus 
substantial. He endnrsed Fourier's general vieu of human 
nature, his notion of a free community, and his ideas on 'free 
labour 1. But he combined this Fourierist vision of a co­
operative association in uhich uork uas voluntary and joyous 
uith Ouen's conviction that an industrial commune uoule be 
able to take full advantage of neu technology to reduce uork­
inq hours and raise 1iving standards. Hn had a trc--.er.cous 
admiration for science and engineering, lavishing rra ise or 
the beneficial effects of the uor:-. of scientists like ~">uy, 
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Berthollet and Liebig, and practical inventions like Uatf 
steam engine. If managed correctly, he believed, the neu 
industrial technology could revolutionise the quality of 
life and usher in an era of rapid social advance. He com­
bined this faith in technology uith the optimistic philosophy 
of history he had learned from Condorcet and Hegel. Even 
the capitalist system represented a step foruard, he insis­
ted: it uas a link in the "chain of mankind's universal 
progress". By dissolving all sectional interests, laissez-
faire capitalism had paved the uay for the "great transforma­
tion" touards uhich industrial society uas moving — the com­
munist "reconciliation of mankind uith nature and uith it-
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self". Engels thus still retained his old Romantic ideal 
of an organic social community. He had nou not only equated 
it uith 'communism' but had also, in his oun mind, harnessed 
industrial technology as the means of creating it on earth. 
Uhen Engels had sent off both his Deutsch-Eranzb'sische 
Gahrbu'cher articles to Paris (he completed them by January 
1844), he set to uork on a major neu project: a large-scale 
social history of the British Industrial Revolution. This 
he uas never to complete, although it bore fruit in some 
articles he published in Paris that summer, and in The Con­
dition of the Uorkino Class in England, uhich appeared in 
Germany the next year. Ho spent most of his spare time in 
the spring and summer of 1844 visiting English industrial 
towns and pouring over government and neuspaper reports on 
louer-class working and living conditions. In the process 
he gained a better idea of the variety of manufacturing trades 
and some sense of the strengths and weaknesses of the labour 
movement. 
His neu awareness of trade-unionism and of the im­
portance of strikes as a bargaining ueapon uas evident in 
some short columns he urote on current events in Germany, 
France and Switzerland for the Chartist newspaper, The North-
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ern Star. *~ Two episodes on the continent especially caught 
his eye: the Silesian weavers' uprising, and a miners' 
strike near Lyon. He interpreted the Silesian affair as a 
protest against "competition, machinery, and greedy manufac­
turers", and concluded that the consequences of the factory 
system were the some in Germany as in England: "oppression 
and toil for the many, riches and wealth for the few; in­
security of fortune, discontent, and riot exist among the hills 
of Silesia, as uell as in the crowded cities of Lancashire 
and Yorkshire". The Silesian ueavers, then, were the German 
eguivalents of the English hand-loom weavers — one of the 
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most tragic victims of the new textile technology. He 
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assumed that the striking Lynn miners, uhose six-ueek en­
durance test he also reported, uere the French equivalents 
of the English trade-union militants he uas beginning to 
make contact uith through Watts and The northern Star. he 
also surmised from reading the French press that the Labour 
movement and the Republican party uere grouing rapid.lv in 
strength in Paris and in the French industrial touns/' 4 All 
in all, it looked to Engels as though social and political 
change on the British pattern uas imminent in Germany, and, 
especially, in France. For France he predicted the "cer­
tainty of a speedy revolution", and eagerly looked forward 
to visiting Paris uhen his apprenticeship in Manchester ter-
45 
minated in August 1844, 
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CHAPTER 6 
11ARX IN PARIS, 1844 
Once Marx had sent off the proofs of the first issue 
of the Qeutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher to Switzerland for 
printing, he settled doun to study the course of the F rench 
Revolution in more detail, to investigate further the vieus 
of French socialists, and to find out more about the French 
urban louer classes. In his historical studies he concen­
trated on tne Jacob ins snd saris-cuIo 11es, reading the press 
of the Revolutionary period and going through documentary 
material like the f o u r-volume memoir by the Jacobin deoute, 
R. Levasseur. He became familiar with the arguments o f the 
extreme left in the revolutionary Commune, including Jacgues 
Roux, the. spokesman ;'or the e m , q as. Conversations uitn his 
neu acquaintances Pierre 1eroux (an ex-Saint—Simonian), and 
the poet Heine (uhn had been attracted to the Saint-Si monian 
movement while living in Paris in the 1830s), led him to skim 
through a file of i.e Globe and read Hazard's Doctrine do 
Saint-Simon; F x;)o s ; f ion, Premiere Annee, 1 8 2 9 , the irn, t 
l a Rene i. evasseur, i l^ irni pi?f. dr.- P . i evasseur (de la . r:-i^t 
(ed. Achilie R o c T i o ) ' , 4 vols, Paris, Uapilly, 1B29-.1. 
liarx's extensive notes nn and nx r.racts from this u o f k , 
to which tie i p v p the genera: t i t l e "Kampf der front \r.-
nards und Oirnnd '. ns 1 1 , - i r e i n Pifiifi I, j , pp. 417-4 34; 
HECU, 3, pp. 3o 1-374. 
accessible account of Saint-Simonian doctrine. His Parisian 
friends also encouraged his neu interest in uorkina-class 
living standards and working conditions by bringing to nis 
notice Eugene Buret's De la misere des classes laborieuses 
en Angleterre et en France (Paris, 1840), an eye-uitness sur­
vey of the urban poverty accompanying industrialisation.J 
Even more than Bazard's, Buret's book had a substantial in­
fluence on flarx's thinking during the spring and summer or 
1844. 
Marx also took the opportunity to study uorking-class 
life in Paris at first-hand. He attended social evenings 
and educational meetings organised by the more militant Ger­
man artisans living and uorking in Paris. Finding the vieus 
of Ueitling highly regarded by some of these artisans, ne 
nou read Ueitling's Garantien der Harmonie und Freiheit more 
sympathetically, going so far as to pronounce it "brilliant" 
and rate its author a socialist theorist of the same calibre 
as Proudhon. He made contact toe uith the small Russian 
2. Doctrine de Saint-Simon; Exposition, Premiere Annee, 
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emigre circle in Paris (which included Bakunin), and he, 
Hess, and Bakunin together frequented cafes in working-class 
districts in order to converse with French 'proletarians' about 
politics and the need for social reform. Since the French 
economy was depressed in these years and Parisian unemploy­
ment high, Harx and his friends had little difficulty in 
finding uorkless artisans ready to denounce the rich who en­
joyed luxury while workers' families starved in their thous­
ands, and to condemn the economic system which created such 
extremes of affluence and poverty. He no doubt discovered 
fairly wide-spread support among Parisian artisans for Louis 
Blanc's slogan "the right to work" and schemes for state-
aided producers' associations eventually to be run by the 
workers themselves. He probably also discovered some sympathy 
for Cabet's more visionary scheme for a communist society in 
which private property and competition would be abolished, 
since Le Populaire had a small Parisian working-class circu­
lation even though the Icarian movement was stronger in the 
industrial towns of the south.^ Through personal observation, 
conversation and reading, Marx thus deepened his knowledge of 
the Parisian working-class and French socialism in the spring 
of 1844. 
Proudhon remained his favourite French socialist 
writer, although he judged Qu'est-ce que la propriete? much 
5. On Cabet and Icarianism, see Christopher H. Johnson, 
Otooian Communism in France: Cabet and the Icarians, 
1839-1651, Ithaca, Cornell P.P., 1974. 
superior to the other books Proudhon had published to date. 
Proudhon, in fact, visited Paris in February/March 1844, 
and since he uas a friend of Blanc and Leroux it is possible 
that he and Marx met for the first time — ue possess no evi­
dence for this, houever, so it remains conjectural. But Marx 
almost certainly reread the first memoire on property at this 
time, since Proudhon's ideas uere in the front of his mind 
uhen he urote the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts 
later in the summer. In his desire to familiarise himself 
uith the activities and ideas of the French left, he probably 
read La Reforme. Democratie oacifique. and Le Populaire on 
a fairly regular basis, uithout fully subscribing to the 
ideology of any of these groups. Politically he agreed uith 
Blanc's and La Re forme's democratic republicanism, but he nou 
accepted Leroux's criticism that the 'red republicans' put 
too much emphasis on political revolution and underestimated 
the degree of social transformation uhich uould be required 
to eradicate poverty and inequality. He uas still unsympa­
thetic to Icarianism, uhich he thought at once too draconian 
and too impractical. He uas attracted to Fourierism in some 
uays — in particular the Fourierist vieu of human nature and 
attitude to uork — but uas put off by the movement's pre­
dominantly agrarian orientation and middle-class following; 
moreover, he still apparently knew Fourier only through the 
uritings of disciples like Pompery and Considerant — despite 
one reference to Fourier himself in the Paris Manuscripts, 
it is almost certain that Marx did not begin reading his 
books, (as opposed to the odd short text published in the 
Fourierist press), before the fall of 1844. Still, despite 
his reservations, he uas interested in Fourierism, and some 
influence on his thought can be detected in the Economic and 
Philosophical Manuscripts even though he had not been J o n 
over to Fourier's phalansterian solution to the social prob­
lem in the summer of 1844. b 
Lie have seen hou Marx learnt from Blanc, Leroux and 
Considerant in the last months of 1843 that the general prob­
lem of the 'dehumanisation' of modern European man had its 
roots in the economic structure upon uhich 'civil society' 
uas built. Once convinced of this, he quickly sau the need 
to understand better the nature of European capitalism, and 
added economic theory to his list of study topics. Louis 
Blanc, asked to indicate the best book on economics, probably 
suggested Marx should read his oun favourite socialist eco­
nomist, Constantin Pecqueur. So the young German plodded 
through the 900 pages of Pecgueur's Theorie nouvelle d'economie 
sociale et politique (Paris, 1842), discounting the Christian 
rhetoric uith uhich it uas lavishly padded but assimilating 
a moral perspective on economic problems uhich he uas never 
6. Marx, "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte aus dem 
Jahr 1844" ("Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, 
1844"), MEGA I, 3, pp. 28-172 (Fourier reference, a. 
Ill); MECU, 3, pp. 229-346 (Fourier reference, p. 294). 
entirely to lose. He also found some material on economic 
questions in Bazard's Exposition and in Enfantin's articles 
in Le Globe, uhich uere reprinted in book form as Economie 
politiqua et politique Saint-Simonienne (Paris, 1 8 3 1 ) , 8 Pec-
queur, Enfantin and Bazard led him in turn to the Physiocrats 
Adam Smith, and later French and English political economists. 
Bazard, for example, mentioned in his Exposition the ideas 
of Quesnay, Oestutt de Tracy, Say, Sismondi, Malthus, and Ri-
cardo, and Marx folloued up all these references in tne next 
feu months. Indeed, in the summer of 1844 he seems to have 
largely abandoned his study of French history and French 
socialist theory (apart from the uork of socialist economists) 
in order to concentrate on political economy. He read fairly 
extensively in the subject, making copious extracts in his 
notebooks from French translations of the leading British 
liberal economists as well as Frencn and German authors. 
Uhich economists did Marx read before uriting tne 
Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts? Quite a long list 
can be established on the evidence of his notebooks and 
references in the Manuscripts. The English (and Scottish) 
political economists uith uhom he uas to some extent familiar 
uere Adam Smith, 3ohn Lau, 3ohn Marshall, Thomas Malthus, 
7. Constantin Pecqueur, Theorie nouvelle d'economie aociale 
et politique. Paris, Capelie, 1342. 
8. Prosper Enfantin, Economie pnlitinue et nolitiour- -;aint-
Simonienne, Paris, Le Globe, 18 31. 
Games Lauderdale, David Ricardo, 3ohn McCulloch, and 3ames 
Mill, and of these he seems to have studied Smith and Mill 
most thoroughly. He had read the following French writers 
on economic issues: Pierre de Boisguillebert, Charles 
Ganilh, Antoine Destutt de Tracy, Francois Quesnay, Michel 
Chevalier, Jean-Simonde de Sismondi, Frederic Skarbek, 3ean-
Baptiste Say, and the socialists Proudhon, Buret, and Pec-
queur. The extent to which he had studied the works of these 
authors differed considerably though: he had taken extensive 
notes on Say's Traite d'economie politique, and had looked 
at selections from three of Boisguillebert's books, whereas 
his notes on Destutt de Tracy, Buret, and Skarbek were 
g 
briefer. Although no notes on Proudhon and Pecqueur are 
extant, it is obvious from the Paris Manuscripts that Marx 
knew their main works fairly thoroughly, and he also uent 
carefully through the extended 'Introduction' to Buret's 
De la misere, skimming the rest of the work but stopping at 
sections which particularly interested him."*"^  The other 
French writers listed above he knew only sketchily — in­
deed it is probable that he knew of Sismondi only through 
Buret's book in uhich Sismondi uas praised and quoted (quo­
tations from Sismondi in the Economic and Philosophical Manu-
9, Marx, "Exzerpthefte aus Paris, 1844-45", MEGA I, 3, pp. 
411-416 & 437-583; "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manu-
skripte..,", 1oc. cit., passim. 
10. Buret, op.cit.; Marx "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manu-
skripte...", MEGA I, 3, pp. 50-51; MECU, 3, pp. 244-245. 
scripts are all passages found in Buret). His favourite 
German-language economists uere friedrich Engels (uhose 
"Outlines" in the Deutsch-Franzo'sische Jahrbucher he made 
notes o n ) , and Uilhelm Schulz, uhose Die Reuequnq der Produk-
tion he quoted quite extensively in the Paris Manuscripts. 1 2 
Schulz uas actually Suiss, and appears to have been a disciple 
of Sismondi, interested in the qrouth of large-scale factory 
enterprises and their effect on small business. Engels, as 
ue have seen, uas influenced by Fourier, Proudhon, ana Ouen, 
but had to a large degree uorked out his oun ideas on poli­
tical economy as the result of a hostile reading of the Eng­
lish liberal economists. His vieus evidently played e con­
siderable role in both introducing 11arx to economic analysis 
and guiding his response to liberal political economy. Other 
German economists read by Marx uere Friedrich List, H.F. Osi-
ander, and C.U.C. Schu'z, but he does not appear to have •:-
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rived a great deal from their books. 
For harx in the summer of 1844, the discipline of 
political economy uas divided into tuo schools: that of the 
English and French liberals (to uhom he sometimes referred 
as "the political economists"), and that of a looser group of 
11. "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte. . . ", I'iEGA I, 3, 
p. 63; MECU, 3, p. 257, 
12. Uilhelm Schulz, Die Peueoung der Produktion, eine geschicht-
lich statistische Handlung, ,'i/rich und Uinterthur, lo/»3. 
Marx , "Oekonomi sch-ph'i'losnnhische Manuskripte...", I'ltGrt 
I, 3, pp. 47-49, 61-62 & 68; KECU, 3, pp. 242, 2L4 4 L'38. 
13. "Exzerpthefte aus Paris", MEGA I, 3, -p. 411-415. 
socialist and semi-socialist critics uho usually argued 
the need for a broader kind of discipline embracing social 
questions as uell as narrouly economic ones. The liberal 
economists he kneu best uere Smith, Say, and Mill; he did 
make some notes from Ricardo's Principles of Political Eco­
nomy and Taxation sometime in the summer but had apparently 
not 'digested' his vieus sufficiently to make use of them 
uhen uriting the Manuscripts (in uhich the only quotations 
from Ricardo uere second-hand, also via Buret's De la mis­
e r e ) . 1 ^ The 'critics' he most admired uere Proudhon, Pec-
queur, Buret, Schulz and Engels. Although Marx had probably 
not yet read much (or even any) of Sismondi's oun writings, 
his perspective on industrialisation and liberal economics 
uas indirectly influenced by the so-called 'Italian school', 
since Proudhon, Schulz, Pecgueur, and especially Buret uere 
all indebted to Sismondi's analysis of the problems of in­
dustrial capitalism and his polemic against 'classical' 
English political economy. 
In the notes, manuscripts and articles he penned 
during the summer of 1844 Marx referred to seven French so­
cialists: Cabet, Fourier, Proudhon, Saint-Simon, Pecgueur, 
Buret, and Sismondi. Some of these allusions uere slight, 
or somewhat misleading. For example, although he once men­
tioned Saint-Simon by name and did not cite either Bazard or 
14. "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte...", MEGA I, 3, 
p. 63; MECU, 3, p. 2 , : < 6 . Both this and the following 
Sismondi guotation were taken from Buret, op. cit., 
vol. 1, pp. 6-7. 
Enfantin, it is most probable that he had not yet read any­
thing by Saint-Simon himself but had to some degree familiar­
ised himself uith Saint-Simonian doctrine of the late 1820s 
and early 1830s. The distinction is significant, because 
there uas a substantial difference in general tone and speci­
fic doctrines betuecn Saint-Simon and his self-proclaimed 
disciples — broadly speaking, Saint-Simon uas an Enlighten­
ment figure, imbued uith a positivistic desire for a neu 
science of social behaviour, and in most of his writings 
(except his last) sympathetic to entrepreneurs and liberal 
economics, whereas the Saint-Simonians were Romantics, seeking 
above all a new religion and morality upon uhich to build 
an 'organic' community strong enough to withstand the cor­
rosive force of 'laissez-faire' capitalism. Marx, in the 
early summer of 1844, had barely begun to feel the intellec­
tual attraction of positivism, uhile on the other hand, des­
pite his antipathy to the Saint-Simonians' religiosity, he 
sympathised uith their yearning for a society based on 'uni­
versal association'. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
he at first found the disciples more attractive and intriguing 
than the master. 1 0 
Similarly, although Marx did refer to Fourier by name 
on one occasion in the Paris Manuscripts, it appears he uas 
15. On Saint-Simon, see Frank E. Manuel, The Neu world of 
Henri Saint-Simon, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard U . P . ^  
195u; on the Saint-Simonians, see Sebastien Charie'ty, 
Histeire du Saint-Simnnismo, Paris, Hartmann, 1931, 
as yet familiar only uith contemporary Fourierism. And, as 
ue have seen, he probably kneu Sismondi's uritings only 
through extracts in Buret's De la misere. Again, the influ­
ence of Icarianism on Marx uas at this time meagre — ha men­
tioned Cabet only once in the Manuscripts, and, though he uas 
nou becoming more synpathetic to the French Utopian communist 
tradition as a uhole, his remarks on the Icarian leader uere 
critical and made in a supercilious tone, 1 ^ In short, in 
composing the Economic and Phi losonhical Manuscripts Marx did 
not draw upon a close reading of Fourier, Cabet, Sismondi or 
Saint-Simon, just as he did not, at this point, possess a 
firm grasp of Ricardo's uork. But he did make use, cons­
ciously or unconsciously, of his knowledge of Proudhon, Buret, 
Pecqueur, and the Saint-Simonians, He uas to rethink his 
overall attitude to Proudhon's book on property in the fall, 
and mainly dipped into the uork for discussions of specific 
points (like uages or credit) uhile uriting the Manuscripts, 
so I shall leave aside for the moment his reassessment of 
Proudhon's contribution to socialist theory and political 
economy. Of the seven French socialists listed above we 
are thus left uith only Buret and Pecqueur as major influ­
ences on the Paris Manuscripts, to uhom must be added the 
Saint-Simonians, Before analysing the Manuscripts, I shall 
therefore describe briefly what Marx found in their uritings, 
16. "Oekonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte,,,", MEGA I, 
3, p. 114; MECU, 3, p. 297. 
and discuss his notebooks and the one important article he 
urote this summer. 
Four main themes uere of special importance to Marx 
in Saint-Simonian ideology: the Saint-Simonians1 theory of 
the historical development of human society, their analysis 
of the roles played by the opposing forces of 'antagonism* 
and 'association' in this spasmodic progression, their cri­
tique of contemporary industrial society, and their positive 
17 
proposals for social reconstruction. 
Saint-Simon, argued Bazard and Enfantin, had dis­
covered the evolutionary law governing the history of mankind, 
and also the key to the future perfectibility of the human 
species. hie had made history a 'science', providing a 
"successive table" of the stages through uhich the human race 
had evolved, and pointing out that this involved an oscilla­
tion betueen two distinctive types of historical era: 'cri­
tical epochs' and 'organic epochs' (the latter being times 
uhen previous gains uere consolidated and society had reached 
an equilibrium, while the former uere centuries during uhich 
one form of social organisation disintegrated and another 
uas prepared in embryo). Applying this schema to contemporary 
Europe, the Saint-Simonians suggested that their society uas 
on the brink of emerging from a long 'critical epoch' uhich 
had been in existence since the sixteenth century — it uas 
17. The following exposition of Saint-Simonian ideas is 
based primarily on the Doctrine, op. cit., but also on 
Enfantin's Economie politique, op. cit. 
time, they thought, to create a neu 'organic epoch', and 
they claimed to have discerned the fundamental principle 
upon uhich a neu 'organic' civilisation could and should be 
built. 
The key to the future uas 'universal association' ; 
this uas the goal of history, and the course of past history 
uas best understood as a continual conflict betueen tuo great 
forces, one positive and one negative: 'association' and 
•antagonism'. The conflict uas by no means over, but to the 
Saint-Simonians it uas evident that uhereas man had started 
out, long before the rise of classical antiquity, in a state 
of thorough 'antagonism' (i.e., constant uarfare and a so­
ciety based on slavery), the opposing forces of harmony, 
order and equality had increasingly asserted themselves, 
periodically creating relatively stable social orders (in 
ancient Greece, the Roman Empire, and medieval Christendom) 
uhich relied less and less on naked force as a social cement. 
History uas thus for Bazard and Enfantin the story of the 
exploitation of men by rich and pouerful elites, but over 
the centuries this exploitation had declined in intensity, 
passing through the stages of slavery, 'plebianism*, serfdom, 
and uage-labour. European civilisation uas nou ripe for a 
fifth stage in uhich 'antagonism' uould be completely de­
feated and the principle of "association1 uould at last come 
fully into its own. Exploitation and social uarfare uould 
then cease, and a unified, egalitarian, and stable social 
order uould be constructed, appropriate to the neu 'organic 
epoch'. 
Although it uas overtly teleological, the Saint-
Simonians did not regard their theory of history as 'inevi-
tabilist'. The future could be predicted in general terms 
only, they maintained, and progress uould only occur if men 
recognised and undertook their historical tasks. Since the 
French Revolution, uhich had completed the destructive uork 
of the last 'critical epoch', Europe had been ready to advance 
to a neu socialist society, but feu men had as yet perceived 
the truth of Saint-Simon's gospel and taken up the challenge 
of social reconstruction. In his Exposition, Bazard expli­
citly repudiated a deterministic interpretation of his theory, 
and launched into an attack on historical fatalism and a 
critigue of the positivistic assumptions of August Comte's 
rival stage-theory of historical progress. The Saint-Simonian 
vieu of the evolution of human society, notuithstanding its 
roots in Enlightenment scientism, uas thus a conscious at­
tempt to portray history as progressive but non-linear,non-
determined, and as much the product of human conflict as 
the grouth of skill and knouledge. If, in its broad sueep 
and notion of human perfectibility, it retained some affini­
ties uith Condorcet's vision, it uas a more subtle vieu uhich 
also took into account Rousseau's insight that the last feu 
centuries had uitnessed a disintegration of a simpler social 
fabric and the grouth of ineguality, hatred and injustice. 
In short, it uas a blend of Enlightenment and Romantic social 
thought likely to fit in uell uith Marx's oun fusion of these 
tuo intellectual traditions. 
Although the Saint-Simonians believ/ed that the tuo 
main aspects of 'antagonism' (physical force and •'exploita­
tion' ) had declined in importance since the Middle Ages, they 
stressed the continued prevalence of both in modern Europe. 
Force, announced Bazard, uas manifest in government, legisla­
tion, and sexual relations in particular, uhile the employer/ 
employee relationship uas founded on exploitation, albeit in 
an attenuated form. This exploitation, and the continued 
reliance of government on coercion to enforce inegalitarian 
social relations (uithin the family, and betueen ouners and 
non-ouners of property), divided society into tuo opposing 
camps: producers and non-producers, exploited and exploi-
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ters, governed and rulers. Modern Europe uas thus for the 
Saint-Simonians very far from their ideal of a harmonious, 
stable, peaceful social order based on 'universal associa­
tion' on the contrary, it uas rent by tension, hatred, and 
social conflict betueen the "most numerous class" and the 
idle rich, Marx had probably already picked up from Loroux 
the doctrine of class conflict as the most fundamental force 
in modern history, but if not then he certainly found the 
idea set out forcefully in Bazard's Exposition. Most likely 
18. Doctrine (English trans.), op. cit._, pp. 1-89. 
his reading of the Saint-Simonians reinforced his conviction 
that the urban workers uere a class apart, uhose eventual 
liberation uould usher in a neu harmonious and egalitarian 
society based on co-operation rather than class-conflict. 
A third Saint-Simonian theme uhich appealed to Marx 
uas their economic critique of current industrial society. 
Although commercial capitalism had broken doun traditional 
social relations, argued Bazard, it had merely substituted 
one idle, parasitic class for another. The neu capitalist 
elites had no right to oun French industry, so they should 
be regarded as no more than 'trustees' of the instruments of 
production, entrusted uith the task of distributing them ef­
ficiently to workers and supervising the mix of goods produced 
to ensure that it satisfied consumers' requirements. If this 
uas the task French businessmen had tacitly undertaken for 
their society, hou uell had they performed it? "Very poorly", 
ansuered Bazard and Enfantin. Not only had they taken ad­
vantage of their monopoly to live in luxury uhile their work­
ers barely eked out a subsistence living, they had also 
utterly failed to provide planned production and match supply 
and demand in the economy. Capitalism left everything to 
chance, the result of chance uas anarchy, and the result of 
anarchy uas a series of economic crises. Bazard sketched in 
the Exposition a general theory of recurrent industrial 
"catastrophes' caused by unlimited and unregulated competi­
tion. By giving competition free reign, he claimed, the 
business elite (and the politicians uho supported it) had 
unleashed social uar, perverted traditional morality, and 
exacerbated the problem of property. 
Like Prouohon, the Saint-Simonians sau in the accumu­
lation of property in feu hands the main source of social 
injustice. They attacked private property intransigently, 
denouncing it as the material support of the idle elite, 
and proposing that the state should confiscate (in the form 
of death duties) all large concentrations of privately-ouned 
land and realty. Regarding inheritance as the mechanism 
uhich perpetuated social inequality, they believed that by 
banning it they could gradually overcome the skeued distri­
bution of uealth betueen classes and abolish the "hereditary 
misery" of the mass of workers. In short, by accumulating 
property and maximising profits, the French entrepreneurs 
had made use of the 'laissez-faire' economy to feather their 
oun nests, but had completely neglected their social respon­
sibilities. Free-market capita'ism had failed to solve the 
crucial problem of tne 'organisation of uork' — it had 
merely intensified social divisions, and promulgated a re­
trograde morality founded on self-interest uhich hindered 
the progress of 'universal association'. 
Bazard and Enfantin thus had little favourable to 
say about the practical achievements of industrial capitalism, 
and they had even less time for economic liberalism as a 
social doctrine. Classing together the authors of the 
Encyclopedic, the Physiocrats, Say, Malthus, and Ricardo 
as all, in different ways, spokesmen for private property 
and commercial capitalism, Bazard mocked the inadequacy of 
their theories, claiming that no eighteenth or nineteenth 
century jurist, political theorist or economist had been 
able to come up uith a persuasive general justification for 
private property. Sismondi uas the only political economist 
he resoeeted; the liberals he urote off as third-rate apolo­
gists for a decadent society, men uho defended reactionary 
vested interests, encouraged a reprehensible system of values, 
and neglected the moral education of the people. 
This uas the negative, critical side of Saint-Simonian 
social and econonic doctrine. h'arx uas also interested in 
the positive proposals of Bazard and his supporters on hou 
to create a neu 'organic' society. Here he found the Saint-
Simonians had less to offer. They proclaimed the need for a 
neu social doctrine derived from the uritings of Saint-Simon 
and centred around their ideal of 'universal association'. 
One aspect of this neu 'social science' uas the theory of 
history uhich I have already described. Another uas their 
attempt to predict some of the general features of the forth­
coming 'organic epoch' — a time uhen there uould be peace, 
equality, unity, order, harmony, and an overcoming of the 
lamentable gap betueen progressive theory and governmental 
practice. A third uas their reflections on the nature of 
knouledge and scientific discovery in the neu epoch. The 
future 'scientist', they suggested, uould be both a poet and 
a rationalist, combining the fruits of the imagination uith 
the certainties of empirical verification, and utilising the 
techniques of both analysis and synthesis in a manner uhich 
feu intellectuals had so far achieved. This, although vague, 
uas a laudable attempt to avoid the pitfalls of hard-line 
positivism on the one hand and self-indulgent, Romantic 
•fantasy' on the other, and Plarx found himself in general 
agreement uith the programme. He had little sympathy, hou-
ever, for the fourth aspect of 'positive' Saint-Simonian doc­
trine: the attempt to create a neu, non-theological religion 
— this, he judged, merely shoued that Enfantin and his fol-
louers had failed to emancipate themselves fully from Chris­
tianity. 
The Saint-Simonians seemed to Plarx to have only tuo 
practical proposals on hou to create a socialist community: 
the gradual destruction of private property through the aboli­
tion of inheritance, and the modernisation of the banking 
system so that it could be used as a lever through uhich to 
control the economy. These tuo measures, they believed, 
uould be sufficient to allou the construction of a planned 
and centralised industrial economy in uhich all large-scale 
industry uould be state-ouned. It uas a perspective uhich 
took into account the mechanisation and centralisation of 
modern factory production, but uhich g3ve the running of 
industry not to the workers themselves but to a group of 
specially trained managers endowed uith a social conscience. 
They thus envisaged an even greater economic role for the 
state than did Louis Blanc; on the other hand, they expected 
that the coercive, political function of the state uould 
gradually fade auay as the neu social order came into be-
21 . . . 
ing. i\arx uas intrigued by the proposed ban on property 
inheritance, sceptical of the financial panacea, and attracted 
by the Saint-Simonian vision of the future socialist state. 
Although he had found sections on economic issues in 
books and pamphlets by Proudhon, Blanc, Leroux, Considerant 
and the Saint-Simonians, Constantin Pecgueur's Theorie nou-
velle d'economie sociale uas the first treatise on political 
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economy by a French socialist that Marx studied. Pecgueur 
uas ideologically rather eclectic. There uas a Christian 
flavour to his system uhich linked him to Lamennais and 
Buchez, and his values and attitudes revealed a heavy debt 
to the Rousseau of the Discourse on Ineguality. As an eco­
nomist he uas primarily a disciple of Sismondi, but in the 
1830s had been temporarily attracted first to Saint-Simonianism, 
and later to Fnurierisrn, breaking uith the former as too eli­
tist and uith the latter as implicitly authoritarian. He had 
nevertheless been influenced by both these movements, and de­
clared in the introduction to the Theorie nouvelle that uhile 
21. Ibid, pp. 8 4 - 8 9 , 103-109, & 137; Enfantin, Economie 
politique, op. cit., pass 1 m. 
22. Pecgueur, Theorie nouvelle, op. cit. On Pecqueur, see 
Gerard Marcy, Constantin Pecqueur, fondateur du co.llec-
tivisme d'etat, Paris, Receuil Sirey, 1934; Bean-Pierre 
Ferrier, La pensee politique de Constantin Pecgueur, 
Paris, Librairie gendrale du droit et de jurisprudence, 
1969; Ahmed Zouaoui, Socialisme et internationalisme: 
Constantin Pecgueur, Geneve, Droz, 1964. 
the origins of socialist political economy uere to be found 
in Rousseau, the major advances in the subject had been made 
by Fourier and the Saint-Simonians in the 1830s, By reading 
Pecqueur, Marx thus became indirectly familiar uith several 
different strains of early French socialist thought, 
Ths main things of interest to Marx in the Theorie 
nouvelle uere Pecqueur's theory of history, his vieus on 
human nature and hou this uas reflected in human society, his 
programme for a neu social science uhich uould include a so­
cialist political economy, his analysis of the social and 
economic problems of commercial capitalism, his opinions on 
alternative suggested methods of social reform, and his ideas 
on the socialist society of the future, I shall discuss these 
in turn, 
Pecqueur believed in progress, claiming that men 
uere capable of becoming not only more knouledgeable but also, 
uithin certain limits, morally better. He stressed the impor­
tance of education as the primary vehicle by uhich society 
could be — and uas being — made more rational, just and 
free. Firmly convinced that human beings could remould them­
selves, their environment and their social institutions, he 
uas a staunch believer in freewill. Progress occurred, he 
argued, only uhen men consciously revised their traditional 
beliefs and opinions. He thus emphasised the creativity of 
human thought and labour in a uay that appealed to Marx, but 
as a professed social scientist he uas auare that men also 
responded to external forces. Three main factors influenced 
men to change their beliefs for the better, he explained; 
currents of ideas, natural forces they uere unable to dis­
count, and the volitions of other men. He elaborated an ex­
planatory frameuork for social change uhich uas causal, but 
uhich stooped short of being totally deterministic. In the 
last resort, he implied, men aluays chose — or at least had 
the possibility of choosing — the causal factors to uhich 
they uould submit. In one sense, then, progress uas not in­
evitable in Pecgueur's eyes, because (as he put it) men had 
the freeuill to choose betueen good and evil, and need not 
necessarily opt for good (uhich he eguated uith "progress"). 
On the other hand, he uas convinced that the human desire for 
progress uas God-given, and came close at times to propound­
ing a providential theory of inevitable progress reminiscent 
of Qossuet. 
There uas therefore a certain ambivalence in Pecgueur's 
uork over the freeuill/determinism issue and the guestion of 
historical inevitability. He sensed the methodological dan­
gers inherent in a deterministic approach and also in a grand 
overvieu of the course of human history, and tried to avoid 
these by emphasising freeuill and creativity, but uithout 
ever abandoning his desire to establish a causal/social 
'science' and a grand 'philosophy' of history. Like Bazard, 
he argued against a too schematic or linear vieu of social 
evolution, pointing out that particular societies or races 
might temporarily regress, and that even uhere progress had 
occurred in a given society it uas usually imperfect and 
fragmentary. So if Pecgueur uas still, at bottom, a dis­
ciple of Condorcet, his optimistic vieu of history uas 
tempered uith a strong dash of Rousseauean pessimism and a 
firmer grasp of the complexities of social change. Marx, 
uho had begun his philosophical career as a categorical 
exponent of freeuill but uho had gradually (since his edi­
torship of the Rheinische Zeitung) begun to recognise the 
pouer of social forces beyond the control of any individual, 
uas highly sympathetic to Pecgueur's endeavour, and pro­
visionally accepted the broad lines of his 'solution'. He 
agreed uith Pecgueur's strictures against social scientists 
uho vieued man purely as a 'lau-governed* creature and uith 
his uarnings that error and sterility resulted from the his­
torian ignoring human ideals and passions.^ 
Pecgueur's interpretation of the nature of human 
society uas consciously derived from his vieus on human 
character. Man at his best uas, ho claimed, a moral, reli­
gious, loving, sympathetic, intelligent, emotional, indus­
trious, independent being uho acted in accord uith his 
values and ideals. Social laus and institutions, being 
man-made, uere no more than a reflection of man, and so, 
if uell-framed, uould in no uay hamper the expression of 
these good gualities. Unfortunate!y, he argued, (in this 
respect follouing Fourier), many contemporary institutions 
uere in fact ill-adapted to human nature and thuarted the 
free and creative expression of human instincts. He singled 
out commercial capitalism as the major obstacle to a society 
in accord uith 'true' human nature because it encouraged 
egoism uhile dounplaying the human qualities of love, friend­
ship and parental affection. He also, like Marx, sau in the 
doctrine of natural rights a disguised defence of posses­
sive individualism. The only inextinguishable right, he 
asserted, uas that to human solidarity — other so-called 
rights like that of security of property uere not absolute 
and should not be alloued to become barriers to human pro­
gress. In the interests of the general uelfare a society 
had the right to alter its institutions; in any case, since 
human nature itself evolved it uas reasonable that society 
too should change, and no individual or generation could 
then be permitted to lay doun a fixed pattern to uhich these 
institutions must conform. Consequently, he concluded, 
'les generations presentes et les futures ont le devoir et 
le droit de detruire, le plus pacifiquement et le plus eco-
nomiquement possible, tout ce que les generations passees ont 
edifie d1institutions contraires au but de solidarite, 
d'egalite et de liberte",^ 
There uas a blatant contradiction, of uhich he uas 
apparently unauare, in Pecgueur's vieus on human nature and 
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human society. He maintained, on the one hand, that human 
character uas continually changing, and that laus and insti­
tutions had to be flexible, but he also (as ue have seen) 
believed that he could define the essential human gualities 
and lay doun the features of a better social order corres­
ponding to these. He uas able to skim over this problem 
to his oun satisfaction because he uas sure he kneu the 
direction of historical development, namely auay from a 
society in uhich egoistic individualism uas rampant and men 
uere but shadous of their true selves, and touards an 'or­
ganic1 , moral and egalitarian society in uhich the best in 
human nature uould come to fruition. Just like human nature, 
then, society uas in Pecgueur's opinion forever changing, 
but (provided one ignored certain periods of regression) 
uithin this constant change an evolutionary pattern could 
be detected. There uere in any case, he suggested, certain 
features uhich could be detected in any and every society 
because the general structure of social life uas "en parfaite 
analogie avec l'organisme huniain, gui meme se trouve modele 
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fidelement sur lui". These features included religion, 
culture, art, science, industry, an educational system, and 
a state. He allotted the state a central role in political 
life, and this as ue shall see, fitted in neatly uith his 
opinions on economic policy. Houever, the most important 
point about Pecgueur's general vieu of man and society uas 
that uhile he folloued Rousseau and the Saint-Simonians 
uith his organic metaphors and his preoccupation uith author­
ity, he remained in the Enlightenment tradition uhen assuming 
that there uas a direct correspondence betueen 'human nature' 
and social structure and that it uas possible to improve the 
fit by making society more just and rational. Again, this 
uas a blend of Romanticism and Enlightenment rationalism 
uhich uas in general accord uith the remnants of Marx's 
liberal, semi-Hegelian vieu of the state and society. 
Notwithstanding its bulk, Pecgueur's Theorie nouvelle 
uas more an intellectual manifesto than a treatise. It uas 
an appeal for a neu, broad-ranging social science uhich uould 
include the subject-matter of classical political economy 
uhile treating economic guestions not in isolation (as did 
the Ricardians) but in a social and political context. The 
grounduork for this had already been laid by Robert Ouen in 
Britain and Fourier and the Saint-Simonians in France, he 
suggested, so the first task uas to produce a synthesis of 
the best of their uork. Although the tenets of the 'science' 
uould be provisional and subject to progressive revision, he 
argued that certain of its principles could be laid doun 
immediately, in contradistinction to those of English liberal 
economics. It uould be a 'moral' science, that is, instead 
of falsely pretending value-neutrality, it uould admit 
overtly that the thrust of its analyses uould reflect the 
social goals of eguality, justice and the uelfare of the 
whole population.^ 
Pecqueur defined the basic problem to be solved by 
his neu 'social economy' as that of deciding uhat uere the 
"dispositions, curnbinaisons et les moyens" uhich uould pro­
duce the greatest human uellbeing ("bonheur"). This sounded 
as though he presupposed a utilitarian moral philosophy, but 
he stated firmly that the greatest happiness of the greatest 
number uas not his only aim — egalitarianism uould be a 
premiss of egual importance. Moreover, the ultimate purpose 
of this neu socialist economics uould be to help create the 
society best adapted to human nature. The neu discipline uould 
thus be practical as uell as theoretical, and uould ultimately 
have a double moral purpose: to help men fulfill all that 
uas best in their characters, and to create neu social in­
stitutions suited to this neu, improved human race. 
Pecgueur uas thus guite frank in arguing the need not 
merely for a more humane use of the economic information 
collected by the liberal economists, but for a different in­
terpretation of this information. Economic 'facts', he main­
tained, uere necessarily vieued through one ideological prism 
or another, so socialists must perfect a socialist political 
economy to rival the existing liberal version. In any case, 
the Ricardians uere doing no more than provide apologetic 
descriptions of the economic status-guo, and, egalitarian 
principles aside, it uas guite evident that the current 
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economic arrangements uere not an efficient means of ensur­
ing the intellectual, moral, and material progress of the 
nation. In short, Pecqueur believed both that the liberal 
economists' values uere urong, and that they uere incompe­
tent because they refused to prescribe hou the state could 
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intervene to increase production and improve distribution. 
The aspect of Pecqueur's uork to uhich Marx paid the 
closest attention uas his analysis of the social and econo­
mic problems of contemporary capitalism. Pecqueur did not 
single out industrialisation as the source of the social 
disruption uhich he sau around him, but he did emphasise the 
sharp antagonism of interests betueen entrepreneurs and pro­
letarians. In discussing the social consequences of unregu­
lated commercial capitalism he focussed on the uncertainty 
of business fortunes and the extremes of poverty and suffer­
ing inflicted on the uorkers. Arguing that pauperism stemmed 
directly from the producers' lack of ounership of their 
means of production, he contended that if uorkers uere to 
receive the full value of their labour, excessive working-
hours could be cut as extremes of uealth and destitution 
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could be abolished. Like the Saint-Simonians he uas con­
vinced that the bourgeoisie uas a parasitic class of idlers 
able to live off the backs of the uorkers because of its 
monopoly of land, realty, machinery and liquid capital. The 
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proletarians produced by their labour the total uealth of 
the nation, he argued, but a large part of this uas siphoned 
off by the non-producers, leaving insufficient to assure them 
adequate living standards. The root problem, then, uas the 
private ounership of the means of production by a useless 
elite. 
Actually, although he regarded the question of private 
property as fundamental, Pecqueur also identified three other 
economic causes of the current social crisis. He contended 
that free competition uas the 'mother' of inequality, poverty 
and misery. Uhy? Because the free-market system presupposed 
a society in uhich men uere isolated entities antagonistic 
to their rivals in the economic uar; it had destroyed the 
traditional solidarity and mutual aid uhich had once existed 
betueen families. Nou nobody cared any more about their 
neighbours, and the victims of the economic system uere ex­
posed to the full rigours of its cruelty. Moreover, Pecqueur 
added, free-market competition uas a game of chance uhich 
favoured the rich and the strong. The market system pro­
duced an uneven distribution of goods at constantly varying 
prices, resulting in much unfairness, uncertainty and uas-
tage. Not only uas it unsatisfactory for the consumer, it 
uas a continual gamble for the businessman uho faced the 
ever-present possibility that he uould be left uith unsold 
goods. Because of the inefficiency of the free-market as a 
system of distribution, then, overproduction of goods uas 
inherent in the capitalist system, and trade-crises uere 
unavoidable, bringing in their train bankruptcies and mass 
unemployment. Laissez-faire uas thus in Pecqueur's opinion 
harmful even to the bourgeoisie, but he stressed that in 
economic slumps the fate of the uorkers uas uorse because 
they had no cushion of private property to fall back o n . 2 9 
In addition to this wholesale attack on competition 
Pecqueur lambasted the financial institutions of commercial 
capitalism. He refused to accept as legitimate the charging 
of interest on borroued capital. One of the major difficul­
ties uhich hampered groups of uorkers trying to set up co­
operative producers' associations, he pointed out, uas the 
high cost of borrouing enough money for the initial capital 
outlays. And even if uorkers successfully obtained a capital 
loan their enterprise uould be hamstrung ever after by ex­
cessive interest payments. He uas therefore flatly opposed 
to the entire credit and banking system uhich serviced cap-
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italist trade and manufacturing. The tremendous ineguali-
ties of uealth in contemporary France uere largely the re­
sult, he believed, of the bourgeoisie's monopoly of "capital 
de reproduction" (i.e., capital goods uhich could be used 
productively to create more uealth). In effect, only the 
possessors of capital had a real opportunity to enrich them­
selves, uhereas uorkers uere completely dependent on the 
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entrepreneurs for their jobs and income. Hou had this 
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inequity groun up, and uhat perpetrated it in modern society? 
Property rights, he answered, ..n particular the right of in­
heritance, and the right of proprietors to give or sell 
their land and uorkshops to uhomsoev/er they desired. These 
tuo legal provisions meant that a relatively small number of 
bourgeois families could retain and build up their property 
and capital, denying the uorkers the use of land and machinery 
except as poorly paid uage-slaves. 
Pecqueur thus tried to demonstrate in detail hou 
private property, free competition, and the credit system 
combined to make the rich richer and the poor poorer. The 
extremely unequal distribution of uealth uas, in his vieu, 
"le probleme capital de notre epogue", but he uas convinced 
that it uas inseparable from that of capitalist production. 
Private ounership of uorkshops and factories, he reiterated, 
inevitably produced tremendous inegualities of income. He 
admitted that industrial capitalism in England had consider­
ably expanded that country's national uealth, but this eco­
nomic grouth, he claimed, had only exacerbated injustice. 
The 100/u increase in production in England in the last 
century had merely made the aristocracy uealthier and the 
masses more poverty-stricken. Hence, grouth for its oun 
sake uas no ansuer to the social problem — it uas no use 
expanding the national cake if the uorkers' slice diminished 
in proportion. Production, after all, should only be a means 
to a higher living standard for the uhole population, and 
expanded production uas only uarranted if there uas a 
simultaneous improvement in thr ecjality of distribution of 
uealth. 
The crucial question facing economists uas therefore 
not hou to speed up economic grout i , but hou to better dis­
tribute the fruits of existing grouth. Or, to put it another 
uay, the real goal vas better incomes and uorking conditions 
for the mass of uorkars. He proposed tuo slogans uhich 
uould sum up the gist of his economic policies: "Detruire 
la propriete...c'est enfin se donner les moyens d'assurer a 
tous la propriete!" and "Tout au travail, rien au capital!" 
Only by abolishing private property and the free-market, he 
concluded, uould it be possible to remove the social chasm 
uhich meant that uhile some men could get rich uithout uork­
ing, others had to labour fifteen to eighteen hours a day in 
order to barely survive uith no time to cultivate their minds 
or bodies. Of these tuo basic causes of exploitation (pro­
perty and competition), Pecgueur (like Proudhon but unlike 
Blanc), believed that the former uas the more fundamental 
evil -- in the last analysis, he argued, unrestricted com­
petition uas a side-effect of the capitalist system of pro­
duction, uhereas the private appropriation of capital uas 
its very heart. 
Not surprisingly, then, he criticised as ineffective 
all attempts to reform capitalism uithout grasping the net­
tle of private property. Gut he took seriously the possibility 
of gradually and peacefully reforming the capitalist system 
out of existence, and examined in detail the consequences, 
under capitalism, of a series of proposed social and eco­
nomic reforms. The seven he gave most credence to uere 
(i) higher uages and shorter hours, (ii) uorker participa­
tion in profits, (iii) a profits tax, (iv) neu credit insti­
tutions, (v) inheritance restrictions, (vi) price fixing, 
and (vii) the promotion of voluntary producers' and con­
sumers' co-operatives. He recognised that all of these uould 
probably involve a much higher degree of state involvement 
in the economy than uas currently the case, but he sau no 
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problem in this. 
Some of these measures he pronounced more practical 
than others. For example, he approved of the idea of a pro­
fits tax, but noted that this uould go against one of the 
principles of capitalism, the entrepreneur's right to make 
as much profit as he could. Legislation ensuring uori er 
participation uas feasible, he judged, but it uould irvolve 
stringent and complicated book-keeping arrangements er forced 
by the state if the laus uere net to be evaded by uncooper­
ative entrepreneurs. He applauded inheritance restrictions 
but suggested that they made sense only as moves touards 
full socialisation of the land and means of production. He 
uas sympathetic to the Saint-Simonian proposal for a neu, 
state-controlled banking and credit system to be usee as a 
planning tool, regulating production in different branches 
of industry and controlling interest rates (uhich, as ue 
have seen, he believed should be rock-bottom), but he uarned 
that the scheme uould only uork if it uas created compre­
hensively on a national scale, supervising all production 
and replacing the existing banking system. He uas more 
hesitant over the value of voluntary producers' associations 
operating uithin a capitalist economy; the problem uas that 
to compete effectively uith capitalist firms these uojld 
have to be operated in a capitalist fashion and so uould 
exploit uorkers and consumers just like their rivals. Pro­
ducers' co-operatives could only uork properly, he maintained, 
if they uere freed from the vicissitudes of the marke.. and 
the need to pay interest on borrowed capital, — that is, 
if capital and property uere socialised, and they uere in­
tegrated into a planned economy. 
He opposed price-fixing categorically, claiming that 
in a free-enterprise economy it merely discouraged invest­
ment and production, indirectly causing bankruptcies and 
unemployment — hence as a transitional measure it uas use­
less, uhile in a socialised economy it uould be redundant. 
As for legislated higher uages and shorter hours, he uas 
sceptical. He doubted uhether the legislation could be 
easily made effective, and he thought that there uould be 
unuelcome economic repercussions, in the form of higher 
prices and scarcity of goods, if it uas. About trade-unions 
and strikes he h a d M t t l o to say, but the tenor of his argu­
ments on uages loe 3 c c a p . : n d a subsistence-level1 theory) 
indicater that ha u . ambivalent about their value and placed 
more faith in state actioi on a nation-uioe scale than in 
collective bargaining at :he local level. 
In general, his ar.tituae to the various economic 
reforms listed about uas that some uould be ineffective 
(even "vains ou dangereux; !) uhile others uould be useful in 
a limited uay provided they uere not regarded as panaaeas 
and uere consciously treated as transitional means to a 
fully socialised economy. If regarded as permanent solu­
tions they uould probably result in the revival of feodal 
guilds and the perpetuation of an older form of inequality 
— in short, they uould be an attempt to set the cloci back 
and uould stifle economic progress. Hence, he concluded, 
there uas really no half-uay house betueen economic 1. beral-
ism and state socialism. Under capitalist;1 the uorkin class 
uas doomed to poverty and subsistence uages, and in the long 
run its sufferings could be alleviated only by an ecoromic 
revolution. Property and competition uent hand in hard, and 
uould have to be abolished together, although, in the abort 
term, a government aiming at a gracual transition to rocialism 
could place sufficient curbs or them to soften exploitation 
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and eradicate some of the uorst abuses of capitalism. 
This partial critique of reformism uas aimed at Louis 
Slanc and the left-wing rapubl-nan? grouped around La 
Reforme, Pecgueur olso trek ct . trouble to pen a lengthy 
criticism of Fourie ism, uhich he regardeo as the other 
plausible alternative to state socialism -chat had gained 
uide currency among the French left. He recognised the 
attractiveness of Fourier's vision, indeed he had himself 
been seduced by it for a uhile in the 1830s, but he uas nou 
convinced that the phalansterian 'solution' uas specious. 
Fourier's uorld, he claimed, despite its promise to give full 
reign to the passions, uould in fact reproduce the same hier­
archical structure of authority and privilege and the same 
inequality as the old uorld. Someuhat inconsistently, he 
also attacked Fourier for being too democratic, suggesting 
that the uay the phalansteries uere organised uould make 
their members the slaves of majority opinion. Moreover, he 
maintained, Fourier had ignored rather than solved the key 
problem of economic organisation, that of combining cen­
tralised planning in order to ensure efficient production 
uith an egalitarian distribution system, because he had 
never sorted out his vieus on the issue of centralisation 
versus decentralisation. And above all, there uas something 
more fundamental uhich uent against the grain of Pecqueur's 
deeply-held religious outlook: Fourier, he charged, had 
attempted to create a hedonistic society uithout morality, 
and this uas an impossibility, since man uas by nature a 
moral and religious creature. It uas a comprehensive indict­
ment uhich probably had the effect of raising Marx's respect 
for Fourierism, since he uas unlikely to have been impressed 
by Pecqueur's claims that the phalansteries uould be exces­
sively democratic or insufficiently religious. He probably 
gave much greater credence to Pecqueur's strictures on the 
inadequacy of left-Republican reformism than he did to his 
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diatribe against Fourier. 
Uhat uere Pecqueur's vieus en the nature of the fu­
ture socialist community? In broad outlines these uere quite 
clear, although he had not worked them out in much detail. 
The most 'scientific', libertarian and progressive solution 
to the social problem, he argued, uould be a co-operative, 
communal form of society in uhich private praperty ua., for­
bidden and some individual rights uere restricted in the 
interests of the society as a uhole. In this society every­
one uould be free to uork creatively uith his oun tools and 
to utilise as much land as he reguired. To ensure thas, all 
land and all means of production (raw materials, buildings, 
machinery, etc.,) wculd be ouned socially, i.e., jointly 
by the uhole population, and administered by the state. 
Since all uealth uould be produced co-operatively, us ng 
communally ouned materials, all uorkers uould have the right 
to an equal share of the consumer articles created. ;lut be­
cause production uould be planned and monitored by the 
state, they uoulo be state employees, producing for the 
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community rather then for theme-lues. Their efforts uould 
be co-ordinated by the government, and the uastage inherent 
in anarchic capitalism uould be eliminated. 
One of the most important of Pecqueur's goals uas to 
match perfectly supply ana demand in the economy. Given 
complete state control over production targets and uages, he 
suggested, it uould be possible to establish both the cost 
price of all articles and the demand for them at this price, 
and once one had this information it uould be feasible to 
attune production almost exactly to consumer preferences. 
Hence excessively high prices due to an excess of demand over 
supply uould be avoided, and there uould be no profit mar­
gin, so consumers uould get the articles they uanted just as 
cheaply as uas possible at the operative level of technology. 
It uould also be possible, he asserted, to calculate fairly 
precisely the number of hours it uas really necessary 'or 
uorkers to uork in order to satisfy the total demand in the 
economy. And if production uas planned rationally, thn hours 
worked uould be the minimum possible, so exploitation would 
be at an end. As for uages, Pecgueur believed that al: 
uorkers should be paid the same, this being the only s-heme 
compatible in his eyes uith the principle of an egalitarian 
distribution of social uealth. Pecgueur's social system, 
then, uas non-propertarian, centralised, and egalitarian, 
and may aptly be summed up by the label 'state socialism 1. 0 
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It uas a vision uhich left an indelible imprint on Marx's 
mind, although he uas far from completely uon over to it in 
the summer of 1844. 
Linen he picked up Eugene Buret's De la misere des 
classes laborieuses en Anqleterre et en France, Marx probably 
expected to use it as a source of factual information about 
the living and uorking conditions of the urban louer classes 
in the tuo countries. This, indeed, uas uhat he found in 
the main body of the large, tuo-volume uork. But Buret pre­
ceded his descriptive reporting uith a long (one hundred 
page) essay of a more theoretical nature, and, to judge from 
his quotations from Buret's book in the Paris Manuscripts, 
this uas uhat Plarx judged the most valuable section of the 
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tome. Buret, then, not only provided him uith some of the 
factual data he needed to deepen his understanding of the 
industrial proletariat, he also influenced him as a social 
and economic theorist. 
There uere four questions discussed by Buret in his 
"Introduction" that uere of especial interest to the young 
German: the phenomenon of industrialisation, the social con­
sequences of this economic revolution, the limitations of 
classical political economy, and the idea of a neu social 
science uhich uould guide the creation of a neu social order 
better adapted to the neu industrial technology. Some of 
37. Buret, De la misere..., op. cit. Marx, "Oekonomish-
philosophische Manuskripte,..", MEGA I, 3, pp. 50-51 
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uhat Buret had to aay overlappu:' uith Peccueur's Theorie 
Nouvelle; for example, both Pecqueur and Buret criticised 
English liberal economics and proposed an alternative approach 
to economic phenomena. But Buret's detailed assessment of 
the nature and problems of English industrial capitalism uas 
neu to Rarx, and gave him a neu perspective on the Industrial 
Revolution. It uas to be reinforced after he urote tfe Paris 
Manuscripts by long conversations uith Friedrich Enge-s about 
industrial Britain, but in the summer of 1844 Marx's know­
ledge of industrialisation and its social consequence? de­
rived almost exclusively from Buret, except for the mere 
general opinions he had picked up earlier from Leroux and 
Considerant. 
Buret's book uas a plea for an intensive study of 
English social history because England uas the country, par 
excellence. of the Industrial Revolution. A neu industrial 
society uas being born in Europe, he pointed out, and it had 
groun in its most rapid and extreme form in the neu, grimy, 
sprauling urban areas of the north of England. Europe, he 
commented, had nou experienced tuenty-five years of indus­
trialisation, since, on the Continent at least, the factory 
system utilising steam-pouer uas a post-18 '.4 phenomenoi. 
This uas long enough to reveal some of the essential charac­
teristics of the neu society, and it uas high time that, 
some heed uas taken af the warning signs b: fore too late. 
To start uith, there uas the problem that the neu uorld uas 
emerging in a haphazard, unplanned uay. This is uhat had 
been allowed to occ-jr earlier in England, so one could look 
at the English neu towns to see uhat the results of this non-
policy would be in France. But ev/en more important than the 
unaesthetic and unhealthy consequences of unregulated ur­
banisation, Buret argued, uere the unforeseen social pheno­
mena accompanying English, and beginning to accompany French, 
industrialisation. The most obvious of these uere recurrent 
economic crises, mass unemployment, the failure of the uork-
ing masses to benefit from the neu technology, extremes of 
uealth and poverty, and control of markets and prices by a 
neu breed of speculators. In short, England shoued that while 
rapid economic growth and the mechanisation of industry 
brought untold uealth to entrepreneurs and landouners. it 
also meant mass pauperism. It thus created, or more pre­
cisely, drastically exacerbated, the 'social problem'., by 
uhich blanket term Buret — in common uith Blanc, Leroux, 
Pecqueur and the others — meant the existence of a highly 
stratified, conflict-ridden society in uhich a large percent­
age of the population seemed condemned to exploitation, 
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misery and poverty. 
Buret uas sensitive to the social strains caused by 
rapid industrialisation and urbanisation. Convinced that 
the French Revolution had been a disaster for the nation, he 
uas worried that if France went the way of England the unre-
silient social fabric would be ripped apart again and the 
suffering populace v-ould once
 ;ore undergo the horrors of 
civil uar. France, ne believe'!, uas a country easily in­
fected uith the germ of revolution, and social reforms uere 
required immediately to immunise her from this sickness. 
The present socio-economic regime, like that of the mid-
eighteenth century, uas souing the seeds of a future cata­
clysm, and further government inaction could result only in 
a social explosion. Hence industrialisation, if it could 
not be avoided, at least had to be carefully controlled, 
and firm measures taken to ensure that it did not produce 
the kind of economic and social chaos evident across the 
Channel. 
Buret, moreover, suspected that laissez-faire capit­
alism uas far from the ideal economic regime for an indus­
trialising nation. Apart from the social costs incurred by 
unrestrained economic uarfare, he believed that laissez-faire 
uas performing poorly on purely economic criteria. While 
the grouth of the English cotton industry had been staggering 
to start uith, this uas due to the absence of up-to-date 
competitors, so one had to discount the admittedly consid­
erable increase in Great Britain's national uealth before 
the 1820s. Yet since she had begun to face Continental and 
American competition, Buret considered England had not done 
nearly so uell, nor had the recent economic performance of 
France and Germany justified great faith in the material 
benefits of industrialisation. If one examined the 'progress' 
of the European economy in the 1330a, he argued, the evidence 
showed net grouth but stagnation, or rather some short bursts 
of grouth folloued by setbacks uhich added up to much the 
same. No European country had yet fully recovered from 
the slump of 1837, and it looked very much as though the 
capitalist system had fallen into that "stationary state' 
predicted and feared by Adam Smith. And for laissez-faire 
capitalism a 'stationary state' meant decadence, a trough of 
lou-level economic activity bringing mass unemployment and 
widespread suffering for an industrial population uhose jobs 
depended on continuing grouth and expanding markets. As 
industrialisation proceeded, he explained, it became more 
and more difficult to maintain the same rate of expansion, 
so that stagnation gradually became the norm. This uould be 
true under any economic system, but its implications were 
particularly telling for laissez-faire capitalism, uhich uas 
only viable in Buret's eyes uhen the fruits of rapid grouth 
outweighed the disadvantages. The truth uas, he conci uded, 
that capitalism uas becoming less and less attractive- "les 
avantages attribues a notre systeme economique diminutnt 
done en nombre et en importance, a mesure gue se developpe 
le systeme".^9 
But if Buret uas sceptical about the ability of 
laissez-faire capitalism to deliver the goods, he uas ap­
palled by its social consequences. Not only did he believe 
industrialism uas sewing revelation and civil uar, he sau it 
as primarily responsible for the widespread lower-class pov­
erty and distress which he described eloguently in the main 
body of his book. Horrified by the mass pauperism his re­
search had uncovered, he uas indignant at the indifference 
shoun by politicians, entrepreneurs, and political econo­
mists alike. Poverty, he stated, uas a sort of 'original sin* 
for uhich everyone in modern society, not just the business­
men, uas responsible -- it uas not merely a practical prob­
lem to be solved in a technical fashion, it uas also a moral 
stain uhich had to be uashed auay before a better (spiritually 
purer as uell as materially more egalitarian) society could 
be created. 
Uhy uas capitalism daily creating more poverty? 
Buret's answer uas that by concentrating capital in feuer 
and feuer hands it uas breeding a neu 'feudal aristocracy', 
a rich elite cut off from the rest of the nation. While 
these beneficiaries of the wealth created by the new machines 
lived in luxury and splendour, the mass of uorkers uere re­
ceiving an ever diminishing share of the income thus gener­
ated. Because of the unregulated market system, speculators 
could interfere uith the distribution of goods, artificially 
raising prices and making unearned fortunes at the expense 
of the ordinary consumer. Since uages uere falling in var­
ious branches of industry due to competition from neu mach­
inery, the worker's living standard was being squeezed from 
both sides at D n c e , and the real incomes of the urban uork-
force were declinir • towards K L O S : stence-i evel. Ever when 
the economic conjuncture uas favourable, then, the plight 
of the lower income groups uas sericus, but free-market 
capitalism had additional ways of increasing their suffer­
ing. The introduction of neu machinery and recurrent re­
cessions both brought widespread unemployment, frequently 
on too severe a scale for the charity of religious institu­
tions and private individuals to cope uith the starvation 
uhich then afflicted penniless families. Even in periods of 
boom, unemployment was endemic in some trades, and raoid 
technological change, coupled uith the uiid fluctuations in 
the health of the economy, gave almost every uorker an un­
precedented sense of insecurity — he hardly kneu fro.i day 
to day uhether he uould still have a job or uhether his 
meagre uage uould remain uncut. In material terms, toen, 
the current economic system had already produced gree :. ex­
tremes of uealth and poverty, and the inegualities ue a 
grouing all the time, ^ 
Buret uas equally concerned uith the psychological 
effects of the factory system on the uorkers. Describing 
the unhealthy and dangerous working conditions, the li. ng 
hours and tedious uork, and the poor housing of the work­
force crowded into the neu urban centres, he argued that 
disease, fatigue and inadeguate diets meant in turn unhap-
piness, vice and ignorance. The mental and moral state of 
the louer classes he •eclered daplcrable. Crime, sexual 
promiscuity, suicide and a mcc . of hopeless desperation 
uere prevalent among tha "floating population" inhabiting 
the slums and ghettoes of the big cities. Naturally things 
uere uorse among the jobless, but Buret believed that the 
factory uorkers uere also, in a different manner, being re­
duced to the level of animals. The uage-labourer, he argued, 
uas being "dehumanised" by industrial capitalism in a uay 
uhich the artisan had in the past normally escaped, no mat­
ter uhat material difficulties he had encountered. This neu 
"dehumanisation" took tuo different forms: the absolute 
dependency of the labourer on the capitalist for his living 
(uhich uas a neu kind of slavery), and the reduction of 
labour to the status of a commodity. 
Buret regarded this double humiliation of the jorker 
as the most iniquitous facet of industrial production. He 
argued that uealthy capitalists nou exercised an absolute 
pouer of life and death over millions of human beings, used 
this pouer to extract the maximum of labour for the minimum 
of uages, and looked on uorkers not as people but as a com­
modity the supply of uhich exceeded the demand. As a result, 
uages uere governed not by a reasonable and humane assessment 
of uhat the worker's family needed to live properly, but by 
the harsh lau of competition in the free-market, uhich 
meant that only in exceptional circumstances could they rise 
above subsistence-level. In one crucial respect, though, 
Buret claimed that labour uas different from most other 
commodities: the sjpply was inelastic. The worker, he 
pointed out, could not be said to sell his labour freely in 
the market-place uhen he had no choice in the matter, having 
no other means of subsistence. Hence to the great disparity 
in uealth betueen rich and poor uas added another equally 
severe contrast: between the freedom of the propertied 
elite and the beast-like servitude of the masses. There 
uas, therefore, a moral side to the 'social problem' as uell 
as a material one — hou to rescue the labouring population 
from the non-human psychological condition into uhich they 
were being forced by industrial capitalism.^ 
Uhat remedies did classical political economy have 
to offer to cure this dismal state of affairs? "None", re­
plied Buret, and he had much to say about the limits and 
defects of the discipline, particularly in the form given it 
by Ricardo and his disciples. Like Pecqueur, he maintained 
that the English school had exhibited callous incompetence 
over the problem of extremes of uealth and poverty. It had 
indulged in technical squabbles over "value" and ground-rent 
uhile neglecting to undertake a careful empirical study of 
the crucial issues of population, uages and pauperism. French 
liberals were no better; Say, for example, showed blithe un­
concern about poverty, assumed uith no justification that 
all production uas good in itself and that unlimited compe­
tition uas beneficial, and offered a preposterous 'law' of 
supply and demand uhich uas in blatant contradiction uith 
the reality of a country like Ireland. As for Adam Smith's 
•invisible hand' theory of a natural economic equilibrium, 
(a postulate assumed by liberals on both sides of the Chan­
nel), this uas in Buret's opinion simply a bad joke. The 
truth of the matter uas, he argued, that post-Smithian eco­
nomic science uas daily being tested and found uanting be­
cause it had failed to predict recurrent economic crises and 
the pauperisation of the uork-force. Even among the English 
'experts' there uas no longer much consensus, and in fact 
classical political economy uas disintegrating as an academic 
discipline because of the manifest failure of its doctrines 
to fit the facts. To Buret's mind it uas guite obvious that 
economists uould have to start again from scratch, taking 
full account of the lessons of the last tuo decades of Euro­
pean industrialisation. 
Buret thought he could explain uhere the liberals 
had gone urong. One of the crucial mistakes of the tradi­
tional approach, he suggested, uas to define political eco­
nomy as a 'science of uealth 1. This had led it to ignore 
poverty and to become an apologia for profit-making. The 
Ricardians had taken this approach to its logical conclu­
sion, accepting the goal of expanded gross national product 
as a be-all and end-all, uithout bothering to assess its 
compatibility uith other goals such as the abolition of 
poverty. In fact, continued Buret, the Ricardians uere urong 
to limit their enguiries to uealth and had forgotten the 
utilitarian philosophy in uhich their supposedly value-
neutral 'science' originated; wealth should be merely a 
means to the happiness of the greatest number of the popula­
tion, and in neglecting this English political economy had 
sacrificed ends to means and plunged into blind immorality. 
Buret meant uhat he said uhen he laid this charge of 
'immorality' against Ricardo and his disciples, Ricardo, he 
believed, by divorcing economics from politics and ethics, 
and by trying to turn it into an abstract, mathematical 
'science' narrouly focussed on the techniques of profit-
making and capital accumulation, had made classical political 
economy degenerate and unethical. Moreover, he claimed, 
Ricardo's programme uas methodologically impossible. No 
social science could eradicate values from its analyses, and 
notuithstanding their yearning for the prestigious mantle 
of 'pure science' the Ricardians unconsciously or perhaps 
cynically — adopted the attitudes and values of the busi­
nessmen uhose behaviour they charted. But in refusing to ex­
amine fully the implications of the 'laissez-faire' poli­
cies they advocated, he charged, they uere acting like a 
child uho had no conscience about the results of his .cts. 
He gave the Ricardian theory of uages as an example o~ this 
blinkered positivism — the Ricardians, he asserted, sanc­
tioned the heinous treatment of labour as a commodity despite 
the fact that categorising it in this uay entailed the 
abandonment of all hope of improving the worker's lot. In 
short, they wilfully pretended that subsistence uages and 
child-labour uere irritable, ignoring the point that this 
uas so only if the leu of supply and demand uas regarded 
as untouchable. Gn their vieu ooverty uas ineradicable, 
Buret concluded, but they held this vieu only because the 
businessmen uhose interests they defended uere loth to in­
terfere uith a free-market situation in uhich all the cards 
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uere stacked in their favour. 
Although he had an aversion to Ricardo, Buret uavered 
betueen vieuing English economists as cynical apologists for 
the status-guo and portraying them as honest but misguided 
scholars. In a more charitable mood, he explained that the 
fundamental mistake of Smith and Fialthus (uhom he respected 
as acute observers of the English economic scene) had been 
to interpret the transitory phenomena of early industrialisa­
tion as permanent economic laus. The positivist conception 
of an economic 'lau' uas, he suggested, too "hard" and de­
terministic, ignoring that human economic behaviour changed 
over the course of history and that men uere not automatons 
but beings uho could calculate the consequences of different 
lines of action and choose accordingly. Buret did not spell 
out the implications of this remark, but he apparently be­
lieved that the English economists uere urong to impose a 
pattern of 1D0^ causal determination on economic behaviour 
because the regularities discernible in contemporary economic 
life uere at best statistical generalisations uhich might 
not hold good in the future. This, then, uas the second 
ground upon uhich he challenged the methodology of classical 
liberal economics. In his vieu, political economy could and 
should be neither value-neutral nor deterministic. 
Like Pecgueur, Buret conceived of a neu kind of 
social science uhich uould include the subject-matter of 
traditional political economy but be broader-ranging in its 
concerns. Indeed, Pecgueur's programmatic "economie sociale" 
uas very much the kind of discipline he had in mind — it 
uould be 'active' and 'practical' , that is, concerned to 
evaluate governmental economic policies and social legisla­
tion on the basis of careful, empirical studies of pressing 
problems like the incidence of pauperism and demographic 
changes. It uould also, as ue have seen, give up any nre-
tence of being value-neutral, taking the uelfare of the uhole 
population as its goal and focussing especially on the living 
standards of the lower classes. One of its specific premis­
ses, Buret announced, uould be the 'right to uork', i.e., full 
employment uould be a top priority. Another assumption uould 
be that economic planning uas essential if industrial society 
uas to utilise modern technology to build a better future. 
Buret, in fact, thought of economics as rather like town 
planning; the economist should be a social engineer cautiously 
experimenting uith reforms in order to gradually fashion a 
neu, more humane, social order. Echoing the perspective of 
the Saint-Simonians he stressed the reorganisation of nroduc-
conflict and headi^ viole- reveiuticn. 43 
I'a had no i 1 I usic••!? t e a t i t would be easy to estab­
lish the neu disci p." ine. Li': tie had been done so far, al­
though some grounduc rk had beer laid by Fourier and Saint-
Simon, who had at least revealed to the uorld "les piages 
redoutablas gue cachait l'apparente prospe'rite de l 1 Indus­
trie". He called Fourier 's uork the most ingenious critique 
of laissez-faire economics ever uritten, and suggestea that 
his insights could be combined uith those of Sismondi. He 
uas quite lavish in his praise of the 'Italian school' uhich, 
he considered, had done a much better job of reconciling 
•science' uith 'feeling' than had the English and French, and 
he described Sismondi as "un ecrivain rnoitie italien et 
rnoitie francais gui en est 1'expression le plus intell'gente" 
The Sismondians, he added, had correctly criticised unlimited 
competition, and demonstrated that increased nroductioa did 
not aluays entail increased uealth. He apa lauded the iis-
mondian analysis of trade crises, remarking that blind oro-
duction, overstimulated by competition and exceeding d round, 
could not aluays be sold on uncertain and saturated ma Meets. 
Indeed, he identified overproduction as the greatest s :ourgo 
of an industrial population, and earmarked the task of 
avoiding it as another top priority of his neu social .cienco 
Further, the Sismondians had proved that it uas assent-al to 
44. Ibid, p. 34. 
plan production in order to reap its potential benefits and 
avoid its harmful side-efPects: industrialisation and 
machinism need not necessarily bring vice, ignorance and 
slavery, but they uould unless carefully controlled and 
regulated. In a uord, they had recognised that "les chases 
de l'industrie ne s'arrangent pas d'elle-memes, a l'amiable, 
avec l'ordre mathematique dont Ricardo a proclame les formu-
les algebriques".^ 
Apart from Fourier and Sismondi, the only economist 
Buret thought had made a useful contribution uas Malthus. 
Uhile not exempting Nalthus from the general criticisms he 
had made of the English school, Buret read him as a maverick 
uho had broken uith orthodoxy in important respects. Above 
all, he had raised, although far from solved, the population 
issue, and had correctly refused to divorce economics from 
politics and social policies. On the other hand, Buret uas 
unuavering in his opposition to the English Poor Lau of 1834, 
uhich he interpreted as flalthusianism put into practice. 
This approach to social problems, he argued, entailed the 
banning of private charity and the total passivity of govern­
ment in the face of inexorable economic laus. Such an atti­
tude of resigned non-interference uhile the capitalist 
economy did its uorst uas the logical conclusion to be draun 
from the premisses of post-Smithian liberal economics, uhich 
uas uhy "les economistes les plus distingues de l'Angleterre 
professsnt unanimement cette doctrine".
 S o Maithusianism at 
least had the dubious merit, in Buret's eyes, of shouing the 
absurd and immoral results of interpreting economic laus as 
inexorable forces uhich themselves prescribed social jus­
tices. Malthusianism uas, as it uere, the reductio ad ab-
surdum of traditional political economy, uhile at the same 
time it demonstrated, once and for all, the impossibility of 
divorcing economics from politics and facts from values. 4 6 
Buret dreu from this aspect of rialthus' uork an im­
portant conclusion concerning the subject-matter of his neu 
discipline and its methodology. 'Social facts', he argued, 
had a peculiar character: more difficult to obtain than 
'physical facts', they uere unlike them in not being subject 
to constant and periodic laus allouing the repetition of ex­
perimental observation. i a r this reason political economy 
could never be a causal science, and the social scientist 
should stringently avoid all deterministic o r fatalist.-c in­
terpretations. Furthermore, the size and complexity of 
modern society meant that the observer could only collect a 
small part of his data personally and uas condemned to rely 
on the testimony of others. Social economics uas therefore 
bound to be a tentative business, in uhich many errors uould 
be made before truth uas discovered, but in the meantime it 
at least helped men foresee the consequences of their pre-
4 7 
sent course, thus giving them the chance of avoiding disasters. 
46. Ibid, p. 32. 
Tne political lessons that Buret tireu uere firstly 
that the 'social problem' uas already so severe that immed­
iate action uas imperative, and secondly that an experimental 
series of social reforms should be launched, concentrating 
initially on extirpating the uorst abuses in the present sys­
tem: the poverty, iisecurity and slavery of the urban fac­
tory uorker. So if Buret and Pecgueur agreed on the need for 
a neu social science and a more humane social order, and both 
advocated social reforms, they differed in their attitude 
touards these reforms. For Pecqueur reforms could be no 
more than a temporary and transitional device for ushering 
in a fundamentally different kind of society, uhereas for 
Buret they uould hopefully modify and reorganise the exist­
ing order. The tuo French socialist economists illustrated 
for Marx the difference betueen a revolutionary/reformist 
position and a straight-foruard reformist one, and he uas 
more sympathetic to Pecgueur than to Buret on this issue. 
Marx published only one article of substance in the 
summer of 1844, a critigue of Arnold Ruge's vieus on th .! 
Silesian ueavers' rebellion (uhich, as ue have seen, also 
attracted Engels' attention). This uas uritten in 3ul/ uhen, 
presumably, Marx uas engaged in drafting the Economic and 
Philosophical Manuscripts. 4 8 It indicates, among other things, 
the influence uhich his reading of Buret uas having on his 
48. Marx, "Kritische Randglossen zu dem Artikel: 'Der 
thought. At much the same time, probably as a preliminary 
to writing the Manuscripts, he jotted in his notebooks com­
ments on an economic text-book, Dames Mill's Elements d'eco-
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nomie politique. His remarks went uell beyond the topics 
treated by Mill, and anticipated many of the themes o" the 
Manuscripts. Adopting the critical approach to classical 
political economy he had found in Buret and Pecqueur, he at­
tacked Ricardo and his disciple Mill as apologists for com­
mercial capitalism, and sketched some of the uays in uhich 
capitalist economic relations 'dehumanised' human beings 
caught in the system. In this note, too, he discussed at 
some length the Saint-Simonian scheme (uhich, as ue have 
seen, he had found in the uritings of Bazard and Enfantin) 
for a state-controlled banking system, through uhich produc­
tion could be planned on a national scale and the competi­
tive anarchy of laissez-faire overcome. The article against 
Ruge and the critique of Mill thus provide some evidence on 
Marx's initial reactions to the economists, both English 
liberals and French socialists, that he had just been studying. 
Ruge, uho had been a close friend of Marx's until the 
collapse of the Deutsch-Franzosische Bahrbucher in the spring 
of 1844, had uritten his article for a newspaper called 
49. Barnes Mill, Elements of Political Economy, London, Bald­
win Cradock & Boy, 1821. Marx read the French transla­
tion by 3.T. Parisot, Elements d'Economie politique, 
Paris, Bossage freres, 1823. His notes and comments on 
this uere part of his Paris Notebooks, "Exzerpthefte aus 
Paris, 1844-1845", MEGA I, 3, pp. 52U-55D; MECU, 3, 
pp. 211-228. 
Voruarts uhich circulated among the German artisan community 
in Paris. He had dounplayed the size and importance of the 
weavers' uprising, claiming that the Prussian government had 
not been alarmed by the incident and had easily suppressed 
the riots uith a feu troops. Marx replied in the same paper. 
In his opinion Ruge had missed completely the significance 
of the Silesian events. He had neglected the fact that the 
revolt uas not a political insurrection aimed at the Prussian 
monarchy but a trade dispute uith the German bourgeoisie. 
There uas thus, in Marx's opinion, a direct parallel betueen 
the Silesian affair and recent English labour disturbances, 
and the lesson to be draun uas that Germany uas already be­
ginning to experience the same pattern of social disruption 
caused by the introduction of machinery. In short, the 
Silesian incident uas the first sign of a future German so-
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cial revolution against industrial capitalism. 
Convinced that Germany uould soon experience the 
social problems of contemporary England, Marx devoted much 
of this reply to a discussion of English pauperism, drauing 
on Buret's De la misere for facts and quotations. England, 
he maintained, uas the "country of pauperism", in uhich the 
distress of the uorkers uas "not partial but universal", 
extending beyond the factory districts into the rural areas. 
Roused to indignation by Buret's descriptions of the uorking 
50. Marx, "Kritische Randglossen..,", MEGA I, 3, pp. 18-22; 
MCTl. l ^ o n i o n e 
conditions and housing in the industrial centres of England, 
he expostulated on the "pestilential atmosphere of English 
cellar duel1ings... the fantastic rags uorn by the English 
poor...the flabby, shrunken flesh of the uomen, undermined 
by labour and poverty, children crauling about in the dirt, 
(and) deformity resulting from excessive labour in the mono­
tonous mechanical operations of the factories!" Hou could 
this disgusting state of affairs arise, and uhy uas it not 
dealt uith forthwith? Marx tried to answer these guestions. 
Pauperism was not abolished, he suggested, because the bour­
geoisie (the class uith the financial means at its disposal 
to cure poverty) did not understand the problem, conceiving 
it in a "childish and stupid uay". Similarly, the English 
government -- in this respect typical of the modern bourgeois 
state — uas unable to grasp the general causes of such so­
cial ills, and in any case refused to accept responsibility 
for poverty, categorising it as an economic matter in uhich 
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politicians should not interfere. 
He attempted to justify these harsh judgements by an 
analysis of ways in uhich English and French governments had 
treated paupers in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. The Revolutionary Convention, he pointed out, 
had tried to eradicate poverty by political decree, but uith-
out success despite the energy uith uhich the 3acobins tried 
to enforce their legislation. Napoleon had tried to abolish 
mendicancy at a stroke by administrative fiat, a punitive 
approach uhich in Rarx's opinion amounted to jailing the poor 
for being out of uork. Later F rench governments had relied 
on similar administrative measures or had turned a blind eye 
to the problem, leaving it to charitable institutions and 
private benevolence. Marx sau the English Poor Lau of 1834 
as the most concerted effort by any government that had so 
far been tried — England uas, he urote, the "only country 
uhere large-scale political action against pauperism can be 
said to have taken place". The neu Poor Lau, he remarked 
ironically, uas based on Ralthusian 'philanthropy1 combined 
uith the vieu that "pauperism is poverty uhich the uorkers 
have brought unon themselves by their oun fault, and there­
fore it is not a misfortune uhich must be prevented, but 
rather a crime uhich has to be suppressed and punished". In 
the neu uork-houses, he added sardonically, the English 
bourgeoisie had cunningly combined charity uith revenge on 
the poor uho so inconveniently constituted an ugly blemish 
on the social scene. The English government had, houever, 
utterly failed to comprehend the causes of sharp increase in 
pauperism in the early decades of the nineteenth century, 
blaming it on the old Elizabethan legislation and the uay 
this uas interpreted by rural justices of the peace. The 
real cause, he asserted, uas the advance of modern industry, 
uhich had undercut traditional 'cottage' manufacturing by 
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artisans in villages and small touns. 
In addition to explaining uhy mass poverty had come 
about ano uhy nothing effective had been done about it, Marx 
began to probe the psychological effects of industrial capi­
talism on the uork-force. He agreed uith Buret and Pecqueur 
that the situation of the latter uas thoroughly dehumanising. 
Uhen he jotted doun his commentary on Mill he thought that 
there uere tuo main causes. One uas the system of exchange, 
uhich had reduced social intercourse to a cash nexus in uhich 
buyers and sellers uere trying to get the better of each 
other. In this uay human relationships had degenerated to 
little more than "plundering", "deception" and "selfishness". 
Added to this defect of commercial capitalism uas another 
inherent in the neu industrial capitalism based on uage-labour 
and factory production. As artisans uere progressively re­
placed by machines uhich they did not oun, uork (uhich pre­
viously had been a skilfull, creative act) uas becoming more 
and more "labour to earn a living" and no longer an expression 
of the worker's personality. Using the term Hess had culled 
from Feuerbach, Marx labelled this neu kind of obligatory 
5 3 
uork "estranged" labour. He uas to devote considerable 
attention to the topic in the Economic and Philosophical 
Manuscrip ts. 
In his Vorwarts article and his commentary on Mill, 
Marx polemicised against liberal political economy. He took 
53. "Dames Mill, Elements d'economie politique" in "Exzerp-
thefte aus Paris", MEGA I, 3, pp. 520-550 (especially, 
pp. 536, 539 & 547); MECU, 3, pp. 211-228 (espekcally 
pp. 217, 220 & 228). 
issue ui ,h Hill's Rxcard.inn 'coat of production1 theory of 
value, claiming In..:, since one of its premisses (an equili­
brium of supply an'1 demand) did not normally hold true, the 
theory ua.s uselera .s a. description of economic reality. 
He pillo ied licCnlir.h for his bland disregard for the social 
evils generated ;JV factory production under conditions of 
laissez-faire, t "> dra.c ribe Ricardo he simply borroued [Buret's 
epithet "cynical'1, and hu criticised Malthus for regarding 
overpopulation and naunarism aa 'natural' phenomena uith uhich 
the state could not and should not interfere. English eco­
nomic theory, he remarked, uas .1 'scholarly' reflection of 
English economic conditions, by uhich he meant that Ricardo, 
Hal thus and their foil cuera uere 0artraying as eternal 'laus 
of nature' the characteristics of the early 19th C. British 
economy. In his 0 1 1 i; 1 ion, the basic problem uith classical 
political economy uas that its alleged 'iaus' uere too "ab­
stract". The Ricarnlans especially had gone so far uith 
their project of making economics a deductive, mathematical, 
'scientific' discipline that it had lost contact uith real, 
day-to-day economic phenomena like price fluctuations and 
government manipulations of the money supply. Taking ser­
iously Buret's reflections on the difficulty of establishing 
an 'objective' science of political economy, Marx suggested 
that uhat economists called laus uere merely the configura­
tions of economic behaviour that they had seen fit to isolate 
for their oun puraoaes. lie doubted the existence of a-w 
economies. For the most part, he suggested, economic be­
haviour was irregular and irrational, even random. The true 
lau of political economy, he concluded, uas chance, "from 
uhose movement ue, the scientific men, isolate certain fac­
tors arbitrarily in the form of l a w s " . 5 4 
Plarx also commented in his notes on Mill's Elements 
on the ideas of the French economists Destutt de Tracy and 
the Saint-Simonians. Critical of the monetary theory advanced 
by the classical school (uhereby money uas vieued as a com­
modity like any other), he argued that the 'man in the 
street' uas quite correct uhen he took money to represent 
the true value of things and not really so naive as the 
liberals suggested uhen he believed in the absolute value of 
precious metals. Repeating an idea he had expressed in the 
second part of "On the Oeuish Question", he pointed out that 
money uas man's most ubiquitous point of contact uith the 
capitalist economy. Since money uas the medium of exchange, 
and the process of exchange uas (as ue sau above) itself de­
humanising, money had become, in Marx's vieu, the embodiment 
and symbol of human 'alienation'. He uas therefore sympa­
thetic to the importance uhich the Saint-Simonians had at­
tributed to financial guestions, especially the concept of 
'credit', and to their desire to utilise the banking system 
to control the economy. If one manipulated the credit system, 
he admitted, it appeared as though the pouer of the "alien, 
material -^orce" of money over c o p i e s ' lives could be broken 
and genuine human relationship" re-established betueen men. 
But unfortunatelv this uas an illusion, and the Saint-
system, under capitalism, exacerbated rather than diminished 
alienation because banking uas based on a semblance of mutual 
trust, uhereas in reality it uas an extension of a fraudu­
lent commercial system built on distrust and rivalry. More­
over, he argued, it uas through the banking system that the 
elite of big businessmen gained control of the entire eco­
nomy, concentrated uealth in their oun hands, and alsc ob­
tained political dominance over the state. The Saint-
Simonians, then, had correctly perceived the importance of 
finance capital and the pouer of the big banks, but had 
totally misconstrued the significance of it all.^ 6 
His reading of Destutt de Tracy helped Marx clarify 
his earlier suspicion that there uas something degrading 
about trade under capitalist conditions. As human society 
had become more complex, he suggested, men had become in­
creasingly dependent on each other, so that one could reas­
onably characterise social history as a "process of mutual 
integration". One aspect of this process, the grouth of 
trade, had come to overshadou all others. Reflecting this 
in their uritings, the classical political economists had 
Simonians had been deceived by appearances. 5 5 The credit 
described the uorld as a system of exchange: Destutt de 
Tracy, for example, had remarked that "society is a series 
of mutual exchanges", and Adam Smith had stressed that modern 
Europe uas a commercial society. Smith's and de Tracy's in­
sight uas accurate, commented Marx, but they had made the 
mistake of applauding this lamentable state of affairs. He 
concluded laconically: "It is seen that political economy 
defines the estranged form of social intercourse as the es-
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sential and original form of corresponding to man's nature". 
Uhen making this remark, Marx had in mind a picture 
of an alternative, non-alienated society in uhich human 
nature uas not decadent. His critigue of commercial and in­
dustrial capitalism as doubly dehumanising only made sense 
if he could at least conceive a healthy society in uhich 
men's personalities uere uholesome. His jottings on Mill 
revealed that he had retained his earlier Romantic ideal of 
a community in uhich there uould be no curbs on the creative 
cultivation of natural gifts. Human nature, he reiterated, 
uas in essence social, and men fulfilled themselves only uhen 
they discarded their selfish impulses and co-operated uith their 
fellous to create a genuine community based on mutual a i d . ^ 
Houever, uhile Marx did not derive this ideal from Pecgueur 
and the Saint-Simonians, it seems probable that his intel­
lectual encounter uith them reinforced his conception of uhat 
a proper social community should be like. Moreover, he seems 
57. Ibid. MEGA I, 3, pp. 536-537; MECU, 3, p. 217. 
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to have derived from the Fourierists (particularly, no doubt, 
Considerant) his vieus on non-alienated labour. Since meeting 
and reading French socialists in Paris, Marx had concluded 
that one of the major problems — perhaps the major problem 
— of industrial capitalism uas its substitution of factory 
uage-labcur for artisanal craftsmanship. He had not as yet 
explored all the ramifications of 'alienated labour', but he 
uas already convinced, from his reading of Buret's De la 
misere especially, that factory uork uas soul- and body-
destroying drudgery undertaken by the uork-force simply in 
order to survive physically. In his mind's eye he contrasted 
this "slavery" uith an ideal of a co-operative community in 
uhich the craftsmen helped each other and artistically ex­
pressed their personalities in their creations. Although 
rooted in his old adulation for the ancient Greek polls, it 
had nou taken on some of the features of Parisian skiiled 
uorkers' schemes for co-operative producers' associations. 
Marx uas to reveal in the Fconomic and Philosiphical 
Manuscripts an intense admiration for French artisans' as­
sociations, so it seems that he had recently come across the 
•associationist ideal', a project held dear by many Parisian 
skilled uorkers and nrobably embraced by at least some of 
the artisans he had met in the cafes and meeting-halla of 
the French capital. He had heard (and also probably read) 
Louis Blanc's schemes for the 'organisation du travail' 
through such producers' associations. At any rate, the 
evidence of his Paris manuscripts indicates that by the late 
summer of 1844 Marx uas contrasting the uork experience of 
a factory 'hand' uith that of an artisan in a producers' 
co-operative that uas also a social community. 
The crucial difference betueen the tuo, he recognised, 
uas that in a co-operative community "my uork uould be a 
free manifestation of life, hence an enjoyment of life". 5 9 
He had, in short, espoused the Fourierist ideal of uork as 
joyous, and one of his most pouerful reasons for repudiating 
industrial capitalism uas that it imposed on men labour that 
uas at once hateful and forced. Buret had convinced him 
that the factory operative's life uas neither happy nor free, 
and he contrasted this reality uith Fourier's vision af uork 
as a freely-undertaken, creative and delightful activity. 
He uas fascinated uith the idea of a commune in uhich the 
members uould supply each others' needs, treating the act of 
production as an artistic vehicle for self-expression and 
the act of exchange as a demonstration of brotherly ar'fec-
tion. Life in such a commune, he seems to have believed, 
uould be both aesthetically and morally superior to life in 
an industrial city. 6 u He criticised the Fourierists for 
their exclusively agrarian orientation, but his oun socialism 
in the early summer of 1844 uas no less hostile to modern 
industrial machinery. He had been converted to the 'utopian' 
59. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, p. 547; MECU, 3, p. 228. 
vision of the French skilled craftsman threatened by the 
Industrial Revolution. 
Marx, then, opposed industrial society on ethical 
grounds because it exacerbated the process of •dehumanisation1 
begun by competitive commerce. He had read that the urban 
uage-labourers uere the uorst victims of the economic system, 
and had deduced that they should therefore be the social 
group most bitterly opposed to it. Buret's reports of labour 
disturbances in the English factory touns appeared to rein­
force this deduction, but Marx as yet had no first hand 
knowledge of either the working and housing conditions of 
factory operatives or the trade union movement in Britain. 
The only uorkers, French or German, he met in Paris uere 
artisans. Uhether any of these were fervent advocates of 
trade-union militancy is impossible to say since evidence 
is lacking, but it seems probable that he made contact, per­
haps through Blanc or Leroux, perhaps through the German 
artisans he met, uith one or tuo of the 200-odd trade so­
cieties — overt trade-unions were illegal — which existed 
in Paris under the last years of the July Monarchy. If so, 
this uould help explain his glouing tribute to the success 
of French artisans' associations in fostering a sense of 
fraternity among their members. He claimed that "the most 
splendid results are to be observed uhenever French socialist 
ouvriers are seen together". 
Such things as smoking, drinking, eating, etc., are 
no longer means of contact or means that bring them 
together. Association, society and conversation, 
for them; the brotherhood of man is no mere phrase 
uith them, but a fact r** life, and the nobility of 
man shines upon us from their uork-hardened bodies. 61 
It seems likely, therefore, that Marx had not, in the 
summer of 1844, distinguished in his oun mind artisans from 
in the French socialist literature of the period). His first 
year or so in Paris led him to the conclusion that the urban 
uork-force in general, and its various socialist spokesmen, 
uere against both laissez-faire capitalism and industrialisa­
tion, and for good reasons in each case. They all seamed to 
agree that the fundamental problem uith capitalism -- and 
the ultimate reason uhy it uas an inacceptable, inhuman 
system — uas that neither production nor distribution uere 
social. Once Marx had assimilated this basic convict..on, 
his erstuhile preoccupation uith political revolution and/or 
reform seemed irrelevant. Obviously uhat uas needed uas a 
social transformation, not a mere change in the political 
arrangements. He neu dreu a sharp contrast (in his article 
against Ruge) betueen political and social revolution, and 
defined the latter as a protest against a "dehumanised life" 
on the part of industrial uorkers uho resented their aever-
6 2 
ance from the human community. 
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factory uorkers -- to him they uera all ouvriers or prole-
seem to have been used indiscriminately tariens (the terms  
Uhat role uould political agitation have in this 
social revolution? Marx temporarily adopted the hostility 
of Leroux, the Saint-Simonians, some Fourierists, and some 
French communists to any dabbling by the uorkers in poli­
tics. Social distress, he suggested, by no means necessarily 
produced political understanding on the part of the ucrkers. 
Support for republican democracy and commitment to socialism 
uere tuo different things, and in practice the former uas 
liable to hinder the latter. As proof for this claim Marx, 
like Leroux, pointed to the French tradition of political in­
surrection uhich had manifested itself several times in Lyon 
during the 1830s. The uorkers' movement in Lyon, he argued, 
uas precocious politically but backuard in socialist theory, 
and as a result had squandered its forces in "senseless, 
useless revolts, uhich (uere) drouned in blood". For Marx 
the Lyon uprisings uere iri fact the first stirrings of the 
French proletariat, but the Lyon uorkers had deluded them­
selves into believing that they uere pursuing only political 
aims; they thought "they uere only soldiers of the republic 
uhereas actually they uere soldiers of socialism". The 
trouble uas, explained Marx, that uhen the French proletariat 
adopted "the framework of politics" it tended to overesti­
mate the benefits to be gained from overthrowing the current 
political regime, and uas far too ready to resort to violence 
as a remedy for all social ills. This uas exactly uhat had 
happened in Lyon: the uorkers' political radicalism had con-
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smothered their "social instinct". 6 3 
Plarx, then, had no time for the Babouvian tradition 
of political violence. This did not mean that he uas satis­
fied uith the 3uly Monarchy, or thought that some moderate 
changes in the constitution uould suffice. He uas still in 
favour of political 'revolution', i.e., sueeping changes in 
the constitutional structure to implement the concept of 
popular sovereignty, but he nou regarded this as a subordin­
ate feature of the desired social revolution. Political 
revolution uould be useless, he remarked, unless it had a 
"social soul". Any kind of overthrou of the existing pouer 
elite and dissolution of existing social relations uould be 
by definition 'revolutionary', and to that extent socialism 
could not possibly be realised without revolution. But uhat 
uas really important about socialism uas not that it uould 
tear doun the existing political order, but that it uould 
create a neu social order. "Uhere its organising activity 
begins", he concluded, "uhere its proper object, its soul, 
comes to the fore — there socialism throus off the political 
cloak". 6 4 
It thus seems reasonable to conclude that Marx, dur­
ing the spring and summer of 1844, derived from his reading 
of Buret, Pecgueur and the Saint-Simonians and from his meet­
ings with artisans in Paris, an auareness of the 'social 
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problem', and in oarticjlar a sense of the severity of urban 
poverty, of the clash of interests betueen uorkers and busi­
nessmen, and of the psychological impact of uage-labour and 
unemployment on the uork-force. He fused these insights 
uith his aun aversion to competition and private property, 
thus extending his existing antipathy to commercial capitalism 
to include the phenomenon of industrialisation. He had thus 
added a dimension to his diagnosis of the sickness of con­
temporary European society, had broadened his vision of the 
kind of social community that should replace bourgeois so­
ciety, and had modified his vieus on hou the neu order uould 
come about. Marx had, since he arrived in France less than 
a year before, been exposed to thought-provoking neu exper­
iences and to radically neu ideas. He uas beginning to 
'digest' these and uork out his oun socialist ideology, but 
the assimilation process uas far from comolete. The Eco­
nomic and Philosophical Manuscripts, uhich he drafted in the 
main at the end of the summer of 1844, represented his first 
attempt to systematise on paper his revised vieus. In these 
Manuscripts Marx employed much of the time the guasi-philo-
sophical terminology uhich he and Hess had borroued from 
Feuerbach, and his basic values uere still those he had in­
ternalised as a student in Germany, but most of the themes 
he discussed and some of the tentative opinions he expressed 
uere derived from the uorks of Buret, Pecgueur and the other 
socialists and economists he studied in thnsn mnnfhs. The 
Manuscripts uere thus a mere concerted effort to plumb the 
issues he had broached in his jottings on Mill and his ar­
ticle in Uoruarts. 
CHAPTER ? 
THE PARIS MANUSCRIPTS 
Dn February 1, 1845, Marx signed a contract uith a 
Darmstadt publisher, Carl Leske, undertaking to urite a book 
entitled A Critigue of Politics and of Political Economy. He 
had conceived the project in the summer of 1844, and the 
Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts are all that remain 
of his first draft. The uork uas planned along lines similar 
to Pecqueur's Theorie nouvelle, but since it uas aimed at a 
German market, uas to include also a section dealing uith 
Hegelian philosophy and Young Hegelian political theory. The 
main body of the book, houever, uas to consist of a critical 
analysis of liberal economics and an attempt to outline an 
alternative, socialist, political economy. In the Manu­
scripts that have survived, Marx had largely achieved the 
negative half of this programme, but had done little to ela­
borate his constructive alternative to classical economics. 
He apparently abandoned the project — only temporarily, 
since it did eventually bear fruit in the Grundrisse and 
Capital — in 1845, uhen he became convinced that his know­
ledge of economic theory uas as yet insufficient to carry 
it through successfully. 
As they stood, therefore, the Manuscripts represent 
a rough draft uith uhich Marx uas far from satisfied. They 
are repetitive and sometimes obscure, and in parts drau 
directly, by summary or quotation, on the economic literature 
uhich their author had just been reading. They reflect the 
mind of a man groping for insights and arguments uhich he 
has yet to uork out fully or precisely. Not surprisingly, 
then, a number of different themes are muddled together in 
the three manuscripts. The main ones are: (i) a critigue 
of classical economics from a moral point of vieu, in uhich 
the influence of Pecgueur and Buret is apparent; (ii) an un-
1. "Contract betueen Marx and Leske Publishers (Darmstadt) 
for the pub1ication of Kritik der Politik und National-
o'konomie", MECU, 4, p. 675. 
The Manuser i p ts have received several commentaries, al­
though scholars so far have been concerned primarily to 
elucidate Marx's 'philosophical' insights into human 
nature and the human condition. Most of the secondary 
literature presents the uork as developing a quasi-meta­
physical theory derived from Hegel and/or Feuerbach. 
As this seems to me misleading I have tried in this chap­
ter to approach the familiar but nevertheless obscure 
text from a different angle. For variations on the or­
thodox interpretation, see, among others: Fromm, Marx's 
Concent of Man; Caire, L'Alienation dans les oeuvres de 
jeunease de Karl Marx; Meszaros, Marx's Theory of Aliena­
tion; Dupre, Philosophical Foundations of Marxism; 
Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx; McLellan, Marx 
before Marxism; Oilman, Alienation: Marx's Conception 
of Man in Capitalist Society; & John Plamenatz, Karl 
Marx's Phi1oaophy of Han, Oxford, Clarendon, 1975. The 
most' detailed explication du texte is 0. Maguire, Marx's 
Paris Uritings: An Analysis, Dublin, Gill & Macmillan, 
1972. 
systematic discussion of a range
 0 F economic issues such as 
rent, capital, economic grouth, machinism, uages, and prices; 
(iii) a criticism of Hegelian philosophy combined uith some 
reflections on the correct methodological approach for under­
standing human psychology, society and history; (iv) a con­
certed attempt to pin doun the social and psychological con­
sequences of commercial competition and uage-labour — the 
celebrated theory of 'alienated labour'; and (v) some remarks 
on hou a socialist or communist society uould overcome the 
'dehumanisation' prevalent under the existing economic sys­
tem. 
Rarx assailed classical political economy from several 
angles. He derived one basic line of attack from Proudhon's 
Qu'est-ce gue la propriete? Uhat rhe English liberals had 
done, he argued, uas to formulate in abstract, general terms 
the regular relationships characteristic of an economy based 
on free competition and private property. This uas of some 
use, but it uas inadequate. To start uith, it uas illegiti­
mate to assume that these generalisations uere 'universal 
laus' governing all economic relationships no matter uhat type 
of economy or period of history. The liberal economists had 
in fact merely codified the "laus of estranged labour" uith-
out guestioning, as Proudhon had done, the economic justifi­
cation for building the economy on private property and uage-
labour. Proudhon, by shouing there uere good economic 
arguments against laissez-faire capitalism, had undermined 
to objectivity and exposing it as an apology for a particular 
economic system (free-trade capitalism) rather than a gen-
uine 'science1 of economic behaviour per se, Marx contended 
in the second place, that classical political economy uas 
superficial: it described appearances but failed to probe 
the deeper forces uhich uere at uork belou the surface. 
Further, it uas a-historical, lacking any genetic explanation 
of the European economy's evolution from feudalism to mer-
chant (and later, industrial) capitalism. He claimed that 
the British economists had failed to comprehend that there 
must be a kind of necessity determining the structure of 
capitalism and the uay it had developed. He had no very 
clear idea of uhat he meant by this, but he did have one ex­
ample in mind. Proudhon had tried, in his first memoire on 
property, to demonstrate that there uas an inherent 'lcgic' 
in the uay the present system of property relations had 
emerged in the past, and also in the uay in uhich the future 
concentration of capital in feuer and feuer hands uould cause 
increasingly acute economic crises. Plarx, convinced that 
Proudhon's 'demonstration' uas a paradigm of scientific 
political economy, envisaged a socialist economics uhich 
uould treat all economic relations (especially those betueen 
labour and capital and betueen capital and land) in the same 
2. "Oekonomisch-philosophische Pianuskripte aus dem Bahre 
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manner. He therefore had a different conception to the 
liberals of uhat an economic explanation should look like: 
a full explanation, to his uay of thinking, should shou hou 
the phenomenon in question uas the product of a 'logic' that 
uas both structural and h i s t o r i c a l . 4 He uas never to alter 
fundamentally this paradigm of a satisfactory explanation. 
If Marx's first tuo criticisms of classical economics 
uere derived from Proudhon, his third echoed Pecgueur and 
Buret, and he devoted more space to it. It uas essentially 
a
 moral critigue, in uhich he argued, as had Buret, both 
that the FUcardian ideal of a value-neutral, 'objective' 
science of economics uas a mirage, and that the Ricardians' 
oun version of political economy uas shot through uith the 
most despicable values. Following Pecgueur, he objected to 
their 'materialistic' reduction of human behaviour to "vul­
gar need" — this, he maintained, betrayed a one-dimensional 
perspective on human nature uhich ignored the freedom, in­
telligence and creativity that separated men from animals. 
He denounced too their adulation of the individualistic pur­
suit of material self-interest. They might be correct, he 
conceded, in portraying this as the primary motivation of 
merchants and industrialists, but many uorkers embraced the 
values of co-operation and mutual aid. Moreover, uhatever 
4. Ibid, MEGA I, a, up. 81 , 9 2 , 107-110 & 121-123; MECU, 
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they clawed, t F?.cardijns m , only reported the realities 
of the -.: ;.iital is system, they applauded the lust for uealth 
uhich underlay it. This came rut most clearly, remarked Marx, 
in their approval n:" saving through abstinence, uhich pre­
supposed a morality of asceticism and self-abnegation. He 
uas conv need, therefore, that Richardian economics, uhatever 
the descriptive value of its pro[iositions, uas a normative 
'science1, of uhich part of the purpose, at least, uas to 
justify nd inculcate the capitalist spirit. 
\iot only tho underlying asceticism of capitalist 
ethics repelled iiarx hut also tde liberals' attempt to quan­
tify values in monetary terms. For the classical economist, 
he complained, all human gratifications and motives uere re­
ducible to cash, anr the only criterion of uhether or not a 
given action uas rinht uas its profitability. Implicitly, 
then, libera] economics oiscouraged virtues like sympathy 
and trust because they uere dysfunctional in economic terms. 
Apart from its injunction to abstinence, he argued, classical 
political economy responded to all human moral dilemmas by 
urging utility as the fundamental guide to conduct, and it 
defined utility in terms of saleabality. At bottom, then, 
the liberals believed something uas valuable if it uas use­
ful, and it uas useful if it made money. Marx had no diffi­
culty in spelling out some of the ethical implications of 
this attitude. Prostitution, he remarked, uas then perfectly 
5. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 1 2 2 & 129-131; MECU, 3, pp. 303 & 
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moral, and so uas the slave trade.6 The fact uas, he con­
cluded, that liberal political economy uas based on a set 
of values (including thrift, sobriety, uork, acquisition, 
self-interest, and individualism) uhich uere contrary to 
true 'human' ethics. 
In Marx's opinion Ricardo exemplified in extreme form 
this narrowly economic vieu of human life. For Ricardo, he 
alleged, nations uere merely "production-shops", man a mach­
ine for consuming and producing, human life a form of capital, 
and economic laus blindly ruled the uorld. Referring to Ric-
ardo's remark that the criterion of a nation's uealth uas its 
net rent and profits, not the size of population supported 
by its industry and agriculture, Marx quoted Buret's summary 
of Sismondi's commentary on Ricardo's position: "In fact, 
says M. Sismondi (Nouveaux princines d'e'conomie politique, 
t. II, p. 331), nothing remains to be desired but that the 
King, living quite alone on the island, should by continu­
ously turning a crank cause automatons to do all the uork of 
England". Sismondi's point, that uncontrolled mechanisation 
created uidespread technological unemployment and so could 
hardly be said to be in the interests of the average uorker, 
had been ignored by most liberal economists uho continued 
to blithely equate the uelfare of the entrepreneurs uith 
that of the population at large. To fly in the face of facts 
in this uay seemed to Marx simply hypocritical. Echoing 
Engels* "Outlines", he suggested that political economists 
from Smith through Say to Ricardo and Mill had become more 
and more cynical. The capitalist system had groun increas­
ingly inhumane as it developed,and simultaneously the pic­
ture of economic man in liberal textbooks had become pro­
gressively divorced from uhat a true human being should be 
like. 
Uhat uere the implications of all this for a socialist 
political economy? Marx's response uas ambiguous. He be­
lieved, on the one hand, that a neu science of economics 
uas required, although this could not be value-neutral and 
should therefore be based on humanitarian and socialist values 
(freedom, equality, co-operation, brotherhood, etc.). On the 
other hand, he had concluded that the discipline of political 
economy uas no more than an ideology reflecting in its con­
cepts and assumptions the material realities of the economic 
system. The logical ramifications of this insight uere 
startling. It entailed that it uas impossible to 'humanise' 
classical political economy, uhich meant that Sismondi's and 
Buret's programme of creating an ethical social science uhich 
could be used to keep the excesses of capitalism uithin 
bounds had been misconceived from the start. Christian 
capitalism, for example, uould be a contradiction in terms. 
Marx recognised that Ricardo and his disciples had in this 
respect developed their science "more consistently and truth­
fully" than the Italian school.9 But then hou could one re­
concile the need for a socialist economics uith this appar­
ently incontrovertible argument that non-capitalist economic 
theory uas, by definition, impossible uhen the economy uas 
capitalist? Marx did not really knou the ansuer in the 
summer of 1844, uhich is uhy, I suspect, he delayed uriting 
the second part of his oun book on economic theory. He uas 
also unsure uhich uas the best method of refuting the Ric­
ardians: to continue Proudhon's strategy of undermining 
classical political economy from uithin by exposing its 
'inner logic' and 'inherent contradictions', or to follou 
Buret's, Pecqueur's and Engels' method of delineating and 
denouncing its immoral presuppositions. As ue have seen, 
he tried his hand at both approaches in the Manuscripts. 
He also attempted to uork out his vieus on many of 
the standard issues of classical economic theory: rent, 
uages, prices, etc. He uas most interested in the problem 
of the movement of real uages in an industrialising economy, 
and his discussions of other topics uere mainly subordinate 
to this. Uhen drafting the Manuscripts he uas researching 
the problem, canvassing the vieus of various 'authorities', 
rather than uriting up his oun 'definitive* vieus. He seems 
to have draun mainly on the uritings of Adam Smith, the Ric­
ardians, Schulz, Pecgueur, and Proudhon, and his remarks uere 
sometimes inconsistent, reflecting the opinion of first one, 
then another, of these authors. Particularly in the first 
manuscript, ue can follow his mind at uork as he grappled 
uith the issue, gradually perceiving its ramifications and 
complexity. 
Marx did not approach the problem uith an open mind. 
He brought to his investigation the general, pessimistic 
preconception he had learned from Buret and the other Parisian 
socialists influenced by Sismondi: that economic grouth 
under capitalism meant expanding uealth for the entrepreneurs 
but subsistence-level uages for the uorkers, and that mech­
anisation of production brought in its train the devaluation 
and impoverishment of the skilled craftsman. He uas not con­
tent, houever, to repeat these propositions as obiter dicta. 
He uanted to go into the matter in depth, and explain why 
things had to be this uay under capitalism, if indeed they 
did. Uncertain at first as to the dimensions of the prob­
lem, he approached it from several angles, using the various 
economists he had studied as 'handles' by uhich to seize it. 
He began his inquiry by trying to pin doun the gen­
eral determinants of uage-levels in a capitalist economy. 
To attempt this uas in fact to accept the validity of 
a-historical abstraction in the manner of Smith and Ricardo, 
a procedure of uhich he uas in theory highly critical. None­
theless, he utilised it to come up uith some provisional 
conclusions. Uage-rates, he argued, reflected the relative 
economic power of employer and employee, just as rent-levels 
reflected a compromise betueen the interests of landlords 
and tenants. Both landlords and manufacturers tried to force 
uages doun as far as they could go — louer agricultural 
uages meant higher rents from tenant farmers uhose labour 
costs uere reduced, and louer industrial uages of course 
meant higher profits for the manufacturers. There uas there­
fore endemic pressure in a capitalist economy pushing uages 
. , . . 10 
touards a minimum. 
Marx recognised that the labour-force uould naturally 
try to resist uage-cuts, and regarded a continual struggle 
betueen capitalists and uorkers as the normal state of af­
fairs. In this conflict, he suggested, the employer as a 
rule had certain advantages. Competition for uork among 
uage-labourers uas often intense, uith the labour supply ex­
ceeding demand, uhich made it difficult for the employed 
uorkers to force up uage-rates. Combination betueen employers 
to fix or cut uages uas customary and effective, and defen­
sive strikes uere difficult to organise effectively because 
trade-unions uere illegal and the hardships of strike-action 
uere most painful for the strikers and their families. In a 
strike-situation, the capitalist had the resources to out-
uait the uorkers, uhile the latter uere soon reduced to 
starvation, having in most cases no alternative sources of 
income. All this meant, in Marx's vieu, that the odds uere 
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stacked heavily in favour of the employer, and that in the 
"antagonistic struggle betueen capitalist and uorker... vic­
tory goes necessarily to the capitalist". 1 1 
Following Adam Smith, he deduced that if manufacturers 
constantly strove to reduce uages to a minimum and won most 
industrial disputes occasioned by uage-cutting, then uages 
uould, in general, decline to a subsistence minimum and stay 
there. The reason they did not fall beyond this point uas 
that they had to be high enough to keep alive an adequate 
supply of uorkers and their families. He accepted Smith's 
claim that in this respect labour uas a commodity like any 
other, the nroduction of men being governed by the demand. 
Echoing Smith's oun uords, he concluded that "the ordinary 
uage...is the lowest compatible with common humanity, that 
is, uith cattle-like existence", adding that if the supply 
of labour greatly exceeded the demand, then not only uould 
the employed receive merely subsistence uages, there uould 
also be a pool of unemployed reduced to beggary or starva-
, . 12 tion. 
Marx, then, began by accepting the Smithian 'iron 
lau' of uages in its simplest form, and appears to have 
draun from The Uealth of Nations an 'absolute impoverishment' 
thesis concerning the long-term fate of both urban and rural 
wage-labourers. He recognised, houever, that in reality — 
12. Ibid. 
— f o r
 example in Paris in 134. uhen a partial recovery of 
the French economv fas taking place — uages did not appear 
to move in a uniforr decline. He also perceived that because 
prices fluctuated, inure uas a difference betueen monetary 
uages and real uages. Did rises and falls in monetary uages 
and prices disguise a dounuard trend in real uages, he uon-
dered? To anr.uer this he set about analysing the effects of 
price fluctuations on real uages. 
Prices, lie remarked, uere much more volatile than 
uages, and he suspected that by and large this difference 
uas detrimental to the worker, From his Parisian acquain­
tances he had heard about the phenomenon of hoarding, and he 
also kneu about the effects of speculation on prices from 
his study of the French Revolution. He argued that uhen, 
because of such speculative hoarding or simply because of 
an imbalance betueen supply and demand, the market price of 
a commodity rose above its 'natural' price, the worker uho 
needed this commodity uould lose out in the short run. Even­
tually, though, an increase in the price of provisions uould 
be compensated for by an increase in uages, so inflation 
should not make any difference to the long-term movement of 
real uages. Uhat about the opposite case, uhen prices uere 
falling? The introduction of neu machinery, he admitted, 
could lead to a situation uhere the economy uas expanding but 
prices were declining on average. This uould lead to a com-
counteracted by an increased demand for labour in the boom­
ing economy, and if monetary uage-rates remained the same 
uhile prices uere falling, this uould entail a rise in real 
uages. Yet, Marx believed, the tendency for prices to be 
inflated through speculation or the inefficiency of the mar­
ket system uas endemic in a capitalist economy, so this fac­
tor might again balance things out. Follouing Adam Smith, 
he suggested that there seemed to be a compensatory mechanism 
uhich naturally came into play and tended to restore the 
status guo ante. He thus decided that price fluctuations 
made no substantial difference to the movement of real uages, 
and could not be invoked as either causing or disguising 
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long-term movements in real uages. 
His discussion of prices raised in Marx's mind the 
guestion: uhat effect did the 'health' of the economy have 
on uage-rates? Uould real uages fall irrespective of uhether 
the economy uas in a boom or a slump? Or uould this alter 
the balance of pouer betueen emoloyers and employees? He 
again dreu on The Uealth of Nations to sketch the fate of 
uage-labour in three kinds of industrial economy: one that 
uas in recession, one that uas expanding, and one that had 
settled doun in a 'static* state. According to Smith, he 
noted, an economy in decline uould mean deteriorating real 
incomes for all sections of society, but the uorkers uould 
be in a bad bargaining position and uould endure a dispro-
portionate amount of the suffering. In a stagnant economy, 
i.e., one that, had reached the replete state of zero grouth 
predicted by Smith, the situation uould be nearly as bad. 
The problem here uas that high profits and high uages could 
be extracted only from a "state of grouing, advancing uealth", 
so that even in a country uhich had "acquired a full comple­
ment of riches" there uould be a lou surplus of capital 
available to pay uorkers and construct neu plant. In conse­
quence, despite the great uealth of the country as a uhole, 
the uork-force in the factories uould be reduced to a minimum 
level of subsistence through the tuin pressures of unemploy­
ment and population grouth. 1 4 
During periods of recession and stagnation, then, the 
outlook for the industrial uorker uas bleak, and there seemed 
good grounds for holding that the 'absolute impoverishment' 
thesis applied without qualification in these cases. But, 
Plarx acknouledged, the British gross national product had 
expanded remarkably as a result of industrialisation, and so 
far such periods of depression had been relatively brief, if 
cataclysmic, interludes betueen periods of grouth. Could it 
not then be argued, as many liberal economists did, that 
grouth uas the ansuer to the problem of uorking-class poverty? 
Did not the uorkers derive some benefit from industrial ex­
pansion, and so enjoy higher real uages in an expanding 
economy? 
In Marx's vieu the question uas not as simple as 
that. It uas true enough, he commented, that in an expanding 
economy profits could be made uith ease, and this resulted in 
competition betueen capitalists for the available uork-force. 
The demand for uorkers then exceeded their supply, and uages 
rose. This uas in the main beneficial to the uork-force, 
although the factory hands, in order to reap full benefits 
from a favourable situation likely to be temporary, uere 
forced to uork excessive overtime harmful to their health. 
On the other hand, Marx argued, economic expansion uas de­
pendent on an increased rate of capital accumulation uhich 
in turn reflected an increased rate of profit. Profits uere 
aluays made at the expense of uages, so economic grouth en­
tailed a more intense exploitation of the uorker, or (in 
Marx's uords) that "more and more of his products are being 
taken auay from (him), that to an increasing extent his oun 
labour confronts him as another man's property, and that the 
means of his existence are increasingly concentrated in the 
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hands of the capitalist". Uages might rise, then, but 
they uould do so at a much slouer rate than uas uarranted by 
the extra uealth being created by the uorkers. 
Increased exploitation uas not the only deleterious 
result uhich Marx detected in economic grouth under capit­
alism. Capital accumulation also sharpened the division of 
labour and speeded up mechanisation. For the uorker this 
meant less opportunity for craftuork and heavier dependence 
on "one-sided, machine-like" uage-labour uhich depressed him 
"spiritually and physically" to the condition of a machine. 
It also brought greater reliance on entrepreneurs for uork, 
leaving him exposed to the danger of technological unemploy­
ment and dependent on "every fluctuation in market price... 
and on the uhims of the rich"."1'6 Furthermore, the expansion 
of the factory system combined uith the concentration of 
capital in the hands of a feu very uealthy men, uould re­
sult eventually in masses of uorkers vying uith each other 
for employment by a small group of big businessmen possess­
ing vast capital reserves for mechanisation. This uould be 
a bargaining situation unfavourable to the uorkers, and if 
the demand for labour should lag, a section of them uould 
fall into abject poverty. 
Fiarx thus maintained that sooner or later the bene­
fits to the uorker of economic grouth uould be counteracted 
by other side-effects of this expansion. Grouth meant 
capital accumulation, capital accumulation meant mechanisa­
tion, and mechanisation meant technological unemployment and 
the destruction of the uorkers1 temporarily favourable bar­
gaining position. This uas the sequence of events Marx had 
in mind uhen he repeated on several occasions that the uor-
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ker's oun labour uas the source of his oun immiserisation. 
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Ultimately, he argued, citing Adam Smith as his authority, 
technological progress benefited only the capitalist, in­
creasing profits but not real uages. He summed up the ad­
verse effects of rapid capital accumulation and machinism 
in the following grim terms: 
Hence even in the condition of society most favour­
able to the worker, the inevitable result for the 
uorker is overwork and premature death, decline to 
a mere machine, a bond servant of capital, which 
piles up dangerously over and against him, more 
competition, and starvation and beggary for a sec­
tion of the uorkers.IS 
This uas Marx's long-term prediction. Nevertheless 
he had, although he chose to ignore it uhen penning this 
summary, recognised that the uorkers (presumably both uage-
labourers and artisans) uould benefit financially in the 
short run from grouth although at some cost in physical strain 
and mental stress. The immediate results of a revival in the 
European economy, he had admitted, uould likely be a rise in 
real uages albeit accompanied by an even more rapid rise in 
profits and gross national product, 
Marx's second approach to the problem of uage trends 
uas thus slightly more concrete and historical than his first, 
but his method uas still essentially deductive and a priori, 
in the vein of classical political economy. His conclusions, 
too, had been much the same, at least as regards long-term 
trends. His closer examination of an expanding economy had 
not led him to abandon his 'absolute impoverishment' thesis 
and doctrine of subsistence uages. But it had shoun up the 
difference betueen the short-term and long-term results of 
grouth, and it had also demonstrated the crucial role played 
by the labour supply/labour demand relation in determining 
the level of real uages. His 'subsistence uage' doctrine 
uas clearly premissed on the assumption that the labour mar­
ket uauld normally favour the capitalist, uhich in turn as­
sumed that booms uould either tail off rapidly or uould 
stimulate such a rate of investment in labour-saving machinery 
that technological unemployment uould outueigh the increased 
demand for uorkers. 
Marx made these assumptions quite casually, uithout 
defending them, or even seeming to realise that they might 
be unreasonable. He uas auare of the unemployment problem 
in Paris and in the English manufacturing touns, and it 
seemed to him intractable, a permanent feature of the neu 
economic regime. Also, he uas influenced in a vague uay by 
the prevalent interest in flalthusian population theory. 
Uhile he did not agree that over-population uas 'natural' 
and inevitable, he did accept that the current mode of or­
ganisation of the economy had caused a de_ facto population 
problem uhich apparently could not be solved under capitalism. 
So it seemed eminently reasonable to Marx in Paris in 1 8 4 4 
to expect that supply of labour uould exceed demand except 
in brief, temporary boom periods uhich uould not affect the 
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Still, Marx felt he had given a hostage to his enemies 
the liberal economists by admitting that, under certain cir­
cumstances, real uages uould rise. He therefore looked for 
a uay to cover his flank, and also for factual data to test 
his theoretical analyses against reality. He found both in 
Uilhelm Schulz's Die Beuegung der Produktion. 1 9 If he had 
taken his 'absolute impoverishment' thesis from Smith, he 
derived from Schulz's book a 'relative impoverishment' thesis 
uhich uas, strictly speaking, incompatible uith it, but uhich 
he adapted to his oun purpose. Schulz's uork uas in part an 
analysis of the conseguence for the uork-force of the mech­
anisation of English factory production. He had concluded 
that technological change benefited skilled uorkers, whereas 
it left the uages of unskilled manual labourers or machine 
minders much the same as before. This meant that a fairly 
small elite of men possessing neu industrial skills had 
emerged, and some craftsmen of the old type had also prospered, 
producing a uorking-class divided into an 'aristocracy' uhich 
uas better off than ever before, and a mass of unskilled 
labourers uho remained at around subsistence level, Schulz 
thought the living standard of this majority had probably de­
clined somewhat due to rising prices, and he believed their 
situation uas worse too on account of longer working hours 
and lessened security of employment. But he admitted that, 
19, Uilhelm Schulz, Die Beuegung der Produktion, op, cit 
in moneta-y terms, the slight decline in real uages exper­
ienced by this group uas far outweighed by the large rise in 
incomes enjoyed by skilled uorkers. His overall conclusion 
uas thus that average uages had risen substantially as a 
result of mechanisation, but he rightly pointed out that 
this 'average' uas merely a statistical device and uas mis­
leading given the sharp distinction betueen skilled and un­
skilled. 
Marx, uho uas most interested in the fate of the 
'typical' (unskilled) uorkers uho made up the majority of 
the neu factory 'proletariat' in England, read Schulz as 
confirming that the real uages of these uage-labourers uere 
declining. But he uas even more impressed uith the other 
argument Schulz offered in support of the 'impoverishment' 
case. Even if one accepted that the industrial worker's 
average wage had risen, Schulz maintained, the fact uas that 
the percentage rise uas substantially inferior to the per­
centage rise in the income of the upper and middle classes. 
Income differentials betueen classes had therefore increased, 
uhich meant that the contrast betueen uealth and poverty 
stood out more sharply as a result of industrialisation. He 
pointed out that as total production rose in an economy, 
desires and claims of consumers also rose, leaving the poor­
est sector of the population uith even more unsatisfied 
needs. Hence, he asserted, "relative poverty" could increase 
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economy uas "forging ahead". 
Marx endorsed Schulz's conclusions and quoted them 
at length in the Manuscripts. He thus advanced both the 
'absolute' and 'relative' impoverishment arguments, a sin­
gular example of trying to have one's cake and eat it. He 
could have stressed Schulz's skilled/unskilled distinction, 
and retained the 'absolute impoverishment' argument for the 
latter alone; but this he did not do. Rather he seems to 
have employed Schulz's 'relative impoverishment' thesis as 
a uay of plugging the apparent hole in the crude 'immiserisa-
tion' theory he had taken from Adam Smith — it uas a uay of 
covering all contingencies and demonstrating that the indus­
trial uorker (no distinctions made uithin the class) uould 
necessarily be impoverished in some form no matter hou fast 
the economy greu. His recourse to Schulz indicates, hou-
ever, that the hard fact that some uorkers (at least) did 
partake of the benefits of industrial grouth had stuck in 
his mind as a datum uhich uas prima facie at odds uith the 
'iron lau' of uages, and had to be got around or explained 
auay in some fashion if one uas to adhere to the doctrine in 
all good conscience. 
Marx's analysis of uages in the Manuscripts had all 
the faults of a first stab at a tricky problem -- it uas 
2u. Ibid, pp. 65-74 (quotation, pp. 65-66). Marx quoted 
extensively in the "Manuskripte" from these pages of 
Schulz's uork, MEGA I, 3, pp. 46-49; MECU, 3, pp. 241-
243. 
repetitive, fragmentary, and in places muddled. Ultimately, 
too, it uas inconclusive. He ended by half accepting and 
half discarding the Smithian 'iron lau1 of uages. As ue 
have seen, for the all-important case of an expanding eco­
nomy, he had abandoned the 'subsistence uages* argument as 
inapplicable in the short run, but had suggested that it 
still held good in the long term. This sounded rather ueak, 
the conclusion of an author uho uas determined, notuith-
standing the evidence on uage-trends, to argue that the 
urban uork-force as a uhole uas in no uay a substantial 
beneficiary of industrial grouth. The truth uas that Marx's 
analysis of uages uas neither clear nor dispassionate. It 
uas influenced by his emotional conviction, derived mainly 
from Buret and Pecqueur, that the ouvrier (a term he used 
on several occasions in the Manuscripts) uas progressively 
"devalued" and "impoverished" by machinism. Moreover, des­
pite his extended discussion of uages, he uas less concerned 
uith the material condition of the urban uorkers than their 
psychological and moral state. But he uas reluctant to 
admit that this "dehumanisation" might in fact have been 
accompanied by a rise in living standards. 
Alerted by Buret to the problem of machinism, and 
convinced by him that factory uork uas ruining the health 
and morals of the English uorker, Marx uanted, in addition, 
to predict other results of industrialisation. As ue have 
seen, he expected that rapid technological change uould, 
in Favour of the employer, thus causing mass unemployment 
and a return to subsistence uages. He uas, however, aware 
of the liberal economists' counter-argument that mechanisa­
tion of production, by drastically louering prices, uould 
create neu mass markets and hence a uast neu demand for labour. 
To the extent that this uas true, he mused, modern industry 
uould become increasingly dependent on a mass domestic mar­
ket of poor consumers. If so, the expansion of the economy 
uould be limited by the lou lev/el of effective demand in this 
working-class market. He mentioned this Sismondian thesis 
of mass under-con sumption in the Manuscripts, but did not 
elaborate on its economic implications. He contented him­
self uith the observation that, notuithstanding the relatively 
small incomes in the hands of louer-class consumers, indus­
trial capitalism uas premissed on the exploitation of their 
existing needs and the creation of neu, artificial ones. 
The paradox of the system, he commented, uas that it resulted 
in a simultaneous reduction and multiplication of needs. It 
supplied the uorkers uith 'sophisticated* and 'artificial' 
gratifications (Marx uas presumably thinking of liquor and 
entertainments), uhile denying them, or making them pay ex­
orbitant prices for, basic 'natural' requirements like fresh 
air and clean housing. As a result it perverted or 'bar-
barised' uorking-class life, and even if the urban factory-
uorkers' monetary incomes uere higher than the semi-skilled 
artisans of rural domestic manufacturing, their actual con­
ditions of life (such as housing, diet, and basic amenities 
like light, air, and park-land), uere much inferior. '0e-
humanisation', he emphasised, could not be measured in purely 
monetary terms — to evaluate the fate of the 'proletariat' 
solely by examining uage-rates uas to commit the same mistake 
into uhich classical political economy had fallen. 
flarx uas also auare of Proudhon's claim that, in an 
economy founded on private property and unearned incomes, 
the mass of producers uould ultimately be unable to buy back 
uith their uages all the goods they had produced. This ar­
gument, if valid, suggested that the double-sided problem 
of over-production and under-consumption uas inherent in a 
capitalist economy, and that some form of economic collapse 
or stagnation uas inevitable in the long run. He uas fami­
liar, too, uith Considerant's explanation of cyclical trade 
recessions as recurrent over-production crises, and he had 
recently found this theory repeated by Buret, uho had bor­
rowed it from Sismondi. But despite his awareness of the 
potential difficulties uhich mass under-consumption uould 
cause an expanding capitalist economy, he apparently did 
not accept the Sismondian/Proudhonian explanation of de­
pressions. His own discussion of periodic crises relied 
heavily on Pecqueur and Schulz, uho (like the Saint-Simonians 
he had also recently read) offered accounts uhich focussed 
on the 'anarchy' of the free-market. 
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!'..rx quoted „oth Schulz and Pecqueur at length en the 
topic of crises. Pecqueur's analysis uas the simpler of the 
tuo, stressing the manufacturer's ignorance of the real de­
mand for his goods and the actions of other producers of the 
same commodities. Paying and selling in the free-market uas 
largely a matter of chance, he asserted, and the inevitable 
results uere "uunk runtc L es occurring constantly and univer­
sally; miso.. 1cuI ations , sudden ruin and unexpected fortunes, 
commercial c r i c - g stoppages, periodic gluts or shortages; 
instability ana aenreciation of uages and profits, the loss 
or enormous ua-.ta of uealth, time and effort in the arena of 
fierce competition".-''" Schulz's explanation uas more speci­
fic, although ha ton stressed the periodic imbalance betueen 
supply and demand. ile [Tainted to mechanisation as the cru­
cial factor uhich hue exacerbated a normal characteristic of 
capitalism, trarn-forming it from an irritant into a social 
disaster. Illustrating his theory uith the example of the 
English cotton industry, Schulz maintained that grouing com­
petition amono industrialists had resulted in a falling rate 
of nrofit relative to the quantity of goods produced, a fact 
uhich stimulated the "cotton lords" to expand production 
even further in an effort to maintain their absolute volume 
of profits. In ennsenuonce, various sectors of the cotton 
industry uere unable to dispose of their stocks, bankruptcies 
22. Pecqueur, Tnenrie nouvelle. p. 416; quoted by Marx in 
the M-lanuskripte", I'lLuA I, 3, p. 63; MECU, 3, p. 256. 
had followed, and the entire industry had succumbed to a uav/e 
of panic. Uildly fluctuating prices and share-values had 
ruined some manufacturers, and forced others to temporarily 
shut doun plants or cut their uork-force. Schulz's explana­
tion thus combined a stress on the unplanned nature of pro­
duction (the cotton manufacturers had no idea uhen the market 
uould be saturated) uith the theory that over-production uas 
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a response to a falling rate of profit. 
Plarx seems to have accepted both these accounts. He 
uas apparently convinced that there uas inherent in indus­
trial capitalism a tendency to over-production, and he looked 
on the free-market distribution system as the reason uhy the 
surplus of commodities uas detected only uhen it uas too 
late to avoid a slump. He agreed uith Schulz's 'falling rate 
of profit' theory uhich he had also found in The Uealth of 
Nations. "Uith the increase of capital", he noted, "the 
profit on capital diminishes, because of competition. The 
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first to suffer, therefore, is the small capitalist". The 
declining rate of profit, then, by sharpening the rivalry 
betueen firms, hastened the decline of small business and 
the concentration of capital in the hands of a feu big 
businessmen. It also meant the gradual demise of mere ren­
tiers and landowners living off rent. Capital accumulation, 
23. Schulz, op. cit., pp. 40-41 & 58-63; quoted by Plarx in 
the "Planuskripte", P1EGA I, 3, pp. 60-62 & 65; PIECU, 3, 
he predicted, uould eventually lead to a fusion of large 
landouners and the most pouerful industrial capitalists into 
a tightly knit economic elite controlling all production 
through a feu monopolies. The capitalist society of the 
future uould thus consist of tuo classes: a 'grande bour­
geoisie' and a 'proletariat' of factory labourers. It uould 
be a society exhibiting tremendous extremes of uealth and 
poverty, and one in uhich the labour-force uould be reduced 
to utter slavery. All these conseguences, claimed Marx, 
uere entailed by the mechanisation of production under an 
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economic regime based on private property and competition. 
Marx thus seems to have believed, uhen he urote the 
Manuscripts, that uhile the anarchy of the capitalist market 
and the falling rate of profit due to mechanisation uould 
combine to produce periodic over-production crises, these 
crises uould not bring about an early collapse of the eco­
nomic system. He had already come to the tentative conclu­
sion (derived mainly from Schulz) that industrial capitalism 
uould evolve into monopoly capitalism, and gradually create 
a tuo-class society. He uas, in short, already sketching 
some aspects of the pattern of capitalist economic develop­
ment uhich he uas, tuo decades later, to expound in Capital. 
But his analysis, if it deserves to be called that, uas 
speculative and fragmentary, a loose ueaving together of 
points uhich appealed to him in the uritings of (mainly) 
Smith, Schulz, Buret and Pecgu-ur. As far as economic 
theory uas concerned, the Manuscripts uere a rag-bag of 
insights, sometimes partially pitted together, but lacking 
overall coherence. Marx had not, in the summer of 1844, 
uorked out his oun system of political economy, although he 
did already possess some guiding ideas on the subject. 
Nevertheless, Marx had begun to be fascinated by 
economic problems in their oun right. He came gradually, 
as he pursued his economic studies in the next couple of 
years, to regard himself first and foremost as an economist. 
Uhen he wrote the Hanuscripts, he had not proceeded that far 
uith this general re-orientation of his intellectual out­
look. But he had already ceased to think of himself as 
mainly a philosopher. He uas nou primarily interested in 
problems of social psychology, and uas beginning to recognise 
that a more empirical approach uas reguired to solve them 
than either traditional or Young Hegelian philosophy could 
provide. He had framed in his mind the big guestion he 
uanted to answer: "Hou and uhy does the present economic 
regime dehumanise mankind?", and he kneu that to tackle it 
successfully he uould have to drau on economics, psychology, 
and social theory. Uhat uas reguired, he concluded, uas a 
comprehensive neu 'social science'. This intellectual pro­
gramme, of course, he had found canvassed by Pecgueur in 
the Theorie nouvelle, and it seems to have been Pecgueur 
uon him ever to it. To label the Manuscripts 'economic and 
philosophical', then,is something of a misnomer because Marx 
apparently envisaged them as an essay in the neu normative 
•social economy1 uhich he, Pecgueur, (and, as a matter of 
fact, Proudhon too), uere endeavouring to create. At any 
rate, he devoted some important paragraphs to discussing 
the characteristics of the neu discipline. 
Marx uas searching for the best method of understanding 
human and social problems, a method uhich, he had already 
decided, uould have to avoid both the abstractness and 
teleology of Hegelian philosophy and the creativity-denying 
determinism of positivist behaviourism. He nou tried to 
explain uhat uas urong uith each of these approaches, de­
crying the one for excessive 'idealism' and the other for 
crude 'materialism'. Tackling the problem of German philo­
sophy first, he rejected not only Hegel's system but also 
the 'critical' philosophy of Young Hegelians like Bruno 
Bauer, uhom he had once regarded as his mentor. Luduig 
Feuerbach uas the only German theorist associated uith the 
Young Hegelian movement uhom he still respected. He uas 
enthusiastic about Feuerbach's uork partly because he ac­
cepted Feuerbach's explanation of religion as a form of 
human self-projection, partly because Feuerbach had virtually 
abandoned traditional philosophy to advocate instead the 
creation of a kind of sociology (he labelled it contemcorary 
'anthropology'), and partly because Feuerbach had, in his 
opinion, come out uith a devastating criticism of Hegel's 
'dialectical' methodology. 
I'larx had retained his earlier Romantic and Young 
Hegelian prejudices against "blind, naive empiricism". He 
accepted without question the need to develop an intellectual 
method uhich uould enable the researcher to go beyond a mere 
enumeration and cataloguing of data, uhich uas all he con­
sidered Baconian empiricism alloued. He still thought that 
Hegel, for all his faults, had made the most concerted and 
sophisticated attempt to devise such a method. He nou judged 
Hegel's effort inadeguate, even pernicious, but he thought 
it could not be ignored — only by criticising the Hegelian 
method could one progress beyond it. Hence, he maintained, 
it uas most important for anyone uho uas trying to uork out 
a neu approach to human society to define his intellectual 
position vis-a-vis Hegel. As he put it, one had to tackle 
the "apparently formal, but really vital guestion: Hou do 
ue stanrl as regards the Hegelian dialectic?" This uas uhere, 
for Marx, Feuerbach had made his most valuable contribution. 
In his "Vorlaufige Thesen zur Reformation der Philosophie" 
and his subseguent book, Philosophie der Zukunft, he had "in 
principle overthrown the old dialectic and philosophy". 
Feuerbach, he added, uas the only one uho had a "serious, 
critical attitude to the Hegelian dialectic", and he uas in 
fact the "true conqueror" of Hegelianism and also Young Hegel 
ianism, uhich had failed to emancipate itself adeguately from 
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Uhat exactly had Feuerbach achiev-d? Plarx answered 
that he had demonstrated that the entire corpus of German 
Idealist philosophy (including Hegelianism) uas little more 
than disguised theology, and therefore should be condemned 
as an aspect of religious 'alienation'. He had proclaimed 
the need for a real science of human behaviour, and had ar­
gued correctly that the epistemological foundation of this 
neu science uould have to be a "true materialism" because 
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"sense-perception" must be the basis of all science. And 
thirdly, he had exposed the illegitimate nature of Hegel's 
dialectical method. Follouing Feuerbach, Marx tried to 
sketch uhat uas urong uith the Hegelian dialectic. Hegel, 
he asserted, had been at his best uhen he urote the early 
account of his system in the Phanomenologie des Geistes. 
This uork, Hegel's greatest achievement, revealed his merits 
as a thinker as well as the serious flaus in his method. In 
Marx's opinion tuo things could be chalked up to Hegel's 
credit: his overall perspective uas historical, (the Phano­
menologie uas really an extended essay in the history of 
European ideas), and he had intuited that human beings, 
through their labour, create their oun characters, so that 
if their uork becomes alien to them then human nature itself 
becomes perverted. 
Marx seems to have discovered this second virtue of 
Hegel's only in the summer of 1844; he noted it in the third 
and last of the Paris Manuscripts. 2 8
 H e had not, I suapect, 
initially derived his concept of 'alienated labour' from 
Hegel, or even remembered this passage from the Pha'nomeno-
loqie u h e n uriting his Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher ar­
ticles, his commentary on Mill, his article against Ruge, 
or even the first tuo of the Paris Manuscripts. His insights 
into the role of non-creative labour in the process of de-
humanisation uere largely a product of his personal obser­
vations, conversations and studies since arriving in Paris, 
although (as ue have seen) he found Feuerbachian terminology 
a convenient uay of expressing them. Uhat appears to have 
happened is that Marx, after deciding that he had to include 
in his projected book a critical analysis of Hegelian metho­
dology, dusted off his student copy of the Pha'nomenoloqie 
and skimmed through it, finding, to his surprise, a passage 
about the 'objectification' and 'estrangement' of human la­
bour. This confirmed his opinion that Hegel had been a 
clever, perceptive man uho had made a number of valid and 
significant observations about a variety of topics, but 
uho had hidden them in abstract language and a grandiose 
but fundamentally shoddy speculative system. Still, before 
pointing out the basic flaus in Hegel's philosophical method, 
Marx gave credit uhere he felt it uas due, and so acknou-
ledged Hegel as a precursor of his oun discoveries. This 
done, he launched into an onslaught on the method of the 
Phanomenologie, denouncing Hegel's 'dialectical logic' as 
fraudulent, an abstract, 'alienated' uay of reasoning. 
The basic problem uith Hegel's approach, he suggested, 
uas that since his thinking uas speculative and arbitrary it 
amounted to no more than juggling uith ideas. Hegel had 
failed to come to grips uith the problems of real life in a 
concrete and critical uay because he had divorced thought 
from reality, in effect leaving the material uorld exactly 
as it uas uhile playing pointless mental games in an unreal 
uorld of the imagination. Furthermore, as Marx put it, 
there uas already latent in the Phanomenologie "the uncritical 
positivism and the egually uncritical idealism of Hegel's lat­
er works — that philosophical dissolution and restoration 
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of the existing empirical uorld". In attacking Hegel's 
supposed "uncritical positivism" Marx did not mean to imply 
that Hegel had lapsed into Enlightenment scientism; rather 
he uas asserting that Hegel's system had turned into an apology 
for the entire course of history, implying that all uas for 
the best in the best of all possible uorlds. In attacking 
Hegel's allegedly "uncritical idealism" he uas repudiating 
an interpretation of history uhich vieued economic changes, 
political decisions, institutions and religions as so many 
expressions of dominant ideas. Hegel had portrayed the de­
velopment of the human character and the evolution of human 
social and economic organisations as "products of abstract 
mind" and "phases of mind — thought entities". He had, as 
it uere, taken effects for causes, and failed to recognise 
the dominant role in history of economic relationships (like 
employer/employee) and social institutions (like private 
property). 3 U 
f-larx thus had three basic criticisms of Hegel: his 
methodology uas non-empirical, his theory of history erro­
neous, and his system an apology for the status-quo. He 
clearly thought these mistakes uere interrelated, that phi­
losophical idealism bred political conservatism and vice-
versa. By contrast, he suggested, the 'scientific' outlook 
of a revolutionary movement uould be empirical, even mater­
ialistic, finding its "theoretical base" in the movement of 
the economy. Since philosophy had failed to solve the real 
problems of everyday life, revolutionary theorists uould 
have to look elsewhere for their intellectual tools and prob­
lems. Instead of philosophy, the neu socialist 'science of 
man' uould be rooted in a revised kind of political economy. 
As ue have seen above, he uas convinced that this revisionist 
economics uould be normative — a moral 'science' based on 
a 'truly human' ethics. He uas also auare that it uould re­
quire a neu epistemological base, since he rejected the 
naive Lcckean empiricism assumed by liberal economics. He 
therefore tried to outline the methodological and epistemo­
logical stance of his proposed social science. 
In his enthusiasm for Feuerbach and his desire to 
emphasise the difference betueen his vieus and those of Young 
Hegelian 'critical' philosophy, Plarx uas prepared to use the 
label 'materialist' to characterise his neu position. As he 
himself sensed, houever, this term uas misleading because it 
implied a closer agreement uith the post-Lockean 'sensation­
alism' of the French and Scottish Enlightenments than uas 
really the case. So he toyed uith tuo other alternative 
labels: 'naturalism' and 'humanism'. He never succeeded, 
in the Planuscripts, in expressing his philosophical point of 
vieu sufficiently clearly, partly because he slipped into 
the abstract and uoolly terminology of German Idealism uhen-
ever he tried to explain it. But tuo things are, I think, 
evident. One is that liarx uas confident that he uas advanc­
ing philosophically beyond both the English and German tradi­
tions, retaining the best insights of both, and creating for 
the first time ever a philosophy that uas at once historical 
and practical. He claimed that "consistent naturalism or 
humanism is distinct from both idealism and materialism, and 
constitutes at the same time the unifying truth of both", 
and added for good measure that "only naturalism is capable 
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of comprehending the action of uorld history". Second, he 
uanted to build his social science on the Kantian insight 
that human beings are both 'subject' and 'object', that is, 
3 1
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at one and the same time natural phenomena like plants and 
animals and active, creative, conscious beings interacting 
uith and transforming the 'objective' uorld around them. In 
explaining the nature of social reality, Plarx argued, the 
sociologist or social historian uould have to take both as­
pects of human nature into account. He uould have to recog­
nise that the Idealist school uas correct uhen it stressed 
that man "posits or creates objects" and that 'reality' uas 
thus a product of the human consciousness, but he uould also 
have to remember that the British empiricists had a good 
point uhen they emphasised the passive character of percep­
tion and learning and understood man deterministically as 
the result of a multiplicity of causes. Because of his 
German philosophical training, Marx tended to take the truth 
of post-Kantian 'subjectivism' for granted (he had, for ex­
ample, never seriously guestioned the existence of 'free­
uill' or the active role of the mind in perception), so he 
placed more weight in the Manuscripts on the virtues of the 
empiricist or 'materialist' vieupoint uhich he had just, 
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for the first time, come to appreciate. But there is no 
doubt that his philosophical aim uas to fuse the valid in­
sights of both Idealism and 'materialism', and that he be­
lieved that only on the foundation of such a fusion could 
an epistemologically sound social science be developed. 
He had certainly not worked out his neu epistemology 
in detail, and he ran into more trouble uhen he tried to 
uork out its implication for the methodology of the neu 
social science. Here he came up against the problem that 
causal explanations of human conduct seem implicitly tc deny 
free-uill because they apparently presuppose universal de­
terminism. Marx uas uell auare of the difficulty — he had 
faced it in one form in his doctoral dissertation, and had 
encountered it recently in his reading of Pecqueur's Theorie 
nouvelle. Nou he had to confront it again because he uanted 
to outline uhat he meant by a truly 'scientific' approach 
to social phenomena. 
He uas more strongly attracted to 'materialism' than 
ever before. One reason, no doubt, uas that in repudiating 
his former vieus he over-reacted, being temporarily over-
impressed by the merits of the opposition case. More impor­
tant, though, he had begun to feel the allure of the natural 
sciences — they appeared capable of discovering knouledge 
that uas certain and objective in a manner unattainable in 
philosophy. For the first time in his intellectual career 
he uas seized by the urge to apply to society the experimen­
tal methods of physics and chemistry. Actually, his neu 
admiration for Neutonian scientific method uas not the pro­
duct of any close acquaintance uith scientific literature. 
Uhat had really impressed him uas the technology of the 
British industrial revolution, uhich he assumed (not alto­
gether accurately) to be the fruit of recent scientific 
discoveries. He had internalised Buret's contention that 
the neu industrial technology uas creating a totally neu 
kind of uorld, and, if used properly, could be the means of 
man's salvation, the vehicle of overcoming mass dehumanisa-
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tion. 
Given his strong sense of the immense opportunities 
neuly created by science, it is not surprising that Marx 
concluded that science (in the narrou usage of the term, 
meaning 'natural science' rather than 'scholarly endeavour') 
could no longer be ignored as an intellectual phenomenon. 
It had, he decided, proved its academic credentials by its 
practical achievements. But, he complained, it had been 
ignored or misunderstood by the traditional disciplines of 
philosophy and historiography. Despite the recent vogue for 
Naturphilosophie (uhich he described as a "chimerical illu­
sion"), philosophy had remained "alien" to the natural scien­
ces, uhereas historiography merely mentioned them occasionally 
as a useful force for enlightenment, concentrating on a feu 
special great discoveries. This, he argued, uas just not 
good enough; it uas high time that science uas accepted as 
one of the most important factors in modern life, and its 
methods and results should be integrated uith traditional 
learning. The old-established disciplines, he hinted, uould 
find that they had been missing a great deal if they took 
the trouble to open their eyes to the neu ideas. Like the 
Saint-Simonians he uas aiming for a single, unified corpus 
of knouledge. "Natural science", he predicted, "uill in time 
incorporate into itself the science of man, just as the 
science of man uill incorporate into itself natural science: 
there uill be one science, 
Marx uas especially interested in the field uhich 
uould nou be called social psychology. Uhat uas needed, he 
asserted, uas a neu, thoroughly empirical psychology. This 
uould approach the study of the human mind historically, 
and uould comprehend human nature as a product of the evolu­
tion of human society. It uould then be evident that the 
question of 'human nature' should not be treated, as it had 
been to date, as a theoretical or 'philosophical' issue, 
but rather as a "real problem of life" requiring empirical 
observation and historical research. The most fertile in­
sight into human nature, he suggested, uas to vieu cons­
ciousness as expanding together uith the productivity of 
the economy. He summed up the key tenet of his neu social 
psychology by remarking that the history of industry uas 
"the open book of man's essential powers, the perceptibly 
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existing human psychology". The correct road to under­
standing the mind of modern man thus lay in the study of 
economic history. He uas already suspecting that ideas uere 
derivatives of more fundamental, economic phenomena. 
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His neu developmental vieu of human nature uas pro­
bably suggested to Marx by the different theories of 'pro­
gress' he had encountered in the uritings of Leroux, Consi-
derant and Pecqueur. It faced him uith the same dilemma that 
had confronted Pecqueur. Uhile he nou thought that human 
character should be understood as constantly changing, a by­
product of natural and social forces that uere themselves 
continually evolving, he still uanted to retain his older, 
static notion of an 'essential' human nature, a conception 
uhich reading Feuerbach had recently reinforced. His image 
of man uas thus ambivalent in the Paris Manuscripts. Most 
of the time he uas still uorking uith his old 'fixed-nature' 
theory, and he normally assumed that man naturally possessed 
(or should possess) a co-operative, creative, 'social' na­
ture uhich had regrettably been undermined first by the grouth 
of commercial capitalism and later by the spirit of indus­
trialism, uhereas he only sketched his neuer ideas on a couple 
of occasions. So notuithstanding his fresh — or refreshed — 
historical awareness, he had not, on balance, come as yet to 
an 'existential' vieu of man as forever redefining his oun 
nature. But the seeds of such a vieu uere present in the 
Manuscripts. 3 6 
Yet if Marx had a neu sense of the economic and so­
cial forces uhich had stimulated the development of the human 
mind, he uas still loth to vieu man in purely deterministic 
terms. He rejected any totally 'materialist' or 'behaviour­
ist' explanation of human conduct. Attempts to explain the 
uealth of human achievements as mere responses to "vulgar 
need" uere misleadingly incomplete, he argued, because they 
neglected the vital factor of human creativity, and this 
could not be explained in terms of causal determinism. He 
thus preserved his early Romantic commitment to free-uill 
and artistic creativity, but at the expense of backtracking 
on his stated belief in the applicability of the methods of 
natural science to social phenomena. He played around uith 
this dilemma in the Manuscripts, but uas unable to resolve 
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it. As a result his vieus on 'scientific' methodology re­
mained, like Pecqueur's, ambivalent. 
Marx asserted bluntly that the human race uas regres­
sing to a more primitive era than the Stone Age because modern 
society uas decadent, and human nature degenerate. The task 
of his neu social psychology/political economy uas to ex­
plain uhy this uas happening, and to indicate hou it cculd 
be stopped. He therefore began to fulfill his oun programmatic 
demand for a socialist social science by studying the psycho­
logical and social effects of commerce and uage-labour. The 
fruit of this inguiry uas his famous theory of alienation. 
This concept has been the subject of numerous commentaries, 
most of uhich uere redundant, so I shall make no attempt here 
to redescribe his vieus. But since much of the secondary 
37. Ibid. 
literature on the subject is misleading, a feu remarks are 
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unavoidable. 
Marx's notion of alienation uas diffuse. He used it 
to bring together, under one conceptual umbrella, several 
different social phenomena he abhorred. 'Alienation1 uas 
thus as broad in scope as the general term he had employed 
previously to designate the fundamental social problem of 
the age: 1dehumanisation*. It meant much the same, except 
that 'alienation' uas more closely tied to economic phenomena. 
Therefore, if one is looking for the intellectual antecedents 
of Marx's theory one should go back to tuo parallel sources: 
German Romantics like Schiller and Holderlin, and the French 
'pre-Romantic', Rousseau. Marx uas influenced by intellec­
tual traditions D r o c e e d i n g from both sources: in the French 
case by Rousseau himself and by French socialists drauing 
on Rousseau (Leroux and Pecqueur are the best examples), in 
the German case by Goethe and Schiller, 'second-generation' 
Romantics like U. Schlegel, Holderlin and Hegel, the Young 
Hegelians, and Feuerbach. As I have suggested above, his 
38, On this topic the most comprehensive compilation of 
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specific debt to Hegel's concept of 'self-alienation' uas 
probably fairly slight, and uhile he almost certainly took 
the term 'alienation' from Feuerbach, he transformed the con­
tent substantially, giv/ing it a socio-economic rather than 
a religious referent. Uhen Marx read Rousseau carefully (at 
Kreuznach) he uas already employing the notion of 'dehumani-
sation' as a basic category, so Rousseau evidently did no 
more than reinforce a perspective that he already possessed. 
From his observations as Rheinische Zeitung editor and his 
reading of Rousseau and Proudhon, houever, he came to the 
conclusion that private property uas a leading feature (both 
cause and symptom) of 'dehumanisation', and he seems to have 
focussed on commerce as a vital corrosive force soon after 
arriving in Paris, as a result of the influence of Hess, 
Blanc, Leroux, and Considerant. In short, the socio-economic 
content of Marx's version of 'alienation' gradually took 
shape betueen the end of 1843 and the middle of 1844. If 
one is interested primarily in the general idea, then one 
should stress its antecedents in German Romanticism, uhile 
if one is more concerned uith its empirical content, then one 
should look to the French socialists as the primary source. 
One further comment about Marx's alleged debt to 
Hegel on the alienation issue. Although his conception uas 
general in scope, he applied it to modern Europe only, in 
particular the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. He did 
not see 'alienation' as endemic to the human condition but, 
on the contrary, as a product of comparatively recent social 
and economic change. In this respect his use of the term 
differed radically from Hegel's, for uhom the entire onuard 
march of Spirit uas a process of 'self-alienation' (i.e., the 
'objectification' of 'Nations' as successive forms of socio­
political organisations or 'States'). To be sure, Hegel did 
also use the term in the Phanomenologie to refer in addition 
to men's 'objectification' of their personalities in arti­
facts (in the passages on uhich Marx commented in the Manu­
scripts) , but here again in the Hegelian system this kind 
of 'alienation' uas universal and inevitable, merely a uay 
of describing a permanent and necessary aspect of reality, 
uith no pejorative connotations. In a uord, 'alienation' 
uas for Hegel inherent in human nature and human society, 
a general characteristic of the historical process, uhereas 
for Marx it uas a relatively modern phenomenon uith a number 
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of specific socio-economic causes. For this reason it is 
misleading to emphasise too much the continuity betueen 
Hegel's and Marx's usages of the uord. 
A uord, too, on the claim that 'alienation1 uas even­
tually a philosophical or even religious concept in the 
Manuscripts. To suggest that Marx uas really a religious 
thinker seems perverse given his militant atheism, unless 
one means to imply by the label merely that nineteenth cen­
tury ideologies like Marxism functioned as secular substitutes 
for Christianity. Marx did, of course, borrow the term 
'alienation' from Feuerbach, and Feuerbach uas a kind of theo­
logian, but it is necessary to remember that (a) Feuerbach's 
theory of religious alienation uas intended as an 'expo­
sure' of Christianity as mythical and, in a sense, fraudu­
lent; and that (b) uhile Plarx accepted Feuerbach's theory, 
he had already relegated it to a minor role uithin the gen­
eral explanation of 'dehumanisation' — indeed, he interpreted 
religious 'alienation' as no more than a side-effect of more 
fundamental social and economic phenomena. Plarx, then, uas 
not only anti-religious, he uas becoming less and less in­
terested in the religious guestion. He regarded it as sig­
nificant only in 'backuard' Germany.*'"' 
The claim that 'alienation' uas primarily a philoso­
phical concept seems more plausible, but only because of 
the vagueness of the term 'philosophy' if left unqualified. 
There is a legitimate common usage of the uord to refer to a 
cluster of values or beliefs, a kind of 'uorld-vieu'. In 
this sense, everyone has a 'philosophy of life'. Marx's 
theory of alienation uas a 'philosophy' in this loose usage 
because it summed up his general perspective on modern life. 
It is also true that in the Manuscripts Plarx discussed prob­
lems of epistemology and scientific method uhich are usually 
40. This uas one of the main themes of his Deutsch-Franzo-
sische Oahrbucher articles, and uas assumed in the 
"Manuskripte". For an example of the thesis that Marx's 
theory of alienation uas philosophical and quasi-
religious, see Tucker, op. cit., passim. 
reckoned as falling uithin the normal subject-matter of 
philosophy as an academic discipline. In this sense too he 
uas a philosopher and the Manuscripts (though not the theory 
of alienation pja_r s_e) uere philosophical. So far, so good. 
But it is not legitimate to infer from these things thst Marx 
still espoused a philosophical system like Spinoza's or Plato's, 
or even uorse, that the theory of alienation uas such a gran­
diose system. Above all, one must avoid the misleading in­
ference that Marx still accepted some variant of Hegel's 
philosophy or Young Hegelianism. To be sure there uere some 
remnants of his Berlin period still evident in his thought, 
but in fundamentals he had broken from Hegel at Kreuznach 
(if not before). Be reaffirmed this break in the Manuscripts, 
and also severed his intellectual ties uith Young Hegelian 
philosophers like Bruno Bauer, sneering at them as epigones 
of Hegel uho had failed to grasp the elementary errors in 
his uork. As I have shoun above, he intended his theory 
to be empirical and 'scientific1, a contribution to the 
projected neu science of 'social economy'. He designed it 
as an interdisciplinary fusion of social psychology and eco­
nomics, and uent out of his uay to differentiate both his 
method of inguiry and his concept of 'alienation' from Hegel's. 
And he declared categorically that his insights could not be 
discovered or comprehended through the "pure theory" of 
speculative philosophy. Marx thus clearly intended his 
f h o n . u nf alienation to be psychological, sociological, and 
been deceiving himself. It is possible that, despite his 
intentions, he in fact produced another metaphysical theory 
in the tradition of German Idealist philosophy. The scholarly 
consensus is that he did, although this has not gone un-
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challenged. To sort out this debate ue must examine the 
phenomena to uhich he actually applied the label 'alienation' 
in the Manuscripts. 
On the basis of all Marx's Parisian uritings, it uould 
appear that he sau the general dehumanisation of modern man 
as taking eight main forms. Some of these applied to all 
members of capitalist society, others affected primarily the 
louer classes. They uere: (i) religious mystification — 
the projection by men of their oun gualities onto a mythical 
being called 'God'; (ii) political pouerlessness — the dis-
enfranchisement of a large part of the population, and the 
divorce betueen politics and socio-economic pouer even uhere 
political democracy existed; (iii) isolation — the fragmen­
tation of the old corporate society into one in uhich there 
uere no longer communal bonds uelding families together into 
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an organic state; (iv) competition — the commercialisation 
of society forced men to regard their neighbours as rivals 
rather than brothers; (v) poverty — by exacerbating the in­
come differential betueen rich and poor, the capitalist eco­
nomy uas reducing the masses to subsistence-level existence 
uhile raising their aspirations and needs; (vi) insecurity — 
both commercial crises and machinism created a pool of unem­
ployed, thus causing the uork-force continual uorry about the 
permanence of its incomes; (vii) slavery — the subjection of 
the urban uage-labourers to total dependence on their em­
ployers, thus severely curtailing their personal freedom; 
and (viii) ennui — the disappearance of all creativity and 
joy from uork. Marx used the term 'alienation' at one time 
or another to refer to each of these phenomena, either in 
the Deutsch-Franzosische dahrbucher essays (in the case of 
the first four) or in the Paris Manuscripts (in the case of 
all except the first tuo). It uould thus seem reasonable to 
describe, (as I have above), the theory of alienation as so 
uide in scope as to be simply a more socially-oriented version 
of Marx's earlier theory of dehumanisation. 
These, then, uere the main forms of dehumanisation, 
and Marx, not unreasonably, regarded the urban louer classes 
as the uorst victims, especially of the last four. The 
second part of his theory aimed at explaining hou and uhy this 
widespread alienation came about. He sought the causes partly 
trial capitalism. There u e r e , he suggested, three different 
mechanisms of alienation: fetishism, objectification, and 
uage-slavery. By 'fetishism' he meant to characterise the 
tendency of men to allow material things or economic laus to 
control their lives. The 'laus' of liberal political economy 
(like that of supply and demand) uere 'fetishized', he sug­
gested, uhen they uere treated as inexorable, 'iron' laus 
uhich could never be broken or ignored. Similarly money and 
property became fetishes uhen they uere uorshipped as gods 
and made the basis of a code of 'moral' conduct. 'Objccti-
fication' occurred uhenever a human being uas reduced to the 
status of an object. This happened in the production pro­
cess, he pointed out, uhen craftsmen uere turned into mere 
machines churning out goods, and reached its apogee in fac­
tory labour uith the machine-minder uho uas essentially no 
more than another cog in the machine. But it occurred in a 
uider sense as uell, uhenever a human being uas treated as a 
commodity or a market. Uorkers, by selling their labour, took 
on the status of a 'cost-factor' in production, and uere 
treated by employers like ether cost-factors. Consumers, 
by buying products, took on the status of markets to be ex­
ploited as profitably as possible. Thus by their contact 
uith commodities, both uorker and consumer became reduced to 
the same ontological level. Uage-slavery uas vieued by Marx 
as the most extreme form of alienation, and he devoted more 
time to analysing it than he did to the other tuo, coming 
up uith a multifaceted theory of 'alienated labour'. 4 2 
This theory uas his most concerted attempt to examine 
the psychological and social consequences of uork in factory 
conditions under the capitalist system. He attacked factory 
uork as both enslaving and destructive of the physical and 
mental health of the labourers. Uage-labour in modern in­
dustry, he maintained, drastically transformed the worker's 
life, making it repugnant to him in several uays. In the 
course of urban uage-labour, the paid employee became es­
tranged from his products, the job itself, his oun personality, 
and from other men. He termed the first of these four kinds 
of estrangement 'product alienation', and claimed that the 
factory uorker, because he did not oun and uould probably 
never oun the goods he uas creating, came to regard them as 
hostile to him, objects into uhich he had poured part of his 
life but uhich he uould only be able to reclaim, if at all, 
as commodities in the market-place. This sense of hostility 
uas reinforced, Plarx added, by the fact that no matter hou 
hard the uorker uorked under capitalism, he never achieved 
more than a pittance, merely piling up more and more uealth 
for his employers and thus increasing his oun relative poverty. 
In the second place, the uage-labourer uas alienated from his 
job -- the activity of production had ceased to be enjoyable, 
creative and fulfilling, and had been reduced to a debilitat-
42. "Oekonomisch-philosophische Nanuskripte...", MEGA I, 3, 
pp. 81-94, 133-135, 145-149; MECU, 3, pp. 370-282, 312-
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ing, unpleasant, even painful means of satisfying basic needs 
for food, clothing and shelter. The urban uage-laboursr thus 
obtained no joy from either his uork or the fruits of that 
uork — the entire uork-process had become drudgery uhich he 
uas forced, by the threat of starvation, to endure. 4 3 
These uere points Plarx had found documented thoroughly 
in Buret's De la misere. To them he added tuo more facets 
of alienated labour, the result of his oun reflections on 
the impact of commercial capitalism on human values. The 
third form of estrangement he termed 'species-alienation'. 
Here he uas referring to the effect of uage-labour on the 
uorker's attitude to himself, i.e., to his oun values and 
character. Uage-labourers, he suggested, kneu that in order 
to survive in the capitalist jungle they had continually to 
look after their oun interests, and adopt hard, selfish, ag­
gressive, egocentric personalities. This they did, but re­
luctantly and resentfully, sensing that it uas cutting them 
off more and more from their fellou-men. They yearned to 
cultivate the co-operative, social sides of their characters, 
but this uas denied them by the realities of life and uork in 
the factory, so they came to hate themselves, feeling a chasm 
betueen uhat they uere and uhat they uanted to be. Further­
more, he continued, the ruthless competition for good jobs 
and housing among the louer classes created a fourth form of 
alienation: alienation from other men. The uorker,despite 
43. Ibid, FIEGA I, 3, pp. 84-86; P1ECU, 3, pp. 372-275. 
his natural urge to friendship and mutual aid, slipped into 
an attitude of hostility to other uorkers, vieuing them as 
riv/als and enemies, nothing more than competitors for the 
limited resources available to the uork-force under capit-
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a 11 s m. 
l-iarx's theory of 'alienated labour' uas thus a quasi-
deterministic account of hou men uere ground doun and trans­
formed psycholoqically by material conditions beyond their 
pouer to change individually. It uas the aspect of his broader 
theory of alienation that he developed in most detail, but it 
uas only one of throe major mechanisms through uhich the gen­
eral nrocess of dehumanisation operated. In addition to the 
psychological effects uhich uage-labour had on the factory 
hand, he argued that certain general social consequences of 
alienation uere evident in contemporary Europe. One uas the 
institution of private property, by uhich he meant not small-
scale ounershin of houses, farms and uorkshops by peasants 
and artisans but rather the concentration of large estates 
and manufacturing industry in the hands of relatively feu 
uealthy entrepreneurs. Another uas the division of labour — 
the split betueen manual and intellectual uork, and the grou-
inq fragmentation of the production process into limited 
tasks — uhich uas greatly accelerated by the factory system 
and the employment by one capitalist of hundreds of uorkers. 
Uage-labour in an urban setting, he added, made exploitation 
of the labourer much easier, so the development of industrial 
capitalism had as another result the polarisation of society 
into exploiters and exploited, producing ultimately a tuo-
class society in uhich artisans and middle classes had been 
reduced to the status of proletarians. Finally, he repeated, 
the grouth of alienation in modern society uas reflected in 
the society's dominant values. The capitalist ethic, funda­
mentally an apologia for avarice, uas becoming uidespread, and 
the mind of European man uas increasingly permeated uith self­
ish individualism and utilitarianism.4^ 
Once Plarx had analysed the causes, aspects and conse­
quences of alienation, the problem that remained uas to in­
dicate hou it could be overcome in the future. He uas not 
fully satisfied uith any of the suggestions made by earlier 
or contemporary socialist theorists, although he acknouledged 
the uork nf several of them as moving in the right direction. 
The only 'utopian' precursors for uhom he had real admiration 
uere, apart from Ouen and Ueitling, all Frenchmen, and among 
them he distinguished betueen 'socialists' like Fourier, the 
Saint-Simonians and Proudhon, and 'communists' like Babeuf 
and Cabet. He criticised the Saint-Simonians for envisaging 
an autocratic society in uhich pouer uould be exclusively in 
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the hands of a paternalistic elite of industrialists, the 
45. Ibid, IIEGA I, 3, pp. 133-135, 145-149; P1ECU, 3, pp. 
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Fourierists for their narrowly agrarian outlook, and Proud­
hon for myopically viewing the abolition of private property 
as a panacea which could be effected immediately and at one 
4 8 
stroke, in a vacuum, as it uere. Early French communism 
he dismissed as "crude and thoughtless", claiming it uas a 
primitive expression of the envy of the have-nots for the 
uealth of property-ouners. Authoritarian and "brutish", it 
An 
"negated" the personality of man "in every sphere". 
f'iarx explained further his reasons for this pejorative 
judgment on the French communist tradition. Recently (and 
happily) married and nou a proud father, he objected in par­
ticular to the doctrine of free love (uhich he ascribed to 
Utopian communism), claiming that it uould turn uomen into 
pieces of "communal and common property". This illiberal 
notion revealed that the early communists had not really 
overcome their desire for private property -- in their sys­
tem "the relationship of private property persisted as the 
relationship of the community to the uorld of things".^ He 
also rebuked Icarianism in particular as backuard-looking. 
Cabet, he asserted, spent too much time searching for his­
torical examples to prove the feasibility of a non-proper-
tarian society. He uas advocating the recreation of a society 
47. Ibid. 
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based on an ancient social ideal, but he had trouble even in 
demonstrating that his model had once existed. There uas no 
need to do violence to history in this uay, commented Marx, 
since communism uas a programme for the future, and if it 
had ever existed before then "precisely its being in the past 
uould refute its pretension to reality". In short, the pre­
occupation of the Icarians uith some mythical golden age 
merely indicated the immaturity of their communism. 5 1 
Given these stringent criticisms of 'utopian' commu­
nism, it is not surprising that Marx judged contemporary 
French socialism an advance on communism. As in his letter 
to Ruge in the Qeutsch-Franzd'sische Bahrbucher. he argued that 
the Babouvian tradition, as an instinctual and extreme res­
ponse to the iniguities of a society founded on private pro­
perty, had a certain destructive value, but it uas at best a 
transitional formula, preparing the uay for a higher stage 
of humanitarian and libertarian socialism. Communism, he 
remarked, uas the "negation" of the existing regime, and as 
such embodied the "dynamic principle" of the immediate future, 
but only because the abolition of private property uas a first 
step along the path of discovering a genuinely human society. 
He reiterated that the crude communism of the Icarians or 
Babouvists uas by no means the ultimate "goal of human de-
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velopment" or the eventual "form of human society". Despite 
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his disagreement uith them ever industrialisation and eco­
nomic organisation, he uas attracted more to the Fourierists' 
vision of human relationships in the co-operative commonuealth, 
and on economic matters he appears to have been most sympa­
thetic to Pecgueur's arguments, although he had not, as yet, 
completely made up his mind on the economic role of the state. 
Tn describe his oun version of the ideal society, Marx 
sometimes employed the term 'socialism1 and sometimes 'commu­
nism 1, but uhen he used the latter he carefully distinguished 
his oun conception of genuine communism from that of his un­
sophisticated precursors. And although his terminology in 
the Planuscrin ts u n a confused and confusing, he did keep fairly 
consistently in mind a distinction betueen three types of 
socialist theory: (i) utonian communism (of uhich, as ue 
have seen, he uas sharply critical); (ii) recent and contem­
porary socialism (to uhich he uas broadly sympathetic, uhile 
considering that each of the several variants uas in some par­
ticular uay misled or inadeguate); and (iii) his oun vision 
(labelled variously 'socialism1 or 'communism'), uhich 
blended the early communist egalitarian ideal and denunciation 
of private property uith other ideas culled from Proudhon, 
Rlanc, Pecgueur, Saint-Simonianism, and Fourierism. 
Hou did Plarx himself conceive 'genuine1, mature com­
munism? He gave no extended account of his vision in the 
Manuscripts, but he did return to the topic on a variety of 
occasions, so some of its features emerge from an assembling 
of his scattered remarks. His ideal uas, to start uith, 
libertarian, in the sense that he placed great emphasis on 
the independence, freedom, and personal creativity of the in­
dividual. But he also insisted that, if alienation uas to be 
overcome, the future society uould have to be a real community. 
By this he meant a democratic, co-operative commune in uhich 
men took an equal share in decision-making, organisation, and 
uork. Since men uould be continually uorking together, he 
expected they uould learn to overcome their egoism and sel­
fishness and cultivate instead the 'social' side of their 
characters, thus turning gradually into "social beings" rather 
than the isolated, individualistic "monads" they uere under 
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capitalism. 
He further claimed that such a community uould not 
only overcome the prevalent divorce betueen men and other 
men, it uould also heal the split uhich had groun up betueen 
man and nature. "Social man" uould be more "natural" because 
the neu mode of co-operative production uould satisfy all his 
natural needs uithout creating the kinds of artificial 'needs' 
induced by a profit-oriented consumer society. Only under 
socialism, he proclaimed,uould a "complete unity of man uith 
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nature -- the true resurrection of nature" be achieved. 
This, he explained, uas uhy his theory could equally uell be 
labell.ec 'naturalism1 or 'humanism', because it aimed at a 
society in uhich man uould be both fully natural and fully 
Ibid, REGA I, 3 , pp. 113-126; I1ECU, 3, pp. 296-306. 
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natural and fully human for the first time ever. He uas 
hardly very explicit, about hou it uould be possible to re­
concile this Rousseauean vision uith the complexity of an 
urban, industrialising nation. Out vague though his ideas 
on the subject uere, Marx had clearly succumbed to the uide-
spread yearning for a purer, simpler life uhich uas one facet 
of German Romanticism and also of early, Rousseau-impregnated, 
French socialism. 
He had relatively little to say about the economic 
organisation of his community, although he did not ignore the 
guestion entirely. Pointing out the guantity and variety of 
human needs uith uhich the existing system uas seemingly un­
able to cone, he argued that it uas imperative to discard 
quickly the present regime and substitute one uhich could 
eradicate poverty and ineguality. He envisaged a socialist 
economy as abolishing private property (large landed estates 
and the accumulation of industrial capital, at least), and 
he clearly expected it to take advantage of modern industrial 
technology to expand productivity.' Beyond this he did not 
go, leaving vague (for example) the role of the state and 
the degree of centralised planning. He uas caught betueen 
sympathising uith Pecqueur's and the Saint-Simonians' stress 
on central planning and uith the Fcurierist ideal of a de­
centralised, loose federation of independent communes, and 
had not fully made up his mind on the issue. 
55. Ibid, MEGA I, a, pn. 121-123 & 127; MECU, 3, pp. 303-
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In fact, Marx uas mora interested in stressing the 
beneficial results of the 'communitarian' mode of society on 
the character of the individual uorker. Human nature uould 
achieve n neu richness, he predicted, because men uould at 
last be able to cultivate the many facets of their personali­
ties. Further, they uould attain much more satisfactory 
human relationships. Nor uould this neu level of personal 
self-fulfilmeet be merely a matter of greater pleasures — 
enjoyment of life uould be gualitatively different. The neu 
socialist man uould expand his personality in a "comprehen­
sive manner, that is to say, as a uhole man", developing 
simultaneously his faculties of "seeing, hearing, smelling, 
tasting, feeling, thinking, observing, experiencing, uanting, 
acting (and) loving".^0 He especially emphasised that the 
senses of social man uould be superior to those of competi­
tive man, a notion uhich he probably took from the Fourier-
ists. Since labour uould become artistic and joyous, he 
asserted, man uould be stimulated to refine his natural sen­
sitivity and improve his creative gifts as both thinker and 
craftsman. This progress could of course come about for the 
uhole pooulation onLy in a co-operative community, since 
under capitalism the opportunity for self-cultivation uas 
open to the rich alone. Marx thus still shared the aesthetic 
and ethical ideal of the second-generation German Romantics: 
to create the social conditions uhich uould best allou the 
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uhole population to develop its creative talents to the f u l l . 5 7 
He had become firmly convinced that commercial and industrial 
capitalism uas a barrier to cultural and moral progress, and 
that mankind could resume its upuard march only by building 
a neu form of society and economy favourable to personal 
self-cultivation. It uould therefore seem reasonable to term 
his socialism, in the summer of 1844 at least, essentially 
libertarian. Once this is recognised, it is no longer sur­
prising that the tuo thinkers he turned to in the fall of 
1844 uere Fourier and Proudhon. 
Before examining uhat fiarx found in their uorks, hou-
ever, it might be as uell to summarise briefly the main debts 
to French socialism revealed by the articles, notebooks and 
manuscripts he urote in Paris in the summer of 1844. He 
acknouledged in the preface to the Manuscripts a general 
debt to French (and English) socialism, but failed to pro-
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vide any details. Had he done so, he might have begun by 
mentioning the evolutionary theories of history he had found 
in the uritings of Bazard, Leroux and Pecgueur. Each of 
these French theorists had constructed a fairly sophisticated 
theory of human 'progress', uorking in the tradition of Con-
dorcet but avoiding his naively optimistic and linear pers­
pective. In Bazard's Exposition Marx had found the pregnant 
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suggestion that the motor of this progress uas conflict be­
tueen tuo antagonistic historical forces, uhile in Pecqueuer's 
treatise he offered a forthright discussion of the problem of 
freedom and inevitability in any large-scale historical over-
vieu. In the main, his observations in the Manuscripts uere 
relatively a-historical (at least compared uith his later 
uorks), but he uas obviously searching for an alternative 
'developmental' annroach to social phenomena, having aban­
doned Hegel's dialectic. He uas beginning to vieu human 
nature in evolutionary terms, and had recognised the need to 
study economic phenomena in a historical context, although 
he had not yet fully adjusted his oun intellectual practice 
to his neu theoretical convictions. 
Marx's nrogramme for a neu social science, and in 
particular his remarks on its methodology, uere to a large 
extent, derived from Pecgueur, Buret and the Saint-Simonians. 
Like them he uas aiming to create a comprehensive discipline 
uhich uould link economic, social and psychological phenomena, 
and uhich uould be non-deterministic. His critigue of clas­
sical political economy, though derived in part from Engels, 
also dreu heavily en their uritings, particularly on Buret's 
De la misere and Pecgueur's Theorie nouvelle. He also took 
from French economists like Pecgueur and Proudhon some of 
his ideas on questions like uages and rent, and his explana­
tion of economic crises uas Saint-Simonian. Generally 
speaking, his overall perspective on industrial capitalism 
uas heavily influenced by the uorks of French socialist 
disciples of Sismondi, uhereas on specific economic issues 
he tended to borrow more from the English liberals. He 
uas thus incorporating Smithian and Ricardian doctrines uithin 
a French socialist over-vieu of the nature and problems of 
the economy. 
Most of the Manuscripts uas devoted to an analysis 
of the economic, social, and psychological results of com­
mercial and industrial capitalism. Here Marx relied exten­
sively on Buret and Pecgueur, accepting their joint conten­
tion that industrialisation under a capitalist regime meant 
slumps, unemployment, and subsistence uages. From their 
books he learned much about the 'social problem', and Buret 
gave him the information he reguired on English industrialisa­
tion, urbanisation, and the material conditions of the neu 
factory proletariat. His analysis of the psychological and 
moral effects of commerce and uage-labour uas also indebted 
to Buret and Pecgueur. It uas Buret, for example, uho pointed 
out the uay in uhich labour had been reducad to a commodity, 
uhile Pecqueur emphasised that uage-labour uas a form of 
enslavement uhich corroded the mind and morals of the in­
dustrial uorker. And he folloued Pecgueur in arguing, against 
the Saint-Simonians, that the mere re-organisation of capit­
alistic production and its control through a neu D a n k i n g 
system uould de nothing substantial to remove the dehumanising 
pressures to uhich the uage-labourer uas subject. 
Finally, ho seems to have found congenial Pecoueur's 
ideas on the fundamental correspondence betueen human nature 
and human social organisation, and his insistence that both 
should be 'organic' and 'co-operative'. Roughly speaking, 
Marx combined these aspects of Pecqueur's communitarian vision 
uith Fourierist claims concerning human relationships uithin 
the phalanstery. His concept of joyous uork as a vehicle 
for personal grouth had a strong Fourierist ring, as did his 
stress on the satisfaction of all 'natural' needs and the 
cultivation of all facets of the human personality. Nor 
should his fervent admiration for French artisans' associa­
tions be forgotten — in Paris in the summer of 1844 Marx 
committed himself to the cause of the labour movement, and 
espoused the ideal of a socialist society made up of co­
operative communes. 
Engels completed his training period uith the Man­
chester cotton firm of Ermen and Engels and took his laave 
of industrial England in August 1844. Nou a militant so­
cialist uith friends in the Chartist and co-operative move­
ments, he had been deeply affected by his one and a half 
years of observation of life in the factory touns of Lanca­
shire. Bust as important as the socialist doctrines he had 
picked up in England uas his neuly-found emotional sympathy 
for the cause of the labour movement. During the last six 
months he had been follouing uith enthusiasm and anger the 
progress of the long and bitter national miners' strike of 
1844 uhich uas dragging to a painful and unsuccessful con­
clusion as he left the country.1 He left England a staunch 
advocate of the uorkers' case for a greater share in poli­
tical pouer and the uealth created by the neu industrial 
technology. His experience in Manchester had also reinforced 
his contempt and hatred for commerce, the capitalist spirit, 
and the bourgeoisie, uhom he regarded as primarily respon­
sible for the poverty and misery he had uitnessed in the 
1. He reported this strike in Die Line der arbaitenden Klasse 
in England, Leipzig, U i gana, 1645, reprinted in MESA I, 
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industrial north. 
As uell as passion and ideas Engels brought bundles 
of research materials on uorking-class living standards: 
among other things, drauings and verbal sketches of back-to-
back rou housing in Lancashire, local government inquiries 
into the causes of cholera epidemics, parliamentary commis­
sion findings on uorking conditions in mines and factories, 
issues of Hansard reporting debates on Factory Bills, news­
paper clippings on pauperism and the operation of the 1834 
Poor Lau, and a collection of Chartist and Ouenite pamphlets 
denouncing high prices, lou uages, long uorking-hours, un­
employment, neu factory machinery, the persecution of ath­
eists and other radicals, and the undemocratic nature of the 
'reformed' English parliament. These uere some of the docu­
ments from uhich he intended to fashion The Condition of the 
English Uorking Class, a uork designed to expose the social 
consequences of English industrial capitalism as a sombre 
uarning to those German entrepreneurs and government officials 
uho uere sanguinely expecting Germany to follou suit. He 
also carried uith him tuo articles he had uritten the pre­
vious spring for the Deutsch-Franzosische Bahrbu'cher but uhich 
had remained unpublished because of the latter's demise: 
collectively entitled "The Condition of England" they des­
cribed in detail the English Industrial Revolution, discussed 
some of the social upheavals it had produced, and analysed 
the guasi-democratic political system through uhich the 
ruling classes of this industrialising nation uere maintaining 
their pouer. 
Engels did not go straight back to Barmen. He stopped 
off for a counle of ueeks in Paris to look up Hess and Her-
uegh, the erstuhile members of the Bahrbu'cher staff uho had 
kept hirn in touch uith French affairs by sending letters and 
Parisian socialist publications to him in Manchester. He al­
so visited Marx, uhose Bahrbu'cher articles had impressed 
him, and uas introduced to Bakunin, uho had recently arrived 
in Paris and had met Marx through the Russian emigre circle. 
Marx, he discovered, had made a number of friends among the 
German artisans uorking in the French capital, freguently 
attended their social and educational gatherings, and also 
had contacts uith a semi-secret, semi-socialist political 
society, The League of the Bust, several of the members of 
uhich uere adherents of Ueitling's brand of 'utopian' com­
munism. Engels duly made their acguaintance. 
Accompanied by Bakunin and Marx, he also uent to a 
meeting of French communists, probably Icarians. Three 
things in particular struck, him about these French ouvriers, 
he later reported in The Neu Moral Uorld: their non-dogmatic, 
humanistic Christianity, their internationalism, and their 
contempt for the bourgeoisie. Engels also sought out the 
left-uing press in Paris, finding (in addition to the German 
language Woruarts!) "about half-a-dozen Communist papers" 
2. "Die Lage Enqlands" ("The Condition of England"), Vor-
uarts, nos 70-84, 31/8/44 - 19/10/44; MEGA I, 4, no. 291-
334; MECU, 3, pp. 469-513. 
and discovering, to his disgust, that the Fourierist Demo-
cratie pacifigue uas subsidised by Louis Philippe. Disturbed 
by the seemingly strong religious strain in certain varieties 
of French socialism, he uas relieved to conclude that this 
uas in most cases a hypocritical veneer; the mass of ordinary 
French people uere in his judgement "thoroughly irreligious", 
and uhen the socialist revolution arrived in France "the 
first victims uould be the parsons". His visit to Paris thus 
changed little in Engels' estimate of French socialism, ex­
cept to further persuade him that contemporary Fourierists 
3 
uere disappointing progeny of Fourier himself. 
If Engels' contacts uith Parisian socialism in the 
fall of 1844 uere fleeting and superficial, his meeting uith 
Marx uas highly important for both men. Rarx, uho had 
thought uell of the "Outlines of a Critigue of Political Eco­
nomy", uas anxious to hear the latest thoughts of this pion­
eering German economist, and he read avidly the tuo "Condi­
tion of England" articles. Exploiting his neuly-acguired 
influence on the editorial board of Uoruarts!, Rarx had them 
inserted in the paper, and they appeared in ueekly instal-
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ments betueen the end of August and the middle of October. 
His eagerness to see them in print uas an indication of hou 
3. "Continental Socialism", The Neu Moral Uorld, no. 15, 
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highly he valued them. Uhat, then, did Marx learn from these 
articles? He found a lucid discussion of six main themes: 
the intellectual legacy of the eighteenth century, the na­
ture of the English Industrial Revolution, the material and 
moral conseguences of industrialisation, the appearance and 
reality of the English political system, the prospects for 
democracy in England, and the likelihood of further social 
upheaval in the immediate future. Several of these topics 
uere ones uhich Marx himself had been pondering, and he uas 
especially interested in uhat Engels had to say about the ef­
fects of machines and big cities on human beings, and the 
virtues of the empiricist/materialist approach to social 
phenomena. Engels 1 vieus seem to have made a strong impres­
sion on his receptive mind. 
For Engels the uorld uas divided into forces of pro­
gress and forces of reaction, and he sau himself as a spokes­
man for those uho uere trying to create a happier, freer, 
more egual and rational civilisation. He believed that at 
long last, after centuries of ignorance and oppression, the 
beginnings of a break-through had been made, and that Eng­
land (and in a different, less crucial uay, France too) uas 
in the vanguard of those nations struggling to discard the 
prejudices and encumbrances of the past. The first signifi­
cant cracks in the armour of the ancien regime, he main­
tained, had appeared in the eighteenth century, the epoch 
uhen Newtonian science had been assimilated by the advanced 
segment of the intelligentsia and applied to social problems, 
';itflm}W$$^€^^^f^niinii«t bad- disseminated the methods and^ 
ft^rtHiar ianai thought to the people, whan the frefjeh, 
ftavalufcim had first smashed the political dominance of the 
privileged orders, and uhen, above all, the Industrial Revo­
lution had begun to transform the entire fabric of English 
social life, initiating a social revolution uhich uould 
eventually sweep Europe. He had little to say about the 
French Revolution, which he considered had proved in its 
domestic political achievements rather disappointing, but he 
uas full of enthusiasm for the revolutionary power of science 
and industrial technology.5 
Intellectual discovery, Engels argued, was the very 
stuff of human progress. It uas dangerous to establish be­
liefs and traditions, but since even conservatives uere re­
luctant to oppose science openly, over the centuries a body 
of rational and empirical knouledge had been built up. He 
expressed admiration for Bacon and Locke uhom he believed 
had laid the grounduork for the flouering of natural science 
in the Enlightenment. Apart from astronomy and the work of 
Newton in optics and mathematics, he maintained, natural 
science had not really existed before the eighteenth century, 
uhen physics became a coherent discipline, natural history 
uas placed on a systematic footing, chemistry uas created by 
Black, Lavoisier and Priestly, and geography and geology 
5. "Die Lane Englands: I. Das achtzehnte Bahrhundert", 
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discarded speculative theories to develop testable hypo­
theses based on empirical observation. Beyond these advances 
in individual disciplines, natural science during the En­
lightenment had gained a neu methodological homogeneity be­
cause the philosophies had collated and classified earlier 
discoveries, thereby beginning the creation of a unified 
system of knouledge. 0 Engels' overtly positivistic account 
of intellectual progress echoed (probably unuittingly) 
Comte's stress on the grouing methodological unity of the 
sciences. His stay in England seems to have been the catalyst 
for a fundamental shift in the general orientation of his 
intellectual life. Previously, despite an interest in tech­
nological progress, he had been predominantly a Romantic. 
Nou he had been uon over to empiricism, and his respect for 
natural science had turned into faith in its future achieve­
ments. 
In Engels' judgment, the foundations of a science of 
society had also been laid during the Enlightenment. Poli­
tical theory, for example, had been given "a human founda­
tion", Adam Smith had reformulated political economy, and 
historiography had become universal in scope. These uere 
promising if primitive beginnings, and philosophy had also 
advanced under the impetus of natural science. Philosophies 
like Helvetius and d'Holbach had tried to develop a thoroughly 
6. Ibid, PiEGA I, 4, pp. 291-292; MECU, 3, pp. 469-470. 
scientific uorld-v/ieu, opposing "subjectivity uith objecti­
vity, the mind uith nature, £and] spiritualism uith mater­
ialism". He suggested that this scientific materialism re­
presented a revival of the "spirit of antiquity" against 
Christianity, and that it uas justly combined uith repub-
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licamsm in politics. In his opinion the simultaneous 
emergence of philosophical materialism, atheism, and demo­
cratic republicanism marked the application to human affairs 
of a neu scientific 'Jeltanschauunq fundamentally at odds 
with traditional culture based on religion. He believed that 
since the Enlinhtenment this neu secular and scientific spirit 
had made headway, especially in France and England, and that 
the philosophical outlook he labelled 'materialism' uas its 
most consistent expression. '(Materialism* summed up for En-
gels the entire intellectual contribution of the eighteenth 
century. It uas directly linked in his mind uith natural 
science he called it the "culmination of science" — and 
he imbued it uith all the prestige of the empirical sciences. 
In his vocabulary it meant more than just a metaphysical 
position or epistenological doctrine, it uas a symbol of 
the hard-headed, fearless, empirical pursuit of factual 
knowledge. A materialist uas one uho ruthlessly applied 
the twin tools of observation and logic uith utter disregard 
for the 'sacred onus1 which his discoveries might expose to 
ridicule. And in his view, these 'sacred cows' would include 
the monarchy, the Church, and private property. 'Materialism' 
thus had revolutionary political overtones as uell as connot-
Q 
ing the scientific spirit. 
Yet notwithstanding his great respect for the En­
lightenment, Engels had retained his Romantic 'prejudice' 
that the intellectual achievements of the eighteenth century 
had been one-sided, a step foruard that itself had to be 
transcended. This uas the case, he argued, in philosophy, 
in politics, and especially in social affairs. He believed 
that in the history of the human mind the Enlightenment had 
left unresolved a "great antithesis" betueen tuo diametric­
ally opposed approaches to the crucial problem of man's place 
uithin the natural uorld. One approach uas that of Helve­
tius and Goduin: asniring to full 'objectivity' they treated 
man 'scientifically' as a phenomenon uhose behaviour could 
be plotted and explained causally, and uhose motives uere 
calculable in utilitarian terms. The other uas that of 
Kant and Fichte: rejecting any deterministic account of hu­
man conduct, they stressed the freedom and creativity of the 
human spirit, and understood morality as a ueb of rational 
choices and duties, I-'1 r i m a facie, suggested Engels, the tuo 
modes of vision uere incompatible, even mutually destructive; 
nonetheless each mirrored a vital facet of the human condi­
tion, since man uas indeed both an 'object' driven by natural 
and social forces beyond his personal control and a 'subject' 
possessed of a uill and the capacity to plan his life crea­
tively. The merit — and at the same time the demerit — of 
the Enlightenment uas to have set these "tuo sides" of the 
issue "against each other, fully developed and in all their 
sharpness, and thereby made it necessary to overcome the an-
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tithesis". Engels, too, uas searching for a non-determin­
istic social science uhich uould yet be thoroughly empirical 
in its procedures. And, like Pecgueur and Rarx, he judged 
that if the correct methodology could be worked out, the set 
of unsolved philosophical problems (epistemological and 
metaphysical) inherited from the Enlightenment uould dis­
solve; there uould no longer exist in the consciousness 
of mankind a continual conflict betueen "substance and sub­
ject, nature and mind, necessity and freedom".1^ 
In the field of the intellect, then, the eighteenth 
century had nosed in acute form the major problems uhich the 
neu, post-Romantic generation had to resolve. Engels thought 
that in France much the same uas true in politics and eco­
nomics. The French Revolution uas in his vieu still incom­
plete: the democratic principle had triumphed only imper­
fectly, and real pouer remained in the hands of a small class 
of property-ouners. Moreover, France had as yet experienced 
no social revolution — the country uas still predominantly 
9. Ibid, REGA I, *, n. 29a; RECU, a, p. 471. 
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rural and agrarian, and its manufacturing industries remained 
unmechanised. Politically and economically France had thus 
stopped short of the really revolutionary changes which 
would usher in a new era of industry and democracy. She had 
yet to face up to the social consequences of universal suf­
frage and the steam-engine, but sooner or later face them 
she must. He believed that the nineteenth century uas bring­
ing revolutionary solutions to these philosophical, political 
and social problems inherited from the Enlightenment and the 
Revolution. France, he asserted, would eventually undergo 
the social transformation experienced by England since the 
1730s, and then (but only then) uould she overcome the poli­
tical and intellectual limitations of the eighteenth century. 
In the meantime, however, France (like Germany) was 
consigned by Engels to the second rank. England was leading 
the pack, and what lay in the future for the other European 
nations could be observed now in Lancashire. Because she 
had already undergone the Industrial Revolution, England alone 
1 9 
had a real "social history". " He meant by this that England 
was the one European country where the 'social problem' had 
come to dominate political and intellectual life because the 
pace of industrial expansion not only had made more acute 
the extremes of wealth and poverty but also had created an 
urban uorking-class clamouring for reform. The emergence of 
1.1. Ibid, NEGA I, 4, pp. 295-296; TiECU, 3, pp. 473-74. 
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this neu class, he maintained, had transformed English social 
and political life. In his 1/oruarts.' articles he explored 
the transformation, to uhich he gave the general label "so­
cial revolution". 
LJell auare that the primary engine of this "social 
revolution" uas the mechanisation of some branches of Eng­
lish manufacturing, Engels gave a detailed, factual survey 
of the British Industrial Revolution, focussing in particular 
on the textile industries, the mining industry, and the ap­
plications of steam-nouer to land and uater communications. 
He pointed out that compared to the "antediluvian" cotton 
industry using 4 million pounds of cotton and based on the 
spinning uheel and hand-loom, the size and pouer of the con­
temporary industry, uhich used 360 million pounds per annum, 
uas guite remarkable. One and a half million people nou 
lived from it, he claimed in a tone of aue, and Lancashire 
and Lanarkshire uere almost entirely dependent on textile 
manufacturing."'3 Be emphasised that the English industrial 
revolution uas by no means confined to cotton; demand for 
fuel and rau-materials had mushroomed, the steam-pump had 
alloued a great extension of coal seams, and the neu machine-
building sector had stimulated in turn metallurgical indus­
tries and iron-ore and copper mining. Metal-uorking uas nou 
the seccnd most important industry in England, uith touns 
like Sheffield annually consuming tens of thousands of tons 
nf imn-ort' and hundreds nf thousands of tons of coal. He 
also quoted statistics to demon5.trate the vast expansion of 
dritish road, canal arm rail netuorks, and the grouth of an 
important steam-shin building industry. There were thus 
four main aspects to the English industrial revolution: the 
creation nf the factory system first in the textile and later 
in the metallurgical industries; the spin-off effect of the 
initial textiles expansion in the form of neu industries based 
on modern technology (chemicals, machine-building, metallurgy, 
and engineering); the development of a modern mining industry; 
and the tremendous mpravrrnont in communications. 
Enno's argued thai; industrialisation uas a self— 
perpetuating process, and that the coosequences of an initial 
imoetus uere a "most endless. Progress in ona industry uas 
communicated to others, grouth io one sector stimulated the 
entire economy, and mechanisation quickly spread the factory 
system, reducing in price an ever-uiriening range of commo-
uities. Cheaper consumer goods produced changes in consump­
tion patterns., so that the neu urban unrking population had 
develooed a neu life-stylo and neu needs. The neu needs in 
turn stimulated neu industries, and so the cycle uent on. 
Notwithstanding ' tr defects — uhich Engels considered were 
mnny — he uas prepared to call this ongoing industrialisa­
tion an "advance in civilisation". It uas sufficiently ob­
vious, he concluded, that everywhere the introduction of 
"mechanical devices and scientific principles" had been the 
mainspring of progress. 1 5 
Ecnnomic grouth, though, had social consequences. 
If Engels uas enthused by technological innovation, he had 
also a keen sense of the sacrifices being imposed on human 
beings. British industrialisation, he believed, uas under­
mining the conesiveness of the old social order by rein­
forcing a social system in uhich status and pouer depended 
on the possession of capital and private property, and by 
creating a neu class of propertyless uage-labourers, urban 
uorkers dnpendent for their meagre livelihood on factories 
and mines. He uas convinced that the contrast — and anta­
gonism -- betueen these groups uas daily more apparent as 
the beneficiaries of industrialisation greu uealthier and 
the victims more numerous. Uhy had the revolution in Bri­
tish industry produced this uidening chasm? Because, 
ansuered Engels, the motive spurring on the inventors and 
installers of the neu machines uas material gain. Of course, 
he admitted, profit-making had been the motor of the older 
type of commercial capitalism too, but industrialisation 
had elevated self-interest to a neu "position of dominance 
over man". Entrepreneurs had seized on the neu technology, 
made it their oun property, and exploited it to make personal 
fortunes. Instead of benefiting the uork-force by reducing 
15. Ibid, MEGA I, 4, pp. 304-305 ft 306-307; MECU, 3, pp. 
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uorking hours and raising uages, the neu inventions thus 
became "the monopoly of a feu rich capitalists" and "the 
means to the enslavement of the masses". Furthermore, be­
cause industrialisation had taken place uithin a capitalist 
frameuork, it took over in exaggerated form the uorst fea­
tures of commercial capitalism.' 0 
Engels had thus come independently to some of the 
central insights of Marx's theory of alienation. Although 
he did not employ the tern; 'fetishism', he recognised the 
uay in uhich economic laus and institutions had become 
'alien* nouers dominating human relationships, and he shared 
Marx's notion of 'reification': the reduction of human be­
ings to the status of things (usually instruments or commodi­
ties). He also agreed that 'uage-slavery' uas a thoroughly 
dehumanising condition. In the Uoruarts ! articles he 
avoided derailed discussion of the physical and psychological 
state of urban uorkers, leaving this to hi;, planned book on 
the subject, but he did stress the "uorld-historical impor­
tance" of uorking-class misery, and he pictured the industrial 
uage-earner as 'atomised* and 'alienated', the most severe 
victim of a 'fragmented' society permeated uith self-centred 
individualism. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, 
that uhen he met Marx in Paris, he already possessed a theory 
of 'dehumanisation' similar to Marx's, although he expressed 
it in less rebarbative language. The tuo men's independent 
analyses of the social and psychological results of commer­
cial and industrial capitalism coincided almost exactly, 
uhich uas uhy they experienced a 'meeting of minds' uhich 
uas to form the basis of their subseguent friendship. 
Although they agreed on this topic, on an equally 
important issue their views uere far from identical. Uhile 
f-'iarx uas ambivalent on the future role of the state in a so­
cialist society, or even inclined to Pecqueur's brand of 
state socialism, Engels uas distinctly hostile to government 
in all forms. In addition to his earlier reading of Fourier, 
Proudhon, and Owen, he had recently uaded through Uilliam 
Goduin's Enquiry Concerning Political Justice. Even in his 
younger days as a liberal he had felt a strong antipathy to­
wards central government interference in the daily activities 
of citizens — this, it will be remembered, was uhat had 
initially ueaned him auay from the somewhat statist liber­
alism of the Young Hegelians -- and nou, under the influence 
of Godwin, he reaffirmed the anti-etatisme of his articles 
17 
on Continental socialism in The Neu Moral Uorld. His 
aversion to the state uas evidently no passing fad or doc­
trine picked up momentarily only to be discarded some months 
later — on the contrary, it uas a permanent part of his 
psyche logy, and ranked equally uith his other betes noires: 
capitalism and Christianity, 
1 7
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In the Voruarts! articles he tried to demonstrate 
that these three objects of his hatred were inextricably 
linked. He believed that egoistic individualism uas the 
•natural' ideology of the propertied classes because it cor­
responded to their material interests, providing a ration­
alisation for commerce and private property. But he also 
suggested it had gained uidespread acceptance because it uas 
the logical culmination of "the Germanic and Christian prin­
ciple of subjectivity and particularisatioo", By this rather 
obscure phrase he meant the intellectual legacy of the Pro­
testant Reformation, an outlook which (in his vieu) had com­
bined a pseudo-rational theology uith a highly statist 
political theory. Put into practice, he explained, this 
Weltanschauung had found expression in the European "Chris­
tian states", of uhich the Prussian monarchy uas a paradigm. 
Since they embodied the same individualistic values, he 
claimed, there uas a natural affinity betueen these Chris-
1Q 
tian states and commercial capitalism. Engels had thus 
proved, to his oun satisfaction at least, that the modern 
state, Christianity, and capitalism uere each manifestations 
of the selfish individualism uhich uas transforming mankind 
19 
into "a collection of mutually repelling atoms". Like 
Marx's, his analysis of this comprehensive process of dahu-
manisatinn seemingly still had its roots in the vieus of 
Schiller and Hblderlin. 
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The English parliamentary system fascinated and re­
pelled Engels. He used a considerable number of column 
inches in \loruarts! to describe in detail the British con-
stitutinn and the uorking of the political system. His over­
all judgment mingled contempt uith a dash of grudging admir-
atioo for the skill uith uhich the ruling classes manipulated 
the creaking and irrational machinery of government. He 
concluded, repeating uhat he had read in The Northern Star, 
that narliament and constitution uere an elaborate facade 
uhich served merely to disguise the realities of social and 
political pouer in the country. To justify this judgment he 
examined uhat went on at Westminster, observing that the 
monarch uas pouerless, the House of Lords ueak, and pouer 
concentrated in the Commons, so that England had a disguised 
?(J 
republican regime.'' but the apparently democratic nature 
of the louer house uas equally deceptive. Although the 1832 
Reform Act had supposedly reorganised the electoral system 
on quasi-democratic lines, cutting nut pocket boroughs, 
corruption and other abuses, and enlarging the electorate, 
it had merely oiven the parliamentary system a veneer of 
rationality. In practice, he charged, the changes had been 
small: the countryside uas still over-represented, bribery 
uas uidespread, and the vast majority of uorkers uere ex­
cluded from the ballot. Parliament still represented property 
?U. "Die Lage Englands: II. Die englische Konstitution", 
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owners only, with the middle c,asses nou sharing the spoils 
with the landed aristocracy, so whichever party, Uhigs or 
Tories, formed the government, England was really ruled by 
an elite. He admitted that this upper/middle-class rule uas 
tolerated by the masses, partly through fear — the govern­
ment had shown its readiness to employ troops against demon­
strators — but partly through ignorance; the people regret­
tably did not as yet really understand the oppressive nature 
of private-property and sn tolerated its "tyranny". 
Ha uas scathing about the English legal system, judg­
ing it. archaic, barbaric, absurd, corrupt, and class-biassed, 
He viewed the Common Lau as a jungle of precedents and con­
tradictions uhich permitted money to pervert the course of 
justice, and the jury system, run by uealthy magistrates 
and local notables, as a middle—class affair biassed against 
the poor. He thought the penal code extraordinarily severe, 
uith tuo particularly inhumane punishments, transportation 
and solitary confinement, widely used. His conclusion uas 
that the English court system existed not to interpret a 
rational code of justice but to act as an institutional 
22 
uaapon keepino the ooor intimidated and subserviant. 
He argued further that the class-bias of English 
justice came out clearly in the question of rights. England 
uas the freest country in the world in theory, and rights 
like press-freedom, assembly, association, and Habeas Corpus 
21. Ib' d, l-'lfCA I, 4, np, 3.16-31'); MECU, 3, pp. 495-498. 
2. Ibid, MEGA 1, 4, pp. 326-331 J MECU, 3, pp. 606-511. 9 9 
did indend exist for the bourgoois or gentleman uho pos­
sessed the money and connections to enforce them. But for 
the uorking-elass they uere a sham. The government had up 
its sleeve laws of treason, blasphemy, and libel uhich it 
invoked periodically agaiost the Chartists and the Irish 
nationalists although allouing most neuspapers to infringe 
them uith impunity — nress freedom uas thus a matter of 
"grace and favour" rather than an enforceable right. 2 3 As 
for the ancient right of popular assembly, this uas limited 
in practice by tiie fact that police had the pouer to pro­
hibit, interrupt or dissolve any meeting, a pouer frequently 
employed aqainst Chartists and socialists. But English 
public opinion did not consider the 'birthrights' of the 
nation in danger, Engels remarked ironically, because "the 
Chartists and Socialists are poor devils and thus have no 
rights; nn one cares tuo hoots about it except the Northern 
Star and the Neu Moral world, and therefore one hears 
nothing about it on the Continent". The Chartists, too, 
had been denied by the governed legal status as a lauful 
association, and thereby forced to operate in a semi-
clandestine manner, continually circumventing the lau on 
associations. But apart from this, he argued, the right of 
association, in its full extent, uas a privilege of the 
rich, because in order to function effectively any organi­
sation needed money, and uhile substantial sums uere at the 
disposal of the middle-class Anti-Corn Lau League, the Char­
tists and the Union of British Miners could barely scrape 
enough funds together to meet their minimum expenses. 2 4 
Engels, then, considered the English legal system at 
least as fraudulent and property-oriented as the electoral 
system. The root of the problem, he believed, lay in the 
state. This uas pouerful enough to abuse and manipulate the 
political and legal institutions of the country, and because 
it ignored the letter and principles of the constitution, 
English political life had become a ueb of "lies and immor-
2 5 
ality", and fetishism uas rampant in 'educated' society. 
The message uhich came through loud and clear in his analysis 
of English political institutions uas therefore straight-
foruard. In appearance England uas a land of liberty, jus­
tice and semi-democracy; in reality, beneath this liberal 
facade, there raged a bitter class struggle, in uhich, uhen 
it came to the crunch, a government of property-ouners could 
employ lau and force against the helpless uorking-class. 
If this estimate of the realities of pouer io Britain 
uas correct, it appeared that the Chartists apd Quenites uere 
battering their heads against a brick uall. Engels, how­
ever, refused to draw the pessimistic conclusion uhich seemed 
to follou from his analysis. He reaffirmed his confiderce 
in the eventual triumoh of reeson and reform, predicted that 
24. Ibid, 11 EG A I, 4, pp. 325-326; i-.ECU, 3, pp. 5u5-506. 
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the English democratic movement uould gradually succeed, 
and looked foruard to universal suffrage and genuine repre­
sentative government in the near future. Uhy uas he so op­
timistic? For one thing, he uas convinced that the urban 
proletariat uas expanding at a rapid rate and that popular 
demonstrations for reform uould become so large and militant 
that the government uould find it increasingly difficult to 
curb the Chartist movement hy force and uould instead make 
concessions. For another, he regarded the existing political 
system as so thoroughly fraudulent and so obviously hollou 
that it uas bound to collapse shortly. "Can such a state of 
affairs last long?" he asked rhetorically, and answered, 
"There is no chance of that...the immediate future of Eng— 
land uill be democracy." Actually, he uent further even 
than this. The coming regime in England uould be a social 
democracy, i.e., one uhich uould bring in far-reaching so­
cial reforms in areas such as uorking conditions, sanitation, 
housing, and poor relief. Moreover, this social democracy 
uould itself be only a transitional stage to socialism, be­
cause it uould became apparent that the social ills of indus­
trial Britain could be alleviated but not cured under a 
capitalist economic system. So once the political trans­
formation uas complete it uould be succeeded by a social 
revolution uhich uould usher in a neu, humane, rational, and 
nan-alienated uorld. 
26. Ibid, MEGA I, 4, p. 333; MECU, 3, pp. 512-513. 
Convinced that the collapse of the Christian/capital­
ist world order was "no longer far away", he tried to outline 
some of the features of the social system uhich uould replace 
it. The socialist society of the near future uould be demo­
cratic (based on universal suffrage and representative govern­
ment), secular (religion uas an irrational superstition uhich 
uould gradually die out), co-operative (the capitalist mode 
of production and distribution uould be replaced by some form 
of communal organisation — Engels gave no details), and 
decentralised (the centralised administration of the state 
uould be abolished). He stressed the disappearance of the 
state several times in the l/oruarts I articles. It uas no 
use pretending that once full democracy uas reached the state 
uould cease to be hateful and oppressive, he argued, because 
history shoued that democarcy could be the most dreadful form 
of dictatorship. The fact uas, he concluded, that the state 
itself uas inhumane and the cause of most stains on the de­
mocratic principle. Io a genuine democracy, therefore, such 
an instrument of coercion, inequality and injustice uould 
have to be eliminated. The demise of the Christian/capitalist 
state uould therefore eventually mean "the demise of the 
state as such"."" 
Engels' Woruarts! articles thus revealed that their 
author uas a committed socialist convinced of the need for a 
27. Ibid. MEGA I, 4, p. 313; MECU, 3, p. 492. Also "Die 
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thorough-going transformation of social and economic relation-
shins. But they also showed that he expected this change to 
come gradually, and to tie presaged by the achievement of 
political democracy. He uas a revolutionary-reformist, in 
the sense that his ultimate goals uere revolutionary but his 
strategy uas reformist. In England, at least, Engels thought 
the odds uere that socialism uould be established relatively 
peacefully and 'legally1 in three stages: (i) suffrage re­
form, (ii) social reform legislation, (iii) the legislative 
abolition of private ownership of capital and property. He 
did not envisage a military insurrection as either neces­
sary or likely — so in one sense of the uord he uas no 
longer a 'revolutionary'. And, uhile he uas still fascin­
ated by politics and a staunch republican democrat, he had 
come to sympathise uith Ouenite and Fourierist conviction 
that political affairs and the activities of central govern­
ments uere ultimately irrelevant, even inimical, to the es­
tablishment of genuine socialist communities. The changes 
he desired most of all uere social and economic; politics 
uere no more than short-term means of creating a non-political 
society, and though the parliamentary state uas the ladder 
to be used in the climb it uould have to be kicked auay as 
soon as the higher stage had been reached. Engels, in short, 
uas a non-violent, reformist, anarchist. 
Flattered by Marx's admiration for his "Condition of 
England" articles, he explained that they uere first drafts 
of chapters for his projected book on the situation of the 
English unrking-c1 ass. He showed Marx his research materials 
and outlined his ideas for additional sections dealing uith, 
among other things, the physical state of the urban poor, 
the psychological condition of wage-labourers, the attitudes 
of bourgeoisie and workers to each other, the question of 
real wages, and the trade-union movement. Some of these is­
sues — for exannle that of uages and the psychological ef­
fects of factory work — uere ones that Marx had been thrashing 
out. for himself in the Paris Manuscripts uhen Engels1 arrival 
interrupted his I T'ting; about others he kneu little but uas 
eager to learn, e.g., trade-unionism; others again he kneu 
something of from his reading of Ruret, but Engels could 
give him more dot,tiled information, as in the case of uork-
ing-class health and housing. Orauing on the Voruarts! ar­
ticles arm on The Condition of the English working Class uhich 
its author began later that month, ue can reconstruct some­
thing of uhat fnnclfi probably told Marx in the long conver­
sations they had about fori and in the first days of September 
18 44. 
To start with, he impressed on Marx certain general 
conclusions he had come to concerning English society. In 
his vieu, England was a country suffering from a social 
disease, a disease which, like a physical illness, seemed 
to be developing according to internal laus and uhich exhi­
bited recurrent crisis periods. It uas nou heading towards 
a "last and most violent crisis uhich uould determine the 
fate of the patient".- The cause of the sickness, he ex­
plained, uas the mechanisation of industry uithin a laisses-
faire economy; the uorst symptoms uere mass destitution and 
social uarfare. In the huge urban centres of Britain a so­
ciety of a neu kind uas emerging, one in uhich the majority 
of the population uas dependent on factory uork for liveli­
hood, in uhich untold uealth existed side by side uith mass 
pauperism and unemployment, in uhich fear and distrust sep­
arated rich from poor, and in uhich daily uork had become 
humiliation and torture. In order to sense the quality of 
life in this industrial 1 c i v/i 1 i sa tion ' one had only to wan­
der the streets of London or a northern factory toun. Urban­
isation had exacerbated the antagonistic social relations 
characteristic of capitalist society, and a mood of reckless 
despair and sullen class-hatred nou pervaded the industrial 
slums. He uas more than ever convinced that exploitation 
of the propertyless and fragmentation of the human community 
9g 
uere breuing a social uar." In any conflict betueen the 
uorking class and the factory ouners, Engels commented, the 
latter possessed a formidable weapon: capital, uhich he de­
fined as "the direct or indirect control of the means of sub­
sistence and production". Against this extremely pouerful 
instrument, the poor had only the feeble ueapons of associa­
tion and strike action, neither of uhich uere effective uhen 
28. Die Lage der arbeitenden Klasse in England, MEGA I, 4, 
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unemployment uas high. The result uas an unequal contest, 
the victims of uhich uere the uage-labourers, uho uere aluays 
at the mercy of the vicissitudes of the economy. In the face 
of total indifference by the rest of English society to their 
plight, he claimed, many paupers in the great cities suc­
cumbed either to starvation or, more often, to fatal illness 
brought on by undernourishment. For this horrifying fact, 
he charged bluntly, the propertied classes, and particularly 
the middle-class entrepreneurs uho ran the factory system, 
uere to blame. They uere guilty of no less than "social mur-
d e r " . 3 0 
He uas to use the phrase "social murder" to charac­
terise the conduct of the bourgeoisie on several occasions 
in The Condition of the English Uork.ing Class. He did not 
originate it — he had picked it up from The Northern Star. 
But its intransigence expressed the strength of his feelings 
about the apparent indifference of the vast majority of the 
middle and upper classes to mass poverty and to the inhumane 
living and uorking conditions suffered by the urban uork-
force. The bourgeoisie, he charged, forced thousands of pro­
letarians to live in a manner uhich led inevitably to prema­
tura death, and it uas fully conscious both of the conditions 
and their likely consequences. He candidly revealed to Marx 
the primary purpose of his book: to serve as the case for 
the prosecution against the English rulino classes. It uould 
demonstrate that they could plead neither i ignorance nor 
pouerlessoess in the fane oF ma de s titution. As he put it, 
the offence uas more of omission than commission, but it re­
mained murder. j 1 He uas, in his ouo uords, still "filled uith 
urath and resentment" against the businessmen he had met in 
Lancashire, and against the politicians uho looked after 
their interests in parliament and the journalists uho formed 
'public opinioo 1. Lumping together the aristocracy uith other 
prooerty-ouners and calling them all the 'bourgeoisie', he 
commented that he had never seen such a class "so deeply 
demnraliseri, so incurably debased by selfishness, so corroded 
uithin (and) so incapable of progress". Uhat uas so striking 
about England uas the single-minded preoccupation of its 
propertied classes uith monetary gain; the sad truth uas that 
uhile there uere many decent and virtuous individuals in 
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English 'society', the civilisation as a uhole uas rotten. 
of the bourgeoisie had created in Britain a social catastrophe 
of immense dimensions. He believed that as entrepreneurs in­
stalled more machines, unemployment, uould rise and the prob­
lem uould become mammoth. Soon, he predicted, millions 
uould be destitute, but neither middle-class 'opinion' nor 
the government had any solution to uhat uas to become of them. 
They could not be soot back to the countryside, because the 
In Engels' vieu, then, the avarice and callousness 
Ibid, MEGA I, 4, p. 9 5 ; MECU, 4, p. 39a. 
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rural areas uere already relatively over-copulated vis-a-vis 
the pood aprinu1 turnl land and farm-jobs available. He uas 
in any case contemptuous of rural life, and believed that the 
farm-labourer's lot uas every bit as subhuman as the urban 
uorker's, pernios even uorse because of the intellectual 
poverty of the villages. Mar uould a return to the land pro­
duce social peace; he claimed there uas already a social uar 
in the coantrysirir uhich uould only be sharpened by the ar­
rival of class-cnnsoious migrants from the touns. The only 
ansuer, ha insisted, uar, to place the management of the neu 
industrial technology nn a different footing, so that it 
could be used to raise the aeneral prosperity of the nation 
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rather than, as at present, lining the pockets of the rich. 
t'nuels uas convinced that, short of this radical solu­
tion, there uas no lnng-run cure for increasing misery among 
the louer classes, ooth urban and rural. Yet, he acknouledged, 
even the thunder-cloud of poverty had a silver lining — the 
nascent social 1st movement in England and France uas an in­
direct product of uorking-c1 ass misery, and class conscious­
ness uas grouinq in the slums of northern England as in the 
uorkshops of Paris and Lynn. France uas catching the social 
sickness afflicting Britain, he suggested to Marx, and once 
the diagnosis uas firm the only rational thing to do uas to 
"rejoice over everything uhich accelerates the course of the 
disease". line could only hope that, from the paroxysms of 
33. Ibid, liEG/i I, 4, pp. 24 ft 233; I'-'lECU, 4, pp. 322 ft 
the last crisis, a rejuvenated society uould be born. 3 4 
"Social disease", "social uarfare", "social murder": this 
uas extreme language. Marx probably asked him hou he uould 
reply to critics uho claimed that his diagnosis, though in 
some respects accurate, uas alarmist. Engels likely replied 
by examining more closely four aspects of the English case: 
the relationship, between classes, the living standards and 
mentality of the urban uork-force, the nature of uorking-
class protest, and the unstable state of the economy. 
The English middle-class, he reiterated, uas selfish 
and hyoocritica 1. While it made a great parade of philan­
thropy aod paternalism, it uas reluctant to concede the 
shorter uorking-hours and better uages it could manifestly 
afford given Britain's puasi-monopoly of uorld markets. So­
cially, the average uourgeois aspired to marry into the upper 
classes aod buy a country estate, and he regarded the louer 
classes uith cootempt mingled uith fear. Economically, en­
trepreneurs usually took a narrou, short-term vieu of their 
oun interests, and uere determined to exploit their uorkers 
to the full in order to cut costs. Heoce there uas no sense 
of mutual toleratioo and parte -rship betueen employers and 
employees; indeed many uorkers felt a deep hatred for their 
bosses, and most members of the middle class treated the 
urban poor as pariahs. The uorkers, Engels remarked, uere 
34. Ibid, ('IE GA I, 4, p. 121; MECU, 4, p. 419. 
a "race- wholly apart", sneakino in dialect, and having dif­
ferent customs, thoughts, values, religion, and politics from 
those of the bourgeoisie. Thar- uere io fact tuo nations in 
England, and the crevasse betueen them uas uidening as a pro­
letarian sub-culture developed in the industrial cities. 3 5 
Urbanisation and mechanisation together, he contended, 
uere creating a neu class-consciousness among urban uorkers. 
Crouded together in slums and subject to the same factory 
discipline, the uorkers uere bcqioning to "feel as a class, 
as a uhole", and tn sense that if they formed a united front 
against their employers they might uield some economic pouer. 
factory work underlined their separation from the bourgeoisie 
and auakened a neu "consciousness of oppression", uhich uas 
uhy the great cities uere 
the birthplaces of labour movements; in them the 
uorkers first began to reflect unoo their oun con­
dition and to struggle against it; in them the op-
nosition betueen proletariat ano bourgeoisie first 
made itself manifest; from them proceeded the 
Trades Unions, Chartism and Socialism.36 
He therefore believed that there uas a neu spirit of rebellion 
abroad amongst the English lnuer classes, and he explained to 
l-larx that uorking-class protest agaiost the established order 
had been manifested in a crime, Luddism, secret societies, 
spontaneous strikes, Chartism, Ouenism, the co-operative 
movement and trade-unionism. Uorking-class crime had been 
the earliest, crudest and least fruitful form of rebellioo — 
Ibid, f'lEGA I, 4, n. 122; MECU, 4, op. 419-420. 
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a kind of desperate, individual protest uhich brought doun 
on the criminal "the uhole might of society", and uhich the 
uorkers soon abandoned for machine-wrecking, the first mani­
festation of class opposition to the bourgeoisie. This too had 
been dangerous and ineffective because directed against "one 
feature only of our present social arrangements" uhich it 
uas futile to oppose in isolation. Even before the repeal 
of the old laus against 'combination' in 1824, some uorkers 
had looked to trade associations as a better means of fight­
ing the employers, and such clandestine unions had oryanised 
some strikes, for example in the Scottish ueaving industry 
in 1312 and again in 1822. Slut secrecy and government repres­
sion had crippled the grouth of the trade-union movement be­
fore 1824. As soon as they uere legalised, houever, unions 
had been formed in almost all branches of industry, occasion­
ally — as in the case of the miners' federation — achieving 
a nation-wide organisation. Accordiog to Engels, their prime 
objects uere to neootiate fixed uage-scales, control the 
number of apprentices, assist unemployed and sick members, 
and obtain for the uorkers a share of the profits to be made 
from expanding foreign markets and the mechanisation of pro-
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duction. 
His attitude to the British unions uas ambivalent. 
He supported them enthusiastically, even passionately. He 
claimed that they had "spread over all England and attained 
great pouer", but he also admitted pessimistically that their 
history uas a lono series or defeats. The feu victories, he 
thought, uere achieved uhen the unions uere able to take 
advantage of an excess of demand over supply in the labour 
market, whereas defeats had occurred uhen the uorkers had 
vainly tried to resist uage-cuts forced upon them by employer:: 
faced uith a slump in sales or still competition from rivals. 
LJhy did uorkers so often strike in adverse circumstances? 
Gut of desperation, answered Engels, but also from a sense 
of human dignity. Faced uith the diktat of a uage-cut, they 
employed the strike as a protest against inhumane social con­
ditions; the strike was thus a symbolic gesture of denial 
that the bourgeoisie had any right to exploit them in good 
times and leave them to starve in bad. The strikers, he ad­
ded, felt bound to proclaim that the economic 'necessities' 
pleaded by the employers uere no such thing, and this uas 
uhy the recent strike-uavc in England uas so significant — 
it represented a uholesale repudiation by the uorking-class 
a S 
of its inhuman mode of life. 
In practical terms, he believed, the grouth of the 
English trade-union movement had had the effect of "holding 
the money-greed of the bourgeoisie uithin certain limits", 
and keening alive a spirit of uorking-class rebellion against 
bourgeois omnipotence. It had also demonstrated to the uork­
ers that something more than unions and strikes uere needed 
38. Ibid, MEGA I, 4, pp. 2G7-20H; MECU, 4, p. 506. 
to break the pouer of the ruling class. For Engels, trade-
unionism uas thus immensely valuable but nonetheless severely 
limited in uhat it could do. Still, he argued, the importance 
of the British labour movement uas not restricted to its bar­
gaining pouer. The unions' real significance uas that they 
were the uorkers' first attempt to interfere uith laissez-
faire capitalism by restricting competition. The essence of 
trade-unionism uas therefore a refusal by men to be treated 
as commodities, and by taking this stand the uorking-class 
uas in fact repudiating the existing economic system and its 
laus lock, stock and barrel. Hence the unions uere poten­
tial ly a threat to "the vital nerve of the present social 
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order. Uhen he interpreted the union movement for Marx 
in this uay, Engels uas still caught up emotionally in the 
1844 national miners' strike. He uas to describe this in 
detail in The Condition of the English Uorking Class, stres­
sing the bravery, determination and patience of the miners 
and their families. In length and scope this strike uas ex­
ceptional, but Fngels believed that the miners had only ex­
hibited in heightened form the qualities of the average union-
member. The labour movement, he affirmed uas an excellent 
school of character, because unionists developed firmness and 
self-reliance uhich uould stand them in good stead in the 
battles to come. "People uho endure so much to bend one 
39. Ibid, MEGA I, 4, p. 208; MECU, 4, n. 507. 
single bnurgeois", he commented, "uill be able to break the 
pouer of the uhole bourgeoisie". 4 0 
Trade-unionism also provided the militant uorkers uith 
tactical experience in the industrial uar. Strikes, main­
tained Engels, uere sometimes skirmishes, sometimes "ueighty 
struggles", hut whether large or small these economic battles 
functioned as a "military school" in uhich the uorkers learned 
to organise their forces, deploy their limited ueapons to 
best advantage, and counter their enemies' blous. To French 
socialists' assertions that the English uorkers uere couardly 
because they rarely rioted or fought government troops on the 
barricades, he replied that lengthy strikes reguired just as 
much courage as that shoun by the Lyon silk-uorkers in 1834, 
and, moreover, uere potentially more effective since they 
fought "social evils" uith social rather than political ueap-
oos.4"'" Thus Engels, uho before visiting Britain had cham­
pioned violent insurrection against the crouned heads of 
Europe, uas nnu less sympathetic to the French revolutionary 
tradition, and had been uon over to the dual strategy of the 
English labour movement: peaceful political agitation for 
electoral reform combined uith equally non-violent strike 
action for a better economic deal. Like some Chartist and 
Ouenite leaders, he believed that these reforms uere feasible 
short-term goals, aod that they uould lead irrevocably to a 
4b. 
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transformation of political, economic and social life in the 
long run. 
Unlike the more moderate Chartists and labour leaders, 
houever. Engels uas not a 'pure' reformist refusing to look 
beyond gradual, short-term improvements. Not only uas he 
convinced that factory Acts and universal suffrage uould not, 
by themselves, solve the 'social problem', he had a firm 
belief that collective bargaining could not substantially 
ameliorate the living standard of the urban poor. The sad 
fact uas that the unions' efforts uere pouerless against the 
economic lau governing uage-rates: the balance of supply and 
demand in the labour market. This meant that during slumps 
the unions had perforce to acquiesce in uage-cuts or risk 
being smashed in a fight against overuhelming odds, uhile in 
times of expansioo they could do no more than make certain 
their members cashed in on the employers' competition for 
labour. In general, then, the unions haa little effect on 
the overall trend nf real uages, uhich uas determined by pow­
erful economic trend of real uages, uhich uas determined by 
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pouerful economic forces beyond their control. 
Nonetheless, Engels did not regard the unions as 
totally ineffective. There uere three uays, he suggested, 
uhere they could — snd frequently did — make a tangible 
difference to real incomes. Oo the local level, dealing uith 
single employers, they uere often strong enough to force con-
42. Ibid, f'lE0A I, 4, pp. 76-01, 134-136 & 205-208; MECU, 
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formity uith the uage-rates and uorking conditions standard 
olseuhere in the country. As a result uages tended to be set 
by the most efFicient and prosperous firms, thus minimising 
the 'sweating1, of uorkers by entrepreneurs trying to compen­
sate for their antiguated machinery uith long uorking hours 
and rock-bottom uages. Secondly, the threat of strike action 
uas usually sufficient to p; - vent employers cutting uages 
belou those paid by their competitors because they uould pro­
bably lose more from a strike than they uould gain by the 
uage-cut; hence unions uere fairly good defence organisations 
against the tendency of uages to fall back to subsistence 
level. And in the third place, they helped uorkers make up 
ranidly the ground lost during trade-crises, thus mitigating 
the distress caused by periodic lay-offs and uage-cuts. On 
the other hand, it wnuld be a mistake to over-estimate their 
influence. Useful in the short run and at the local level, 
they uere pouerless to resist the "more considerable forces" 
uhich determined the state of the labour market, namely trade-
crises, machinism, and over-population. Uhen the labour-
sunnly situation uas adverse, the strike uas an innocuous 
ueapon. f'or cnulri it be used to eradicate any of the uorst 
and most fundamental evils of industrial capitalism: ex-
nloited uage-labour, unemployment, speculation, and recur-
4 a 
rent r e c e s sio n s. 
Engels thus believed that trade-union pressure uas 
a factor in determining the movement of real uages, but only 
a minor one. Basically unions slowed down the fall of uage-
rates in periods oF stagnation, and accelerated their recovery 
after severe slumps. Possibly too they helped establish a 
minimum wage slightly above a starvation level. But that 
uas all. To explain the long-term movements of real uages 
one had to look elsewhere. As ue have seen, the problem of 
uages was one that fascinated Narx in the summer of 1844. He 
aod Engels no doubt argued it out during Engels1 stay in 
Paris. Ue have already seen uhat Marx's opinions uere by 
examining his scattered remarks in the Paris Manuscripts. 
From The Condition of the Eoglish Uorking Class ue can deduce 
uhat Engels 1 experience of industrial England and his study 
of political economy taught him about the topic. In fact, 
the tuo most important sources of his ideas seem to have 
been Smith's The lie a 1th of Nations and some data uhich he 
had assembled on the effect of machinism on uages in the Lan­
cashire cotton industry. 
Ennels accepted Smith's argument that labour uas 
a commodity, aod that the interplay of supply and demand 
regulated its price.'1 4 He also agreed uith Malthus' focus 
on population trends as a major long-term determinant of 
uage-leveLs. Given the rapidly expanding uorking population, 
he suggested, the normal pattern uas the grouth of an 'in­
dustrial reserve army' of unemployed, and therefore a constant 
dounuard prnssure nn uages. Employed uorkers uere forced to 
fight continual defensive battles to maintain the status-quo, 
and if left to the free play of market forces, uages uould 
'naturally' decline to subsistence level. 4 5 Houever, under 
industrial capitalism another major factor had to be taken 
into consideration: the impact of mechanisation. The bour­
geoisie, he noted, usually maintained that machinism reversed 
the situation in the labour market, using the argument that 
improvements in machinery, by louering costs, reduced prices, 
uhich in turn increasnp consumption and expanded production, 
so that demand for labour soon exceeded the supply, allouing 
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the uorker to bargain successfully for a raise. But did 
mechanisation really raise uages? On the basis of his knou-
ledge of the cotton industry Engels concluded that it did 
not. 
There uere tuo flaus in the standard liberal argu­
ment, he asserted. For one thing, the change-over to factory 
production in an industry did not automatically create a 
rapid demand for more adult male employees. Not only uas 
there a substantial time-lag before the size of the factory 
uork-force caught up uith the number of handicraftsmen pre­
viously emnloyed, the nature of factory-uork uas different, 
a matter of mere machine-supervision uhich could be done — 
and frequently uas — by unmen and children at much louer uages. 
Ibid, MEGA I, 4, pp. 8(1-88; MECU, 4, pp. 379-386. 
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In consequence, even if the total unrk-force expanded, groun 
men uere "more and mere supplanted and not re-employed by 
the increase in manufacture". fiachinism therefore created 
a 'surplus' of unemployed adult males uith unuanted tradi-
4 7 
tional skills. 
Moreover, he claimed, the bourgeoisie's assertion 
that mechanisation had raised uages uas simply not true. It 
uas admitted by both omnloyers and employees in the textile 
industry that the price of p ioce-uork had been reduced; the 
only dispute uas uhether this had also reduced ueekly uages, 
as the operatives claimed. He admitted it uas not easy to 
get to the; bottom of the matter because wage-rates varied 
considerably in different branches of the industry, but on 
balance that there was little doubt that ueekly uages had 
"in many branches of work been reduced by the improvement of 
machinery". This was the case, for example, in coarse mule 
spinning, where spinners who in the late 1830s earned 30 
4 8 
shillings per we el were now making between 12-i and I6-5-. 
Engels' conclusions concerning the trend of real 
wages io the fear ; ' e industry were as follows: (i) piece­
work rates had fallen generally, and weekly rates had also 
fallen io some branches; (i i) where workers had maintained 
their living standards they had to work faster or longer to 
do so; (ill.) the inr^insin; percentage of women and children 
Ibid. 
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hired meant a decline in the average uage in the industry; 
and (iv) even in branches of the industry, like fine spinning, 
uhere weekly uages had kept up, the uorkers had failed to 
share in the extra profits derived from technical advances. 
He uas inclined to argue an 'absolute impoverishment' thesis 
for real uages in the Lancashire textile industry, but real­
ising that his evidence supported this only in part, he added 
a 'relative imnnvnrishment' rider to his discussion. 4 9 
His dot a i.ui nigra in the cotton industry, uhile it 
failed to nrove conclusively that real uages had fallen, did 
apparently indicate that they had not risen. Hou did he ob­
tain it? In part it uas based on his oun observations and 
inguiries in the Manchester area, in part on standard uorks 
on the British textile industry by Ore and Baines, but mainly 
on a book by his Chartist acquaintance Barnes Leach, entitled 
Stubborn Facts from the Factories by a Manchester Operative 
50 
(London, Ollivier, 1044)." Leach uas clearly out to make a 
case, but there seems no reason to believe that he 'doctored' 
his evidence, and Fngnls' personal judgment uas that he uas 
thoroughly honest and reliable. Uhat neither Leach nor En­
gels appear to have taken sufficiently into their calculations 
uas the fact that meehanisatinn, uhile it undoubtedly drastic-
49. Ibid. 
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ally lowered the living standards of handicraft uorkers uho 
failed to adapt to factory uork, also created neu types of 
skilled labour (especially in machine-maintenance), and that 
the relatively high uages paid to these uorkers may have 
raised average uages in industry as a whole. To be sure, 
Engels did recognise the complexity of the guestion, but in 
his eagerness to come up uith an ansuer he disregarded the 
incompleteness (and, for that matter, the partisan source) 
of his information. 
Generalising beyond Lancashire textiles, he tried 
to provide an analysis of the determinants of minimum, maxi­
mum, and average uaoes in an industrial economy. Minimum 
uages, he seated, were determined by what the workers them­
selves regarded as the amount needed to survive. Thus a 
subjective factor always entered into uhat uas judged to be 
•subsistence-level*; while no worker uould work for less than 
the sum needed to avoid starvation, different uork-forces 
needed different sums — manual labourers reguiring more than 
machine-minder-., end the English reguiring more than the 
Irish. For example, since the textile industry desired a 
stable, reliable, adeguately nourished uork-force, it uas 
necessary for mill-owners to pay wages high enough for the 
male operatives to keen their families fed, clothed, and 
housed. The average minimum wage assumed that most memeers 
of the operative's family worked, thus ensuring that uomen 
and children uere available as 'hands'. Usually uages uere 
such that n fully employed family would "get on pretty well" 
whereas one uith feuer uorking members than average uould do 
"pretty badly". Hut in general the 'minimum uage' level 
uould be a notch or tuo above destitution, although in per­
iods of severe economic dislocation it uould sink to the ab­
solute minimum reguired to survive physically on a potato 
diet. Engels uas thus rather ambivalent on the guestion of 
minimum uages, wavering betueen cultural and physiological 
criteria for 'subsistence'. He apparently opted for the for­
mer except in exceptional circumstances, but uas vague over 
uhen circumstances uould become exceptional. 5 1 
Maximum uages, he suggested, uere determined by com­
petition between entrepreneurs for the available labour. 
Capitalists uere prepared to pay higher uages only uhen they 
foresaw higher nrnfits as a result of so doing, i.e., when 
demand for their commodities exceeded supply and prices uere 
rising. Thn ultimate, if indirect, determinant of maximum 
u-nges uas thus the purchasing pouer of domestic consumers 
and the availaoility of foreign markets. The upper limit to 
rising uages uas only the practical one, that under capitalism 
periods of boom aluays led, sooner or later, to slumps in 
uhich demand for labour slackened markedly. So if real uages 
sometimes reached extraordinary peaks, they aluays guickly 
fell off aoain uhen temporary phases of rapid economic grouth 
levelled off. Engels thus concluded that uhile in thecry the 
51. Die kane der arheitenden Klasse, MEGA I, 4, pp. 78-79; 
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sky uas the limit as far as maximum uages uere concerned, in 
reality all sharp and substantial rises uere temporary gains 
uhich the uorkers uere unable to preserve in a less favourable 
5 2 
economic climate. ^ 
He argued that since uages reached bottom uhen there 
uas a surplus of available uorkers and reached top uhen the 
labour suoply uas inadeguate, the average or 'normal' rate 
of uages uas that obtaining uhen supply and demand uere bal­
anced. He expected this to "stand a little above the minimum", 
although just hou much above uould normally depend on the 
uorkers — their normal life-style and perceived needs. For 
example, if the uorkers uere accustomed to eat meat several 
times a ueek, the capitalists uould have to reconcile them-
selve's to paying sufficient uages to permit this. In effect, 
he uas suggesting that average uages uould be the minimum 
plus a bit extra, the size of the addition being culturally 
determined. His theory of uages thus mixed economic and 
socio-cultural causes, since he claimed that economic fac­
tors uere dominant except uhen supply and demand happened 
(rather fortuitously) to balance, at uhich point social tradi­
tions took over. He assumed that in theory there uas no dif­
ficulty in establishing when supply and demand for labour 
uere in equilibrium — a guestionable assumption — but he 
admitted that there might be great difficulties in practice 
in specifying the average wage-rate of manufacturing industry 
52. Ibid, MEGA I, q, op. 79-Bll; MECU, 4, p. 378 
as a uhole because of the great diversity of trades. Eng­
lish industry uas becoming extremely complicated, he recog­
nised, and there uas a uide variety of jobs reguiring cif-
ferent skills and degrees of expertise. For each of these 
jobs, a unrker reguired some level of intelligence, education 
or training, and also considerable self-discipline, sc that 
the scale of pay had to be such as to induce him to take and 
keep it. Roughly speaking, then, uage-rates varied f:em job 
to job according to the skill and patience required. That 
uas uhy the average uages of industrial uorkers uere higher 
than those of porters, day-labourers and farm-uorkers. So, 
uhile it might be possible to establish an 'average uage* for 
each branch of industry, there uas little point in trying to 
53 
compute an average for all paid uorkers. 
Engels* theory of uages uas thus a rather inconclu­
sive mixture of the theoretical and the empirical. He be­
lieved — in theory — that there uere economic laus ceter-
mining long-term movements of real uages, but he also had a 
strong sens.-, of the non-economic factors involved in the short 
run, 3ust hou much ueight he nave to cultural influences is 
difficult to say, but prima facie he sau traditional expec­
tations as the factor uhich l;eat uages from plummeting to 
rock-bottom (physical subsistence) level. He also, it uill 
be remembered, thought that trade-unions played a significant 
53. Ibid, 1-iEGA I, 4, np. 811-81; r.ECU, 4, n n . 373-279 . 
role in keeping uages up, except uhen an over-abundant 
labour-supply rendered them powerless. He uas uavering 
betueen an a-priori, deductive theory of uages in the tradi­
tion of Smith, and an empirical account stressing psycholo­
gical and historical factors. He tried to combine the tuo, 
uith mediocre results. 
Engels' ideas on real uages uere no less tentative 
than Eiarx's, and neither budding economist felt he had yet 
reached the bottom of the problem. They agreed that they 
uould both investigate it further and meet again to compare 
notes. In any case, Engels suggested, the uages guestion 
uas far from the be-all and end-all of the uider issue of 
uorking-class living standards. Lou uages uere just one 
.aspect of a much broader problem. To really comprehend the 
life-style of the average industrial worker one had to take 
into account long uorking-hours, dangerous working condi.tions, 
slum housing, atmospheric pollution, poor quality clothing, 
and inadeguate diet and medical care. He proceeded to in­
form Elarx about housiog conditioos in the Lancashire factory 
touns, about industrial accidents and diseases, and about the 
prevalence of disease, drunkenness, crime, and immorality in 
the louer-class ghettoes of the neu industrial cities. 
flarx already kneu something about urban poverty in 
England from his reading of buret. But in fact he had at 
this time ooly skimmed the long chunks of factual reportage 
in Buret's two-volume opus, so it uas probably Engels who 
rubbed his nose in the nasty realities of iodustrial squalor. 
If Engels' judgment? echned Buret's, they probably seemed to 
Klarx the more conclusive uhen stated in person and backed up 
by the uea.l th of" descriptive detail Engels had at his finger­
tips. Nonetheless, even nnu flarx failed to grasp the guali-
tative difference betueen Lancashire factory industry and 
the small, pre-industrial ateliers in uhich the Parisian 
nuvrinrs uorked. Uage-labour, unemployment, poverty, and 
crouded insanitary housing .looked appalling enough to him in 
Peris, and so he pictured the industrial touns of England as 
more of the same, only even unrse. The tuo men uere thus 
somewhat at cross-nurooses in their discussions about Eog-
lish work:ng-class life they were using the same terms to 
mean different things. 
Uhen Engels talked to Marx of the English uorking 
class or 'proletariat' (he tended to use the tuo terms in­
discriminately) , he i as referring primarily to factory-hands. 
Ho sometimes included all urban wage-labourers, and occas­
ionally mentioned the English "rural proletariat" of farm 
labourers, but ho deliberately excluded handicraftsmen ouning 
their own tools and working for themselves or for entrepren­
eurs on a contract basis. Artisans of this type he regarded 
as a hang-over from an older kind of economy, one uhich uas 
essentially pre-i ndwstr ia .1 and which, in England at least, 
uas disappearing rapidly as steam-pouer uas applied to more 
branches of industry. He was auare that in some English 
n a n u f a c t u r i. n r, e c n t r e s 11! c e i 1 i r m •  r. g h a n the o 1 d handier a f t 
meth.nds still n r e dnm i na t e d, and that this was even more the 
case in France and Germany, but he uas convinced that they 
uere doomed. In any case, he argued, even uhere traditional 
trades had not yet succumbed to mechanisation, the craftsmen 
uere increasingly becoming dependent on a feu merchant cap­
italists uho ouned the rau materials and uho controlled the 
uholesale distribution of finished goods. So handicrafts 
uere being draun into the economic system of industrial capit­
alism and artisans uere joining the labour movement in aver 
increasing numbers. Engels thus recognised the difference 
betueen a factory-hand and a craftsman but uas inclined to 
s a 
dismiss the latter as a relic of the past. J Marx as yet 
scarcely distinguished betueen the tuo at all: they uere all 
ouvriers to him, and his mental picture of the 'proletariat' 
uas based mainly on the Parisian artisans he had met. 
Lie have seen that Engels uas convinced that a strong 
class-consciousness uas developing among militants in the 
English industrial centres, and gradually influencing more 
and more factory uorkers. He seems to have vieued this class-
consciousness as composed of four main elements: (i) a com­
mitment to radical democratic politics, uhich had found ex­
pression most recently in the Chartist movement; (ii) a de­
termination to combat the bourgeoisie economically as uell 
as politically by minimising the exploitation of uage-labour, 
uhich had given rise to the trade-unions; (iii) a desire to 
create a different kind of economic order based on co-operative 
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production — this, he thought, uas the theoretical founda­
tion of Ouenism; and (ivy) a repudiation of bourgeois values 
and culture, and an effort to create an independent prole­
tarian culture draining on a uide variety of European radical 
and socialist authors. Uith each of these aims Engels had 
great sympathy, and ho discussed uith Marx the chances of 
their being carried through in England in the near future. 
Uould there be a revolution in England, Clarx inguired, 
and if so, uhat form uould it take? The future uas still in 
the balance, Engels replied; some fairly drastic changes uere 
almost certain, but exactly uhat these uould be uould depend 
on several factors, in particular the evolution of the eco­
nomy, the intransigence of the bourgeoisie, the success of 
the current campaigns for political reform and better factory 
legislation, and the development of English socialism. It 
uas clear, he argued, that under the present economic system 
the social problem uould never be completely solved because 
capitalism reguired a reserve army of labour to drau on in 
booms, and also tended to create greater unemployment as 
mechanisation uen t ahead. It uas equally clear, he added, 
that the mass of uorkers felt insecure and exploited, and 
desired to nartake of the fruits of technological progress 
from uhich they rightly considered they uere at present being 
unjustly excluded. The trade-union movement uas expanding, 
class-consciousness uas grouing, and socialism uas making 
inroads among the more militant and self-educated uorkers. 
The mass uorking-class support for Chartism indicated that 
m-ny, perhaps most, workers believed in the possibility of 
makinq the British parliamentary system truly democratic, and 
that a continual pressure for universal suffrage uould ae 
kept U P until it uas granted. The campaign for factory 
legislation demonstrated that there uas considerable support 
in the country for moderate social reform, and that the 
working-class militants uere probably correct in believing 
they could persuade the state to control the uorst abuses of 
industrialisation. The grouth of English socialism, on the 
other hand, indicated that a small percentage at least of 
the Eng1i oh pro 1 n t a r iat already recognised that neither poli­
tical nor social reforms would be sufficient to create a 
rea 11y humanitarian and progressive society, and that a so­
cial revolution uould ho needed before exploitation and re-
[ i g 
gression uere fully nbe lished. 
harx li'.elv eroded further. Mow successful uould 
the Chartists, factory reformers, and Ouenites be in the 
next decade? Enocls examined each in turn, and also the pros­
pects of the English economy. Chartism, he explained, had 
started off as en alliance between bourgeois Radical demo­
crats aod working-class militants. It was premissed on the 
feasibi I ity of mar•"o the House of Commons a democratic in­
strument, and hao initially been purely political in nature. 
It uas 'revolutionary' in the sense that the Six Points of 
trie peonies 1 Chapter if enacted, would transform English 
,!„ IbjM, lu-dn J, /., po. !b/.-16U ;i 216-278; HECU, 4 , op. 
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political lire, and produce a decisive shift in the locus of 
nouer. It uas not, houever, initially socialist, although a 
quasi-socialist aura had gradually emerged in the north since 
1038, and nou that trie Radicals had defected to the liberal 
bourgeoisie, the movement had become an almost purely uarking-
class affair. Indeed, ha affirmed, Chartism from 1843 could 
legitimately be called a "class movement" uith an "essen-
tially social nature" going beyond political democracy. Char­
tist leaders had nou taken up "the knife and fork guestion", 
and the current Chartist slogan uas "Political pouer our 
means, social happiness our end". Still, the socialism of 
men like O'Connor uas as yet very primitive, even reaction­
ary, and their chief remedy for poverty had hitherto consisted 
in recommending a land-allotment system — a utopian, agrarian 
vision rendered obsolete by the grouth of mechanised industry. 
So as a brand of socialism Chartism uas hardly a rival to 
Ouenism. Nevertheless it uas important because it possessed 
mass uorking-c]ass support, because it had a national organi­
sation, because it uas going to succeed, and because its 
militants uould learn a lot from uaging their campaign. He 
exnected the Chartists to quickly recognise the limits of 
their current tactics, and to transform their movement in the 
. . . 56 
next feu years into a fully fledged socialist party. 
Cngels had a good knouledge of the history of English 
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factory .1 a g i s 1 a h ion. He could tell Marx about the pioneering 
efforts of .Robert (men in the decade after 1815, about the 
inadequacies of early laus uhich lacked enforcement mecn-
anisms, and about the lb-hour day campaign mounted by the 
trade-unions in the early 183Ms. He recognised the different 
biases in the Parliamentary Commission Reports of 1832 and 
1833 on the factory system (the first, headed by the Tory 
philanthropist Sadler uas a 'party' attack on the liberal manu­
facturers; the second, produced under a Liberal government, 
uas a partial whitewash .job), and the virtues and limits of 
the 1833 Factory Act. The Act, he maintained, did succeed in 
getting rid of suae of the very worst abuses by limiting 
child-labour, but many evils like dangerous and unhealthy 
5 7 
uorking condition5; remained untouched. He also described 
to Rarx the achievements nf the reform movement in the late 
1830s and early .1840s, mentioning the role olayed in the Com­
mons by Tory phi 1 anthmoists like Lnrd Ashley and Richard 
Oastler, and the resumption nf the trade-unions' agitation 
for a 10-hour day. The fruit nf this campaign uas the 1844 
Factory Dili, which would effectively reduce uorking-hours 
to ten for unrmn and youths. He was confident that it uould 
soon pass into law (in fact it din, nut not till 1847), and 
concluded triumphantly: "3'hat rhc working-men uill do they 
can do, and that they will have this uill tr.ny proved act 
Spring". The manufacturers, he noted, had opposed the legis­
lation vehemently, claiming that it uould ruin British in­
dustry. He admitted that there uas some truth in their case 
since the Bill uould give foreign manufacturers a competitive 
advantage, but considered this a myopic uay of looking at the 
guestion. "Naturally", he remarked, "if the Ten Hours Bill 
uere a final measure, it must ruin England; but since it must 
inevitably bring uith it other measures uhich must drau Eng­
land into a path uhoLIy different from that hitherto folloued, 
it can only prove an advance". In fact he sau the 10-Hours 
Met as a substantial gain because it uas the thin end of the 
uedge: one reform uould lead to another and 'laissez-faire' 
uould be gradually abandoned. Moreover, the limits to this 
kind of legislation uould oecome evident, and the labour 
movement, uould then demand much more than state control over 
uorking hours and conditions. The 1844 Bill, he supposed, 
uould therefore be the first in a series of measures uhich 
uould bring Britain to the brio!-, of socialism. One path to 
a wholesale transformation of the Eoglish economy lay through 
earliameot, ami the tack uould no doubt be much easier once 
58 
universal suffrage had been achieved. 
There uas no guestion, then, but that Engels' strategy 
uas reformist, aod that he looked to the House of Commons as 
the key to social and political progress. He uas confident 
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that both the Chartists and the factory reformers uould 
eventually be successful. Hou long they uould take, houever, 
uould depend to a large degree on uhether they could mcbilise 
vociferous, mass support behind their campaigns. And this 
in turn uould depend mainly on hou discontented, angry, and 
enlightened as to the cause of their poverty, uere the louer 
classes. Uhen the economy uas expanding and industry uas 
prosperous, he assumed, manufacturers uould be able to buy 
off uorker protest uith better uages despite the dislocation 
and uncertainty caused by continuing mechanisation. But the 
congenital instability of the capitalist economy meant that 
such bursts of prosperity uere never maintained beyond a 
half-dozen years or so at a time. Commercial crises alter­
nated uith booms, crises meant uidesnread unemployment, and 
unemployment meant poverty and protest. 
Engels, since studying Fourier and Proudhon in more 
depth, uas reassessing his theory of periodic economic crises. 
He uas nou more inclined to give some credit to their under-
consumptionist explanation. Mechanisation, he pointed out 
to Flarx, uas saving entrepreneurs considerable sums in uages, 
but by this very token the purchasing pouer of the proletariat 
go 
as a uhole uas being reduced.'" Houever, he admitted that 
this trend to reduced domestic consumption uas counteracted 
"eventually" by increased consumption due to reduced prices 
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made possible by hinder productivity, and that, over all, 
industrial isat.ion had not diminished the demand for labour. 
It uas therefore fundamentally duo to population expansion 
that the labour «ujgp s v had outstripped demand, and he fell 
back again on his earlier explanation of slumps: the un­
planned nature of rani to list production and distribution. 6 0 
Drawing oo his personal experience of textile manu-
fncturinn in iianshester and the export/import trade in Bremen, 
he exolained now trade disturbances arose uithin the laissez-
faire system. The manufacturers, he [minted out, could drau 
only uncertain inferences from the perpetual fluctuation of 
prices concern i m the level nf unsatisfied demand in the 
market. business i.' *s done blindly, by guesswork, and uhen 
trading sep-od oar.d entrepreneurs wore prone to expand pro-
duction uay bevnnd effective demand, thereby creating gluts. 
These R s l n * > c r i r i m had been initially limited to one branch 
of manufacturing at a time, but the grouing complexity of 
the economv end the "centralising tendency of competition" 
[Meant that minor, independent crises had been gradually 
"united into nn» pe r i oa j.ca 1 .1 y recurring crisis". He con­
cluded that slumps uere fundamentally over-production crises, 
and that the -orindicity of the trade-cycle uas five to six 
years.'' Hou and why did industry revive after a slump? Engels 
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attributed the renewal of economic activity to three main 
causes: the gradual liquidation of stocks, the decrease in 
manufacturing costs due to wage-cuts, and the stimulus given 
by speculators anticipating a rise in prices. The role 
played by speculation uas an essential mechanism in the 
capitalist economy, he argued, because it uas the speculators 
who, by forcing uo prices, encouraged full-scale production 
by existing factories and tha building of neu ones. But, he 
added, it uas also their precipitous activity that brought 
on the next crash. 
5o it went on in industrial England, Engels informed 
Plarx, a perennial round of prosperity and crises. For the 
system to uork, he pointed out, it uas imperative that there 
be a pool of unemployed for most of the cycle. This 'reserve 
army', fully employed only in the most frantic boom months, 
suelled to immense proportions during recessions; yet even in 
years of moderate economic activity there existed in England 
a 'surplus population' uhich kept body and soul together by 
"begging, stealing, street-sueeping, collecting manure, push­
ing hand-carts, driving donkeys, noddling, or performing 
occasional small jobs". Hou big, on average, uas this surplus 
population'? asked Plarx, One could net be certain, Engels 
raplied, but in England and Uales alone one and a half million 
applied for poor-relief. In the depths of the depression of 
1842 unemployment had reached astronomical proportions, uith 
Ibid, PiEBA T, pp. HA-35; PiECW, 4, pp. 382-383 < 
the Result that in northern industrial touns like Bolton 
and Stockport 2U% of the population had applied for relief, 
uhile still more had simply abandoned the touns. Even among 
those uith jobs, real uages had fallen drastically, and meat 
consumption had been reduced by betueen 2Q% and 60% depending 
on the locality. Depressions thus caused hardship for all 
uorkers, and uere catastrophic for a sizeable percentage of 
the uork-force.^ 
Uhat lessons for the future could be draun from all 
this? Engels concluded that economic crises uere obviously 
a permanent feature of industrial capitalism, and that all 
the evidence indicated that they uere getting uorse. Since 
the crisis of 1842 had provoked a "general insurrection in 
the manufacturing districts", it uas reasonable to expect 
that future slumps uould produce similar rebellions by the 
uorking-class. In any case, the system condemned a segment 
of the potential uork-force to perpetual uant, disease, and 
demoralisation, so there uould be a continual groundsuell of 
discontent. Technological advance uas unstoppable, so mech­
anisation uould continue, displacing handicrafts and thereby 
adding more uorkers to the 'surplus' population. In short, 
even if England maintained her rate of economic grouth there 
uould continue to exist great poverty and distress among the 
louer classes, and hence a vast potential of mass support 
for trade-unionism, Chartism, factory reforms, and socialism. 
But could England in fact continue as before? Could 
rapid, albeit spasmodic, expansion be maintained? Engels uas 
doubtful. He sketched three alternative scenarios for the 
future of the British economy. One possibility, he suggested, 
uas that British industry uould fail to overcome increasing 
foreign competition, especially from America. American in­
dustrial potential uas so great that she might, in the next 
tuenty years, overtake Britain and establish a near-monopoly 
in the leading branches of manufacture. If this happened the 
majority of the English proletariat uould be rendered super­
fluous, and they uould have no choice but starvation or re­
bellion. In this eventuality, he implied, revolution uould 
64 
be the likely outcome. On the other hand, he conceded, 
it uas possible that England might retain her economic supre­
macy and her virtual monopoly of manufacturing. This uould 
mean further economic grouth and greater overall prosperity, 
but also ever more violent commercial crises. More indus­
trialisation uould mean more factory uorkers and the gradual 
creation of a tuo-class society. Eventually the proletariat 
uould "embrace the uhole nation, uith the exception of a feu 
millionaires", at uhich point (if not earlier) it uould per­
ceive the ease uith uhich it could seize pouer. Continued 
grouth and prosperity, then, uould probably lead to a poli­
tical 'revolution' (violent or legal) of the masses against 
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the capitalist elite. J J 
These tuo scenarios — great prosperity or severe 
hardship ~ uere extreme cases, the limits of the possible. 
Engels considered a third the most probable. He predicted 
that grouth uould continue but at a lessened rate, due to a 
greater foreign competition and the dislocation caused by 
ever severer slumps. Recurrent commercial crises and more 
difficult business conditions uould progressively ruin the 
louer middle class, uhile the next major crisis (uhich he 
expected in 1347) uould bring repeal of the Corn Laus and a 
parliamentary reform introducing universal suffrage. A fur­
ther crisis -- perhaps in 1852-53 — uould probably instigate 
a social revolution along the lines of 1789 in France. 0^ 
Engels thus expected that uorsening economic crises 
uould first aid the moderate political and social reform 
movements (Chartism, the trade-unions, and the factory re­
formers), but uould eventually become so severe that a social 
transformation similar in scape to the French Revolution 
uould ensue. Reforms, he asserted, uould not stave off this 
transformation; they uould, on the contrary, pave the uay for 
more drastic changes. Uould this social revolution be as 
bloody as that of 1789-95? dot necessarily, he replied, but 
that uould depend on the intransigence of the bourgeoisie, 
and above all on the maturity of the revolutionary forces: 
6 b . Ibid, REGA I, 4 , p. 7 7 9 ; H L C U , 4 , a . 580. 
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the industrial proletariat and their leaders. By 'maturity' 
Engels meant a highly developed intellectual life, a code of 
moral conduct of uhich he approved, and a grasp of political 
economy from a socialist perspective. To assess the English 
uorkers' maturity he thus had to analyse the guality and in­
fluence of English socialism. 
He had, he told liarx, been very impressed uith Ouenism 
at first. Because tie himself had been a manufacturer, Owen's 
socialism L i a s considerate to the property-ouners — too con­
siderate, Engels not; believed — but it recognised the class 
antagonism hetuonn proletariat aod bourgeoisie, and demanded 
the abolition of capitalism and its replacement by a quasi-
cornmunal system of "home-colonies". Ouenism, then, had the 
great merit nf being fuundoU on an analysis of capitalist 
economic exploitation of uage-labour, and Ouen had correctly 
recognised the need to create a 'neu moral uorld' based on 
a co-operative ethic and communal production. He had there­
fore personally trade a considerable contribution to European 
socialist theory, and uas uell uorth reading; he had also 
dooe some very valuable pioneering uork in four areas: trade-
unionism, co-operative societies, factory legislation, and 
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the establishment nf prototype socialist communities. Un­
fortunately, since Omen's death the movement had stagnated, 
and uith it most of English socialist theory, apart from the 
uork. of a handful nf quasi-Duenite economists uho had updated 
I b 1 d , ELBA 
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socialist political economy by adopting some ideas of the 
Richardian school. 
The 'orthodox' Olenites were, in the main, a disap­
pointment to Engels. He disliked their pacifism, and ur.at 
he regarded as their tolerance for the status-guo. The only 
method for establishing socialism of uhich they approved, he 
remarked, uas that of winning over public opinion by peaceful 
propaganda, yet they uere so dogmatic in their utterances 
that they uere currently obtaining little success uith this 
approach. In short, Ouenism had become rigid, sterile, and 
stagnant. The Ouenites seemed blind to the disintegration 
of the old social order uhich the events of the lB30s and 
early 1840s ui tnes aed, and they failed to recognise the pro­
gress uhich uas being made by the labour movement. He alleged 
that their ideology uas thoroughly a-historical and Utopian, 
commenting that they wished to "place the nation in a state 
of Communism at once, overnight, uithout pursuing the poli­
tical strunnle to the end". He disagreed uith their hnstility 
to ucrking-class political action, and thought their contempt 
for Chartism uas short-sighted, supercilious, and doctrinaire. 
He also considered that they had drawn the wrong conclusion 
from the work-force's hatred towards its employers. Refusing 
to accent that class-hatred played an important role in the 
grouth of the labour movement, they resorted to preaching "a 
philanthrnny and universal love" uhich uas, so he claimed, 
"unfruitful for the present state of England". In a uord, 
contemporary Ouenism was "too abstract, ton metaphysical, and 
acconp.Hr.hftd little". And, si-
 e it still dominated English 
socialism, socialism could never in its present form become 
the "common creed" of" the English workers. 6 9 
but if Ouenism uas merely a sect uhich, despite its 
theoretical value, appealed only to a feu intellectuals, 
artisans and soma proletarian militants, Chartism, though its 
social theory uas much more primitive than that of Ouen, uas 
a mass movement uith mainly unrkinn-class support. b 9 To 
Engels the obvious solution uas the union of Ouenism and 
Chartism,uhich uould be "the reproduction of French Communism 
in an Enolish manner". He asserted that this fusion, uhich 
had already begun, would proceed hand-in-hand uith the tre­
mendous drive for self-education among the more militant 
trade-unionists and Chartists, and before long the English 
uorkers uould outstrip the rest of the nation morally and 
intellectually.'1 Given his optimism about the rapid strides 
English socialism would soon be making, it seems reasonable 
to conclude that Ennels expected than a blood-bath uould 
probably be avoided io England. 
He and harx compared French ano English socialisms. 
The English movement, Engels an;noa, had a "much more ample 
base" than the French because it had mass o r oletarian support. 
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Gut in theoretical terms it uas behind the French, and cer­
tainly had a lot to learn from writers like Fourier, the 
7 1 
Saint-Simonians, and Proudhon. Rarx uas a little surarised 
at Engels' enthusiasm for Fourier; he himself had as yet 
read virtually nothing of Fourier's oun uork, and thought of 
him as an eccentric Utopian from uhose voluminous tomes Con-
siderant had sifted the least perverse and most penetrating 
insights. Read Fourier yourself, urged Engels, and Plarx 
agreed. He also resolved to study Ouen, and the pamphlet 
literature by fiwenltes and neo-Ricardian socialists of uhich 
Engels had col]acted some samples. Engels probably lent 
Plarx his cony of one of the best books in this genre, John 
Bray's Labour's drones and Labour's Remedy, uhich he had 
picked up in Leeds nn one of his visits to the editorial of-
7 2 
fice of The Northern 3tar. *~ Bray and Fourier uere to prove 
significant influences on Plarx's intellectual development 
during the following winter. 
English industrialisation and sncialist theory uere 
not the only tonics of conversation betueen Plarx and Engels 
during the letter's brief stay in Paris. They also discussed 
uhat had happened to Young Hegelianism. Uhile Marx uas 
living in Paris he continued to receive the publications of 
Younn Hegelians like Bruno Bauer still residing in Germany. 
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These increasingly irritated him, especially uhen Bauer 
and his followers began dabbling in socialist theory and 
printing critical reviews.of books like Proudhon's first 
memoire on property, for uhich i-'iarx had a great deal of res­
pect. He considered that the Young Hegelians had stagnated 
intellectually, and Engels concurred. Bauer's recent uork 
uas flaued methodologically, the tuo men agreed, because he 
and his 'critical critics' (the label adopted by Bauer and 
his disciples) .dad failed to emancipate themselves from Heg­
el's idiosyncracics. It uas also thin in content because, 
like his followers, he was woefully ignorant of French so­
cialism and E n n 1 ish political, economy. Eeuerbach alone, 
considered Elar.x end Engels, had recognised the need to dis­
card speculative philosophy for empirical inquiry, but the 
rest nf the Ynune Hegelian movement uas still trapped in the 
nebulous verbosity of Idealist metaphysics. Unfortunately, 
progressive German public opinion uas unauare of the back­
wardness of German social thought, aod took, the maunderings 
of Bauer and his disciples to be the latest revelations of 
the European intellectual avant-garde. It uas time to dis­
abuse it, suguested Marx, and to defend French socialism at 
the same tine. Enge's, who uas an even stronger advocate 
nf empiricism than harx, agreed. So the tuo quickly decided 
to urite a joint pamphlet sat iris inn Bauer and his disci ales, 
taking as the butt of their wit Bauer's neu journal, tde 
A.1.1 nomeine L i teraf.ur-Zai tung . The general theme of the pamph­
let uas to ae that in the !. i tor ~-tur-Zo i tune oauer's misguided 
philosophical criticism of currant affairs "and uith it the 
nonsense of German speculation in general" had reached an 
absurd peak. As they uere to explain in the preface, the 
authors uere hoping to enlighten the "broad public" on the 
"illusions nf speculative philosophy". 7 3 It uas a kind of 
public manifesto that they, at least, had abandoned Idealist 
philosophy, Hope"!, and Young Hegelianism for better things. 
Planned as a brief, hard-hitting brochure entitled 
A Critinue of Critical Criticism, the uork turned into a 
rambling, book-iennth riiatri.be called The Holy Family (an 
allusion to the theological preoccupations of the Bauer 
brothers, against uhom it uas primarily directed). The cul­
prit responsible for this change uas Piarx. He transformed 
the onus, and so ended up uriting most of the final version. 
Tuo considerations led him to do so; one uas the practical 
point that it uas much easier to get a fat, scholarly-looking 
book post the Prussian censor than a polemical pamphlet; the 
other uas that the manuscript expanded under his pen as he 
urnte, and he uas loth to leave out his reflections on French 
socialism, French history, and the history of philosophy, 
once he had penned them. As a result, the published uork uas 
a mish-mash, intermingling flashes of insight on socialist 
theory uith a great deal of tedious, heavy-handed mockery of 
75. Friedrich Cnnals und Karl Marx, (lie heilige Familie 
nder Kritil: der kritischen Kritik," Frankfurt am M., 
tTtararische Anstnlt, 3. RiJtter, 1B45; reprinted in 
MEGA I, 3, pp. 5.73-388; English translation, MECU, 
4, pn. 4 - 3 B 9 ; quotation, MEGA I, 3, p. 179; MECU, 4, 
p. 7. 
unmemorablo articles by minor writers. Houever, as ue shall 
see in the next chanter, it served to document some of Marx's 
opinions on French socialists, particularly Fourier (uhom he 
had nou begun to read), and Proudhoo (uhom he met soon after 
Engels left Paris}, and it indicated the influence Engels had 
had on his views on methodology and epistemology. 
Engels urote his share — a feu brief sections — be­
fore leaving France, so the book provides some further evi­
dence on his views at the time. Underneath the surface 
satire and rhetoric in uhich his contributions uere couched, 
he had four main things to say. The first uas to point out 
that the Young Hemelians uho had remained in Germany kneu 
Tittle and understood even less about English industrialisa­
tion, labour and politics. He briefly rammed home some 
facts about textile technology, wage-rates, industrial 
diseases, and the Anti-Corn Law League, about uhich the con­
tributors to the L i teratur-Zeitung appeared to be ignorant, 
and defended Chartism and Ashley's Ten-Hour Gill against 
their criticisms. Trie importance of the Ten-Hour Bill, he 
reiterated, uas that although its specific provisions uere 
nilri, it emhodi<>d a "downright radical principle", one uhich 
u Duld "lay the axe at the root of (English) foreign trade and 
-therefore at. the root of the factory system". It uas also 
hiohly significant that the Labour movement had cooducted a 
massive propaganda campaign in favour of the Bill, holding 
"meeting after meeting" and drawing up "petitioo after peti­
tion". The British labour movement, was evidently becoming 
much more class-conscious, militant, and powerful. 7 4 
Engels" second point uas that the French uorkers 
needed labour organisations like the British, i.e., militant 
trade-unions co-ordinated on a national scale, ready to 
strike to enforce their uage demands and to conduct large-
scale campaigns to educate public opinion and suay parliament. 
Uhile in Paris he had picked up a copy of Flora Tristan's 
recently published Union ouvriere (Paris, 1843), liked the 
book, and been annoyed at Edgar Bauer's unsympathetic revieu 
in the Allqemeine Literatur-Zeitunq. Bauer notuithstanding, 
he argued, Tristan uas right in claiming that "the uorker 
makes everything, produces everything, and yet has no rights, 
no possessions, in short, nothing at all". There uas a 
simple reason uhy the French uorker received so little for 
his creative toil, he added; it uas because in France, as in 
Germany, labour uas poorly organised or not organised at all. 
Tristan had realised this, and her project for a French trade-
union federation uas eminently reasonable and practicable. 
Her book shoued the French labour movement the uay to move 
75 
foruard in the shoes of its British counterpart. 
Thirdly, Engels praised both French and English com­
munist critigues of the existing social order. At their best 
neither French nor English socialism uas abstract or academic, 
74. Engels, Die heilioe Familie, REGA I, 3, pp. 183-187; 
RECU, 4, pp. 12-16. 
75. Flora Tristan, Union ouvriere, Paris, Prevot, 1843; En­
gels, Die heilige Familie, REGA I, 3, pp. 188-189; 
RECU, 4, pp. 19-2D. 
he assertf?.:', since they uere bnth vitally linked to the 
labour movement. Because of this contact uith uorking-class 
life, Anglo-French socialist thought uas a "real human ac­
tivity of individuals uho are active members of society and 
uho suffer, f e e ] , think, and act as human beings". It uas a 
practical rrltiguc of the existing economic system uhich 
diagnosed the causes of the docay of contemporary society and 
suggested equally "nraetical, concrete measures" for curing 
7 F> 
it. It was, in a uord, realistic and not utopian. Yet 
uhile he era'and i.'nql.i.sh and French sncialism 'en bloc' in 
this fashion, Eng^la was u"LI aware that there uere several 
varieties nf socialism curren t i n France. In fact, he re­
marked, trv French "have •• n si a 1 theories, but not a social 
theory", and ;:mo -acts U P - G morn progressive than others. 
There uas onn.s i Hnr ah 1 e ei f ference, for example, betueen 
the "diluted Fourierist" grearhod by La Democratic pacifigue, 
uhich Engels interpreted as the social doctrine of a section 
of "the philanthropic hour gen 1 s i e " , and the communism of "the 
people", But the French workers were themselves split doc­
trinal! v, ha roneudno, and Froneh socialism was still in a 
state nf flux; '< n fiat, t ha "true" French socialist movement 
uas as yet onlv just ban inn inn tn emerge as a theoretical and 
practical fnrce. in ether words, Engels detected in France 
signs of the fusion between social. 1st ideology and working-
class militancy which he had found in England. He uas not 
76. Engels, win hoi line Familie, I M E O A I, 3, pp. 330-331; 
I'iECLJ, r,' pp. .1 3°- I 63. 
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inclined ho i n c l n ^ himself .-> ni •>•
 r. i P ne> .,_„ r 
'-.
 1
 o. any one rrencn so-
ciollst thnorist, but. ho had high h o P e s that from the inter­
action between a growing labour movement and the existing 
socialist groups then; uould emerge a mass working-class 
7 7 
organisation committed to socialism. 
Finally, he had a feu remarks to make about Hegel, 
Young Hegelianism, Feuerbach, and philosophical historio­
graphy. The basic e m b l e m with dauer and his disciples, he 
argued, uas that they had rot scan through Hegel. Their in­
tellectual method (so-called •critical, criticism1) uas to 
try to prove "by means of Hegel 'a logic why everything had 
to happen as if. did, and why no gad could have prevented it". 
This led them into an un justi f'ah 1e historical inevitabilism 
•according to uhich History uas viewed as "a person apart, 
using man as a nmana tg nch I <-v> 1 t.s o un a i m s" . In rea: ity, 
L'ngels emphasised, History :'ts;if 'did 1 nothing: it " mgeri 
no battles", had no a.mo, and was nothing but the activity 
of "real, living men" : ursui no their own goals. Hegel had 
committed the ear din." 1 nrrn r ~. r transposing his oun phtio-
son h1c a1 an d histnr 1 ca 1 cata nor ius into the motor fore es o f 
historical Chang". this mathodn ! og ical sleight of hand 
allowed rn'm to r i-s ..r i ;;MI t n m'ru : n • ' 1 ~" -:' h i co-h i a t c r : aa 1 
r.\.<y, [.' • :i p.- i;-.rnd b" a ".• i.a i o.-: !.r of concepts", a "oar of the 
g. mis. . .known to phi losnaherr >.inne». [ "a ue a ch 1 s great merit 
was that no had -imnr.ml this j • .-nr.: ng construction t or t 
"old lumber" that it uas. He had demonstrated that man alone 
uas the creator of all human knowledge and human society, and 
thereby had done away entirely uith the outmoded, mystifying, 
philosophical method of German Idealism. The time had come, 
Engels urged Bauer and his friends, to abandon speculative 
philosophy and to study French and English socialism uhich, 
for all its imperfections, had the striking merit of being 
empirical. From nou on, he proclaimed, all social thought 
had to be grounded in the contemporary fact of industrialisa-
7 fl 
tion and in the practice of the labour movement. 
Uhen he had committed these polemical thoughts to 
paper, Engels entrusted them tn Plarx, and denarted for Barmen, 
uhere he intended to urestle with the problem of his projected 
career in textile manufacturing — a prospect uhich he vieued 
uith distaste — and to urite The Condition of the English 
Uorking Class. Plarx remained in Paris, looking for further 
journalistic openings, and in the meantime learning more about 
French socialism and politico] economy. He had just met for 
the first time Pierre-3aseph Proudhon, and uas looking for-
uard to further discussions uith the man he regarded as the 
leading contemporary French socialist theorist. 
7B. Ibid, PiEGA I, 3, pp. 180 h 265; Pi ECU, 4, op. 18 & 93. 
CHAPTER Q 
PROUnnnf'J, MATERIAL 1 SR
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A feu days before Enqela left Paris, Rarx met Proud­
hon, most likely for the first time. The tuo men rapidly 
became quite clone friends. Rarx, uho still rated Qu'est-ce 
nun la nr-anr i ete? very highly, mas eager to hear Proudhon's 
neuer id^es, ana quickly perceived that Proudhon's mind had 
been evolving on lines similar to his nun. Dissatisfied uith 
his attempt to construct a grandinse philosophical system in 
he Is creation dp j ' •- r u m dans 1 ' humanite, the Frenchman had 
decided that a nou kind of normative social science uas re­
quired, and that the m a d to tills lay through economics. He 
uas thus struggle" no to uork: out. a socialist political economy 
opposed to that of tne dominant liberal school. Hence his 
current intellectual project, uhich uas eventually to m a r 
fruit in the 5 y s t em--- des contradictions economigues, uas vir­
tually identical to the idea behind R a r x 1 s unfinished manu­
script, and the young Herman sou in him another intellectual 
fel Inu-trove ! 1 o r uho, unlike i'ecqueur, had recognised 'he 
need to strip a uay ail. vestiges of Christian doctrine torn 
the neu social m i . m m . Proudhon found in Rarx a budd'ng 
economist uho a• • oepted hie critique of private propert- and 
uho uas anxious te explore the intellectual ramifications of 
•iccnp t inn 'he I r sinhrs and pen cents of ons t-Sm i thian economics 
Pan 
while rejecting its value-assumptions. He also discovered 
an ex-philosopher uho could explain and criticise the Hagel-
ian system; Proudhoo uas at this time fascinated by Hegel, 
but hampered by lack of German in his efforts to learn 
about Idealist philosophy. As a result of these mutual 
interests, Marx and Proudhon spent many an hour together 
arguing about economics and philosophy. Decades later Engels 
reminisced that the tuo stayed up all night discussing poli­
tical economy, aod Elarx subsequently claimed to have initia­
ted Proudhon into the mysteries of Hegelianism.1 
Elarx uas expanding The Holy Family into a book during 
these months, and sn Proudhon had a substantial influence on 
it. The text of the work demonstrates that Elarx had great 
admiration for the Ereoch socialist. Here, he thought,, uas 
the one French theorist uho uas himself a worker, uho had 
discarded religion, who was thoroughly hostile to the bour­
geois state, and uho had pointed out that any economy founded 
on private property was necessarily exploitative. He exulted 
that "not only dues Proudhon write in the interests of the 
proletarians, he is himself a proletarian, an ouvrier. His 
2 
work is a scientific manifesto of the French proletariat..." 
1. Friedrich Engels, "V/orwarts zur ersten deutschen Ausgabe 
Das Elend der Philosophic", dERKE, 4, p. 558. Karl Elarx, 
"fiber P-J. Proudhoo", letter to 3.B. Schweitzer, 24/1/65, 
UERKE, 16, n. 26; HESU, 2, p. 26. 
2. Karl Marx, Die heilioe Eamilie oder Kritik der kritischen 
Kritik, Frankfurt am main, Literarische Anstalt, 1845; 
reprinted in REGA I, 3, pp. 173-388 (quotation, p. 21l); 
EiECU, 4, pp. 2-211 (quotation, p. 4l). 
Uhile this remark indicates the extent of Marx's enthusiasm 
for Proudhon's first memoire. it also suggests that, like 
Proudhon, he envisaged socialism as the ideology of handi­
craftsmen just as much as that of factory-uorkers. Proudhon's 
oun trade uas printing, although in 1844 he uas earning his 
living mainly by acting in a managerial capacity for a small 
transport firm; so clearly if Marx uas willing to call him a 
'proletarian' he uas using the term in accord uith current 
French usage to include artisans. He had therefore not yet 
been uon over by Engels' contention that factory-hands in big 
industrial cities uere the 'natural' and best constituency 
for socialist ideas, and he uas more attracted than Engels 
to Parisian artisan socialism. 
In the uinter of 1844-45, therefore, Marx uas highly 
sympathetic to Proudhon's vieus, and, despite a feu detailed 
criticisms, his extended remarks on Proudhon in The Holy 
Family uere eulogistic.J He did not, houever, embrace all 
the main facets of Proudhon's thought: certain of the French­
man's favourite doctrines fouod no immediate echo in his 
mind, and uere disregarded entirely in his book. This uas 
true, for example, of Proudhon's anti-etatiste hostility to 
eveo a governmental administration elected by universal suf­
frage, and also of his claim that capitalism uould become 
increasingly impossible as ao economic system because the 
producers uould have insufficient income to consume all they 
3. Die heilipe Eamilie, PI EG. A I, 3, pp. 193-225; MECU, 4, 
pp. 2 3-54. 
had groun and made. In short, Marx reserved his judgement on 
Proudhon's more extreme arguments. But, as The Holy Family 
reveals, there uas much that he approved of in Qu'est-ce que 
la propriete? and, to a lesser extent, in De la creation de 
1'ordre. 
The Holy Family uas a deceptive uork. Ostensibly it 
uas a satirical polemic against Bruno Bauer and his philo­
sophical disciples, but Marx, scarcely realising uhat he uas 
doing, turned it into a vehicle for expressing his judgments 
on Hegel, Proudhoo, Fourier, eighteenth-century French mat­
erialism, the French Revolution, and the state of contemporary 
France. Beneath the surface it uas as much about French phi­
losophy, politics aod socialist theory as about Young Hegel-
ianism, and its chief purpose uas to defend the French so­
cialist tradition against uhat Fiarx considered to be stupid 
and ill-informed attacks by German liberals. 
By the summer of 1.844, flarx, as ue have seen, had dis­
associated himself from Young Hegeliaoism, broken uith Bauer 
and Ruge, and discarded Hegel's methodology as intellectually 
dishonest and 'mystifying'. The manuscripts in uhich he had 
begun to explore the inadeguacies of Hegelianism uere, hou-
ever, unpublished, and he uas anxious to explain in print 
uhy German speculative philosophy should be abaodoned for 
French social science. Moreover, his critigue of Idealism 
had, by October 1844, attaioed a oeu clarity. Engels had 
shared uith Marx his enthusiasm for the uorks of Helvetius 
and D'Holbach (as uell as for later thinkers like Fourier, 
Bentham, Ouen and Godwin uhose intellectual roots uere in 
Enlightenment scientism), and, taking his advice, Marx in the 
fall of 1844 set about studying the history of the empiricist 
tradition in European philosophy. He concentrated in par­
ticular on eighteenth century French materialism, uhich he 
perceived to be one of the theoretical sources of contemporary 
French socialism. Uhile he did not explicitly espouse a 
•materialist1 vieupoint in The Holy Family, he evidently sau 
the merits of a 'hard-line' empiricist approach to the prob­
lem of knouledge better than he had previously. He had never 
before understood properly the methodological and epistemolo-
gical presuppositions of seventeenth-century British and 
Enlightenment scientism, but nou he grasped the appeal of 
the Baconian/Lockean alternative to Idealism. He gave the 
general label 'materialism' to this Anglo-French tradition, 
and his attitude to it uas sympathetic if not uncritical. 
Thus, uithout fully endorsing eighteenth century 'materialism*, 
he used empiricism as a general intellectual base from uhich 
to assail metaphysical philosophy in general and Hegelianism 
in particular.4 
A detailed analysis of Marx's critigue of Hegel in 
The Holy Family uould be peripheral to the main thrust of 
this thesis, but his comments on Proudhon can be easily mis­
construed unless one recognises that he uas in this book 
categorically and explicitly rejecting Hegel's teleological 
4. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 300-311; MECU, 4, pp. 124-135. 
philosophy of history as well as his speculative philosophical 
method. Marx found in Proudhon's uork an alternative, em­
pirically-based, 'scientific' method uhich uas not a priori 
like Hegel's, but uhich did (so he judged) penetrate beneath 
surface phenomena to underlying realities. He had this al­
ternative method in mind uhen he criticised Hegel's 'logic' 
in The Holy Family, and evidently believed it uas immune 
from the attacks he uas launching against Hegelianism. 
He offered four principal criticisms of Hegel. The 
most celebrated uas a satirical discussion, using the termino­
logy and procedures of Hegel's 'logic', of the concept 'fruit' 
-- this uas intended to demonstrate the barrenness of philo­
sophical speculation.^ Secondly, he folloued Feuerbach in 
arguing that Hegel, (and for that matter the 'Critical Cri­
tics' too), had adopted such an abstract form of reasoning 
that they had lost contact uith "real human beings". Uhen 
vieued through the distorting lenses of a grandiose thought-
system, he remarked, the ideals, decisions and actions of 
men seemed "infinitely small" and inconsequential, so that 
the speculative system-builder uas all too ready to discount 
them. Ey seeing men as tools and victims of the 'cunning of 
reason', Hegel had reduced them to pauns in an abstract 
historical scheme over uhich they had no control, aod, as he 
himself had admitted, had made his system a sophisticated 
theodicy. This claim that Hegel had substituted abstrac­
tions for real men led Marx to his third major criticism: 
that the Hegelian philosophy of history uas methodologically 
unsound. Hegelian teleology, he asserted, imposed an un­
warranted inevitabilism on the course of history uhich de­
nied human freedom. Bruno Bauer had fallen into precisely 
the same trap; imitating Hegel, he had uritten into his his­
toriography a supra-historical meaning uhich he claimed to 
have detected in the evolution of human civilisation. Marx 
categorically rejected this kind of teleological fatalism. 
He opposed it partly because he had nou rejected a priori 
philosophising for empirical research into the socio-economic 
determinants of historical change, and partly because he re­
garded this 1inevitabilism1 as an apologia for the status-quo. 
His fourth line of attack uas against Hegel's con­
servatism. Despite the "destructive" insights scattered 
throughout its pages, the Phanomenologie (the uork of Hegel's 
of uhich he thought most highly) uas nou in Marx's vieu ul­
timately a "most conservative philosophy", because it dis­
solved the practical problems of the real uorld into an "ether 
of pure thought".8 Hegelian political philosophy uas nou 
quite unacceptable to him. Hegel and his disciples, he 
6. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 25D-251 & 257-258; MECU, 4, pp. 79-
8B & 85-87. 
7. Ibid. MEGA I, 3, pp. 25B-252; MECU, 4, p. 79. 
charged, had made a fetish out of the state, turning a 
practical institution into a philosophical ideal. In con­
sequence they had confused the state uith the citizens and 
political liberty uith "human emancipation", making politics 
and government ends in themselves rather than means to creat­
ing a better social order. Further, they had employed their 
abstract philosophy of history as an intellectual ueapon 
against those demanding democracy, by offering 'Abstract 
Spirit' rather than the popular uill as the ultimate criterion 
in accord uith uhich legislation should be framed. Hegelian 
political theory had thus played the same role in practice in 
Germany as the conservative liberalism of the doctrinaires in 
France, "proclaiming the sovereignty of reason in opposition 
to the sovereignty of the people, in order to exclude the 
g 
masses and rule alone". Marx had thus uorked out uhere, in 
his opinion, Hegel belonged in the political spectrum: along­
side moderate constitutional monarchists like Royer-Collard 
and Guizot uho believed the franchise should be restricted 
to a small number of uealthy property-ouners. Hegelian his­
toriography uas thus not only disguised theology, it uas 
, , 10 
elitist political ideology as uell. 
9. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, p. 257; MECU, 4 , p. 85. The doctrin­
aires uere a group of moderate liberal politicians and 
academics uho formed part of the legal opposition under 
the Restoration Monarchy and subseguently supported the 
1830 Revolution and the Duly Monarchy. The best knoun 
uere the philosopher Pierre-Paul Royer-Collard and the 
historian Francois Guizot, the latter becoming Minister 
of Education and later Prime Minister under Louis Phil­
ippe. 
10. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, p. 257; MECU, 4 , p.85. 
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 The Holy Family, then, Rarx charged Hegel uith 
the kind of 1historicism' for uhich he himself has so often 
been criticised. He presumably considered his oun more em­
pirical approach to history exempt from this accusation, and 
he certainly meant to avoid the pitfalls of teleological in­
evitabilism. Yet in this same uork he penned his first firm 
assertion that a proletarian revolution uas inevitable, or 
more precisely, "compelling" and "necessary",^ He made only 
one such statement in the book compared to numerous denun­
ciations of Hegelianism, but it indicated unequivocably that 
he nou conceived the uorking classes (factory-hands and ar­
tisans) as having the 'historical role' of emancipating the 
uhole of humanity. Understandably, then, it has been sup­
posed by some commentators that his anti-Hegelianism uas 
only skin-deep, and that he had retained Hegel's 'historicism' 
in a slightly modified form. This interpretation, uhile 
superficially plausible, can only be sustained, houever, if 
one presumes Rarx to have been inconsistent and confused, if 
one ignores his intellectual development during the previous 
tuo years (and especially after arriving in Paris), and if 
one forgets the context of the crucial passage. In fact the 
statement in question uas part of Marx's explanation of 
Proudhon's achievements as a socialist economist, aod his 
meaning becomes clear only uhen one understands uhy he thought 
so highly of Proudhon. 
He credited Proudhon uith a revolution in political 
economy. Proudhon, he claimed, uas the first to have made a 
ruthless, critical, 'scientific' investigation into the in­
stitution on uhich the contemporary economy uas based: pri­
vate property. He had made a "great scientific advance" 
uhich had made a real science of political economy possible 
for the first time ever. "Proudhon's treatise Qu'est-ce gue 
la propriete?", he remarked, "is as important for modern 
political economy as Sieyes' uork Qu'est-ce gue le tiers 
12 
etat? for modern politics". 
Uhat exactly had Proudhon done, and uhat uere the 
fruits of his analysis? Marx divided the French socialist's 
achievements into seven categories. The first uas methodo­
logical. Proudhon had, he suggested, pioneered the sociological 
analysis of capitalism, that is, he had devised a uay of pene­
trating the social relationships inherent in economic rela­
tionships, and vice-versa. He had indicated, albeit in a 
sketchy and rather general fashion, hou the various facets 
of the capitalist economy — capital, commerce, credit, uage-
labour, etc. — all had their roots in one fundamental social 
institution: large-scale private ounership of land and 
uorkshops. 1 3 By so doing, Plarx argued, Proudhon had made 
possible his second major contribution: his expose of clas­
sical political economy as either self-contradictory or 
12. Ibid, PI EG A I, 3, P. 201; P1ECU, 4, p. 32. 
13. Ibid, Pi EGA I, 3, pp. 201-205; P1ECU, 4, pp. 32-35 
immoral. There uas in the uritings of most classical eco­
nomists, Rarx pointed out, a continual tension betueen an 
•economic' standpoint and a humanitarian point of vieu, be­
cause they uere auare of some of the more regrettable con­
sequences of laissez-faire, Adam Smith on occasion poiemi-
cised against grasping entrepreneurs, Destutt de Tracy against 
money-lenders, Ricardo against landed property, and Sismondi 
against the factory system. Proudhon, houever, had demon­
strated that this compromise uas unviable. He had revealed 
a fundamental contradiction uithin classical economics be­
tueen its premiss that economic relationships should be free 
and rational contracts betueen human beings, and its accep­
tance of private property, an institution uhich made economic 
relationships hostile and coercive. He had thus proved that 
the capitalist system uas inherently inhumane, not just occa­
sionally so, and that economics henceforth had to either rat­
ionalise this inhumanity (in uhich case it uould be openly 
immoral) or denounce it (in uhich case it uould be social-
ist) . 
Marx judged that Proudhon's critique, although valid, 
uas merely destructive, and that the Frenchman had not as yet 
created a satisfactory alternative to the orthodox political 
economy he had demolished. On detailed points of economic 
theory he had in his published uorks taken over the concepts 
and theorems of the liberals, and, unlike Engels in the "Out-
lines of a Critique of Political Economy" had failed to 
criticise them in detail as a prolegomenon to transforming 
them for use in a neu socialist economics. Proudhon's cri­
tique of classical political economy, devastating though it 
uas in some respects, uas therefore in Marx's opinion 
limited. He argued that it uas necessary to go beyond it 
and survey in a detailed, thorough and systematic uay uhat 
uas urong uith the 'science' as currently formulated. This 
uas uhat he himself nou planned to do. But he recognised 
that such an enterprise uould be indebted not only to Proud­
hon but to other French socialists and also to the Ricardian 
• . 15 
school. 
Proudhon's expose of liberal economics, as Marx in­
terpreted it, uas logically dependent on the claim that 
capitalism per se (as a system of economic relationships 
built on private property) uas inherently inhumane. He con­
sidered that Proudhon's third great achievement had been in 
demonstrating irrefutably uhy this uas so. He credited the 
French socialist uith proving ijo detail hou private property, 
transformed into active capital, oecessarily produced poverty, 
Plarx uas alluding here to Proudhon's attempt to shou mathe­
matically in Qu'est-ce que la propriete? that, as the per­
centage of the national product taken in rent and interest 
increased, the mass of peasants, artisans and labourers uould 
15. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, p. 201; MECU, A, p. 31. 
become more and more impoverished. 1 6 Uithout being prepared 
to draw the 'catastrophic' conclusions that Proudhon did, he 
apparently, at this time, accepted the logic of the simple 
'underconsumptionist' argument that capitalists and land­
lords uere non-productive parasites uho drained uealth from 
the hands of the real producers and left them short of the 
resources they needed for consumption and investment, thus 
hampering economic grouth. Plarx uas not, houever, interested 
in the long-term consequences Proudhon had suggested uould 
follou from this 'parasitism1, viz the eventual breakdoun of 
the capitalist economy. For him the most important fruit of 
the Frenchman's analysis uas that the current economic system 
uas founded on the antithesis of 'uealth' and 'proletariat', 
and the realisation that capital needed uage-labour in order 
to exist and multiply. He believed that Proudhon had located 
the structural dynamic of the capitalist economy: the ex­
traction, by means of private property, of capital from the 
propertyless proletariat, a process uhich entailed that as 
national uealth expanded and the stock of capital possessed 
by land-ouners and entrepreneurs greu, the propertyless 
masses uould become ever larger and poorer. 
16. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, p. 205; P1ECU, 4, p. 35. Pierre-Ooseph 
Proudhon, Qu'est-ce que la propriete? ou recherches 
sur le principe du droit et du oouvernement, Paris, 
Drocsrd, 1840. English translation, Uhat is Property? 
(ed. Benjamin Tucker), N.Y., Dover, 1970. 
17. Plarx, Die heilioe Familie, PIEGA I, 3, pp. 205 & 221-223; 
MECU, 4, pp. 34-35 & 50-52. 
Plarx thus considered that Proudhon had demonstrated 
that the 'exploitative structure' or internal mechanisrr of 
capitalism condemned the uorking-classes (including peasants 
renting land or in debt) to progressive impoverishment. 
Their conditions of life uould become iocreasingly inhuman 
and intolerable, he reasoned, and so they uould be eventually 
driven to revolt, to create a class-conscious labour movement 
and to emancipate themselves by abolishing capitalism. Fol-
louing Proudhon, he vieued this future development as neces­
sary in the sense of a result of "absolutely imperative need" 
his concept of historical necessity uas thus practical and 
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causal rather than 'logical' or teleological. So if llarx 
did espouse a doctrine of the historical ioevitabi1ity of the 
proletarian revolution in The Holy Family, it uas a different 
kind of 'inevitability' to Hegel's. Under the influence of 
Proudhon he adopted -- temporarily, and for the first time 
in his career — a thoroughly deterministic vieunoint, ac­
cording to uhich socio-ecooomic forces compelled certain 
mental and physical responses by their human victims. There 
uas nothing teleological about this conception — it uaj 
straightforuard environmental determinism. 
Plarx slipped into this causal, deterministic mole 
of thought ooly once in The Holv Family, so it uould be un-
uarranted to conclude from this paragraph alone that he hue 
sWFtfctred Intellectual camps completely. But he uas cleariy*-
attractad to positivistic social science, and there are 
other grounds for supposing that he uas flirting uith a 
deterministic perspective on social phenomena. The other 
French socialist uhose influence occasionally shone through 
the rhetorical verbiage of The Holy Family uas Fourier, uho 
regarded himself as the Neuton of the social sciences on 
account of his putative discovery of the universal lau of 
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'passional attraction'. And secondly, as mentioned earlier, 
Marx had begun to study seventeenth-and eighteenth-century 
British and French empiricist philosophy, and uas fascinated 
by Englightenment materialism. So if he did indeed believe 
in a form of 'historical inevitability' in the last months 
of 1844, the evidence uould seem to suggest that his perspec­
tive uas embryonically positivist rather than Hegelian. 
The fourth debt that Marx thought modern socialism 
oued to Proudhon uas his denunciation of private property 
as incompatible uith equality. Proudhon, he maintained, had 
shoun conclusively that the Fourierists and Saint-Simonians 
19. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 201, 253-258 & 372-379; MECU, 4, 
pp. 31, 81-88 & 194-201. Charles Fourier's major uorks 
published in his lifetime uere: Theorie des quatre 
mouvements et des destinies qengrales. Lyon,_Pelzin, 
1808; Traite" de 1'association domestique-aqricole, 
Paris, Bossange, 1822; Le nouveau monde industriel et 
societaire, Paris, Bossange, 1929-3B; La fausse Indus­
trie, 2 vols, Paris, Bossange, 1835-36.1 The first three 
of these books uere reprinted as vols 1-6 of Oeuyres 
completes (eds. 3. Muiron & V. Considerant), Paris, Bur-
eau de la Phalange, 1840-45, in uhich the Traite uas 
retitled Theorie de l'unite universelle. Marx consulted 
these six volumes uhen uriting Die heiliqe Familie. 
uere in error in hoping to transform society without abolish­
ing private ownership. He accepted Proudhon's argument that 
since eguality uas a |SmJi^tt^ate and since 
$***?*PfciVltisa.#ropeifiy,.^^.|||-
M M i * h o u t qualms the Proudhonian ,g oaA sas 
W l < r ^ ' l f l ^ « i w t i c e » arguing that these values were, in^ajfy 
{^•ffttn 1 * ^* 1 extension of Feuerbach's humanist phiJ.ps.o.phy 
if stress on man's consciousness of his unity w i t h e s 
species* Me accepted too another implication of Proudhon*s 
assault on property in the name of reason and equality, an 
implication uhich, he asserted, Proudhon himself had failed... 
to,perceive. If private property were inherently •irra­
tional', then the existence in contemporary Europe of a. 
social regime based on individual ownership could not be 
justified 'rationally1 by a historian — at best it could 
be explained 'pragmatically' by empirical research. In 
short, the very existence of capitalism proved that the 
Hegelian assumption that the entire course of history ex-
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hibited a rational pattern was misguided. 
Marx also praised Proudhon for recognising that 
poverty uas dehumanising, and for making the problem of pov-
22 
erty the centre of his analysis. This, indeed, uas one of 
20. Marx, Die heilioe Familie, MEGA I, 3, pp. 209-221; 
MECU, 4', pp. ^ 9 - b U . 
21. Ibid. MEGA I, 3, pp. 211-213 & 250-257; MECU, 4, pp. 41-
43"T 80-85. 
22. Ibid. MEGA I, 3, p. 212; MECU, 4, p. 42. 
the most pouerful bonds betueen Rarx and Proudhon during 
these months: their common conviction that the spiritual 
malaise in contemporary society could be traced back via 
the inequality, injustice and poverty caused by the economic 
system to its roots in the institution of private property. 
Rarx, houever, suggested that Proudhon had failed to follou 
through the logic of his oun attacks on private property. 
He realised that Proudhon in fact supported small-scale 
private ounership uhere the land, machinery or buildings 
uere used by the ouner himself to make a living; this petty 
ounership the Frenchman called 'possession', suggesting that 
every citizen had a right to such possessions but that no-
one should be alloued to oun that uhich he could not use per­
sonally. His ideal uas a society in uhich everyone uould 
possess as much land, etc., as he needed, and no more; it 
uould have a non-capitalist economy consisting of millions 
of independent peasant and artisan producers, in uhich uage-
labour, rent, interest, and large-scale capital accumulation, 
uould all be banned. Rarx did not attack this as unrealistic 
or anachronistic, but he did criticise Proudhon's ideal of 
•equal possession' as narrouly economic in conception. 
Proudhon's socialism, he believed, betrayed the influence of 
English classical economics — it uas too individualistic, 
and Proudhon's ideal society uould only partially abolish 
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alienation. 
23. Ibid, REGA I, 3, pp. 201 & 212-213; RECU, 4, pp. 31 & 
42-43. 
Like Engels, Marx had nou become convinced that only 
a communitarian society uould be able to overcome all the 
evils, ethical as uell as economic, of contemporary capitalism. 
His conversion to communism uas thus completed in the fall 
of 1844, and may be ascribed to the joint influence of 
Proudhon and Engels. Engels helped break doun his previous 
hostility to communism by shouing him that versions other 
than Icarianism and Dabouvism uere possible, uhile Proudhon 
convinced him that it uas theoretically unviable to stop 
short of the abolition of private ounership of land and uork­
shops. Thus, even though Marx thought Proudhon uas illogical 
to reject communism, he uholeheartedly endorsed his arguments 
against private ounership, and specifically defended in The 
Holy Family his refutation of Charles Comte's Traite de la 
propriete. uhich had attempted to justify private property 
in l a n d . ^ He regarded Proudhon's first memoire, notuith-
standing its author's later gualifications to the argument, 
as a pouerful and sueeping repudiation of the very founda­
tions of the existing economic order. And, despite his 
criticism that Proudhon's economic theories uere uncritic­
ally dependent on liberal doctrines in matters of detail, he 
also enthusiastically accepted several of the Frenchman's 
specifically economic arguments. Indeed, he asserted that 
Proudhon's original ideas on political economy uere his most 
valuable achievements. 
24. Ibid. MEGA I, 3, pp. 214-213; MECU, 4, pp. 44-46 
The French socialist's sixth major contribution to 
•scientific' theory, according to Marx, uas his adaptation 
of Smith's labour theory of value. Marx accepted Proudhon's 
distinction betueen the 'intrinsic value' of a commodity and 
its exchange-value in the market at any given time, and uas 
persuaded that price fluctuations (caused by the vagaries of 
supply and demand) occurred around a level determined by more 
stable factors: the costs of production. Liberal economics, 
he noted, usually included in these costs rau materials, 
labour, rent, interest and profit, uhereas Proudhon cor­
rectly reduced them to one: labour time, by arguing that in 
a non-propertarian economy interest and profit uould not 
exist and rau materials and land uould be gratis to uhomso-
ever desired to use them. On Proudhon's reasoning, than, 
the 'intrinsic value' of a product uas determined exclusively 
by the amount of labour-time reguired to make it or g n u it. 
Marx accepted this labour theory of value, and also Proud­
hon's dictum that labour-time uas conseguently the 'true' 
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measure of correct uages. He uas auare that Proudhon had 
taken his labour theories of value and uages from Adam Smith, 
but he gave the French socialist the credit for perceiving 
their utility for the projected neu science of social eco­
nomics. Although he had himself read Smith's The Uealth of 
Nations, it uas Proudhon uho converted him to the Smithian 
theory of value, and uho shoued him hou it could be used to 
expose rent, profit and interest as surcharges on productive 
labour. 
Finally, Marx uas most enthusiastic about Proudhon's 
discussion of the "interest and profit system", and pronounced 
it "the most important part of his argument". He claimed 
that by means of his analysis of credit, rent and profit, 
Proudhon had explained the mechanism uhereby capital exploited 
uage-labour. The Frenchman, he urote, "uas the first to drau 
attention to the fact that...the uorker is not paid as a 
part of the collective labour process", i.e., he had pointed 
out that the value to the entrepreneur of the collective 
labour of his employees uas more than the sum of uhat he 
paid them individually, and that from this surplus he paid 
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rent and interest, retaining the remainder as profit. 
Proudhon, in a uord, had proposed a crude version of uhat 
Marx uas later to refine into the Marxian theory of surplus-
value. It uas thus from Proudhon that Marx derived one of 
the fundamental insights uhich guided his later economic re­
searches. 
The Holy Family, therefore, makes it clear that Marx 
uas heavily indebted intellectually to Proudhon at the end 
of 1844. This debt may be summarised as follous. Proudhon 
had converted Marx to a form of communism by convincing him 
that private property necessarily produced injustice, in­
equality and poverty. He had shoun him that the capitalist 
26. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 222-223; MECU, 4, pp. 51-52, 
economic system uas inherently inhumane, and any attempt to 
justify it theoretically must transgress humanitarian values. 
He had demonstrated hou the economic relationship betueen 
uorker and capitalist uas exploitative, and he had provided 
him uith socialist theories of uages, prices and profits. 
Marx recognised that even if in his opinion the Frenchman 
had emancipated himself insufficiently from the doctrines of 
Smith and Say, he had laid several foundation-stones upon 
uhich a socialist political economy could be built. 
During the months he uas uriting The Holy Family Marx 
uas also reading Fourier. Although he had been auare of 
Fourierism for a couple of years and, as I have argued 
earlier, uas almost certainly familiar uith some of Consid-
erant's uritings, he apparently had not studied the 'mas­
ter's' oun uorks before. Before the 1840s most of Fourier's 
main uorks had been out of print, but in 1840 Considerant 
and Muiron began publishing an edition of Oeuvres completes 
uhich, although left unfinished for financial reasons, made 
available several of Fourier's major books, Marx perused 
in this edition the Theorie des guatre mouvements et des des-
tinees generales, the Theorie de l'unite universelle, and Le 
nouveau monde industriel et societaire (these comprised all 
six volumes of the Oeuvres published betueen 1840 and 1845), 
as uell as some smaller pieces printed in the Fourierist 
theoretical journal, La Phalange: revue de la science sociale. 
uith uhich he uas familiar. His revived interest in Four­
ier uas stimulated in part by Engels1 enthusiasm for this 
pioneering critic of commercial capitalism and bourgeois 
social relations, but it may uell have been Proudhon uho 
finally persuaded him to disregard the superficial eccen­
tricities of Fourier's speculations and study his ideas 
seriously. Proudhon, Marx perceived, uas more heavily in­
debted to Fourier than he cared to admit, and he concluded 
that the latter deserved to be recognised, along uith Saint-
Simon (uhose oun uorks he nou also resolved to read), as the 
originator of French socialist political economy. 
In The Holy Family, houever, Marx largely ignored 
Fourier's vieus on economics and finance. He uas impressed 
more by his perspective on French history, his critique of 
bourgeois values, and his general remarks on human nature. 
Plarx had never discarded his early Condorcet-like faith in 
progress, a faith uhich had been reinforced by his years as 
a Young Hegelian. But, as ue have seen, he also had a strong 
sense of the decadence of nineteenth-century European society, 
an outlook initially derived from German Romanticism but re­
inforced by his discovery of the 'social problem' in Paris. 
These tuo perspectives could not be easily reconciled, and 
during 1844 they co-existed uncomfortably in Plarx's mind. He 
27. See note 19 for details of Fourier's main uorks pub­
lished betueen 1808 and 1845. In Die heilige Familie 
Plarx guoted from Le nouveau monde industnel et socie-
taire Theorie des guatre inouvements et des destinees 
o^^^ne^7ales. & Theorie de l'unite~ universelle; P1EGA I, 
3, pp. 374-375; P1ECU, 4, p. 196. 
learned uith interest that Fourier had struggled uith the 
same problem and suggested a Fruitful uay of handling it 
admitting the existence of intellectual and political pro­
gress but pointing out that this had had deleterious results 
for the louer classes. Fourier and Ouen, noted Marx, nad 
declared the advances achieved since the Middle Ages to be 
inadequate because they had correctly perceived a "funda­
mental flau" in the civilised uorld; they had recognised 
that, notuithstanding scientific discoveries and increasing 
uealth, "on the one hand even the most favourably brilliant 
deeds seemed to remain uithout brilliant results, and, on 
the other, all progress of the (human) spirit had so far 
been progress against the mass of mankind, driving it into 
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an ever more dehumanising situation". The rise of the 
bourgeoisie had thus involved tuo interlinked processes: in­
tellectual and political advance, coupled uith social and 
economic retrogression. This formula, suitably modified, 
helped Marx pin doun his attitude to capitalist society: 
culturally, politically, and technologically it uas progres­
sive, he decided, but these 'plus1 factors should never be 
allowed to conceal that the economy uas exploitative, human 
relations antagonistic, and the domioant value-system immoral. 
Another aspect of Fourier's approach to recent his­
tory also appealed to Marx. He remarked that Fourier had 
seen contemporary French society as the outcome of ao inter-
28. Die hcilioe Familie, MEGA I, 2, n, 255; MECU, 4, ;•• 84. 
play betueen ideals and interests. Dividing history into 
successive epochs, Fourier had suggested that each epoch 
possessed its oun characteristic 'tone1 or atmosphere, 
deriving from the ideas and values dominant in society at 
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the time. During the French Revolution, for example, the 
ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity had captured the 
popular imagination, and this vision of emancipation had de­
termined the 'tone1 of the period although it implied a 
social transformation uhich uent uell beyond that desired 
by the majority of revolutionaries. The material interests 
of the revolutionary bourgeoisie uere more prosaic since, 
as non-noble property-ouners, they uanted merely a represen­
tative government elected by limited suffrage uhich uould 
guarantee free-trade, press freedom, a modern legal system, 
orderly administration, and security of property. This 
moderate liberalism, dictated by the interests of the social 
class uhich had obtained pouer as a result of the Revolution, 
uas at odds uith the more radical demands of the urban mas­
ses uho took seriously the ideals proclaimed by Marat and 
Robespierre. Marx recognised that interests and ideas uere 
often in conflict in this uay, and he thought that in prac­
tice interests almost aluays uon out, uhich meant that the 
'tone' of an epoch uas freguently deceptive, as the French 
Revolution had illustrated. 3 0 Fourier thus stimulated him 
to ponder the complicated relationship betueen ideas and 
class interests, making him more auare of the pouer as uell 
as the limits of political ideology. It therefore seems rea­
sonable to see Marx's reading of Fourier as one of the sour­
ces of the 'materialist v/ieu of history* uhich he uas to 
elaborate a year later in The German Ideology. 
Fourier also reinforced Marx's disgust uith the values 
and life-style of the European middle classes. He expressed 
great admiration for the Frenchman's scathing analysis of 
the institution of bourgeois marriage, guoting passages on 
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the subject from three of his books. He also endorsed 
his critigue of upper-class morality as a melange of pater­
nalistic philanthropy — an ethic uhich, he remarked, uas 
available "only to millionaires" — and theological guilt. 
Fourier uas correct, he argued, in regarding the concept of 
'sin' as a form of enslavement, and in rejecting a Christian 
ethic based on abnegation, repentance, and self-punishment 
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as fundamentally incompatible uith human dignity. Marx 
uas sympathetic, too, touards the libertarian morality that 
Fourier uanted to put in the place of Christianity. Appre­
ciating the French theorist's stress on the creative value 
of human impulses and passions if properly channelled, he 
agreed that men reguired variety in their daily activities 
if they uere to realise their full potential as human beings. 
Uhen its implications uere correctly understood, he contended, 
Fourier's assertion that man had an 'inborn right' to fish, 
hunt, and carry on a gamut of other 'natural' occupations 
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uas a remark of "genius". He thus accepted Fourier's claim 
that a properly organised, humane and rational society uould 
ensure that labour uas varied and enjoyable, and that this 
should be one of the chief goals of socialism. 
Reacting against the element of religiosity he de­
tected in some branches of French socialism (e.g., in Cabet's 
and Pecqueur's uritings), Rarx applauded the secular, even 
anti-clerical, outlook of Fourier and Proudhon as 'scienti­
fic'. Their uork, he noted, uas in the tradition of eight­
eenth-century French materialism, and this realisation plunged 
him back into the history of French thought to search for 
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the roots of modern socialism. Once engaged on a course 
of study, Rarx characteristically pursued it until he uas 
satisfied that he had comprehended the uhole subject. His 
investigation of the genesis of French socialism led him to 
sketch for himself the pre-history of European positivism, 
and to uork out an interpretation of the Enlightenment and 
subsequent European intellectual history. 
There uas currently emerging in several European 
countries, he suggested, a neu kind of 'philosophy' very 
different from traditional metaphysics. He sometimes labelled 
this neu outlook modern 'materialism' and at other times 
referred to it as a neu 'humanism1, but there uas no ques­
tion in his mind that it uas social in orientation, empirical 
in method, and humanitarian in values. Represented in Ger­
many by Feuerbach, he thought it had found expression in 
France and Britain primarily in the uritings of socialist 
thinkers. The neu mode of thought, he argued, included a 
comprehensive critigue of theology and speculative meta­
physics, and this uas uhere Feuerbach had made his vital con­
tribution by demolishing the Hegelian system, the culmination 
of nineteenth-century German metaphysical philosophy. But 
nineteenth-century German Idealism had itself been a revival 
of the seventeenth-century metaphysical systems of Leibniz, 
Spinoza, Descartes and Plalebranche, so in undercutting Hegel-
ianism Feuerbach uas repeating the intellectual uork of 
seventeenth-century British and eighteenth-century French 
critics of this earlier metaphysical philosophy. The French 
Enlightenment had in fact produced a uell developed materialist 
philosophy, and philosophies like Diderot had uaged a double 
struggle against existing political institutions and religion 
on the one hand and against seventeenth-century metaphysics 
on the other. It uas therefore not surprising, he argued, 
that the neu socialist 'humanism' / 'materialism' had close 
affinities uith the older materialism of the more darinq 
philosophes. Uhen it came doun to it, Feuerbach's role in 
the evolution of German thought uas to remind philosophers 
and socialists about the forgotten heritage of the French 
Enlightenment. J 
Plarx suggested that, like Feuerbach, the philosophes 
and their socialist descendants like Fourier had realised 
that if human knouledge uas totally the produce of sensory 
experience, and if men uere shaped by their environment, then 
this environment had to be made human. Further, if men uere 
products of society, it uas no use punishing individuals for 
crimes; rather the "anti-social sources of crime must be 
destroyed, and each man given social scope for the vital 
manifestation of his being". Similarly, if the utilitarians 
uere right in seeing self-interest as the principle of all 
morality, then society uould have to be reconstructed so 
that private interests coincided uith the interests of hu­
manity as a uhole. And finally, the philosophes had per­
ceived that if man uas social by nature, he could develop 
his 'true' nature un'y in a rational and humane society. 
Conseguently, he concluded, it uas guite obvious that En­
lightenment teaching on "the original goodness and equal 
intellectual endoument of men, the omnipotence of experience, 
habit and education, the influence of environment on man, 
the great significance of industry, the justification of 
enjoyment, etc.," uas necessarily "connected uith communism 
and socialism". One had only to develop logically the im­
plications of the philosophes' arguments to arrive at con-
35. Ibid, P1EGA I, 3, pp. 301 & 316-318; P1ECU, 4, pp. 125 & 
139-141. 
temporary French socialism. 
Having established the socialist credentials of 
eighteenth-century French materialism in this uay, Marx 
pursued the origins of this empiricist intellectual tradi­
tion. He traced it back as far as Bacon and Descartes. The 
Cartesian dualism of mind and matter had given rise, he ex­
plained, not only to Descartes' oun metaphysical system but 
also to a school of French physicists uhose vieus on epis-
temology and scientific method uere staunchly anti-metaphysical. 
Their crude, mechanistic materialism had been set out system­
atically by Cabanis in Rapports du physigue et du moral de 
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1 1homme. Eighteenth-century philosophes like La Mettrie 
uere considerably indebted to this group, as they uere to the 
robust scepticism of Pierre Bayle. But the French Enlight­
enment, Marx recognised, uas as much grounded in seventeenth-
century English thought as in French. One of its seminal 
uorks, Condillac's Essai sur l'origine des connaissances hu-
maines. a refutation of Descartes, Leibniz and others, had 
borroued its principal arguments from Locke, uho himself had 
developed the ideas of the founders of English empiricism, 
Bacon and Hobbes. Enlightenment materialism at its most 
35. Ibid, MEGA I, 3, pp. 307-308; MECU, 4, pp. 130-131. 
37. P-3-G. Cabanis, Rapports du physique et du moral de 
l'homme, 2 vols, Paris, Baillere, 1843 (first edition, 
1802), mentioned in Die heilioe Familie, MEGA I, 3, 
p. 302; MECU, 4, p. 126. 
38. Etienne B. de Condillac, Essai sur l'origine des con­
naissances humaines, Amsterdam, Mortier, 1746; cited 
in Die heil'ige Familie, MEGA I, 3, p. 306; MECU, 4, 
P. 129. 
sophisticated in Helvetius' De l'homme and D'Holbach's 
Systeme de la nature thus combined the fruits of French scien­
tific thought and English philosophy — it uas a synthesis 
of tuo early forms, Cartesian physics and Baconian empir-
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icism. Then, according to Plarx, it had in turn provided 
the starting-point for later British and French thinkers, 
including the Utilitarians, Robert Buen, and several sects 
of French socialism. Fourier, for example, proceeded directly 
from the teaching of the eighteenth-century materialists, and 
the Babouvists too uere "crude, uncivilised materialists" 
uho had vulgarised the ideas of the philosophes. The mater­
ialism of the salons had also been re-exported to England in 
the late eighteenth century; Bentham's "system of correctly 
understood interest" uas derived from Helvetius' utilitarian 
ethics, and Robert Buen's communist doctrines uere largely 
based on the ideas of Bentham. Icarianism also derived in­
directly from the French Enlightenment, because Cabet had 
come under the influence of Ouenism uhile exiled in England, 
and then on his return to France had become "the most popu-
40 
lar, if the most superficial, representative of communism". 
39. C.A. Helvetius, De l'homme et de ses facultes intel-
lectuelles et de son education, 2 vols, Londres, Societe 
typographigue, 1773; P-H-D. d'Holbach (anon), Systeme 
de la nature, ou des loix du monde physique et du monde 
moral, 2 vols, Londres, n.p., 177U. Cited by Plarx, 
Die heilige Familie, P1EGA I, 3, pp. 306-307 & 309-310; 
P1ECU, 4, pp. 130 & 133. 
40. Die heilige Familie, P1EGA I, 3, p. 308; MECU, 4, p. 
131. 
Previously Marx had been consistently hostile to 
uhat he perceived as the primitive, U t o p i a n , and authoritarian 
communism of the Babouvists and Icarians. He still did not 
think very highly of these sects, but his attitude uas none­
theless changing. Engels* insistence that Icarianism uas 
the Erench counterpart of Ouenism and highly important be­
cause of its mass uorking-class follouing had partly broken 
doun his erstuhile hostility to Cabet. He nou kneu more 
about the Erench Revolution and its aftermath, and had begun 
to sympathise uith the s a n s - c u l o t t e s ; he sau Babouvism as a 
continutation of enrage ideology, and regarded it uith a less 
jaundiced eye as an understandable left-uing response to the 
'betrayal' of the Revolution by the Directory and Napoleon. 
And above a l l , he had realised that Dezamy and Gay, like 
Fourier, uere the legitimate intellectual heirs of the philo-
sophes he admired. Their materialism, he nou perceived, uas 
no intransigent c o n c e r n uith the uelfare of the body to the 
exclusion of the mind; on the contrary, they possessed a 
relatively sophisticated philosophical analysis and a humani­
tarian ethic. Like Ouen, he remarked, "the more scientific 
Erench communists, Dezamy, Gay and others, developed the 
teaching of real humanism and the logical basis of com-
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mun 1sm." 
If Marx had established to his oun satisfaction that 
much Enlightenment t h o u g h t uas implicitly socialist, his 
study of documents and memoire material from the French Re­
volution had convinced him that French socialism proper had 
its origins in the 1790s and French communism in the Napol­
eonic aftermath. In practice, he argued, the French Revolu­
tion uas a bourgeois affair uhich cleared the uay for modern 
capitalism, but it had also given birth to ideas, uhich, 
although they could not be implemented at the time, uent far 
beyond the bourgeois 'uorld order'. The starting-point of 
this ideological revolution, he suggested, uas Claude Fau-
chet's Cercle social; this group's egalitarian outlook had 
been developed by the spokesmen for the enrages, Jacques Roux 
and Theophile Leclerc; and their embryonic socialism had in 
turn been transformed into primitive communism by Babeuf and 
Buonarroti. Flarx admitted that the vieus of the enrages and 
Babouvists uere crude, naive, and even "uncivilised11, and 
he disliked their penchant for violence. Nevertheless, he 
claimed, they both desired an egalitarian, non-capitalist 
society, and possessed a vision, uhich, if "consistently de­
veloped", contained "the idea of the neu uorld order". In 
short, one could not and should not deny their roles as pre-
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cursors of contemporary French socialism. 
Ue have seen that Rarx, follouing Fourier, distin­
guished among the revolutionaries of 1789-94 betueen those 
uho acted in accord uith the material interests of the non-
aristocratic property-ouners and those uhose aeeds uere 
charged uith a passionate commitment to more far-reaching 
revolutionary ideals. The Hebertist de-christianisation 
policy uas one example of such unrealistic idealism, he 
thought, and in his opinion Robespierre and St. just also 
fell into this second category. Not only uere they genuinely 
committed to the ideals of liberty, justice and virtue, they 
correctly believed that these goals could be realised through 
the creation of a "popular community" akin to those allegedly 
established by the Athenians, Spartans and Romans. Marx 
sympathised uith the 'communitarian' vision he detected be­
hind the politics of the Committee of Public Safety, but he 
judged the attempt to implement it premature. The Robes-
pierrist party fell, he explained, precisely because it failed 
to understand that the evolution of French society had not 
progressed far enough for a democratic "commonueal" of this 
type; in practice at the end of the eighteenth century the 
'rights of man' could mean no more than "modern bourgeois 
society, the society of industry, of universal competition, 
of private interest freely pursuing its aims, of anarchy, of 
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self-estranged natural and spiritual individualism". 
The period of the Terror uas thus in Marx's vieu an 
aberration uhich did not express the reality of the French 
Revolution. He interpreted Dacobinism as an "extravagance" 
uhich simultaneously reached back anachronistically to a gol­
den age in the ancient uorld and reached foruard utopianly 
43. Ibjad, MEGA I, 3, p. 298; MECU, 4, p. 122 
towards a social democracy uhich uould become feasible only 
in the nineteenth century. The Directory, he asserted, uas 
the real political expression of bourgeois society, and after 
Thermidor the bourgeoisie uas at last able to mould France in 
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its image. But if the French bourgeois revolution had been 
successful in 1794, uhat uas the significance of Bonaparte's 
coup d'etat of November 1799? Rarx interpreted the advent 
of Napoleon's dictatorship as a temporary defeat for the 
liberal bourgeoisie. Bonapartism, he suggested, uas a par­
tial throuback to Bacobinism, because both uere opposed to 
the untrammelled expression of commercial capitalism. Ac­
cording to his rather schematic perspective, Napoleon there­
fore "represented the last battle of revolutionary terror 
against the (neu) bourgeois society" and, in a sense, Bona­
partism perfected the Terror by "substituting permanent uar 
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for permanent revolution". 
This anti-liberal, anti-bourgeois side of Napoleon 
uas not the uhole story, houever. Rarx suggested that uhile 
Bonaparte sacrificed French trade and industry to his policy 
of foreign conquest and suppressed liberalism through press 
censorship and personal rule, he nonetheless maintained the 
modern bourgeois state established by the Revolution. His 
administration provided security for private property, and 
alloued business to function freely uhenever it did not 
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conflict uith his political ambitions. The Napoleonic era 
thus did not reverse the course of the bourgeois revolution, 
it merely temporarily stopped it in its tracks, limiting its 
full social impact for a uhile. Nevertheless, even if Bona-
partism uas in practice a compromise betueen authoritarianism 
and bourgeois capitalism, there uas no love lost betueen 
Napoleon himself and the "hommes d'affaires", uhom he scorned 
as much as the "ideologues". Uhen they got a chance, claimed 
riarx, French businessmen had tried to hamper his policies and 
even overthrou him; for example, the Paris exchange brokers 
had forced him in 1812 by means of an artificially created 
famine to delay for tuo vital months the opening of his Rus-
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sian campaign. Outmanoeuvred in its attempts to create 
a constitutional monarchy on English lines in 1814 and 1815, 
the liberal bourgeoisie had remained as hostile to the Bourbon 
counter-revolution as it had been to the revival of "revolu­
tionary terror in the person of Napoleon". But Marx believed 
that its efforts eventually had been crouned uith success 
uith the advent of the Duly Monarchy. "Finally in 1830", 
he concluded, "the bourgeoisie put into effect its uishes of 
the year 1789". But there uas one crucial difference -- the 
liberals had nou lost their idealistic illusions, and they 
no longer considered representative, constitutional govern­
ment as the means of achieving universal uelfare, liberty 
and an ideal state. Discarding such national and popular 
aims, they openly acknowledged the neu constitutional mon­
archy to be the political expression of exclusive and special 
interests of the bourgeoisie. The illusion of the French 
Revolution — that the revolutionary bourgeoisie uould act 
not in their oun sectional interests but for the good of the 
uhole national community — uas finally dispelled. 4 7 
Marx's analysis of the underlying significance of the 
last fifty years of French histt.ry thus ended uith the con­
clusion that the duly Monarchy in essence represented the 
liberal bourgeoisie. As he sau it, it uas a regime of mer­
chants and industrialists, committed to the expansion of com­
merce and manufacturing and to the repression of the lower 
classes should they object to their subordinate position in 
social, economic and political life. He made no attempt, in 
The Holy Family, to analyse systematically the features of 
this class society, but in the course of his polemics he 
slipped in a number of hostile comments on the rulers of con­
temporary France, and guite a feu favourable ones about the 
ruled. By assembling his remarks ue can reconstruct some­
thing of his picture of urban France in the mid-1840s. 
He uas not much concerned uith the French nobility, 
uhich he vieued as a relic of the past, doomed to gradual 
decomposition as an integral social group. Nor had he a 
great deal to say about the property-ouning peasantry. In 
his eyes there uere tuo Frances — the France of the bour-
geoisie, and the France of the workers. He saw French urban 
society as composed of these tuo antagonistic classes, and 
assumed each class to be relatively homogeneous. His re­
marks on the French bourgeoisie uere limited to three topics: 
the nature of 'freedom' in bourgeois society, middle-class 
morality, and the class character of the modern state. 
The advent to pouer of the French bourgeoisie, he 
argued, had meant that the 'rights of man' had ceased to be 
a slogan and had been implemented in reality. Houever, these 
freedoms turned out in practice under the 3uly Mooarchy to 
have a different meaning to that uhich they had appeared to 
have in theory. They merely recorded the fact that men had 
become, in a social system founded on unrestrained commerce 
and private property, "egoistic civil individuals" pursuing 
only their oun self-interests. Thus, the French Constitution 
gave the individual the liberty to oun property, but did not 
free the wage-labourer from the harmful effects of private 
ounership; it gave him the freedom to seek a gainful occu­
pation, but did not free him from "the filth of gain"; it 
gave him religious toleration, but did not free him from re­
ligion because the state church still existed, as did, for 
many men, the shackles of theology. In short,it merely 
sanctioned the competitive scramble to satisfy selfish needs 
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uhich was the basis of modern society. 
In Marx's opinion France resembled the contemporary 
England of Engels' description: a social battlefield in 
uhich every lonely person uas condemned to struggle unaided. 
The traditional privileges of nobility had been abolished, 
leaving a society in uhich there uas virtually no interference 
uith trade and industry. Frenchmen uere no longer bound to 
other men by even a "semblance of a common bond" so that, 
as Marx put it, French 'civil society' uas nou no more than 
a universal conflict of "man against man, individual against 
individual". In appearance Frenchmen uere perfectly free 
and independent. In reality, houever, this anarchic freedom 
simply disguised a neu kind of slavery to uhich the majority 
of the population uas condemned. Marx did not bother to ap­
ply his theory of 'dehumanisation' in detail to Louis Philippe's 
regime, but his remarks left no doubt that he considered the 
France of the July Monarchy to be a paradigm of an 'alien­
ated' society. Modern France uas to Marx an excellent ex­
ample of the social system produced by liberal capitalism: 
one in uhich "every person is at the same time a member of 
a slave society and of the public commonueal". He insisted 
that, appearances notuithstanding, 'real' freedom uas lacking 
in bourgeois France. Everyday life uas not fraternal and 
creative, but uas subordinated to the "uncurbed" dominance 
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of "property, industry (and) religion". 
Marx's image of urban France uas therefore very similar 
to Engels' picture of English social life: a giant anthill 
in uhich the ants fought furiously uith each other, believ/ing 
themselves to be utterly free to pursue their oun interests, 
but in fact in unuitting bondage to their oun institutions 
and to economic laus beyond their control. He also shared 
Engels' contempt for the values of the most prosperous and 
pouerful of these ants. Their commercial and financial deal­
ings uere fraudulent and grasping, he alleged, and their 
legal system uas designed to sanction and protect the status 
quo. Their money and social rank alloued them to commit most 
crimes uith impunity, and they ran their families like busi­
nesses, treating their uives like property and turning them 
into "narrou-hearted" self-seekers like themselves. Their 
morality, an uneasy combination of Pauline theology and 
utilitarianism, uas fundamentally hostile to the human body 
and the Promethean spirit. The French middle-class life-style 
uas, in a uord, utterly repugnant to Marx — he sau the men­
tality of the French bourgeois as permeated by the tuo things 
he found most distasteful, moralistic Christianity and the 
capitalist spirit.^ 
Marx vieued the centralised governmental apparatus 
of the July Monarchy as a paradigm of the modern bourgeois 
state. The economic basis of this state, he maintained, uas 
the abolition of privileged land-ounership, guilds, corpora-
tions, and other barriers to trade and industry; these re­
forms had created an open, competitive economy in uhich 
business flourished. The main function of the state, he 
added, uas to keep uealth and property protected from the 
'have-nots', and to guarantee the limited, practical 'rights' 
desired by the liberal property-ouners. In reality, of 
course, it served to defend and perpetuate social and economic 
inequality. Not only uere businessmen, and their spokesmen, 
the liberal economists, determined to prevent the government 
from interfering in the economy to reduce poverty, he alleged 
that they uere also intent on maintaining a legal system 
accessible only to the uealthy, uhich left the poor "unequal 
before the lau". The French governmental administration uas 
thus designed to preserve 'lau and order' but to do little 
else. The penal code, moreover, uas barbaric and class-
biased. It provided plenty of evidence for Robert Ouen's 
contention that the differential treatment of rich and poor 
offenders by the property-ouning judiciary uas a uay of re­
ducing the louer classes to "servile abasement" and of "con­
secrating" divisions of social rank. Like Engels, Marx thus 
viewed the legal system as a coercive organ in the hands of 
the bourgeoisie, and to him there uas no question but that 
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the 3uly Monarchy uas a blatant class-state. 
His knouledge of the French uorking-class uas still 
relatively slight, and his overall picture of the 'proletariat* 
hazy. He sau uorkers as poor, virtuous, and potentially very 
pouerful. dust hou poverty-stricken they uere he uas unsure, 
but true to his neu-found belief in empirical research he 
made an effort to calculate their living-standard. Relying 
on 3.A.C. Chaptal's De 1'industrie francaise. he stated that 
the average annual income for the uorst-off half of the 
French population uas about 120 francs per annum. This fig­
ure he claimed to be "less than is absolutely necessary for 
life", uhich left him uith the problem of explaioing hou 
this half of the French nation survived. The answer uas 
that most of these uere peasants only partially dependent 
on cash incomes, uhich made average uages a poor guide to 
living standards; nevertheless Marx insisted that the level 
of existence of large numbers of Frenchmen must be poor be­
cause the average level of daily food consumption uas so lou: 
he had calculated that if all the meat produced in France uere 
distributed egually there uould be less thao a quarter of a 
5 2 
pound per person per day. Houever, Marx uas not primarily 
interested in the life-style of the average peasant proprie­
tor; he focussed on the seven and a half million Frenchmen 
uho, according to Chaptal's statistics, existed on an average 
annual income of no more than 91 francs per head. These, he 
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assumed, uere uorkers of one kind or another (artisans, ur­
ban uage-labourers, or farm labourers) and unemployed paupers; 
their cash incomes uere belou subsistence level, and so they 
presumably survived only by crime or charity. Poverty, he 
concluded, uas clearly a major problem affecting a sizeable 
percentage of the French population. 5 3 
Marx suggested tuo causes of pauperism. One uas high 
and prolonged unemployment. In the seventh arrondissement 
of Paris alone, he asserted, there uere 4,000 uorkers offic­
ially recognised as needy, and the average length of unemploy­
ment uas over four months. He had no figures for the rest 
of France, but it seemed reasonable to him to deduce from 
this evidence that unemployment in France uas probably severe 
and chrcnic, and that French capitalism uas operating in an 
extremely inefficient manner. But, he added, there uas 
another cause of poverty uhich uas normally ignored by socia­
lists uho argued that the 'social problem' could be cured 
simply by an egalitarian redistribution of existing uealth. 
The fact uas that France uas not a uealthy country if one 
measured uealth in terms of the total annual income of the 
uhole population; this, if divided equally, uould give an 
average uage of 93 francs per person per annum, i.e., a figure 
belou subsistence level. The current French population uas 
thus larger than the present level of economic activity could 
support. Marx uas pessimistic about the chances of raising 
the incomes of the rural population by increasing agricul­
tural efficiency, and he poured cold uater on the suggestion 
that model farms should be set up to shou the French peasant 
hou to increase his productivity — French farmers, he coo-
tended, uere already very industrious. 5 4 The only solution, 
therefore, lay in industrialisation, but industrialisation 
so planned as to avoid over-production crises and mass unem­
ployment in the urban centres. 
Marx, uho kneu next to nothing about the structure 
and technigues of the Lyon silk industry, apparently assumed 
that the area uas the French equivalent of Lancashire. He 
thought that there uas developing in this textile centra a 
trade-union movement similar to that among Manchester mill-
operatives. Equating the French association uith the English 
union, he believed that both shoued the uorkers the economic 
pouer they could exert by combination, and that they also 
inculcated class-consciousness. The Lyon uorkers in t ieir 
association, he asserted, exchanged opinions "not only on 
their immediate needs as uorkers, but on their needs as 
human beings". They uere "mass-minded", auare of the jalue 
of co-operation and the pouer of property and capital, and 
determined to develop the labour movement as the one prac­
tical means of abolishing the exploitation of uage-labour. 
He claimed they had uorked out for themselves a "mass-type", 
bread-and-butter-oriented socialism, to uhich he gave his 
whole-hearted approval. Theoretically, no doubt, it uas 
rather primitive (like Chartism in England), but the level 
of popular culture uas amazingly high and, moreover, the 
French workers, like their English counterparts, exhibited 
great moral energy and a passion for knouledge. 5 5 
He uas thus most optimistic about the future of French 
socialism. It had, he believed, a grouing mass base in Paris 
and in the industrial centres, and the intellectual quality 
of the best French theorists uas unsurpassed. And poten­
tially the pouer of the masses, uhen aroused, uas very great 
indeed; enough, he claimed, to reshape the course of French 
history. But, as in England, there remained, scarcely begun, 
the major task of raising the level of popular socialist 
ideology. Marx, houever, uas confident that this uould, in 
time, be achieved, given the sterling moral gualities and 
enthusiasm of French labour militants. By the end of 1844 
he had concluded that Paris and Lyon uere ripe for a concerted 
campaign of education and organisation among the uorking-class, 
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if only suitable men could be found to undertake it. In 
the meantime, he believed, it uas important to perfect so­
cialist theory, and that meant, in particular, going beyond 
Proudhon's Qu'est^-ce gue la propriete?, Pecqueur's Theorie 
nouvelle. and Engels1 "Butlines" to develop a socialist science 
of political economy. This uas the most immediate help that 
he, a middle-class German intellectual, could give to the 
French labour movement, he reasoned. So uhen the manuscript 
of The Holy Family uas complete he resumed his study of eco­
nomics . 
Uhen he had uritten the first draft (uhich he nou 
thought unsatisfactory) of his planned book on political 
economy, Marx, although he uas familiar uith the uritings of 
several Ricardians, had hardly assimilated Ricardo himself. 
He nou resumed taking copiou s notes from the French transla­
tion, annotated by 3-B. Say, of Ricardo's main uork, The 
5 7 
Principles of Political Economy and Taxation. He also re-
neued his study of Buret's De la misere; previously he had 
been interested primarily in the author's vieus on economic 
and social theory, but nou he uent carefully through his de­
tailed accounts of life in the manufacturing regions of France 
and England. While Proudhon remained in Paris he and liarx 
kept up their discussions, and the Frenchman revealed to the 
young German his intention of uritiog the Systeme des con­
tradictions economiques, rashly asking him to urite a critical 
revieu of the book uhen it appeared. Marx corresponded oc­
casionally uith Engels (nou back in the Uuppertal), uith Hess 
in Cologne, and uith another neu friend, the poet Heine, but 
apart from doing minor editorial uork on l/oruarts! aod at­
tending meetings of Paris artisans, he did little but study 
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economics and history, and explore Paris. 
This idyll came to an end abruptly in February 1845, 
just uhen he felt he uas making progress again on his book 
on economics and had signed a publishing contract for it. 
The French government, bouing to Prussian diplomatic pressure 
to suppress Uoruarts! and expel its staff, forced Rarx to 
choose betueen living incommunicado in a remote village or 
fleeing to Belgium. After toying uith the idea of emigrating 
to North America, the land of republican democracy, the Marx 
family opted for Brussels, and, uith funds beginning to run 
5 fl 
lou, settled there uith a feu other radical German emigres. 
Still hoping to make a career in journalism, Marx kept in 
touch uith the feu left-uing German publishers uho planned 
to bring out socialist books, year-books and reviews in the 
near future. He undertook to furnish a couple of them uith 
book-revieus criticising currently fashionable uorks by 
Friedrich List and Max Stirner, But in Brussels, as in Paris, 
he spent most of his time during the uinter of 1844-45 read­
ing English and French economists. He uas just beginning to 
uork out uhere he stood on questions of economic theory. 
Uhich uorks did Marx read in these crucial months 
uhen his ideas on economics uere starting to take form? Ue 
have tuo sources of evidence on his studies in Brussels dur­
ing the first half of 1845. One is a set of fifteen exercise 
books, numbered and dated, uhich he filled uith notes betueen 
58. Marx to Leopold I, King of Belgium, 7 / 2/45; MECU, 4, 
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1845 and 1847 (the "Brussels Notebooks"); the other is a 
lengthy manuscript article (never published) he urote in the 
spring of 1845 attacking Friedrich List's Das nationale Sys­
tem der politischen Gekonomie. 9 From these ue can infer 
that Marx uas compiling information fairly systematically on 
six topics: the history of economic thought; English liberal 
(mainly Ricardian) economic theory; alternative (mainly French) 
systems of political economy; the problem of poverty; the rise 
of large-scale, mechanised manufacturing industry; and the 
critiques of capitalism and liberal economics offered by French 
and English socialists. 
In his effort to obtain a historical perspective on 
the emergence of modern political economy, Rarx had recourse 
partly to original uorks like 3ean-Baptiste Say's Traite 
d'economie politigue (1803) and Henri Storch's Cours d'eco-
nomie politigue (1823), and partly to secondary accounts like 
Boseph Pecchio's Histoire de 1'economie politigue en Italie. 
F. Villegardelle's Histoire des idees sociales avant la revo-
lution francaise, and Adolphe-Berome Blanqui's Histoire de 
1'economie politique. From these he gained a picture of the 
gradual spread of Smithian political economy on the Continent 
in the early nineteenth century, the development of the 
French liberal school headed by Say, and the hostile reactions 
59. Rarx, "Exzerpthefte aus Brussel, 1845-1847", MEGA I, 6, 
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to liberal economics by latter-day Physiocrats like Gamier, 
economic nationalists like F.-L.-A. Ferrier, aod guasi-
socialists like Sismondi. He rapidly coocluded that,apart 
from Say and his disciples like Charles Comto, the most im­
portant (because the most rigorous and forthright) post-
Smithian liberal economists ware the Ricardians. He had 
previously studied dames Rill carefully, and he nau added 
RacCulloch's Discourse on the Origin, Progress and Importance 
of Political Economy, and Nassau Senior's fundamental Prin­
ciples of Political Economy.b° Thus, although he uas limited 
to French translations, he uas becoming uell acquaintec uith 
the main uorks of the older Ricardians, but had yet to peruse 
the writings of contemporary disciples like Joho Stuart Mill. 
Of all the critics of liberal political economy, 
Rarx judged one uriter as standing head and shoulders - I U Q U C 
the rest: Simonde de Sismondi. He uas grt tly impressed by 
the latter's Etudes sur l'economie oolitigue, uhich he picked 
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up soon after arriving in Brussels. 5 1 He took 238 excerpts 
from the tuo volumes of this uork, and also read Sismondi's 
Italian disciple Antoine Cherbuliez, uho had tried to blend 
his insights uith Ricardianism. Since Marx approved of Sis­
mondi's ethical perspective on economics but also admired the 
deductive rigour of Ricardo's arguments, this eclectic line 
of approach appealed to him. Possibly he also detected it in 
Pellegrino Rossi's Cours d'economie politique from uhich he 
took 1B9 extracts. He skimmed the uorks of a fair number of 
other more minor economists too, but these he studied less 
for theory than for information about governmental policies 
and the evolution of industrial capitalism. Uillegardelle's 
uork informed him about the period before and during the 
French Revolution, especially the ideas of Meeker, Brissot 
and Linguet; F.-L.-A. Ferrier's Du gouvernement considere dans 
ses rapports avec le commerce gave him an insight into the 
reasoning behind Napoleonb economic policies; selections from 
Roreau de Bonnes in the Bournal des economistes gave him an 
idea of Restoration economic ideology; Bacob Pereire's Lecons 
sur l'industrie et les finances, suivis d' un pro/jet de banque 
provided a detailed account of the more technocratic Saint-
Simonians' ideas on planning and finance; L.-F.-B. Troien 
schooled him in the tricks and economic impact of stock-exchange 
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speculation; and finally Friedrich List's treatise on 'nat­
ional economics' elaborated the economic theory behind the 
protectionism adopted by virtually all European governments 
in the early nineteenth century. 6 2 
Rarx pursued his study of urban poverty by reading, 
in addition to Buret, surveys of French pauperism by C.G. de 
Chamborant (Du Pauperisme). and Alban de Uilleneuve-Bargemont 
(Economie politique chretienne. ou recherches sur la nature 
et les causes du pauperisme). He also studied the effects 
of machinism on the louer classes, devoting a special exer­
cise-book to the topic of industrialisation, and making notes 
on, among others, Ure's The Philosophy of Manufactures (he 
called Ure the "English Pindar of the factory system"), Bab-
bage's Treatise on the Economics of Machines and Manufactur-
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inq, and Emile Girardin's Les Machines. Finally, he examined 
62. "Exzerpethefte aus Brussel, 1845-1847", loc. cit.. pp. 
597-618. Pellegrino Rossi, Cours d'economie politique, 
Bruxelles, V/ahlen, 1843; Francois-Louis-Auguste Ferrier, 
Du qouvernement considere dans ses rapports avec le com­
merce. Paris. Eqron, 18B5; Bacob Pereire, Leqons sur 1'In­
dustrie et les finances, suivies d'un pro jet de banque, 
Paris, Bureau du Globe, 1832; Louis-Francois-Bernard 
Troien, Essais sur les abus de l'aqiotaqe, les moyens d'y 
obvier et les principes de bonne foi commerciale. Bruxelles, 
Tarlier, 1844; Friedrich List, Das nationale System der 
politischen Oekonomie. Stuttgart, Cotta, 1841. 
63. Ibid. C.G. de Chamborant, Du pauperisme, ce qu'il etait 
dans l'antiquite, ce qu'il est de nos jours, Paris, Guil-
laumin, 1842; Alban de Uilleneuve-Bargemont, Economie 
politique chretienne. ou recherches sur la nature et les 
causes du pauperisme, en France et en^Europo. et sur les 
moyens de le soulaqer et de le pre'venir, Bruxelles, Me line, 
1837; Andreu Ure, Philosophie des manufactures, ou economie 
industr.ielle de laTabrication du coton, de la laine. du 
lin et de la soie. avec la description des diverses machines 
employees dans les ateliers anglais, 2 vols, Bruxelles, 
Hauman, 1836; Charles Babbage, Traite sur 1'economie des 
machines et des manufactures, London, Knight, 1833; I have 
been unable to trace the uork by Girardin (for uhich Marx 
gave no -bibliographical information) but I suspect it uas 
an article. 
the writings of some socialist and semi-socialist critics of 
capitalist industrialisation. Apart from the Sismondians and 
Saint-Simonians, he uas struck by the uork of three men: 
Laborde, Uatts, and Bray. From Alexandre de Laborde's De 
l'esprit d'association. he extracted 6B passages, and the 
book presumably confirmed his opinion that socialist producers1 
co-operatives uere an economically viable and morally super­
ior alternative to businesses run on capitalist lines. A 
pamphlet by Bonn Uatts, Engels' friend from Manchester, en­
titled The Facts and Fictions of Political Economists, gave 
him an idea of the Ouenite critigue of rent, profit and Mal-
thusian population theory, uhile Bohn Bray's Labour's Urongs 
and Labour's Remedies introduced him to the vieus of the so-
64 
called Ricardian socialists. Marx, guite impressed uith 
the insights of these English popular economists and sympa­
thetic to their judgments, uas eager to take a look at more 
of their uritings but found it impossible to locate copies in 
Brussels. He resolved that, as soon as his finances permitted, 
he uould take a trip uith Engels to see industrial Britain for 
himself and to study further Ricardian economics and English 
socialism. In the meantime, houever, he could at least urite 
64. Ibid. Alexandre de Laborde, De l'esprit d'association 
dans tous les interets de la communautd ou essai sur le 
conplSment du bien-Stre et de la richesse en France par" 
le complement des institutions, Paris, Gyde, 1818; Bohn 
Uatts, The Facts and Fictions of Political Economists: 
Being a*"Revieu of the principles of the science, separ­
ating the true from the false, Manchester & London, 
1842; Bohn E. Bray, Labour's Urongs and Labour's Remedy, 
or the Age of Might and the Age of Right, Leeds, Green, 
1839. 
an article bringing to the attention of the educated German 
public the advances uhich had been made by English, French 
and Suiss economists. This uould serve the dual purpose of 
pointing the intellectual uay foruard for continental social­
ist theory, and of exposing the man uho uas currently dominat­
ing German economic thought, Friedrich List, for the pompous 
and fraudulent uind-bag Flarx considered he uas. 
Flarx never published this article, but most of his 
6 5 
first draft is extant in manuscript form. It uas a lengthy 
polemic designed to convict the self-proclaimed father of 
'national economics' of intellectual dishonesty, plagiarism, 
hypocrisy, and uoolly-mindedness. Marx alleged that List's 
attacks on Say, Sismondi and Ricardo in Das nationale System 
uere miserable failures since List had totally misunderstood 
Ricardo's theory of ground-rent, had misrepresented Say's 
career and ideas in order to slander him, and had resorted 
to vituperative ad hominem slurs on Sismondi. He vigorously 
defended Sismondi's insights, supported Say's advocacy of 
free trade against List's protectionism, and succinctly ex­
plained Ricardo's ideas on agricultural productivity and rent. 
He set out to demonstrate in some detail that List had bor-
roued uithout acknouledgement most of his main ideas from a 
customs official of Napoleon, F.-L.-A. Ferrier, uho had tren­
chantly defended the French Empire's blockade of the commerce 
65. "Draft article on List", loc. cit., pp. 265-293. First 
published in Russian translation in V/oprosy Istorii 
K.P.S.S., no. 12, 1971. 
of England and her allies. After guoting extensively from 
Ferrier, he remarked that "the whole of Herr List" uas con­
tained "in nuce" in these extracts, the only difference be­
tueen the tuo being that Ferrier urote "in support of an un­
dertaking of uorld-historical importance — the Continental 
System" uhereas List uas an apologist for "a petty, ueak-
minded bourgeoisie".^ 
Host of Marx's piece consisted of this kind of des­
tructive polemic. The typical German bourgeois, he charged, 
uas hypocritical — he lusted for uealth but because of his 
religious pretensions dared not admit this openly. Hence he 
needed an ideologist uho uould disguise his materialist de­
sires under a smokescreen of empty but idealistic-sounding 
phraseology about 'developing productive forces' and 'the 
national interest'. This uas the role that Friedrich List 
had filled. Moreover, German inudstry uas backuard, and so 
in consequence uas German political economy; List had come 
on the scene post festurn uhen there uas nothing left to add 
to Say's and Ricardo's incisive analyses. Classical political 
economy could hardly be further refined, Marx thought; it 
could nou only be dismantled from a socialist perspective, 
and List uas neither interested nor able to do that. Hence 
the only thing of substance in his book uas pleas for tariffs 
to protect German industry from French competition. Marx 
assailed this protectionism as hypocritical and selfish on 
the part of German manufacturers uho, he claimed, uere ardent 
supporters of the Zollverein: the truth uas, he intimated, 
the German industrialists uanted a monopoly on exploiting 
central Europe. It uas a classic case of uanting to hav/e 
one's cake and eat it too. 
In order to substantiate his attack Marx examined the 
consequences of high tariff policies. One result of protec­
tionism, he pointed out, uas high grain prices, uhich benefited 
the large farmer but raised the production costs of manufac­
turers forced to pay higher subsistence uages. The debate 
over free trade thus directly reflected a major conflict of 
interests betueen the landed aristocracy and the industrial 
bourgeoisie, and the Ricardians had correctly pointed out 
that the English Corn Laus had had the effect of lining the 
pockets of the land-ouners at the expense of "crippling the 
productive force of the country". Hence if industrialisation 
uas to go ahead rapidly in Germany it uould be necessary, as 
in England, to sacrifice the landlords' profits to "the gen­
eral good" by free trade in grain, by shifting taxes onto 
land, or even by "outright appropriation of land-rent, i.e. 
of private property by the state". List, remarked Marx iron­
ically, did not dare reveal this consequence of industrialisa­
tion to the German landed aristocracy, so instead he berated 
Ricardo uho had "disclosed such unpleasant truths". 6 8 
67. Ibid, pp. 265-281. 
In this article Plarx uas thus a good deal more sympa­
thetic to the Ricardians than he had ever been before. Far 
from vehemently denouncing Ricardian "cynicism" as he had 
six months before, he nou called it "frank" and "scientific", 
preferring this honest free-trade liberalism to List's dis­
honest maunderings. Even if one disagreed uith its assump­
tions and priorities, Ricardian political economy had at least 
explained accurately the laus and mechanisms of the capitalist 
69 
economy. The English and French disciples of Smith, he ad­
ded, had "cynically betrayed the secret of 'uealth', and had 
made impossible all illusions about its nature, tendency and 
movement", uhile Sismondi had gone even further and predicted 
the social consequences of this vast system of exploitation, 
namely "the red cock on the gables of (the neu) factories". 
Moreover, he continued, Sismondi and Cherbuliez had uisely 
focussed their economic theories on a striking fact uhich 
List had apparently failed even to perceive — the grouing 
disproportion betueen the productive pouer and income of the 
nation as a uhole and the amount of uealth retained by the 
m a s s cF producers. 7 0 
Marx, then, uas toying uith the possibility of com­
bining the best insights of Ricardo and Sismondi. He uas struck 
uith the discrepancy betueen the potential of industry and its 
actual achievements so far: machinism seemed to be destroying 
69, Ibid, pp. 266-267. 
men instead of enhancing their lives as it should. He uas 
nou sure that his neu, socialist political economy uould 
follou the Italian school in exposing the horrors of the 
present industrial epoch but, unlike the uork of most previous 
socialists, uould also aemonstrate hou technology could be 
used to create a better society freed from the spectres of 
starvation and slavery. Communism, he mused, uculd have to 
reorganise society not only more humanely but also more ef­
ficiently, and hence it uould have to make maximum use of 
mechanised industry. Optimistically, and rather naively, 
he assumed that socialist factories uould avoid the forms of 
alienation prevalent under capitalism. "Industry", he urote, 
"can be regarded as a great uorkshop in uhich man first takes 
possession of his forces and the forces of nature, objectifies 
himself, and creates for himself the conditions for a human 
existence".^ 
The Saint-Simonians, Plarx pointed out, had been the 
first to call on the people to "emancipate their industry 
from huckstering". They had correctly vieued capitalism as 
merely a transitional phase to a more efficient mode of or­
ganisation of industrial society, and they had attacked 'ex­
change-value1 and private property as key features of an out­
dated economic order. Further, they had had the great merit 
of proclaiming the principle of 'association' to replace that 
of competition, thus placing their projected neu society on a 
superior moral basis as uell as organising production and 
distribution more efficiently. Regretfully, however, they 
had made an important error — one repeated by List in 
ostentatiously admiring the productive pouer of present-day 
factories instead of emphasising the creative potential of 
non-capitalist industry. As a result Saint-Simonians like 
Pereire, Chevalier and Dunoyer had slipped into glorifying 
the bourgeoisie, even (as Marx put it) falling into "tna il­
lusion of seeing the dirty bourgeois as a priest". This re­
gression, he asserted, had put an end to the Saint-Simonian 
school as a useful part of the French socialist movement. 
In effect the remaining Saint-Simonian publicists had sold 
out to the bourgeois press, and although some of them still 
retained "the old phrases", theynou endoued them uith "the 
content of the present-day bourgeois regime". Some, like 
Duveyrier, had even set up business enterprises and uere 
72 
practising "huckstering" on a large scale. 
From the sad case of the Saint-Simonians Marx dreu 
the lesson that there uas no half-uay house betueen capitalist 
organisation of industry (uhich, he asserted, uas really 
"disorganisation") and a socialist system based on public 
ounership and planning. Many individual factory owners uere 
humane men uith the best of intentions, he recognised, but 
the bourgeois gua entrepreneur, uhatever his persooal morality 
and philanthropic ideals, uas not permitted by the competi­
tive situation in uhich he operated to look on his uorkers 
72. Ibid. pp 0 282-283. 
as other than costs of production. The capitalist system, 
by its very nature, deprived him of concern for his uorkers' 
personal self-development. No doubt a minority of humani­
tarian manufacturers uould try to provide their 'hands' uith 
safer and healthier uorking conditions, shorter hours, and 
the rudiments of education, but the need to keep their prices 
competitive constrained uhat they could do. And even if 
legislation made such reforms universal, Marx concluded, the 
life of the average uorker uould still be very far from uhat 
it should be. In short, under industrial capitalism there 
uas little chance of the uorker ever "developing all his 
abilities, exercising his productive capacities, fulfilling 
himself as a human being, and thereby at the same time ful-
73 
filling his human nature". 
This article on List not only indicated Marx's renewed 
interest in the Saint-Simonians, it revealed that he had begun 
to assimilate the ideas of the neo-Ricardian socialists. His 
attack on rent as a form of gratuitous exploitation echoed 
3ohn Bray's Labour's LJrongs and Labour's Remedy, but more 
generally — and more importantly — his stress on factory 
industry as opposed to commerce reflected the influence of 
English socialist literature as uell as the books by Ure, 
Babbage and Girardin and the arguments of Engels. This marked 
a significant change in the focus of Marx's socialism. He 
uas nou moving auay from the 'pre-industrial' vision of the 
Parisian artisans and their spokesmen like Blanc, Leroux 
and Proudhon, towards a neu preoccupation uith the social 
consequences of steam-pouered machinery. 
Marx reflected that since under industrial capitalism 
the ordinary worker uas reduced to a "production force", his 
situation uas much the same uhether his factory uas in Lille, 
Cologne or Manchester. As modern industry spread throughout 
Europe, then, national boundaries uould cease to have much 
meaning, the proletarian uould feel oppressed more by inter­
national capital than by national governments, and the chief 
social reality uould be that of class. In such circumstances, 
he expected, there uould develop a spirit of uorking-class 
internationalism opposed to bourgeois nationalism. If List's 
apologetic 'national economies' had helped provide the German 
bourgeoisie uith a suitable ideology, then the new 'social 
economics' he, Marx, uas uriting could explain the material 
justification for mutual aid among the labour movements of 
different countries. 7 4 Here, perhaps, uas the germ of his 
future commitment to the International Uorkinomen's Associa­
tion . a commitment uhich uas to bring him back into contact 
uith French socialists in the 186Bs after he had lost contact 
uith the French labour movement for a decade. Here, too, 
uas an early indication of uhat uas to become his most cher­
ished goal in the 1860s: to provide the European labour 
movement uith a systematic text-book uhich uould, from a 
socialist point-of-vieu, elucidate the economic forces against 
uhich it uas struggling. 
Houever, his idea of proletarian internationalism 
uas only embryonic in this draft article on List, and it uas 
to be some uhile before he developed it further. He had 
other problems on his mind. Although he spent most of his 
time during the early months of 1845 studying economics, he 
kept up his reading on recent European history, and it uas 
probably nou that he first dipped into the uorks of Guizot 
and Thierry. He also continued to rethink his ideas on cer­
tain 'classic' issues in philosophy, such as the nature of 
knouledge and truth and the free-uill/determinism problem. 
He had been led to reconsider his philosophical vieus by his 
neu-found sympathy for the 'materialism' of the more radical 
philosophes and by his discovery that the great empiricist 
philosophers, (Bacon, Hobbes, Locke), and their disciples, uere 
by no means as stupid as the German Idealists, uhom he had read and 
listened to at Bonn and Berlin, had made him believe. Not 
that he had actually embraced empiricism as his oun philo­
sophical stance in The Holy Family. In fact, uhile indicating 
his general sympathy for post-Lockean materialism he had ex­
plicitly reserved judgment on its adequacy and validity. 
Nou, in some scribbled notes penned in the spring of 1845 and 
knoun as the Theses on Feuerbach, he uorked out uhere he stood 
on these questions. 7 6 
75. "Thesen Liber Feuerbach", MEGA I, 5, pp. 533-535; MECU, 
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The Theses make it clear that he uas searching for 
a media via betueen nee-Kantian Idealism and the Lockean em­
piricism of the philosophies: an approach uhich uould deny 
neither the reality of the external uorld nor the active role 
of the human subject in perceiving, comprehending and modi­
fying this reality. He tried, therefore, to fuse the best 
insights of both traditions and to proceed a step beyond them. 
From this position of compromise he tackled four philosophical 
themes: the theories of knouledge and truth, the problem of 
determinism, the issue of the social determinants of thought, 
and the nature of human nature. 
Marx uas dissatisfied uith the traditional empiricist 
theory of knouledge, uhich he believed Feuerbach had adopted 
from the French Enlightenment, because it failed to recog­
nise the role of the creative mind in perceiving and compre­
hending the uorld of 'facts1 and 'things'. The merit of 
Kaotian and post-Kantian Idealism, he remarked, uas that it 
did focus (in fact, too exclusively) on this "active side" 
of the cognitive process, uhereas the Lockean picture of the 
mind as a passive tabula rasa simply ignored the part played 
by mental categories, the structure of the mind, and its ex­
isting fund of conceptualised information. Feuerbach uas 
correct, he suggested, to leave behind the abstract specu­
lative metaphysics of traditional German academic philosophy 
and to concentrate on the individual's assimilation of ex­
perience through perception, but he unfortunately followed 
Locke and the ohilosophes in assuming the mind to be a purely 
contemplative faculty. He thus failed to conceive the joint 
process of perception and cognition as a practical activity 
undertaken by human beings in a given socio-economic and 
historical context. He had, in a uord, done nothing to de­
velop the empiricist tradition beyond Locke and his French 
disciples. 7 6 
Marx thus accepted the Kantian insight that, because 
of the part played by the conceptualising and categorising 
mind in perception, there uas aluays a 'subjective' element 
in cognition. This, he recognised, raised a problem about 
the 'objectivity' of empirical knouledge, because it implied 
that, ostensibly at least, it uas impossible to ueed out a 
residue of personal opinion from every factual statement. 
His ansuer to this difficulty uas to suggest that a given 
piece of knouledge uas 'objective' (or 'scientific') uhen 
human beings agreed, as a result of their practical exper­
ience, that it uas indeed the case. He did not uork out this 
theory of truth carefully or in any detail, but there appear 
to have been tuo main ideas behind his remarks. One uas an 
appeal to a verification principle — like many nineteenth-
and tuentieth-century positivists he assumed that it ought 
to be possible, in principle at least, to uork out a prac­
tical test for the validity of each supposedly factual pro­
position. Out by emphasising so strongly that learning uas 
a practical activity and that practice uas the ultimate 
criterion of truth, Plarx came close, in his second 'thesis', 
to maintaining that an idea uas 1objectively• true if, and 
only if, it 'uorked' in everyday l i f e . 7 7 
The eighth 'thesis' developed this embryonic pragmat­
ism a little further. Here he claimed that the traditional 
philosophical problems uhich had puzzled theologians and meta­
physicians for centuries uere practical social problems in 
disguise. Looked at from this angle, it uas possible, for 
example, to dissolve the metaphysical problem of free-uill 
into the practical problem of liberty, by arguing that once 
men uere assured of freedom in practice they uould cease to 
uorry about theoretical blocks to their free actions. But 
since in the past material conditions had not been conducive 
to such practical solutions, he argued, traditional philo­
sophers had been unable to come up uith correct theoretical 
answers either; eventually, houever, solutions uould be found 
uhen social conditions uere ripe for their implementation. 
He also dreu the conclusion that men learned best uhen doing. 
Indeed, he claimed, purely theoretical or contemplative knou­
ledge uas not real knouledge at all — it uas tentative, un-
proven, and hence imperfect. A really adeguate grasp of 
social phenomena could be obtained only by active involvement 
in the political and economic issues of the day. Mere 'con­
templation' and 'interpretation' of the social uorld uas 
not enough — one could understand it properly only by seeking 
to change it. This conviction led him to postulate an ideal 
of the unity of theory and practice; philosophy, he main­
tained, should be conceived as not just a method of inquiry 
but as also a programme to be realised through political ac-
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tion. 
These, then, uere Marx's considered opinions on 
'truth' and 'knouledge. He also recognised that his modi­
fication of Lockean empiricism to include a Kantian 'active 
mind' entailed a rejection of universal causal determinism. 
He believed that feuerbach, again follouing the philosophes. 
had espoused the materialist doctrine that men uere totally 
the products of circumstances, upbringing and education. Mar 
nou repudiated this position. The doctrine of environmental 
and educational determinism, he pointed out succinctly, ne­
glected that "circumstances are changed by men and that the 
educator must himself be educated", thus failing to account 
for the creative or developmental element in social change. 
On the other hand, he recognised, the simple postulate of 
human free-uill ignored the pouerful forces uhich influenced, 
conditioned, and constrained human conduct. The fact ,f the 
matter, he concluded, uas that neither traditional volun­
tarism (as espoused, for example, by Kant) nor the mecnanisti 
causal determinism of philosophes like O'Holbach, uas ade­
quate. A neu approach uas required to the relation betueen 
volitions and behaviour. Marx suggested that the free-uill/ 
determinism dilemma might be surmounted in a manner analo­
gous to his 'transcendence' of Idealist and empiricist epis-
temology. Uhat uas lacking in traditional philosophy, he 
suggested, uas a concept uhich denoted simultaneously the 
impact of external forces on the individual and the effect 
of his oun volitions and plans. He offered the notion of 
'revolutionary practice'. This, he claimed, provided a uay 
of explaining hou men, uhen altering their environment, im­
plemented their projects and ideals but also responded to 
external (material and social) forces. Substantial social 
change occurred, he implied, only uhen the tuo things (plans 
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and circumstances) harmonised. 
Plarx also raised in the Theses the question of ideo­
logy. He reasoned that if all thought, including philosophy 
and theology, uas a practical social activity, then ooe could 
understand the uritings of metaphysical philosophers and 
theologians not merely as confused efforts at dealing uith 
abstruse subjects, but also, more fruitfully, as documeots 
expressing in concealed form the social problems of the day. 
In effect he uas proposing a sociology of religion and a 
sociology of knouledge. Feuerbach's critigue of religion 
had suggested this idea to him, and he had already toyed uith 
it in the Deutsch-Franzosische Gahrbucher essays. Nou he at­
tempted again to come to terms uith the implications of Feuer­
bach's critigue of religion. In 'thesis' No. 4 he accepted 
the letter's demonstration that religion uas an ideological 
reflection of the secular uorld and that men had projected 
onto God the ideal human gualities they despaired of attain­
ing in their daily lives. This explanation of Christianity 
uas true as far as it uent, he commented, but one also 
needed to shou hou the human desire for religious consola­
tion reflected the antagonistic character of social relations. 
Feuerbach's perspective on religion uas therefore limited 
because he had neglected the fact that religion uas a social 
product, and that the kind of Christianity uhich he had ex­
posed as a perverted humanisin uas really a manifestation of 
a particular form of society, namely commercial capitalism. 
Marx considered it mistaken to suppose, as Feuerbach had done, 
that there uas a single Christian religion uhich uas an alien­
ated expression of human nature. Rather, there had been in 
the course of history a series of religious ideologies, each 
expressive of man's successive failures to solve his economic 
and social problems and create an ideal society on earth. 
Here, then, Marx uas going beyond Feuerbach to suggest a 
historical sociology of religion not unlike that uhich Frazer 
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uould later attempt in The Golden Bough. 
He applied the same line of reasoning to the history 
of materialist philosophy. The philosophes, he suggested, 
had developed social thought as far as uas possible uithin 
a nascent bourgeois society, but their vision had been limited 
to trying to explain in causal terms the psychological for­
mation of the individuals uho made up this society. As pre-
Revolutionary thinkers they did not understand hou men — 
particularly men united in groups uith a common purpose — 
could transform themselves, their society and their natural 
environment. Conseguently they lacked the notion of 'revo­
lutionary practice', and had failed to elaborate a theory 
of knouledge uhich appreciated the role of 'practical ac­
tivity1 in perception and cognition. Nor had they the exper­
ience that their nineteenth-century successors possessed of 
hou a society could be transformed uhen men's idealistic 
plans and the socio-economic conditions appropriate to them 
coincided. tiarx thus considered that the French Revolution 
and the Industrial Revolution together had made possible the 
recent transformation of materialist philosophy from the old 
mechanistic causal determinism to his oun pragmatic humanism, 
The tenth thesis expressed this idea in a bald manner, as­
serting a causal connection betueen bourgeois society and 
traditional materialism on the one hand, and, on the other, 
socialism and the neu humanist 'materialism'. He tried in 
this uay to fit the history of philosophy to major develop­
ments in European society, seeing the former as an ideologi-
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cal reflection of the latter. 
Finally, tlarx's reflections on the influence of 
social change on the history of thought led him to question 
the Enlightenment assumption, shared by Feuerbach, that human 
nature uas, at bottom, eternal and unchanging. Feuerbach's 
concept of man's 'species-being', he mused, uas a uay of 
positing a human 'essence', uhich, of course, he needed to 
do for his theory of religion. Houever, if one regarded 
Christianity not as a static emotional and doctrinal system 
but as a flexible cluster of values, theories and beliefs, 
uhich had evolved over the centuries, one could still under­
stand it as an 'alienated' ideology uithout assuming that it 
uas a distorted mirror-image of a fixed 'human nature'. The 
truth uas, Rarx argued, that the idea of an 'essential' human 
nature uas an abstraction, and a misleading one at that. In 
reality there uas no human nature as such; rather men's 
characters uere social products, the result of the history 
of their nation and their oun complex social relationships. 
Feuerbach's social thought, like that of most of the philo­
sophes (Montesquieu excepted), uas excessively a-historical, 
neglecting the variations in human personality according to 
time and place. In the Theses, therefore, Marx for the first 
time discarded his belief in a 'natural' human being, a be­
lief uhich had underlain all his thought up to this time, 
including the psycho-economic theory of dehumanisation he 
had presented in the Paris Manuscripts. He had not, as yet, 
constructed an alternative to replace it, but there uas a 
glimmer in the sixth 'thesis* of his later notion of man as 
a 'relational being' (i.e., a creature uho defined his oun 
nature through the ueb of relations uhich he had uith other 
beings and the natural environment). In so far as one could 
talk meaningfully about a human 'essence', he commenteo, this 
had to be conceived not as an "abstraction inherent in each 
single individual" but rather as "the ensemble of the social 
relations". This remark uas scarcely crystal-clear, but it 
uas enough to shou that Plarx uas changing his mind on a cru­
cial question. Indeed, this change of opinion uas to have 
far-reaching conseguences. It paved the uay for a much less 
a_ priori and more historical approach to contemporary society. 
In fact Plarx never again dealt directly uith semi-
technical issues in philosophy, so the Theses. brief though 
they are, provide the best evidence ue have for his vieus. 
Uhether he uas to change them again in later life is a com­
plicated and difficult guestion, bedevilled by lack of ade­
quate evidence. Houever, his oginions in 1845 are clear 
enough in their main lines, and the Theses on Feuerbach in­
dicate uhat he conceived to be the methodological and epis-
temological foundation of the neu theory of history he uas 
to develop, together uith Engels, during 1845-46. In his 
old age Engels uas to claim that Plarx had in fact already 
sketched the main lines of the 'materialist theory of his-
8 3 
tory' by the spring of 1845. There is no evidence for this 
in any of Plarx's extant uritings, but the Theses do at least 
82. Ibid, PiEGA I, 5, p. 535; P1ECU, 5, p. 4. 
83. Friedrich Engels, "Zur Geschichte des 'Bundes der Kom-
munisten'", UERKE, 21, p. 212. 
suggest that Marx's thought uas taking a much more historical 
turn. The Theses therefore coostitute a uork of transition 
betueen the uritiugs of 1844 and The German Ideology. From 
the beginning of 1845 Marx uas to look at contemporary intel­
lectual events uith the eye of a social and economic historian. 
As a result he became more hostile to socialist theorists — 
including Frenchmen like Proudhon, uhom he greatly admired — 
uho seemed to him to lack an adequate sense of history. 
CHAPTER 10 
GERMAN SOCIALISM. EOURIER AND THE ENGLISH UORKERS. 1845 
Uhen he returned to the Rhineland in the late fall 
of 1844, Engels found that significant changes had taken 
place during the tuo years he had been out of the country. 
The Uuppertal uas nou experiencing progress and prosperity, 
and he could detect social consequences of rapid industrial­
isation, such as increased uorking-class crime, similar to 
those in the Manchester region. He judged the Barmen-
Elberfeld urban area an excellent place for communist pro­
paganda, and uas pleased to discover that several small 
socialist groups had recently been created there, Visiting 
Cologne and Dusseldorf, he uas highly impressed by the "enor­
mous" amount of socialist educational activity evident there. 
But more striking than the existence of a feu radical socie­
ties, uas a manifest shift in Rhineland public opinion on 
the 'social guestioo 1. A feu years back, he recalled, the 
problem of louer-class poverty had been ignored by govern­
ment and press, and educated middle-class opinion had been 
indifferent, even hostile, to the mere suggestion that it 
uas serious enough to uarrant study. But nou, at last, the 
question of social reform uas in the air, the German bour­
geoisie had rediscovered its social conscience, and German 
socialism, benefiting from the publicity, uas making up for 
lost time.''" 
This neu atmosphere confirmed Engels' resolve to in­
form his countrymen about the condition of the English uor­
kers. The time uas clearly ripe, too, for Marx's projected 
uork on socialist political economy. He urote to Marx, urg­
ing him to finish his book guickly and strike uhile the iron 
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uas hot. He also dispatched three articles to The Neu Moral 
Uorld entitled collectively "Rapid Progress of Communism in 
Germany", describing the neu situation in the Rhineland.3 
One tangible expression of the neu interest in social prob­
lems, he explained, uas the creation of Associations for the 
Benefit of the Uorking Classes. These uere societies in 
uhich the more liberal manufacturers, merchants, government 
bureaucrats, professional men, and some better-educated ar­
tisans gathered together to discuss the causes of pauperism 
and practical uays of curing it. Initially the uork of a feu 
philanthropists, these organisations had apparently picked up 
a good deal of support from the business community in the 
Rhenish manufacturing centres, and Engels sau the movement 
1. Engels to Marx, early October 1844, Correspondence Marx-
Enqels. vol 1, 1835-1848 (eds. Gilbert Badia & Bean Mor-
tier), Paris, Editions sociales, 1971 (hereafter cited 
as CME, 1 ) , pp. 335-34B, Also, Engels to Marx, 19/11/44, 
CME, 1, pp. 34B-348. 
2. Engels to Marx, 2B/l/45, CME, 1, pp. 352-358. 
3. Enqels. "Rapid Progress of Communism in Germany", The Neu 
Moral Uorld, nos 25, 37 & 46, 13/12/44, 8/3/45 & 10/5/45; 
reprinted in MEGA I, 4, pp. 339-348; MECU, 4, pp. 229-242 
as analogous to that for factory reform in England. He sup­
ported it uhole-heartedly, partly as an indication that so­
cial relations uere becoming more "civilised", partly as a 
valuable channel through uhich to spread communist ideas. 
His strategy of converting the Associations to a more radical 
perspective apparently met uith some success in the uinter 
of 1844-45, Moses Hess and his communist group in Cologne 
had helped drau up the programme of the Association there, 
and Engels himself gained a seat on the executive committee 
of the Elberfeld Association, uhich (he reported to Marx) 
had refused to allou itself to be taken over by the local 
churches. Tolerated by the local police, the Associations 
thus looked to Engels an excellent vehicle for converting the 
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more receptive elements of the middle classes to socialism. 
The German bourgeoisie uas, he believed, on the uhole 
more humanitarian and enlightened than its English counter­
part, a judgement uhich no doubt reflected the courteous 
hearing he had received in the Elberfeld Association. Social* 
ism, he admitted, had yet to put firm roots doun among the 
Rhenish uorkers, but from young middle-class intellectuals 
the nucleus of a socialist party had been formed. He hoped 
these theorists uould soon link up uith groups of educated 
uorkers to form a mass movement, and he uas convinced that 
an alliance uith the philanthropic liberals on a programme 
of moderate social reform uas the only feasible policy for 
the youthful "party". The most immediate task, he concluded, 
uas to spread communist ideas by public meetings, neuspaper 
articles, journals and books, so he uas pleased to see the 
emergence of a socialist press of sorts in the Rhineland. 
By the end of 1844, he reported, there uere in existence 
several quasi-socialist neuspapers, a quarterly revieu, the 
Rheinische Bahrbucher. and a year-book, the Deutsches-Bu'rger-
buch (both edited by Puttman). Furthermore, the publication 
of books by a number of socialist authors, including him­
self and Marx, uas imminent.5 
Like Marx, Engels made contact uith the feu German 
publishers uilling to sponsor left-uing literature, obtained 
a contract for The Condition of the Uorking Classes in Eng­
land, and began planning articles for Puttman's review and 
year-book. He also became involved in tuo other publishing 
projects dreamed up by Roses Hess: a scholarly review de­
voted to social and economic problems uith a content suffi­
ciently objective and factual to satisfy the Prussian cen­
sors (to be called the Gesellschaftsspiegel), and a 'Library 
of Best Foreign Socialist Uriters' (i.e., a multi-volume 
collection of English and French socialist documents, trans­
lated into German, uhich Hess thought he could persuade a 
publisher to undertake as a commercial venture). In the 
event, only the first of these plans materialised, but he 
devoted considerable energy to them both during the uinter 
of 1844-46.° 
He considered that there uere three main obstacles 
hampering the rapid spread of socialism in western Germany. 
The fairly numerous socialist groups uere isolated, and often 
unauare of each others' existence; they needed an organisa­
tional framcuork to link them together. The socialist press 
uas still ueak financially, and its circulation uas small. 
But uorse still, there uas available to left-uing propagan­
dists no concise, clear statement of communist principles. 
He uas disappointed that Hess and his Cologne group had 
omitted to produce such a maoifesto, and urote to Marx that 
until there existed a "historical and logical expose" shou-
ing socialism to be the culmination of European thought and 
German history, little uould be achieved. The present agi­
tation, he added, uas hesitant and exploratory, a case of 
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the blind leading the blind. 
Engels uas thus most dissatisfied uith the state of 
German socialist theory uhich he thought had lagged far be­
hind France and England. To start uith, he pointed out, 
there uas a hopeless coofusion over terminology. The uord 
'socialism' uas used in a looser, vaguer sense than in Eng­
land and France to denote the vieus of anyone and everyone 
uho felt that something had to be done about the social 
6. Engels to Marx, 2fi/l/45 and 22-26/2/ & 7/3/45, CME, 1, 
pp. 352-370. 
7. Engels to Marx, 19/11/44, 20/l/45 and 22-26/2/ & 7/3/45, 
CME, 1, pp. 340-348 & 352-370. 
question. Those socialists uho uere clear-sighted enough to 
perceive that the root of the evil lay in private property, 
the commercial spirit, and uage-labour uould therefore do 
uell (he considered) to adopt the label 'communist'. In 
his oun usage 'communist' still applied to any doctrine uhich 
advocated a communitarian solution to the social problem, 
irrespective of the means proposed to arrive at it. But a 
real division, he believed, lay betueen those uho accepted 
that society uould ultimately have to be rebuilt on differ­
ent principles and those uho balked at this home truth, and 
this uas an important source of confusion uithin the nascent 
German socialist movement. There uas a second, uhich irri­
tated him almost as much. Very feu German socialists, he 
concluded uith some justification, kneu anything much about 
industrialisation and its effects on the uorking class, nor 
had they grasped the first principles of political economy. 
In consequence their socialism, even uhen they accepted the 
need to abolish private property and profit-making, uas a 
nebulous, sentimental, humanitarian idealism. He had no 
quarrel uith their values, uhich he shared, or their vision, 
uhich he also shared, but he uas appalled by their ignorance 
of French and English thinkers. Only a very small minority 
of German communists, he decided, uere operating intellec­
tually at the same level as the leaders of the French and 
English movements; indeed, their names could be counted on 
the fingers of one hand: Friedrich Engels, Karl Marx, Hoses 
Hess, and perhaps George Heruegh. Before it could effectively 
educate the bourgeoisie and the uorkers, therefore, the 
German socialist movement uould have itself to be educated. 
Hence the need for the Gesollschaftsspieqel. Marx's book on 
political economy, his oun on the English uorkers, and the 
•Library of foreign Socialist Uriters 1. 8 
During his visits to Cologne and Dusseldorf, Engels 
had noticed that his socialist frieods there seemed parti­
cularly uoolly on the guestion of hou communism could be put 
into practice in the immediate future. This ignorance, he 
thought, could quickly be dispersed by an article surveying 
communist communities in England and America. So he dashed 
off for the Ocutschcs-Bu'rqorbuch a "Description of Recently 
g 
founded Communist Communities still in Existence". In this 
piece he claimed quite bluntly that "communism, social ex­
istence, and activity based on community of goods, is' not 
only possible, but has actually already been realised in many 
communities in America and in one place in England, uith the 
greatest success". In proof of this assertion he described 
a series of American religious communities — the Shaker toun 
of Pleasant Hill in Kentucky; the Rappite settlement of Eco­
nomy in Ohio; the Lutheran Separatist colony at Zoar, Ohio; 
and among others, the Onitarian settlements at Brook Farm 
and Northampton, Massachusetts — and also some set up by 
8 , Ibid. Also, Engels to Marx, early October 1844, CME, 1, 
pp. 335-340. 
9. Engels, "Beschreibung der in neuerer Zeit entstandenen 
und noch bestehenden kommunistischen Ansiedlungen", 
Deutsches Burgerbuch fur 1845 (ed. H. Puttmann), Darm-
stad't, Leske, 1845, pp. 326-340; reprinted in MEGA I, 4, 
pp. 349-366; MECU, 4, pp. 214-228. 
English socialist immigrants, such as that founded by Col­
lins in Neu York State and that at Equality in Wisconsin by 
Thomas Hunt. These, he claimed, uere but a feu examples of 
prosperous and grouing communities in the Neu Uorld uhich 
had proved that communal living uas not only possible but 
highly efficient. He then analysed in detail Robert Ouen's 
colony at Harmony in Hampshire, England, uhich uas currently 
still in operation. Brushing aside Harmony's problems, he 
concluded that this experiment, like its American precursors, 
demonstrated that men and uomen organized communally could 
live better uith less uork, and have more leisure to develop 
their minds, than their neighbours living individualistically 
under capitalism. Moreover, not only uere they more pros­
perous materially, they uere "better, more moral people" 
than those uho possessed private property. Communal solidar­
ity, in a uord, uas both ethical and efficient,^6 
At the end of 1844, then, Engels uas an enthusiastic 
'utopian'. There is no guestion but that he believed in the 
viability of self-sufficient, communal agrarian settlements 
as a practical alternative to a commercial rural economy. 
Furthermore, he uas convinced that the solution could be 
adapted to industry, even to the mechanised factory-industry 
of the Lancashire cotton touns. Robert Ouen, he thought, 
had shoun that this uas the case, not only by running the 
Neu Lanark mills in a humanitarian fashion and creating a 
happy community of uorkers there, but also by his projects 
for neu touns planned around communal kitchens, heating sys­
tems and recreational areas. Indeed, he argued, the segment 
of the population uho most needed and uho uould most benefit 
from the expansion of "practical communism" from the country 
to the touns uas the "poor uorkers uho oun nothing". To these 
uorkers communism offered the only hope for an independent, 
secure, anxiety-free existence, and a life-style based on 
equality instead of slavery. Engels thus revealed himself 
to be still very much an Quenite in his loyalty to Harmony, 
his admiration for Ouen's oun achievements and projects, 
and, above all, his conviction that the organisational prin­
ciples of a successful rural community could be applied to 
an urban, industrial environment. He uas sure that, in in­
dustrial Europe as in rural America, a communal life uould 
bring abundance and fraternity. 1 1 
Idealistic though he uas, Engels thought of his oun 
approach to the 'social guestion' as eminently practical. 
He uas tired of abstract philosophising, he urote to Marx, 
and eager to immerse himself in detailed, empirical studies 
of the German economy and social life. The German socialist 
movement should discard for good the remnants of Hegelian 
metaphysics uhich still cluttered the pages of the left-uing 
p r e s s . 1 2 In this state of mind, he plunged uith relief in­
to uriting The Condition of the Uorking Class in England, and 
11. Ibid. 
12. Engels to Elarx, 19/11/44, CP1E, 1, pp. 346-347 
took up uith enthusiasm Hess' suggestion that he draft a 
programmatic statement of aims for the forthcoming Gesell-
schaftsspiegel uhich uas due to begin publication the next 
spring. It uas published as the editorial introduction to 
the first issue, and revealed Engels1 vieus on the type of 
literature required by the Rhenish socialist movement, 1 3 The 
first task, he suggested, uas to research carefully the prob­
lem of louer class poverty, collecting data on the size of 
the workforce, its standard of living, the extent of pauperism, 
crime and prostitution, and the state of health and education. 
Accurate and detailed regional studies uould be particularly 
helpful, as uould non-partisan inguiries into the changes 
occurring in different trades, since the periodical's ul­
timate goal uas to build up a panoramic picture of the evolu­
tion of German society under the impact of commercialisation, 
urbanisation, and industrialisation."'"4 He suggested four 
lines of investigation might be especially profitable: the 
quality of life in large urban centres, conditions of uork 
in mechanised factories, the fate of small businessmen and 
master craftsmen,and efforts to remedy abuses and prevent 
social disorders, 
13. anon (Engels, in collaboration uith Moses Hess), 'To 
the Readers of and Contributors to the Gesellscha-ts-
spiegel", Gesellschaftsspiegel, vol 1 , 3anuary 1845; 
translation in MECU, 4, pp. 6 7 1 - 6 7 4 (apparently omit­
ted from MEGA and UERKE). 
Uhile he wanted to keep the tone of the journal sober 
and scholarly, Engels envisaged it as a practical vehicle of 
social reform. He hoped it uould promptly and regularly 
expose cases of excessive uorking-hours, avoidable indus­
trial accidents, brutality by managers and over-seers, exploi­
tation through the truck system, and the hardships endured 
by uorkers made redundant through illness, old-age or trade 
fluctuations. He remarked that there did exist, on paper, 
a feu laus designed to protect the poor from the rich, but 
these had been little used because there uas no mechanism 
uhereby violations could be brought to the notice of the 
courts. The Gesellschaftsspiegel could at least bring the 
glare of publicity to some "acts of injustice". 1 5 Clearly, 
he expected that in Germany, as in England, uorking cooditions 
could be ameliorated by restricting child and female labour, 
improving safety conditions, and stamping out by uell-
enforced legislation the uorst abuses inflicted by manufac­
turers on their uork-forces (he uas particularly incensed 
by compulsory night-uork, and by the practice of making em­
ployees clean their machines in their oun time). But he also 
believed that the problem of employee-exploitation uas only 
soluble in part under a capitalist economic regime. The 
constraints of competitiveness and profitability, he recog­
nised, drove manufacturers to impose long hours, poor uorking 
conditions, and lou uages on their 'hands'; the relationship 
15. Ibid 
of boss to uage-earror uas inherently authoritarian; and, 
most important of all, no individual businessman felt res­
ponsible for the deleterious consequences of machinism, 
trade cycles, and declining uage rates. The journal uould 
therefore try to bring home to the German nation its collec­
tive responsibility for the misery in its midst. 1 6 
Sensing potential readers in the business community, 
Engels stressed the need to expose the damage being done to 
the Mittelstand by uncontrolled industrialisation. He pre­
dicted three economic results of unrestrained competition: 
the concentration of capital in the hands of an elite of big-
businessmen, the grouth of monopolies, and the decline of 
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small-scale artisan manufacturing. The review uould spon­
sor studies to verify these trends, and it uould also report 
on all attempts at social reform, such as the work of the new 
Associations and government legislation. He regretted that 
the Prussian state had so far concentrated on coercive 
measures which, while holding some evils in check, produced 
others equally regrettable. He had nothing but contempt for 
the barbaric character of the Prussian penal code, and vigor­
ously denounced the vicious and short-sighted sentencing 
policies of the judiciary, uho placed minor offenders in 
solitary confinement or among hardened criminals, and pun­
ished poachers uith death. He classified the poor lau system, 
16. Ibid. 
as currently operated, under the nenal code, but admitted 
that information uas lacking on hou it functioned in prac­
tice in different parts of the country. Indeed, Engels, 
comparing Prussia to England, uas acutely sensitive to the 
absence of adeguate data on crime, prostitution, poverty, 
public health, housing conditioos and uage-rates; he ap­
pealed especially to "priests, teachers, doctors and effi-
cials" to provide the Gesellschaftsspiegel uith these facts. 
Before this statement sau the light of day Engels had 
left the Uuppertal, so he never uorked on the editorial 
board of the journal. The other project he shared uith Hess 
during the opening months of 1845, the 'Library of Best Fo­
reign Socialist Writers', uas abortive, although Engels did 
translate one piece for it, a manuscript of Fourier's on 
commerce, uhich he subseguently transformed into an article 
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for the Deutsches Bu'rgerbuch. Houever, uhen the scheme 
uas first mooted he threu himself energetically into plan­
ning the volumes and looking for suitable translators. He 
used Marx, recently moved to Brussels, as a source of French-
language texts, and solicited his opinion on uhich Freoch 
authors should be included. Elarx, too, uas excited by the 
venture, and quickly sent Engels his ideas on hou to organise 
18. Ibid, p. 6 7 4 . 
19. Engels, "Ein Fragment Eouriers u'ber den Hanoel", 
Deutsches Bu'rgerbuch fur 1846 (ed. H. Puttmann), P ann-
heim, Hoff, 1846, pp. 1-56; reprinted in PiEGA I, 4, 
pp. 4 0 7 - 4 5 3 ; P1ECU, 4 , pp. 613-u44. 
the 'Library' and uhich theorists should be represented in 
it. His vieus reveal the comparative breadth by this time 
of his knouledge of early French socialism. 
Marx suggested that the series should be organised 
historically, and should take the form of a documentary 
history of European socialism. This uould illustrate the 
uay that socialist theory had developed under the influence 
of the French Revolution and industrialisation, and uould 
bring out the parallels betueen English and French theorists, 
including their common debt to the materialism of the French 
Enlightenment. He had recently discovered the uorks of Mor-
elly and Goduin, and nou insisted on their importance. The 
place to begin the series, he contended, uas uith Enlighten­
ment 'proto-socialists' like Helvetius and D'Holbach; then 
one could illustrate their impact on English radical thought 
uith a judicious selection from Bentham, Goduin's Political 
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Justice. and the major uorks of Robert Buen. 
Marx considered, houever, that the history of French 
socialism uarranted a more detailed and thorough treatment. 
The first French socialist theorists, properly speaking, he 
told Engels, uere Morelly and Mably, so their uritings should 
be uell represented. Then the 'Library' should include 
selections from the extreme left of the French Revolution: 
the Cercle social, Hebert, Bacques Roux and Leclerc, perhaps 
20. Marx, "Notizbuch aus den Bahren 1844-47", MEGA I, 5, 
p. 549; "Plan of the Library of the Best Foreign Soc­
ialist writers", MECU, 4, p. 667; Engels to Marx, 
17/3/45, replying to a non-extant letter from Marx on 
the subject, CME, 1, pp. 364-37B. 
to be followed by Babouf and Buonarroti. After this, pride 
of place should be given to the seminal figures of Fourier 
and Saint-Simon. The only Fourierist of major importance uho 
had to be included, he judged, uas Considerant, but it uas 
imperative to provide selections from Le Producteur and Le 
Globe as uell as the best productions of the Saint-Simcnian 
school like Bazard's Exposition and Leroux's essays. French 
communism ought to be illustrated too, by Cabet's Voyage and 
the uritings of Dezamy and Gay; and an attempt should be 
made to portray uorking-class ideology, probably by means 
of extracts from L1Egalitaire and L ' Humanitaire. The series 
should culminate, he suggested, uith Proudhon's Qu'est-ce 
gue la propriete? and his forthcoming book on economics if 
it uere available in time, because Proudhon's uritings uere 
the apotheosis of French socialist thought, and indeed the 
most advanced uork yet achieved by the European left. He 
offered to urite an extended introductory essay to the 'Li­
brary' explaining the evolution of the different currents of 
European socialism from the mid-eighteenth century to the 
present.2''' 
Engels, a little astonished at the degree of Marx's 
enthusiasm and the length of his list of essential thinkers, 
replied conciliatorily, suggestiog that they might compose 
the introduction together, uith Marx doing the French section 
and himself the English. It uould have to be brief, h9 
remarked, but there uas no reason uhy it should not sketch 
the main outlines of the history of European socialist 
thought. But he uas dead against organising the uhole 'Li­
brary1 chronologically. F o r one thing, he argued, the pub­
lisher reguired an alternation of French and English mater­
ial, uhich uould upset the historical development; for another 
to fill up all the early volumes uith out-dated sources uould 
be boring for the reader and jeopardise the commercial via­
bility of the project. In any case, it uas vital to begin 
uith uorks that uould shock German public opinion into ac­
tion on the 'social guestion', and the 'Library' should be 
restricted for the most part to texts uith a "positive con­
tent" useful for propaganda purposes. In his opinion, the 
bulk of the volumes should consist of uorks by Fourier, Ouen 
and the Saint-Simonians, although no doubt a place might be 
found for Morelly later in the series. As for Goduin, he 
and Hess proposed to leave out Political Bustice. He ad­
mitted that it contained "numerous excellent passages" in 
uhich Goduin came close to communism, and that it had some 
value as a critigue of establishment politics, but, he claimed 
Goduin's conclusions uere in general resolutely anti-
socialist. Anticipating that Marx uould rise to this bait, 
he added hastily that it had been some time since he had read 
the book, and he uould look it over again. But in any case, 
if one included Goduin one could hardly omit Bentham, uhose 
uritings uere incredibly tedious and abstract. Engels, in 
other uords, conceived the 'Library' not as a scholarly 
:-nterp ri s e but as a uay of quickly making available the best 
pieces of French and English socialist propaganda to German 
agitators. He uas much more conscious than Marx of the 
need to produce short, clear, non-academic exposes of com­
munist ideas for the militants of the grass-roots movement 
he believed uas beginning to emerge in the Rhineland. 
The one piece uhich Engels actually chose and trans­
lated for the 'Library' before the scheme caved in uas a 
good example of the kind of educational material he had in 
mind. No German socialist except Ueitling, he urote in his 
introduction to "A Fragment of Fourier's on Trade", had so 
far produced anything comparable to Fourier's critique of 
commerce. Fourier uas not a communist, and there uere some 
bizarre things in his very uneven uritings, but he had 
criticised existing social relations so sharply and uith so 
much uit and humour that one could readilv forgive him his 
cosmological fantasies about anti-lions and lemonade seas. 
"French nonsense", Engels remarked, "is at least cheerful, 
uhereas German nonsense is gloomy and profound", and he made 
it abundantly clear that he had little time for most of uhat 
had been passed off as German socialist theory in the last 
feu years. Uhat Ouen, Fourier, Saint-Simon and others had 
said as long as "ten, tuenty or even forty years ago — and 
said very uell, very clearly, in very fine language", German 
philosophers uere nou at last becoming acquainted uith, and 
reproducing in abstract, Hegelianised jargon. The only 
thing that uas original about Gorman socialism, he added, 
uas the "bad, abstract, unintelligible and clumsy form" in 
uhich the commonplaces of Western European socialist theory 
uere expressed. In fact, the Germans still kneu very little 
about Ouenism, and they had taken from the French only "the 
most neneral principles...the schematic plans of future so­
cieties, the social systems", ignoring the best aspect of the 
Fourierists', Saint-Simonians1 and Proudhon's uritings, 
namely their investigation of social problems and their cri­
ticism of existing society. Fourier's essay, then, uould 
serve as an illustration of uhat could be done, and might 
encourage some left-uing German intellectuals to go beyond 
Lorenz von Stein's inadeguate book on French socialism (Der 
Socialismus und Communismus des heutigen Frankreichs) and 
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read the Theorie des guatre mouvements for themselves. 
i_ack of space prevented Engels from reproducing in 
the Burgarbuch the uhole Fourier manuscript published post­
humously in La Phalange. He chose a generalised attack on 
the mercantile spirit, free trade and liberal economics, and 
a systematic analysis of thirty-six different forms of bank­
ruptcy (most of uhich the Freochman exposed as fraudulent). 
This disquisition on bankruptcy, though amusing, and charac­
teristic of Fourier's sceptical dissection of French economic 
life, uas tangential to Engels' purpose. Uhat he really 
admired uas Fourier's scathing denunciation of commercial 
cap i talism. 
In Engels' selection Fourier began by attacking the 
mercantile spirit as the chief source the "debasement" and 
"disorganisation" of French society. Commerce, he claimed, 
had subordinated the French nation to the pouer of an unpro­
ductive merchant class, and free trade had caused bankrupt­
cies, monopolies, "villainy" in business relations, and 
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"veritable industrial anarchy".'" He excoriated commerce as 
fundamentally immoral, an opinion uith uhich his translator 
uarmly agreed, remembering vividly his oun disgust uith the 
countless minor deceits and sharp-practices he had uitnessed 
in Bremen and Manchester. Engels folloued this general cri­
tique uith a precis, mainly in Fourier's uords, of the his­
torical development of modern commercial capitalism. Ex­
plaining that different types of society had different forms 
of commerce, he reproduced Fourier's description of four 
stages in the history of trade: barter; 'indirect commerce' 
(i.e., primitive trade carried out through the mediumof 
honest middlemen); 'compound commerce' (characterised by 
speculation and hoarding by parasitic middlemen); and 'civil­
ised trade', uhich amalgamated all the vices of earlier 
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stages and amounted to legalised robbery. Fourier, uho had 
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a mania for arranging and cataloguing things, had claimed 
that there uere thirty-six iniquitous features of 'civilised 
trade', such as the arbitrary determination by the merchant 
of the value of commodities, deceit over the quantity and 
quality of goods supplied, cornering of supplies and mark­
ets, speculation, and usury. Engels reproduced these in 
tabular form, and added several paragraphs of Fourier's text 
explaining and commenting on them. In particular, the 
French socialist objected to the social irresponsibility of 
merchants, uho, he claimeu, uere quite prepared to ruin manu­
facturers by price-cutting during gluts and to gouge the 
public unmercifully uhen there uas a commodity famine. He 
also asserted that merchants, by issuing commercial bills, 
had foisted on the couotry a fraudulent mooetary system, 
and had obtained a privileged financial oosition uhich many 
exploited dishonestly. 
Engels endorsed all this, and he admired, too, 
Fourier's attempt to demonstrate that cyclical trade crises 
had their roots in the anarchy of free trade. Middlemen, 
the French socialist argued, disrupted normal trade by creat­
ing artificial shortages or gluts from uhich they could ex­
tract extra profits. They also exacerbated famines and 
overproduction crises, even though they possessed the pouer 
to mitigate them by manipulating their stockpiles of goods. 
He contended that whereas it uas perfectly feasible to use 
the distribution system to smoothe out irregularities in 
production, in practice the anarchic market usually made 
production crises uorse, and because of this the uhole eco­
nomy uas a disorderly mess. The net result of free-trade, 
he concluded, uas that "the commercial movement proceeds by 
fits and starts, in spasms, surprises and excesses of all 
descriptions, as can be seen every day in the present trade 
mechanism, uhich can achieve only a periodically interrupted 
circulation, uithout regular gradation, uithout balance and 
2 8 
guarantees". This explanation of cyclical economic crises 
uas one that ue have seen Engels defending earlier, and there 
seems no question that he preferred a 'disequilibrium' theory 
to the underconsumptionist account offered elseuhere by 
Fourier and popularised by Considerant and Proudhon. 
Another point uhich Fourier made forcefully in the 
"Fragment", and uhich Engels strongly agreed uith, uas that 
the modern commercial system had become so firmly established, 
despite its evident immorality and fraudulence, at least in 
part because intellectuals had uritten apologies for it and 
governments had acquiesced in it. The liberal intelligentsia 
had developed a "neu science called Economics" uhich appeared 
to have the sole purpose of exalting "hucksters, stock-jobbers, 
corner-men, usurers, bankrupts, monopolisers and commercial 
parasites to the peak of honours", uhile governments, falling 
deeper and deeper into debt, had abandoned their scruples 
and pandered to the "mercantile bloodsuckers" uho could, at 
a high price, provide them uith the credit they desperately 
needed. But this armistice betueen the state and the elite 
of merchant capitalists, Fourier feared, uas rapidly turning 
into a quiet capitulation by the former in the face of the 
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latter's demands. Engels thus found in Fourier the sug­
gestion that governments uere rapidly losing their pouer to 
check the anti-social policies of interest groups and clas­
ses, and uere becoming instead the pauns of a neu rising 
social group, the merchant capitalists. 
Fourier's entire critigue uas aimed at commercial, 
not industrial, capitalism. Engels uas uell auare of this, 
and it uas of course one of the main reasons uhy he felt 
that Fourier's analysis, brilliant though it uas, had to be 
superseded. But Germany uas as yet relatively unindustrial-
ised outside a feu localities, so as a complement to Engels1 
oun focus on factory industry it uas useful to have avail­
able socialist literature uhich uould appeal directly to the 
artisan and peasant. Even if the condition of the prole­
tariat uas "the main point" of communist propaganda, he re­
marked, this came nouhere near exhausting "the criticism of 
present-day society". Except in his last manuscripts, 
Fourier had hardly touched on factory labour at all, uhich 
in Engels' vieu merely uent to prove that bourgeois society 
uas thoroughly reprehensible even before the industrial revo­
lution. He judged Fourier as unrivalled as a critic of the 
"inner" social relationships among the French bourgeoisie, 
and rejoiced in his scathing exoose of the dullness and 
hypocrisy of middle-class life. The Frenchman's critique of 
capitalist culture uas unique, he emphasised, and German 
socialism had a great deal to learn from him on this sub-
3n 
ject as uell as on economic matters. 
Engels also approved of Fourier's methodology, urit­
ing gleefully that he hated philosophy and "savagely ridiculed 
it" in his uritings. Sure enough, he freguently indulged in 
uild speculations, but these uere genial eccentricities uhich 
in no uay detracted from his empirical analyses of past and 
present. His epochs of social development (savagery, patriar­
chate, barbarism, civilisation) compared favourably ui :h the 
laborious ascent of Hegel's 'Absolute Idea' "grunting and 
groaning" its uay through four uorld empires. Engels insis­
ted that uhereas Hegel's historiography imposed a specula­
tive pattern on events, Fourier's categories emerged from 
the facts of history; moreover, even if he did sometimes slip 
into absurdities and fantasies, his uork uas extraordinarily 
fertile a treasure trove of ideas in uhich more prosaic 
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minds uould for a long uhile find many stimulating insights. 
There uas therefore no guestion in Engels' mind that 
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it uould do his German socialist acquaintances in Cologne 
and Dusseldorf good to immerse themselves for a uhile in the 
original uritings of Fourier, Ouen, and some other French 
socialist theorists. Germany had to catch up uith uhat had 
been achieved abroad, and the existing secondary uorks on the 
subject uere "uithout exception bad". Uhen all uas said and 
done, French socialist theory uas the most advanced in Europe, 
and any socialist uho uanted to be up-to-date uould have to 
master the most important French material. For that matter 
he uould also have to study the emergence of the labour 
movement in France and England, and that meant grasping "the 
uhole of English and French history during the last eighty 
years", especially the French Revolution and the course of 
English industrialisation. Once he had done all this, an­
nounced Engels, the budding German socialist intellectual 
uould realise that all his uisdom uas "old stuff, the pros 
and cons of uhich have already been thoroughly discussed on 
the other side of the Rhine and the English Channel years 
a g o " . 3 2 Only after the Germans had properly comprehended 
uhat had been done before them uould they be in a position 
to shou uhat they themselves could contribute to European 
socialism. 
Uithin the nascent Rhineland socialist movement Engels 
thus championed three main lines of action: (i) a careful 
study of the best foreign socialist theory, (ii) a systematic 
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effort to collect and disseminate factual information about 
social problems, and (iii) a tactical alliance uith the more 
enlightened liberal bourgeoisie, co-operating uith them 
through the Associations for the Benefit of the Uorking Clas­
ses.. In theory he recognised that the small socialist clubs 
uhich had already formed in his absence, and uhich uere com­
posed in the main of students and young professional men 
uith middle-class jobs and backgrounds, ought to be making 
contact uith the uorking classes. In practice, houever, he 
had no idea hou to go about doing this effectively, he uas 
afraid of the police uhom he kneu uere already uatching him, 
and he felt hampered by his connection uith his father's 
firm. Under pressure from his father he had reluctantly agreed 
to resume uork in the Uuppertal office of the business, and, 
if he uere to stay in the Barmen-Elberfeld area and uork in 
the local Association, this seemed the only uay of assuring 
himself of a regular income. Moreover, his father, though 
disapproving of his atheism and communism, uas glad to see 
that his son had profited from his stay in England to learn 
about manufacturing and economics, and uas uilling to allou 
him time off from uork to pursue his economic studies. Given 
this fragile modus vivendi uith his family and the apparently 
good prospect of exerting substantial influence on the Uup-
pertal's philanthropic liberals, Engels (uith the support of 
Hess, uho had come to reside there too) decided to concen­
trate his propaganda initially on the middle-classes. He 
organised a series of public meetings — or rather 'banquets' 
on the French model — in Elberfeld in February 1845, at 
uhich he and Hess undertook to explain the communist vieu-
point to an assembled throng of businessmen, officials and 
professional men. Forty people attended the first meeting, 
130 the second, and over 200 the third, or at least so he 
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claimed in a letter to Marx. Engels himself uas the prin­
cipal speaker at the first tuo meetings. His speeches, later 
published, provide a useful summary of his vieus at the time, 
and indicate that his socialism uas largely a mixture of 
ideas taken from Fourier and Ouen. 
In his first speech Engels tried to explain uhat uas 
urong uith contemporary German society and to sketch the 
economic draubacks of unrestricted capitalism. He singled 
out four characteristics of the socio-economic system or ad­
verse comment: the uidespread preoccupation uith self-
enrichment; the grouing disparity of income betueen rich and 
poor; the atmosphere of mutual antagonism uhich uas turning 
life into a perpetual uar of all against all; and the lack 
of any rational organisation of the economy or systematic 
provision of social services. In recent German history, he 
suggested, there could be detected a number of trends uhich 
reflected the direction in uhich Europe as a uhole uas mov­
ing, namely the decline of the louer middle class, the im­
poverishment of the louer classes, uidening income differen­
tials, centralisation of capital in the hands of a neu busi­
ness elite, and uorsening trade crises. Citing the example 
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of England, he predicted that Germany uould henceforth be 
experiencing over-production crises every five to six years. 
On this occasion he hedged his bets as to the root cause of 
cyclical crises, pointing to the unplanned and uncertain 
nature of capitalist production and sales, but also claiming 
that the inegalitarian distribution of uealth fostered by 
the economic system necessarily produced an increasing dis­
proportion betueen uorking-class production and consumption, 
thus making over-production more and more likely. 3 4 
He then set out to list systematically the economic 
draubacks of capitalism. Arguing that the 'laissez-faire* 
system, combined uith private ounership, uas extraordinarily 
inefficient, he claimed that there uere at least six forms 
of wastage uhich could be eliminated by an egalitarian com­
munity practicing economic planning. One uas the "prodigious" 
loss of uealth uhich resulted from every commercial crisis, 
uhen masses of goods uere throun auay at discount prices and 
capital disappeared before "the very eyes" of its ouners. 
Another kind of inefficiency uas that denounced by Fourier: 
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the role in trade played by parasitic middlemen. Thirdly, 
there uas the cost of maintaining a huge and unproductive 
state bureaucracy, the justification for uhich uas usually 
that an extensive governmental apparatus uas needed to protect 
34. Engels, "Zuei Reden in Elberfeld", Rheinische 3ahrbucher 
zur qesellschaftlichen Reform (ed. H. PuttmannJ, vol 1, 
Darmstadt, Leske, 1845, pp. 45-62 & 71-81; reprinted in 
MEGA I, 4, pp. 367-390; NECU, 4, pp. 243-264. 
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society from lawlessness. But if it uere possible to largely 
eliminate crime, then much of this bureaucracy uould be 
superfluous and its personnel could be employed on more 
productive tasks. Could crime be substantially reduced? Yes, 
he replied, because it uas essentially an expression of the 
current uar of individual against individual, a symptom of 
a feverish and decadent civilisation. Like Proudhon, he 
reckoned that the coercive pouer available to governments 
uas far in excess of that needed to keep order in a more 
rational and humanely organised society. Hence his convic­
tion — shared by Ouen, Fourier, the Saint-Simonians, and 
Proudhon, among others — that it should be possible to 
gradually dismantle the state apparatus uhen society had been 
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rebuilt on an ethical foundation. 
Another expensive institution uith uhich communist 
society could dispense uas a professional army, Engels con­
sidered that standing armies had tuo purposes: to protect 
property and privilege from revolution, and to conduct ag­
gressive uars, A peaceful communal society uould therefore 
need only a citizens* militia for defensive purposes, a 
popular army on the model of the French revolutionary con-
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tingents of 1792-99. Middlemen, bureaucrats, and soldiers 
uere thus to Engels so many forms of uasted manpouer, and he 
extended his list to include servants and paupers, neither 
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of uhom uould persist in an egalitarian, planned economy. 
He uas repelled by the uay in uhich the rich indulged in os­
tentatious luxury, objecting not so much to costly decorative 
goods as to crouds of "maids, cooks, lackeys, coachmen, do­
mestic servants, gardeners and uhatever" uho frittered auay 
so many hours of each day ministering to the uhims of their 
employers. The abolition of domestic servants, he calculated, 
uould make available hundreds of thousands of uorkers to make 
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necessities for the masses. He reasoned that a similar 
large addition to the labour force could be found in the 
hoards of "destitute uorkers uho uould gladly uork, but cannot 
get any uork". The pool of unemployed uas larger than uas 
commonly believed, he alleged, because apart from those en­
rolled for poor relief there uere also the vast numbers of 
underemployed uho eked out a living by begging, street sueep-
ing, doing occasional odd jobs, haukinq, peddling, and being 
street entertainers. And then there uas the problem of pros­
titution — a large-scale business uhose victims had despaired 
of finding any other source of income. All in all, pauperism 
uas an immense problem, and it uas getting uorse all the 
time. He uas still convinced that the root cause of uide-
spread unemployment uas the competitive struggle uhich forced 
employers to replace men by machines or at least by uomen 
and children uhose labour cost less. Under capitalism, he 
concluded, men uere constantly devising uays of making other 
men destitute. 
Engels uas thus certain that society had at its dis­
posal an abundance of labour uhich only auaited planned, 
rational organisation. He judged that an optimum use of 
existing man-pouer uould allou a 50% reduction in uorking 
time; this saving uould be achieved partly by eliminating 
wastage but partly by a higher rate of productivity in indus­
try and agriculture. Hou could this be obtained? Robert Ouen 
had shown the way with a series of "practical" and "fully 
uorked out" proposals which would fuse individual labour in­
to a "social collective pouer" more creative and efficient 
than the sum of individual efforts. Engels uas thinking of 
Owen's schemes for total industrial communities, in uhich 
several thousand people uould live and uork together in large 
'palaces', thus saving the costs of heating and lighting in­
dividual houses and the separate preparation of meals. He 
probably also had in mind Proudhon's point that a group of 
workers, co-operating together in an organised fashion, 
could produce a great deal more than if they uorked indi­
vidually. He uas suggesting, in fact, that a communist 
society uould be able to speed up the transformation of ar­
tisan manufacturing into large-scale factory industry, and 
that the efficiency of factories uould be greatly enhanced 
if they each belonged to a commune uhich functioned as a 
social unit outside uorking hours too. But he uas also 
thinking of practical considerations like providing the work­
ing classes with material benefits like central heating, 
hot water, and gas lighting currently priced beyond their 
reach. Communal housing, he reasoned, could bring these 
luxuries to the uhole population, and a cleaner, better fed 
and housed uorkforce uould be more productive than the emac­
iated wretches now manning the factories.4^1 
Perhaps because his audience consisted of middle-
class reformers, Engels put considerable emphasis in his 
speech on practical reforms uhich uould gradually and peace­
fully improve the existing society. He stressed that there 
uas no question of trying to introduce common ounership over­
night or against the uill of the nation. Communism uas merely 
a long—run aim, a beacon in the distance indicating the path 
to be travelled. Such a goal uas required because once one 
recognised that capitalist society uas premissed on a "fun­
damental mistake", one needed a long-term strategy for elim­
inating it. A_d hoc reforms uould never strike at the core 
evil, but a carefully planned series of reforms could pre­
pare the uay for a "calm and peaceful transition" to a com­
munity organised on different lines. In any case, he uarned, 
the existing regime uas in danger, and something had to be 
done to head off violent uprisings by ignorant and desperate 
uorkers like the Silesian ueavers. There uere only tuo al­
ternative policies uhich could be adopted touards the grouing 
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proletariat: it could be repressed still further, at the 
risk of increased crime and violence, or it could be given 
education, better pay, and better uorking conditions. The 
latter, Engels suggested, uas the course most in the interest 
of both the government and the bourgeoisie,4 1' He uas, of 
course, playing on the fears of his middle-class audience, 
and he hardly regarded the prospect of more uprisings uith 
the same horror as did these 'respectable' citizens, but 
there seems little doubt that in the early months of 1845 
he hoped for a peaceful solution, and thought an alliance 
of socialists and liberals might generate a reform movement 
strong enough to bring in 'progressive' legislation surpas­
sing that achieved in England, He believed that three meas­
ures, acceptable to both advanced liberals and socially-
minded Christians, uould bring about a substantial improve­
ment in the condition of the louer classes. They uere the 
creation of a comprehensive and free state educational sys­
tem, a thorough reorganisation of poor relief, and a major 
alteration of the taxation system, 
Engels placed a high premium on the creation of a 
free, nation-uide school system to eradicate ignorance among 
the louer classes. To be effective, he argued, these schools 
uould have to be state-financed, provide a general educa­
tion (not merely vocational training), and extend to the 
secondary level; their establishment uas in his opinion 
clearly a job for the central government, and he had no en­
thusiasm for proposals uhich left education to the churches 
4 2 
or to local school-boards. His second reform also en­
visaged state action. He suggested a drastic revision to the 
poor relief system, aimed at creating 'colonies' of unem­
ployed uhich the government uould provide uith farm-land and 
workshops. In effect, he uas proposing 'national farms' and 
'national uorkshops' on lines similar to those suggested by 
Louis Blanc, so he may have had L'Organisation du travail at 
the back of his mind, or possibly he borroued the scheme 
from the Chartists. He expected the amount of money required 
uould be no greater than that already spent on poor relief, 
and claimed that if implemented his plan uould be a splendid 
example of the "association" of capital and labour. He also 
hoped that the colonies might serve as pilot projects for a 
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future communist society. 
The schools and the 1 colonies'uould require money, 
and to raise it he proposed tax reform. The present taxes, 
he considered, uere unjustly distributed, uith far too much 
emphasis on indirect taxes uhich ueighed disproportionately 
on the less uell-off. He suggested a progressive tax on 
capital, uhich uould place the burden of public administra­
tion on those best able to pay. This might sound radical, he 
admitted, but in fact it involved no change in principle, 
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since it uas already generally accepted that the state nad 
the right to levy taxes on private property, a right uhich 
infringed the idea that private property uas sacrosanct and 
implied that the state uas the "true ouner" of all land. It 
uas time, he asserted, to take this latter principle seriously. 
The state ought to proclaim itself the "common ouner" of all 
property, and, as a first step touards administering this 
public property for the public good, should introduce a sys­
tem of taxation based solely on each individual's ability to 
pay. In this uay a progressive capital tax could be used to 
pave the uay touards communal ounership of all land and 
realty, uhile in the meantime providing the finance needed 
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far the neu system of education and method of poor relief. 
Engels' second speech revealed that he thought the 
road to communism uas likely to differ in England, France and 
Germany. Uhereas in England Ouenite co-operatives uould 
probably take over the economy piece by piece, in France it 
uas quite on the cards that the 'social revolution' uould be 
legislated after the uorkers had seized political pouer. 
The German case uas still open, although it uas obvious that 
the Rhineland, at least, uas on the threshold of drastic 
social changes. The advent of communism, he remarked, could 
not be demonstrated as a historical necessity, and he had no 
intention of offering a grand theory of history in the Heg­
elian tradition. Uhat one could legitimately do uas analyse 
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the trends ev/ident in the German economy. 4 5 He had little 
doubt that whatever policies the country followed, it uas 
on the verge of an economic catastrophe. To back up this 
pessimistic diagnosis he examined in turn the several avenues 
open to German industry in the face of competition from Bri­
tain. The Prussian government, uhich largely determined the 
economic climate throughout Germany,had three options: to 
impose highly protective tariffs (as urged by Friedrich List 
and many businessmen), to abolish duties in the hope that 
this uould force domestic manufacturers to modernise and be­
come competitive, or to maintain the status guo. Each of 
these 'solutions1 he believed to be fraught uith peril. 4^ 
Free trade, he judged, uould be disastrous, because 
the German market uould be suamped uith cheap foreign goods, 
and much of German industry uould be ruined; the resultant 
severe depression uould provoke desperate uorking-class re­
bellions, perhaps even too many to be suppressed by troops. 
But a continuation of the status guo uould not be much better 
because German industry, relatively content uith a fairly 
secure domestic market, uas technologically stagnant. Sooner 
or later the larger, more modern British firms uould be 
capable of undercutting German prices despite the moderate 
tariff barrier. 4 7 At this point, the government uould have 
to resort to the third option: high protective tariffs 
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designed to exclude British goods entirely. Engels considered 
thoroughgoing protectionism a solution in the short run, but 
uarned that German firms, safe behind the tariff uall, uould 
stand still technologically, and that eventually they uould 
be so obsolete that nothing could save them. 4 8 He recommended 
instead the gradual reduction of duties after German industry 
had had a chance to recover and find capital for modernisa­
tion. He uas uncertain uhether this 'breathing-space1 policy 
uould uork, but he thought it just possible that German en­
terprises might reach a position of competing on equal terms 
uith the British. If that did happen, he expected a full-
scale industrial uar uould break out betueen the tuo nations, 
a life-and-death struggle in uhich the British, uith greater 
experience and larger production units, uould still have the 
advantage. There uas no chance Britain uould agree to par­
tition uorld markets, he uarned, because she needed to main-
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tain her industrial monopoly to survive. So eventually, 
either British or German industry uould be smashed, sparking 
off a social revolution in the loser country. A revolution 
in England, he predicted, uould spread to the uhole European 
continent, so in the long run Germany uould experience uide-
spread social upheaval one uay or the other. 
This exercise in long-range forcasting uas a little 
speculative, Engels recognised, but he pointed out that a 
period of unrestrained competition for uorld markets betueen 
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the industrialising nations uas virtually inevitable. Germany 
uas therefore almost certain to experience, probably in more 
acute form, the traumatic grouing pains uhich England had 
suffered during the last fifty years, including, of course, 
cyclical depressions and the rapid grouth of urban slums. 
If this uas to be the nation's future, he suggested it uould 
be uell uorth the uhile of all educated Germans to study 
5G 
contemporary England. This uas no doubt a plug for his 
forthcoming book, because uhen Engels made these Elberfeld 
speeches he had the social life of industrial England very 
much at the front of his mind. 
During January and February 1845 he urote the bulk 
of his lengthy book on The Condition of the Uorking Class in 
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England. He interuove in the text three different kinds 
of material. The core of the uork uas a descriptive survey 
of uork conditions and housing in a variety of trades and 
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England, Leipzig, Uigand, 1845; reprinted in MEGA I, 4, 
pp. 3-286; MECU, 4, pp. 295-583. Marcus, op. cit., 
pp. 131-248, appears to be the only extended commentary 
on Engels' book; it concentrates on his reactions to the 
industrial city, and is uritten from a literary and 
psychological point-of-vieu. Eric Hobsbaum's "Intro­
duction" to a reprint of the English translation, The 
Condition of the Uorking Class in England, London, Pan­
ther, 1969, is a brief, sympathetic summary, designed 
as a reply to the more critical "Editors' Introduction" 
by Uilliam 0. Henderson & U.H. Chaloner to their trans­
lation, Oxford, Blackuell, 1958. They emphasise Engels' 
failure to meet modern standards of historical scholar­
ship, and uarn that his account did not faithfully re­
flect urban louer-class uorking and living conditions in 
1844. Henderson has given a short description of the 
book and repeated his criticisms in his The Life of 
Friedrich Engels, 2 vols, London, Cass, 1976, vol 1., 
pp. 48-61 & 69-73. 
districts of the British Isles, although he devoted most 
space and time to the industry and locality he kneu best; 
Lancashire textiles. This part of the book uas a rather 
rambling compilation of evidence draun from his oun exper­
ience, neuspapers, older books, and local government and 
parliamentary reports. It uas a primitive essay in indus­
trial sociology, providing factual data of the type he had 
appealed for in his Gesellschaftsspieqel editorial. Secondly, 
The Condition contained a discussion of the English trade-
union movement, strikes, the movement of real uages, factory 
legislation, Chartism, Ouenism, the instability of the Bri­
tish economy, cyclical business crises, and the future grouth 
of mechanised industry. His ideas on these subjects uere the 
fruit of his reading, contacts and personal experience in 
Manchester, and there is no reason to believe he changed 
them betueen September 1844, uhen he discussed such matters 
uith Marx in Paris, and the early months of 1845 uhen he 
urote them doun in his book. In the third place, he included 
in The Condition the general perspective on English society 
uhich he had expressed earlier in his article on Carlyle in 
the Deutsch-Franzosische 3ahrbucher and in his Uoruarts! 
pieces. He reiterated his opinion that England uas a sick, 
fragmented, and bitterly divided nation, and that relations 
betueen classes uere a form of 'social uar*. As noted ear­
lier, he consciously intended the book to be an indictment 
of the English bourgeoisie for 'social murder'. In addition, 
he tried to predict the outcome of the conflict and to 
assess the chances for political and social reform. 
I have already discussed, in a previous chapter, 
Engels 1 vieus on the British labour movement, strikes, uages, 
economic crises, etc. Nor uas his general picture of English 
society different from the one he sketched to Marx in Aug­
ust/September 1844, so there is no need to repeat this either. 
But there remain tuo other respects in uhich The Condition 
provides important evidence concerning the quality and thrust 
of Engels* socialism in early 1845. As he urote the book he 
uorked out his ideas on hou the material circumstances of the 
urban uorker affected his psyche, or, to put it another uay, 
hou poverty and exhaustion 'caused' emotions of ueary resig­
nation and/or indignant rebellion in the breasts of the pro­
letariat. And secondly, the manuscript betrayed its author's 
ambivalence about the future course of events in England. On 
several occasions in the text Engels suggested the viability 
of gradual social change, uith the combined forces of the 
English 'left' (trade-unions, Chartists, Ouenites, and fac­
tory-reformers) pressuring the English parliament to grant 
both universal suffrage and far-reaching social reform legis­
lation. But he ended the uork uith a violent onslaught on 
the intransigence of the English bourgeoisie, and a dire 
uarning that it uas nou too late to prevent violent revolu­
t i o n . 6 2 Clearly the tuo positions uere inconsistent, ano 
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something had occurred to make Engels change his mind on 
the reform versus revolution issue before he penned his last 
chapter, "The attitude of the bourgeoisie touards the pro­
letariat" in March. I propose, therefore, to focus my re­
marks about The Condition on these tuo aspects of the uork. 
The thing that had struck Engels most uhen he first 
arrived in Manchester, he recalled in The Condition, had been 
unemployment. The slump of 1842 had been the most violent 
experienced by the textile industry, and had resulted in a 
state of "general insurrection" throughout the manufacturing 
districts in August, and although by November, uhen Engels 
arrived, the riots had been suppressed, the atmosphere uas 
^3 
still tense.w This first impression of the industrial 
north had evidently convinced Engels that something had gone 
drastically urong in England. It probably gave him the emo­
tional shock uhich motivated him to study economic theory 
and English socialist literature, and to travel around Lan­
cashire and Yorkshire observing uorking-class life. Houever, 
in the next feu months most of the unemployed had gradually 
found uork as the factories started up again, and he had 
then begun to build up a picture of the more permanent feat­
ures of urban 'civilisation'. 
He uas scandalised by the crouded, jerry-built tene­
ments of Manchester, Salford, 8olton, Stockport, Liverpool, 
Leeds, and other northern cities, and filled page after page 
of The Condition uith descriptions of back-to-back rou hous­
ing uith primitive sanitation. Over-crouding and pollution 
from the smoky factories deprived the slum duellers of air 
and light, he reported, and everyuhere the houses uere de­
caying. Damp, dirt and cold uere the normal accompaniments 
of the uorker and his family in the brief hours they uere 
released from the factory. Naturally, he added, the insani­
tary housing conditions and the overcrouding uere tuo of the 
main reasons for the severe problems of public health in the 
industrial cities. 5 4 
He observed that the air breathed by the slum-duellers 
uas poisonous because putrefying vegetables and offal, dirty 
uater, garbage, and excrement uere all throun into the streets 
and rivers, and ventilation uas so inadequate that fetid 
gases could not escape. The poor health of the average toun-
dueller uas due in part to diseases spread by this decaying 
refuse, and in part to chronic respiratory ailments caused 
by the noxious, oxygen-starved atmosphere. The problem uas 
compounded by the freguent lack of running uater, uhich made 
household cleanliness difficult, and meant that typhus spread 
easily. Epidemics uere rife, and cholera also had so ravaged 
the slums that municipal health commissions tried spasmodic­
ally and ineffectually to clean up a feu of the uorst areas. 
But the "Augean stables" uere simply too vast for a feu local 
government officials to deal uith, and they, in any case, uere 
powerless to cleanse the atmosphere. Of the epidemics, En­
gels added, scarlet fever uas the third major killer, uhile 
the chronic ailment of consumption uas also rampant, produc­
ing "pale, lank, narrou-chested, hollou-eyed ghosts (uith) 
languid, flabby faces, incapable of the slightest energetic 
n 55 
expression". 
The poor diets and clothing of many uorking-class 
families, he continued, indicated their living standards 
uere rock-bottom. Drauing partly on his oun observations and 
partly on published accounts of the condition of Lancashire 
uorkers (in particular, on Peter Gaskell's The Manufacturing 
Population of England),he claimed that the quality of uor­
kers 1 clothing had deteriorated since the eighteenth century 
because cotton had largely taken the place of uool and linen. 
Many uorkers' garments uere in bad condition, covered uith 
patches and tears, often bought second-hand, and some uorking 
families uere too poor to purchase shoes. But even uhen the 
slum-dueller uas apparently adequately clothed and shod his 
mass-produced garments uere much poorer than those produced 
for the bourgeoisie; the uorker, in a uord, obtained only 
uhat uas "too bad for the property-holding class", 6 The 
same uas true of food. Unable to purchase best-quality food­
stuffs, poorer families had to make do uith tough and decaying 
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Peter Gaskell, The manufacturing Population of England, 
its moral, social and physical conditions,and the changes 
uhich have arisen from the use of steam machinery, uith 
an examination of infant labour, London, Balduin & Cra-
dock, 1833. 
meat and wilted vegetables. Food unfit for human consumption 
uas frequently palmed off on the louer-class consumer, and 
adulteration of staples like flour, sugar, butter, coffee, 
tea and tobacco uas common. Fraud uas practised in the sale 
of all kinds of articles, Engels added, giving as examples 
narrow cloth, unshrunk stockings, and thinly-glazed pottery, 
and commenting that "the lion's share of all the evil results 
of these frauds" fell to the uorkers because the rich could 
pay higher prices at large stores uith reputations to lose. 
The small retailers freguented by the uorkers also frequently 
used false ueights and measures, so that their customers lost 
57 
out on guantity as uell as guality. 
Not all urban uorkers uere suffering the uorst forms 
of poverty that he had described, he admitted; indeed there 
uas in the great cities a "graduated scale of conditions" 
uith the best-paid uorkers enjoying relatively good food and 
housing uhile the poorest endured "bitter uant, reaching even 
homelessness and death". The average, he claimed, uas "much 
nearer the uorst case than the best", and even the uell-off 
uorkers were subject to continual job insecurity, so that 
they could not count on maintaining their living standards 
from one month to the next. Mechanisation had so disrupted 
the traditional labour market that uorkingmen's incomes had 
fluctuated uildly in the last feu decades and uncertainty 
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had become a standard feature of lower-class l i f e . 5 8 Tais 
insecurity uas undermining the health of many uorking-class 
families, and Engels uas convinced that, on average, the 
physique of urban uorkers uas degenerating. The decline 
uas due only in part to poor diet, clothing and housing. 
Another significant cause uas unhealthy uorking conditions 
in the mines and factories. Coal and metal-ore mines, he 
explained, uere extremely dangerous places. The miners con­
stantly risked exolosions and rock-falls, and uere continually 
exposed to heart, digestive and lung diseases caused by the 
heat and dust in the seams. He charged that these diseases 
and explosions due to fire-damp could be avoided if the mines 
uere better ventilated, but the mine-ouners refused to divert 
some of their profits to save the lives of the 1,400 men 
killed yearly in mining accidents. Even a Mining Act passed 
by parliament in 1842 in an attempt to restrict child and 
female labour had been resisted and evaded by the owners, 
so that it had remained a dead letter in most districts. He 
therefore judged the mining industry scandalously inhumane 
in its treatment of employees, and he regarded the 1844 
miners' strike as a perfectly legitimate protest against 
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callous and ruthless exploitation. 
There uere plenty of other uorkers, he pointed out, 
uho had to endure conditions almost as dangerous and injurious 
to health. One could see this by reading the Reports of the 
Factory Inquiry Commission of 1833 and the more recent Fac­
tory Inspectors' Report for 1843. The former, for example, 
showed the harmful effects on children of long uorking-hours 
in factories, providing abundant evidence of spinal curva­
ture, crippled limbs, stunted grouth, poor resistance to 
illness, and mental debility among factory children. Similar 
deformities and disabilities uere common among uomen factory 
operatives, uhile men uere usually uorn-out and unable to 
uork by the age of 45. He added on the basis of his personal 
observation that premature aging uas almost universal among 
the Manchester uork-force, and that prolonged factory-uork 
clearly curtailed the lives of employees in cotton mills. 
Apart from the harm done to their bodies by perpetual repeti­
tion of a feu actions, operatives in some branches of manu­
facturing uere, like the miners, prone to industrial diseases 
and accidents. In the cotton and flax-spinning mills, for 
instance, the air uas filled uith fibrous dust, the continual 
breathing of uhich caused "blood-spitting, hard noisy breath­
ing, pains in the chest, coughs, sleeplessness", uhile un­
guarded factory machinery commonly caused injuries ranging 
from the loss of a finger to death. Most accidents uere pre­
ventable, he alleged,if only the bourgeoisie uas prepared to 
sacrifice profits a little, because machinery could be fenced, 
stopped for cleaning, and tended by uorkers uho uere neither 
children nor dropping from fatigue due to excessively long 
uorking-hours. Much the same uas true, he added, of the 
occupational diseases of Staffordshire pottery uorkers and 
Sheffield grinders; paralysis caused by arsenic poisoning 
in the case of the former, and consumption due to breathing 
steel dust in the case of the latter, could both be sub­
stantially mitigated by protective clothing. Engels1 con­
clusion, therefore, uas that industrial injuries and diseases 
could be ascribed largely to criminal negligence. The manu­
facturers, he contended, should be required by lau to provide 
lifelong support to incapacitated operatives, and should 
also support the victim's family in cases of death. 6^ 
But although Engels uas horrified at the physical 
deterioration of the average industrial uorker, he did not 
consider this the uorst consequence of industrial capitalism. 
He believed that the psychological and moral effects of the 
factory system uere even more disastrous, and much less easily 
remedied. The urban uorker uas in his eyes rapidly being 
'dehumanised', that is, reduced to the mental level of an 
animal or worse. Engels, in fact, offered in The Condition 
a theory of 'alienated labour' similar — less systematic but 
more concrete — to Marx's. 
His Uoruarts! articles proved that he had already 
sketched several of the main elements of a general theory of 
'alienation* before leaving Britain, but at that time he had 
not properly pulled together his thoughts on the subject. 
In the fall of 1B44 he uas still uorking out his ideas, and 
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his conversations uith Marx no doubt helped give them form. 
Still, he employed a more direct, if also more prosaic, ap­
proach to social problems than Marx, and the formulation 
given to the theory of industrial dehumanisation in The Con­
dition of the Uorking Class in England reflected his practical 
uay of thinking, not Marx's more academic approach. There 
uere three stages to his analysis: (i) the causes of alien­
ation, (ii) resultant states of mind and morals in the work­
force, and (iii) various conseguences of these mental and 
emotional reactions. The structure of the theory uas causal, 
but it uas in the main non-deterministic, because Engels al-
loued for a variety of human responses to causal stimuli, 
and made no claims that the response of an individual uorker 
to his situation could be predicted. 5 1 
He claimed that the average urban worker's mind uas 
as unhealthy as his body, and ascribed this mental sickness 
to four broad categories of cause: monadisation, fetishism, 
reification, and uage-slavery. He used the first and last 
of these terms in The Condition: the other tuo he picked up 
later from Marx, but they describe uhat he meant, so I uill 
adopt them for convenience. As in his Deutsch-Eranzosische 
3ahrbucher articles and his pieces in Voruarts!t he stressed 
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uorking-class behaviour in deterministic language. 
the atomisation of modern society due to the spread of com­
merce. Business had become the primary link betueen human 
beings, and the breakdoun of traditional communities had 
left an emotional void uhich modern individualism uas unable 
to fill. This reduction of men to monads had been exacer­
bated by urbanisation, partly because men felt more isolated 
among unknown crouds, partly because the division betueen 
classes uas overt and acute in the cities. Furthermore, 
the uorker felt increasingly that his fate uas in the hands 
of alien forces uhich he did not understand and uhich he uas 
unable to control. He had to depend on himself alone to 
secure a living, but uas often prevented by external factors 
from making use of his skill or his 1abour-pouer. The pouer-
lessness uas depressing, and resulted in an attitude of "en­
joy life uhile one can and let tomorrou look after itself". 
Such fatalism, remarked Engels, uas quite understandable in 
the circumstances, but this kind of life uas "demoralising 
6 3 
beyond all others". 
A third cause of alienation uas the reduction of 
uorkers to the status of machines and commodities. Flere 
cogs in the industrial machine, the factory labourers uere 
treated as 'cost factors' subject to the laus of the market­
place. They received no education — moral or intellectual 
so that many remained ignorant, stupid and immoral, fit 
for little more than the grinding mechanical tasks uhich 
filled up their uaking hours. Treated not as human beings 
but as extensions of machines, they gradually became the 
objects they uere perceived to b e . 6 4 Finally, there uas 
uage-slavery: soul-destroying, compulsory, mechanical labour. 
Engels considered voluntary productive uork as the highest 
enjoyment knoun to man, uhile compulsory toil in a factory 
uas "the most cruel, degrading punishment".5 The three as­
pects of automated uage-slavery on uhich he focussed uere the 
tedium of routine tasks (uhich destroyed creativity), fac­
tory discipline (uhich he claimed uas frequently arbitrary 
and tyrannical), and the utter dependence of the uorker on 
the manufacturer (uhich he sau as destroying the uorker's 
residue of liberty). For the operatives, he commented, the 
factory system meant the end of all freedom "in lau and in 
fact", a form of burial alive uhich they felt as "the keen­
er r 
est torture". Engels did not, houever, regard dehumanisa-
tion as inevitable. The proletarian, he argued, had tuo, 
and only tuo, alternative courses of action open to him. He 
could either accept his fate or rebel against it. If he 
accepted it he uould sink into a mood of demoralised apathy, 
squandering his pay in drunken orgies to forget briefly the 
hell of his daily life. If he rebelled he might, or might 
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not, escape demoralisation, depending on the direction his 
rebellion took. 
He reported that most English uorkers received minimal 
education, and uere de. facto atheists because organised re­
ligion had failed to reach them. The traditional family, 
he claimed, uas breaking doun in the neu urban centres be­
cause the employment of uomen in factories made it impossible 
for them to bring up their children and care adequately for 
their husbands. Lacking education, religion, and strong 
family ties, alienated uorkers responded in a variety of un­
conventional uays to their situation. Those uho uere resigned 
to their lot tried to make the best of it either by seeking 
oblivion through drunkenness, or by pursuing in their free 
time a hedonistic life-style centred around entertainment 
and sex. Sexual immorality uas rife among the louer classes. 6 
Other uorkers, seduced by Methodism or by the capitalist spi­
rit, accepted the values of the bourgeoisie and tried to 
climb out of their louly social position by hard uork, 
saving, and carefully looking after their personal interests. 
Egoistic self-seeking of this kind might benefit a minority, 
Engels admitted, but the ravages of fortune condemned most 
such efforts to futility, uhile the successful feu had in 
his opinion bought a higher living-standard by embracing an 
evil ethic. A common form of revolt against industrial life, 
he continued, uas spontaneous crime. Accepting that uorker 
crime uas a serious problem for the authorities in the great 
conurbations, he explained it as an inevitable — and ex­
cusable — response to exploitation. Social crime, he im­
plied, uas a legitimate, if rather ineffectual, ueapon in 
the social uar betueen proletariat and bourgeoisie. Engals' 
explanation of uorker crime shoued his thinking at its most 
deterministic — here the influence of Ouen's environmental 
determinism uas very evident. Crime, he claimed, uas an 
expression of extreme contempt for the existing social or­
der. If the influences demoralising the uorkingman acted 
more pouerfully and concentratedly than usual, he uould be­
come an offender "as certainly as uater abandons the fluid 
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for vaporous state at 80 degrees Reaumur". 
Engels thus disapproved of the first three types 
of uorker response to factory life (drunkenness, hedonism, 
and self-seeking), and considered the fourth, crime, futile 
if scarcely blameuorthy. Sometimes, houever, the uorkingman 
transcended these primitive responses and discovered uays of 
fighting capitalism uhich uere at once morally superior and 
more effective. To start uith, many uorkers rejected the 
bourgeois ethic of looking after one's oun interests and 
letting others fend for themselves. Having experienced hard 
times themselves, they felt for those in trouble and uere 
"more approachable, friendlier, and less greedy for money", 
giving more to the very poor than did the rich. Linked uith 
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this working-class humanitarianisrn uas a sense of class 
solidarity, uhich found expression in the co-operative move­
ment and, above all, in the trade unions. The British work­
ers uere in his vieu beginning to develop their oun morality 
and organisations distinct from and opposed to bourgeois 
values and institutions. This uas a form of constructive 
rebellion of uhich he heartily approved. 6 9 Some uorkers, he 
suggested, uere going even further. They had recognised the 
need to understand their situation, and had also recognised 
that to do so they uould have to educate themselves. They 
had accepted too the need to organise politically, uhich 
explained the grouth of Chartism and Buenism alongside the 
trade-union movement. Politics and self-education uent hand-
in-hand for the English militant, he noted: trade-unionists, 
Chartists and Socialists had all founded their oun evening 
schools and reading-rooms in uhich "proletarian journals and 
books alone, or almost alone" uere to be found. 
To Engels, these uorkingmen's schools uere a major 
achievement; they provided high quality (and uell attended) 
lectures on science, aesthetics and economics, and all-in-
all gave a "solid education... unmixed uith the interested 
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cant of the bourgeoisie". He had been impressed uhile in 
Manchester by the high standard of intelligence and knou­
ledge exhibited by the Chartist and Ouenite militants of the 
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area. He reported that he had often heard uorkingmen speak 
on subjects like geology and astronomy "uith more knouledge 
than most 'cultivated bourgeois* in Germany". In many res­
pects, he claimed, the self-educated worker's knouledge uas 
also more advanced than that of his English bourgeois coun­
terpart because "the epoch-making products of modern philo­
sophical, political and poetical literature" uere read almost 
exclusively by the louer classes. Socialist societies and 
small-scale left-uing printing shops had "done wonders" for 
the education of the proletariat by publishing cheap trans­
lations of French materialists like Helvetius, Holbach and 
Diderot, Proudhon's Property. and Strauss' Life of Besus; 
they also circulated in large guantities the uorks of God-
uin, Bentham, Shelley ("the genius, the prophet"), and Byron 
"uith his glouing sensuality and his bitter satire on our 
existing society". He concluded that the proletariat had 
formed on the basis of these and other uorks "a literature 
consisting chiefly of journals and pamphlets [butj far in 
advance of the uhole bourgeois literature in intrinsic 
uorth". 
Despite his continual use of the general label 'the 
proletariat', the overall picture uhich emerged from Engels' 
descriptions of uorking-class life uas not at all one o p a 
homogeneous class. He said just enough about artisans in 
Birmingham, Staffordshire and elsewhere to indicate that 
steam-pouored factory industry did not dominate English manu­
facturing to quite the extent that he implied in most of the 
book. And this, of course, entailed that there uas a funda­
mental division among the 1uorking-class1 betueen skilled 
craftsmen and unskilled or semi-skilled factory 'hands'. 
Moreover, his account revealed that the traditions, type of 
uork, and education of the minors uere substantially dif­
ferent from, say, those of the textile uorkers, and in any 
case varied considerably from locality to locality. His oun 
evidence thus demonstrated that he had ignored, or at least 
dounnlayed excessively, regional divergencies and differences 
in skill betueen types of uorker. To this criticism he could 
have reoliod, legitimately enough, that these uere disap-
nearing as factory production took over more and more bran­
ches of industry, but he drastically overestimated the rate 
at uhich this uas happening. More important, houever, his 
survey indicated that the British louer classes could be 
divided into tuo groups: a mass of ignorant, unskilled 
uage-1abourers, increasingly employed in factories, prone to 
drunkenness and dissipation, and passively resigned to their 
fate; and a smaller elite of comparatively uel1-educated 
rebels, usually skilled uorkers, and often trade-union mili­
tants. It uas from this latter group that the Chartist 
leaders had emerged, and Ouenism had found its supporters. 
These, too, uere the men uho frequented 'proletarian' read­
ing-rooms , attended socialist lectures, and impressed Engels 
uith their knouledge of Shelley, Paine and Goduin. In his 
optimism he grossly over-rated oath the numerical size and 
the radicalism of this uorking-class elite, and also con­
veniently ignored the fact thai, many, probably most, of its 
members uere skilled craftsmen of the old type. The rather 
exceptional character of the Lancashire textile area had 
misled him in these resnects. 
Engels 1 admiration for the intelligence and culture 
of British labour militants significantly influenced his es­
timate of uhat uas going to happen in Britain in the near 
future. He had been impressed by the strength of the reform 
movement in England, and he reckoned that the pouer of the 
English trade union movement uas grouing. He expected that 
Chartism uould eventually — and probably sooner than later — 
be successful in its main demand, that of universal suffrage, 
and he thought it quite feasible that the House of Commons 
uould be turned into a genuinely democratic instrument of 
really representative government. He vieued badly ventilated 
mines, unguarded machinery, child-labour and lengthy uorking 
hours as so many abuses of the factory system uhich could 
be cleared up uithout an immediate change in the economic 
system. He uas convinced that social reforms uere feasible 
under industrial capitalism, and that a campaign by the 
uorkers1 organisations aided by enlightened intellectuals 
and Tory philanthropists might succeed in curing the uorst 
inhumanities. Given the financial and political pouer of 
the employers, it uould not be easy to extract this reform 
legislation, he recognised, but the proof that things uere 
getting a little better lay in measures like Lord Ashley's 
Act (1842), and the Ten Hours Bill then being debated by 
Parliament, uhich he uas sure uould be passed. He hoped 
that a combination of strong moral pressure from public 
opinion and high profits uould, uith a little government 
prodding, persuade the British industrialists that they could, 
after all, afford safety precautions and shorter uorking hours. 
Thus Engels looked foruard to an industrial Britain uhere the 
factory system uould no longer be physically detrimental to 
the uork-force, and in uhich the factories uould be scat­
tered throughout the countryside, relieving the 'hands' of 
the necessity of living in the great conurbations he loathed. 
Factory legislation and a planned dispersal of industry uere 
the tuo lines of social reform he suggested could be acted 
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on immediately. 
There uas thus a good deal of evidence from uhich 
one could legitimately infer that the author of The Condition 
uas still optimistic about the chances of the English 'left' 
achieving substantial political and social progress uithin 
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the frameuork of the existing order. Moreover, his support 
of a reformist strategy by the English uorking-class chimed 
in uith his advocacy of co-operation uith the philanthropic 
bourgeoisie in Germany. Yet in his conclusion to The Condi­
tion Engels urote: "The revolution must come; it is already 
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too late to bring about a peaceful solution", and also con­
tended that it uas guite possible that the forthcoming war 
of poor against rich uould be the "bloodiest ever uaged". 7 4 
Uhy did he feel compelled to add these apocalyptic predictions 
uhich uere out of harmony uith the rest of the book? Three 
factors seem to have combined to turn him from a reformist 
into an emotional revolutionary: the apparent decline of 
the English labour movement as an effective force, the seem­
ing failure of his strategy in the Rhineland, and the col­
lapse of his modus vivendi uith his family. 
As mentioned earlier, Engels had, during his last 
summer in England, become emotionally committed to the cause 
of the Miners' Federation, and, after returning to Germany, 
he folloued avidly the fate of this and other British labour 
disputes by scouring The Times and the Manchester Guardian 
for reports. He discussed the miners' strike in The Condi­
tion , describing its course in detail and sorroufully re­
cording the defeat of the uorkers at the end of September, 
uhich he ascribed to the rnine-ouners' ruthless expulsion of 
the strikers from their tied cottages and the introduction 
of Uelsh and Irish scabs. Uhile the miners had exhibited 
during the five months battle an extraordinary "endurance, 
courage, intelligence and coolness", he asserted, the em-
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ployers had revealed themselves as cruel and brutal. As 
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a supplement to The Condition he urote up the story of ano­
ther prolonged strike, this time by Manchester building uork­
ers, in uhich the employers also shoued great determination 
to break the local craft-union and impose longer uorking-
7 6 
hours on their employees. To Engels these labour disputes 
demonstrated that the English bourgeoisie, far from becoming 
more humane and rational in its dealings uith the uork-force, 
uas grouing increasingly embittered and intransigent. He 
characterised the employers' attitude as "blind insanity", 
and gloomily concluded that they uere determined to ignore 
77 
all uarnings and provoke a general shoudoun uith the unions. 
In England, then, efforts at reform by philanthro­
pists, unionists and Chartists seemed to have met a brick 
uall of stubborn opposition from the majority of entrepren­
eurs and politicians. The atmosphere changed too in the 
Rhineland in February and March 1845. Here the groundsuell 
for reform uhich had so excited Engels a feu months earlier 
uas stamped out by the Prussian government, uhich decided 
things had gone too far. The police clamped doun on uorkers' 
associations, banned public meetings on social questions, 
and kept the Associations for the Benefit of the Uorking 
Classes under close scrutiny, thus branding them as overtly 
76. Engels, "Nachtragliches Liber die Lage der arbeitenden 
Klasse in England: I. Ein englischer Turnout". Das Uest-
pha'lische Dampfboot, January 1846, pp. 17-21 & February 
1846, pp. 61-67; reprinted in MEGA I, 4, pp. 391-405; 
MECU, 4, pp. 584-596, 
77. Die. Lage der arbeitenden Klasse, MEGA I, 4, pp. 245-
246; MECU, 4, pp. 546-547. 
anti-governmental organisations. In the face of this hos­
tility, many moderate liberals uho had initially supported 
the reform movement backed doun, and the Associations uere 
forced either to disband or maintain a lou profile to avoid 
further persecution. The number of committed reformers uil-
ling to forthrightly oppose the status quo turned out to be 
far smaller than Engels had hoped, and the prospects for im­
mediate factory legislation and tax reform seemed to have 
evaporated. In Elberfeld he and Hess guickly felt the uind 
of reaction; they received a circular from the provincial 
authorities banning their propaganda activities, and police 
uere sent to their fourth public 'banquet' to break it up 
and arrest the ring-leaders should any speeches be made. 
The organisers decided discretion uas the better part of 
valour, and the assembled company munched its beef-steaks in 
7 8 
silence. It uas the end of Engels' campaign of oral pro­
paganda in the Uuppertal, and it looked as though socialism 
uould be able to spread in the area only clandestinely, 
through personal contacts and illegal literature. To be 
sure, Hess' Gesellschaftsspieqel had not yet been banned, 
but one could reasonably predict that the censor uas going 
to give it a rough ride, and also that its potential market 
had been reduced by the hardening of public opinion against 
communism. The prospects for a flourishing socialist move­
ment in Elberfeld suddenly looked much bleaker than they had 
78 "Rapid Progress of Communism in Germany, III", The Neu 
Ploral Uorld, no 46, 10/5/45, MEGA I, 4, p. 346; MECU, 
4, p. 239. 
at the beginning of the year. But uhile government repres­
sion could eliminate most of the outuard manifestations of 
opposition, it did nothing to relieve the agony of the poor. 
This, reasoned Engels, uas like jamming the lid doun on a 
steam-boiler, a sure uay of producing an explosion. And uhen 
the upheaval came it uould not be channelled by rational and 
educated leaders of socialist societies into a current of 
constructive reform, but uould sueep like a tidal wave over 
the existing society, obliterating its institutions indis­
criminately. Like employer intransigence in England, he con­
cluded, government intransigence in Prussia uould provoke 
revolution, and revolution uhen it came could uell be 
79 
bloodier than the Terror. 
Engels' change of mind from optimistic reformism to 
revolutionary pessimism uas thus a reaction to current events 
in England and Germany. But personal factors influenced his 
feelings too. His Elberfeld meetings, and his continued 
close friendship uith Hess and other quasi-bohemian communist 
'characters' in the area, had provoked a violent quarrel 
uith his father. The latter strongly disapproved of Engels' 
vieus, but had tolerated them uhile his son kept them to him­
self and uorked hard on uhat uas ostensibly a scholarly book 
about English urban society. Public speeches advocating com­
munism, however, uere more than he could stomach; they gave 
79. "Zuai Reden uber Kommunismus", loc. cit., MEGA 1, 4, 
pp. 338-389; P1ECU, 4, pp. 262-263. 
his respectable family a bad name, and it appeared that 
Friedrich had narrouly escaped being jailed. Convinced that 
Hess uas a bad influence, Engels' father forbade his son to 
associate publicly uith him, uhich meant that he uould be 
able to participate in the Gesellschaftsspieqel only anony­
mously. He also cut Friedrich's allouance, declaring that 
he uas prepared to finance his son's studies but not his 
communist propaganda. Then there uas the problem of The 
Holy Family, uhich uould soon arrive in the Uuppertal book­
stores; not only uould Engels' father find its content non­
sensical and berate his son for uasting his time; he uould 
also, as a highly religious man, be deeply offended by the 
8 0 
neu title. Nor uas he likely to take kindly to the hos­
tile judgements on textile manufacturers uhich uere scat­
tered through the pages of The Condition, although some of 
its author's remarks might appeal to his hatred of English 
liberalism. 
Life in his parents* house uas becoming increasingly 
difficult for Engels. He felt an outcast there, the object 
of suspicion, hostility and pity on the part of his conser­
vative and religious relatives. "I am currently living a 
real dog's life", he reported to Marx, adding that he couldn't 
"eat, drink, sleep or break uind uithout sensing the disap-
81 
proving scrutiny of the sacred image of the Son of God", 
80. Engels to Marx, 22-26/2/ & 7/3/45, CME, 1, p. 363; 
Engels to Marx, 17/3/45, CME, 1, pp. 368-369, 
81. Engels to Marx, 17/3/45, CME, 1, p. 368. 
The atmosphere in the house had begun to turn sour in early 
February after the Elberfeld meetings, but the tension came 
to a head only in mid-March uhen Engels informed his father 
that he uas quitting the family firm. This, for Engels' 
father, uas the last strau, and from then on there uas no 
question but that his son uoulo have to leave the Uuppertal 
and create an independent life elseuhere. Friedrich had 
not taken this decision lightly. He had contemplated it for 
six months, but had initially rejected making the break and 
had tried to endure routine office uork for a uhile in Barmen 
in the hope that his father uould soon send him abroae again 
on extended business trips. But the sense of living a schi­
zophrenic existence, simultaneously communist agitator and 
8 "• 
exploiting businessman, uas mora than he could take. 
Eventually, then, Engels took his courage in Loth 
hands and made the break, placing his convictions befcre his 
livelihood. But it uas not a pleasant or easy choice, and 
he resented having to make it. For his predicament he blamed, 
in general, the German liberals uho had backed doun from the 
reform movement uhen the going got hot, and in particular his 
father, uhom he nou urote off contemptuously as a stupid, 
authoritarian bigot. No doubt his father's uncomprehending 
intransigence merged in his mind uith the stubborn refusal 
of English mine-ouners and building contractors to acquiesce 
in their employees' demands. He carefully avoided a third 
major rou uith his family, and expressed his anger instead in 
82. Engels to Marx, 20/1/45, CME, 1, pp. 357-358. 
the concluding chapter of The Condition, uhich he finished 
in mid-March, just after quitting the family firm. Despite 
the fact that a feu members of the bourgeoisie had shoun 
themselves to be "honourable exceptions", he urote, one had 
nou to recognise that the "prejudices of a uhole class" could 
not be laid aside "like an old coat", and that the antagonism 
betueen capitalists and proletariat uas continually sharpen­
ing. Economic forces, he rationalised, uere stronger than 
the puny efforts of individuals like himself to form a re­
formist alliance bridging the class chasm, Uhen it came to 
the crunch, the economic interests of men like his father 
made them hardened opponents of far-reaching social reform. 
Given this intransigence, change could only come by means of 
revolution,8 J 
He still hoped that undue violence could be avoided. 
If it uas already too late to bring about a completely peace­
ful solution, at least the revolution could be made "gently". 
This uould depend, houever, on hou much influence humanitarian 
and rational communist 'educators' had over the proletariat. 
"In proportion", he claimed, "as the proletariat absorbs 
socialistic and communistic elements, uill the revolution dim­
inish in bloodshed, revenge, and savagery". Communism, in­
deed, uas nou the only hope left of bridging the chasm be­
tueen bourgeoisie and proletariat, the only uay of creating 
a unified "humanity" unmarred by selfishness, fear and 
83. Die Laqe der arbeitenden Klasse, MEGA I, 4, p. 280; 
MECU, 4, p. 581, 
bitterness. The vital task, therefore, uas to educate the 
uorking-class in humanitarian and communitarian values be-
8 4 
fore it uas too late. Only by abandoning his commercial 
career, Engels convinced himself, could he devote his life 
to this endeavour. He left his parents' house in April 1845, 
and uent to join his neu friend Plarx in Brussels. 
84. Ibid. PI E G A I, 4, pp. 280-281; KlECU, 4, pp. 581-582. 
CHAPTER 11 
THE GERMAN IDEOLOGY, 1845-46 
Engels, thoroughly disillusioned with the liberal 
reform movement in the Rhineland, joined Marx in Brussels 
in April 1845. He impressed on his friend the contrast b e ­
tween the 'backward' German middle classes, timid in liberal 
theory and unenterprising as businessmen, and their ruthless 
and materialistic English counterparts. Marx, he urged, 
should visit industrial England to see for himself the urban 
society created by advanced capitalism. This suggestion ac­
corded with Marx's oun plans, and the tuo men conseguently 
spent the summer of ]845 in Manchester and London."^ The 
visit uas important for three reasons: Marx read and col­
lected a considerable body of material on economics and 
English socialism to which he had previously not had access; 
he obtained a brief first-hand impression of large-scale 
factory industry and comparatively well-developed English 
labour movement; and the tuo Germans made several useful 
personal contacts. For example, Engels renewed his acguain-
1. Marx's reading notes while staying in Manchester were 
reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 598 & 600-618. Engels re­
ported a mass meeting of European radical democrats 
held in London in September 1845 in the Rheinische 3ahr-
bucher zur Gesel1schaft1ichen Reform, vol 2, 1846, pp. 
1-19; the article, "Das Fest der IMationen in Londo.i", 
"was reprinted in MEGA I, 4, pp. 455-471. 
tance uith George Julian Harney, the leader of the more 
radical uing of the Chartists, who uas then organising a neu 
republican-socialist workers' organisation in London, the 
Democratic Association. Through Harney he got in touch uith 
a secret society of German artisans, the London branch of 
the League of the Just, currently run by Karl Schapper, 
Joseph Noll and Heinrich Bauer. And, possibly also reneuing 
his friendship uith Goduin Barmby, he introduced Marx to 
the opinions of English Ouenites and Christian socialists 
like Holyoake, Morgan, Southuell, Greaves, Spence and Hobson, 
thus convincing him that there existed a 'school' of English 
2 
communists eguivalent to the French. By the time he left 
England, Marx had a much firmer grasp of the pouer of mechan­
ised industry to transform traditional society, and also a 
better sense of the potential strength uhich a socialist 
labour movement might be able to amass in industrial Britain. 
Previously his vieu of the proletariat, although influenced 
by Engels' uritings and conversation, had been formed pri ­
marily from his experience of Rhenish and Parisian artisans. 
Nou he increasingly adopted Engels' habit of looking on Eng­
lish economic life and the English labour movement as a 
model of uhat could be expected to emerge on the continent 
in the near future. 
This general shift in Marx's vision from a French to 
2. Marx & Engels, Die deutche Ideoloqie, unpublished manu-
" script, MEGA I, 5, p. 4 4 4 ; MECU, p. 461. 
an Engli'h perspective uas not to be full evident until he 
published The Poverty of Philosophy (1847', in uhich his 
approach to economics uas to be sharply at odds uith that 
expressed earlier in the Paris Manuscripts. Even before he 
visited England Marx, as ue have seen, had already begun the 
reading programme uhich ultimately led him to change his 
approach to political ecr. m m y . Hut it uas probably mainly 
the materials he perused in Manrhester, together uith those 
studied in Brussels during the winter of 1845-6, that per­
suaded him gradually to abandon the 'ethical' critique of 
classical political economy uhich he had derived from Pec-
gueur, Buret and Sismondi (among o t h e r s ) . 
The contents of Marx's extant notebooks filled in 
Manchester and Brussels between 3u1y 1845 and August 1846 
divide into four categories: historical materials; works 
on the current statn of the British economy; texts on eco­
nomic theory; and books and pamphlets by English socialists.' 
He uas attempting to obtain from primary sources a grasp of 
the historical development of the British economy since the 
sixteenth century, and he therefore read a number of seven­
teenth and eighteenth-century essays on commerce, taxation 
and population growth, including works by Charles d'Avenant, 
Uilliam Petty, Edward Misselden and Charles I. He also 
wanted to gain a clear understanding of the current state of 
3. Marx, "Exzerpthefte aus Brussel und Manchester, 1845-
-1847", MEGA I, 6, pp. 597-618. 
prosperity of the economy, and hou it had evolved since the 
end of the Napoleonic Uars. To this end he read a general 
survey by G. i3rouning, The Domestic and Financial Condition 
of Great Britain, and several more specialised books on the 
topics uf popul '.tion grouth, the evolution of prices, the 
development of the h inking system, taxation, the state of 
agriculture (and in particular, the history of the Corn Laws 
and their consequences), and the condition of the working 
classes. Of these, the ones uhich impressed and interested 
him most uere Michael Sadler's The Lau of Population (an 
anti-Ma1 thusian tract uhich denied the "superfecundity of 
human beings" and ascribed population grouth to improved 
agricultural yields, expanded trade and economic expansion 
ge n e r a l l y ) , from uhich he took 151 excerpts; Thomas Tooke's 
History of Prices (9 1 exc e r p t s ) ; Uilliam Cobbett's Paper 
against Gold and Uilliam Gilbert's The History and Principles 
of Banking, books on monetary theory and piactice (150 and 
110 excerpts respectively); and 3ohn Uade's History of the 
/ \ 4 
Middle and working Classes (193 e x c e r p t s ) . This latter 
4. Charles d'Avenant, Discourses on the Public Revenues and 
on the Trade of England, London, Knapton, 1698; Uilliam 
Petty, An Essay Concerning the Multiplication of Mankind: 
Together uith another Essay in Political Arithmetic,, Con­
cerning the Growth of the City of London, with the meas­
ures, causes and conseguences thereof, London, Clavel, 
1698; Edward Misselden, Free Trade or the means to make 
trade flourish, London, Legath, 1622; Charles I. His 
Majesties Propriety and Dominion on the British Seas..as­
serted together uith a true account of the Natherlanders 
Insupportable Insolences, London, Clavel, 1665; G. Broun-
ing, The Domestic and Financial Condition of Great Britain, 
preceded by a brief sketch of her foreign policy, and of 
the statistics and politics of Franee, Russia, Austria 
*" (cont'd) 
uork, recommended to him by Engels, who had drawn on it for 
The Condition of the English Dorking Classes, Marx found of 
great use. It gave a succinct chronology of reform-proposals, 
parliamentary debates and legislation concerning pauperism 
and factory labour, and a clear, concise survey of practical 
economic problems. Uade discussed, among other things, the 
division of labour, the accumulation of capital, different 
types of capitalism, the monetary system, the virtues and 
drawbacks of paper currency, the factors affecting wage-rates, 
the efficacy of trade unions and mutual-aid societies, agri­
cultural productivity and land-rent, the problem of over­
population, and the question of poor-lau relief. He also 
included much factual information on the movement of prices, 
wages, poor-rates, savings deposits, mortality rates, and 
population levels. His general perspective was that of a 
Benthamite liberal with a social conscience, influenced enough 
4. (cont'd) and Prussia, London, Longman, 1834; Michael 
Sadler, The Laus of Population, a treatise in disproof 
of the super-fecundity of human beings, and developing 
the real principle of their increase, 2 vols, London, 
Murray, 183U; Thomas To'oke, A History of Prices, and of 
the state of the circulation from 1793 to 1837, preceded 
by a brief sketch of the corn trade in the last two cen­
turies, 2 vols, London, Longman, 1838; Uilliam Cobbett, 
Paper against. Gold, on the history and mystery of the Bank 
of England, of the debt, of the stocks, of the sinking 
fund, and of all the other tricks and contrivances, car­
ried on by the means of paper money, London, Cobbett, 
18 28; James Uilliam Gilbart, The' "History and Principles 
of Banking, London, Longman, 1834; and John Uade, History 
of the Middle and Uorking Classes uith a popular exposi­
tion of the economical and political principles which 
have influenced the past and present condition of the in­
dustrious orders, London, Effingham & Uilson, 1833. 
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by Maithus tn be worried about over-population, but primarily 
Ricardian on political economy. Marx, to be sure, disagreed 
uith Uade's politics, but he found in his History a perspec­
tive on English social history which reinforced uhat he had 
learned from Engels, and also a systematic approach to con­
temporary economic problems uhich firmly related liberal 
economic theory to the life-experiences of English trade-
unionists, unemployed workers and paupers on poor relief. It 
helped him grasp the connection between the evolution of 
society and the operation of economic laws. 
He went, beyond Uade's fairly popular discussion of 
problems of political economists to several more theoretical 
treatises on economic theory. He had previously read Smith, 
Say, Ricardo and some works by Ricardians like Games Mill, 
MacCulloch and Nassau Senior, but except during the last feu 
months in Brussels before his trip to England he had ap­
proached them in a highly critical spirit, regarding them 
as cynical apologists for a decadent social order. Nou he 
read more of these theoreticians' works — an article by 
Senior entitled "Political Economy" in the Encyclopaedia 
Metropolitana, MacCulloch's Principles of Political Economy, 
and Dohn Stuart Mill's Essays on some unsettled questions of 
Political Economy (where the Ricardian 'iron law of wages' 
was subjected to severe modifications). But while he new 
viewed Ricardian economics more sympathetically, he was still 
not fully converted, and he investigated too the opinions of 
rival authorities like Thomas Cooper, Uilliam Atkinson and 
the leading Physiocrat, Francois Q u e s n a y / His knowledge of 
the contemporary economic literature uas gradually becoming 
more extensive and systematic, yet he uas still feeling his 
uay and had not as yet repudiated the broadly Sismondian 
perspective he had acquired in 1844. 
Marx also took the opportunity while in England to 
collect more English socialist (or, as he preferred to call 
it, 'communist' ) literature. Either in Manchester or im­
mediately after returning to Brussels, he took notes on the 
main works of three so-called Ricardian socialists: Uilliam 
Thompson, 3.M. Edmonds, and John Bray. He had previously 
skimmed Bray's Labour's Uronqs and Labour's Remedy, but nou 
uent through it more carefully; actually, the book was more 
Owenite than Ricardian, as was also the case with Edmonds' 
Practical, Moral and Political Economy, a fact which Marx 
duly noted in his exercise books. He found Thompson's In­
quiry into the Principles of the Distribution of Uealth more 
impressive and more Ricardian, taking 81 extracts, but he 
5, Nassau U. Senior, "Political Economy", Encyclopaedia 
Metropolitana, or System of Universal Knowledge, vol IV, 
London, Clowes, 1836, pp. l ? q - 2 2 8 ; John R, MacCulloch, 
The Principles of Political Economy, with a sketch of 
the Rise and Progress of the Science, Edinburgh, Tait, 
1825 (Marx used the 2nd. edition, 1 8 3 0 ) ; John Stuart 
Mill, Essays on some unsettled Questions of Political 
Economy, London, Parker, 1844; Thomas Cooper, Lectures 
on the Elements of Political Economy, Columbia, S.C., 
Sweeny, 1826 (Marx used a 2nd edition, London, 1 8 3 1 ) ; 
Uilliam Atkinson, Principles of Political Economy, or 
the laws of the Formation of National Uealth, developed 
by means of the Christian Law of Government, London, 
Uhittacker, 1840; Francois LJuesnay, "Le droit nature!" 
& "Analyse du tableau economigue", in Eugene Daire ( e d . ) , 
Physio crates, Paris, Guillaumin, 1846, pp. 41-78. 
judged that Thompson's political outlook uas a "contradictory 
combination of Goduin, Owen and Bentham". 6 Still, his read­
ing of those works uas important for the evolution of his 
vieus on socialist theory as uell as political economy, be­
cause he discovered in them the claim that labour, uhen 
treated as a commodity, uas necessarily exploited, and also 
concerted arguments for a system of co-operative production 
in uhich the value o r commodities uould be determined not by 
market forces, but by the amount-, nf labour-power embodied in 
then. His reaction to the former claim seems to have been 
that while it uas undoubtedly true, the Ouenite economists 
had not proved their point adequately; uhereas on the latter 
question he uas emotionally strongly in favour but uneasy 
about its practicality and theoretical viability. He uould 
return to botii orobl. ems in IB 4 7 in The Poverty of Philosophy. 
Although hie had heard about Ouenism from Engels and 
had previously read the odd Ouenite pamph_at, the fall of 
1845 uas the time when Marx really discovered the works of 
Robert Owen, He went through the four volumes of Owen's The 
Book of the [leu Moral World, and also three shorter essays 
including A i'Jeu Wiew of Society, or Essays on the Principle 
6. John Bray, Labour's Wrongs and Labour's Remedy, or the_.Aqe 
of Minht and the Aoe of Right, Leeds, Green, 1839; T.R. 
Edmonds, Practical Moral and Political Economy, or, the 
government, religion, and institutions most conducive to 
individual happiness and to national power, London, Ef­
fingham & Wilson, 1828; William Thompson, An Inquiry into 
the Principles of the Distribution of Wealth most condui-
cive to human hanpiness, applied to the newly proposed 
srys tem of voluntary equality of uealth, London, Longman, 
etc., 1824; Marx, "Exzcrpthefto", MEGA I, 6, p. 616. 
o f the Fo •"mation of *"-. he Human Character , uh ich set out Owen's 
theory of pnuironmen- "i 1 CO n ri i t i n n i n g . ^  By chance he hap-
pened at *he same tini a on the memoirs o f a French civil ser-
vant, pol ice a r c h i v i r: t and geograph e r, 3acg ues Peuchet } whose 
uork, som euhat similar to O u e n 1 s in its str ess on the social 
determina t, ion of hum a n cha racter, i inpre ssed him greatly.,^ 
Peuchet, drawing data from the a r c h i v e s in his care, had been 
a pioneer in the stud y of social s t a ti s tics , and uas parti-
cularly fascinated by the problem of suicide. Like Durkheim 
decades later, he pointed to the regularity of suicide when 
vieued at the macro-level. He also stressed the greater 
incidence of suicide among the lower classes, and the jump 
in the suicide-rates during hard winters and periods of eco­
nomic recession. Concluding that poverty uas the greatest, 
though by no means the nnly, cause of suicide, he demon­
strated a close correlation between the number of prostitutes, 
7. Robert Owen, The Book of the New floral world, 4 vols: 
vol 1, Manchester, Heyuood, 184b: vols 2 & 3, Lonoon, 
Colonization Society, 1842: vol 4, London, Watson, 1844; 
A New View of Society,i or Essays on the Principle rt the 
Formation n f t he Human CI1ar ac Ie r,
 i and the Ap p1i cat ori o f 
the Principle to Practice, London, Cadell & Devis, "1813; 
Six Lectures delivered at Manchester previously to the 
discussion between Mr. R. Ouen and the Rev. I.H^ R- -cb ink, 
Manchester, Heyuood, 1837; Lectures on the Marriape of 
the Priesthood of the Old I m moral 'world, 'del i vera o~_ i n 
the year 133B, before the passing of the new marriace 
act; with an appendix cunt, the marriage system of t he 
New Moral world, Leeds, Hobson, 18 40. 
8. Bacques Peuchet, Memoiros tires des archives de la police 
de Paris pour servir £ l'histoire de la morale e t d e la 
police, 6 vols, Paris, Levavasseur & Bourmance, i 8 '•'•". . 
thefts and suicide attempts in Paris, all of uhich fluctuated 
according to the price of bread. Marx, excited by these 
revelations, hastened to write an article on the subject for 
Hess' Gesellschaftsspiegel. It consisted mainly of exten­
sive guotations from the section of Peuchet's memoir discus­
sing Parisian suicide, interspersed uith a feu of his oun 
comments. He uas particularly struck by Peuchet's point that 
the high incidence of urban suicide reflected the sense of 
isolation and loneliness experienced by so many individuals 
in modern 'commercial' society (an empirical confirmation of 
one facet of his oun theory of a l i e n a t i o n ) , and also by the 
Frenchman's claim that since suicide uas non-existent in some 
societies, the phenomenon uas a product of the structure and 
values prevalent in modern Europe and could probably be 
eradicated, but only by a "total reform" of the present so­
cial order. Marx also approved uf the hard-headed, 'no-
nonsense' approach of Peuchet the social scientist, uho ar­
gued that on social problems like poverty and suicide uhat 
uas needed uas not moralising but factual knouledge. He 
italicised Peuchet's statement that given the present lament­
able state of social research "man seems to be a mystery to 
man; he can only be blamed, he is not k n o u n " . ^ 0 Peuchet, 
he remarked, uas like Fourier in his penetrating analysis of 
9. Marx, "Peuchet: On Suicide", MECU, 4, pp. 597-612; 
originally published in German in Gesellschaftssoiegel. 
.vol 2, no. 7 (1 B 4 6 ) ; apparently omitted from MEGA & 
UERKE. 
10. Ibid, loc. cit., p. 603, 
0H4 
r.d in­
deed the tuo had achieved a scientific standard unobtaineri 
elsewhere, even in England by Ouen. Furthermore, these 
French analysts had been accurate and factual uithout sac­
rificing the immediacy and "uarrnth of life itself", combining 
in their surveys a "broadness of vieu, refined subtlety and 
bold originality of spirit".""'' This uas an eulogy uhich 
Marx had accorded to only one other thinker (Proudhon), and 
it indicated hou highly he evaluated the critical (as apposed 
to the speculative, utopian) side of contemporary French 
socialist theory. From the direction Marx's studies uere 
taking in the summer and fall of 1845, it looks as though he 
already had the idea of synthesising the French socialist 
critigue of bourgeois society uith a transmuted and aoapted 
form of English political economy. 
ardian and Ouenite economic theories that Marx uas acquiring 
in these months. He had also, during his previous stay in 
Manchester, amassed a detailed knouledge of English social 
and economic history, so that Marx uas still struggling to 
catch up uith him in this area. On the other hand, he kneu 
considerably less about French history than Marx, uho, as 
ue have seen, had studied the French Revolution and its af­
termath fairly intensively uhile living in Paris. Contemp­
lating the idea of expanding his projected social history of 
Engels already possessed the aguaintance uith. Ric-
11. Ibid, p. 597. 
Britain to include the continental consequences of English 
industrialisation, Engels set out to fill the gaps in his 
comprehension of recent European ev/ents. While in London he 
had renewed his post of German correspondent for The Northern 
Star, and he hoped to make a career in political journalism, 
sending articles also to German periodicals like the Tele­
graph fur Deutschland, to uhich he had contributed in the 
early 1840s. His plan was to combine journalism with his 
historical studies, so he used the articles he wrote during 
these months on current events as a vehicle for working out 
an overall perspective on Europe since 1789. 
In Engels' view, the French Revolution, an "event 
uhich shook modern society to its very foundations", had 
been the first phase of a tremendous, Europe-uide, social 
transformation uhich uas still in its early stages. "The 
uhole European social movement today", he urote, "is only 
the second Act of the revolution, only the preparation for 
the denouement of the drama uhich began in Paris in 17S9, 
12 
and nou has the uhole of Europe for its stage", *~ He sau 
the democratic/republican movement, the trade-union move­
ment, and the campaign for social reforms as all legitimate 
heirs of the French revolutionaries, emphasising that it 
uas quite urong to interpret the Revolution as a purely 
1 2 . Engels, "Das Fest rier Nationen in London" ("The Festi­
val of Nations in L o n d o n " ) , Rheinischo Dahrfaucher zur 
qesellschaftlichen Reform, vol 2, 1846, pp. 1-19; re-
printed in MEGA I, 4, pp. 455-471; MECU, 6, pp. 3-14 
"(quotation, MEGA I, 4, p.459; [•1ECU, 6, p. 5 ) . 
political affair, a struggle over constitutional forms. On 
the contrary, it had been a "social movement from beginning 
to end", and the events of the early 1790s had demonstrated 
that universal suffrage meant the curtailment of bourgeois, 
as uell as aristocratic, social and economic privileges. In 
conseguence, he uas nou firmly opposed to those socialists 
(for example, some of the Ouenites and Fourierists), uho 
maintained that the form of government uas irrelevant to 
the "real guestion" (i.e., the social g u e s t i o n ) , and that 
Chartism and Republicanism uere both side-tracks uhich the 
labour movement should avoid. To argue this uay, he believed, 
uas to forget the coercive pouer of a state controlled by 
the propertied classes, and also to neglect the great use 
uhich might be made of the governmental apparatus in trans­
forming capitalism into communism. There uas no guestion in 
his mind that a communist society uould be a republic and a 
democracy, uhich uas uhy, he pointed out, the "French Repub-
13 
lie matters a great deal to u s " , 
Uhen he thought of the French Revolution in these 
terms, houover, Engels had in mind not so much 1789 as -he 
period of Dacobin rule from Dune 1793 to Duly 1794. These 
uere the "great years", he exclaimed, "uhen a uhole people 
all at once threu aside all couardice, selfishness and beg-
garliness, uhen there uere men courageous enough to defy the 
lau, uho shrank from nothing and uhose iron energy ensured 
13. Ibid, loc. cit., H EGA I, 4, pp. 457-4^8; RECU, 6, pp. 
3-4. 
that...not a single couard, petty shopkeeper or stockjobber, 
in short not a single bourgeois dared shou his face in the 
14 
uhole of France". Like Marx, he had no compunction about 
defending the Terror, and his heros uere Danton, Robespierre, 
St-Just, and Marat. He heartily agreed uith the sentiments 
of his friend Harney uho, in a public toast commemorating the 
establishment of the French Republic, attacked constitution­
alists like Lafayette, Girondins like Roland, and even trost 
of the Rontagnards, as men uho had been opposed to the grand 
mission of the Revolution, the "destruction of ineguality". 
Robespierre, Harney and Engels agreed, had been an "extra­
ordinary man" uho had courageously adopted the methods reguired 
to extirpate corruption and injustice, uhile the "glorious" 
Babeuf had sought a social republic in uhich money and pri­
vate property, the "roots of all urong and evil", uoulc be 
"L 5 
abolished.' Engels thus believed that the most logical, 
resolute, and social-minded of the French Revolutionaries 
had aimed not merely at a republican democracy but also at 
an egalitarian community, and uhen he praised the French Re­
volution he uas applauding this vision as much as the des­
truction of an ancien regime built on hierarchy and privilege. 
Marx had portrayed Napoleon in The Holy Family as a 
legitimate successor to the anti-bourgeois rule of the Com­
mittee of Public Safety, and, despite his aversion to Bona­
parte's dictatorial methods, had evinced a certain sympathy 
1 4
« Ibid, REGA I, 4, p. 459; RECU, 6, p. 5. 
15. Ibid, REGA I, 4, pp. 465-466; RECU, 6, pp. 10-11. 
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for his policies and achievements. Engels uas even mors 
favourable, mainly because he uas convinced that the Napoleo­
nic armies had done Germany a great service, hauling it out 
nf the Middle Ages by clearing auay the "antediluvian forest 
of 'Christian-Germanic' society". In Germany, he explained, 
the energetic Napoleon had been a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of the 
Revolution and a propagator of the principles of liberal de­
mocracy. Echoing Marx's unrds, he added that Bonaparte had 
"applied the reign oi terror, uhich had done its uork in 
France, to other countries, in the shape of uar — and this 
'reign of t e r r o r ' U ' I S sadly uanted in Germany". The Napo­
leonic era had I ran-.-1 C r n e d an economically stagnant, morally 
decayino, and rolitical. ly fragmented country into a nation, 
and Nanolono had become a symbol of modernisation and pro­
gress. Fogels held the German nationalist movement of 1813-15 
in utter con tern-1, and flatly branded the so-called 'national 
uar of 1 i b f'/a t : 0 1 1 ' "niece n f ii .anity". Napoleon, he 
insisted, ha a1 been a great and exceptional man, and even his 
ascent of the throne could be excused in the c i r c u m s t a n c e s . ^ 
This estimate lad him to deny the then popular in­
terpretation of the Napoleonic uars as a crusade against 
Bonapartist despotism and imperialism. In reality, he ar­
gued, they had been caused primarily by the legitimist mon­
archic' horror of liberal and egalitarian Revolution; these 
16. Engels, "The State of Germany: I", The Northern Star, 
no. 415, 25/1B/45; reprinted in MEGA I, 4, pp. 48U-
•486; RECU, 6, pp. 16-21 (quotations, MEGA I, 4, pp. 
484-4B5; RECU, 6,pp. l l - p b ) . 
rulers had believed that by deposing Napoleon they uere ex­
punging from Europe the dragon's teeth of democracy. On the 
other hand, the English war effort, although begun by a 
frightened aristocracy, had been sustained by a "moneyo-
cracy" making immense profits from uar loans, harassment of 
mercantile competitors, conguest of South American markets, 
and the seizure of French, Spanish and Dutch colonies. Bri­
tain's uar aims had been primarily economic, and she had 
gained a guasi-monopoly of world trade and the vast markets 
she required to expand her mechanised textile industry. 
Engels uas arguing, in effect, that the Napoleonic wars were 
causally linked to the industrial revolution, and that Pitt's 
nolicies had gained the support of the British business com­
munity because they coincided uith its material interests. 
On his perspective, the dounfall of Napoleon had 
meant the destruction of the French Revolution, and he em­
phasised the 'white terror' in Southern France, Spain and 
Italy, including Peterloo under the same rubric. He sau the 
Congress of l/ienna as essentially a scramble for booty, and 
an attempt to reimpose the ancien regime throughout conti­
nental Europe. The main results of the peace settlement, he 
suggested, uere that Russia had grabbed the best part of Po­
land, England had further extended her maritime pouer and 
gained access to continental markets, and the German nation­
alists had been cheated by their "so-called friends and allies" 
Flost .French-influenced areas of Germany had been purged of 
their liberal institutions and restored to petty despots, so 
that Germany after 1815 had presented a picture of "shameless 
reaction" under the absolute control of Prussia and Austria. 
In brief, the Restoration uas a period of unmitigated gloom, 
uhich had also had the unfortunate result of making backuard 
Prussia the crux of German development — as he put it, the 
"battlefield on uhich the future fate of Germany" uould be 
decided. ' 
Thus, in E n g e l s 1 vieu, both the Terror and the Napo­
leonic era uere times of progress in European history, the 
former because it had established the 'social republic', the 
latter because it had modernised Southern and Central Europe. 
Napoleon, the inheritor of at least some of the values and 
methods of the revolutionaries of Year II, had been over­
thrown by a coalition of legitimist monarchs, feudalistic 
aristocrats and commercial bourgeoisie, and the immediate 
result had been the reimposition of upper-class rule on con­
tinental Europe. He pointed out that this political durninance 
had scarcely accorded uith the aristocracy's relative social 
and economic decline. Because of expanding trade and manu­
facturing the middle classes had been more prosperous than 
ever, and they had therefore resented their exclusion from 
power. The blatant neglect of their interests by the govern­
ments of the Restoration era had forced them to resume the 
struggle and to demand once again a liberalisation of 
17. Engels, "The State of Germany: II", The Northern Star, 
no. 417, 8/11/45, and "The State of Germany: III", 
The Northern Star, no. 438, 4/4/46; reprinted in REGA 
I, 4, pp. 486-497; RECU, 6, pp. 21-33 (quotations, 
MEGA I, 4, po. 487 & 492; RECU, 6, pp. 22 & 2 7 ) . 
political institutions. In its struggle uith the aris­
tocracy after 1815 the liberal 'party' had been aided by a 
democratic movement, led in the main by intellectuals but 
supported largely by working people. These workers, thsugh 
politically "more advanced" than the middle classes, had been 
as yet unaware of the difference between "liberty of money" 
and "liberty of man", and had supported middle-class causes 
like Corn Law Repeal as well as democratic ones like Univer­
sal Suffrage. As a political force they had been "more or 
less subservient" to the bourgeoisie and had served as its 
troops in the insurrections of 1830 in Paris and the Reform 
19 
campaign of 1831 in England. The middle classes, however, 
had never intended to implement the programme of their 
radical allies; they had aimed at establishing a system of 
parliamentary government in which only the wealthy were r e ­
presented, although Lhey also desired to abolish arbitrary 
privileges and tax-exemptions, and to obtain a jury system, 
a free press, and genuine elections. Engels claimed that 
this reform programme was half-hearted, stopping short of 
real eguality and merely replacing hereditary privileges by 
"the privilege of money". Once again contending that a free 
press and a jury system benefitted only those with high in­
comes, he concluded that moderate liberalism uas fraudulent 
because it reinforced the most fundamental ineguality, that 
between rich and poor, uhich was tantamount to giving "ine-
18. "The State of Germany: III", loc. cit., MEGA I, 4> p. 
492; MECU, 6, p. 23. 
19. Ibid, loc. cit., MEGA I, 4, pp. 493-494; MECU, 6, p. 29. 
Quality the name of equality". 
For Engels, then, the neriod 1815-1830 uas dominated 
by a class struggle between the landed aristocracy (aided by 
the monarchy) and tr • rising bourgeoisie (aided by the work­
ing c l a s s e s ) . Out while he believed this uas the case 
throughout Furon^, he recognised that the balance of pcuer 
between contending classes differed greatly from country to 
country. In Germany, for examnle, liberalism was weak, and 
the majority of professionals and businessmen had been tol­
erably hanoy with th--1 hybrid form of government imposed on 
the larger German principalities at the Congress of Vienna. 
Only in Britain and Franee had the middle classes beer 
strong enough to effectively challenge the existing order. 
He saw the Revolution of 1830 in France as the seizure of 
pouer by the haute bourgeoisie, aided by the Parisian louer 
classes, guoted l.affitte as announcing, on the morrow of the 
insurrection, "flow we, the bankers, will govern", and com-
21 
mented "and they do so, up to this hour". Indeed 1830 
seems to have marie a strong impression of Engels. He was 
certain that the willingness of the Parisian proletariat to 
fight for the liberal cause had been decisive, and he saw 
no reason why these same shock troops could not again be mo­
bilised, given the right circumstances, to set up a demo­
cratic republic. He thus believed that the uay forward in 
20. Ibid, MEGA I, 4, p. 493; MECU, 6, pp. 28-29. 
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France lay through another Parisian journee uhich uould be 
backed, he assumed, by a majority of po1itically-auare 
Frenchmen. But he ignored the problem of the conservative 
peasantry, for uhom he had little time, calling their German 
counterparts "the most stupid set of people in e x i s t e n c e " . 2 2 
Yet Engels uas also impressed by the alternative, 
less violent strategy of the English bourgeoisie. In the 
Reform Bill campaign of 1831, he contended, the middle class 
had held the potentially insurrectionary masses in reserve 
as a threat, and had by this means obtained a franchise uhich 
restricted the vote to property-owners and prosperous lease­
holders. Not that the 1832 Act had given the bourgeoisie 
more than a share of political power — in England the strug­
gle with the landed aristocracy uas still in progress and 
had now taken the form of conflict over the Corn Laws. He 
devoted a fairly lengthy article in the Telegraph fur Deutsch-
1and to surveying the history of the Corn Laws and the strug-
23 
gle of the Anti-Corn Law League against them. He had been 
impressed by the powerful campaign for repeal presented by 
the business community, and expected that it would shortly 
be successful. Ho claimed, however, that the Anti-Corn Law 
League had lost working-class support after the Manchester 
insurrection of 1842 uhich, he charged, had been instigated 
2 2 . Ibid, MEGA I, 4, pp. 494 & 496; MECU, 6, pp. 29 & 31. 
23. Engels, "Geschichte der englischen Korngesetze" ("His­
tory of the English Corn L a u s " ) , Telegraph fur Deutsch-
land, no. 193, December 1845; reprinted in UERKE, 2, 
pp. 585-590; MECU, 4, pp. 656-661. 
but abandoned by local factory-ouners. For Engels, 1842 
seems to hav/e marked a watershed in English history, as the 
time uhen many unrking-ciass democrats had begun to see 
through the hypocrisy of English liberalism and had resolved 
to conduct their oun independent campaign for democracy and 
socialism. He believed, houever, that the time uas not guite 
ripe for a successful campaign for universal suffrage, since 
the first thing on the agenda uas still the accession to full 
political power of the merchants, manufacturers and bankers 
uho largely controlled European economic life. The Repeal 
of the Corn Laws uould signify that in England this had o c ­
curred, and uould set the stage for a neu class struggle — 
betueen the bourgeoisie in pouer and the democratic uorking-
class movement. 
Engels pointed out that the French Revolution of 1830 
and the English Reform Gill campaign of 1831-2 had had their 
German equivalent in the "neu and violent" liberal agitation 
of 1830-34. Despite some apparent successes in South Germany 
(as in B a d e n ) , this had had meagre results, and had been 
suppressed by the combined action of Prussia and Austria in 
1834. Houever, the revival of liberalism in Prussia in the 
early 1840s, and especially its strength among the merchants 
and manufacturers of the Rhineland and Saxony, had made it 
appear likely that the German middle classes might soon 
24. "The State of Germany: III", loc. cit.. MEGA I, 4, 
"p. 494; MECU, 6, p. 29. 
achieve what their French and English counterparts had ob­
tained in the early 1830s. Engels uas still hopeful that 
this uould be the case, but a lot less sanguine than he had 
been even six months before. He uas afraid that the Rhenish 
bourgeoisie's apparent back-tracking on 'the social question' 
meant that they uould fail to press their political demands 
too. Developments in Saxony uould provide a test case of 
the uay the uind uas blouing, he suggested in an article in 
The Northern Star about the Saxon government's use of Prus-
25 
sian troops to suppress a popular demonstration in Leipzig. 
Noting that there uas uidespread and bitter indignation in 
Saxony about the Leipzig events, he added ruefully that 
this uas a part of Germany uhich had "aluays evinced an in­
clination for talking uhen action uas sadly uanted". On 
balance, he still had little faith in the revolutionary 
quality of the timid and etatiste German bourgeoisie. 
Nonetheless, if it uas unuise to count on the middle 
classes — even on the small minority of middle-class German 
youths sympathetic to republicanism and socialism — this 
did not entail in Engels' vieu that the liberal revolution 
uould be indefinitely postponed. He apparently had little 
doubt that a "glorious revolution" uould break out uith.in a 
decade, but he expected that the leaders of the insurrection 
25. Engels, "The Late Butchery at Leipzig — The German 
Uorking Men's Movement", The Northern Star, no. 409, 
13/9/45; reprinted in MEGA I, 4, pp. 475-477; MEC'J, 4, 
pp. 645-648. 
26. Ibid, loc. cit., MEGA I, 4, pp. 475-476; MECU, 4, p. 
646. 
uould be found not among the middle classes but in the ranks 
of the labour movement uhich had recently developed uith 
"astonishing rapidity". In a year or tuo's time, he a s ­
serted, the campaign for a republic based on universal suf­
frage uould be able to muster a "glorious array" of uorkinq-
class democrats, and as evidence he cited the grouing labour 
unrest since the Silesian weavers 1 revolt of 1844. Recent 
laus prohibiting combinations had provoked numerous strikes 
and riots, for example by railway and textile uorkers in 
Bohemia, Saxony and Berlin, and trade-unionism uas making 
considerable progress, so that one could truthfully state 
that the German uorking classes nou possessed a "knife and 
fork movement" of their oun uhich uould likely develop along 
English lines.' He thus concluded that the German revolu­
tion, although political in form and liberal-democratic in 
aim, uould be sparked by labour unrest, and so uould have 
— like the French Revolution before it — a "social mean-
2 8 
ing". He uas uncertain quite uhat uould happen (he cer­
tainly had no blue-print for 'permanent revolution* or the 
creation of 'uorkers' councils') but he anticipated -- and 
fervently hoped — that in Germany, as in France, the advent 
of a democratic republic would open the uay to profound 
social reform. Democracy, he asserted on several occasions, 
nouadays meant communism (i.e., the one led naturally and 
27. 
28. 
Ibid, !• I EGA I, 4, pp.476-477; RECU, 4, pp. 647-646. 
Ibid, MEGA I, 4, pp. 476-477; MECU, 4, p. 647. 
"logically" to the o t h e r ) , and he maintained that the leading 
working-class democrats in Britain, France and Germany had 
all been converted to communism. He was prompted to make 
this rather astounding claim in part by the resounding ap­
plause which had greeted Harney's proclamation of communist 
principles at the founding meeting of the Society of Fraternal 
Democrats, and in nart by the speech of Berrier-Fontaine, the 
French delegate at the meeting, who had assured his audience 
that the French Republican movement had espoused the goal of 
universal equality, that communism was "advancing uith giant 
strides throughout France1', and that co-operative associa-
29 
tions uere extending "all over" the country. ' Engels was 
sure, too, that the French labour movement uas grouing in 
strength, numbers and determination. In an article in The 
Northern Star he recorded the existence of a prolonged 3nd 
bitter carpenters' strike in Paris, and commented that the 
affair had done "a tremendous deal of oood" to the French 
If] 
working-class movement.' Irrefutable evidence uas accumu­
lating, he felt aura, that "-hroughout Western and Central 
Europe a movement for drastic change uas arising in the 
"louer depths" of society. The upper classes and the bour­
geoisie uere too busy squabbling among themselves, he judged, 
29. "Das Fest der Nationen in London", loc. cit. , FlEGA I, 
4, p. 47b; MECU, 6, p. 13. 
3D. Engels, "Victoria's Visit — The Condemnation of the 
Paris Caroenters", The Northern Star, no. 410, 2b/9/45; 
"reprinted in HEGA I, 4, pp. 470-479; MECU, 4, pp. 649-
650. 
to see the danger before it uas too late. He thus felt con­
firmed in the opinion he had stated in the last chapter of 
The Condition of the working Classes in England; a social 
transformation could be effected through a series of gradual 
political and economic reforms, but it uas increasingly un­
likely that violent revolution uould in fact be avoided on 
the Continent. 
Back in Brussels in the winter of 1845-46, Flarx and 
Engels uorked together on tun major projects. One, the 
creation of an international Communist Correspondence Com­
mittee linking communists in Germany, France and Britain 
later induced them to attempt to re-establish contacts uith 
several of the French sncialists and communists they had met 
in Paris: Proudhon, Blanc, Leroux, and also (probably for 
the first time) Cabet. This scheme, houever, hardly got 
under uay before the spring of 1846. Before then the tuo 
men drafted the better part of a manuscript, (uhich, in the 
event, remained un p u b l i s h e d ) , designed as a tuo-volume book 
entitled The German I d e o l o g y . ^ In the course of this uork, 
they again outlined their current vieus on the main varieties 
of French socialism. 
Their decision to collaborate on The German Ideology 
uas prompted by mutual irritation at the poor quality, arro­
gance, and nebulous character of contemporary German socialist 
writing in newly created periodicals like the Rheinische 
31. Marx A Engels, Die deutsche Ideoloqie, MEGA I, 5, pp. 
1-528; RECU, 5, pp. 19-539. 
Bahrbucher and the Deutschos Burgerbuch. A school of German 
socialism, usually called 'true socialism', had crystallised 
around these reviews, and had pretensions to the intellectual 
leadership of the German 'left'. Marx and Engels judged the 
productions of this school much inferior to the writings of 
French and English socialists, and objected to the hostile 
tone adopted by many 'true socialist' writers towards Fourier, 
Cabet, Owen, and other non-German theorists. A defence of 
French communism was called for, they decided, against the 
'true socialists' and against other 'advanced' German in­
tellectuals like Bruno Bauer, Feucrbach, and especially Flax 
Stirner, whose influence they thought particularly nefarious. 
Like The Hoiy Family, The German Ideology was planned as a 
polemic, but once they began writing its authors decided to 
include an expose of the new theory of history which they had 
both been working out -- initially independently, but from 
the spring of 1845 onward, jointly — during the last year 
or so. Consequently the text of The German Ideology combined 
two main themes: an apologia for the best French socialist 
writing, and a fragmentary statement of the 'materialist 
theory of history'. The link between the tuo was causal, 
f'larx and Engels had derived many of the ideas and insights 
they incorporated in the latter theory from the French writers 
they defended e_n nassant. 
One initial difficulty poserj by The German Ideology 
is that of authorship. Most of the manuscript is in Engels' 
handwriting, (often uith marginal comments in Marx's h a n d ) , 
and since he composed more easily than Marx it is tempting 
to assume that he wrote down the fruits of their discus-
32 
sions. But there are three reasons for doubting that this 
uas in fact the case: Marx's handwriting uas particularly 
illegible, and he normally had recourse to having other people 
make a clean copy of his manuscripts for submission to the 
printers; Marx published as his oun work a book-review of 
Karl Grun's Die soziale Beuepunq in Frankreich und Belgien, 
the text of uhich had previously (in Engels' hand) formed 
Chapter Four of Volume Tuo of the book; and thirdly — and 
to my mind most conclusively — there are noticeable differ­
ences of style betueen different sections of the uork. On 
the basis of style and subject-matter, I uould suggest that 
Marx wrote rather more than half of the well-known Part I of 
the book "On Feuerbach", virtually the uhole of the extremely 
lengthy and tedious attack on Max Stirner uhich formed most 
of Part II, and also most (except the Introduction) of the 
second volume on 'true s o c i a l i s m 1 . I therefore presume it 
uas predominantly Marx's uork, and in the follouing discus­
sion I shall ascribe the ideas to Marx except where I believe 
particular sections to have been written by Engels, or where 
I am describing general positions held jointly. 
3 2 . For details on handwriting in the manuscript, see MEGA 
I, 5, pp. 564-565. 
33. Marx, "Karl Grun: Die soziale Bewequng in Frankreich 
und Belgien (Darmstadt, 1B 4 5 ) , oder: die Ges chi ch ts ch-
Teibung des uahren Sozialismus" ("Karl Grun: Die so­
ziale Beuequno in Frankreich und Belgien (Darmstadt, 
1845),' 'or',' the Historiography of True Soc ialism") , Ue s t 
phalische Dampfboot, August 1847; reprinted in MEGA I, 
5, pp. 471-516 as part of Die deutsche Ideologie; MECU, 
5, pp. 484-530. 
The most valuable and original insight in The German 
Ideology, the 'materialist theory of h i s t o r y 1 , uas not uorked 
out systematically. Presented mainly in Part I, it remained 
a jumbled collection of assertions about the structure of 
society, the motors of historical change, and the relation­
ship betueen ideas, volitions and reality. The reader uas 
left the task of assembling these into a coherent theory. 
Hence, in order to grasp uhat Marx uas trying to express, it 
is useful to note some of the elements uhich he uas synthes-
ising. I have already mentioned his probable debts to the 
books he found in Manchester, in particular those by Sadler 
and Uade, and indicated his sympathy for the ideas of Peu­
chet and Ouen on the social conditioning of the individual 
character. He usually steered clear of thoroughgoing de­
terminism, but he uas clearly very conscious — as had been 
Peuchet and Ouen — of the pouer of the environment (natural 
and social) -- to mould human behaviour. In several cele­
brated passages he emphasised the role played by material 
factors in shaping men's goals and ideas; as he put it, 
"consciousness uas from the very beginning a social pro-
duct". If, in his vieu, men uere not totally determined 
by their 'conditions of life', they uere at least heavily 
conditioned by them. He mentioned Ouen's notion of environ­
mental conditioning several times in The German Ideology, 
and uhile he repudiated Ouen's simplistic assumption of a 
direct causal relationship betueen matter and mind, he never­
theless probably derived the general frameuork of his 
34. Die deutsche Ideologie, MEGA I, 5, p. 20; MECU, 5, 
p. 4 4 . . 
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explanation of hurnar behaviour from Ouen.' This debt to 
Ouen and Peuchet is not one uhich can be documented in de­
tail, ano possibly the Enolish socialist and French social 
scientist only enhanced the appeal of the positivist and 
materialist approach to human behaviour that Marx had found 
earlier in oh i1 c o n n h a s like Heivetius. Nonetheless, :t seems 
reasonable to conclude that reading Peuchet and Ouen just 
before uriting the book reinforced Marx's sense that men uere 
often the pauns of large-scale socio-economic forces, 
lie had oncou-aqed Fngels to read Sismondi, and there 
are good grounds for supposinq that the Suiss economist had 
a considerable influence not only on his economic vieus but 
also on the formation of the 'materialist theory of history'. 
Sismondi, as Engels noted in The German Ideology, had argued 
that a key feature of modern capitalist society uas that 
industry took on a life of its oun, developing productive 
capacity independently of human requirements, and he suggested 
that this uas the fundamental cause of recurrent economic 
crises uhich reflected an imbalance betueen production and 
consumption. Enoels took up this idea, and combined it uith 
the concept of dchumanisation to explain the lack of freedom 
experienced by the human cogs in the neu industrial machine. 
Sismondi and Cherbuliez, he urote, had demonstrated the in­
creasing 'opposition' betueen capital and labour uhich ac­
companied the grouth of a complex division of labour. They 
35. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, pp. 372 & 399; MECU, 5, pp. 393 & 421. 
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had revealed, first, that "the Productive Forces appear as 
a uorld for themselves, quite independent of and divorced 
from individuals", and, secondly, that "standing against 
these productive forces, ue have the majority of the in­
dividuals from uhom these forces have been wrested away", 
and whose labour, "robbed of all real life-content...has 
lost all semblance of self-activity and only sustains their 
life by stunting i.tll."Jtl In this statement we find both one 
of the central insights of the Marxian theory of history and 
also its link with the basically a-historical Paris Ma.ou-
scriots. The point that Marx and Engels wonted to make was 
that with the development of commercial, and especially in­
dustrial, capitalism, men had progressively lost control of 
the most fundamental, factor determining the evolution of 
society, and that socio-economic forces had been let loose 
uhich now imposed tremendous constraints on the way they 
lived their lives. This was not to deny that "men made 
history", but it uas to emphasise that, increasingly, they 
did so under circumstances beyond their individual pouer to 
modify. Modern life, remarked Marx, uas lived under "ex­
ternal compulsion", i.e., under the continual and restric­
tive pressure of economic laws and "natural conditions" 
uhich severely restricted human freedom in p r a c t i c e . ^ Marx 
and Engels apparently sau men not so much determined by eco­
nomic developments as greatly hampered and coerced by thorn. 
36. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, p. 56-57; MECU, 5, pp. 86-87. 
37. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, pp. 10-17 & 26-28; MECU, 5, po. 31-
38 & 50-54. 
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This sense of the productive forces as — under cap­
italism — alien monsters beyond human control, uas far from 
Saint-Simon's optimistic glorification of industrial develop­
ment. Yet Saint-Simon, too, seems to have been a signifi­
cant source for some aspects of the Marxian theory of history. 
Although Marx had read the main uorks of the Saint-Sironian 
school in Paris, it uas apparently only in Brussels that he 
carefully studied Saint-Sirnon's oun uritings, going through 
38 
the Rodrigues edition of his Oeuvres. His detailed 
knouledge of essays Iike the Lettres d'un habitant de Geneve 
and the Catechisne nolitinu'0 d'un industriel is evident in 
39 
Volume 2 of The G e r man I ri eo 1 o g y . J He probably derived from 
Saint-Simon his neu emphasis on 'production' as the fundamen­
tal human activity, and also the hypothesis that different 
modes of organisation of the productive forces formed the 
basis of successive social regimes. Saint-Simon's general 
conception of social reality and the methodology appro­
priate for grasping this uas also congenial to Rarx — it 
uas positivist, but non-determinist since he vieued freedom 
as something uhich men had to carve out by creatively 
38. Claude-Henri de Saint-Simon, Peuvres de Saint-Simon, 
precedes de fragmens de I'hisfoire de sa vie ecrite 
par lui-momie (ed. ulinde Rodrigues), Paris, Capelle, 
1841. This collection consisted of: Vie de Sain_t-
Simon, Catechisme politigue des industriels, Vues sur 
la propria to et la 'l op i slat ton, Lettres d'un habitant 
de Geneve a' ses contompnrains, Parabole de Saint-Simon, 
Nouveau Christianisme a Ulinde Rodrigues aux Saint-
"S imon i en s . 
39. Die deutsch ideologie, iiCGA I, 5, pp. 483-489; RECU, 
5, pp. 498-51)4. 
modifying their institutions and environment. This pers­
pective uss an antidote to the behaviouristic determinism 
of Ouen and Peuchet, and uas close to Marx's epistemological 
stance in the Theses on Feuerbach. 
Proudhon also appears to have influenced the metho­
dology of the uork, Uhile members of the Young Hegelian 
movement in Berlin, Marx and Engels had picked up the Hegelian 
notion of dialectical progress. Neither of them had employed 
the idea in their subseguent writings, houever, and Engels 
apparently had abandoned his adherence to the Hegelian method 
uhen he became converted to English empiricism. Marx, too, 
had forsaken the dialectic in 1042-43 as he became more and 
more critical of the Hegelian theory of the state and Hegelian 
philosophy in general. The short section he devoted in the 
Economic aod Philosophical Manuscripts to Hegel had been 
significant in tuo respects — it had indicated that he 
viewed the dialectic as part and parcel of the speculative, 
metaphysical method uhich Hegel had 'perfected' and uhich he, 
Marx, nou categorically repudiated, and secondly, it had 
shoun that uhile he uas beginning to see the need for a his­
torical apnroach to human society (as opposed to Feuerbach's 
a-historical 'anthropology'), he uas not inclined to rehab­
ilitate Hegel's dialectical philosophy of history, uhich he 
41 
condemned as teleological and fraudulent. There uas no 
4 0 . George Gurvit.eh, "Saint-Simon ot Karl Marx", Revua in-
ternationale de philosophic, vol XIV ( i 9 6 0 ) , pp.399-
416. 
4 1 . Marx, "Okonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte", MEGA I, 
3, pp. 150-172; MECU, 3, pp. 326-346. 
favourable reference to the dialectical method in either The 
Condition of the English Uorkino Classes or The Holy Family, 
nor uas there anything in these uorks from uhich it miqht be 
inferred that their authors believed they had employed such 
a method. Indeed, in The Holy Family Flarx, despite his 
eulogies of Qu'est-ce gue la oropriete?. pointedly ignored 
Proudhon's De la creation de l'ordre. in uhich the French 
socialist tried to uork out his oun dialectical method (de­
rived in part from Fourier's series and in part from his 
second-hand knouledoe of Hegel) and to apply it to European 
society. One suspects that i'iarx at this time agreed uith 
Ruge's judgement that De la creation uas a pretentious and 
amorphous disaster (an opinion uhich, incidentally, Proudhon 
4 9 
himself came to share.) " But by the time he urote Volume 
2 of The German Ideolooy, Flarx had revised his opinion dras­
tically. "The most important thing ?" n Proudhon's book De la 
creation de l'ordre dans 1 ' humanito", he remarked, 
is his dialectigue serie 11e, the attempt to estab­
lish a method of thought in uhich the process of 
thinking is substituted for individual thoughts. 
Proudhon is looking, from the French standpoint, 
for a dialectic method such as Hegel has indeed 
given us. 
He still thought both Proudhon's and Hegel's dialec­
tics uere flawed and required sharp criticism, but he had nou 
decided that the idea of a dialectical method uas uorth pur­
suing after all. It appears that after demolishing to his 
4 2 . Ruge to Marx, 11/8/43; i-iEGA I, 1 ( 2 ) , pp. 313-314. 
43. Die deutsche Ideologie , FlEGA I , 5 , p . 515; FECU, 5 , 
p. 5 30. 
nun satisfaction the snoculatlv:- approach of German philoso-
nhers, anh flirtino eitli a deterministic, nositivist scientism 
rooted in eiohteonth-century materialism, Marx — in line uith 
the Theses on Feuerbach — hod somewhat reluctantly decided 
that he needed to complement his pragmatic epistemology uith 
an explicit methodology avoiding determinism, and that this 
was to be found, after all, in the oursuit of a 'dialectical' 
approach to social reality. One thing he had liked in Proud­
hon's nonei ro uas hi a heavy use of the concept of 'contra­
dictions' in the atabus quo (e.g., betueen private ounership 
and distributive justice) compelling fundamental social change. 
He adopted this theory that progress resulted from the clash 
of ' contradictor^' or 'antagonistic' forces in The German 
I deolooy, and went aa far as to suggest that all substantial 
sncial chance rocultad from conflicts betueen 'forces of pro-
44 
duct ion' and incompatible 'modes of a cial intercourse' . 
Marx's thonrv of history was thus 'dialectical' in the lim­
ited sense that he sau societies as evolving as a result of 
internal conflicts and disequi1ibria. It seems reasonable 
to conclude that ho took from Proudhon this idea of locking 
for structural 'contradictions' betueen economy and society 
as the mo t o r s of c h a n a e . 
The other French socialist to uhom the materialist 
theory of history was substantially indebted uas Fourier, 
IJe have already seen how greatly both Marx and Engels admired 
4 4 . Ibid, MEGA I, r-, p. 63; MECU, 5, p. 74. 
his critique of bourgeois society, not merely because they 
agreed uith his va1ue-judgments but because they considered 
his detailed analyses masterful. Fourier, they believed, 
captured the essence of French social life because he aluays 
penetrated to the economic realities uhich underly social 
behaviour. Furthermore, he combined this uith a historical 
perspective uhich focussed on changes in economic organisation 
and technology. Fiarx summed up his explanation of the high 
quality of Fourier's social criticism in the telling phrase: 
"Fourier...always proceeds from the transformation of pro-
45 
ductron". It uould be an exaggeration to say that Marx 
and Engels found their approach to history ready-made in 
Fourier's works, but one can hardly deny that Fourier provided 
them uith a vital, clue. 
Yet another aspect, of the materialist theory of his­
tory uhich Flarx and Engels derived from the French uas the 
idea that modern history was a succession of class straggles. 
This idea was already widely disseminated in the mid-1840s, 
so it is difficult to pin rinun to uhom precisely flarx and 
Engels uere indebted. Indeed, flarx never claimed to be the 
author of the •class-struggle theory of history', and once 
pointed out that it had boon employed before him and Engels 
by French bourgeois historians like Guizot and Thierry.' 1 6 
4 5. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, p. 498; I'lECU, 5, p. 513. 
46. Flarx to 3. Ueydemeyer, 5/3/52; UERKE, 28, pp. 503-51.9; 5C, 
pp. 67-70. 
Since- he : H o d H.ii ;:nt»s Ijjj^tnlre de la civilisation en France 
i n
 The 0 — nan 1 • i- • n l •
 1,, v . one may infer that his familiarity 
uith Guirot's picture of the rise of the French bourgeoisie 
before l<' contributed to the genesis of the 'materialist 
conception of history'."' Houever, this interpretation of 
tin French Vw.-i' ution as the accession to social and politi­
cal oouer of 1-.lv- mieoio class uas also to be found in French 
socialist u.-rks on the Pave 1 uti on uhich he probably read be­
fore Puis.it — it u s , in fact, the common intellectual 
property ••• f Lor-ny, •1 anc, Fucho:-: and Cabet, among others. 
?• or cover, L h n . .•oner.-.'.'< idea of class conflict as the primary 
motor of ii i • '*. a. r i. r a a i -h mni.' uas equally widespread, and flarx 
could scarce' y h <ve avoided noticing it in the uri tings of 
the J O in t-a ; mnri i H I S , f 'n 11 - iie r i a t s and Pabouvian communists. 
As :-: up ge a t-•• o ai-lio-, he probably in fact picked up the no­
tion from his va-ry ? r s t French socialist contacts in Paris: 
L a r o i J a , ". l a n c , a a: I C n n s i. d e r a nt. 
Those, ihon, worn some of the main inputs from 
French ana English socialists incorporated by flarx and Engels 
into their fir" I" f r. ^ 1 1 - * tr > on of the marxist theory of history 
in the port of Tor; German I doe I a n y entitled "On Feuerbach". 
since this section of the boo', is relatively uell-knoun, I 
shall not describe it in d e t a i l . Houever, there has bean 
considerable debate .about hou to interpret Flarx's general 
theory of historical change, and a feu comments about the 
4 7 . Die rioutscho Ideolnnte, MEGA I, 5, p. 199; I'm. CU, 5, 
p . 2 ? i1. 
version in The German I d o - b n y may serve to clarify the is­
sue. There is no question that by this stage in their mental 
evolutions, bnth Engels and Marx had a very strong awareness 
of the ineact of economic factors, and especially advances 
in technology, on other areas of human activity, i n d u c i n g 
politics and thought. It is also evident that they con­
sidered their theory nf history 'scientific' in the pesitivist 
sense of this ambiguous word. Nevertheless, the text of The 
German Ideolooy indicates that, on balance, in 1845-4o, they 
embracer! neither technological nor even economic determinism, 
although they were not consistent in this rejection of de­
terminism. 
line re. is on for not interpreting the 'materialist 
conception 1 as a species of economic determinism is apparent 
when one considers Marx's and Engels * statements on the fun­
damental nature of the historical process. They conceived 
history as, at bottom, a process of continual interaction 
betueen t h rP e independent variables: natural environment, 
society, and individual men, and defended the inclusion of 
the second factor on the grounds that since society had em­
erged as an autonomous force so early in human development 
it uas only realistic to treat it as a separate element. 
48. Ibid, MEGA I, b, pp. 7-67; MECU, 5, pp. 27-93. An ex­
tended exposition of the traditional (economic deter-
minist) account of the Marxian theory of history may be 
found in Oober, op. cit. Other uorks on both sides of 
"the scholarly debate are listed in footnotes 62 L 53 of 
friY 1 nt reduction; see this Int. r eduction for a brief dis­
cussion of rival interpretations. 
Following Ouen, bhey recognised the powerful influence of 
natural and social environments on individual lives, but they 
stressed equally the transformation of nature by man, and the 
rethinking of human values and goals by individuals. Human 
activity, remarked Fi-rx, had two aspects: "the reshaping of 
nature by men", and the "reshaping of men by m e n " / 9 
The main focus of The Herman Ideology uas on the in­
teraction of variables two and three — the social organism 
and the individual human beings who composed it — but be­
fore analysing the dynamics of this relationship, Fiarx, in 
the footsteps of Rousseau, attempted to explain hou society 
had been created in the first place. In an account uhich in 
its stress on language echoed Rousseau's Discourse on In­
equality, he suggested that society had emerged in several 
stages. The foundation of all human society, he maintained, 
uas production tn satisfy basic needs of food, clothing, 
warmth and shelter; from these developed neu needs more dif­
ficult to satisfy individually, leading to the formatioo of 
the family as the first social relationship; the poverty and 
inefficiency of totally self-sufficient families stimulated 
the development of a simple mode of co-operation uith others 
in tribal and primitive communal societies, leading in turn 
to the emergence of language and 'social consciousness' ; 
these facilitated the grouth of divisions of labour, especi-
49, Ibid, FIECU, 5, n. oil. This passage uas apparently 
omitted from flEGA, uhich excluded some fragmeots of 
manuscript not integrated b y f'larx and Engels into the 
main body of the text. Different arrangements of the 
text ore given in FiEGA c. CU. 
ally that betueen m-u..,| an.) ;;aaor^l labour, by uhich time 
(Marx nst'mated) M L -a ..as on q-.eotion that a primitive form 
of sncioh' uas In ey'stoncc. I -oduction, the family, lan-
oungo, an 1 the divir-'.on of .1 ahn..r uere therefore in his vieu 
the most 'unoamentai aspects of human social a c t i v i t y . 5 0 
Tots liescrior;. n n o f the genesis of society uas, hou­
ever, merciv a oroleaomena to his main interest, that of 
nrou'nn tn r e 1•.» i o n - h ! ji betueen the social structure and 
the causes of ehao.ae. He maintained that uestern society 
since the mi ddl a An--- at l e-.at had exhibited a three-tier 
structure consisting .if (i) the 'productive forces', (ii) the 
'mode of inter.Tour ' , and (iii) the 'sphere of conscious­
ness' , are] that too history of eastern Europe uas best under­
stood or the result a1' an ongoing interaction betueen these 
thT-ce facets. !,ndc-r the la bo 1 of 'productive forces' he in­
cluded ooan mat---ia1 factors — the le aal of technology and 
the availability o f ~au materials — and uhat he called 'the 
mode of social ee-o'• o-afion' , i.e., the methods by uhich food 
and other commoniti •. uere produced. By the 'mode of inter­
course' he meant, on one hand, the social structure (i.e., 
the system of caste, class, status, or other form of social 
h i e r a r c h y ) , and, on the other, the system of distribution of 
the goods orod's-od (i.e., the income structure, the preval­
ence of private and communal property, and the network of 
tra d e ) . He also divided 'consciousness' into tuo categories: 
50. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, pp.11-15 a 19-22; MECU, 5, pp. 31-3' 
& 43-47. 
institutions, uhich he regarded as functioning as buluarks 
of the stnius opm (e.g.. the legal, system, religion, and the 
system of g o v e r n m e n t ) , and ideologies potentially more in­
dependent of the immediate interests of social groups (e.g., 
science, philosophy, nod a r t ) . His basic model of society 
therefore consisted of six layers, grouped into three sets 
of tuo. 
It should be noted, as s second reason for discarding 
the economic determinist interpretation, that the first tier 
(the 'productive forces') uas not narrowly economic since it 
included the 'inndo of social co-operation' , and that the sec­
ond level (the 'mode of social intercourse') included impor­
tant aspects nf the economy. Rarx did, to be sure, emphasise 
production as the dominant factor in the history of a given 
epoch, and he certainly conceived of the 'productive forces' 
as a base "n uhich uere erccteri social and ideological super­
structures. And, of course, he developed in The German Ideo-
1ogy the theory of ideology uhich saw ideas as ultimately re­
flections of material class interests. But he nooetheless 
vieuod each of the three main facets of society as evolving 
guasi-indeneodontly, each influencing the movement of the 
5 ^  
others. 
flarx and Engels had only just arrived at the idea of 
dividing the social organism into six facets and examining 
51. Ibid, REGA 1, 5, pp. 1 5-2B a 51-54; RECU, 5, pp. 35-
54 & 89-93. 
52. Ibid, REGA I, 5, pp. 71, 65 & 54-58; RECU, 5, pp. 45, 
74 & G2-86. 
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 n f tlm.ir convict Inns "nd lapsed into a mono-causal 
determiniat version, as, for example, in Marx's "Preface" to 
A Contribution to the Critiquo 
~>? Po3 itical Lconony. The se 
lapses, if lapses they uere, have orovided the evidence for 
those marxists and critics uho subsequently attributed to them 
construed by its authors as a statement of simple economic 
determinism, it is necessary to remember the cootext io uhich 
the theory uas drafted. Ton Pernan Ideology, like its sre-
decessor The Hoi'/ Family, uas conceiued in part as a critique 
of Hegelian historiography and Ynung Hegelian philosophy as 
abstract and arbitrary, to uhich uas added a neu attack on 
Feuerbach's materialism as a-historical. Io opposition to 
these fashionable German intellectual trends, flarx again pro­
claimed the redundance of metaphysical philosophy, remarking 
that 11 uhore speculation ends, where real life starts, there 
54 
consequently begins real, positive science". Thus, directed 
at a German literary and philosophical audience, the book uas 
a plea for an empirical, factual, verifiable social aod eco­
nomic history, and the 'materialist conception of history' 
uas an attempt to state io general terms the methodological 
premisses of an empiricist historiography u h i c h uould go bc-
yood the mere cataloguing of data. It uas a manifesto for 
'scientific' as opposed to 'literary' or 'philosophical' his­
tory, and, as such, one of many mid-nineteenth century essays 
a 'monis t' theory of history. 
Nonetheless, uhile there is eoough evidence to iodi-
cate that the materialist ccocaation uas not in 1845-46 
expounding the same programme. 
In order to illustrate uhat they meant by "positive 
science" (their p h r a s e ) , the authors of The German Ideoloov 
sketched the course of European social and economic history 
from early tribal society through feudalism and the grouth 
of commercial capitalism to modern industrial s o c i e t y . 5 5 
This sketch, mainly the uork of Engels, suggested a six-stage 
periodisation (seven, if nne includes the projected stage 
of communism expected to commence in the near fu t u r e ) , uhich 
seems to have been indebted to Fourier aod the Saint-Simonians 
The six phases in the evolution of European society so far 
uere (i) tribal society; (ii) ancient cnmmunal society; (iii) 
feudalism; (iv) a post-feudal period centred on the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries, labelled variously 'the estates sys­
tem' or 'early civil society' aod roughly synonymous uith 
mercantile capitalism; (v) the commercial capitalism of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, during uhich period 
early manufacturing industry became firmly established; and 
(vi) industrial capitalism, called by Engels the "third form 
of private property1'. Flarx and Engels considered each of 
these stages to be substantially more complex, economically 
and socially, than the preceding ooe, and suggested that the 
most significant general characteristic of the evolution of 
uestern society uas an increasing division of labour. For 
example, the disintegration of feudal society had been marked 
55. Ibid, FiEGA I. 5, pp. 11-15, 26-29 & 39-50; mECU, 5, 
pp. 32-35, 50-54 & 63-74. 
by tho Mi mise of the guild system, a sharper division be­
tween to- o and country, thr grouth of vagabondage on a large 
scale, and a qua 1 11.:. t i vo increase in trade. Engels sau the 
fourth abase as characterised both by commercial conflicts 
uetuecn s rates uhi eh otjmulated the grouth of national cons-
ciousnes-, and c." th.o initial rise of the bourgeoisie. Re-
neat inn • • t'-ri <1 fro-: his nor! lor articles and The Conoitioo 
of the En pi i r»h ' ><:• r i : n q Classes, he gave a fairly detailed 
sic tore ef the h a v n 1 ° pman f of manufacturing industry betueen 
the seventeenth early nineteenth centuries, uhich, he 
ruonesteri, Pari }rci ultimately to a split betueen commerce and 
industry, a neu form of the division of labour. He emphasised 
as the main fn
 : turns of industrial capitalism the divorce be­
tueen labour and r "-•: tal—nunershi p, the alienation of labour, 
the centralisation nf capital, the grouth of large-scale fac­
tory industry, urban i a -> t i or, the emergence of a tuo-class 
society, the domiso 'if the indenendent state, and the decline 
bo 
of national differences. 
Tne theory of ideology offered in The German Ideology 
uas regarded by its uithors as a 'scientific' breakthrough, 
but it suffered from the same fundamental ambiguity as the 
•materialist cone cation'. The central insight uas the recog­
nition t h at the ere a t ion nf ideas uas interuoven u i t h m en's 
material behaviour, or, as Marx succinctly put it, that every­
day life determined consciousness. He combined this idea uith 
56. Ibid. i-iEGa I, ii, pp.39-50; M E C U , 5, po. 63-74. 
the related, morn controversial, ones that the dominant be-
liefo of a socinty uere the product of its ruling class., and 
that rival theories expressed the interests of opposing so­
cial groups. He postulated a close connection betueen the 
history of ideas aod the history of class cooflict, and claimed 
that the apparent independence and objectivity of legal codes, 
political theories, philosophical systems, and artistic pro­
ductions uas illusory. He did not deny that these ideologies 
contained some truth, but suggested that they uere distorting 
mirrors of social reality, so many forms of 'false conscious­
ness' io harmonv uith the vested interests of the ruling 
groups uho sponsored them. As a former law student he uas 
fascinated by the history of chaogiog legal codes, and took 
delight io pointing out. hou the lau uas often a rationalisa­
tion for entrenched social customs or, alteroatively, for neu 
patterns of economic behaviour. He cited ariations in the 
lau oo primogeniture nod in the rules concerning property 
entails as examples of hou laus uere modified to accommodate 
changes in ounershin of private oroperty and patterns of com­
merce. On the other hand, he recogoised that the state had 
achieved a considerable autonomy after the breakdoun of feudal 
society, and had become an independent force in the evolution 
of Europe. Put he believed that bourgeois financial control 
of modern government uas nnu transforming the old, indepen­
dent bureaucracy into a coercive instrument of merchants and 
manufacturers. 1 ' 
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ii.iknoi') edging that the link between society ano 
ideas uas looser, Marx usually concentrated on proving that 
connections did exist. His favourite examples of thought-
systems as apologies for the status quo uere neo-Heoeliao 
philosophy aod classical political ecooomy, but in his pole­
mic against Stirner he also triad to show hou hierocratic 
theory uas an intellectual expression of the structure of 
feudal society, and hou the 'amorality 1 of empiricist poli­
tical theory from ilaehiave 1.1 i to Hobbes reflected the increas-
5 
ing political power of property ouners as against the Church. 
His mnst extended 'assay in the sociology of knowledge was a 
sketch of the do»'ol oomcn t of utilitarianism from Hobbes and 
Locke, through the Physiocrats and philosophies like Helvetius 
and Holoach, to Godwin, Pentham, and Games nill. He concluded 
that, in the hands of the Philosophical d a icals the doctrioe 
had turor>,-i into a m e r e a-oilooia for the status guo, an at-
tempt to prove that "the mutual relations of people today are 
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the most advantaqeous r i n d generally useful1'. So even if 
ambiguities regained, Piarx at least provided a fair number 
of illustrations of his theory of ideology. Precisely be­
cause bis polemics with Feuerbach and S t i m e r led him to 
'flesh out' his abstract general formulations uith concrete 
examples, this uas one of the more stimulating and original 
aspects of the •material lot conception • . 
58. 
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llnrnrtiin.it.il v he left his account of the mechanism 
nf historical change in a more fragmented form. Essentially, 
he uas trying tu marry a stage theory of history uith a pic­
ture nf society as our i odical1 y transformed by class warfare. 
He asserted bluntly lhat revolutions uere the driving force 
of history, and ther- is little doubt that he viewed 1709 
and in30 s timers nf intense claim conflict uhen pouer had 
been traosferred from one social group to another. His dif­
ficulty ! •)>.' in blpru :'nn this perspective uith the evolution-
ary inter'• r&iation n- Pnropean history blocked out by Engels 
a nd also so c, g e s t >:. i by his o u n stress on production as tne k e y 
human activity. Phon thinking along these lines flarx viewed 
history a-, a succession of generations using and gradually 
modifying the productive forces and traditional methods hand— 
ed doun t o them. H e attempted, although not very system­
atically, to demonstrate tnat these alternative uays of 
viewing the p w e r e comn 1 omen tar y. In fact, he argued, 
r e v o1ut i on a r y anlitical change had to be explained in terms 
nf the uneven evo 1 ut ': on nf 'productive forces' and 'modes of 
intercourse': a 'contradiction' arose betueen these two 
levels of the social structure uhen the distribution of in­
come and mode of property ouoership had become ioappropriate 
to the technnlnoy and organisational techniques employed io 
agriculture and manufacturing, and it normally found expres­
sion in the form of class conflict. 
This conceptual leap from tensions in tha social struc 
ture to class uar fare uas tha heart of flarx 's hypothesis con­
cerning the motor of historic:.!' development. But why should 
the ' c o n t . r . K i i c t i n n s ' produce class conflict? Because, he 
replied, there u is normally a cl o s " correspondence betueen 
a fvoe of economic o rnanisat ion ami the rule of a particular 
social group benefitting frnm it, and each gualitative ad­
vance in the economy therefore brought the advent to power 
of a neu e!a , : s. ilout.ver, he icr.oor.ed that this correspon­
dence ua". i .,-orfeet., ..nd also felt obliged to admit that, class 
conflicts some f i mo •- .: rose in s o > o « r e form before the 'con­
tradiction 1 h -i • i P.••com • acute. Uh i J e he uas convinced that 
a causa] 1 ini did exist betueen or. 1 i tical upheavals and the 
social tension:- c ujsud ay oconnmic arogress, he uas uoable 
to formulate a .reeisu * lau 1 oovcrn ing thnm. ° 
T:-- v'.'tnu -no'-.s that marred this explanation stemmed 
in -art from ri . r :•; ' s s e n s e of the complexity of history. Ue 
have a 1 ready •-• • n *hat b e cone-'- i vod progress as resulting 
from the i n tern I ay nf six relatively ind> endent variables, 
even thnuqu h .-• < - e • oh lad tuo of these (technology aod the 
organisation of 1 ibour) morn ho?\/ily thao the others. He 
uas uell .sua re of the impact of ideas oo politics (witness 
his concern uith socialist t.hei«rx' and the need for worker 
education), and noted that 'consciousness' tended to out-
stria material arooross, i.e., thinkers frequently anticipated 
in theory dove loomonts uhich uould become practical decades 
or even cnnturi°s l.at 'T . He recognised the power of excep­
tional individuals tn modify the course of history for de­
cades .— the examples of Robespierre and Napoleon came 
GO. Ibid, [•1CGA I, 5, pp. 10-67; flPGW, 6, pp. 32-87. 
quickly to mind — and also that industries and geograpnical 
regioos advanced unevenly, so that each oation-state uas far 
from homogeneous economically and socially. Factors like 
these, he suggested, complicated or 'skeued' the political 
development of a country and explained, for example, the dif­
ferences betueen England aod France.' 1' 
Certain that their oeu theory of history uas correct 
at least io its maio lioes, Flarx and Engels believed they 
could predict the advent of a 'mode of social intercourse 1 
better adaoted to the oeu steam-pnuered industries and their 
adjacent communities of factory uorkers. The visioos and ar­
guments of Fourier, the Saint-Simnoians and the French com­
munists had reinforced their Romantic faith that a communi­
tarian society uas the ideal, indeed the only, means of en­
suring the self-enhancement of creative and versatile human 
beings. Rnbert Ouen's description of community life endoued 
uith rnodero amenities made passible by gas and steam-pouer 
had assured them that communism uas feasible in practice in 
the neu industrial uorld. Convinced both of the morality and 
of the practicality of their desires, Marx aod Engels assumed, 
rashly, that the neu society being created by industrialisa-
tioo uould be sure to implement them. On several occasions 
in The German Ideology they alluded to uhat they expected 
uould be its main features. 
There uere three facets to their vision of communism: 
economic, political/legal, and ethical. The moral ideal uhich 
61. Ibid. Fi EGA I, 5, pp. 49-50; F! ECU, 5, pp. 72-74. 
underlay it uas a combination of egalitarianism and libertar-
ianism, drauing on the legacy of earlier artisan communism 
and Fourierism, and endeavouring to fuse them. Uork and 
leisure in communist society uould be aloog the lines pro­
jected by Fourier — uorking hours uould be cut s:,arply, but, 
more important, uork uould be enjoyable. The individual 
uould be free to undertake a variety of tasks that appealed 
to him, and uould no longer be chained to one special com­
petence. Marx and Engels asserted categorically that in 
order to overcome alienation in labour it uas imperative to 
abolish not only economic exploitation of the uorker by the 
owners of capital, not only the authoritarian boss/employee 
relationship, but also the division of labour itself. They 
were convinced, in fact, that overcoming the division of labour 
would be one of the crucial — if not the crucial — achieve­
ments of communism, because only then could work become a 
6 2 
free, creative "self-activity". 
They recognised that before this long-term goal could 
be reached, certain political and economic changes had to 
occur. They both nou accepted that the coercive modern state 
uould have to be dismantled because there could be no freedom 
if communes uere subject to continual interference from an 
army of authoritarian bureaucrats. Here they uere echoing 
the anti-etatiste sentiment in French socialism, and they had 
6 2 . Ibid, MEGA I, 5, p. 22; MECU, 5, p. 4 7 . 
little to add in the uay of concrete suggestions about the 
political make-up of a decentralised society. They did not, 
it appears, envisage a total abolition of politics, as 
Saint-Simon and Proudhon at their most extreme had postulated. 
They remained republican democrats, assuming that the future 
society uould be a parliamentary democracy uith universal 
suffrage and, perhaps, annual elections along the lines de­
manded by the Chartists. In short, they sau no incompatibility 
uhatsoever betueen communism, decentralisation, and democracy; 
in fact they believed firmly that each entailed the others. 
Another prereguisite, of course, uas the abolition 
of private property aod the turning of land and uorkshops in­
to 'social property', Actually, Marx and Engels disliked 
this term, and criticised Leroux, the Saint-Simonians and the 
German 'true socialists' (among others) for using it in a con­
fusing manner. Concepts like 'ounership' and 'property' uould 
become redundant in communist society, they reasoned, since 
tools and rau materials uould be freely available to all uho 
wished to utilise them, and 'possession' uould be vested in 
the entire uorking population. They seem to have uanted to 
avoid the idea that the 'means of production' uould belong 
to the State, but equally they rejected the 'associationist' 
ideal of individual producers' co-operatives ouninq their 
uorkshops. Communism therefore meant neither state socialism 
nor the kind of co-operative quasi-capitalism for uhich Proud­
hon uas soon to become the spokesman. It uas something else, 
not very clearly specified, a system in uhich the proletarians 
uorking in a given branch of industry uould themselves cootrol 
and administer the buildings, machinery, land and rau mater­
ials, uhile distributing their products gratis to the popula­
tion at large. They uere thus proposing a more radical 
version of Proudhon's concept of 'possession* in Qu'est-ce 
gue la propriote? 
Rarx and Engels also cooceived communism as a neu form 
of economic organisation in uhich voluntary uork-teams uould 
cooperate to exploit to the full modern industrial techno­
logy. They argued that equality uithout machinery uould be 
useless because the gross natiooal product of an agrarian so­
ciety uas too small for redistribution of income to alter 
significantly the life-styles of peasants and artisans, and 
they uere therefore oot much interested in schemes for a more 
egalitarian carve-up of existing property. They believed 
that only through industrialisation uould the uealth of a 
nation like France rise sufficiently for the principle of 
eguality to be applied meaningfully. Their communism presup­
posed a high degree of automatioo and also uorld trade, and 
uas much closer to Ouen's than to Babouvism or Icarianism, 
Follouing the Saint-Simonians in their highly positive atti­
tude touard modern technology, they uere, in this crucial 
respect, breaking sharply from the anti-modernisation senti­
ments of most early French socialists uho had echoed the 
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fears of the artisanate. 
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Nevertheless, if a decentralised democracy uas their 
first practical goal, and a planned industrial economy their 
second, their ultimate aim remained ethical: the full flow­
ering of every man's personality. In The German Ideolocy. 
they certainly accepted Fourier's vision of a total libera­
tion of men's creative talents and passions, and their Roman­
tic ideal of self-cultivation remained at the root of their 
thought. Yet an important change had occurred in their view 
of human nature. In their early essays, even in the Paris 
Manuscripts and Engels' articles of the same year, they had 
looked for a way of restoring man to what he had once been, 
and had assumed that they knew what he was 'essentially' ; now 
they had abandoned this for a new conception of human nature 
that was 'existential' (in the sense of denying that there 
was any human ' e s s e n c e ' ) . Flarx emphasised that men's per­
sonalities were the varied products of different personal 
histories, and to the extent that common features and patterns 
could be discerned, these reflected the life-style and customs 
of their society. Men uere thus partially — not completely, 
as Ouen uould have it -- the products of social moulding, 
and 'human nature' uould continue to be modified in thu fu­
ture as society evolved. Marx therefore ceased to think of 
communism as returning man to his 'real' nature; rather, 
communism uould simply provide a different — and much im­
proved — kind of social conditioning by which man would be 
moulded into a superior b e i o g . 6 5 Industrial 'alienatioo' 
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nou meant simply that the worker was, in the ordinary language 
sense of the word, dehumanised by monotonous work, authori­
tarian factory rules, excessive hours, poor diet, slum hous­
ing, etc., etc. Although this uas uhat in substance it had 
meant in the Paris Manuscripts, there it had been weighed down 
a little with philosophical accretions deriving mainly from 
Feuerbach. Bwt with Marx's and E n g e l s 1 repwdiation of Feuer­
bach in The German Ideology these disappeared, and Engels' 
purely empirical and descriptive approach to social phenomena 
uon out. It uas a further indication that the authors of The 
German Ideology uere ioclining touards a modified positivism. 
This uas evident, too, io the concept of 'freedom' 
espoused io the uork. Marx oo looger uorried about the free-
uill-determinism issue as he had io his Doctoral Dissertation 
and the Theses oo Feuerbach, because he ceased to approach 
the problem of freedom from the vieupoint of a philosopher. 
He nou assumed that meo had freeuill and some capacity for 
independent, creative, undetermined action; he also assumed 
that they uere largely moulded in character and behaviour by 
external 'causes' uhich conditioned uhat they thought and did. 
The only problem, he judged, uas in deciding uhat margin of 
freedom they had in any given society at any given time, i.e., 
hou uide uas the range of real options open to them. In 
general terms, he argued, this guestion could be reduced to 
the amount of control man could exercise over the natural en­
vironment and over his oun social organisation, since these 
were the tuo major forces uhich constrained and conditioned 
his behaviour. The history of uestern man, he recognised, 
exhibited an erratic but cumulative process of growing human 
control over nature, scarcity uas diminishing, and society 
uas building up a body of scieotific knowledge. In this sense 
freedom was expanding. But uith the breakdown of medieval 
society and the development of early capitalism another pro­
cess had been set in motion with the opposite result. Indi­
viduals uere increasingly impotent in the face of impersonal 
market forces uhich determioed the pattern of their economic 
(and hence social, political and moral) behaviour; hence 
material circumstances uere becoming dominant and human be­
ings progressively less free. Under capitalism, in short, 
economic laus snatched auay the potential freedom created by 
advances io techoology. Rarx inclined to see the latter trend 
outueighing the former, aod concluded that, on balance, man 
uas daily becoming more and more a slave to 'alien pouers'. 
Capitalism uas therefore, io his eyes, the major barrier to 
a tremendous expansioo of the margin of human f r e e d o m . 5 5 
He assumed uith complete confidence that the economic 
laus governin g a free-market economy could not apply to a 
planned, money-less, communist economy. He could make this 
assumption because he uas chaogiog his vieupoint on classical 
political economy. Previously he had assailed liberal eco­
nomics on ethical grouods as implicitly based on 'egoist' 
values. Nou, employing his theory of ideology, he took a 
different, more historical approach to Smith, Say, Ricardo 
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and others. They uere, he still acknowledged, spokesmen for 
laissez-faire capitalism, but they were not hypocritical 
apologists as he had alleged in the Paris Manuscripts. 
Rather, they had described objectively — and uith a large 
degree of accuracy — the current workings of the capitalist 
economic system, and dedwced its internal laws of operation. 
These laws of classical political economy were objective 
truths, and the fact that, say, MacCulloch 1 s values uere ab­
horrent and that he introduced into his uriting excuses for 
inexcusable capitalist practices made no difference to the 
correctness of his analyses. The classical economists' real 
mistake, Marx uas beginning to perceive, uas to assume that 
these laws of a capitalist economy were universal laus, ap­
plicable to any kind of economy, whereas in fact they were 
irrelevant to pre-capitalist and post-capitalist economies; 
restricted to contemporary capitalism, they were penetrating 
and accurate. 
This insight, if insight it was, into the 'histori­
city' of classical economic theory, allowed Marx to take a 
much more positive attitwde towards the liberal school. His 
new viewpoint was to be expressed in The Poverty of Philosophy, 
bwt certain remarks in The German Ideology already showed him 
in a state of transition between his old ethical approach to 
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economics and a new guasi-positivist one. Uhen he anc En­
gels composed Parts 1 and 2 of the book duriog the wioter of 
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1845-46, Flarx uas still heavily influended by and much dis­
posed touards Sismondi, mentioning him more than any other 
economist, and strongly praising his insights into the de­
velopment of production independent of consumption, the con­
sequences of the capital/labour split, and the question of 
proletarian poverty. In Part Tuo, houever, several fragments 
on economic topics indicated that the liberal school uas b e ­
ginning to have an impact on his thinking, particularly on 
the guestions of uages and profit. For example, in his 
polemic against Stirner he flatly acknouledged the necessity 
of profits and the value of the capitalists 1 s personal ac­
tivity as a businessman. He egually bluntly announced that 
producers 1 co-operatives had failed, aod uould continue to 
fail, to compete uith capitalist firms. In both cases, to 
be sure, he meant to limit the scope of his remarks to the 
current economic regime, so he had hardly oecome a champion 
of free enterprise, but this uas nevertheless a striking 
change of tone and approach uhich amounted to an acceptance 
of industrial capitalism as a useful and necessary transi­
tional regime. 
Marx had been reading economists like Ricardo and 
Nassau Senior on uages, and uas making progress touards a 
revised position of his oun on the guestion. Denouncing the 
concept of a "just uage", he argued positivistically that the 
value of labour depended simply on the universal laus of com­
petition, i.e., the supply/demand situatioo in the market­
place. Uages, he accepted, uere in continual fluctuation, 
and the activity of the labour movement could affect thair 
upuard and dounuard movement by interfering uith supply and 
demand. T r a d e unions could, therefore, achieve higher uages 
through strike action, but he believed they uould be unable 
to impose eguality of pay betueen trades (as Proudhon de­
sired) because trends for equality uould be continually dis­
rupted by the impact of machinism. Wage-levels, in brief, 
uere highly volatile, and their ooly determinants uere (a) 
the subsistence-level requirements of uorkers, and (b) the 
state of over-supply or under-supply of labourers, a factor 
uhich the unions could sometimes influence. So,despite his readir 
of Ricardo, he apparently as yet had little sympathy - o r the 
latter's theory of uages; indeed, he uas still hostile enough 
to attack him for claiming that "the uorker is the ouner of 
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everythiog he needs as a uorker". In short, his ideas on 
uages uere nou in a state of flux. He had abandoned his pre­
vious formulations in the Paris Manuscripts as the uork of an 
ignorant amateur, he had not yet been converted to a Ricardian 
line, and he uas currently closest to Lauderdale's emphasis 
on supply and demand as the sole criterion. He had, hou­
ever, already concluded that Proudhon's approach to the issue 
in Qu'est-ce gue la propriete? uas misguided and naively 
idealistic. 
By the time he urote Volume Tuo of The German Ideology 
in the spring/summer of 1846, Marx's opinions on ecooomic 
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questions had evolved further. He uas nou even more sympa­
thetic to liberal classical economy, and had become inter­
ested in monetary theory. He praised 3ohn Locke as an expert 
and 'scientific' monetary theorist, and attacked the Sis-
mondian consumption-oriented approach to economic theory as 
essentially 'reactionary' (i.e., antipathetic to industriali­
s a t i o n ) . On the other hand, he referred scornfully to lib­
eral economists — he uas thinking of Say's Lau — uho pre­
tended that over-production uas impossible in a free-market 
economy, and defended Fourier's analysis of over-production 
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crises against Grun's criticisms. It uould therefore ap­
pear that by the summer of 1846 Marx had ceased to be a 
Sismondian and had partly discarded his early ethical perspec­
tive on classical political economy uithout, as yet, attach­
ing his flag to the Ricardian school. 
If Flarx uas rethinking his ideas o n economics during 
the first half of 1846, he uas also reconsidering his evalu­
ation of French socialists and communists. He had not lost 
his enthusiasm for French socialism, and he still judged the 
French the intellectual leaders of the European left, but he 
had changed his mind over the relative importaoce of certaio 
French figures. He had also expanded his knouledge of the 
history of French socialist thought, for example by goiog 
through the collected uorks of Saiot-Simon. The second volume 
of The German Ideology uas an extended defence of French 
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socialist/communist theory against recent criticisms in 
left-wing G e r m a n journals. In it Marx explained uhy he con­
sidered the leading school of German socialist theory ('true 
socialism') inferior to the French, and reassessed the four 
main currents of French socialism as he sau them: Icarianism, 
Saint-Simonianism, Fourierism, and the works of Proudhon. 
flarx and Engels uere to spill a lot of ink attacking 
'true socialism', so before examining their complaints, it 
is uorth pointing out the significance of their onslaught. 
To all intents and purposes, they uere repudiating the vieus 
held by Flarx himself from the fall of 1843 to the summer of 
1844 and expressed in the Deutsch-Franz'osische 3ahrbucaer. 
Volume Tuo of The German Idology amounted to a rebuke to 
other young German socialist intellectuals for not progressing 
theoretically as its authors had. Flarx uas under no illusioo 
uhy he and Engels, v/irtually alone, had been enabled to ad­
vance uhile their peers remained stationary — they had 
studied French socialism and seen industrial England. 
'True s o c i a l i s m 1 , as flarx perceived it, uas a h/brid 
and an artificial transplant: a translation of foreign ideas 
into metaphysical language. It uas, in effect, an amalgam 
of French and English socialist ideas and German neo-Hegelian 
philosophy. As such, it lacked origioality, and Flarx demon­
strated uithout too much difficulty that several of the ar­
ticles in Die Rheinische Jahrbucher, the chief periodical 
organ of the school, uere little more thao rehashes of Hoses 
Hess' earlier Einundzuanzio Gogeo pieces. Despite the faults 
uhich uere nou evident in it, Hess' uork had been of value 
uhen first published — Marx remembered his oun initial 
debt to Hess for knouledge about French socialism — but there 
uas no excuse for repeating H e s s 1 formulations verbatim nou. 
The truth of the matter uas, he remarked, that 'true so­
cialists' like Karl Grun, Hermann Semmig and Rudolph M&tthai 
had to rely on the writings of Hess and von Stein because they 
had not themselves read the origioal French and English uorks 
yet their ignorance of the actual uritings of Proudhon, Cabet, 
Considerant and the Saint-Simonians had not prevented them 
from denouncing French socialism as 'crude' and 'empirical', 
and launching into eulogies about German 'science' (i.e., 
Hegelian p h i l o s o p h y ) . Marx nou had a lou opinion of the 
uorth of this 'science', and considerable sympathy for the 
'crude empiricism' of the French and English, so, like Engels 
earlier, he took delight in contrasting Fourier's bitiog com­
mentary on French business uith the Germans' nebulous rhetoric 
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about love and freedom. 
But uhy uere German socialists so vague and abstract, 
uhile the French and English uere concrete and clear? The 
answer, he suggested, uas that in France and England commuoist 
theory had a social base and was the intellectual expression 
of a uorking-closs movement. The 'true socialists', oo the 
other hand, spurned the artisans uho folloued Ueitling and 
had no contacts either uith the emerging proletariat of 
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factory workers and navvies. Io consequence they had reduced 
socialism to "pure thought", aod made it a merely literary 
phenomenon, lacking any relationship to the "real communist 
party" uhich had recently appeared in Germany. One of their 
uorst failings, he argued, uas their lack of a historical 
sense. They had not, for example, grasped the changing re­
lationships betueen bourgeoisie and proletariat over the last 
half-century, and as a result they placed an anachronistic 
stress on the antagonism betueen rentiers and artisans uhile 
ignoring the more crucial exploitation of uage-labour by in­
dustrialists, Agaio, preoccupied uith literary and philoso­
phical events, they overestimated the causal role of ideas 
in promoting social change, and they also made the false a s ­
sumption that politics uas ao autonomous sphere of activity 
uhich could be understood independently of economic and so­
cial developments. All this naivety stemmed, Flarx judged, 
from an ignorance of economics and labour history, and a 
pretentious urge, derived from Hegelian philosophy, to vieu 
everything "sub specie aeternum" instead of "practically, in 
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terms of actually existing men and circumstances". 
Flarx did not deny that, for all their errors, tha 
•true socialists' hearts uere in the right place. Conscious 
of the intransigence of his condemnation, he attempted to 
explain uhy he believed a demolition job uas necessary. He 
charged that by their continual indulgence in poetic and 
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abstract waffle abou- 'love' and 'harmony', and by their use 
of vague terminology, the German socialists uere blurring 
the distinction betueen propertarians and non-propertarians, 
obscuring the total opposition of communism to the existing 
uorld order, and hindering the development of a communist 
party in Germany. They had devalued the French slogans of 
'egalite' and 'solidarite' by adopting them but giving them 
no real content, and, by their narrou chauvioism, had hampered 
the spread of working-class internationalism. worse still, 
they were propagating an illwsory picture of the social uorld 
uhich, if believed, would prevent the uorkers from understand-
ing their position vis-a-vis the other classes. Accor iing to 
Flarx's account of 'true socialist* doctrine, they asserted 
that the realm of nature uas beautiful, happy and harmonious, 
and, since human beings uere part of the natural world, human 
society potentially mirrored this benevolence and harmony. 
In opposition to this sentimentalism Marx, in proto-Oarwinian 
tones, presented nature as a state of "the bitterest compe­
tition among animals and plants", and defended Hobbes' des­
cription of nature and society as a "bellum omnium contra 
o m n e s " . 7 2 His reading of seventeenth-and eighteenth-century 
French and English materialists had evidently led him ta a 
grim, hard-headed realism sharply at odds with his earlier 
Romanticism. 
Flarx categorically repudiated, too, his early Fich-
tean views of freewill and freedom, to which the 'true 
socialists' still adhered, and condemned their concepts of 
totally free activity as unrealistic and vacuous, claiming 
that they had 'mystified1 the Saint-Simonian ideal of the 
free development of man's natural capacities by abstracting 
it from the Saint-Simonians' concern uith the expansion of 
industry and the reorganisation of society. The basic prob­
lem uith 'true socialism', he asserted, uas that its exponents 
uere doing no more than juggle uords and concepts; they had 
turned socialism into an intellectual game divorced from 
reality, and, in consequence, had become d_e facto defenders 
of the status guo. Socialism had to be more than a set of 
theories, it had to be the ideology of the uorking classes. 
Hence, Marx concluded, until Grun and his companions estab­
lished contacts uith the German uorkers and did their home-
uork studying French socialism and European social history, 
'true socialism' uas condemned to be ineffective, utopian, 
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and even harmful to the uorking-class movement. 
In Marx's judgment the root cause of all these er­
rors uas thus the Germans' failure to admit their backuard-
ness in socialist theory and to learn from the French. To 
be sure they had a superficial koouledge of Saint-Simonianism, 
Fourierism and Proudhon, but they had assimilated only the 
more Utopian, speculative sides of these theorists and had 
failed to adopt their methods of social criticism. He r e ­
turned again and again to the 'true socialists" failure to 
to go beyond the basic ideas of Fourier and Saint-Simon des­
pite their pretentious claims to do so, and concluded that 
the state of development of German socialism paralleled that 
of the French before 1830. The truth uas, he intimated, the 
Germans had not caught up on advances made in the 1830s and 
early 1840s: they kneu something of Saint-Simon, but too 
little about the Saint-Simonians; they kneu about Babouvism, 
but nothing about Cabet beyood the Voyage; and they had 
failed to grasp the significance of Icarianism as a mass 
uorking-class movemeot; on the other hand, they uere familiar 
uith the bastard Fourierism of La Democratie pacifigue but 
had not perused Fourier's oun oeuvre in detail. Much of Volume 
Tuo of The German Ideology uas devoted to demonstrating German 
shallouness and superficiality, and to vindicating Cabet and 
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Fourier, in particular, against their strictures. 
The criticisms uhich irritated Marx most uere those 
laid against Cabet and French communism. To start uith, he 
repudiated the 'true s o c i a l i s t s " assumption that Babeuf uas 
an adequate -- even, the best — theoretical representative 
of communism. This, of course, uas to ignore the evolution 
of the movement auay from putschism, conspiracy and senseless 
violence, and the Germans' error indicated that they had 
failed to comprehend that communism uould arrive uhen the 
economic conditions uere ripe and as the result of an upsurge 
of the uhole uorking population. Icarianism, argued Marx, 
had developed far beyond Babouvism, and uas best understood 
as a fusion of the latter and Fourierism, blending Fourier's 
ideas on free and joyous labour uith the egalitarian ideal. 
As initially formulated by Cabet in the Voyage en Icarie it 
uas , he admitted, still rather crude, but he excused this 
crudeness on three grounds. The very roughness of French 
communism, he claimed, reflected its closeness to the beliefs 
of the workers themselves — Icarianism uas a grass-roots 
ideology as much as a theoretical system, and all the bet­
ter for that. Secondly, communist systems like that set out 
in Icarie uere useful, even necessary, at an early stage in 
the emergence of the labour movement, because they uere the 
kind of propaganda that appealed to the imaginations and 
emotions of the unsophisticated masses. Aod, in any case, 
Cabet should not be judged by Icarie — the details of uhich 
no longer mattered — but by his polemical uritings and, 
above all, by his contribution as a party organiser and 
leader. 
Flarx, uho had earlier dismissed Cabet as primitive, 
unoriginal, and authoritarian, nou leaped to his defence 
against this same charge. It uas beside the point, he a s ­
sarted, to denounce French communism as dogmatic and dic­
tatorial; such criticisms uere largely unfounded and, in 
any case, got one nouhere. Cabet naturally had his limita­
tions, but he uas neither mad nor a tyrant; rather, he uas 
a shre-ud and dedicated agitator uith a firm grasp of the 
75. Ibid, F1EGA I, 5, pp. 442-453 & 505-514; FlECU, 5, pp. 
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difficulties and opportunities for expanding his party in 
the scattered manufacturing localities of France. Flarx ex­
plained that Cabet, correctly recognising that a permanent 
periodical uith a large circulation uas vital to the French 
communist movement, had insisted on his follouers making the 
sale and diffusion of Le Populaire a top priority, and this 
decision had led to disputes uith other Freoch communists 
backing rival papers. All this uas guite intelligible when 
one kneu the details, and German socialists could easily 
enough find out the true state of affairs from Cabet's Ma 
ligoe droite. Cabet, then, uas in Marx's eyes much more than 
the author of Icarie; he uas the leader of the "actually 
existing communist party in France". It uas Cabet's uork as 
an organiser and tactician that Marx admired, and his dras­
tic change of attitude touards Icarianism indicates tie had 
nou adopted Engels' perspective. Icarianism uas in France 
uhat the tuo men hoped the Democratic Association uould quickly 
become in England: a mass uorkiog-class party committed to 
both democracy and communism. Cabet's grass-roots support 
easily outueighed his limitatioos as a theorist, aod Marx 
had altered his vieus on Icarianism the moment Engels had 
convinced him it uas a proletarian movement.' 7 6 
Fourierism for much the same reason. There uare only a hand­
ful of committed Fourierists, they contended, and these uere 
76. Ibid, MEGA I, 5, pp. 444-445 & 505-514 (guotatioo, p. 
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Marx and Engels uere antagonistic to contemporary 
mainly of bourgeois origin. Fourierism uas not a workiog-
class movement, and, given its middle-class base of support, 
it uas hardly surprising that Coosiderant and his followers 
had resorted to watering doun Fourier's doctrines. "Four­
ier's orthodox disciples of the Democratic pacifique". flarx 
commented bluotly, "are, for all their orthodoxy, doctrinaire 
7 7 
bourgeois, the very antipodes of Fourier". Despite his 
earlier admiration for Conoideraot, Marx had beeo disappoioted 
by the latter's recent directioo of the Fourierist movemeot. 
This currently seamed stagnant and sterile, lacking new ideas, 
unuilling to modify Fourier's doctrines to take account of 
the insights of other socialists, aod prone to an academic 
scholasticism uhich saw in the publication of Fourier's un­
finished manuscripts the highest cootributioo yet made to 
French socialist theory. 
But if flarx uas now critical of Consxderant, his at­
titude to Fourier was very different. He fully shared En-
gels' enthusiasm, aod rated him as a creative thinker much 
higher than Cabet or Ouen. Like Icarie, he suggested, 
Fourier's visionary system uas now dated in its details, al­
though the passage of the years had not invalidated his eco­
nomic and psychological insights. Moreover, it had survived 
the ravages of time better because it uas a uork of art suf­
fused uith a "true vein of poetry", not merely a piece of 
propaganda like the systems of Ouen and Cabet, uhich had 
77. Ibid. FlEGA I, 5, p. 445; FlECU, 5, p. 462. 
been written in a calculating, "business-like" manner. 
Fourier, in short, uas an imaginative genius, uho had scat­
tered through his eccentric writings a uealth of insights 
uhich could still be mined uith great profit to the communist 
movement. flarx revealed uhich elements of Fourier's uork he 
felt uere tha most valuable, praising above all the French­
man's "critical side", i.e., his analysis of modern commer-
7 8 
cial practices aod middle-class values. Ue have already 
noted his debt to Fourier's historical method and his expli­
cit recognition of this; aod also that he accepted the Four-
ierist ideal of attractive, non-compulsory labour. But these 
uere not the only things uhich appealed to him in Fourier's 
uritings. He uas impressed by the French socialist's in­
sights ioto human psychology, uhich he defended against Karl 
Grun's attacks, aod argued that Fourier's remarks concerning 
education cootaioed "some masterly observations", and far 
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surpassed anything else achieved by socialist theorists. 
He shoued himself sympathetic to, although unconvinced by, 
the serial method, uhich he judged uell uorth the trouble of 
understanding, eveo though it ultimately had to be super­
seded. Do the other hand, there uere certain Fourierist doc­
trines uhich he still repudiated: free love, for example, 
uhich he classed as a fantasy, and the distinction betueen 
capital, talent and labour, uhich he regarded as susceptible 
78. Ibid, HEGA I, 5, p. 495; FlECU, 5, p. 510. 
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to Proudhon's c r i t i c i s m s . 0 All in all, harx's remarks in 
The German Ideology reveal him to have bean greatly imoress 
and considerably influenced by Fourier, although he never 
accepted the Frenchman's ideas uncritically or in their 
entirety. 
Flarx's debt to Saint-Simon uas smaller. Indeed, he 
hardly counted Saint-Simon as a socialist, aod explicitly 
denied that he uas a pioneer of either modern political eco­
nomy or 'scientific socialism'. He distinguished between 
Saint-Simon and the Saint-Simonian school, poioting out that 
many of the doctrines ascribed by Germans like Karl Grun to 
Saint-Simon himself uere in fact the uork of Bazard and En-
fantin — for example, the theory of alternate critical and 
organic epochs of history. Saint-Simon, he noted, uas prim­
arily a spokesman for the neu captains of industry uho cmerg 
in France in the uake of the Revolution, and for most of his 
life had addressed his ideas mainly to the fabricants aod 
neqociants uhich he included in the category of industrials. 
His division of Freoch society ioto "travailleurs" aod 
"oisifs" uas thus confusing and misleading, because he in-
B1 
eluded among the former industrial capitalists. Despite 
this lapse, houever, Flarx considered Saint-Simon a pioneer 
of class-analysis, and fouod some value in his division of 
mankind into three social groups: (i) savants, artist; and 
8 0 . Ibid, FIEGA I, 5, p. 496; IMZCU, 5, p. £11 
other progressives, (ii) propriotaires. opposing innovation, 
and (iii) the louer classes, desiring greater social equality. 
He also praised Saint-Simon's slogan of the free and complete 
developmeot of all man's capacities, believing that it re­
vealed its full pouer as an ideal ooly uhen combioed uith 
Fourier's ootioo of "travail at t r a y a n t " . 8 2 In sum, Flarx uas 
someuhat ambivalent about Saint-Simon, recognising him as an 
important percursor of modern socialism, but perceiving also 
sharp divergences betueen his ideas and those to uhich the 
modern Freoch labour movement should be committed. 
Marx's attitude to the Saint-Simonians uas also am­
bivalent, because he valued their cootributions to socialist 
theory but considered that most of them — Leroux being one 
of the feu executions — had sold out to the enemy. He sus­
pected that the roots of this apostasy uere to be found io 
the doctrines of the school, aod for that reaso, vieued them 
uith some suspicioo. This suspicioo uas evideot, for example, 
in his critical remarks about the Saint-Simonians' distinc­
tion betueen 'private' and 'true' (i.e., social) property. 
They had adopted the terminology, he explaioed, in a justi­
fiable attempt to counter "the stupid clamour of the bour­
geoisie", and had by no means intended to renege on the 
abolition of private property. IMooetheless, it proved the 
thin end of the uedge, and, Flarx commented, "the end to uhich 
most of the Saint-Simonians came shoued...the ease uith uhich 
82. Ibid, FIEGA I, 5, pp. 457-461, 466 & 434-487; FlECU, 5, 
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this 'true property' is again resolved into 'ordioary private 
property " , . 8 j He uas also hostile to the religious dimension 
to the school's teaching, and had little sympathy for the 
adulation of hierarchical authority he detected in both 
Saint-Simon's Le Nouveau Christianisme and Bazard's Doctrine 
de Saint-Simoo: Exposition. An authoritarian hierarchy uas 
iotegral to Saint-Simonian ism, he considered, because it uas 
the ooly uay the school could retain the religious approach 
of Le Nouveau Christlapismu aod at the same time overcome a 
crucial, unsolved problem bequeathed to them by the master: 
hou to determine, in practice, the "capacite" of iodividual 
uorkers. boce ooe had rejected egalitariaoism (as the Saint-
Simonians d i d ) , and had decided to base social status and 
remuneration oo ability, some form of social hierarchy uas 
inevitable; aod if ooe lacked adequate means of evaluating 
ability objectively, an element of authoritarian coercion uas 
also unavoidable. flarx therefore had little sympathy for 
the Saint-Simooiao vision of a uel1-ordered society kept 
stable by religion aod authority. He approved of the Saint-
Simonians' critigue of rampant individualism and their ce-
sire for an 'organic' community based on 'universal associa­
tion', but his liberal instincts made him prefer Fourier's 
libertariao version of 'association' to Bazard's iodustrial 
feudalism. 
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Yet if Marx Pad strong reservations about the Saint-
Simonians 1 positive programme, he retaioed great admiration 
for their critical analysis of contemporary capitalism. The 
Globe, he urotc, contained "the most valuable criticism of 
existing cooditions and particularly of economic conditions" 
available at the time. This, ho added, uas the most important 
and lasting element in Saint-Simonianism, and the aspect of 
the school to uhich modern communism uas most heavily in­
debted, flarx praised, in addition, the Saint-Simonian period­
icals Le Producteur and L'Qrganisateur, and mentioned uith 
approval Enfantin's Economie politigue et politigue Saint-
Simooieooe. He apparently possessed a detailed knouledge of 
the evolution of the school even after the Bazard/Enfantin 
split, a knouledge draun from his conversations uith Leroux 
aod from Louis Raynaud's Etudes sur les reformateurs ou so-
8 5 
cialistes moderoes, uhich he cited in The Gormen Ideology. 
To sum up, theo, flarx uas strongly interested in Saint-
Simonianism, and evaluated highly the school's contribution 
to socialist ecooomic aoalysis, but had little sympathy for 
either Saint-Sirnon's eulogy of iodustrialists or Bazard's 
and Enfantin's religious authoritarianism. 
Apart from Sismondi, the only other Freoch socialist 
flarx regarded as a major contributor to modern communist 
theory uas Proudhon. As ue have seen earlier, he still had 
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great resoect for Proudhon uhen he urote the tuo volumes of 
The German Ideology, although it diminished betueen Volume 
One (uinter 1845-46) and Volume Tuo (Spring-Summer 1 8 4 6 ) . 
In additioo to praising Proudhon's critigue of Fourier's 
vieus oo the labour/capital relatiooship, and the former's 
attempt to uork out a "dialectique serielle", Flarx defended 
against Stirner Proudhon's account of the origins of private 
property in Qu'est-ce que la propriete?, lauding the French­
man's hard-headed analysis of capitalist society. Unlixe 
the 'true socialists', he remarked, Proudhon had the merit 
8 6 
of avoiding sentimentality. Yet, notuithstanding all this 
praise, fiarx's estimation of the memoires on property had fal­
len, at least by the time Volume 2 uas penned. Commenting on 
his oun remarks on Proudhon in The Holy Family, he suggested 
that he had been correct to applaud the Freochman's exposure 
of property lau as ideological, but urong to accept his vin­
dication of legal principles in the teeth of economic prac­
tice, Proudhon, he nou believed, had been championing ^il­
lusions" in the face of r eality, aod this kind of socialist 
idealism ultimately led nouhere. He nou considered that the 
valuable part of Qu'est-ce gue la propriete? uas not the 
legalistic demonstrations uhich had initially appealed za him 
years ago at Kreuznach, but rather the economic a r g u m e n t 
that injustice and instability uere inherent in an ecooomy 
86. Die deutsche Ideologie, FIEGA I, 5, pp. 342-345, 496 & 
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based on private property.1" Yet by the summer of It..-, 
(•larx, uho nou had been studyin. liuerai economic theorv for 
tuo years, uas beginning to have second thoughts about, even 
the economic aspects of Proudhon's analysis. The Frenchman 
underconsumptionism uas fundamentally derived from Sisi.ondi 
he recognised, and ultimately .no had to ch. ase betuu-.r a 
Sismondian approach to political economy and a Ricardian o. 
If one accepted the Ricardian vieunoint, theo Proudhon's 
economic critigue of private property collapsed. In tea la 
pages of Volume II of The German Ideology iiarx took the slur 
and urote seven words uhich revealed the neu direction hie 
mind uas taking: "Proudhon's uhole set of proofs is uruna" 
8 7 . Ibid, I'lEGA I, b, o, bio; hL'CJ, -, p. '3d. 
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CHAPTER 12 
PBDliDHOlM AND P1ARX, l3ab-47 
Proudhon's Sismondian, moralistic approach to 
economics and Ricardo's cynical liberalism uere not com­
patible, and as llarx came more and more to admire the 
Englishman's grasp of the uorkings of industrial capita­
lism he uas bound to lose his respect for the French 
socialist's vieus. Tuo factors hampered this intellectual 
evolution, houever: Proudhon's ideas in Qu'est-ce que la 
propriete? had played a considerable role in converting flarx 
to socialism and for this reason required a mental struggle to 
discard; moreover, Flarx had a strong admiration i or Proudhon, 
uhom he believed to be the only contemporary French theorist 
moving along intellectual lines similar to his oun. Also the 
tuo men uere on friendly personal terms. Flarx thus had a 
psychological block against repudiating Proudhon's uritiogs, 
and this may explaio in part his charitable response to De la 
creation de l'ordre, a disappointing, obscure, chaotic uork 
uhich Proudhon himself sooo came to admit had been misconceived. 
Yet, as ue have just seen, Flarx suddenly overcame this block 
in the summer of 1646 uhen penning the last paragraphs of 
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The G e m .... Jleoy. - . J.ett • .; betueen - o u d -
hon and imself s - , r ^ . e c e t . : , c t uhich sought 
to the s.r-ace al.' 3 a t . , : . . - , .
 t •bo.c - Frenci.ma .' s 
economic vieus uhmc lad c*er J. cir, up : h i s mind oaring 
the previous year.. 
The subject of this a change uas -: nropoced Cum-
munist Correspondence Committee uh: ah Flarx jnd Engels u 're 
attempting to set up that spring. Deprived oy his exile in 
Brussels of personal contact ui'h like-minded leftists io 
Paris and the Rhineland, Marx had resolved to overcome mis 
isolation from uhat he believed to be a rapidly grouin • 
European communist movement by creatiog a oetuork of crnmuni-
cations betueen socialist groups in Germany, Belgium, -ance 
and England. His plan uas to head a committee in Brus .Is 
uhich uould act as a liaison betueen, in particular, tt 
Rhineland and Uestphalian communists uith uhorn i a and Engels 
had retained links, the more revolutionary French sects. Har­
ney's Democratic Psscjiation (i.e., the Chartist left - i n g ) , 
and socialist-inclined German uorkers in Lois on, Paris and 
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Brussels, He hat' aj-eady persuaded Harney and some Rh.ne-
landers to partic:pal ', and had ensued contacts uith 1 he 
1. Die deutsche Idec.'.oqie, vol. Jl, io MEGA ] , 5, p. his; i-ihi 
5, p. 529. 
2. Flarx to Proudhon, 5/5/46, CI'iE, 1, pp. 3ol-3d3; Prouuhon t 
Flarx, 17/5/46, Co?respondane? do P.J. Proudhon (ed. J.-A. 
Lang.tois), I I, Pa-sis, Lacruix, J 07s, pp. 196-202. 
3. Flarx to Proudhon, 5/5/46, CPk , 1, pp. 381-333; Engrls, "Z 
Geschichte dec 'Bundes der Kammunis ten 1 1 1, UERKE, 21, p.21 
leaders >:f the Leg que of the dust b-anches in London arc Paris, 
but he badiy needed some French correspondents to give the 
endeavour a thoroughl / international lock. His first cr.oice 
for a French correspondent fell on Proudhon, and in Nay 1846 
— a feu ueeks before The German Ideology uas completed — he 
urote to him conveying the invitation.^ 
Couching his letter in friendly, mildly flattering 
tones, Flarx explained to Proudhon that the purpose of the 
venture uas to keep socialists io the four countries informed 
about developments in each, and especially to bring the Ger­
mans up-to-date uith recent advances in French and English 
socialism. He stressed that the goal uas a free and open ex­
change of ideas uhich uould, he hoped, aid the labour move­
ment in each country to overcome parochialism and chauvinism. 
Hinting that a revolutionary situation uas developing in Europe, 
he added that it uould be particularly valuable ' iu moment de 
l'action" for socialists to have reliable information on the 
state of affairs in neighbouring countries. He also implied 
that Proudhon, uhose first memoire uas ueli liked in some 
German and English socialist circle'., uould find the Committee 
a useful vehicle for extending his reputation abroad. final­
ly, he included a postscript uarning Proudhon against -arl 
Grtln — uhom he kneu to be a close acquaintance of his in 
Paris — as an untrustworthy charlatan and intellectual 
4. Flarx to Proudhon, 5/5/46, CHE, i, p. 382. 
5. Ibid.. p. 3 8 3 . 
parasite- Engels- t 3, =?dded a not. assuring Proudhon cf 
his profound respect r o r the latter"s uorks. All in al_,, it 
uas a conciliatory eg ...stie designed to avoid ruffling the 
feathers of the irascible Frenchman, and the only section to 
uhich Proudhon could possibly teke offence uas the ad homi-
nem attack on Griln, uhich Marx rearer as sincere and confi-
dential advice betueen friends." 
Proudhon's reply uas a disappointment. Although 
admitting the value of the projtct and agreeing to partici­
pate occasionally, he pleaded lac! of time to become a regu­
lar correspondent. hs then set doun a series of reservations 
designed to make it clear that he believed he and the ! sm-
mittee uere further apart ideologically than Marx realised. 
To start uith, he emphasised that his vieus, far from being 
communist, uere in a state of flux, that he uas categorical­
ly opposed to any kind of dogmatism in economic m uters, and 
that he considered it the duty of every socialist to maintain 
"pour quelgue temps encore la forme antique ou duDitatJve". 
Implying that Marx and his friends uere primarily interested 
in creating a neu ideology for the dissatisfied but ignorant 
louer classes, Proudhon dissociated himself from any at ampt 
to indoctrinate the people. Warning that socialist int. -
lectuals should avoid making themselves "lea chefs d'ur a nou-
velle intolerance" or "apotres d'une nouvelio religion1', he 
a r o J e t
 - . le * . % ' ' »• • • :evo. . ,'.onary ac-. '.on 
(os Marx • suor;.. -t<= : arough- zoing re-ex---.-ina-
tion c~ ooe.I a. ragar J O T S jamais ae 
y 
question m.me epi:...t — . • z\ , at quan-i nous auror use, 
jusgu'a re dernier argu --it, et mmengors s'il faut- auec 
l'eloquenci et l'iror, ie. cc tvo c nditior, j'entreraj auec 
plaisir dans x/otre or socio • ion, a i n n , non!" Not cont.nt 
uith warning against nakino toe 'or espondance Committ ,, the 
embryo of a communist political aar 4 v, uhich he rightl- sus­
pected Plarx and Engels of hoping to do, Proudhon statec ex­
plicitly that he uas staunchly c .posed to violent insursec­
tion by the louer classes. He h a-d, he admitted, change" his 
opinion on this since he had las: scan Marx,, and his n• J 
opposition to revolution uas the pre duct of his most r. cant 
studies. He nou believed : M c scut to tha ba ricade. uas 
both unnecessary and aounti s-p'c - j c i v e . [at political 
action, but gradual sacial -t.'hs. a u; a required, and private 
property should be burned ': I' " by little, rather thar 
given neu strength "en fair v.- a haint-Ba-thelemy dee 
pre prietaires". 
-roudhon' s -onve; sic-- a pacific reformism in fact 
folloued logically from tht the---- cf economic mutualism uhich 
he was working out a; the time, ad which he was to advocate 
6. Proudhon to Mors,, 17/5/46, C M C , 1, p. 3 3 2 . 
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in his ne . major publication, 3 ^ 5 3 des .on tradictic - -
economigu-. . ou Philo-ophie de 1 -niserr.8 •-,e did no m - ve 
than hint at this in is letter 0 Flarx, so the latter .is 
left puzzled at uhat . ppeared a atnsr drastic shift in die 
Frenchman's politics. From uhat r r o u dhon die say, houev 
it uas quite obvious that he had joined the camp of the^ : 
early socialists — the Fouriericts and Quenites includ d — 
uho sau the democratic-republican movement a s a uaste c 
time and uho abhorred violent protest. He ma.de it clea 
that he intended shortly to provade an extended justifica­
tion of his neu 'line', and indeed suggested that iiarx nould 
urite a critical revieu of his forthcoming book, promic-. ng 
that if his re-evaluation proved to be a mistake he uou 
9 
submit to a 'caning' uith good giace. In cf-'ect, this uas 
a uay of saying that the Curresponaence Committee shoul. uait 
a uhile and see uhether it still uanted such a renegade as a 
member. Flarx understood it this uay. As he i> terpreted he 
Frenchman's ambivalent letter, Proudhon had, at least f< L the 
time being, ruled himself out as a correspondent, and, '-orse 
still, it looked as if he uas going to become a formidable 
opponent to revolutionary communism. From Flarx's point cf 
vieu this uas a far from satisfactory situation. 
8. Pierre-Joseph Proudhon, ^ystome des contradictions • cooo-
miques, ou philosophie de la misbre, 2 vols., Paris, 
Guillaumin, 1846; reprinted as p e u v r e s completes, I, 2 
vols., Paris, Riviere, 1923. Li u b s e g u e n t i' 0 s~to 0 1 u s a . to 
the Riviere edition. 
9 , Proudhon to Flarx, 17/5/46, Correspondance, II, p. 7 , 
roudhun ' s at to 1 v r J . 3 t : him i'• another uay 
too. Ignr ing the re sons Marx ad '"iv/en for treating Or tin 
uith susp : ion, Proud on uarmiy efonded him, regretted that 
an olive branch to Grtin — he u s e currently trying to find 
a publisher for The German Ideology, in uhich the man uas 
roundly chastised f o r ignorance ~nd intellectual dishonesty -
and took this to mean that Proudnon preferred Grtln's friend­
ship to his oun. The -upposed insult rankled, and destroyed 
the feeling o f amity uhich had previously conditioned Marx's 
intellectual response to Proudhon 's uritings. Furthermore, 
Marx and Engels deduced that Proudhon had chosen to sup >ort 
their opponents in the guarrel o v e r 'true socialism', and jum­
ped to the conclusion that Proudhon's neu theories must oe 
akin to those of the Gorman * U t o p i a n s ' , and hence that he 
uas, in ideological terms, m o v i n g b aokuards»^" This u a g in 
fact, a distortion, uhich they later acknouledged, but aha 
mere suspicion predisposed them against Proudhon and caused 
them to approach his cock uith mere hostility than they uould 
otherwise have d o n 0 . So, uhile it uould be a mistake to over 
emphasise the psychological element in Marx's repudiation of 
Proudhon, it is r e a s o n a b l e to ascribe the uncharitable tone 
10. Ibid.. pp. 200-202. 
11. Engels to Comite de correspondence communiste (Bruxelles 
16/9/46, CME, 1, pp. 409-411. 
personalit clash es uere dividio German socialism, and 
ion." Marx ha - no intention of offering urged reconciliat . 
of his subsequent polemics to personal animosity born of 
unrequitec friendship. However, as we have seen, there 
were also good political reasons for the Marx/Proudhon 
break, and it is most likely that Marx had been for several 
months experiencing intellectual doubts about the validity 
of Proudhon's theories. 
Thuarted in his first attempt to find a French cor­
respondent, Marx apparently tried Louis Blanc, another 
Parisian acquaintance. Blanc was no more receptive than 
Proudhon. Struggling to combine the life of an historian 
uith that of a political journalist, he was loth to ta(-e on 
new commitments; he was not, in any case, a communist, and 
was hesitant to adopt an out-and-out revolutionary stance; 
moreover, although anti-clerical, he was not anti-Christian, 
and he was put off by the militant atheism of Flarx aod his 
circle. As he quite rightly suspected that the Correspon­
dence Committee represented only a tiny group of German emigre 
intellectuals having little grass-roots support in any Euro­
pean country. Although he did not close the door to future 
collaboration with the Committee, and his reluctance led to 
no personal antagonism, it was obvious that he had other fish 
12 
to fry and would not do the job properly. Flarx and 
12. Richard Hunt, The Political Ideas of Flarx and Engels, 
I« Marxism and Totalitarian Democracy, 1818-1850, Pitts­
burgh, U. of Pittsburgh P., 1974, p. 149, Blanc's atti­
tude at this time to Marx and his circle uas distant but 
not hostile, as can be deduced from his later conversation 
with Engels, reported by the latter to Marx and the Comite 
de correspondance cornmuniste; Engels to Marx, 26/10/47, 
Engels uert nou at a 'oss whom U ask. Caber uas an obv/ious 
choice, but as yet the-/ had no contacts uith him, uere not 
sure where he u a s , anc suspected he uould in any case refuse 
to collaborate uith a group of urknoun Germans. Leroux had 
retired to the countryside to farm organically and uork on 
his printing invention, so he uas out of contact uith events 
in the capital. Considerant uas too bourgeois, Lamennais too 
Christian, Dezamy too hostile to intellectuals. Even the 
leaders of the remnants of the German artisans 1 League of the 
dust in Paris uere unreliable: some of them had been involved 
in Blanquist conspiracies (of uhich Marx and Engels disapproved), 
some uere disciples of Ueitling (uhom Marx and Engels nou re­
garded as a ' u t o p i a n ' ) , and others uere currently being 
'seduced' by GrUn, Faced uith this impasse, the Committee de­
cided it uould have to create its oun Parisian correspondent, 
and Engels, uho had loved the French capital uhen he spent a 
ueek there in the fall of 1844, uas eager to take on the task. 
He moved to Paris in August 1846, equipped uith instructions to 
contact Blanc, Cabet, Leroux, the editors of a monthly paper 
produced by Parisian artisans (L 'Atelier), and spokesmer for 
the German uorkers in the city.1*"' 
A feu days after arriving in France, Engels discovered 
12 (cont'd) CflE, 1, pp. 493-500. On Blanc's activities during 
these years, see Leo Loub'ere, Louis Blanc, Evanston, North­
western U.P., 1961. 
13,Engels to Comite de correspondance communiste, 19/8/45, CF1E, 
1, pp. 402-406. 
that Cabet could be ; -unci at the off ices of Le Populaire. so 
he uent to sou him about joining the Corresoondence Committee. 
Cabet uelcamad hire cordially, and, seeing in Engels a source 
of information about the Gorman and English labour movements, 
gave him an open invitation to return uhenever he liked. But 
he could not be persuaded to join the Committee. Engeio re­
ported to Marx: "f.'uus devons le laisser tranguille ovec notre 
correspondence. Premierement. il a bion acsez a faire et deux-
iemement il est trop mefiant. II y verrait un piege, .1 c desir 
d'abuser de son n o m " 6 1 [Jar uas Engels any more successful 
uith Blanc. La R1'fori 'a, the republican-democratic neuseaper 
uith uhich Blanc uas associated, uas at the time follouing a 
relatively moderate policy and disassociating self from the 
extreme left, so he found its doors closed to German coaimu-
15 
nists. Leroux, too, uas a non-starter; Engels discovered 
that he had retruated into a uorld of his oun, uas running his 
monthly La Revue socia 1c single-handed, and seemed interested 
only in reliving old intellectual battles betueen the Saint-
Simonians and Eourierists. In the current issue of La Revuei 
sociale, Engels reported to the Brussels Committee, Leroux uas 
attempting to demonstrate that Fourier's Theorie des guatre 
mouvements (one of Eogels* favourite books) uas plagiarised 
14. Engels to flarx, 19/8/45, CflE, 1, pp. 399. 
15. Engels to flarx, 26/10/47, CHE, 1, pp. 493-300. Budging 
from this later conversation, Engels almost certainly 
failed to see Blanc personally during his first stay in 
Paris in the fall/uintor of 1846-47. 
from Saint-Simon's Lettres d'un iab;.tant de Geneve, a claim 
uhich the 'oung German dismisseo as absurd, adding scathingly, 
"Ce type-la est completement fou", uhich disposed of Leroux 
as a c a n d i d a t e . 1 6 As for Considerant, Engels sau no reason 
to change his opinion that La Democratic pacifique and La 
Phalanoe uere presenting an emaciated and uninspiring version 
of Fourier's doctrines to a middle-class audience. Considerant 
had turned into an academic concerned primarily uith pub­
lishing Fourier's posthumous manuscripts no matter hou tri­
vial or odd, uith the result that "ces messieurs les fourieris-
tes deviennent chague jour plus ennuyeux (et) La Phalange ne 
* 17 
contient gue des absurdites". So no help uould be forth­
coming from that guarter. The only other possibility seemed to 
be L'Atelier. Engels bought the paper and reported on its con­
tents to the group in Brussels, but at this time he apparently 
made no attempt to contact its editors, perhaps fearing that 
as a non-ouvrier and foreigner he had little chance of a 
18 
favourable response. Discouraged by the failure of his in­
itiatives among the French, he soon decided to concentrate his 
energies instead on the German artisans in the city. 
He quickly found out that the Parisian branch of the 
League of the Bust, uhich a feu years previously had been 
16. Engels to Comite de correspondance communiste, 19/8/46, 
CF1E, 1, p. 404. 
17. Engels to Flarx, 19/8/46, CF1E, 1, p. 401. 
18. Engels to Comite de correspondance communiste, 19/8/46, 
CF1E, 1, p. 404. 
reorganise, by !. ~' ) > o anc with ..h.-.h i>\aT> gad been ir- eon-
tact uhile stayine ir. Pari:- in 1 ^ 3 - 4 5 , hao nou disints a rated. 
The more p liticaiiy- ,uare of the Gr rman artisans, ha resorted 
to flarx, u :re idee .Log j.cally very confused a id fragment?, . or­
ganisation, lly, but t icre seemed to be three main group . ago: 
a remnant of Jeitling s disciple m, a group araund Flarx"; old 
friend Ewerbeck, and majority ;ho uere attracted to r e 
ideas of Karl Grun. rile, it appeared, uas still a clc.es 
friend of Proudhon, ar.d had been converted to his neu theories. 
Euerbeck, on tne otne hand, though he also k;,eu Proudh n guite 
uell, had seeo through Grdn, ana had tried uosuccessful y to 
uarn the Frenchman against him. Engels allie himself . < th 
Euerbeck, uho nou -e.j etted allowing Grun to c stain a pc aition 
of influence over the German art' san communal. , and the tuo 
men agreed to do cat is best to discredit Grdo io t h e ey a of 
the uorkers aod to uio the latte. back to revolutionary com­
munism. Engels thus r 'defined hi a task in Pa "is as edu 'ting 
the German artisans in his and Narx's brand of communis doc-
. . 19 
trine. 
Preoccupied .ith this project, he apparently ede no 
more attempts to contact French socialists in Paris, although 
he did continue to read their publications. Rather spaan.odi-
cally, he reported to Brussels or developments on the French 
left, for example, the split in September among the staff of the 
19. Engels to Comite ie correspondance commuriste, 16/i'/46, 
CFalE, 1, pp. 407-411. 
2 0 . Ibid.. p. 415. 
21. Engels, "Government and opposition in France", The Northern 
Star, no, 4 6 0 , 5/9/46; reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 29-30; 
MECU, 6, pp. 61-62. 
communist paper Le Fraternite betueen atheist materialists 
and "spiritualistes , , (j.. e ., Christian c o m m u n i s t s ) . 2 0 Despite 
his rebuff at La R'eforme he read the newspaper regularly, and 
it seems to have been his primary source of information about 
day-to-day French politics, oo uhich he occasionally dispatched 
n 1 
an article to The IMorthero Star.^ Houever, because Grun uas neu 
a disciple of Proudhoo, he uas unable to ignore the latter. 
Proudhon had finished uriting the Systerne de contradictions 
economioues. had authorised Grun to do a German translation, 
and uas busily publicising his theory of mutualism as a 'third 
uay' betueen liberalism and socialism uhich avoided the mis­
takes of both. He had become more intransigently hostile to 
communism, nou considering it just as dangerous as laissez-
faire capitalism. Proudhon's book uas still in the press, but 
Engels made it his business to find out uhat it sai H and to 
retail the neus to Marx. 
By the middle of September he had discovered enough 
to report to the Brussels Committee. Proudhon, he urote, had 
a grandiose plan for creating money out of nothing and bringing 
paradise to all uorkers. Uhat uas this scheme uhich, Grtin 
claimed, uould save the uorld? According to Engels, it uas no 
more and no less than the labour-bazaar project pioneered by 
the Ouenites in England some years back: Proudhon envisaged 
tl-ut uork, ••• in . ' .1 ..des joui, C M . , together in a single 
oreat assu.i. tlen .p.- exeiiunge .1 : products they had made 
at prices au 1 ou !..•_. i oeurdinn to t.g.; amour, c of labour em­
bodied in .ru;r, •„•:.. l.: a l j a i o an- excess production on the 
uorld market o r .. ma. o:, of eeamr.ui. Linn further capital for 
toe association. .ro ni sine ou cue tion end distribution 
in this u i v , rrcu> non teii.veo, he p r o f its of entrepre­
neurs ..no miaul.... n a a l u L m r..t:inud by the uorkers, prices 
uuulu accurate!-.' r« i i. at p.r ioL.a t i on costs, and exploitation 
uoula cc o1imin . tcd ." 
en;, el; : i d". 1'/ l c i j , tic.il ol the pro jest's via­
bility, he pointcu I H ; t iini Llii or osodents uere poor, since 
ouen equitable '. a v . ; . a ! . : r i . :..:u failed "ten times" in 
England; moreover, he judocu i-roudhon ' s economic theory to be 
shaky. Tf.c f r en. n; ,.a:, he thought, n.id over es timet od tha 
savings uhich uould be achieved by oIiminatin i retailerj, and 
had unuer us tin.. ;m_,a on, r i A: inane of the entire operation for 
the uorkers involve.;. but most important of all, ho haj failed 
to solve the problem of capital accumulation. The project 
uould need a laro<. u.iount nt capital to set up, uhich the 
uorkers did oot possess; had they possessed it they uould have 
already sot un their oun small businesses. Yet if they bor­
rowed capita] — assuming for the momoot they could find a 
credit bank uillinq to lend unouoh — they uould find tout the 
22. Engels to flarx, lb/(j/,6, CflL, 1, pp. 420-421. 
a s s c c i a t ; : 
.as c- zdf- ied u:.*h I- oe ....O t 0 payments 
that the. r ?u n 
- uere so '"tot n- than 
-r°viously. 
a feu trar'ss, Eng;.^ E m i t t e d , toe cuantity of capital re­
quired ur.L-'.d be relatively small, but a Proudhonian associa­
tion lim. ted to these uould exclude large-scale factory 
industry, building, and agriculture; in short, it uoulc be 
limited to artisan trades and uould be pouerless to trans­
form the capitalist economy. He discerned that the scheme 
reflected the Utopian mentality of the old artisan guilds, and 
that like these Straubinger Proudhon had failed to come to 
terms uith the modern uorld of steam-pouer and machine? The 
uhole project, he concluded, uas enough to make one "d: . 
laughing". But at any rate, it made Proudhon's change af poli­
tics intelligible because the planned mutual;'.st association 
uas a pacific 'remedy' for uorking-class poverty, and if the 
uorkers uere to throu all their energies into ir. aualisn they 
uould have neither time nor incentive to mount the b a n .ca-
tails of Proudhon's plans. He uas nou even more scathing about 
the scheme. In his lest letter, he remarked ironically he had 
committed a grave injustice uith regard to Proudhon: h- had 
taken Proudhon's project seriously, uhile drauing attention to 
its ueaknesses. Nou he had more details, and it uas evident 
des. 23 
A feu davs later, Engels urote to r,lsrx uith n a r E o d e -
23. Ibid 
that ths uhole affair uas a piece of tomfoolery going far 
beyond the bounds of common sens ?. Proudhon had, after 
all, tried to prescrioe hou his association uould obtain 
its initial capital; it uould issue small-denomination 
shares to be purchased by uorkers, and uould use the money 
thus raised to set up a feu uorkshops as a pilot project. 
The shareholders uould receive no dividends, but uould have 
the right to buy goods from the uorkshops at cost price. The 
uorkshops, though, uould sell most of their products on the 
open market, and uould use the profits to gradually set up 
neu uorkshops uith the aim of eventually employing all French 
uorkers in all trades. Proudhon envisaged that as the oilot 
project proved viable, more and more uorkinn-class families 
uould put their savings into the scheme, and the rate of ex­
pansion uould increase, so that the association's ur ksiiops 
uould fairly quickly come to rival existing capitalist enter­
prises. In time, he thought, enough capital uould have been 
raised for the association to buy up mines and factories, aod 
thus branch out from the artisan trades into textiles and heavy 
24 
industry. 
This uas an answer to his previous objection to the 
scheme (i.e., that Proudhon had ignored the problem of invest­
ment c a p i t a l ) , but in Engels' opioioo it uas a feeble one. 
Proudhon and his supporters, he expostulated, had the intention 
2 4 . Engels to Marx, 18/9/46, CME, 1, pp. 420-421. 
buying u be ••;oaf .. Fran :e ny me;.ns of economies mace by 
uorkers pa-ticic3f.no in the sch-me olus the oetty savings 
of other o-r-era f - r c c i n g into: st an their deposits. Could 
anyone iragine a rare fantastic arc^ect? Uorkers uho ware 
incapable of keeping six sous in their pockets to buy uine 
at their ueekly discussion meetings uere going to purchase 
all of French industry uith their savings! He commented 
mockingly that Rothschild and Co, uould pale into insignifi­
cance beside these "formidable accapareurs". The uhole 
business u a s , in his opinion, totally absurd, and he had no 
patience uith "idiots" uho believed in the practicality of 
such schemes. Momentarily he even suspected iahe author's 
good faith; Proudhon, he suggested, desperately uanted so 
make a name for himself as an economist, and this plan jas 
calculated to make him acceptable to reputable liberals like 
25 
Blanqui. But Engels uas soon forced to recognise tha- even 
if h_e could no longer take Proudhon seriously, the Gern .n 
artisans in Paris, to uhom Grdn had explained the project, 
did. They uere, ha reported sorroufully to flarx, almos;: unani­
mously enthusiastic about the idea, and even Euerbeck seemed 
to support it. Only one of the leaders of the German community 
uas unconvinced, Bunge, a man uho had previously uorkec in 
Brussels and become a member of Marx's circle there. Clearly 
Engels had a major task on his hands if he hoped to dissuade 
25 . Ibid. Also, Engels to Comite de correspondance communiste, 
16/9/46, CME, 1, P. 411. 
26. Engels to flarx, 18/9/46, CtlE, 1, p. 421. 
2 7 . Engels to flarx, 18/10/46, CHE, 1, pp. 429-430. 
even the German Parisians from embracing mutualism. Proudhon, 
it appeared, uas proving even more of a menace than he and 
0 5 
flarx had feared." 
Engels accordingly took the bull by the horns, atten­
ded the German artisans' ueekly meetings, and spoke out against 
mutualism. Initially he had little success, merely inciting a 
storm of abuse from GrUn's converts. He established himself, 
houever, as the spokesman for a small group of dissidents uho 
uere emotionally committed to the ideal of utopian communism 
and uho perceived the incompatibility betueen Proudhonian 
mutualism and communism. Recognising a potent ueapon here, 
Engels sau a uay of separating Grtln from his follouers. GrUn, 
he informed flarx, uas very hostile to communists, uhereas the 
vast majority of German uorkers, in this respect still under 
the influence of Ueitling, vaguely thought of themselves as 
such. He uould exploit this difference by pressing the uor­
kers' gathering to vote uhether or not it considered itself a 
communist society, and once the uorkers had declared in favour 
of communism he might have a better chance of persuading them 
27 
that Proudhonianism uas anti-communist. 
He put this tactic into operation at a German uor­
kers' educational meeting in rnid-October, and found, to his 
delight, that it uorkcd. T J start uith he denounced Proudhon's 
7 67 
scheme as netty-bourgeois, anti-nroiatarian, and Utopian, but 
uhen this oame-callin haa little effect, he raised the issue 
of the meeting's comm. tment to communism. M e s s e d to define 
communism, he sought o differentiate his oun version from 
the elitis- Babouvian tradition, from gradualist reformism, 
and from non-politica' 'economic' socialism, uhether Ouenite, 
fourierist or Proudhonian; communism, he suggested, uas a blend 
of insurrectionary democratic-republican ideology uith the 
ideal of a non-propertarian community. He suggested to the 
meeting that communists desired (i) to make the uorkers in­
terests prevail over those of the bourgeoisie, (ii) to sup­
press private property and replace it uith a "community of 
goods", and (iii) to achieve these goals by means of a violent 
but democratic revolution. This definition uon the approval of 
his audience; the German uorkers voted 13 to 2 to a cept it, 
and subsequently recognised that mutualism, since it repudia­
ted political action and allegedly conserved 'individual' 
property, uas fundamentally antipathetic to communism. 
Engels had uon a victory of sorts; houever, it uas a 
very minor victory, because the German artisans in the French 
capital numbered several thousand and he had no means of 
reaching more than a feu dozen. He had hopes of gaining con­
trol of a neu German-language periodical aimed at the artisan 
community, but in the event he uas disappointed. Furthermore, 
28. Engels to Comite de correspondance communiste, 23/10/46, 
CFIE, 1, pp. 431-433. 
29. Engels to Marx, December 1846, CF1E, 1, pp. 440-442 
after a cc Die of .o< > s ' acitat onal work, he discover=d 
that his t ny group c communist, uorkers had attracted the 
attention f the Parisian policf , In December he reported 
to Marx tb't the croup's meetings nou had to oe held clan­
destinely, and that it uas no longer possible for them to 
hold public debates at the barriere. thus making it difficult 
for them to uin converts. Bouchards uere everyuhere; rumour 
had it that the Prefect of Police had Junge, Euerbeck sad 
himself marked doun as "les chefs d'une dangereuse bande" 
and he uould have to be very careful to avoid expulsion from 
France. In any case, he felt he had done as much as he could, 
single-handed, to influence these Straubinger touards revo­
lutionary communism — a nucleus of a future communist aarty 
had been created, and he believed that uorkers like Jurqe uere 
29 
better placed to run and expand the organisation. 
In constant fear of arrest, Engels avoided 'deitling, 
uho had returned to the French capital, made no further efforts 
to contact French socialists, and even kept auay from his 
group of German uorkers. Using as a convenient excuse the need to 
look the part of a pleasure-seeking tourist, he spent his time 
in bars, dances, and brothels. : ,3e dois a Monsieur DeJassert" 
(the Prefect of P o l i c e ) , he urote to Flarx, "d'avoir fait la 
connaissance de tres jolies grisattes, et je lui dois bsaaucoup 
de plaisir, car j'ai voulu profiter des journees et des nuits 
qui pouvaient etre me. dernieres a P a r i s " . 3 0 He neuert..eless 
found the time to stucy carefully Proudhon's Systeme des con­
tradictions economiques. uhich had nou appeared in print, and 
offered Marx his detailed readinq-notes in case his friend 
uanted to mention it in the treatise on political econo. > on 
uhich he uas still uorking in Brussels. Engels added taat 
Proudhon's neu book uas far inferior to his earlier uritings 
and uas scarcely uorth its elevated price of fifteen francs. 
Marx agreed. He too read the Systeme at the end of December, 
and fired off his first impressions to a Russian friend-
Annenkov, uho had reguested his judgement: "Be vous avouerai 
franchement gue je trouve le liv/re en general mauvais et tres 
32 
mauvais". It uas immediately clear to him that the thinker 
he had once regarded as the leading European socialist theorist 
had gone completely off the rails. But hou and uhy? Marx 
quickly decided hou, in broad terms, Proudhon had gone astray: 
his methodology uas faulty, his theory of social development 
urong-headed, and he had misunderstood Ricardian economics. But 
uhy had this highly intelligent Frenchman fallen into such 
errors? Marx's conclusion uas that he had mistakenly tried to 
steer a middle uay betueen liberalism and communism, uhich uas 
unviable, and uhich reflected the ideals of an honest petty-
bourgeois caught betueen the values of the entrepreneurial 
3 0 . Ibid.. p. 441. 
3 1 . Ibid.. p. 446. 
3 2 . Marx to Annenkov, 28/14/46, CME, 1, p. 447. 
middle-cia 3 jnd *hos > of in, rsasingly .-evolutionary 
uorkinq-ci ss.*'J 
-
 x
 duvcloned f is thesis and uo-ked out hie de­
tailed dis greemerts • itn -no new Proudhon In tuo pieces: 
the ahove- icntionud letter so Aononkov, and a short boo;, The 
Poverty of Philosophy . U ' 1 1; e The holy Family and The Herman 
I declopy, chis uork uas 0 polemical commentary cn a 
text uhich Marx had ii front of him at the time of uritinp; 
as a result it sometimes lapsed into obscurity or became bog­
ged doun in minutiae. The lengthy letter to Annenkov uas in 
fact a more comprehensive if less detailed critigue, although 
it omitted any commentary an Proudhon's theory of value to 
uhich half the book uas devoted. The Povercy of Philosophy 
actually appeared in print about a year after Flarx first jot-
ti.d doun his reactions to mutualism, but it- author had io no 
uay altered his vieus io the meantime and it is best under­
stood as an amplification of the earlier critigue since- this 
helps one to place its detailed polemical commentary uithin 
an overall perspective. It is therefore both legitimate and 
useful to discuss the letter and the book together, despite 
the time-gap betueen them. Houever, neither are properly in­
telligible uithout a grasp of uhat Proudhon uas arguing in 
33. Ibid. . pp. ,57-408. 
34. Karl Flarx, I'lisere de la philosophic. Reponse a la philo­
sophic de la misSre de Fl. Proudhon, Bruxelles, V/ogler, 1047 
4 Paris, Frank, 1847; reprinted in FIEGA I, 6, pp. 117-228; 
English translation in FlECU, G, pp. 105-212. 
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La Systeme des contradictions ecanomiques. so it is to this 
uork that \ie must tur < first. 
D r o u d h o n believed that La Systeme uas an excep­
tionally important, even epoch-making, book. He had four main 
grounds for so doing. To start uith, he thought the uork pio­
neered a neu science of society, both methodologically and by 
delineating its proper subject-matter. Secondly, he had em­
bodied in the book a philosophy of history uhich he claimed 
rendered intelligible — for the first time — the pattern 
and purpose of human history. Furthermore, he claimed to have 
penetrated, by means of his theories of 'constituted value' and 
'economic contradictions', to the root of the sickness of modern 
society, and to have explained hou the manifestation of this 
sickness, poverty, uas bound to uorsen unless the economy uas 
reorganised according to a neu principle. And finally, he uas 
certain that he had discovered uhat this principle uas --
mutualism — and that he had demolished the rival theories of 
social organisation that had hitherto been dominant: libera­
lism and communism. The book thus combined an analysis of hou 
European society had evolved in the past uith a blueprint for 
the future and a critique of alternative Uoltanschauungen. It 
uas conceived on a grand scale, as a rival to the other great 
intellectual systems of the late eighteenth and early nine­
teenth centuries created by 'giants' like Rousseau, Condorcet, 
Bentham, Hegel, Fourier, Saint-Simon, and Comte. Proudhon, 
uho uas not a modest man, uas uell auare of the magnitude of 
his endeavour, and in his more conceited moments sau himself 
as the sec alar prop.v. unoae car-: H uas to set the hu,.an 
race back an its historical pet".
 n his less light-headed 
moods, he merely claimed to have fused the disciplines of 
history, political economy and pailosophy into a neu 'meta­
physical' science of aocial economy uhich uould, in turn, 
prescribe hou the uor:<ing class might establish a neu, free, 
35 
and just society. 
Proudhon's ideas on the methodology of his neu 
science uere closely bound up uith his theory of histoiy. 
Fundamentally they both derived from the Enlightenment, in 
particular from the historical rationalism of Condorcet and 
the notion of 'natural' social laus uhich the latter stared 
uith earlier philosophies, but Proudhon had fused this psato-
positivism uith a theory of dialectical logic uhich tie mad 
garnered from Kant and from Young Hegelians like Marx himself, 
Bakunin and Grtln (all of uhom he had befriend.ad in Paris in 
the m i d - 1 8 4 0 s ) . 3 0 Tha Systeme uas abstract and repetitive in 
in style, and Proudhon's philosophical theories failed to 
emerge uith sufficient clarity, but his outlook appears remi­
niscent of Hegel's in significant respects. The neu social 
35. P.-3. Proudhon, Systeme des contradictions economiques, ou 
Philosophic he la misere, Paris, Riviere, 1923, vol. 1, pp 
52-89 & vol. 2, pp. 391-412 (as indicated in note 8 above, 
these tuo volumes form t. I of the Riviere edition of 
Proudhon's Oeuvres completes). 
35. On Proudhon's relationships uith these Young Hegelians in 
Paris, see Robert L. Hoffman, Revolutionary Bustice, Chi­
cago, U. of Illinois P., 1972, pp. 85-94. Hoffman conclud 
that the influence of Hegel and Young Hegelianism on Proud 
hon uas minimal. 
science, arguss , „ it s<. . . - r e . - nil- -al philosophy 
and libera D O lit.:' cai .c,,nc g • former h d become divorced 
from praci.. aol h p v m obie^.s, u :;.].,; the la-ter had lapsed 
into a-mcrality. From . o u on, ph irs-phy uould be a kind of 
"algebra of society", -Ji ?ce-nin j UK. 1 predicting the course of 
social evolution, :hi"a politics economy, put back on -in 
ethical foundation, uould he the ^ooi tiy means of uhich a 
better social order could oe ere.ted.^ The basic purpose of 
the neu science, he explained, uould be to reveal the "organic 
lau of humanity". He conceived this as a scrt of "living 
logic", aod argued that although history appeared haphazard 
aod fortuitous, by penetrating beneath the surface one ould 
detect a pattern in the past and a goal inscribed in the 
future. But for that one required a methodology attune to 
the pattern of historical change, and since -~ Proudhoo 
averred — this pattern uas a 'dialectical' jne, so to . the 
3 8 
neu science's method uould have to be 'dialectical'. 
Proudhoo lean oot adequately uorknd cut his theory of 
'dialectical' scientific method. But it is clear that a con­
ceived 'scientific' krouledge as emerging in four stage . Thes 
uere (i) a priori reasoning, (ii) induction, (iii) 'dia ectical 
understanding — a perception of the 'contradictions' i he-
rent in truths obtained by deduction and induction (Pro 'dhon 
37. Proudhon, Systems, vol. 1, pp. 393 & 395-396. 
mentioned Kant and Hegel as the leading thinkers uho hod eluci­
dated this superior form of understanding), and (iv) 'scien­
tific' knouledge, uhich involved a historical perspective 
on the subject-matter, a resolution or synthesis of the 'con­
tradictions' perceived in step three, and an arrangement of 
the data in the form of a 'serial lau' (Proudhon appears to 
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have taken this latter idea from F o u r i e r ) . In conformity 
uith this theory of knouledge, he urote the Systeme in the 
form of a 'serial lau', and tried to demonstrate that his 
oun ideas on philosophy, economics and history transcended 
those of contemporary liberal economists and socialist theo­
rists. Furthermore, he claimed that by arranging the basic 
categories of political economy in an evolutionary series, 
one could elucidate the 'necessary' course of developmeot of 
European economic life (and hence European s o c i e t y ) , bringing 
out the inherent tensions in each stage uhich forced society 
to move onuard and upuard. Each epoch in the history of Europe, 
he maintained, reflected a distinctive economic principle in 
accordance uith uhich society uas organised. Since feudalism 
there had been ten such epochs, embodying the economic cate­
gories of division of labour, machinism, competition, monopoly, 
taxation, foreign trade, credit, property, communism, and 
population; only one more remained to come: mutualism, uhich 
uas destined to resolve all the contradictions and inequalities 
created I v the prcvi a ten. F r • ! S j ? H y asserted that the 
evolutior . f econcnic categories p* ..-ceded and caused major 
social transformation i, but he some rimes also, though cot so 
freguentlv, implied t .t these intellectual development -. uere 
manifestations of fundamental changes in the nature of she 
economy itself, thus casting doubt cn the primacy of ice-as 
over more material forces. Pn balance, though, he seems to 
have believed that serial and economic facts uere, in his oun 
phrase, "manifestations visibles d*ideas invisibles", end 
hence that the tortured development of economic theory bad 
determined the ;:inzag route followed by European societv in 
its progress touards ..to ultimate goal: a community organi-
sed on mutualist lines. 
Proudhon's approach to history uas therefore bi­
ological, and like Gondorcet he interpreter! the evolution of 
society as a progressive implementation of the dictates of 
human reason. Although, as in the case of flarx, he pro ibly 
derived this ultra-ratiooalist perspective from the French 
Enlightenment, he folloued Hegel io giving the theory a meta­
physical veneer by talking in terms of "Providence", "the 
Reason of Humanity", and "the Social Genius" guiding mankind 
through the necessary ecooomic stages leading to mutualism. 
On various occasions he also employed the uord "God", and he 
devoted two chapters to a lengthy discussion of the legitimacy 
of the notion of "Divine Providence" as a heuristic device io 
his neu historical soc ..ology; h i ; , conclusion seems tc h a v e 
been that the concept uas admissible i f d e n L d e d of all super­
natural con rotations and u s e d as an equivalent to H e o e l ' s 
'Spirit', but as a passionate atheist and anti-clerical he 
sometimes balked at even this attenuated usage. He uas s i m i ­
larly troubled by the word 'Providence', u h i c h he in f a c t 
employed extensively, and explained t h a t he uanted to divorce 
it from its religious c o n n o t a t i o n s . ^ 
Proudhon uas thus advancing a n o n-religious s p e c u ­
lative philosophy of history: it uas ' historicist' ( i n 
Popper's sense of the t e r m ) , because it s a u t h e entire course 
of history as purposive and inevitable. Houever, the religious 
language uhich he felt, despite his atheism, unable to D i s c a r d , 
suggests that his approach to history uas indebted to Boasuet 
and Bonald as uell as Condorcet a n d Hegel; ultimately, though, 
the theological dimension to the uork uas superfluous, aod 
Proudhon's vision of social evolution uas secular. The ten­
sion in his oun mind, uhich he never fully resolved, is none­
theless glaringly evident in the text o f La Systeme, aod may . 
be illustrated by tuo brief guotations. "L'Histoire d e s socie-
tes", he urote, "n'est plus pour nous gu'une langue determina­
tion de l'idee de Dieu, une revelation progressive de l a 
destinee de 1 1 homme" But he also averred bluntly: "do nie 
41. Ibid.. vol, 1, pp. 34-35. 
done la sugrematie da IJieu sur l'humanite; 
gouvernemert provideo . i e l . . . T h e truth The truth uas that he uanted 
je rejette son 
to abolish God but retain a developmental lau regulating, 
fatalistically, the entire course of human history. He had 
doubts uhether this purely secular 'Providence' uas intel­
lectually oefensible aod he acknouledged the theory uas 
unverifiable, but he advaoced it nevertheless as an essential 
hypothesis uithout uhich a science of society uas not feasible. 
As he candidly admitted in the Prologue to La Systeme: "3'ai 
besoin de l'hypothese de Dieu...pour donner un sens a l'his-
hon felt obliged to indicate the motor and mechanism of change, 
and also to explain uhy poverty seemed to be spreading, not 
diminishing. His ansuer uas to apply the notion of 'dialec­
tical contradictioos' (uhich, as ue have seeo, h^ derived from 
Kant and Young Hegelianism), to the history of economic thought 
and, indirectly, to the evolutioo of the European economy. As 
mentioned above, he argued that modern society uas the end-
product of a ten-stage developmental process since the Middle 
Ages, and that each of these stages had reflected a different 
principle according to uhich ecooomic life had been ordered 
at the time. Every epoch, he claimed, had inherent uithin it 
toire". 44 
Giveo this commitment to ioevitable progress, Proud-
43. Ibid.. vol. 1, p. 384. 
44. Ibid., vol. 1, p. 53. 
certain i- soluble oruolems o c ' •: t.-- dietin : ' uhicn r 
it unstabl •: and sus-c tibl? to t .solution. T h e nain oc 
his book consisted of a series - fairly detailed analy 
of these ten economic 'sate : r i : s ' sr epochs, aod in ea 
he attempted to demonstrate that it had been impossibii 
struct a free, just, sod stable society on the basis or 
particular principle, for example, he argued in Smithin 
that once the division of labour uecame an economic nor 
shops uere created and mechanisation fo11oued inexorabi 
jecting men to "le travail parcellaire" aod causing "un 
dence de l'esprit" despite the increased productivity i 
uealth uhich also resulted. Similarly, once an economy 
on free competition began to function, some entrepreneu 
aluays outsold their rivals, cornered markets, and obtc 
monopolies, thus destroyiog free competit ion nn• 1 l 5 i.iL: 
tages. Again, he argued that any attempt to ovei jrnu tr 
division of men into entrepreneurs and uage-labourers f: 
developing government credit institutions designed to ; 
capital to propertyless uorkers uould eod up by reinfoi 
the state and accelerating the grouth of capitalism. P 
hon thus had a strong sense of counter-finaJity in econ 
matters, and uas convinced that economies had in the p„ 
fluid and unstable, never uorking smoothly aod continue 
evolving from ooe set of problems to soother. The difi 
ties ('contradictions ) inherent in each type of econom 
order, he believed, determined neu and uhy it duvo1oo»-• • 
the next, nd tlv •<••< In Lump.? • social hi.tory could no 
found hy m a r t i n ] tiii: stog-n,-- ;op n r o c c s o . 4 5 
rnudhnn'' • h i.- .r:i} • c to tollou and explain this ten­
et..a c hist •T I C! sequ.nee in }„. •)*/•-. tvwc gave aim the oppor­
tunity to et doun hi • vie. s on variety of topics in eco­
nomic th.nry. i n a . a u a 1 . a . : s t of the back uas devoted 
to a b s t m c : theoretic }. (net hi ••rurical) disgui: i tions on 
questions like free !.r .;• v.- us ; re tectionism, the efficacy 
cf pro -receive incur:. I. • \, u.naf.ry theory, and the effects 
of monopolies. If .1. in-Mud -.1 extended onslaughts on 
political economists .no so rial 'hoe riots he disliked, o r 
instance i :lthu .nd loui . .1 .nr. The hook uas uritten in a 
oel f-indul • ant, r ..malin > .no r.o. t.i tive style, and the main 
lines of its author's •r'umont frequently became lost in 
rebarba ti v i , 1 an ;-u i n dud m 1-ntc;. Houever, in addition to 
the theory cf history uhich' provided the uork's overall 
structure, there us. a . unit; inn theme running through ail, or 
almost all, his discussions. This- uas the problem of poverty, 
alluded to io the book's subtitle, Philosopnie de la mi sere. 
Proudhon's basic thesis uas that the grouth of com­
mercial (and, later, industrial) capitalism had uitnessed the 
simultaneous development of both uealth and poverty: this 
dualism, ho argued, uas the most fundamental feature of 
45. Ibid. . vol. 1, pp. 141 L 347, vol. 2, pp. 100 & 399. 
contempora -y society, but noit.no- liberal economists nor 
socialists had ever succeeded in explaining it. It u a s , he 
believed, ooted 10 a fundaments 'antagonism' betueen use-
vaiue and exchange va'ue, an 'antagonism' uhich had been ren-
derea prog "escivu ly mere acute bv the development of the 
Europeao capitalist economy, de alone, he claimed, could, 
uith the aid of the concepts of 'dialectical contradictions' 
and 'serial lau', discern the inherent logic io the evolu­
tion of tne economic system uhich had so inexorably created 
extremes of misery aou luxury. Proudhon's theory of history 
uas thus at ooe aod too same time his theory of poverty. He 
nao tried to curry out buret's injunctions to make economics 
a historical ana moral science cuocorned to elucidate the 
causes of poverty rattier than the best methods of money-
making. Tne conclusion of his uork purported to demonstrate 
that not only U J S a mutualist economy, based on ' constituted 
value', the goal of economic prouress, it uas the ooly regime 
capable of eliminating or "balancing" the antagonistic and 
destructive forces uhich cootemperary capitalism had unleashed. 
Only mutualism, he declared, could minimise the bad effects of 
the divisioo of labour aod machinism, ooly mutualism could 
find the right oalaoco betueen unrestrained competition and 
monopoly, ooly mutualism could avoid the evils of laissez-faire 
and etatisme. and only mutualism could steer a middle uey bet­
ueen private property aod communism to create a just, free, 
and orderly society based oo both iodividual initiative and 
social cc- jperatico . D 
^he subject-matter of ^roudhoo's Systeme uas right 
in line ui ;h Flarx's intellectual interests: he too believed 
in the need for a neu science of society, aod had been 
searching "or an appropriate methodology; he uas fascinated 
by the theories of Smith, Ricardo aod Sismoodi (from uhom 
Proudhon chiefly b o r r o u e d ) ; he uas in the process of ucrkiog 
out an over-vieu of European history centred around economic 
developments; he uas also convinced that contemporary society 
uas sick and that the simultaneous grouth of uealth aod 
poverty revealed that the disease uas economic in nature; 
and, like Proudhon, he uas searching for the theoretical 
foundations of a neu non-commercial society. Prima facie, 
then, even if Marx had his detailed disagreements uith the 
Frenchman's vieus, he should have had some sympathy for his 
general aims. In fact, in neither of Flarx's critical revieus 
of the book did he express the slightest appreciation of uhat 
Proudhon had endeavoured to do. And uhile the acerbic tone of 
his remarks can be put doun to personal animosity sharpening 
a critical style uhich uas aluays trenchant, this apparsnt 
blindness on Flarx's part seems to demand an explanation. Ac­
tually it uas more apparent than real. Flarx, although ne 
never gave Proudhoo credit for it, understood (aod expropria­
ted for his oun use) the central methodological apercu in the 
Systeme. the idea thai European society uas developing in a 
46. Ibid. . passim but especially vol. 2, pp. 326-412. 
•dialectic, 1 ' fashion as a result of certain • cootradictioos« 
ioherent in post-feudal economic systems. he also realised 
that Proudhoo uas trying to moke political ecooomy historical 
by integrating economic theory uith a philosophy of history, 
and he accepted this as a valid intellectual goal, even though 
he coosidered Proudhon had failed miserably io his attempt. 
Despite the blanket hostility of Marx's comments, then, it 
uould be urong to conclude that l-iarx failed so perceive uhat 
Proudhoo uas up to. bo the contrary, it uas because he 
thought Proudhon's enterprise uas valid and importaot, but 
had miscarried in the execution, that he bothered to urate a 
book subjectiog it to detailed criticism. 
Nonetheless, althouoh he grasped the general thrust 
of the uork, there uere some aspects of the Systeme uhich 
initially puzzled llarx. H e thought it remarkably "formless 
and pretentious", io large part due to its author's decision 
to include lengthy and abstract disguisitioos on God and Pro­
vidence, but also because of its overt reliance on a guasi-
Hegelian philosophical method. Uhy, he pondered, had Proudhon 
felt compelled to deck out a treatise oo ecooomic theory in 
the garb of German Idealist metaphysics? Uhy did he talk so 
much about God aod universal reason? In his letter to Annen-
kov, flarx suggested an answer to these guestioos. Proudhon, 
he conjectured, sau history as a series of cumulative changes 
unplanned by the men uho implemeo ted them, and uas unable to 
explain hou a 'rational' pattero could emerge out of this 
concatenation of individual actions uithout resorting to the 
HGO siian Gut s .ch recourse to 
ul tiinatei Titian i n o L my . j . c r o u t e s x argued, u a s 
an implic~ a dm i s s i oe. i. f i a t i a e d not provide a more em­
pirical e\ I ana t ion t' r soci'JL oi'id economic progress. 47 Ha 
concluded, therefore, that • ' r o u t ' s o o had introduced specula­
tive philosophy into is boo. ,s a substitute for the detailed 
research ii.to the d o v 1opmeot of the European economy uoich he 
had neglected to undertake, ibis judgment lay behind all his 
remarks on Proudhon's methcooioov and approach to history in 
the Systeme. He uas convinced that Proudhon uas piayin a in­
tellectual games to disguise his lock of historical kne Ledge 
and unoriginal i t.y as a political economist. In short, Marx 
believed he had detected sumo thing fraudulent at the core of 
the Svsteme, and set cut — not without a certain vindi ,tive-
ness — to expose it. Ibis uss anotner reason for the harsh 
aod combative tone in uhich Iho Poverty of Philosophy u i s 
composed. 
Although he ueot to some lengths to expose uh t he 
considered to be Proudhoo's ".ibscrd philosophical theory", 
Marx uas really more interested ti the economic guestioos 
raised by the Freoch socialist. . s ho pointed out, Proudhon 
had restated a variant of the classical labour theory of 
value uhich had beeo advanced previously by English 
'utopian' socialist economists (buonites and neo-Ricardians 
47. Marx to Annenkov, 28/12/46, CME, 1, pp. 447 & 453. 
like Edmonds, Thompson and d r a y ) . 4 8 This, flarx concluded, 
uas quite compatible uith Sismondian economic theory, in­
deed, Sismondi and the French socialists influenced by him 
had employed much the same arguments as these English socia­
lists. But uas it compatible uith Ricardian economics as 
rigorously developed oy Rieardo nimself? And if not, uho 
uas right, Rieardo or the socialists? Piurx ansuered "No" to 
tne first of these questions, and "Rieardo" to the second. 
In coosequenee, the economic half of his book — the more 
substantial and less polemical part of the uork — repre­
sented, in essence, a Ricardiun critique of 'utopian' socia­
list economic theory, uith Proudhoo the exemplar of the 
latter scnool. The Poverty of Philosophy uas thus another stage 
io (iarx's quest for a neu socialist political economy, built 
oo, but transcending, libersi economics. 
He developed seven lines of attack, inv-xghing pri­
marily against Proudhon's methodology, against his 'Idealist' 
approach to history, and against his attempt to reurite the 
Ricardian labour theory of value. These uere the three main 
themes of the book. Io addition, tie disputed Proudhon's analy­
ses of economic phenomena like division of labour, machioism, 
competitioo, and rent, and quarrelled uith his attitude to the 
labour rnovemeot, rejecting his vieus oo uages, strikes, trade-
uoiooism, and on the non-involvement of uorkers in politics. 
48. Flarx, Hisore, Fl EPA I, 6, pp. 149-150; FlECU, 6, p. 130. 
He offered a reductioi 1st u: i t i g e a of Proudhon's mutualict 
ideology as an expression o- peLty-bourgeois values aod creams 
aod, finally, he aovaneed a number of his oun ideas as example 
of uhat his oppooant should have said but hod failed to. 
L o t us nou examine in mere detail these criticisms 
of the Systeme. To stert uith, flarx marshalled several argu­
ments against Proudhon's methodology. 4 Proudhon, he noted, 
claimed his Pool: to be a synthesis of the best of previous 
socialist thinking and liberal political economy, a synthesis 
uhich had transcended the inadoquacias of both. But in tact 
(fiarx argued) there uas only one uay to improve on the Ricar­
dian analysis of the 'natural' laus governing a free-ma;ket 
economy, and to develop the existing Fourierist/communist cri­
tigue of the harmful consequences of the capitalist system: 
by making a more thorough investigation of the history of 
this system. The Ricaidians had, by and large, contented them­
selves uith abstract and deductive economic theory, uhile the 
socialists had merely combined a rag-bag of perceptive in­
sights uith adverse moral judgements. Neither of the schools 
had produced a comprehensive, detailed, factual explanation of 
the evolution of commercial capitalism and the emergence of 
mechanised industry. To be sure, Proudhon's book pretended to 
be such a study, but in Marx's estimatioo it failed to deliver 
the goods, giving only a highly abstract and schematic history 
49. Ibid., MEGA I, 6, PP. 175-192; MECU, 6, pp. 1G2-17G. 
of the Eu: rpean crone-.y and a ps-uc'c—explanation of its 
evolution. 'Why was it such a disappointment 0 Because Proud-
hon had rot realised L.he need te make himself a proper eco­
nomic historian, because he had -ought jhy of detailed 
economic analysis, ana because he had "borrowed from the 
socialists the illusion of seeinn in poverty nothing but 
poverty" (i.e., he had not exposed the mechanism by which 
the impoverishment of the wage-labourer fuelled the capital 
5 0 
expansion of i n d u s t r y ) . He had fondly imagined he could 
create a dream of social economy by binding together a 
speculative philosophy of history, a socialist, critique of 
poverty, and a liberal theory of economic growth. However, 
in Marx's opinion such intellectual conjuring tricks could 
never substitute for good solid research, and the Systeme 
had demonstrated once and for all the barrennes of this eclec­
tic method. Proudhon's understanding of the nature of science 
was defective, he concluded, commenting that "science for him 
reduces itself to the slender proportions of a scientific for-
51 
mula; he is the man in search of formulas". 
Proudhon, of course, would have angrily rejected the 
accusation that he had merely stitched together some patches 
of traditional socialism and classical political economy. He 
believed he had transcended both by perfecting a new methodology 
50. Ibid. . MEGA I, 6, p. 192; flECU, 6, p. 178. 
52. Ibid. , FIEGA I, 5, pp. 178-179; PI ECU, 6, pp. 164-165. 
and by uorking out an overvieu of the 'dialectical' develop­
ment of European society. Marx therefore had to do more than 
denounce the Frenchman's book as a-historical, unoriginal, 
and unscientific. He had to explain in detail uhat uas urong 
uith Proudhon's general approach to political economy, aod 
uhy his dialectical method uas a pretentious failure; he also 
had to critically examine Proudhon's adaptation of the a-
historical concepts of liberal economics to illuminate the 
pattern of European social development. He tried to do each 
of these things in The Poverty of Philosophy: the first led 
him to evaluate uhat he sau as Proudhon's attempt to apply 
the Hegelian 'absolute method' to economic history, the second 
plunged him back into the morass of Hegelian methodology it­
self, uhile the third forced him to assess the validity of 
Proudhon's use of Fourier's 'serial lau' to explain the 
'necessary' evolution of economic theory and practice. 
Flarx's rebuttal of Proudhon's general approach to 
political economy cast some light on his allegation that the 
Frenchman uas searching for abstract formulae instead of em­
pirical knouledge. Proudhon, he observed, had contributed 
nothing neu to the con tent of contemporary economic thoory, 
so the only thing that distinguished him from the liberals 
uas the extraordinary use to uhich ha put their staodard 
52. Ibid.. MEGA I, 6, pp. 178-179; MECU, 6, pp. 164-165. 
53. Ibid. . MEGA I, 6, pp. 177-178; MECU, 6, p. 164. 
economic categories. He had taken their concepts and 
theories raady-made but instead o f treating them a-histori-
cally (as the liberals themselves did) he had arranged them 
in an order, and had asserted that, uhen the internal logic 
of this sequence uas examined, an explanation of their gene­
sis and grouth uould be revealed. He uas thus claiming that 
there uas an historical inevitability about the evolution of 
economic ideas, and that he found the seguential formula (or 
'serial lau') uhich elucidated it. But by translating eco­
nomic history into categories and formulae in this uay, flarx 
maintained, he had in effect reduced both history and eco-
53 
nomics to a kind o f applied metaphysics. Hegel had already 
tried this abstract and reductionist approach in the fields 
of lau and religion, so Proudhon uas only imitating his 
general method. 
flarx thus established to his oun satisfaction that 
Proudhon's Systeme uas an exercise in applied Hegelian philos­
ophy. Hou useful uas this exercise? Not very, he ansuered: 
this "logic and metaphysics of political economy" merely 
transposed economic concepts familiar to everybody into a 
"little-knoun language uhich made them look as though they had 
neuly blossomed forth in an intellect of pure reason"; the neu 
language added nothing of value from an economic point of vieu, 
54. 
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Ibid., MEGA I, 6, pp. 178-179; MECU, 6, p. 165. 
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Marx to Annenkov, 28/14/46, CME, 1, p. 449. 
indeed it had the drawback of obscuring fairly simple matters 
by hiding them behind a "scaffolding of categories, groups, 
series, and systems"." 1 4 To be sure, if one already believed 
in a speculative philosophy of history a la Hegel, then Proud-
hon had shoun hou economic theory and economic history could 
be integrated into this grand historico-philosophical system. 
But if one did not, then a l l one uas left with was a sterile 
mental exercise which Proudhon had spread ouer 800 wearisome 
pages. The truth w a s , Marx concluded, that Proudhon's se­
quence of economic categories did not correspond to reality --
European economic history uas in fact much more complicated 
5 5 
than his schema which played fast and loose with chronology. 
Proudhon, though, had not just arranged the major 
concepts of liberal political economy in a sequence, he had 
arranged them in a 'dialectical series', anH had argued that 
the 'contradictions' inherent in each stage in the series ex­
plained the ongoing, inevitable process of European history. 
Marx, while attracted to the idea that each epoch of European 
economic history had been beset by internal antagonisms and 
tensions which impelled further change, quickly came to the 
conclusion that Proudhon's proffered 'dialectical series' and 
'economic contradictions' were, a s he put it, "not history but 
old Hegelian junk". He did not want to dismiss the dialectical 
method as complete neoseose due:use he suspected there uas 
something valuable uhich could be extracted aod rehabilita­
ted, but he uas convinced Proudhon had made a mess of it, aod 
that the 'series' he had constructed uas bogus. The ooly uay 
to expose this 'series' uas to analyse in detail at least 
some of the stages and the transitions betueen them, and Marx 
(as ue shall see belou) did comment adversely on Proudhon's 
treatments of the categories 'divisioo of labour'/'machinism' 
and 'competition'/'mooopoly'. But before doing this he sub­
jected to scrutiny Proudhon's dialectical theory. 
He kneu that Proudhon had read little or no Hegel 
and had learned uhat he kneu about the Hegelian dialecticdl 
method second-hand from Young Hegelians in Paris. As a Doctor 
of Philosophy uho had takeo part in the Hegelian movement, he 
reckoned that he, on the other hand, uas something of an ex­
pert on the subject. So he set out to prove that Proudhoo uas 
a rank amateur uho did not knou uhat he uas doing and uno uould 
have been uiser to have left such esoteric matters to his in­
tellectual superiors. Adoptiog a supercilious tooe, he charged 
that Proudhon uas operating uith a highly simplified concept of 
the dialectic. For the Frenchman, he stated, every economic 
category (for example, monopoly or slavery) had tuo sides, a 
good and a bad: these merits and draubacks taken together con­
stituted for him the 'contradiction' in each, and he sou the 
task of political ecooomy as that of figuring out hou to p r e ­
serve the good side of every category uhile eliminating -he cad. 
His approach uas therefore essentially static, and he had no 
understand ng of hou, in the course of history, economic 
tensions unre overcome or t r a n s m u t e d . 5 7 Marx also argued 
that because Proudhon's conceptual apparatus uas so primi­
tive, each of his economic stages turned into a kind of 
'blind alley' from uhich he had no legitimate means of es­
cape, and that all he did in the Systeme uas to take a series 
of arbitrary 'flying leaps' from category to category. As a 
result, he claimed, Proudhon's supposed 'serial lau' uas a 
quite artificial and illegitimate construction, a strait-
C Q 
jacket imposed by fiat on European social history. H cj \j i n q 
isolated uhat he felt to be the crucial difference between 
Proudhon's and Hegel's methods, he concluded trenchantly: 
"M. Proudhon has nothing of Hegel's dialectics but the 
language. 
This critique of Proudhon's dialectic mixed fair and 
unfair comment. Marx uas correct to detect an arbitrary 
quality in the transitions from step to step of the French­
man's 'serial lau', and he uas also justified in remarking that 
Proudhon made a much better job of establishing economic 'con­
tradictions' than analysing hou they had subsequently developed. 
On the other hand, he uas in error when he claimed Proudhon had 
no notion of 'dialectical synthesis' — in fact the idea uas 
57. Misere, MEGA I, 6, pp. 176-179 & 181; MECU, 6, pp. 162-
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discussed • x p l i o i U y a the text of .ha Systeme — and he 
also misra resented t e uork uher. he alleged that each 
category ir the 'series' uas presented as an 'antidote' 
overcoming the 'draubscks' of the previous stage. In fact, 
Proudhon s i ggested that later epochs had produced no more 
than palliatives for tne fundamental economic problems 
(like poverty, unemployment, usury, speculatioo, etc.,) uhich 
had emerged early in the development of capitalism. Some of 
the remedies tried he judged to have been guite ineffective 
(e.g., efforts to dump goods abroad at the expense of tradiog 
partners in order to achieve a favourable balaoce of tr.-de) 
uhile others uere positively harmful (e.g., increased s*ate 
intervention in the e c o o o m y ) . Indeed he believed that rone of 
the major 'contradictions' of the capitalist system uouid be 
properly resolved uotil it had been replaced by mutualism. 
Moreover, liarx revealed that his ouo knouledge of Hegel uas 
not as good as he pretended: he foisted on Hegel the simplis­
tic 'thesis-antithesis-synthesis' interpretation of the dia­
lectic popularised by the Young Hegelians. In this respect 
both he and Proudhoo uere equally at fault, but Proudhoo had at 
least tried to develop the notion of 'dialectical synthesis' by 
combining it uith the idea of a 'serial lau', uhich uas — as 
far as I knou — an original, if not strikingly successful, 
intellectual move. 
Marx uas thus oot entirely oo firm ground in lis cri­
tique of Proudhon's dialectic. But he had little trouble io 
proving the inadequacy of Proudhoo's arrangement of economic 
concepts as a kind of logical series. He cid so by invckir, . 
historical examples to shou up the arbitrary nature of zhz 
sequence. For example, Proudhon's fifth, sixth and seventh 
epochs uere 'taxation', 'balance of trade' and 'credit', urn: 
he seemed to be arguing that increasing state intervention 
in the economy and heavier taxation in the seventeenth century 
had stimulated unprecedented attempts by entrepreneurs to 
seize export markets, and that the ultimate failure of this 
strategy had promoted the creation of neu credit institutions 
designed to encourage trade and manufacturing. Marx considered 
this vague, unsubstantiated, and at odds uith uell-knoun facts. 
Hou, he inquired, could Proudhon reconcile his generalisations 
uith the evidence that the English bourgeoisie, attaining a 
measure of political pouer in 1688, rushed through parliament 
in one go a neu tax system, protective duties, and a system 
of public c r e d i t ? ^ And as for the last triad in Proudhon's 
series (property, communism and population), Marx simply could 
not bring himself to believe that any reader could take ;he 
alleged logico-historical development seriously.^ 1 The basic 
problem uith the uhole idea of the 'series', he argued, uas 
that it resulted in an excessively abstract and one-dimensional 
approach to economic history. Events uhich had occurred simul­
taneously uere placed in a linear progression, uhich gave a 
60. 
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highly distorted impression of ' >e social s t r u c t u r e . 6 2 ziarx 
obviously felt that he had a better sense than Proudhon of 
the complicated structure of contemporary capitalism, and 
he uas disappointed uith the Systcme because, despite its 
methodological pretentions, it had taken him not an inch 
further in his attempt to build up a detailed picture or the 
intricate mechanisms at uork in the European economy. So, 
notwithstanding Proudhon's claims, liarx wrote to rinnenkrv, 
he had failed to "comprehend the social system of today in 
. . s ... 63 its engrenement". 
There uas one other aspect of Proudhon's methodology 
to uhich ilarx tool; exception. He contended that Proudhon, 
contrary to his exprecsed desire to make political economy 
historical, still used the concepts of economic vheory in a 
highly abstract and a-historical manner. h G pointed to 
Proudhon's discussion of the genesis of exchange-value to 
illustrate his point; this, he maintained, uas a sort of 
deductive speculation in the manner of Smith and Ricardo, and 
failed to enter into the "genealogical details" required for 
an adequate history of the different phases through uhich 
European commerce had developed since the Riddle Ages. 
Instead of examining the available sources on the early eco­
nomic history of Europe, Proudhon had merely taken the i.-asy uay 
out by postulating a d e b i n s n .;.rs 
proposed to other ice la ted or 
and exchange their artifac ,. Sua 
snorted contemptuously, uas a pi 
explained nothing, and it indie at 
doned empirical science for a Pin 
but uhy had Prouuhnn, ak 
uith the a priorism of the class!, 
gularly unable to practice the "h 
method" the need for uhich he h.an1 
problem, I'larx believed lay in h i - , 
start uith, he simply did not knot, 
read English, he had not peruana : 
available in that language on the 
lism in the Lou Countries and En J 
called, had begun investigating 
to England in the summer nf lb/,b). 
had not realised the uay in uhich 
ideas, uere themselves reflection:, 
in the history of European seal a re, 
Proudhon uas a poor economist h e m 
The Systeme, he argued, u...s o u ; 
uhich ascribed prim, cy to i . eonr 
terial forces in the economy it 
uas mistaken much of Pr'uiuln' u * • 
urong. H I : therefore u a vet • a 
to refuting Proudhon':; ni 31 z r i c e I Idealism. 
Oroudhon, he contend.^-, ues '.1j1.lt / or M u c h v 
kind of error in his ipproacn to ni story en Yaun 
lians like Bauer and "<ugo. In be In oasns tn., inf lurnm 
Hegel had been regrettable, althaunh lac-kin: '-u.el's un­
detailed and scholarlv knoulednc r\ f the history 01 fur. 
ideas, these French and German e.oi .oni nad asnireu 1. 
Hegel, to explain all past events by fiction :.h,jr. int.., 
abstract and teleological philosophical framinjcrl . f i n . 
led them to overemphasise intellectual history at '..'•<•• 
of economic and social history, and had cot.sni -.ti.-cJ tnoi.; 
belief in historical inevitability lj h i c h eas non-ei.i[ i: • i. 
method and highly questionable. Tor example, Prou 'H iu i i : 
competition "a necessity of the human soul, in ;, .1 r t. i :; t 
del ium". and had failed to conprenenti that the son;.».tic 
spirit had become dominant in Franco on. / in : lie ei• t.tt;- ; 
century — he had conveniently f r, rent tun, Marx pointer 
the existence of men like Colbert. ' 'Jiioif^r Prouu.-.i.n' 
'Providence' u a s divine or no uas 0: littl. inter-;.,:. ' 
he condemned this ' philosophi cu 1 ' .-.p-jroacr. to history .1 
"doctrinaire" a priori c m . tr. inn is e.jsi r", i.t. 
laconically to Annenkov, "than tr invent my . tie... 1 eau-,.. 
is to say, phrases uhich la.:!. ;;«...•> <>:n n.^n-.'j". • : 
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rejected Proudhon's vieu of European history because it uas 
schematic, teleological, aod inevitabilist, and because it 
portrayed ideas as the prime motor of social change. 
In his letter to Annenkov and in The Poverty of 
Philosophy, flarx sketched his oun 'materialist' approach to 
history in a trenchant and summary manner, thereby turning it 
into a form of economic determinism. b There can be no boubt 
that the theory as formulated io 184 7 had become a simpler, 
cruder (but also clearer) doctrine than that proposed in the 
fragmentary The German Ideology. Uhuther this resulted from a 
change of mind on Marx's part io difficult to say. Arguably 
Marx, uho uas nou preoccupied uith social and economic prob­
lems and believed that the economic history of Europe offered 
a key to the nature of contemporary society, had indeed been 
converted to economic determinism. To be sure, he uas again 
interested in the feasibility of a 'diale:tical' (and hence 
non-monist) approach to explaining social change — Proudhon's 
books (the Creation as much as the Systeme) had revived his 
earlier inclinations in this directioo — but he can hardly 
be said to have uorked out anything concrete, nor uould lie 
until the late 1850s, uhen he entered a neu stage in hi- intel 
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lectual career. although class struggles uere mentioned 
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several tines in j O j L i l _ l ^ the book offered 
no alternative 'dialectical' theory of economic evolution to 
replace Proudhon's defective account. So uhile some germs of 
Capital mnv no doubt be found in flarx's economic uri tings 
before 184b, these looked the meLhodnlogic :• 1 sophistication 
of the later chef ri'm-uvro. Moreover, in his extreme hos­
tility to 'philosophy' in the late 1040s, flarx appears ce 
have neglected the fin r insinht.:. of the Theses oo Feuerbach 
and The German Ideology, lapsiiv) into a less nuanced interpre­
tation of the in tor:. ~ t: on between men .and their environment. 
He uas nou readier to >dnpt causa, 1 terminology and look on 
human thoughts tnd actions as ctrnightforuard results o : 
soci o- economi c du tcrmin• ants. 
Because of it.: clarity and simplicity this neu app­
roach to history uas more suited to propaganda, and from the 
spring of 1846 fiarx uas more concerned uith political action 
and propaganda than scholarship. In this respect the decisiop 
to form the Correspondence Committee had been crucial, pertly 
because it uas conceived as the embryo of a political party, 
partly because its immediate aims uere propaganda and communi­
cation rather than further theorising. flarx and Engels uere 
getting a little tired of pure theory — they uanted to make 
contact uith real uorkers and influence their ideology. 
70. Their desire to become political organisers as uali as thoo 
rists uas one reason uhy flarx and Engels crested the Comite 
de correspondance communiste (uhich they aluays thought of 
the potential nucleus of a political party) to seel: contact 
uith leaders of working-class organisations uith some 'mass 
support (such as Harney and Ca b e t ) : It later led them to 
join The Communist League. 
Engels hod always been leas academic than his friend, but nou 
Marx too u's becoming -- temporarily, although this phase of 
his career uould last jntii about 1850 — more of an activist 
and less o" an intellectual. It seems reasonable to suopose 
that this change of attitude had some effect on his vieus, 
rendering rhem sharper but cruder. If so, then ue may con­
clude that the deterministic version of the materialist con­
ception of history set out in The Poverty of Philosophy, did 
faithfully reflect Marx's opinion in 1847, and that he uas 
berating Proudhon for, amonn other things, not being an eco­
nomic determinist and a philosophical materialist. 
Marx uas thus as highly critical of Proudhon's ap­
proach to history as he uas of the Frenchman's ideas on method­
ology and metaphysics. fie uas equally severe on the ee.nomic 
theory uhich Proudhon sau as the foundation of the Systeme. He 
devoted the first half of his book to the one important topic 
he had glossed over in his letter to Annenkov: the theory of 
'constituted value' uhich Proudhon had offered as his substan­
tial and original contribution to socialist political economy, 
and as the principle upon uhich a mutualist society could be 
constructed. Proudhon's theory tins in fact simple enough. By 
'constituted value' he meant 'value determined by labour-time' , 
and he advocated a pricing system uhereby all commodities uould 
exchange at fixed retail prices reflecting their costs cf pro­
duction (he assumed that these production costs could all be 
calculated in terms of units of labour-time, since even ma­
chinery and rau materials had to be built, extracted, or groun 
71. Proudhon, Systeme des cootradictions economiques, vol. 1, 
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by m e n ) . If prices uere determined in this uay, he argued, all 
commercial transactions uould be free aod fair, aod there uould 
be no exploitation of uage-labourers because these uoulc be 
paid according to the cumber of hours they put in. He there­
fore believed that his theory of value laid the conceptual 
grounduork, for the first time ever, of an ecooomic system 
uhich uould function io a moral aod just manner, and he inter­
preted European economic history as a series of preparatory 
stages rendering possible the eventual creation of a mutualist 
7 1 
economy based on 'constituted v a l u e 1 . 
flarx considered all this to be ' pie-in-the-sky' 
utopianism, impracticable and theoretically unsound to boot. 
He himself, as a result of his reading in English political 
economy and economic history, had nou come to the conclusion 
that Ricardo's analysis of the laus goveroiog the contemporary 
economy u a s , in essentials, accurate and illuminating. Uhere-
as he had once objected to Ricardo's 'cynicism 1 , he uas nou 
prepared to defend it as an objective expression of the facts 
and to contrast favourably .Ricardo's empirical and scientific 
approach to economics uith the uoolly-minded 'humanitarianism 1 
. 72 
of French liberals like Oroz, Blangui and Rossi. flarx, then, 
uas a fairly orthodox Ricardian uhen he urote The Poverty of 
Philosophy. and the more strictly ecooomic part of the book 
represented a critique of 'utopian' socialist economic theory 
from a Ricardian point of vieu. Actually, Rarx had tuo main 
a i m s : to demonstrate that Proudnonian economics, its author's 
claims notwithstanding, uas in no uay original; and to pro­
vide a comprehensive critique of Proudhon's attempt to modify 
the Smithian labour theory of value and make it the basis of a 
neu egalitarian system of prices and uages. Proudhon, he 
claimed, had merely reproduced and exacerbated certain con­
fusions in Smith's uurk uhich Ricardo had cleared up, and al­
though he had read Ricardo, he had, like other early socialist 
economists in France and England, misunderstood and misrep­
resented his theories. as far as Marx uas concerned, the neu 
socialist political economy had to be erected on the foun­
dations laid by Ricarao, uhile Proudhon's uork uas, in 'ssence, 
pre-Ricardian. He set out to proue this judgment by siting 
the Frenchman's ideas in the history of post-Smithian poli­
tical economy, and by demolishing his interpretation of the 
classical theory of value. 
He uent to some lengths to prove Proudhon's lack of 
originality as an economic theorist. Proudhon had claimed that 
classical liberal value theory, centred round the concepts of 
'use-value' and 'exchange-value', uas unacceptable because it 
left unresolved the opposition or 'contradiction' betueen these 
tuo categories, and he had offered his notion of 'constituted 
value' as the uay of overcoming the difficulty. In reply Marx 
first quoted Lauderdale and Sismondi to shou that Proudhon uas 
urong to claim that he uas the first to detect this alleged 
•contradiction 1 , and then uent un to reject the antithesis as 
73 
a futile abstraction. The duality of use- and exchange-
value, he contended, uas an accurate and useful mirror of 
economic life; moreover, Proudhon uas urong to see a conflict 
betueen them, because exchange-value, the result in part of 
the interaction of supply unci demand, took into account the 
consumers' estimates of a product' utility. Exchange-value 
also took ioto account costs of production, added flarx, uhere-
as Proudhon's 'constituted value' ignored market forces en­
tirely and concentrated exclusively oo the factor of costs. It 
thus focussed excessively on one aspect of the picture and 
failed to give a comprehensive account of the other elements 
at uork. In a uord, Proudhon's 'constituted value' uas a 
'costs of production 1 theory of value io disguise, and as such 
uas plainly inadeguate. In any case, the Proudhonian theory 
of 'constituted value' uas in horx'o eyes no more than a variant 
on Smith's and Ricardo's labour theory of value. He compared 
Proudhon's and Ricardo's versions, much to the Frenchman's 
detriment, praising the scieotific character of Ricardo's uork 
in contrast to Proudhon's rhetoric. He had tuo thiogs against 
Proudhon's formulation: that it uas expressed in abstract aod 
periphrastic language, and that proudhoo folloued Smith rather 
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than Ricardo uherc the British economists had differed. In 
fact, Marx argued, Smith's version uas confused: "Adam Smith 
takes as the measure of value, nou the labour-time needed for 
the production of a commodity, nou trie value of labour. Ricardo 
exposes this error by showing clearly the disparity of these 
7S 
tuo uays of measuring 1'. j"he value of labour, t'larx, con­
tinued, uas expressed in wanes, and these fluctuated accor­
ding to the cost of uerker-subsistence and the supply/demand 
curve in the labour market, so they uere unsatisfactory as a 
general, fixed standard of value. Proudhon had ignored this, 
despite the fact tnat .Ricardo nad clearly pointed to the prob­
lem, because he uas intent on drawing egalitarian consequences 
from the theory; nouever, whatever his motives he uas urong to 
do so, and his uhole argument uas undercut as a result.'''6 
harx detected another unacknowledged debt to Sismondi 
in Proudhon's writings. Sismondi, he claimed, had seen in the 
discrepancy betueen 'exchango-va1ue' and 'value constituted by 
labour-time' the root of all the injustices, disruptions and 
difficulties characteristic of modern industry and commerce; 
and since this uas the central insinnt underlying Proudhon's 
theory of economic 'contradictions' his uork uas in reality no 
more than a development of Sismondi's theory. And if Proudhon 
uas basically a Sismondian, he uas liable to the objection 
8 0 a 
levelled a Sismonoi ii 
t h e l i u e r o s : t t i . i t i • U J : ; - . w i n 
-ion uith justice) by 
to bring beck one aspect 
of a primitive oconoinv ui about its ether elements, and hence 
uas a naive a n a hesitant rue... ti unary. 
Furthermore,, linr.x claimed that Proudhoo, in at­
tempting to draw Iron classical liberal theory the elements 
of a n egalitarian theory of value and uages, uas doing no 
more than echo the ideas anvancod in the 1320s and 1830s by 
various n e o - R I Lard I an and Ouenite Englisli socialists, for 
example Thomas llndn.sk in in a L ' i t i r,: : E c o n o m y (1827), Thomas 
Edmonds in Practical tiers! ind| Political Ecooomy (1828), 
Uilliam Thompson, ,>n i noui ry into the Principles o f the Dis-
trioution of deal to ( ! d 7 4 ) , an d John Li ray , Labour's Uro.ngs 
aod Labour's Remedy (J b 3 b ) . 0t ooese uriters Bray had de­
veloped io most, detail the 1 labour-time' theory o f uages and 
prices, and had advocated the creation of 'labour bazaars' 
uhere uorkers could eschars-c their products for others costing 
the same amount of labour-hours, fnolioh Ouenites 
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had on various occasions tried to put Bray's theory into ef­
fect. Marx informed Proudhon, out all these "equitable-
labour-excaanqe-bazaars" had collapsed, several of them end­
ing in "scandalous failures" after absorbing much capital from 
7 9 
hard-earned uorkers' savings. He guoted extensively from 
Bray to demonstrate that the English socialist had fully an­
ticipated Proudhon's ideas, and then suggested that the real 
difference betueen Bray and Proudhon uas that the former had 
been more modest: instead of proclaiming his ,-rand of mutual­
ism to be "the last uord on behalf of humanity" he had "sorely 
proposed it as a temporary measure suitable for the trans­
itional stage betueen capitalism and communism. Marx m ide it 
quite clear that uhile Bray's theories uere as impractical as 
Proudhon's, the English neo-Ricardian seemed to him a far 
more sympathetic figure uho uarranted more attention than the 
F r e n c h m a n . ^ 
But uhy uas the 'labour-time' version of the Labour 
theory of value so erroneous and impossibly idealistic? Marx's 
main argument echoed Ricardo's critique of Smith. Labour, he 
pointed out, uas itself a commodity uith an exchange-value 
expressed in u a g e s , and uages fluctuated according to the state 
of the labour-market, the cost of food and other necessities, 
and the competition afforded craftsmen by the neu machine 
7 9
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technology. This Inst factor he rated as particularly impor­
tant, and he stressor that the value of labour during an in­
dustrial revolution uas continually depreciated by neu inven­
tions. It uas guite obvious, he concluded, that the 'value 
of labour' uas inherently unstable, and that it uas therefore 
quite inappropriate to try .and make it a fixed s t a n d a r d . 8 1 He 
offered a second, more technical argument against Proudhon's 
theory of value, sungestinn that Proudhon, by proposing 
'labour notes' ..is the mutualist currency, has revealed his 
ignorance of the nature and function of money. Uhereas Proud­
hon had tried to prove that every commodity could in principle 
function as money (if assessed by its cost of production), Marx 
claimed that the only tuo commodities employed successfully as 
money in a modern economy uere precisely those, gold and silver, 
uhose prices uere determined by supply and demand factors alone 
(their production costs being largely irrelevant). From this 
fact he concluded (follouinq Ricardo) that the value of money 
necessarily reflected variations in the money supply and the 
demand for currency, so that it uas misguided of Proudhon to 
try to find a form of currency immune to supply and demand. 
The Frenchman, he recognised, uas searching for a device to 
make the relationship betueen uages and prices stable, and 
hoped to achieve this by fixing both prices (in relation to 
labour costs) and the value of money. Even if he succeeded in 
81. Ibid. t MEGA I, 5, pp. 150-157 & 174; MECU, 5, pp. 143-144 
& 150. 
eo? 
doing the first, Marx concluded, he uas dooned to failure by 
the second because the value of 'labour notes', if employed 
as currency, uould fluctuate according to market forces. The 
cause of Proudhon's e-ror, he added, uas that he had mistaken­
ly assumed that because specie uas a commodity its value uas 
determined in the sam-a uay as other commodities; this, hou-
ever, uas not the case, as he uould have realised if he had 
remembered that specie uas often replaced in circulation by 
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paper money. 
These rema. rf.s on monetary theory shou that Marx, 
although he accepted the Ricardian 'cost cf production' theory 
of value and believed, like Ricardo and Proudhon, that pro­
duction costs could be expressed in units of labour-time, uas 
becoming autre of the difficulties into uhich cruder editions 
of the labour theory cf value ran. n third argument he ad­
vanced against Proudhon brought him close to abandoning the 
Ricardian theory r 1 tog ether , although he appears not to have-
realised the full implications of his statements. Normally, 
he argued, the price of all commodities — including laoour — 
depended on both cost of production (uhich could indeed be 
calculated in labour-time) and supply/demand factors. Proud­
hon's labour-time theory of value (at least as Marx understood 
it) ignored the latter component, that is, it assumed in effect 
that supply and demand uere aluays balanced. In reality, Marx 
argued, thin uas far .'Ton, the case, and Proudhon uas assuming 
an exceptional state of affairs to be the norm. The French­
man, he continued, uas innorinn the role of competition in 
determining the prices of commodities, and, since labour too 
uas a commodity, he uas innnring the effect of competition on 
the value of labour-time. Unfortunately for his theory, Marx 
asserted, this effect uas immense, not only because uages 
fluctuated according tn the level of demand in the labour mar­
ket but also, and nor-' importantly, because machinism dep­
reciated the value of lancer. In period of rapid techno­
logical advance like toe present, he repeated, the value of 
labour fluctuated uildly in the snort term but uas being pro­
gressively reduced in the lnno term. Both forms of instability 
(each the result of competition expressed through variations 
in the relationship betueen supply and demand) rendered labour-
8 3 
time useless as a standard of value. 
Cogent though it uas aa.inst Proudhon, this argument 
uas a dangerous one for Marx to use since it could easily be 
applied -- as in fact it uas by Ricardo's opponents -- against 
the entire Ricardian 'cost of production' theory concerning the 
long-term determinants of the exchange-value of 'normal' com­
modities. Marx, houcver, did not so apply it, and he seems to 
have accepted at this time (and probably for the rest of his 
life) a modified version of the Ricardian theory of value. 
Market prices, he bel. even, flue ,u,;:on aa a result st 
tions of supply and demand arcane en equilibrium point 
the ultimate determin nt of this equilibrium ooint tor 
commodity (special cases like specie oxcoptoo) uas pre 
cost. Foliouing Rieardo, he eel.mil the qui ! ibrium po 
'exchange value' of the commodity, ..nd a round that the 
unit in uhich to compute the relative exchange- va Lues 
ferent commodities uas 'labour-time' — money uas clue 
less for this purpose because i t a value1 fluctuated o c 
to supply and demand, as did also prices expressed in 
terms. Despite his criticisms of eroudhon, therefor 
had in no uay abandoned the labour theory of value. ii 
arguments uere intended to shorn that the Frenchman h oi 
the theory, not that it uas urono in its cos en' i. •'• -. 
truth of the matter uas tnat Mar-' never rooll, teas am. 
the logic of his oun arguments aa inst Proo bv n. 
Uhen making the above three .arouoe.nta P a r a . 
that Proudhon's theory of 'constituted v a l u e ' uas 01 : >• 
the Frenchman said it u a s , as a noo-i •! theory n p g l i o a 
all types of economy includinn , n d n rally, a n :crape r a r 
trial capitalism. His main fmrp.ca '..as to saint out t 
Proudhon's account of value, uhat over its etb i a .1 n 
inaccurate as a picture of the •„> v t! inns :.ctu:ilv our 
present. Proudhon, he 
84. Ibid. . MFCA 1, 0, pp. l'b-t 
reality: he really wonted to 1:- •slate a neu system of ex­
change based on equal labour-time-, but ho had pretended .hat 
this ideal uas the general principle already underlying ail 
economic relationships. But in offerine uhat uas realiv an 
ethical ideal in the guise of an economic theory purporting 
to reflect and explain reality, Proudhon had simply corpus ed 
morality and economics."' Hitcnino his uonon to the R 
dian train, tlarx proclaimed unenuivocably that economics uas 
and should be a purely empirical, value-neutral, 'scientific' 
discipline concerned to oeseribe economic facts as they real! 
uere. Objective knowledge must come first, moral judgments 
later. He haO thus, under too influence of Ricardo, not 
broken completely with his earlier idea of a normative tocial 
economy along the linos proposed by Sismondi, Buret and Pec-
queur. This intellectual choice ass at the roc" of his intran 
sigent hostility to Proudhon's engage mutualist political 
economy. 
So far ue have examined the three major theoretical 
divergencies (over methodology, philosophy of history, and 
economic theory) betueen Marx and Proudhon upon uhich the for 
mer seized in The Poverty nf PI i i In r.orj_h_y_. Houever, if tlarx ua 
out to destroy Proudhon's reputation as an economist ana1 eco­
nomic historian, he had to do more than dispute uith him in 
these comparatively abstract areas. Arguments over whether th 
85. Ibid.. MEGA I, 6, p. 143; MEOU, 6, p, 132. 
Frenchman had misconstrued H e g e l ' s notion of the dialectic 
or uhether he misinterpreted the implications of the labour 
theory of value, interesting anc important though they right 
be, uere ultimately less crucial than the accuracy and fer­
tility of Proudhon's account of the development of the Euro­
pean economy from the Middle Ages tc the present. To bo sure, 
Marx did try to discredit Proudhon by arguing that his stapes 
of economic evolution failed to follou logically from one 
another in the uay Proudhon had claimed; nonetheless, it uas 
one thing to assert this alleged arbitrariness and quite an­
other to expose in detail Proudhon's mistakes. Marx recog­
nised this, and devoted part of his book to an examination of 
Proudhon's vieus on five specific topics in political economy: 
the division of labour, machinist!, competition, taxation, and 
r e n t . 8 ^ Here, he thought, uas his opportunity to prove that 
the French socialist's empirical investigation of European 
economic history had been most inadequate. 
Proudhon's discussion of the emergence of economic 
specialisation and the deleterious effects of this on toe or­
dinary worker uas one of the more substantial and impressive 
sections of the Systcme. After summarising the advantage; which 
liberal economists had seen in the division of labour, h .• ex­
amined the other side of the coin: the dehumanising result:, 
of "le travail parcellaire" en the craftsman condemned ta 
86. Ibid. , MEGA I, 6, pp. lt'2-2:!l; MECU, u, pp. 17c-
continually produce tie cane n e m o or, even oerse, r e P m r , a_a 
infinitum the same stage in a production process. g c - a ; >•-,< 
fragmentation of menu r acta t uao .s. pre-dating the de voles;-.t,n t 
of machinism, and even suggested (someuhat paradoxical I s ) that 
machinism uas the 'antithesis' of this division of labour be­
cause modern mechanic industry reassembled into one us. ifieo 
operation "diverse pnrticulos du travail" uhich had previously 
become separated. Potentially, therefore (he around) m dorr, 
industrial machinery promisor) not only cheaper ecc, and hi..hi i 
living standards, but also she release of the uorker from Uia 
hell of excessively specialised and monotonous-, routine .das. 
Needless to say, he did not expect this promise to be fulfil­
led under a capitalist economic regime, but he confidently 
asserted that machinism, despite its current draubacks, uas 
one of many steps uhich had already been aken touards . lutu-ol-
ism. Incidentally, in focussing on .industrialisation in this 
uay, Proudhon demonstrated that his thought had evolved ..uns-
tantially since the memoires on property, in uhich he h b been 
concerned almost exclusively uith an agrarian economy." 1 
On the face of it there uas much hero uith -an. •.-h i-i.srx 
could agree, since he shared Proudhon's vieus on the gar . r s a i. 1 
good uhich could come from techno Logical advances if Ida sa 
uere utilised by a socialist society, and he nod prev x m : . . !/, in 
the Paris Manuscripts, sketched the harmful offacta of « 
87. Proudhon, Systeme, vol. 1, P P . 171-190, a vt 
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specialised labour an un-
chose, hou over, to in nr.- r> I*... 
uha t ho sou os uns • t i •. f :ct . r 
His first char'iC use Li.'::. P r o 
the existing 1 i tr.• ri:•. z•i-;; on 11 , 
quoun, Lernnntcy, amino J O J , j 
Proudhon, through loci- ni i j.;n 
ovorsimpli 1 ied the emo r- :•'••nee 
in particular, hod Inrnoly i 
petition hod ployed in this " 
v/isaqed competition as lose 
European economy. Thirdly, I. 
understood the role ol Lr• • • •-• • 
manufacturinq economy, and !.: 
separato economic a t a,. a.s 
vision of labour.""' ' 
To subs tan t i i:.. i:.-
account of the ernerqunco >>; a 
this ho set out the hi .t. ri-
Croatian of larpar uorl sh:e 
centuries, strussou tri•• li.n . 
and this neu form nf ::. i n u i a •_ 
ti on of 1a roor un r! . on 
since' unrk uar. nn i n : 
in the s m a l e r workplaces of master craftsmen and journeymen. 
The real division of labour, he added, had come uith the in­
dustrial revolution: the application of steam-pouer hod been 
the crucial breakthrough uhich hod transformed the nature of 
uork, supplanting the artisan in certain branches of insjstry 
and turning him into an appendage of a machine condemned to 
repeat the same simple monotonous tasks. Machinisrn, properly 
so-called, uas thus o product of the mid-late eighteenth cen­
tury, and from this time the division of labour and the grouch 
of the mechanised factory had proceeded hanri-in-hand. ::srx 
concluded that Proudhon uas urono to see division of labour and 
machinism as tuo separate and sequential historical stages, 
and that this mistake nicely illustrated the perils of the 
Frenchman's abstract and a priori approach to economic his-
, 89 
tory. 
Marx had a point here, since Proudhon had glossed 
over the fundamental difference betueen the simple hand-pouerod 
machine-tools used by many artisans and the complex steam-
powered machines introduced into the textile industry in 
Britain from the 1760s onuords. The Frenchman, most familiar 
uith the semi-mechanised industry of Paris ana Lyon (foi ex­
ample, the Lyon silk industry, uhich did not utilise power-
l o o m s ) , thought of large-scale mechanised industry as little 
more than an expanded version of artisan production; he did not 
9 0 . Ibid. , FlEGA I, 6, pp. 204-205; MECU, 6, p. 100. 
have the same concept of machinism as Marx, uho had in mind 
the Lancashire textile factories Engels had shoun him tuo 
years earlier. Marx had thus good grouods for claiming that 
Proudhon had not appreciated the full significance of the 
automated factory, notuithstending his neu auareness and ac­
ceptance of industrialisation. Put uheo he censured the 
Frenchmao for failing to perceive that "uhat characterises 
the division of labour io the automatic factory is that labour 
there has completely lost its specialised character", he uas 
not ooly doing Proudhon on injustice, he uas repeating the 
latter's claim that machinism uas the ' an ti tin esi s ' of croft 
specialisation. Both men uere in fact opposed to uhat flarx 
called "craft idiocy" (i.e., the specialisation by artisans 
in one 'line' of goods, a form of specialisation uhich des­
troyed all creativity and enjoyment in their u o r k ) , but uhere-
as Proudhon hoped that machinism uould aliou the artisan to 
abandon this excessive specialisetioo aod again supervise the 
production of a variety of goods uithin his trade, flarx expected 
automation to guickly displace craft-uork aod artisans alto­
gether. Their differing predictions reflected the differing 
realities of textile production in Lyon and tlachester. 
flarx and Proudhon uere thus arguiog at cross-purposes 
over the consequences of machinism. Their dispute over the rela­
tionship betueen the division of labour and the beginnings of 
machinism uas similarly the product of a misunderstanding, due 
in this case to a tor-*LnologicnI confusion. Proudhon's eon-
ception of the division of labour uas broader than Marx' 
he meant tr it any kino of economic specialisation (e.g., 
betueen farmer and merchant, or blacksmith and barrel-maker), 
uhile Harx uas referring more specifically to the fragmenta­
tion of a single production process (e.g., garment-making). 
It uas this difference in meaning uhich alloued Proudhon to 
see the division of labour as a precursor of machinisrn uhile 
Narx insisted that the tuo phenomena uere basically o n e i ^ 
Had they sorted out their terminology, the tuo socialise 
economists could have come to a consensus on the question, 
although Marx uas probably justified in rejecting Proudhon's 
use of the concept as too vague end insufficiently emancipa­
ted from Adam Smith's 'pre-industriai' usage. 
Marx's final retort against Proudhon's critique of 
the division of labour and machinisrn, houeve , uas far-reaching 
in its implications. Moreover, it uas probaoly in essence 
valid, although the Frenchman uould naturally have denied this. 
Proudhon, Marx asserted, had ultimately gone no further than 
the "petty-bourgeois ideal" of the craftsman ouning his tools 
and materials and creating by his skill a range of produces; he 
had merely tried to update this ideal by admitting a degree of 
mechanisation into the atelier and by banding the craftsmen 
together in producers' co-operatives to ensure that they had 
91. Proudhon, Systemo, vol. 1, p. 171; Marx, Mi sere, htXrt i, 
6, pp. 200 & 202; MECU, G, pp. 106 & 108. 
enough capital to purchase any costly machines they rnig.nt 
reguire. For the German communist this 'solution' to the 
problem of industrialisation uas no solution at all; Proud­
hon had merely taken a step backward and proposed to the 
industrial uorker that "he make not only the tuelfth part 
of a pin, but successively all tuelve parts of it". 9 2 
a a 
uord, Proudhon's ideal uas inapplicable and irrelevant to 
the automated, steam-pouered factory-system of the future 
uhich uas already grouing up in England. Moreover, he had 
failed to see that this system, by drastically reducing the 
number of man-hours needed to create products, had made pos­
sible an alternative moons of restoring the "integral develop 
ment" of the human character uhich the division of labour and 
machinism (coupled uith the grouth of the commercial spirit) 
had destroyed. Proudhon, convinced that only through craft-
uork could the uorker develop his aptitudes and personality, 
had rejected Fourier's insight that uork could be attractive 
if it uere made voluntary and varied. But — flarx believed -
the automated factory, by cutting uorking-hours, could orovid 
men uith the leisure they needed to follou up all their other 
interests. For the first time ever they uould have the time 
to cultivate both their minds and their bodies, and creative 
labour uould be relieved from the crushing burden of b e . u a j 
necessary and therefore compulsory, unfree and alienating1. 
92. FMisere. FIEGA I, 6, p. 205; flECU, 6, p. 190. 
Because he had neglected this, p. 
x concluded, Proudncn hee 
missed the one "revoluti tionary" end redeeminn side of 
automated factory. 93 
Flarx 1 s discussion of Frcudhon on nachinisrr. tfn. 
brought to light a fundamental difference betueen Proucbonian 
mutualism and the neu, allegedly non-utepien socialism uhich 
had begun to cohere in flarx's mind. Uhereas for Proudhon 
the dehumanisation of the uorker produced by capitalism could 
be overcome only by making artisan production co-operative 
and integrating neu machinery gradually into the old pactorns 
of skilled craftuork, flarx had nou given up on the eraftsn. an 
as a relic of a pre-industrial era. His cure for alienation 
derived essentially from Fourier, but he had discarded F surier 
agrarian orientation and accepted industrialisation as tne in­
valuable means to future liberation. proudhon nachi.o i cm 
uas still a threat, albeit one uhich could be overcome o •/ 
mutualism; to Flarx it represented a glorious opportunity. 
ation and rent uere briefer and more superficial, yet Li.oy too 
illustrated hou the minds of the tuo men uere diverging. -f 
bottom Proudhon accepted competition as necessary and pu„..;n-
tially beneficent despite its harmful side-effects uhen pro­
duced by an unrestrained greed for profit.. tie assumed ah.a 
competition, because it increased efficiency, uould ho 
Flarx's disputes uith Proudhon over competition, 
9 3 . Ibid 
essential .o any Futu a economy, :rn uas co-corned to build 
it into h i ; proposed ••utuatist. eastern. He guorrelled uith 
Louis Blen , for uhom competition uas the m o t of all evil, 
on the sub .oct, and f -ok issue uith the Fourierists 1 desire 
to replace profit-tact: voted comp. tition uith 'emulation-
(i.e., a form of friendly rivalry betueen uork-toams). In 
short, he sou this feature of foe contemporary economic sys­
tem as not merely so attribute of capitalism but as a b ,ic 
feature of all economic lifa uhich could be denied only uith 
n o 
disastrous con sequences. K.rx flatly disagreed. To oe 
competition a s on eternal economic necessity uas to niak a 
false and unuarranted assumption, he claimed, and moreover, 
it uas predicated on an erroneous vieu of human nature. Proud 
hon hao not recognised that human nature uas being continually 
transformed as social relations evolved, but once one d \ ci 
accept the essential fluidity of human nature it uas obviously 
absurd to assert thai, competition could never be af slishod 
because it corresponded to something innate in man. Further­
more, Marx added, Proudhon had neglected th fact that isissez 
faire capitalism uas destroying itself as big capitalises pro­
gressively bankrupted their smaller rivals. His piotur of 
economic rela tions uas thus too static, and his a-histoi iea.l 
treatment of competition uas at adds uith his claim to re­
presenting a 'dialectical' overviau of the movement isdsaunf 
in the economy. 
In his l e t . ' o r t o Monrotov Fiarx mode the same cri­
ticism ahoot Proudhon's v i e u s on property. He pointed out 
that uhen Proudhon ! a Ikud nf n r o n e r t y he u a s thinking of 
bourgeois property r e l a t i o n s ( h u t is, the modern form of 
private p r o p e r t y ) o n e L i n t , i o n o r i n o f e u d a l and communal 
concents of p r o p c T t y , h e u a s u m e o t h a t t h i s bourgeois form 
u 3 s p a r e d am a t i c . U " s e i f e its e L n h t n place in his economic 
series, t h e r e f o r e , b r o o d h o n ' s category o f 'property' uas 
also a-historicai , .so! he it.a no real grasp of hou the na-
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ture or p r o c u r e v n a b e v o l v o n o v e r the centories. This 
j u d g m e n t of n a r x ' a n . i e o r t i e u l . m i y d a m n i n g , since he be­
lieved tha a t h e e v o l u t i o n o f p r o p e r t y uas t h e key to changing 
social r e l a t i o n s , . m o t h a t if una f a i l e d to comprehend the 
history of p r o p e r t y 'no e o ; l d i in.! I. a.a r e s t of social ( a n d 
for that m a t t e r , p o l i t i c a l . ) h i s t o r y unintelligible. Thus flarx 
detected in Proudhon 1 . d i s c u s s i o n oi property further and con­
clusive evidence t h a t t h e f" r a n c h m a n 1 c comprehension of t n e 
past uas inadequate.' T h i s lack, of a real sense of history, 
he added, had l e d t h e F r e n c h s o c i a l i s t into absurd interpre­
tations of events, to- e x a m p l e , h e had maintained that t a x e s 
9 5 . I'lisoro. tlLOA I, b, pp. 205-7LH; flECU, b, pp. 192-195; hiarx 
to Annenkov, 211/14/40, i ; h l > ] » PP- 452-454. 
96. flarx to Annenkov, 20/12/46, 01111, 1, p. 452; Hisere, MEG A 1, 
6, p. 212; MECU, 6, p. 197. 
97. flarx to Annenkov, 20/12/46, LtlE, 1, p. 452. 
on consumer goods had m e n intrcuuced by the autocratic state 
as a means of relieving lower-class poverty a n d creatior 
greater eguality. In /act, claimed Marx, the rax oo c o o -
sumption had assumed its "true da vol somen t" only since <--, •• 
rise o f the bourgeoisie, a n d had become in tne hands o f in­
dustrial capital a uay of exploit log the "frivolous, ga\ 
prodigal ueolth of tin: fine lords who did nothing but c a-
98 
sume". Proudhon hod thus got the uro.no eno of the otic!-: 
entirely, and in Marx's opinion his preposterous remarks 
provided a perfect illustration of the cavalier uay in unich 
he treated economic details, da on on author revealed hit con­
tempt for his material in this uay, the German concluded, it 
uas hard to take him seriously, and he declined to discuss 
Proudhon's 'lucubrations' o o the police, the balance of trad:, 
' • a 
credit, communism and the population question. 
flarx uas interested in the question of ground-.- en f., 
houever, and here he leaped to the defence o f his n-.as me a tor 
Ricardo against Proudhon's criticisms. Ho alleged that . l o c a ­
tion's discussion of the determinants o f average rent, uhilo 
obviously derived from Ricardo, uas a distortion o f the R i u a : -
dian theory. His line of attack indicated once again tin; 
divergence betueen toe tuo men's approach to economic q u e s ­
tions, fiarx, like Ricardo, uas neu interested in olucid . fin 
98. Misere. MEGA I, b, p. 211; HEG'J, 6, p. l°o. 
99. Ibid.. REG A I, 6, pp. 211-212; nff'J, f>, o. laV. 
the function of ground-rent uithin the coo temporary capita­
list economy, and in analysing its impact on other facets of 
the system (especially prices ooe w a g e s ) . Proudhoo, oo she 
ether hand, uas concerned primarily with the morality of rent 
and its effects on rural life. e m p l o y i n g his accustomed 
metnod of set tin.; out the pros u n d cons of the issue, he sug­
gested that ground-rent nod historically been an instrument 
of distributive justice because i t had been a uay of making 
available lend to f u r r i e r s lacking the capital to buy. Its 
main drawbacks uere : . m t it perpetuated large-scale private 
property (which in Proudhon's vieu uas en obstacle to ef­
ficient farming -- he claimed that if large-scale private 
ownership were abolished, French agricultural productivity 
could ee qua a r u; 1 e o ) , led to trie victimisation of the peasan­
try b y grasping landlords and money-lenders, and, above all, 
resulted in toe progressive elimination of the small-holder 
and the depopulation of rural Franco. his conclusion uas that 
uhile ground-rent iiad once performed a useful function it 
sPould oou oe abolisneb, ana land should be redistributed 
among the uhole population, thus cresting a nation of small 
property-owners free to participate io buyiog- aod marketing-
luo 
co-operatives. 
flarx had little sympathy with either the moral per­
spective of P r o u d h o n ' s analysis or his fears for the future 
oc.R 
of peasant aqricui our .. ;|,: aceootoc too Ricardian m a c 
rent — uh..ch suggested that tin: average level of
 r..,-.-; 
determined by toe oxcnange value of agricultural common 
ties together uith the productLv•ty ot toe moot mo m i n t 
in cultivation — uito the proviso that it ;ppliod only 
commercial agriculture-, and that Ricardo hoc oeoo misto 
to offer it also oo an account of ore-n iit.tli.st aor^ri 
economies. arouina that Proudhon too had s lipped in-a 
do's error, Marx denied the validity of his attomot to 
Ricardian theory as an historical explanation o the or 
1U1 
of ground-rent. for u o s he 11. nr es s o o by t he fro ne i i 
list's paraphrase of the tnoory itself: it uas, hi; as." 
unnecessarily long-winded , and ar., tuitous1y urapped :-;ic 
doctrine in "providential, allegorical and mystical nhr 
Proudhon, lie maintained, hod simply foiled to on r o tan 
rent, properly' speaking, uas pus: jole only oo-.n landed • 
perty had been "mobilised" and turned into an article 
merce, and uhen the development ••V urban industry hod f 
the landowner "to aim solely at commercial pro I it...', an-
upon his faodod property only as machine I o r e o i o m o , 
Nor had he boon right to ehailcm o Ricardo' s -.oalyein . 
long-term effects of the modern i s a tioo of aaiaaultua, n-
101. Miser e
 t liCGa I, 6, p. 214; tiLa'J, a, pp. 1' 
102. Ibid., 1-itGM i, u, p. 214; mind, u, p. i'-':-i 
103. I bio. , M L Cf1, I, n, o. 2 1 a ; - i f f :, a, . ' a n 
levels. Marx, accepting tha logic ef Ricardian doctrine, 
argued that i m p r o v e s fs in agricultural productivity nor­
mally c,n:ce^ periodic folic in rent, es uas borne oot by the 
experience of Cnol.nd in the seventeenth eentory, uhen land­
owners "well auure ef this truth" had, according to Petty, 
opposed agricultural a m o r , us "Tor fear of seeing their in­
comes diminish". he therefore concluded that Proudhon uas 
uroog on empirical and theoretical grounds uhen he claimed 
that improved land-utilisation caused a continual rise in rent 
from union landlords always profited.1'-1 4 Go this issue, as on 
several others, hi.- tuatioved that, no had successfully convicted 
Proudhon of net do in- nis oomouork. 
It Marx had boon surprised end maybe a little sad­
dened by uhat re regarded as Proudhon's incompetence as an 
historian and economist, he uas shocked by the frenchman's neu 
— anci to his mind reactionary -- vieus on politics and the 
labour movement. Proudhon's proposed mutualist solution to 
the social problem uas non-political and gradualist, and, fol­
lowing the logic of his neu theory, he had become highly criti­
cal of any and all brands of Freach socialism uhich differed 
from him in these regards. There uere numerous paragraphs in 
the Systems uhich shouod a pronounced aversioo to communism — 
(he uas thinking in particular of Icarianism) — as Utopian, 
105 ., . ., 
sentimental, vague, statist and authoritarian. He in fact 
104. Ibid. , MEGA I, 0, p. 221; MECU, 6, p. 206. 
105. Proudhon, Systeme, vol. 2, pp. 250-259 & 266-267. 
ronardoci Icarianism as an irrational secular religion, and 
attacked Cobet as a coal low rhetorician uho mouthed idealis­
tic platitudes about fraternity, but uho had failed to con­
front the crucial questions of hou the economy uould be 
organised and the division of labour overcome in his eooii-
tarian republic. dor, in Proudhon':; opinion, had the loarians 
— or, for L i m e matter, tiie Sainf-Simonians or Fouricrists — 
solved the equally important question of income redistribu­
tion. He himself believed that this problem uas of funda­
mental importance: a just society could be created only if 
economic exploitation uere ended, and this uould only happen 
if all men uere paid the correct value of their labour, uhich 
in turn uould be i m p os si file unless the production-cost of all 
products (and hence the 'proportionality' of values) uere 
I;noun. So he argued that any socialist worthy of the name had 
to offer a neu theory of value and a detailed scheme fo. the 
economic reorganisation of society. Mono of his French rivals 
had, in his judgment, come close to doing either, and for this 
reason he made no attempt to hide his scorn for them, branding 
them as so many sentimental and impractical dreamers. Ma uas 
quite convinced that his version of socialism uas the only 
scientific one, and that Cabot, Con s i do ran t, 131 anc, Lernux, ..nd 
the other intellectual leaders oi the French extreme left w e r e 
Ilia 
idle and harmful uord-spinners. 
106. Ibid. , vol. 1 , pp. r.VJ-247, I vol. 2. , pp. 2uo-2 .7, 2sa, 
293 I, 3D2-3G3. 
Proudhon ua:. therefore an intransigent opponent of 
several French socialists for uhose writings Flarx had developed 
considerable respect despite his oun disagreements uith them 
oo particular points, and moreoveu he had expressed this hos­
tility in vehement, contemptuous and intolerant terms. To Flarx 
the repeated onslaoonts on communism in the book made its 
author appear not as a fellou man of the left disputing par­
ticular points of doctrine hut as a thoroughly unsympathetic 
reactionary opposed root aod branch to the basic premises and 
values of socialism. Fr,o to-:, be mo thus made him uonder onether 
the Frenchman could any longer be reckoned in the 'progressive 1 
camp. For indeed Prouohon uas nob just an opponent of com­
munism, he had else repudiated the democratic-republican tradi­
tion. This uas clear from his ca togorical rejection of the 
Parisian insurrectionary tradition, hi s opposition to uorkiog-
class participation in politics, .and, above all, from his 
stringent criticism of bonis Blanc, the spokesman of the socia­
list uing of the parliamentary Republican movement under the 
Duly Monarchy. llarx still looked on Blanc fairly favourably, 
and, though he thought them too timid, broadly supported the 
Reforme group and the other French republican-democrats. He 
therefore regarded Proudhoo's attacks oo Blanc uith some sus­
picion — fraternal criticism uas one thing, but Proudhon 
seemed bent oo discrediting the political leadership of the 
P 107 
Republican opposition, and tins uas going too tar. 
107. Mi sere. MEOA i, 6, pp. 192 f, 222-224; MECU, 6, pp. 178 i 
207-209; Marx to Annenkov, 23/12/46, CHE, 1, pp. 4bn-468 
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'- -Vi-.athy uith Proudhon's dislike 
of i o f t - u u s 'uiunianisn', Put he he d nuns for his distaste 
for 'punlie a c t i o n 1 . Unv, lis aalad himself apain, lied the 
frenchmen some uut so strn.only a, ainst lower-class invo.ve-
nent in pulii lust Ilm roan on, ho connected to Annenkov, uas 
ategy of eduna ting and the. a i
:
 rami la in ; , i o la,: ; faith in 
e r ' a ri i s i n • tin' workers to • f o r e 1 
1- _ _ J-
ca i a v i -r bcan pro per1y a r i e d 
ana nan canvia- him- li th.: t .sr. analitarian society uaiild 
v e n ; us: 11 tne p •< i.n staking ci for m of 
individual a i a l i s v s as: a rbirou.bi the dialectical movement of 
I 
bister'.'. ! •..' ' no a : onr.i • : i -u torn the root of Proudhon's 
politico] auioti . ; i s io his noo-Sk .geiian , in e v i tab i li a ti c 
pnilesoun. of ni .:. r a, a n a ar.s; a a had succumbed to a k n d or 
a e a d or ii c f a t a 1 j a m . 
! ar . r.ano - a n o ' a a f a- a attitude to the labour move-
men t even nor.; rep" ••n ni toan i i i - a t tanks on Republicanism. In 
his neck the F r o-n unman had IO<I , iu a a as ing, several conten­
tious remarks- on th.e : ucject of o:.,oa, working hours, factory 
legislation , strides, and trade-unionism. His economic studies 
had lad him to conclude that the struggles mounted by a few 
French workers' associations in the ldbils and early lb-aus 
(such as the I . yon canuts ' campaign for hotter piece-rates) had 
been eountor-pruduchivo; by disrupting production, he thought, 
the strikers had only hurt their industry's sales, and so, 
100. Marx to Annenkov, 2u/i:.//hs, ONF, I, pp. -'i bo -ab 7 . 
indirectly, themselves, and in any case general increases in 
wanes uere "impossible" in the sense that higher uages caused 
higher prices and nance real incomes remained static. He there 
tore argued that there uere good economic reasons uhy strikes 
uere illegal io Kronen, „nd counselled workers to acquiesce in 
this 'necessary' state of affairs. The troth uas, he added, 
that some uages uere already tea high aod needed to be reduced. 
Given this nenativo attitude towards uorkers* efforts to gain 
better pay anu uorkiuo-conditions, Proudhon quite simply nad 
no tine for trade-unions on the English model. He uas even 
averse to campa i gns for 1 «:• pi s lo t i on restricting working hours, 
deploring the English factory Acts and the Guizot government's 
child-labour I J U . "Tout ce gue dans ces dernieres annees l'on 
a tente en France et en angloferre, en vue d'ameliorer le sort 
des classes pouvrcs, sur le travail des en fonts : des femmes 
et sur 1'enseinnement primaire", he urote uncompromisingly, "a 
ete fait a rebours des donneeo economiques et ou prejudice de 
l'ordre etanli. Lc progros, poor la masse des travailleurs, es 
toujours le livre ferine de sept sceaox; et ce n'est pas par de 
contre-sens legislatifs gue 1 ' impitoyable eniqme sera explipuee 
The sooner the uorkers realised these hard economic truths the 
better, he added, and praised a group of Golton textile uorkers 
uho, he claimed, had rejected strike action for the excellent 
reason that their employers had been constrained by market 
109. Proudhon, Systeme, vol. 1, p. 104. 
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its exchange-value do - armincd b, its cost of production, 
i.e., the cost of J:ha nocossitic:; -eguired b y the uorker to 
keep alive and p r o o f s te his race, uhich neont that the 
'natural price' of lotoor uas the minimum uage. Of course 
favourable conditions in the labour market might allou uages 
to rise above this subsistence 1- vol, but uhenever the supply 
of uorkers exceeded ocmeod the ' iron lau' uould come back 
into operation end force uaoo-rates back to the subsistence 
minimum again. The labour tooory or" valoe uhen applied to 
labour itself thus revealed the basic cause of the poverty of 
the uorking classes; it uas, as harx put it, "the formula of 
the present enslavement of the uorker". Proudhon, ho 
charged, had failed to understand this vitally important fact 
uhich no amount of rhetoric about Ricardo's 'cynicism' aoold 
alter. "Doubtless, Ricardo's language is as cynical as can 
be", he commented, " f t . put the cost of manufactur ! of hats 
and the cost of maintenance of men on the same plane is to 
turn men into hots. but do not make en outcry at the cynicism 
of it. The cynicism is in the facts and not in the o-.rds uhich 
1 1 ? 
express the facts'1. 
To I'larx, then, the 'iron lau' of uages uas a fact 
(he uas to change him mind about this 'fact' over a decade 
111. Mi sere, HEHA I, 6, p. 13b; RECU, 6, p. 125. 
112. Ibid. 
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uoolto". '.n r -a ' i ' .', liarx continued, uas that 
uaso-iaoour a - •. il; •. • i. n alisii •a tile operatives did well 
in poriour .,. a. • a, : • ni.pi j y t h roc • years out of ten in his 
estimation, oo;. toon !• .1 nut a y a m in recessions. Industrial 
uorkers' u n . o , a n i.lus inherently unstable, uhich made it 
dif f icul t to a.. 1 ra : 1 :a • hou they wore faring in average tern., 
over the iuno run. !ioruover, it uas necessary to add into the 
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114. H i s o r e . Hid,/. J , u , p p . l'/v-iVbr h k b U , u , p . t o o . 
would bn ;11 the L<n,:n-.fJ u f pr,nil::., and inoeed this sometimes 
happened. line such up-and-down novenonte in wages and e re­
fits expressed merely the varying proportion in uhich capita­
lists and workers soared in "tne product of the day's work" 
without in most instances .nfinancing commodity prices, fre­
quently, however, u a r i m e re: ulting from striker had stimu­
lated the invent ion a n d g.pl ieotIon of neu machines uhich 
reduced production cos i. ..-pi nonce prices, and in these cases 
the net result of risino ri.-ai uages uas a fall i n s o iTi o erica s 
combined with a n.. i o f : s i . a , o o o r e v e n increase in profits . Proud­
hon had therefore o n e u m i n g o t a s s economic foots wrcpg and 
his theory i..uon.l e .i, a n w a; r:i • 'a ken when ho claimed th..t uaqe 
llo 
t ses result, u in m i l :tiun, not potior living standards. 
In M i a l a t e r a u i t n 1 s •-rii'igua of Proudhon on wages 
and prices Pi . r :< t a ! in feci noma very close to suggesting that 
an expanding capitalist economy in which technol jical Innova­
tion was fro ;ooot c o u I d prcv / i o e r i mu 1 tan eaus 1 y cheaper gooes, 
higher wages, and rising profits. His remarks implied this 
conclusion, Lot he aid not spell it cut in black and white. 
That he had the possibility in mind is suggested by his caution 
on the subject of t h e trend o f L'nglish uorkers' reel income, 
but he seems to have sensed that the conclusion uas u l t i m a t e l y 
incompatible with the Ricardian 'iron lau', and ha- uas nut a : . 
this time prepared to abandon this doe trine. In oonsoouor . e e , 
115. ibid.. piEfjA I, a, pp. 2:r.>; I I L U . j , b , p . .vi"J7. 
ho vacillated on ,.!-!,• .csuu, ami U-ft it unresolved in tire 
U n r k
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; J r x J L i L I
 the n • i to dig deeper in order to 
fully plunij thro t o d y prul.lui,. of uages, and he uas to study 
e problem din in ,ne munths n'tcr the manuscript of the • M L ' 
b 0 ok ua s snug i e t. e b . 
.»11 11e ta1.• L : \' 11. in r e d bo in Tiie Poverty of Philo­
sophy uoe tc, r e l u t u I r ou'd! aa i ' a claim that strikes uere point­
less aroi f r u i t i o o e . i.e oio a,; • equine ( L) that strikes 
inbireatiy pi s i.teo ; o i/hou 1 u o i •: a j. progress , (ii) that tney 
indirectly i e d u c e d piplcu-ievei s, and (iii) that they uere 
essential If c o i h e r s ; •..TO L.. ejn. out the deleterious effects 
, 1 1 o 
Mile cied once of strikes, ho 
ie Lien., e f indication of trade-unionism, 
because in urn., r to h a v e t.nesu beneficial consequences strikes 
nao to be ei fen L i v e , .-no tie. u n i o n s Helped counteract the power 
uhich the employ or nor.mai.lv u i o i o e d ever his dependent em­
ployees. T r a d e - u n i o n s thus nod a role in the economic system: 
at uorst tney neipno m i t i o a k e tie.' he rm done by depressions, 
uhile at bast Lhey a i d e d the uorker in his struggle to partake 
1 1 7 
of the benefits of economic grouth. " flarx thus had no Li me­
at all for Proudhon's hostility c 'combinations'; on toe con­
trary, he uas nou an e n t h u s i a s t i c supporter of the English trad, 
union movement. He noted uith approval that the English unions 
116. Ibid. , I-ILCA I, L, pp. 777-277; PI ECU, 6, pp. 207-711 . 
117. Ibid. , PI EG A I, b, pp. 220-277; rlECU, 6, pp. 210-211. 
uere apparently surviving the present adverse economic se­
ditions (strikes uere difficult sod risky during a depres­
sion, and shop stewards g. ickly lost their jobs if they 
shooed sions of m i l i r o n c y ) , and indeed hod progressed f:sm 
the local to the notional level, setting up a [Jationol , ssocio 
tion of United Trades. Such uorkers' ossocio tions, ho ire. .armed 
Proudhon, oiuoys started uith narrouly economic aims (main­
taining uaoos and influencing the labour-market), but then 
gradually evolved into oroans of class solidarity unitine 
uorkers against repression by their bosses. In time, he added 
the union memoers usually come to vieu the maintenance of thai 
association os more important then the question of uages, and 
at this point the union took on a "political character". Pane 
in Marx's vieu trade-unions coulu and uould ploy a major role 
in developing the uorkers' class-consciousness; through trade-
unionism, as he put it, the proletariat constituted self as 
"a class for itself" an si embarked oo a political struggle 
against t h e b o u r g e o i s i e . 1 " ^ 
Marx thus believed, like tin gels, that working-class 
political action (the Republican movement in trance, Chartism 
in England) and trade-unionism were complementary, the tuo 
main facets of on emoreiog unrkinq-el ass movement uhich wo re­
in fact converging and bo coming inextricable. "bo not say 
that social movement excludes political movement", he 
admonished Proudhon, "There is never a (uorkino class) ly­
rical movement uhich is not at too same time social" 
major evolutions in society, he explained, always took too 
form of political revolutions, and tne emancipation of :. o 
oppressed class necessarily involved the creation of a ecu 
society. The lesson to be drawn from this uas that ooto 
trade-unions and a political party uere essential for too 
workers, and that Proudhon, in opposing both, uas hinderinn 
the emancipation of the class he claimed to defend. In 
shrinking auay from revolution, he concluded, the Frencr 
socialist uas repudiating the teaching of the very socialist 
science of society he had uorked to create. liorx closed nis 
book flamboyantly uith a guctation from George Sand uhii a ho 
offered as "the last uord" of this neu socialist science: "Le 
combat ou la mort; la lotto sanguinoire oo le neont. C a s t 
ainsi gue la guestion est invinciblement posee". 
Ue have now revieued the main intellectual disagree­
ments between flarx and Proudhon in 10 4?. Marx, it appears, uas 
criticising the French socialist on five main grounds: that 
his 'dialectical* methndolooy uas shoddy, that his overall 
theory of history uas mistaken, that he had made severe errors 
in his interpretation of European economic history, that, nis 
vieus uere out of date on key questions of economic theory, and 
r-i t 
that his gradualist and non-polisica1 atrataay uuu'd h 
the Republican and labour movements. Marx's book ..-><-
fact a very effective critique — its tone ess irriiat 
too often the text became bogged doun in details uhich 
the reader to lose the thread of tne main aroumcnt. i! 
not yet properly clarified his oun ideas on economic a 
and this shoued in the uork; nor, for that .matter, hid 
worked out an alternative to the Proudhuntan 1 ilialent.i 
methodology he scorned. And uhile he probably nad a b 
grasp of European social and economic history than his 
nent, he failed to present this knouledge in a cystoma 
fashion, uith the result that he offered no substitute 
Proudhon's overly schematic account of the d e v e l o p ; , i o n 
uestern economy. Moreover, his brief statements of ti 
'materialist conception of history' mere crude aod p n J 
and hence not as persuasive as a more ireful and ou! ' 
might have been. Even on the guestion of politics ino 
had the advantage that his pusitiun fluued logically i 
uhole theory of mutualism, whereas Marx's cri fiei \. 
hoc, the products of emotional sympathy for democrati. 
licanism and trade-unionism rather than the conolusii .f 
well-developed political theory. 
So if Proudhon's nunc u.e, a mi sou i a. n a t : ••• . 
struct a grandiose intellectual system, marc's critj 
a largely negative, and f rogue nt i y n a 11 y , o .-.••) - '•: 
uas by no means fully successful. P a r a b a a onaa • a - : 
himself an acerbic critic oi n o o - r e a. i a m • • . : 
philosophy of history, and ho had now demonstrated that he 
had a bettor grasp of Ricardian economics than any contem­
porary French socialist. Gut in tuo important uays The 
Poverty of Philosophy marked an intellectual retreat: he had 
apparently discarded the ethical-cum-psychological insights 
into the 'condition of the uorker' uhich he had penned in 
1844, and he had simplified the theory of history he had 
sketched io the following year. Furthermore, uhile he uas 
undoubtedly making prepress in accumulating disparate ele­
ments of the 'Jultonschouuns uhich uas gradually taking shape 
in his mind, ho had so far foiled to communicate this in an 
orderly fashion on paper. On its publication Engels informed 
Louis Olanc that Marx's book expressed the theoretical stance 
of the neu German communist 'party', but the Frenchman cculd 
have been forgiven for doubting both the existence of such a 
party and whether : is self-appointed spokesmen possessed the 
121 
coherent ideology they claimed. 
The Poverty of Philosophy, then, hardly provided a 
comprehensive statement of 'marxism' to rival Proudhon's 
'anarcho-mutualism'. Some of Marx's individual arguments uere 
cogent, ethers uere unjust, others again uere valid but insig­
nificant; together they made some holes in Proudhon's system, 
although, poorly marshalled, they lacked the effectiveness that 
Marx and Engels sau in them, and, employed only polemically 
121. Engels to Marx, 2(3/10/47, CME, 1, pp. 493-000. 
: <n r- n 
and destructively, they failed te provide a counter-ideology. 
However, Marx did not use argument alone against Proudhon. 
We also mode an ad hooioom attaci on the Frenchman as a 
petty-bourgeois. Proedhonioo mutualism, he alleged, use she 
ideological expression of oho traditional lower middle d a s : 
in Franco (master craftsmen, small businesmen and fair!/ uell-
off peasant smallholders), end t'-us the 'contradictions 1 in 
Proudhon's thought reflected the mental and emotional dilemma 
of the threatened potty-bourgeois caught between trie growing 
working class and the intransigent bourgeoisie. Log.cally, 
of course, this sociological reductionism — whether tree or 
false -- could not affect the validity of Proudhon's theo­
rising, but psychologically it uas potentially a pouerf ;i 
ueapon. .As a matter of fact the readership of Marx's book in 
Franco in the lb40s oos so small it did virtually no da isge 
at all to Proudhon, but eventually, decades later, this charac­
terisation of the father of Franch anarchism as petty-ojur-
geois uas to oe o much-used weapon in the armoury of French 
socialists claiming to oe marxistr.. *"3 But though the e o.thet 
became no more' than a slur, liorx initially offered it ia good 
faith as an explanation, albeit uncomplimentary, of Proudhon's 
vieus. What, then, did he mean by characterising Proudfu.nian 
122. f-iisarn, MEGA I, 0 1 , p. 1 9 2 ; M E C U , 6, p. 1 7 0 ; Marx to 
Annenkov, 2 8 / 1 2 / 4 0 , CHE, 1, p. 4 b 8 . 
123. For example, Paul Lafargue's articles in L f C o alite a n d t_e 
Socia 1iste during the 1 8 8 0 s . 
mutualism in this uay, and uhy did he do se? 
For a start, he had boon struck by Proudhon's ior-
vent defence of certain values and institutions marriage 
the family, the home, sexual fidelity, motherhood, personal 
property, etc., often regarded uith scorn or scepticism _n 
socialist circles. He had noticed too Proudhoo's outran --a) 
attack on Fourier's alleged immorality in proposing a social 
community in uhich the passions, including the sexual urn., 
could be liberated. Flarx himself uas someuhaf ambivaloe, _ 
about the more extreme French socialist critiques of bour­
geois values — he u a s , after all, a happily married family 
man uho had internalised middle-class mores io his chiiuhuod 
and uas accustomed to a bourgeois life-style — but he .-coon-
ted Fourier's ideal of total liberation and had also, under 
the influence of Engels, come to appreciate better feerier'a 
scathing denunciations of bourgeois social life as hypo­
critical, uarped and vapid. So uhen it came to e choice a: tuoon 
Proudhon's conventional values and Fourier's unconvon ti• • no J 
ones, Flarx opted, at least in theory, for the latter. ; rsud-
hon uas right, he commented, to dislike "sentimental socialist-
day-dreams" but he had only set up in opposition to "socia­
list sentimentality" his oun "petty-bourgeois sen a L.a.an tarn i a, 1 , 
and this amounted to replacing Fourier's profound in si a; :. a 
uith a set of "pretentions platitudes" about the h e m e J O L U , -
1 ° a 
jugal love. ^ p n d not ooly uere Proudhon's vaiue.. i n . . . . . : . ' • / 
124. Flarx to Annenkov, 2b/l2/4u, Ui-iii, 1, p. '<-V. 
conventional, he node no attempt eo defend m e n rationally 
or "seriously" criticise the m o m libertarian views held m 
Fourierists and I c a r m n s . There uas, Marx concluded, some­
thing, quasi-religious about Proudhon's d o c t r i n e . 1 2 ^ he as-' 
previously regarded Pruudhnn as a true; ouvri or: he nou cmi-
cluded thot if the French socialist ir indeed a "man o- the 
p e o p l e " in some respect, there uas oiso a boorgeois side to 
him, uhich Found expression bo di in his moral attitudes sod 
his economic thought. 
This duality io Prouohon's character and thought, 
flarx claimed, uas reflected io hi s attempt to Fuse, reconcile 
or find an impartial madia v i a between tuo class ideologies 
1'' 11 
liberalism and socialism. " iiofo Parx ood Proudhon so. 
mutualism as such a 'third uay', the only difference betueen 
them being that one did and the ether did not ennsiu-r this 
'third uay' viable in theory end erectit . fJhy uas mutualism 
a mirage? Decause, flarx answered, it ignored irreconui.' aolo 
class conflicts which were to a r i s e i v o s oo expression of funda­
mental 'contradictions' in the ex i;; ting sociu-econnmi.c i r der . 
He admitted that Proudhon had perceived some of these b . ;ic 
antagonisms but contended that f i e had not taken them seiiuusl 
enough. lie hod assumed they could be resolved ui thin to ; 
existing social frameuark, and had not asked himsell uhschor 
125. Ibid., p. 458. 
L i u . real solution mi, ut nut lie: in overthrowing ttae economic 
system uhich gave r i m to Loom. uf course, Marx acknow­
ledged, Proudhon die uant some fairly substantial chances, 
but he wanted these to occur without any real repudiation of 
the existing order — in otnor words, he desired to merge 
incompatible features of tuo different social systems into 
a synthesis (mutualism) uhich would supposealy equilibrate 
the antagonistic forces. i'o Mess's mind such a mixture of 
capitalism and socialism uas a contradiction in terms, and 
Prouoiaan'a not ion of on ecooomic equilibrium betueen profit-
seeking and seeliiarianism uas a chimera. fie concluded tnat 
Proudhon uas lookino tor a 'formula' uhich mould ameliorate 
social conflict uithout abauaonina private ownership of 
capital, lana and facfuries. Doeh a formula he uas convinced 
could never no I ourrl, precise.' > ' • e c a use private ownersh i p o f 
the means of production uas at 1 be rooa of contemporary class 
conflict. Proudhon, then, uas in Marx's judgment trying to 
reconcile the irreconcilable, and his plan for a mixed economy 
uas just a s absurd as the Duly monarchy defended by d c c a r i n ai r 
like Royer-Collord and hoi ass t uhich combined King, Chamber of 
Peers and Chamber of deputies into a limning, unsatisfactory 
and unstable compromise betueen representative government end 
12 7 
monorchism. 
Proudhoo uas thus a pet to/-boor goo i s to flarx in part 
e: 
127. Marx to /Annenkov, 28/12/46, CHE, 1, P. 458. 
because he defended bourgeois values, and in part because he 
refused to make a clear-cut choice betueen capitalism and 
socialism. There uas a third reason: his economic theories 
uere in the tradition of humanitarian middle-class economists 
like Rossi and Blunqui, uho accepted the principles of capita­
lism uhile denouncing its reprehensible features, thus shouing 
that they had failed to grasp that the system could not func­
tion uithout evil side-effects such as poverty, unemployment 
and business crises. Proudhon, claimed Marx, simply uanted 
to have the good featu.es of capitalism uithout the bad, end 
his notions nf 'constituted value' and 'proportional relation' 
uere nothing but the pious uiah of the honest man uho uould 
like to see all commodities sold at a 'just' price: "in all 
ages", he enmmented, "good-natured bourgeois end philonth-
ropic economists have taken pleasure in expressing this pious 
1 8 
uish". " As an economist, then, tie h ! op rated uith bour­
geois ideas only, and had foiled to found a neu socialist 
I • 4- • I 129 political economy. 
Thus the fundamental reason uhy Marx repudiated 
Proudhonian mutualism uas that he sau the Frenchman's neu I D E A S 
as an unhappy melange of liberalism end socialism. He detected 
in the Systemo des contradictions oennornigoes an unresolved 
tension betueen the Smithian and Sismondian sources of Proud­
hon's economic vious, and suggested thot in this respi 
128. Mi sere. MflGA I, b, n. 148; i-iEXJ, 6, p. 136. 
129. Marx to Annenkov, 28/12/46, CHE, 1, p. 466; hi a 
I, 6, p. 192; MECU, 6, p. 1.76. 
book mirrored the in I: ".• J. 1 eo
 : ]. • • •: •; ............ : .. ... . 
petty-bourgeoisie to r -. between • v !no-cin-- -no :.; ..i i 
close porsnec f1 \/c. P • oubhon u a ;^r.:r,-iT..., .... ; n . . .. ., 
"scientific interpret or" of his I ,; : •.- ,.r,;, . j, ; 5v......a,.. 
an imoortaot work h m o o m o it oxr •• undab Lp ; y r>s •• :, 
sophis hicc ted for;:., the idonlr.i.v of . i .lT,-.<):. 
crucial role to play in tho impending r evo to t is n . \. 
no illusions that his oun c r i. I i • .< o: would oemo 1. 1th Praijo 
honion mutualism core and oar a l l ; on tha con i.rary i.e 
regretfully nonv incod that Prouonoo 1 a ide.-j uoulo, a 1-. 
in the near future, find a mo so audience mono tho [Tor, 
artisanate. Ho uas right: schemes for producers * -.oo 
tions, labour bazaars and credit hanks uere fu uttr .ct 
substantial percentage of French sk tiled workers in be-
to come, and Proudhon himself would be invade i,; .,.. 
one Peoples' Hank, tl rx, on the other I nd, convinced 
experience of Ouen ism in England that credit b m h s can 
bazaars uere irrelevant nostrums, turned to establish 
again uith the other w ing oi tic. from h left: thi : c a L 
democratic movement, b till Is.rm • lieu [ rench ..ni i. ni, 
persuaded Engels to return fa P.'i w.l th tb oc.L d m • .• 
tributing review copies of The P- ve rtv a f Phi Lo • a; -n • ;., 
leading French social Let una est i liaoiii; a i re. e ;._ • . •. i 
Blanc end Et i anc c Pa b-t. 
CHAPTER 13 
THE BOURGEOISIE. ECONOMIC QUESTIONS. AND EUROPEAN SOCTA1TSTS 
Marx had finished the manuscript of The Poverty of 
Philosophy by the early summer of 1847. Uritten in French, 
the uork uas aimed at an audience of democrats and socialists 
in Brussels and Paris, so he uas anxious to have it published 
simultaneously in France and Belgium and revieued extensively 
in the left-uing press. He uas especially keen to make an 
impact uith the book because his efforts to find a German 
publisher for The German Ideology, the other statement of 
uhat he regarded as his mature vieus, had failed totally. 
After some delay, it duly appeared in b. th capitals, only to 
meet a uall of indifference on the part of reviewers. Marx 
resolved to overcome this by sending review copies to all 
leading French socialists. Engels, still in Paris although 
relatively inactive because of police scrutiny, uas enlisted 
to make sure that men like Blanc and Cabet received their 
copies and to prod them into inserting favourable notices in 
their papers. This scheme, however, could not be carried 
out until November 1847, uhen copies of the Parisian edition 
uere at last available for distribution. In the meantime, 
Marx and Engels concentrated on political journalism and on 
expanding the Communist Correspondence Committee's ne-uork 
of contacts. 
Engel's activity among the German artisan com­
munity in Paris helped to make this expansion possible. 
As ue have seen the old League oF the Just branch in Paris 
had by the rnid-1840's split into several small groups, arm 
in the fall of 1846 Engels had succeeded in persuading: one 
of these to escheu Proudhonian mutualism. he had also es­
tablished good relations uith Hermann Euerbeck, a friend of 
Marx's since 1844, uhen Marx had first made contact uith, 
although refused to join, the Parisian League of the jost.. 
Euerbeck still had considerable influence on the more radi­
cal sections of the German community in Paris, and uas nou 
strongly attracted to Icarianism (despite disagreeing uith 
Cabet's repudiation of revolutionary violence). Engels 
apparently persuaded Euerbeck to become the Correspondence 
Committee's representative in Paris, and this helped give it 
credibility uith the larger and more dynamic branch of the 
League cf the Gust in London uhich the Brussels' group had 
also contacted."'' 
1. Engels uas at times critical of Euerbeck's opinions and 
actions during these months, but despite differences over 
ideology and tactics the tuo men seem to have developed 
a close and amical relationship. Engels certainly reworded 
Euerbeck as an ally of the Communist Correspondence Com­
mittee against the support 's of Ueitling,Grun_and Kriuge 
among the German artisans in Paris. Engels to ComiLa de 
correspondence communis te, 23/10/46, CrlE, 1, pp. '. i . j-4a4; 
Engels to Marx, December 104u, CHE, 1, pp. 440-44j. 
The London branch, a semi-clandestine society 
concealed behind the German artisans' Arbeitersbildung..-
verein, u a s r u n b V a ^ i o of craftuorkers, Heinrich Bauer, 
Joseph Mill, and Karl Schapper. By 1846 it had discarded 
its previous conspiratoral methods and had also largely 
repudiated the influence of Ueitling. Its more militant 
members uere literate, intelligent, and fairly uell versed 
in contemporary socialist literature. Like Euerbeck, tney 
had been strongly influenced by Icarianism in the mid-1840s 
— the Arbeitersbildungsverein still corresponded uith 
Cabet and in 184b had discussed his ideas enthusiastically 
in a series of meetings. These German artisans in London thus 
had political vieus similar to Marx's and Engels', that i s , 
they uere communists, democrats, aod non-conspiratorial in 
method, but sympathetic to spontaneous violent insurrection 
by the working classes, furthermore, Schapper and his fol­
lowers had personal contacts uith Julian Harney and the Char­
tist left in London, and supported the neu Society of Frater­
nal Democrats.^ All in all, the London branch of trie t eague 
2. Christopher Johnson, "Etienne Cabet and the Problem of 
Class Antagonism", International Revieu of Social History, 
XI ( 1 9 6 6 ) , pp. 410 & 438, and Utopian Communism in France: 
Cabet and the Icarians, 1839-1661, Ithaca, Cornell U.P., 
1974, pp. 246-247; Max Nettl.au, "Londoner deutsche 
Kommunistische Discussionen (1845) nach dem Protokollbuch 
des C.A.B.V.", Archiv fdr des Socialismus und der Arheiter-
uegunn. X ( i o ? ? ) , pp, 3o?-'.qi: Frnst Schraepler, Handuerker 
bdnde und Arbeitvere i n e t 1830-1653, Berlin, de Gruyter, 
1972, pp. 117-120. 
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of the Just looked to Marx to be just the kind of uorkers' 
society uith uhich he needed to become involved if he uere 
to popularise his ideas and translate theory into practice. 
There uere tuo difficulties, houever. A minor one 
uas that Marx uas in Brussels and Engels in Paris, uhile the 
headquarters of the League uas in London. The mure majcr one 
uas that Schapper, Moll and Bauer uere suspicious of middle-
class intellectuals. Marx tried to allay this by disclaiming 
any desire to dominate or interfere uith the German artisans' 
organisations, and, probably uith the aid of Euerbeck and 
Harney, he persuaded the London branch to join the Corres­
pondence Committee. An interchange of letters betueen Com­
mittee and League in the last months of 1846 and the first of 
1847 served to break down initial distrust and to demonstrate 
the ideological concord betueen the tuo groups, so much so 
that by the spring of 1847 Moll visited Marx in Brussels and 
invited the 'Marx circle' there to join the League. Convinced 
that the League had abandoned conspiracy, Marx accepted uith 
alacrity, and turned his Brussels group into a Belgian branch 
of the League. Engels uas nou also formally accepted into 
the organisation in Paris, and helped Euerbeck try to patch 
up the divisions among the Parisian members.^ 
3. Engels, "Zur Geschichte des 'Bundes der Kommunisten'", 
op. cit.. UERKE, 2 1 , pp. 212-215; Engels to Marx, 9/3/47, 
CME, 1, pp. 468 & 472; Engels to flarx, 25-26/10/47, CMC, 
1, pp. 499, 
by the early summer ef 1047, the various branches 
of the Leanuc had decided to recreate an international orga­
nization, but on democratic principles. They also agreed 
that a neu name uas in order, end in consequence the first 
Congress of The Communist Lnonue uas held in London in dune 
1047. flarx una unable to scrape ennugh money together for 
the trip, hut Engels uas there and played a leadiog role in the 
proceedings, helping to dra't the League's neu Statutes and 
writing a Communist Confession of faith uhich the Congress ap­
proved as a provisional stacement of its platform. 4 neither 
he nor the leaders of tho London branch uere satisfied uith 
either the S t a r. u t e s or Confession , houever, and it uas agreed 
to hold another Congress at the end of the year in order to 
revise the rules and programme. Engels undertook to prepare 
an improved version of tho C o n f e a c i. o n in tim for this meeting, 
uhich he urote io September, entitling it Principles of aorn-
5 
munism. He was still not satisfied with it, though, one. sent 
it to flarx to improve. flarx apparently neglected to do this 
before the sceood Congress of the Leaoue (November-December, 
1847) uhich both men attended. Tlae Congress accepted Engels' 
4. Engels, "Draft of a Communist Confession of Faith", i-iECL, 
6, pp. 90-103. Translation of German manuscript repro­
duced in Pert Andreas (eel.), b r dn bun o c ook umen t e des bund, 
der Knmmuniston (duni bis September 10 4 7 ) , Hamburg, 
Hamsuedoll, 1969. 
5 . Engels, Grundoit70 des Kommunismus, MEGA I, 6, pp. sb3-
522; FlECU, 6, pp. 341-307. 
document in principle and instructed him and Marx to revise 
it quickly tor immediate publication. Marx eventually 
finished i.he job .in January load, the result being the 
rlanifesto of the communist Party. b 
LJy the una at 1047 Marx had thus succeeded in his 
aim of becoming the : aokosnan and intellectual leader cf a 
political party ui:n •. (sm i l l ) wars membership. The League's 
membership in fees numbered under a thousand, divided betueen 
London, Pari;' and norm. in cities like KM In and Hamburg and con­
sisting almost exclusively of artisans plus a feu middle-class 
intellectuals. It was in ro easy an organisation of factory 
uorkers, hut Ma r v ana Onsols nevertheless sou it as 'prole­
tarian' sin: o they recorded handicraft journeymen as part of 
the uorkin;, c loss rather than the petty-bourgeoisie. T h e s e 
artisans at least, they believed, uere not looking backwards 
to the roc re at inn of the feu rial >uild eystc but foruard to 
the achievement at 'i democrat! c 'social republic' uhich uould 
gradually bulln .a neu society beced oo communal, not piivate, 
. 7 
property. 
poring 1647, then, Marx and Engels thought of 
6. Marx and Engels, Manifest der Kommunistischen Parted,; 
MEGA 1, 6, pp. g?3-6b7; MEL'1;, 6, pp. 477-510. The second­
ary literature on this uoll-knoun work is virtually co­
extensive uith that on Marc and marxism, and hence too 
large to cite hero. una hook of particular value, how­
ever, io Oirk J, Gtruik, Birth of the Communist Manifesto. 
M.Y., International Pulj.lishoo.-s, 1071. 
7
' Ibid.
 t MEGA I, 6, p. 63b; MEG'J, 6, p. 407. 
themselves as much as political activists as theorists. 
Nooetheless, in the year before the February Revolution in 
Paris, their thought did evolve in significant uays. Except 
for the occasional programmatic statement and some important 
unpublished manuscripts, the tuo men developed their ideas 
mainly in newspaper articles. Uhile flarx worked as a jour­
nalist in Brussels, becoming one of the de facto editorial 
board of the Deut scho-B riles el or 7 e i t u n g in the fall of 1847, 
Engels made himself the Parisian correspondent of The Northern 
Star, and later also began uriting fairly regularly for the 
leftuing Parisian daily, La Re forme. Thus in 1847 flarx and 
Engels uore three hats, being at once theorists, journalists 
and party militants. Their vieus on politics and economies 
were now in close, although not perfect, agreement, but their 
location in different cities meant that they uere in part pre­
occupied uith different problems. Nonetheless, their intel­
lectual development during the year before the Revolutions of 
1848 may be conveniently analysed under the same four heads: 
(i) their general perspective on recent European history; 
(ii) their vieus on the new industrial economy; (iii) their 
opinions of other French, British and German socialists; aod 
(iv) their interpretations of French politics, relations with 
the French left, and reaction to February 1848. 
One of their main preoccupations uas to understand 
the underlying pattern of recent political events. Primarily 
concerned uith the last tuenty years, they sought to place 
these decades in a broader historical context, uhich meant in 
practice the last century or so. They had already worked 
out an overall perspective on modern European history in 
The German Ideolopy. although in that unpolished manuscript 
it had been set doun in a non-systematic, fragmentary and 
someuhat ambiguous fashion. This perspective uas sketched 
aneu, although in broad strokes and simplifieo form only, 
in Engels' Principles of Communism in the Manifesto of the 
Communist Party. The key tenet of the theory uas that 
causal link existed betueen three phenomena: the develop­
ment of commercial and later industrial capitalism, the 
emergence of the bourgeoisie as a dominant social class, and 
the grouing success of liberalism. Fundamentally Marx and 
Engels believed that industrialisation within a propert'srian 
social system had prodweed a new middle class whose growing 
economic power had induced it to fight f< - political pouer 
under the banner of constitutional monorchism. As is u.sll 
known, they uere convinced that this new class uould achieve 
complete control of each industrialising nation, but that the 
grouth of industrial capitalism uould gradually create a huge 
class of propertyless wage-labourers capable in turn of win­
ning political and economic pouer. 
In effect, then, they sau in modern European history 
a three-stage pattern: (i) the spread of commercial capita­
lism and small-scale manufacturing, accompanied by the iice 
of the bourgeoisie and the development of classical liberal 
theory; (ii) the emergence of mechanised, s tearn-pouur eo 
industry, controlled by a neu species of big businessmen 
espousing Manchester liberalism and aiming at exclusive 
control of government — uhen this group achieved its aims 
they considered the bourgeois revolution uould be complete; 
and (iii) the grouth of an industrial proletariat eventually 
destined to abolish capitalism and make a more rational, 
humane and egalitarian use of modern industrial technology. 
This i s , admittedly, to express their perspective schemati­
cally, but the fact of the matter is that Marx and Engels 
did in 1847, for propaganda pur, uses, reduce their theory of 
history to this formula. The Manifesto is the best-known 
example of such simplification, but the same process uas at 
uork in their political journalism from this period. It 
seems to have been done deliberately, oot of the conviction 
that the nascent communist movement needed no more theorising 
but rather good, hard-hitting propaganda attuned to a mass 
audience. They probably derived this attitude From Cabee, 
uho uas pioneering this kind of communist propaganda in France 
in the 1 8 4 0 ' s . 8 
At any rate, Engels argued in the Principles and 
Marx reiterated in the Manifesto that the central fact uf 
modern history uas the rise of the liberal bourgeoisie as a 
result of the development of capitalism and the subsequent 
8. Christopher Johnson, "Communism and the Working Cl-ss 
before Marx: the Icarian Experience", American Historical 
Review. LXXVI, no. 3 (June 1 9 7 1 ) , pp. 642-btJ'J, and 
Utopian Communism in France, np. c i t. , passim,. 
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RECU, 6, p . abb. 
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it u a s a consequence of this. The texts of the Principles 
and t h e Manifesto see,:, to imply that they had perceiv/ed the 
problem and made their choice, opting for the second alter-
11 
native. 
UnfurtunetoLy, houever, the matter is not so simple. 
Her-, ue have run into e majur t e rm inoloqica 1 difficulty uhich 
Marx and Engels never solved satisfactorily, uhich plagued 
later marxists, and uoicti has pi ohiptod numerous critigues cf 
the Marxian uvervieu of modern furopean history. Although it 
is often possible Le aiecorn its meaning from the cootext, 
1
 sourguuisic ' is an ambiguous uord io most of Marx's and 
Engels' writing in the late lsaO's. They employed i t indis­
criminately in tou l. ui 11 rad i c tu r y ueys: as a portmanteau 
expression a a ind i cat-.; a 1 1 non-a r i ctocra tic , n on-peas ant 
p r o p e r t y - h c l u ( a common usage in French at the t i m e ) , arc: 
also as a qu jt i-1uthn i co 1 term ( xppo rer, tl~' of their oun coin-
age) to me en aroi > modern big-businessmen, presumably the 
ounor3 of large t e x t i l e firms, tho biggest mining companies, 
and the most modern iron foundries and metallurgical uerks. 
Engels uas clearly using the uord in this latter sense in the 
Principles and this too uas its meaning in the Manifesto, where 
Marx w a s stressing the fundamental opposition betueen capi­
t a l i s t s and proletariat. Nonetheless, t h i s usage uas excep­
t i o n a l i o their writings during the 1 0 4 0 ' s , since i n their 
11. Ibid. . MEGA I, b , pp. S27-G2B; MECU, b, pp. 435-abb; 
E r T g T l s , GruudsM tee. MEGA i, b, pp. G0b-b09; M l L U , b, 
p p . 342-iS4n. 

periodically felt th need to n dm- ': Lot Lncfions urchin, 
moin social olooooo, hut did n o . -o oo in uholly coo 
tent and steadfast manner. This i.u m t, r. f course, th . 
analyses or recent tied ry and i on to opr.: .ry politi 
times 1ached clarity. And, n. uo r we soon, their sla: 
use of the term •bourgeoisie 1 ma :nt that a fundamental 
guity vitiated their overview ot modern European his to 
•Jhat, thon, did Her. ni Engels real ly ma :n 
they claimed that the central f. ot oi modern history e 
rise of the bourn no i r;i e no o result of the devoir; omen t 
dustrial capitalism? It uould soon that they meant tu-
(i) that betueen the fifteenth end eighteenth pen furl., 
social class had gradually emerged, connected uith th. 
of commercial capitalism and manufacturing outside th-
system — thin [-1111 e .1 a t -.no', as its economic pouer inct. 
1 2 . Examplea of the looser usooo of trie term ' h o u r t o o 
be found in almost all tlar-'s an.! Ene'sls1 o r t i c Le 
and early 1040, e.g., Engels, "The Prussian Cons i 
The Northern Star, no. 4,'59, o/'t/';?, reprinted in 
6, pp. 203-200; fiCC'd, o, pp. o;-71; 'bar a t . t u t ; .. 
Deutsch lonrl11 ( " T h e Constitutiuna 1 buosfien io . na 
unpublished manuscrLpt, printer) in •if'i,. I, a, pp. 
MECU, b, po. 7 b - 9 1 ; "hie Kommun i stop una !'. a J hi. 
0 o u t s c h o — 0 r d s s i: 1 e r Zei too a , no. 7'J , a/ if/-' 7, ... o: . 
7 / 1 0 / 4 ? , reprinted fn MO Of-. I, o, pi'. ?s3-::"'7; i.'EC' i 
291-300; Marx, "die mo r a .1 i -.. i or oo do f.ri'il: era! roi . 
kritisioreodo Hnril. Ooitrao our Deutschen f.eifu" 
Gegen Karl I loin.a en" ( "More I is i n. Critic i.pi a' ! r .-
Morality. A Contribution f ; C o r m e n Cultur. • i ' 
Karl Ho inren , " , :Joutssho -d r 0 . r • • i e r t a 1 far.-. , n< 
9 2 , 9 a , ? Q / 1 0 /a ,7 , o l / i n / .7, • !/':!/ .7 , i f / l •/.-./ 
a 2 0 / 1 1 / 4 7 , reprinted in MY... i, s, op. .' a-.. 7; 
pp. 317-340. 
had gradually asserted its claim to political pouer against 
both aristocracy and croun, and had, in the process, created 
the ideology of constitutional monarchism; (ii) that betueen 
about 1760 and 1830 a segment of this class, a neu breed of 
entrepreneurs, had employed modern technology to transform 
major sectors of the economy aod thereby create a qualita­
tively neu economic system, industrial capitalism. These 
industrialists had taken up the old middle classes' struqgle 
for political pouer, aod had by the 1840's made serious in­
roads into royal and aristocratic pouer in Britain and France. 
Flarx and Engels perceived a continuity betueen the 
political pretensions of the neu industrial bourgeoisie and 
those of the old Flittelstand. They distinguished, houever, 
betueen the moderate constitutional monarchism of the Fli ttels-
tand, uhich recent events had rendered outdated and conserva­
tive in their eyes, and the rigorous, modernising liberalism 
of industrialists uho found in Adam Smith, Thomas Flalthus, 
Andreu Ore and Nassau Senior eloguent spokesmen for their 
interests. Oust as there uere different elements uithin the 
bourgeoisie (uide u s a g e ) , they maintained, so there uere 
variants of liberalism, some tougher-minded than others; the 
bourgeoisie (uide usage) nevertheless remained a class oe-
cause of its ownership of iodustry, commerce and other 
property, and liberalism remained a class ideology. But the 
essential point uas that the rise of the oeu industrial bour­
geoisie uas a continuation of the earlier rise of the Pi i ttelstano. 
and that contemporary liberalism uas merely a development of en 
i e 
earlier id elegy, although -..ay recognired that the 
meaning oh the term »• -ou rguoiaia differed from epoch to 
epoch, Marx and L'.ngol: still believed that the historical 
continuity betueen early capitalism and the capitalism of 
the industrial revolution made ii legitimate to utilize th< 
same label tor several genera tier a cf entrepreneur and riddle-
class property-ouncr. bn these grounds, tney refused to re­
linquish the old, a m m a a , summon usage of the term 
'bourgeoisie'. ^ 
u i v o o tnese a i s t i no t ioo a t..,..: tuo on different mi e d e ­
d u c e groups anil betueen a pro-industrial and an industrial 
bourgeoisie, it seem., eviden t that Marx and Engels did net 
vieu the European 'middling strata 1 as homogeneous, despite 
their claim that progeoty ownersh ip united them into a single 
' c l a s s 1 . Actually t hey r ega r ded eunf1ic ts o f interest L ithin 
the bourgeoisie (uide usage) as one of the keys to domestic 
politics io Uestcrn Europe. Engels uas uell sua re of politi­
cal splits and conflicts of interest uitnin the French bour­
geoisie (wide usage) , as his reports to The Northern Stir amply 
demonstrate, ,J And in the I'lan i f ea to flarx asserted that go-ahead 
13. Ibid. Also, Engels, "Per An fang des Endes in Oster.eich" 
("The beginning of the End in Austria", Deutsche-P T dosei cr 
Zeitono. no. b, 27/1/40, reprinted in M EGA I, 6, pp. 3'aj-
405; MECU, b, pp. 530-530; & "Urei neue Konstitutionen" 
("Three Neu Constitutions"), boutsche-Prusaelor Zoi tung, 
n o . 15, 20/2/40, reprinted in MELA I , 6, pp. 5 U 3-5 <:•.'.; MECU, 
6, pp. 540-544. 
14. Engels, "Government and Opposition in France", TPe 
5 tar. no. 400, b/d/46, rep rioted in MEGA 1, 6, pp. 
MECU, 6, pp. bi-bo; "The Decline aod Approaching 
businessmen uere normally forced to struggle against not 
only the aristocracy hut also "those portions of the bour­
geoisie itself ohose interests have become antagonistic to 
the progress of industry", i.e., against part or all of the 
MittelstanP. 1"' As fiorx and Engels sou it, there uere tuo 
main lines of division uithin tho class: betueen tho finan­
cial elite and tho rest, end betueen the modernisers and the 
conserveti\/os. Their oun sympathies ley uith industrialists 
against the financiers, and uith dynamic, progressive •entre­
preneurs against all forms of traditionalism. 
Indeed in 1047 flarx and Engels had surprising enthusiasm 
for the cause of the industrial bourgeoisie. The mid-
nineteenth century u.u; in their eyes a "bourgeois era", 
and they felt strongly that they uere living in a bourgeois 
uorld. In uestern and central Europe, they judged, tne mibdle 
classes uere already in pouer or sooo uoulu be, and the bour­
geoisie (uide u s o g e ) , divided though it u a s , uould control 
the destiny of Europe for some time yet.^"° The boorgeeis 
epoch had benun, Engels asserted, in 1830, He believed that year 
had been a turning-point in history because it had witnessed the 
1 4 . (cont'd) Guiaot — Position of the French Bourgeoisie", 
The northern Star, no. SOG, 3/7/47, reprinted in FEEA I, 
6, pp. 262-26B; 1-iECU, 6, pp. 213-219; "The Reform Move­
ment in France", The Northern Star, no. 520, 20/11/47, 
reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 350-356; MECU, 6, pp. 375-
3 8 2 . 
1 5 . ManiFust, MEGA I, 6, p. 535; MECU, 6, p. 493. 
16. Engels, "Die Beuegung von 1047" ("The Movements of 1 0 4 7 " ) , 
Dcutscho-Grusselar Zei tune, no. 7, 23/1/48, reprinted in 
MEGA I, 6, pp. 397-398; MECU, b , pp. 528-529. 
July Revolution in France and the Reform Bill campaign in 
England, the tuo of uhich together had "finally secured the 
17 
victory of the bourgeoisie". In "The Movements of 1847", 
Engels elaborated on what he meant by this bourgeois victory 
and sketched his interpretation of European politics since 
1 8 3 0 . 1 8 
The most advanced European country, he argued, uas 
Britain. On his reckoning this uas the only country so far 
uhere the industrialists had secured the reins of government: 
the Reform Act of 1832 had alloued this to occur legally, and 
the repeal of the Corn taus in 184b demonstrated that they could 
force t h r o u g h t h e i r p o l i c i e s a g a i n s t a c o a l i t i o n of l a n d o w n e r s a n d 
rentiers. By 1846, then, Britain had completed its bourgeois 
revolution, and this had also already begun in tuo other coun­
tries: Belgium and France. He had little to say about Belgium, 
but he seems to have regarded the government as under the con­
trol, since 1830, of a coalition of different middle-class 
groups, and by no means fully in the hands of the Belgian indus­
trialists. As for France, the failure of the Republican move­
ment to seize power in 1030 had meant that the government had 
fallen into the hands of the haute bourgeoisie, and the Ouizot 
government currently in pouer uas a tool of the Parisian 
bankers. The bourgeois revolution uas therefore incomplete 
1 7
« Ibid. , MEGA I, 6, p. 389; MECU, 6, p. 520. 
18. Ibid. , MEGA I, 6, pp. 389-398; MECU, 6, pp. 520-529. 
in France and Belgium, and Engels expected that sooner or 
later the industrialists of these countries uould feel com­
pelled to take pouer fully into their oun hands. Other coun­
tries too had experienced in 1830 attempts by the bourgeoisie 
(uide usage) to seize pouer from the traditional ruling groups, 
he remarked, but in Prussia, Poland, Italy, Suitzerland and 
elseuhere the established order had temporarily survived the 
onslaught. 
Still, Engels believed that 1830 had obviously 
marked the beginning of a neu phase of European history, and, 
after a period of reaction, the 1840s had uitnessed further 
breaches in the old order's defences in Denmark, Naples and 
Sardinia. The year 1847 had marked a resurgence of liberalism 
on a scale similar to that in 1830, and the revolutionary bour­
geoisie uas evidently on the march again in Italy, Germany, 
Suitzerland, France, America and even R u s s i a . He uas in full 
agreement uith Marx's prediction in a polemic against Karl 
Heinzen that "an era of revolution" uas approaching in central 
and southern Europe. Out he recognised, as Marx also uarned 
Heinzen, that it uas no use hoping for social reform or even 
universal suffrage from this louering storm: even in Prussia 
it uould be a bourgeois revolution in uhich the louer classes 
19 
uould have at most a minor and subordinate role. 
19. Ibid. . MEGA I, 6, pp. 389-390 & 394-396; MECU, 6, pp. 520-
521 & 520-527; Marx, "Die moralisierende Kritik", 1uc. cit. , 
MEGA I, 5, pp. 298 & 318-320; MECU, 6, pp. 312 & 332-333. 
Marx and Engels, a s Rhinelanders, uere especially 
interested in the situation in Prussia, and reckoned that the 
demise of Prussian absolutism u a s l o n g overdue. During 1847 
Engels devoted several articles and unpublished manuscripts 
to analysing the German case. He uas very sensitive to the 
difference betueen the situation i n Prussia a n d that in France. 
Germany, he repeated again and a g a i n , uas economically a n d 
politically backward, and the fundamental class struggle uas 
still that betueen the bnurgeoisie on o n e side a n d on t h e other 
a coalition o f croun, aristocracy a n d part o f t h e petty-bour­
geoisie. The German uorking-class, he emphasises, uas immature 
and divided, so t h a t there uas n o chance o f the country experien­
cing anything mo in L h a n a borgeois-liberal revolution i n t h e 
near future; indeed even the bourgeoisie u a s relatively weak 
and timid, and utile there u a s good reason to hope for a middle-
class conquest of pouer in the n e x t year Oj S O , this uas b y no 
means a foregone conclusion. In the meantime, he suggested, 
German democrats and socialists uould have to back up the liberal 
bourgeoisie in its conflict uith t h e monarchy, and in particular 
urge it to make good use of its most pouerful ueapon: t h e right 
of the Prussian Diet to refuse taxes. If the Prussian liberals 
refused to compromise, he argued, they could use the D i e t ' s 
financial stranglehold over the government to achieve a genuine 
constitutional monarchy, and potentially 1848 could be Prussia's 
1789. 
On balance Engels expected that this uould b e the 
case. But he uas conscious enough of German economic retardation 
and suspicious enough ,f the German liberals' lack of intrepi­
dity, to hav. his doubts. In the spring of 1847 he answered 
his owe guestion: uould the Prussian bourgeoisie seize pouer? 
uith the laconic response: "ue shall see"; by January 1048 he 
had concluded that it had lost ooe battle with the monarchy 
in 1847, but that this defeat uas only temporary and had served 
the useful functioo of preventing further compromise b.Ljeen 
Croun and Diet. Whichever side uon, he uas nou convinced that 
a confrontation betueen the bourgeoisie aod the "alliance of 
nobles, bureaucrats and priests h tded by the king" was una­
voidable before the end of the decade. "Now", he commented, 
"it is a matter of a life and death struggle betueen the tuo... 
Ue can therefore await the advent of this Prussiao revolution 
'•0 
uith the utmost calm". 
Uhy uas Engels such a staunch supporter of the Prus­
sian, and for that matter, the Russian, Austrian, Italian, Suiss 
and Danish bourgeoisies? No doubt the main reasoo uas the one 
he gave: that, as he read the evolutioo of European history, a 
period of industrialisation under the aegis of the bourgeoisie 
uas an essential pre-coodition for the development of a mature 
labour movement. In each country, he uas coovioced, a bourgeois 
20. Engels, "The Prussian Coo s ti tu tion", loc. cit... MEGA I, 6, 
pp. 253-258; MECU, 6, pp. 6 4 - 7 1 ; "Der Status guo io Deutsoh 
land", hi EGA I, 6, pp. 229-249; MECU, 6, pp. 75-91 ("ue sha 
see" quotation, MEGA I, 6, p. 244; MECU, 6, p. 8 6 ) ; "Die 
Beuegungen voo 1847", loc. cit,, MEGA I, 6, pp. 3 0 9 - 3 9 6 ; 
MECU, 6, pp. 520-529 ("life and death struggle" quotation, 
MEGA 1, 6, p. 391; MECU, 6, p. 5 2 2 ) . 
revolution uould have to occur before there uas any chance of 
a proletarian one, and at this period in his career he aoplied 
this stage theory of history in a rigorous and rigid manner. 
Still, the guality of Engels 1 enthusiasm for the achievements 
of the neu industrialists makes one suspect that this osten­
sible reason uas not the only one. It looks as though he also 
valued some of the results of bourgeois rule as intrinsically 
good and progressive. This becomes apparent uhen one examines 
some of the current events to uhich, as a journalist, he accor­
ded his approval in 1847. The available evidence on Marx's 
attitude is more meagre, but his hymn in the lianifesto to the 
bourgeoisie's erection of "more massive and colossal productive 
forces than have all preceding generations put together" indi­
cates that he too shared Engels' aue and admiration for that 
21 
class' harnessing of modern technology. 
for both Marx and Engels, then, the bourgeoisie uas 
above all a modernising force, and both men uere emotionally 
committed to modernisation. This uas partly because the prac­
tical inventions of recent decades — railuays, steam-boats, 
textile machinery, etc., — had caoght their imaginations, and 
they dreamed of using this technology in the constroctioo of 
an egalitarian society from uhich hunger, misery and poverty 
uould be banished. It uas partly too because they loathed 
21. Engels, "Die Beuegungen von 1847", loc. cit., NECA I, 6, 
pp. 397-398; MECU, 6, pp. 528-529; Marx, Manifest, f .CCA I, 
6, p. 530; MECU, 6, p. 489. 
traditional agrarian societies permeated uith peasant customs, 
Christian ritual, aristocratic privilege, aod authoritariaoism. 
For all its faults, the bourgeoisie uas in their eyes the des­
troyer of these archaic modes of life, values, and political 
institutions. They both stressed that bourgeois rule meant 
centralisatioo. the drawing of local communities into a national 
market and the imposition of a standard, efficient administra­
tive machine throughout the diverse regions of a nation-state. 
Such centralisation, they averred, meant the introductioo of 
rationality into everyday political aod economic life, and they 
sau it as thoroughly inimical to the ramshackle, benighted con­
servatism of tradionalist mooarchs. The glee uith uhich they 
applauded the destruction of traditiooal society and the ancien 
regime comes out most clearly io Cngels' article, "The Beginning 
of the End in Austria", in uhich he described uith relish the 
inroads being made by commerce, railuays nd machinism into the 
economy of the Austrian Empire, and claimed that, as a result 
of these modernising forces, the political structure of Habs-
22 
burg rule uas also starting to disintegrate. 
Engels' championing of modernisation at all costs 
led him to make some startliogly forthright judgments on con­
temporary political events. For example, he sanctioned French 
imperialism in North Africa, claiming that the conguest o f 
22. Engels, "Die Anfang des Endes in Osterreich", loc. cit.. 
MEGA I, 6, pp. 399-405; MECU, 5, pp. 530-536. 
Algeria uas "an impor .ant and to :unate fact for the 
of civilisation" and thereby abandoning the cause of tr 
Bedouin uhich he had espoused in one of his earliest e 
pes 
2 3 
lications. He supported too, the centralising inputs,: ot 
the Suiss Diet against rural c a n t o n s o f t h e - o n d o r h o n d
 r _.um-
menting that the victory of the 'radical' u r b a n c a n t o n s in Lr.e 
Suiss civil uar uas a valuable top towards destroying : 1 s t 
bastion of "brutal, primitive Germanism, b a r b a r i ,, b i g . t r y , 
patriarchal simplicity and moral purity (and) Lmmobi1it '". 
He sharply attacked the German petty-bourgeoisie's n. ..:. 
for the guild system, even condemning his literary h e r o G o e t h e 
as a "philistine" for uriting poetic lamentations o n t o d o -
cay of this class and its values. And he vindicated p r o d u c ­
tive tariffs a s , in Germany, a "progressive ooorgeois m esure" 
uhich uould speed up the German industrial r e v o l u t i o n . * " 
Engels further sau the Polish and Italian iationalist i;n v a m e n t a 
2 3 . Engels, "Extraordinary Revelations — Cuizot's loia-ign 
Policy", The Northern S t a r , n o . 53s, 2 2 / ./ e.. , i g,: i n t-..d 
in (.EGA I, b , pp. 3 8 5 - 3 5 8 ; M E C U , b , p p . a o o - n V t ; a , ' , " i.iu 
Beduien" , Bre miseries C o n v e r s o t i. o n s b 1 a 11, n o . 40 , i /••/'.J a" , 
p. 2 5 7 , MEGA I, 2, pp. 7 - 8 ; M E G U , 2, p p . 3-4. 
2 4 . Engels, "Die Schueizer BUrgerkrieg" ("The Civil aa: io 
S u i t z e r l a n d " ) , D e u t s c h e - B r U s s e l or Zei tune,, no. o i , 1-,/li/ 
4 7 , reprinted in MEGA I, o, pp. 342-349; M t b J , a , 
3 6 7 - 3 7 4 . 
2 5 . Engels, "Deutscher Sozialismus in Worsen u n d P r u s a " , 
Deutschp-RrHI''^pl or 7ei tuna, a o s . 73, 7a, 73, , '.e., 
97 & 98 , 1 2 / 9 / 4 7 , 1 6 /9/47 , 21/11/47, 2s/li/kr', .../ . / 1 V , 
2 / 1 2 , 4 7 , 5 / 1 2 , 4 7 A 9 / 1 2 / 4 7 , reprintea in me a.-, i, o ., p p . 
3 3 - 7 1 ; MECU, 6, pp. 2 3 5 - 2 7 6 ; ( c o n d e m n a t i o n oi , .t . i 
the petty bourgeoisie, M E G A 1, 6, p. o t ; a o . , . . • . ; 
defence of protectionism, M E G M I, a , p. , . . * : • • • • ) . 
as modernising forces c o n n o t e d uith the spread of lioerai 
or even democratic ideals, and far this reason defondeo .he 
Italian liberatioo struggle agaiost the Austrian army, and 
the Cracou insurrection of February 1 8 4 6 . He believed tne 
neu nationalism sueeping central aod southern Europe uas, in 
the main, a by-product of the rise of the bourgeoisie ana 
the spread of its liberal ideology; the Italian and Suis., 
nationalist movements uere good examples, he eemmeoted, jf 
this link betueen the grouing uealth of the bourgeoisie and 
the upsurge of n a t i o n a l i s m . 2 6 In short, for Engels liberali 
nationalism, centralisation, techoological innovation, aod i 
perialism uere all necessary and laudable features of bjurqo 
modernisation, and he had no hesitation in applauding their 
appearance uherever he could detect it. 
Tuo other conseguences of the spread of liberalism 
seem to have particularly pleased flarx ana Engels: the demi 
of social Christianity and the increasingly uidespread accep 
tance of the principle of representative government. Atheis 
and anti-clerical, they delighted in any diminution in trie 
influence of the Christiao churches, Protestant or Catholic. 
26. Engels, "Die Beuegungen von 1847", loc. cit., M E G M I, 
6, pp. 389-398; FlECU, 6, pp. 520-629; "Drei neue . ans-
tituten", Deutsche-BrOsseler Zeitung, no.15, 2u/2/'.d, 
printed in MEGA I, 6, p p . 6 0 3 - 5 8 6 ; M E C U , 6, p p . ro.,-
544; Marx & Engels, "Reden von Flarx und Engels Ubor 
Polen in Loodon, 29 Nov. 1647", Deu tsche - 5 rUs.su 1-.• r 
Zeitung. oo. 9 8 , 9/12/47 , reprinted in Pi E G n 1, a, p p . 
359-362; MECU, 6, pp. 3 8 8 - 3 5 0 . 
Marx's enm.ty touards orthodox religion had in no uay 
declioed, aod in "The Communism of the Rheinischer Beo-
bachter" he vehemently denounced the "social principles cf 
Christianicy" as "sneaking and hypocritical" apologetics 
for oppression, degradation and s l a v e r y . 2 7 Since absolute 
mooarchs in Prussia, Hustria and elseuhere uere constantly 
invoking these principles to ju cify their reactionary 
policies, he reasoned, then the victory of •ueurgeois libera­
lism over absolutism uould also be a defeat for established 
religion. This, tie suggested, uas ao excellent reason 'dor 
labour militants to lioe op uith the boorgeoisie io its 
political struggle against autocracy, aod he charged that 
self-proclaimed socialists io Germany uho sided up uith she 
Croun agaiost the manufacturers — he had in mind 'true 
socialists' like Grtln, Hess, Heine en and Kriege — uere De­
fraying the radical cause. Anticipating ietzsche and Sorel, 
he coocluded that Christianity uas fundamentally harmful be­
cause it preached "couardice, self-contempt, abasement, sub-
missiveness and humbleness, in short all the gualities of the 
rabble", uhereas the labour movement reguired above all 
courage, pride, self-confidence and a greater sense of inde­
pendence. The boorgeoisie, in undermining traditional chris­
tian values, uas thus in his vieu unuittingly doing the 
27. Marx, "Der Kommunismus der Rheinischer Beobachters", 
Deutsche-Brusseler Zeitung, no. 73, 12/9/47, reprinted in 
PI EGA I, 6, pp. 269-281 ; PlfCU, 6, pp. 220-234; (guo ca­
tion, PIEGA I, 6, p. 278; PILCd, b, p. 2 3 1 ) . 
democratic movement a valuable service.*"8 
Pleased uith bourgeois anti-clericalism, Marx 
Engels uere equally happy to see liberal propaganda in 
and 
favour of 
representative government, although they realised foil sell thai 
the majority of liberal spokesmen combined this uith strin­
gent opposition to universal suffrage. flarx adopted Engels 1 
embraced thu cause of parliamentary reform in France and 
England. Engels believed — end there is no reason to think 
that Marx in any a y disagreed — that uhile constitutional 
monarchy uas the bourgeois form of government par excellence, 
it uas an inherently illogical ond unstable form of consti­
tution, bound tc be regie cod sooner or later by a democratic 
republic. He shored the position advanced in France by the 
social republicans and in Englend by the Chartists, that 
ideals like 'reprosen tion of the people 1 and 'liberty, 
equality and fraternity', although spauned by the liberal 
movement during the Enlightenment and Revolution, could and 
uould only be implemented by a democratic republican regime 
committed to far-reaching social ond economic change. In 
brief, the gaols of left-uing liberalism could be achieved 
only by a socialist society, and moderate reforms uould lead 
inexorably to more rodicol ones. Engels therefore welcomed 
any move leftwards on the continuum he sou stretching from 
enthusiastic support for the Chartist movement, and firmly 
28. Ibid. . loc. cat., MEGA I, o, p. 278; MECU, 6, p. 231. 
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uas the ~ " o r 
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 ;tion of the rise of the old bour-
goci-.ie ( s i n >> as in t h e dot) i n o n c e of the Industrie. L bour-
en t-Tit'orar,j p o 1 i tics in 'J as tern Europe 
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by the uorhioi . l.ts.nr. f r • aid Engels, of course, noiieved 
that tho o. o i v o o n t - — Chert iso in England and Republicanism 
in France — uould
 :rr.u in o f run {th as their social bone, thu 
proletariat, g r o u in s i r e a s a result of industrial is:.-'-.ion. 
Thoy also to liov/od th.'t a neu revolutionary era 0 0 s on the 
horizon in P o s t e r n Europe, and th t uhen it c a m e it uould usher 
30. Engels, "bio u cue gun gen eon id47", loc. cit., NEC" I, o, 
pp. 3 OA-3 On; PI ECU, 0, pp. 07.0-027; "The Prussian Constitu­
tion", loc. cit., HE OA I, o, 0 0 . 207-200; HECU, i), p. 71; 
tlarx, "bio moral i oi or on de frifik", l_oc. cit.., nt .... I, s, 
pp. 310-320; I-1FCU, 0, pp. 33 1-333. 
in democratic republics and social reforms in England, France 
and Belgium. Hou close this neu revolutiooary period uas they 
uere not sure; they thought, oo the one hand, that industria­
lisation uould have to proceed a little further and the 
uorking-class mature before a successful challenge to the 
bourgeoisie could be mounted, but they believed, on the other 
hand, that a severe economic crisis might precipitate a fierce 
conflict at almost any time. During 1847 they gradually per­
ceived that such a crisis had already arrived, and Engels, in 
an article in La Reforme, dreu the logical cooclusioo: strikes 
in the Lancashire cotton industry, he argued, uere likely to 
spread and become a "general strike" uidespread enough to 
menace the government. He added optimistically that it uas 
quite feasible that the ensuing "uproar" uould compel the 
government to graot "reforms of a most imp rtant nature". He 
also hoped that the Banguet Campaign launched by the extra-
parliamentary opposition in France might have a similar 
revolutionary result, although ho uas less sanguine about 
, , . 31 
this. 
It is important to emphasise, houever, that the revolu­
tion uhich Marx and Engels began to expect in Britain and 
France in 1847 uas not a socialist or commuoist ooe. Uhat 
31. Engels, "La crisp commerciale eo Aogleterre", La keForme, 
26/10/47, reprinted in FIEGA I, 6, pp. 328-330; FlECU, 6, 
pp. 307-305; & "The Reform Movement in France", TjPja 
Northern Star, no. 526, 20/11/47, reprinted in FIEGA I, 6, 
pp. 350-356; FlECU, 6, pp. 375-382. 
they hoped for, aod half oxpected, uas the advent of a politi­
cal regime based on universal sut i rage, i.e., that the revela­
tion uould introduce democracy and republican institutions, 
no more. Communism, though the logical outcome of democracy 
in the lnng run, uould havo to unit for the time being. In 
the meantime the caosos that Piarx and Engels thought really 
mattered — because they had some chance of success, although 
this uas by oo means guaranteed — uere Chartism and the Re­
form Movement in France. Not surprisingly, given this analysis 
of Western Europeao pelitical realities, they uere at pains to 
cultivate their contacts among the Chartists, the Belgian 
democrats, and the French republicans. 
Before examining Marx's and Engels' relations uith 
the Euro peon democratic and socio list lett in 1847, however, 
it is necessary to point, oot that their comprehension of the 
underlying significance of current events uas not derived 
merely from their reading of recent Eoropean history. They 
believed that political change uas rooted in economic change, 
and their expectation of neu class struggles and a forthcoming 
era of democratic revolution sprang in part from their analysis 
of the neu industrial economy. They regarded economic nistory 
as important as political history, and if Engels devoted most 
of his intellectual energy in 1847 to political journalism, 
Marx spent most of his struggling to apply Ricardiao economic 
theory to the evolution of the Eoropean economic system. He 
had not discarded his plan for a treatise, uritten from a com­
munist point of vieu, on political economy, yet he still felt 
intoll ec tu.:;l i y unoroo .rod for I h '• i. •_. • 
Proudhonion economics, ho realised had boon fi-.o • 
pose nf error and confused thinking baa h'e -;.-rr-,i. 
anything genitive to Rieardo. Prnudnon had novertheJ 
him a seminal idea, uhich uas ovanlu-lly te become e, 
lei tmotife, of Capital: tho in i,Jit thai; tne clue to 
hending industrial capitalism use to isolate its inti 
structural * contradi..: tion 1 . l-iar/ navur tckneel odaoo 
to Proudhon, hut it uas vital. Hutu eon finishing 'in 
of Philosophy and uri tint ton fret : f o ato he uoiked out 
version of uhat he cane to regard as one of his most 
tri but ions to economic theory .era! one of the found:, hi 
'scientific s o c i a l i s m 1 : the ' lau of capitalist oconr 
vclopmon t' . Conceptually, this 'Leu' dreu upon l-roe 
of economic con trad j ctlons, and oo if uas net forfait: 
flarx made this break ti.rough in economic th ~ry in ti.-. 
hisintellecfuel bottle uith Proudhon. lie sketched ti 
in an unpublished manuscript uhich ha urotc in Decor.I 
uhile preparing to give .:• aerie: of lectures r.n th : i 
uages to tho Herman Porkers' boo'oly in urussaJ 
Uhat uas this 'lau of rmti f^lis t da vc 1 e gmi.i 
uas an attempt to oxpl tin the r hi • f features cud coo. 
as flarx sou them, of rapid accootm- a a pans.ion unoer 
system. Those features, uhich be n el foun-.: t t cut :. 
32. flarx, A r h u i l.tinim, unpublis: 
t i C C A I. i i . on. -a.! - M ? " ; i ii b. 
of Smith Sismondi, Ricardo and their disciples, and uhich his 
personal observations of the contemporary European economy had 
confirmed, included vast capital accumulation, declining real 
uages, uorsening unemployment, and periodic crises of over­
production. Convinced by the recession of 1847 — uhich he and 
Engels perceived as the uorst ever — that these phenomena uere 
not anly chronic but increasingly acute symptoms of a fatal 
disease, Marx uas searching for the key uhich uould demonstrate 
that they uere necessary, not accidental, results of industrial 
capitalism. 
Ue have seen hou impressed he uas uith the immense 
pouer of the neu industrial technology, and indeed he over­
estimated the rapidity uith uhich the industrial revolution 
uas progressing. At any rate, he deduced that the bourgeoisie 
(narrou usage) uas investing tremendous quantities of capital 
in neu mines, factories, machines and trai portation networks. 
Uhere, he asked himself, had the entrepreneurs acquired all 
this capital? His ansuer uas that they had greatly increased 
their profits by exploiting their uork force more severely. 
Furthermore, they uere devoting a higher and higher percentage 
of their income from sales to reinvestment in neu plant, and, 
correspondingly, the amount of money they had available to 
pay their employees uas relatively smaller. Or, to put it in 
Ricardian terminology, the 'uages fund' uas decreasing, and 
machinery and labour uere in "constant competition" for the 
same quanta of capital, a battle uhich machinery uas uinning. 
This changing ratio of the percentages or capital in -Q: -.^ c 
in neu plant and used to pay uorkers uas uhot harx 1-. r e ­
called the changing orgaoic composition of capital. 
The significance of the phenomenon, he Doliev J , uas 
tuo-fold: not only did the shrinking uages fund mean .:. 
uages uould b e progressively forced douo to a minimum — tr.u 
'iron lau of uages' — but also the increasing capi taiie . . . L i o n 
of enterprises meant that more a n d m o r e goooa uould oa .laoueeo 
by fewer and fewer uorkers. Relatively speaking, then, feu._r 
uorkers wowld be employed b y the neu industrial system, one 
even these wowld have less money to spend. l - i a r x , following 
Sismondi and Buret, sau this as t h e fundamental cause o ; recur­
rent over-productioo crises. He h a d fused together Sismundi's 
under-consumption theory of economic depressions uith Ricuruu's 
theory of the changing relationship betueen worker ana machine. 
And once this connection had bee made, it apy ired that the 
capitalist system uas caught in a dilemma from uhich it could 
not escape — the faster capital accumulation u a s pus hoc oh aad, 
the more frequent and severe crises of over-production eouLo 
become. Under industrial capitalism, Marx concluded, produc­
tion was doomed to increasingly outstrip effective dome;.a, ana 
this was an intrinsic 'contradiction' or structural i iau in 
the system. As he phrased t h e crucial point, "tne grouch o; 
3 3 . Ibid. , P1EGA I, 6, pp. 463-4b7; htCU, r,, pp. -f --, j.' 
this contradiction is inherent in the grout:-, of product 
c a p i t a l " . 3 ^ 
Marx's first 'lau of capitalist development' •.,re­
stated that there uas an inherent tendency uithin an ecanemic 
system based on private property and uage-laoour for oe ,n. -:,!c 
grouth to entail rapid accumulation of capital, a changieu 
organic composition of capital, reduction in effective a 
a diminishing uages fund, uages declining to a subsistence 
minimum, repeated and uorsening over-production crises, noo 
chronic unemployment periodically exacerbated by slumps. in 
short, uealth and prosperity during periods of boom u e m buund 
to be bought at an increasingly heavy cost to the uurkioe 
classes. In the atmosphere of gloom ond misery creared Le/ the 
recession of 1847 this picture seemed harsh but realistic. 
In sketching this 'lau' in the Art ei t s i oho Nanusi_rai.pt, 
Marx thus synthesised aspects of the uork of smondi, picotuo 
and Proudhon, and laid one of the foundation-stones of his 
later economic theory. It uas his first original contrioutian 
to political economy. At this time, though, he u-s lea., intuius' 
ted in political economy for its oun sake — fascination Unajgh 
he found the subject -- than for the illumination i t n - f i u 
on current problems. fhore uere three such c m . n o M i c [jaaibn, ,, 
each uith immediate practical social consoqu.-or.. j, s a p . 
pecially preoccupied him in 1847. They uere toe can. r. s-. to •:,. 11 
free-traders and protectionists, the future of working-class 
living standards, and the efficacy of trade-unions. 
The free trade issue had confronted flarx and Engels 
every so often since their Rheinische Zeitung days, when flarx 
had defended the Rhenish commercial community's point cf view 
and Engels had reported on the debate over the Corn L a u s . 3 5 
It reappeared in September 1847 as the main subject for dis­
cussion at an International Congress of Economists held in 
Brussels, uhich both men attended. Marx, already starting 
to work out his neu theory of capitalist economic development, 
decided to expound the communist viewpoint at this conference, 
althowgh in the event he was denied the rostrum and had to 
content himself uith publishing his speech later as a pamph-
3 6 
let. Engels reported the Congress in some detail for The 
Northern Star and the Deutsche-Brusseler Zeitung, therein 
revealing his own sympathies on the matter. They uere not 
identical to Marx's, despite his admiratioo for Marx's speech 
and acceptaoce of his frieod's basic conclusion 
35. Marx, "Liber SchutzzHlle" ("The Industrialists of Hanover 
and Protective T a r i f f s " ) , Rheinische Zeituoo, oo. 326, 2 2 / 
11/42, reprinted in MEGA I, 1 ( 1 ) , pp. 308-309; MECU, 1, 
p. 286; Engels, "Die Korngesetze" ("The Corn L a u s " ) , 
Rheinische Zeitung, no. 361, 27/12/42, reprinted in MEGA I, 
2, pp. 363-363; MECU, 2, pp. 380-382, 
36, Marx, "Speech of Dr. Marx on Protectioo, free Trade and the 
Uorking Classes", The Northero Star, no. 520, 9/10/47, re­
printed in MEGA 1, 6, pp. 428-431; MECU, 6, pp. 207-290; 
"Die SchutzzOllner, die freihandelsmilnner und die arbeitende 
Klasse", Zuei Reden obor die freihandels- und Schutezoll-
fraoe von Karl Marx, Hamm, 1048, reprinted in I .EGA I, 6, pp. 
432-434; MECU, 6, pp. 279-281; Discours sur la guestion du 
libre echange, burxelles, Association de"mocratigue, 1848, 
reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 435-447; MECU, 6, pp. 450-465. 
that neither free trade nor protective tariffs uould 
materially benefit the uorkers.3''' 
Marx's approach to the problem uas straightforuard. 
He examined the arguments advanced by protectionists and free­
traders that their policies uould result in greater prosperity 
and higher uorking-class living standards, demolished each case 
to his oun satisfaction, and then opted for free trade on the 
grounds that it uould speed up the evolution of the capitalist 
system uith all that this entailed. There uere tuo varieties 
of protectionism, he argued, moderate tariffs or prohibitive 
tariffs; the latter version, advocated by G. von GUlich, uould 
guard handicraft production from factory competition and so 
preserve uage-levels, but only at the expense of industrial 
stagnation and backwardness; the former, advocated by fist, 
uould merely slou economic grouth uhile permitting the protected 
national bourgeoisie to destroy artis ,n manufacturing and scoop 
up large profits. To Marx these alternatives uere egually un­
attractive, and he dismissed protectionism forthuith. 
He uas more interested in refuting the claims of 
the Anti-Corp lau l.eanue spokesmen that free trade uould mean 
cheaper food and thus higher real uages for the English uorking-
man. This argument, he maintained, uas a sophism, because as 
3 7 . Engels, "Die Okonomische Kongress", Deutsche-GrOssc1 or 
7R T t.nng. n o , 7 6 , 23/9/47, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, op. 501-
564; MECU, 6, pp. 274-276; " T h e Free Trade Congress at 
Brussels", The Northern Star, no. 52G, 9/10/47, reprinted 
in MEGA I, 6, pp. 565-570; MECU, 6, pp. 282-287. 
soon as tha price of bread fell the manufacturers ueuld use 
it as an excuse to push doun uages. The net result U O J lb be-
that the labourer u,; Uld be slightly uorse off then before, be­
cause uhile in the past uhen a uorker skimped on bread he coold 
buy something else insleed, as soon as bread uas cheap this op­
tion uould disappear. Moreover, he added, if ooe looked et 
the problem in tho lioht of Pioardian economic theory one uoold 
necessarily come to the some conclusion: if all commodities 
uere cheaper, labour, also a commodity, uould fall in price too, 
and in fact, since the 1 i rnn lau' of uages uould come into play, 
it uould fall further than any otdoer commodity. Free trade 
uould thus hasten the decline of uorking-class living standards 
to bare subsistence-level. This, Marx continued, uas in any 
case precisely uhat anyone versed in classical liberal political 
economy uoold cox pact, since Smith's and Ricardo's analyses of 
the inexoraPle laus governing free-market economies assumed 
perfect competition; tree trade, in bringing perfect competition 
nearer, uould make the furopoan economy look more and more like 
Ricardo's paradigm, and that in turn uould mean the 'iron lau' 
of uages uould operate cuer more exactly, free trade, then, uoold 
mean not higher bot louor real uages, aod uoold thereby exacer­
bate the antagonism betueen capitalist and proletarian. Hence, 
Marx concluded, uhile protectionism conserved the status quo, 
free trade hastened the 'social revolution', and this uas the 
. , ad 
one and only reason he favoured it. 
38. Marx, Discours sur la question ho [\l:J±J^±.iLL^i> >'ll-hk I, u , 
p. 447; MCCU, 6, p. 465. 
J j 
fasels .houc.it this a magnificent piece of im, iacabfe 
logic, and he admitted that from the point c- vieu of the Eng­
lish labour movement fmrx uas correct. Bet oe had much rrore 
sympathy for the arguments advanced iJy French and German pro­
tectionists at the economic Congre-ss, and judged that, intel­
lectually speaking, a pro-tariff r r e n c h businessman, Ducnateau, 
had overwhelmingly defeated the iaelish free-traders. Bitingly 
contemptuous of the platitudes and puffery served up by liberal 
economists like Bouering, Thompson, and Blangui, Engels, as a 
German nationalist, appreciated that protective tariffs j.re 
essential for Continental industrialists trying to establish 
infant industries in the teeth of British competition. And, 
since it was communist policy to support the German bourgeoisie 
until it had swept auuy Prussian absolutism, it uas logical that 
they should back, at least temporarily, the German manufac­
turers' campaign lor tariffs. Engels did not spell out this 
conclusion explicitly, but his loyalties in the debate uere 
plain to see both in his articles on the Congress and in those 
on the political situation in Germany. His position mooe 
sense, given his stage theory of history: industrial capita­
lism had to be alloued to develop fully in each European country 
in order to stimulate the grouth of the labour movement and 
create the socio-economic pre-conditions for a soccessful demo-
. . . 39 
cratic revolution. 
39. Engels, "Die Okonomische Kongress", loc. cit., MEGA 1, 6,p. 
564; MECU, 6, p. 277; "The Free Trade Congress at borssels", 
loc. cit.. MEGA I, 6, p. 569; MECU, 6, p. 286, 
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But there .a no question that he embraced both in lu47. A 
short quotation should suffice to clinch the matter. In the 
Arbei tslotto manuscript he scribbled: 
when uaqes !muc once fallen and later rise 
oqain, they never rise, houever, to their 
previous level. In the course of develop­
ment, there io a dooble fall io uages: 
Firstly; relative, in proportion to the 
development of general uealth. Secondly: 
a b s o l v e , since the quantity of commodities 
uhioli the uorker receives in exchange be­
comes less aod less. 
a 1 
A feu panes later, he explained this 'double fall' 
by linking it to toe changing organic composition of capital, 
thereby fitting it into his 'lau of economic development', and 
in effect reaffirming his acceptance of the 'uages fund' 
argument. 
lie uas absolutely convinced, therefore, that economic 
grouth under capitalism meant declining living standards for 
the uorker. This might imply, he recog.ised, that it uould be 
in the uorkers' interest to do all they could to hamper economic 
grouth. He, houever, uas no advocate of such tactics and held 
no brief for zero grouth. He applauded technological progress 
and the expansion of large-scale industry both because it uas 
creating the possibility of ao affluent society once these pro­
ductive forces uere organised rationally, and because it uas 
daily creating a larger and more desperate proletariat. But he 
41. Arbeitslohn, I'lECA I, 6, p. 460; flEGU, 6, p. 426. 
42. Ibid. , FIEGA I, 6, p. 466; flEGO, 6, p. 430. 
uas also cert.sin thet stoon:,nf c • ; •• : 
even uorce than a growing one. The most ; ..vow- -! " •• 
for the workingnan , ho wrote a . s ., "ion a-' • • • :-
lation, because "when coiitol rem.mi •• a-i -
 r - ,. 
manufacture are not merely e t a i oo -••/ • <•-, - u 
depressions the work or woo "f ho fir. t L:.li a e. 1 
to the wall before the capitalist." '" io .h...rf bo: 
there was no way nut for the us jc-1 ipoer-ar, char' e 
poli tieal power end using if tu ..helLs?; private cue, 
the means of production. In -loin ,-, : r,...r.;'-c ran. .oe 
studies served to roi nliomc his commitment to demo-'; 
communism as tine only .ce luc i or: a , ;ltiea.l ins 
tively, to tho horrors of capital ism. 
Ho prS'SOoioso chin : o s e • i • i so; i e S C C O ' . 
downward trend of uork.in ,-claro; living ., tends r-
of German artisans in Or wo. 00 is, f he • •• .. mass 
to get ever to those soeo was cue; 'day uovo n o 
the long-term movement of re.'1 wa ,.. •• do 
and succinctly in the rir.-i t ef hi Leccore 
tirely on economic b u s on whi. eh in- wnri 
This apparently onto! led to. t, t "•' "x 
of vieu, ' combine tie-no ' and o fr.i .<•,••• s 
and effort, ond m.rx. i) id not 1 lire • . y • 
43. Pi scours , l-if.ba T, '-, a. : 1 1 ' ••• » 
err/ 
conclusion. In the long run, he acknouledged, this uas true; 
it uas an error to think that trade-unions could ever by them­
selves save their members from exploitation by the bosses, and 
one had to accept that in the end the uorkers' associations 
uere certain to lose their uar against capital. Yet this did 
not mean that they uould lose every battle. He distinguished 
betueen long-term trends in uage-levels and short-term fluctua­
tions, and recognised that strikes could have an impact on the 
latter, although they uere only one of a number of factors in­
volved, and others like seasooal variations in demand for the 
product might be equally pouerful. The single most important 
cause of these short-term changes, he pointed out, uas the 
business cycle, because the slackening of demand for labour 
during slumps normally alloued employers to reduce uages, uhere-
as in booms, uorkers might successfully press for raises. bnions 
and strikes therefore did, after all, have a limited economic 
value to the uorker, since they enabled him to recoup his 
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periodic losses. 
But if trade-unions could and did function effectively 
as defensive ueapons, uhy could they not be utilised as offen­
sive ueapons too? This uas tha crucial question in the minds 
of Marx's audience, and one he set out to ansuer. There uas a 
real difference, he suggested, betueen a strike designed to 
restore the status quo ante and a strike designed to consoli­
date a real gain in living standards. The effect of the latter, 
if successful, uas tc increase en entrepreneur's uages bill 
uhen market forces uere pressuring him to reduce it io order 
to cut costs. Caught in this bind, he uould fight bitterly to 
resist the increase, end, if defeated, uould resort to repla­
cing expensive uorkers uith more, cheeper, machinery. Tnus 
there uere tuo problems uith offensive strikes, n .rx conclua,.d: 
in the first place, "the costs uhich they cause the uorkers era 
mostly greater than the rise in the gains they uant to get", and 
second, "these combinations bring about neu machines, a neu 
division of labour, removal from one place of production to 
another (and) in consequence of ell this, a reduction of uagos". 
From the u o r k e r s 1 point of vieu, then, offensive strikes uere a 
double-edged suord, liable to do more harm than good. Io any 
case, although in especially favour .JLG cooditions some might 
succeed, the majority never couLa without having an adverse 
effect on the economy as a uhole. he examined tho impact th . i t 
a strong, nation-uide trade-union movement uould have on lb,., t 
nation's competitive position in the uorld market, and c o n d u c e d 
that it uould be disastrous. High uages, he explaioou, mould 
mean lou profits, and lou profits uoulc mean :.; flijht 01 t-.pital 
from that country, resulting in a lou rate of capital accumu!..-
tion and slou economic grouth: "stagnation ..nd roc 
46. Ibid. , [.EGA I, 6, p. 470; F.ECa, s, p. d r . 
industry uould be the consequence, and the uorkers uould be 
ruined together uith their masters". From an economic point 
of vieu, therefore, Flarx felt compelled to endorse the liberal 
economists' strictures against aggressive 'combinations', and 
he contended that if the unions served no function other than 
their ostensible one of "fixing uages" then they uould be 
doomed, in the long run, to fall victim to "the laus of com-
petition " . ^ 
Houever, Marx, like Engels, believed that to look at 
trade-unions in this narrouly economic light uas to miss their 
real value. The essence of a trade association, he argued, uas 
to remove competition betueen emolovees and replace it uith a 
co-operative union of uorkers. It uas therefore intrinsically 
a repudiation of the free-market system, and uas an anticipa­
tion of an economy based on co-operation and communal ouner-
ship. Furthermore, it uas also a practical means of uniting 
the uorkers and preparing the overthrou of "the entire old 
society uith its class contradictions". In this sense, then, 
unions uere as much political organisations as economic ones, 
and their chief purpose uas to reinforce uorking-class unity. 
Marx suspected that many trade-union militants realised, or at 
least unconsciously sensed this, uhich uas uhy they paid little 
heed to the financial sacrifices involved in union organising. 
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"He uho uants to beat his adversary", he remarked, " will not 
discuss uith him the costs of the u a r " . 4 8 He also noted that 
the most militant trade-unionists uere usually relatively 
uell-paid uorkers uho uere prepared to use the margin of income 
they had above subsistence to support the costs of running 
political and educational clubs, and deduced that the motives 
of these uorkers uere not narrouly economic ones but, rather, 
the desire to fight and overthrow bourgeois society. For flarx, 
then, trade-unionism uas best understood as one facet of the 
political organisation of the 'proletariat' and its main uorth 
lay in enhancing the uorkers' class-consciousness. Its value 
as a defensive ueapon against economic exploitation, although 
undeniable, uas secondary to this ideological function. 4 
Marx's last remarks to the Brussels Uorkingrnen' s 
Society raised another issue at the forefront of his listeners' 
minds. The rapid grouth of the factory system, he stressed, 
meant the demise of independent craftsmen, and the progressive 
drauing of artisans like themselves into the system of uage-
labour. This fate uas inescapable, but there uere three "posi­
tive aspects" to uage-labour: the old condescending patriarchal 
relationship betueen master and journeyman uas disappearing, so 
that the worker's free time and money uere has to use as he 
pleased; machines uere making physical labour easier and simpler; 
48. Ibid. , MEGA I, 6, 471; MECU, 6, p. 435. 
49. Ibid., MEGA I, 6, pp. 470-471; MECU, 6, pp. 435-430. 
and of course a unified proletariat uas gradually being 
created that uould be "really capable of revolutionising the 
old society and i t s e l f " . 5 0 Q n e may uonder hou much consola­
tion the Brussels artisans found in hearing about this silver 
lining in the black storm-cloud about to engulf them. 
One of Marx's motives io composing The Poverty of 
Philosophy had been to uarn the European uorking-class move­
ment against putting its trust in uhat he judged to be frau­
dulent panaceas. In the Arbeitslohn manuscript and the 
Manifesto he uas as hostile as ever to Proudhonian mutualism, 
to schemes for uorkers' savings banks, and to other devices 
for encouraging self-help uithin a capitalist frameuork. He 
argued simply that none of these uould uork — at least on a 
large scale — and so uere uays of uasting precious time and 
effort. He stipulated that there uere tuo thiogs uhich had to 
be done: the creation of a uorking-class political party, and 
the further 'enlightenment' of the proletariat. 0*' Both uere 
absolutely essential, and the trade-union movement, as ue have 
seen, uas useful primarily in that it helped attain these goals. 
He uas quite sanguine about the chances of creatiog a political 
party embracing thousands, even millions, of uorkers io England, 
and looked on the Chartist movement as a major step touards this 
50. Ibid. , MEGA I, 6, p. 471; MECU, 6, p. 436. 
51. Arbeitslohn, MEGA I, 6, pp. 460 & 469; MECU, J, pp. 42u 
& 434; Maoifest, MEGA i, 6, pp. 535, 537-530 & 556-->b7; 
MECU, 6, pp. 493, 497-498, & 518-519. 
As for the education of the proletariat, this too uould coma 
in time. In the '''anifesto he outlined three grounds for ex­
pecting the guality of working-class culture to improve in 
the near future: industrialists, needing the support of 
articulate and literate uorkers in their struggle uith the 
landed gentry and uith the reactionary segments of the middle-
class, uere providing educational services like the Meckanics 1 
Institutes and uere also drauing proletarians into the poli­
tical arena; sections of the middle classes uere being reduced 
by modernisation to the status of uage-earners, and these 
educated neucomers to the "proletariat" uould supply the uor­
kers uith "fresh elements of enlightenment and progress'; and 
a small group of erstuhile bourgeois intellectuals like him­
self uere "cutting themselves adrift" from the ruling class 
and serving as spokesmen and educators of the revolutionary 
movement. 
As the literacy and knouledge of the masses improved 
Marx considered, the labour movement's ability to mount poucr-
ful campaigns for political and social reforms uould also 
increase. tike Engels, he had been greatly impressed by the 
successful campaign for the Ten Hours bill, and sau this as a 
model for future agitation. Victories of this kind, he believe 
uere not only of great practical benefit to the uorkers, the/ 
also served to organise labour militants into a political part 
The education and politicisation of the mass of uorker- uould 
thus proceed hand io haod, and he uas sure that an educatcu, 
politicaliy-auare uorking class that uas also a numerical 
majority of the population uould haue no trouble io taking 
over the reins of government, ooce universal suffrage hac been 
achieved. Democracy, then, not savings banks or producers' co­
operatives, should be the first priority of the uorkers' move-
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ment in Britain, France, and Belgium. Like Engels', Farx's 
general attitude to the labour movement uas in 1847 much the 
same as Julian Harney's or Louis Blanc's, and so it is oot 
surprising that he looked to these meo as potential allies. 
But uhat in fact uere Marx's and Engels' attitudes 
to other European democrats and socialists at this time? Uhat 
uere their considered judgments on the other attempts thai had 
been and uere being made in England, France and Germany ta 
create a coherent socialist ideology aod to organise the labour 
movement? Ue have examined tuo impurtaot developmeots io their 
thought in 1 8 4 7 , their sharpened perspectives on recent poli­
tical history and oo the inner 'logic' of the economy, but a 
third, equally significant, uas their uorking out of a systematic 
classification of the varieties of European socialism. 
The stimulus to do this uas the need to provide T hn 
Communist Leanue uith a programme aod a manifesto. Engels be­
gan the task by setting out, io the "Draft of a Commuast Con­
fession of faith", the aims and methods of the 'party'; n o tr.en 
developed these ideas in the Principles by sketching his nicture 
53. Ibid. . MEGA I, 6, pp. 534 & 536; MECU, 6 , p p . 493 a v.«5. 
of the future communist society and the 'neu man' uho uould 
inhabit it, and by delineating the "objective' socio-economic 
forces uhich he believed uould eventually bring it into a e i n g . 5 4 
He divided the 'party's' rivals on the left into three groups: 
(1) 'reactionary socialists', i.e., advocates of return to a 
feudal and patriarchal society; (ii) 'bourgeois socialists' — 
all social reformists uishing to retain the economic and legal 
foundations of capitalist society; and (iii) 'democratic socia­
lists' : either men like the more moderate Chartist leaders 
uhose hearts uere in the right place but uhose comprehension 
of communism uas "insufficiently enlightened", or radicals from 
the petty-bourgeoisie uho desired a social republic but uho 
stopped short of communal property. Marx developed some, but 
not a l l , of Engels' ideas in the ^ani.festo, dividing recent 
socialist and communist literature into three broad groups, 
uith subdivisions. The first tuo of these groups, but not the 
third, corresponded to E n g e l s 1 classification. Marx's three 
were 'reactionary s o c i a l i s m 1 , 'bourgeois socialism 1 , and 
'utopian socialism'; to these, all of uhich he criticised in 
some uay, he opposed tuo other ideologies, Engels' 'democratic 
socialism', and the "modern comrnanism" of The Communist teanue, 
both of uhich he regarded as more realistic, consistent and 
thoroughgoing than the former three. Uhich thinkers, then, did 
he include in the four categories other than his oun, and uhat 
5 4 , Engels, "Draft of a Communist Confession of Faith", MECU, 
6, p. 90 & 101-102; Crundsatze, MEGA I, 6, pp. 511-010; 
MECU, 6, pp. 34B-354. 
u a s rii c o v .1. u a c i n n of . •;. i;j •,? 
Morx seems r.n have thought there were several dif­
ferent type;, n f 'reactionary' socialist, although all deserved 
the epithet heeeuso they were defending the values of an elder, 
pro-indue trial society uith its corporations, guilds one 
concccnonn.. uas. These ucsc lif.-ic tian socialism, 'petty-sour-
oeois' socl lion, iicra.m 'true socialism' , end early revolu­
tion..ry communion. HS on example of a 'feudal/clerical' social! 
ha probably h..d in mind Lomunn.cis, while his paradigm of a back-
word-lock in • m;i t v - h w s s ' o i v a o a i Liat uas Sismondi, uhc.i he 
recorded a a tic no.s t o! oguon t npokooman for peasants, cra.fts-
men, small m .no; a e furor s end fr nine, men opposed to increasing 
commerciali s • t i on .nd the grouth of modern industry. Tho 
reason he c 1 icani Corn .n 'true sue laliots' like Grttn and Hess 
as 'roaoticnar 1 as ' o n ho doducod from Engels' discussion of 
this ..roup in "The ikons ti tu tiunol Co' tion in Germany"; chose 
intellectual;' opinions, argued Ere els, uere derived largely 
from French theorists like Fourier, Cabot, end Proudhon, but 
they had op pii od tho Frenchmen'o ideas to Germany in an abstract 
and schematic manner uhich roiled to take into account the 
country's level of economic and political development, and by 
asserting that the uork.ere* real enemy uas the bourgeoisie, not 
the regime, they had become do facto ..Hies of absolution and 
the 'feudal' urisfncraoy.J ' The fourth kind of 'reactionary 
5 5 . Manifest. FIEGA I, 6, pp. 5*. 6-551; MECU, u , po. 507-alP. 
5 6 . Engels, "Dor Status guo in OOIL I tschland", FIEGA I, 6, pp. 
2 3 1 - 2 5 2 ; MECU, 6, pp. 75-76. 
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socialism' , added by Marx as an afterthought, uas Babouvian 
communism, uhich he had aluays judged crude and primitive; 
although a genuine expression of the demands of the uorkers 
in the French Revolutionary period, this early revolutionary 
literature bad, he considered, oo unprogressive character 
because it "inculcated universal asceticism and social level­
ling in its crudest form", and therujy denied the ideal of a 
uel1-roundod, truly free personality held by Fourier, Quen and 
modern communists. It uas modelled not on a vision of uhat 
might be achieved using modern technology in a rational and 
humane manner, bot on o dubiously accurate picture of moral 
values and life-styles in the Roman Republic, and as such 
sougnt to recreate an ancient society inappropriate to the 
Europe of the industrial revolution. Hence, notuithstanding 
its place in the history of communist thought and the heroism 
of its exponents, Baliouvism too had become a hindrance to the 
modern labour movement."''' 
Marx uas not eotirely hostile to 'reactionary socia­
lism 1 , Tn be sure, he had little sympathy for Lamennais' 
Christianity, and he and Engels penned numerous bitter ons­
laughts on Crdn, Heinzen and their follouers. Nonetheless, it 
uas not so much the ooctrines espoused by the 'true socialists' 
that they disliked — these, they recognised, uere simply a 
synthesis of various French socialists' ideas — but the in­
flexible and a-historical fashion in uhich they applied them to 
u J i 
current Gm,,,,
 ;...! L i.!, •.., „:U ;ri rj -Jf:1 os : j n 0 X C l I S 0 f n r p o l i t i _ 
•-I i-n.ici-.i vi i: •-. in "of-, mode l ho mint most clearly in "Tho 
conofitutioo f aucsUor," ,,hi;,.( , l 0 contrasted unfavourably tho 
•trio, socio.1 i o; s« in..] .f Inn from the for man uorkers uith the 
actio.'., involve- en' ..f I ho group round t e Re forme in doy-fo-
dcv Par i si n ; l i f e : no nj i.h ffienuo Godot's position so 
"tie c h i s . : e :-e; r . e e o f e 1 -sj „r the oreoo moss of the French 
--re. 1 o is-i. of" . , T r u socio li.sm', then, oos 'r nactionary 1 not 
:c much for :f •: i der: J u~-•, though 'ore too it uas insufficiently 
cmonni p- i.e. 1 f . m e .i ni'-n1 , es if a- its political strategy 
•'•nd d o v e . 1 1 it i f ] nr. .o cut ioun roots in the labour 
mo v em eni. 
j' re i i.e their criticism;, of ffoouvism, Marx and 
Fnoolo identified uith the l-.ebouv.i s \;r during the French Revolu­
tion and it."r.1 or.!. .- ., viening - he revolutionary communist 
tradi tinn '•• 1. ii.in.sr.e are) inner ; nt part of the heritage 
of the mode-on F u m o e :n ocialisf movement. Furthermore, they 
tied great res: . of for that other 'reactionary socialist' , 
bismondi. 1 thrue.o sf.monbi ;nd '..is disciples' remedies had 
been hopclorsly on .r hren is tin, flora maintained that they should 
bo given credit for •• penetrating -aid systematic diagnosis of 
tho evils of indue fri '!. capitalism, and for exposing tho 
59 
"hypocritical npnjo'oi o f of liberal economists lor the system. 
58. "Dor b Lotus gun in beutsch.land", REG A I , b, p. 23:.; I'lEGU, 
He appears to have considered tne English Pueoito and r 
Ricardian socialist economists he had read in <•,
 i n , h r ... . 
essentially di s men dian s, ton, and :.a oas thin, inn of o i 
Dray as well as Buret, Pecqueur an.! the early Proudr 
he urote the follnuing succinct summary of she viru 
Sisrnondian socialism: 
on 
! e a 
:o i... 1 to This school of Socialism dissro 
acuteness tho contradictions in the c o n a t i o n : 
of modern prnduc tion ... I t proved, iro. on : . • J . o -
tibly, the disastrous effects of machinery ana 
division of labour; the concentration of c.nii. 
and land in a feu hands; overproduction .ana 
crises; it pointed out the inevitable ruin of 
the p o 11 y la ourqeoi o a n d p e o cant, the mi -a e ? • y oh 
the proletariat, the anarchy in production, is, 
crying inequalities in tho distribution cf 
uealth, the industrial uar ef extermination 
betueen nations, the dissolution of old moral 
bonds, of thee eld family relations, of the old 
n a tiunaliti a s .
 r 
He could hardly have uriften a more eloquent 
comprehensive account of his oun int • iootual debt tn o..r 
and contemporary French and English socialist oennnni., a ,. 
As his best example nf his second m a i n c i t e a r 
'bourgeois socialism' , flarx cited Pruunhon 
tradictions oconnmi agues. This, m i the face of l f, 
peculiar, since he had fait a feu mouth, before ;oa.l. . 
attack on the very some uork as •< p . . m d i . - m a! netty-i. 
ideology. Uhy fed Proodf.o.n boon r u e J ; :• i f r. a i r e m 
60. Ibid. , flEFiA 1, b, p,, 
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•potty-bourgeois' to 'bourgeois', especially uhen Marx kneu 
full uell that the frenchman uas an artisan (a type-setter) 
by trade? The fact that Proudhoo nou had a managerial post 
uith a transport company may have influenced him, but there 
uas more to the matter than this. Marx uas, as ue have seen, 
taking over the general category nf 'bourgeois socialist' 
from Engels, and nis second example shoued that, like Engels, 
he meant by the term any social reformer uho uas opposed to 
political revolution but uho sought instead to modify the 
economic relationship betueen employer and employee uithout 
abolishing the capitalist system. Soch theorists, he asserted, 
usually sou in "administrative reforms" the means of improving 
tho uorkers' lot, but in fact their schemes, even uhen sound 
and far-sighted, uould in no uay change fundamentally the ex­
ploitation of tho proletariat and uoold at best "lessen the 
cost and simplify the administrative uork of the bourgeois 
6 2 
state". This uas almost certainly an allosion to the 5aint-
Simonians, so Liarx — follouiog Engels — uas nou grouping 
Proudhon uith Enfantin and his followers as a man uho uanted 
to ameliorate uorking-class living standards by reorganising 
(but not overthrouing) the market economy. The classification 
made sense, given Marx's understanding of mutualism as a planned 
system of producers' associations and credit banks designed to 
allou artisans to compete uith and buy up, gradually, the 
capitalist firms in certain trades. Convinced that mutualism, 
6 2 . Ibid.. MEGA i, 6, p. 553; MECU, 6, pp. 513-514 
c L; 
if it ever ;>ot off tho ground in oroctiee, uould never become 
poucrful enough to substantially change the existing economy, 
he regarded Proudhon's ecooomic plans as a piece of timid 
reformism uhich uould undermine neither bourgeois political 
rule nor the system of uage-labour and private property. Hen 
as a moderate, non-political reformist, Proudhon logically be­
longed in the 'bourgeois' camp. This implacable judgment demon 
strated the overwhelming change that had occurred in fiarx's 
attitude to Proudhon since 104 4; from a true ouvrier the French 
man had become an apologist for the enemy class, all the more 
dangerous because he still disguised himself in socialise 
clothing. It uas a harsh, but arguably not unfair conclusion, 
uhich reflected less the radicalisetion of fiarx's opinions 
since 1844 (thounh, to be sure, tiiis had occurred to a degree) 
than the change in Proudhon's approach betueen Qu'est-ce gue 
la propriete? and tne a y s t e. n c . flarx ecidedly preferred the 
biting, indignant rhetoric of the young anarchist to the puta­
tive practical schemes of tho moderate reformer. 
In his third main category, 'utopian socialism 1 , bar 
distinguished between 'critical-utopian ' socialists like buirat-
Simon himself anti Fourier, and utopian communists like Ouen and 
Cabet. As in the ease of Sismondi, he sharply separated uhat 
he called the 'critical' side of their systems, i.e., their 
insightful analyses and denunciations of the immoral premise-, 
malfunctions, and inhuman results of the fieo-morket economy, 
9 01 
from choir "fantastic pictures of future s o c i e t y " . 6 3 He paid 
tribute to the search made by Saint-Simon, Fourier and been 
for a neu sociol science uhich uould reveal the social louo 
of bourgeois society and also guide the creation of a nou 
classless one, but he criticised their inadequate sense of 
history and failure to realise that toe proletariat alone 
could bring socialism into being. Portraying Fourierism 
and Ouenism as products of on "undeveloped state of the class 
struggle", he repudiated their founders' appeal to wealthy 
individuals for aid in setting up pilot communities, claiming 
that such "small experiments" uere "necessarily doomed to 
failure". Marx also criticised those Utopians' faith in tho 
efficacy of rational demonstration as o uay of removing upper 
and middle-class hostility to socialism, and their desire to 
employ only peaceful means; neither of these positions, to his 
mind, took into account the rcalitie of the class sturggle. 
Still, despite these anrl other immaturities, liorx recognised 
the greet uorth of this 'ufopion' literature to the embryonic 
labour movement because of the "critical element" contained in 
it; as he put the point, "they attack every principle of exis­
ting society...hence they are full of the most valuable nc-
terials for the enlightenment of the uorking class". Reccing 
betueen the lines, one con sense here a tinge of regret for 
the failure of Engels' planned 'Library 1 of European socialists 
63. Ibid. , P1EGA I, 6, pp. 553-556; FiCCU, 6, pp. 514-107. 
Flarx had much lass time for tha contemporary fol­
lower:, of Fourier, Liu in, aod Cabet. Thinking of the sects 
attached to journals like Phalange and The dcu floral Uorld. he 
attacked these disciples for their mental rigidity and doc­
trinaire adherence to "the original vieus of their masters" 
oo matter ho,, the si toot L O O of the labour movement had changed 
since these uere first formulated, lor such obseguious dog­
matism he nod notion.) out contempt, and unlike Engels he had 
no sympathy lor small-scale experimental communist communi­
ties. He poured scorn oo Uuenite 'Home Colooies', Fourierist 
pnalansteres and on Cabet's plan for a 'tittle Icaria' in 
tne Neu U o r l d . t J T h i s attack on Cabet in the flani f es to, in­
cluding I carionium in the same category as Fourierism end 
buenism, is a little surprising, given flarx's and Engels' 
previaus defence of the man as a competent organiser and 
sensible left-wing politician. Engels uas even oo good per­
sonal terms uith Cabet himself at the time and uas an occasiona 
visitor to the offices of Le Poj) i J I .a ir e; moreover, he uas in the 
habit of holding up the learian leader to German socialists as 
an example of a French communist uith mass uorking-class sup­
port aod ao admirable uilliogoess to dirty his hands uith the 
mud of day-to-day politics. Clearly, either flarx and Enguls 
differed in their estimate of the man and his movement, or they 
had a markedly ambivalent attitude to Icarianism. Probably the 
latter uas the case. They seem to have become partially disen­
chanted uith Icarianism in September ( 1 0 . 7 ) uhen Cabet issued 
65. Ibid. 
his call to his supporters to emigrate and create Icaria across 
the Atlantic; at least, "Allons en Icarie" excited a highly 
critical reaction from the Societe detnocratioue ( a small 
club of French and Belgian socialists in London, uith uhich 
the Communist Correspondence Committee uas in t o u c h ) , aod from 
The Communist League in the one and only issue of its journal, 
Kommunistische Zoi tschrifte (uhich uas published in Septsmber, 
and uhich Engels may have helped to u r i t e ) . 6 6 It seems a l ­
most certain, then, that Mar< and Engels vieued Cabet's 
emigration decisioo as a major error on his part, and reclas­
sified Icarianism as "reactionary" and "utopian" in conse­
quence, uhile retaining a certain admiration for Cabet's 
success as a propagandist and organiser. 
Marx's fourth main type of European socialism, the 
kind he labelled "democratic", uas 1 tended to designate pri­
marily the left-uing Chartists in England (i.e., those fcl-
louing O'Connor, Harney and J o n e s ) , and the group of 'social-
democrats' around the republicao Parisian daily, La Reforms, led 
by Louis Blanc, Ferdinand Flocon, and Alexandre Ledru-Rollin. 
These uere the men he regarded as the best allies of his oun 
'party' of "modern communists", and to uhose support he public-
ly committed The Communist League in the Manifesto. Marx and 
Engels uere attracted to the Reforme group and the left-uing 
6 6 , Kommunistische Zeitschri fte, no. 1 (September 1 0 4 7 ) , cited 
h y c h r i ".i n p h n r Tnl in.^nn. Otopian Communism in Franco, pp.246-
2 4 7 . I have been unable to locate a copy of this, uhich is 
not included in MEGA, UERKE or MECU. 
6 7 . Manifest. MEGA I, 6 , pp. 536-637; MECU, 6, pp. 518-010. 
sa knoun 
Chartist, for , number of reasons. For one thing, they ad­
mired several of the loaders es dynamic, intelligent, hsoest 
and committed person.,1ilies; this was particularly true of 
the Chartists O'Connor, bancs one Harney, whom Engels h; 
since 1043, hot it also senna en hove boon the case with Loots 
Blanc (whom Flarx knew in Paris d u r i n g 1043-45) and the editor 
o f
 t o Ooforme, Ferdinand FI neon. dor was there any guestion 
that both Che -tic to o n ! :g_:f mo , i a tea were hard-line democrats 
and republicans who ban also campaigned repeatedly and in­
sistently for M e a s u r e : tu ameliorate ' t h e social problem'; 
these, judged Florx area Engels, wore certainly socialists who 
held no brief for the capitalist system, even if they o c a not 
prepared to or as far as publicly adhering to communist prin­
ciples. 
Their approach to pel I tier., too, pleased the awe 
Germans: while renounoino conspiracy and insurrection by snail 
armed groups, they sympathised with the French tradition of 
large-scale spontaneous uprisings by the populace, ant! sought to 
use mass demonstration: as a weapon to pressure government in­
to granting reforms. They could hope to do this because ahoy 
commanded impressive support among the uork.iog-class population 
of the larger towns, and this fact also attracted flarx o n : En", alt, 
who since 1043 hod boon growing over more conscious of too n ec 
to back up their "grey" theory uith some "material h..nr:ier . 
68. Flarx, "Zur Kritik der Hag el so I can Recti to at 
Franzflsischo dohr 'nicher, Paris, lab a, roprinto-
1 (1), p. 020; FiECU, 3, p. Id?. 
And in any case, their stage-theory of history told them that 
the next revolution in Uestern Europe uould be a democratic-
republican one, so it uas logical to support the leading ad­
vocates of this transformation, uhose time uould hopefully be 
soon at hand. Finally, and perhaps most important of a l l , La 
Reforms in France and The Northern Star in England seemed to be 
the tuo "great European democratic neuspapers" uhich uere 
leading the struggles of all radicals in their respective 
countries against the status guo; they uere the established 
spokesmen and leaders of the opposition movements of uhich 
Marx and Engels instinctively felt a part. Above all, it uas 
this emotional sense of revolotionary solidarity uhich bound 
y 69 
them to the Chartists and Rnfnrmistns- For a variety of 
reasons, then, they made co-operation uith the Reformistes 
and Chartists the central tenet of their political strategy 
in 1847-48. In practice, their links uith the Chartists re­
mained slight, apart from Engels' position as foreign corres­
pondent for The Northern Star, but on the eve of the 1848 
Revolution they established close contact uith Blanc and La 
Reforme. Engels, in particular, uas to become guite involved 
in the details of republican politics in Paris. 
69. Engels, "L'anniversaire de la revolution polonaise de 
1830", ta Reforme, 5/12/47, reprinted in MEGA 1, 6, pp. 
363-364; MECU, 6, pp. 391-392. 
iHf i yp [jo urg/pi ng 
liiu-ino lo*.? Inrx and ingels tried to oork out more 
preciselv uh.it thov ...«.-.int bv 'muoorn' , or, as they sometimes 
called it., ' c r i_ic.il1 (as opposeu to 'utopiao') communism. 
Despite th-'i i at.'.. ... nt ctinir.ifie.ti p and broad agreement uith 
trie socio 1 r. ; .: i i v. ens over pol i r icul strategy, they believed 
that the : ; . a w -, t [ ee en e had mere radical long-term gools. 
r:ot utiat ;;ro::.;i 1 •> uere: these? ring els insisted that "trie 
eliminatiu.1 •„ : i r i v prop.- - ty and its replacement by com­
munity ot or.ee:ty" me., a :, i n o m m non for a society in uhich 
each individual uuuld Le able ht "de lop and use all his 
capacities ana pouers io complete freedom". That uas hou he 
defined the a i
 L.o aim at ccmmun i sm in the "Draft of a Commonist 
Confession of feitn" uritteo in June.''' In the Principles, no 
argued toot toe ru.u secial order uould have to be based on 
on associotioo (oy uhich he meant a form of co-operative 
management uf industry involving industrial democracy), eco­
nomic planning (to ensure the efficient running of factories 
for the community as a u h o l o ) , and community of property (uhich 
1. "Draft of a bommooist Confession of faith", fltCU, b, p. 96. 
P I I n 
I D -
f ( 
he described ss "common use of ell the instruments ef
 ; 
duetion and the distribution of ell products by common 
a g r e e m e n t " ) . He clearly regarded private property as 
one giant barrier blocking the progress of the human race 
touards equality and self-fulfilment and he contended that 
communal ownership combined uith economic planning uouJu 
avoid overproduction crises, dear the.:, and an unjust distri­
bution of commodities. He evidently expected that material 
abundance could be achieved ret lively rapidly provides trot 
neu machines and agricultural techniques uere utilisee to 
the f u l l . 2 
Engels accepted, though, that this great leap for­
ward uould require not merely technological progress but also 
"quite different people" to manage production. He uas convin­
ced that communism uould create a neu kind of humao b.aioa, end 
his vision of the neu communist man uas indeed a primer/ sou re 
of his enthusiasm. The main qualities uhich he expected the 1 
m a n 1 to possess uere universality of knouledge and a quickness 
of mind uhich uould ollou him to pick up a variety of chills. 
This, of course, uas the old ideal of the Renaissance L K U : 
universale uhich he had taken over from the Romantic peats „.n 
dramatists of uhom he had been so fond in hie youth, n o am..; ii 
he had rediscovered in the french and English 'utopian' soo.: -
lists. The influence of Fourier uas still very strong in th. 
Principles; Engels remained committed to the idea tha t a-k 
2. GrundsM t:ro, REGA I, fi, pp. blb-blu; hECJ, o, P. 
J ij u 
could only bo made attractive ~ and thereby a means to per­
sonal self-fulfilment — if it uere made both varied and 
voluntary. He remained equally optimistic that a combina­
tion of education, planning and automation could overcome 
the division of labour, and that in the society of the future 
it uould be normal for men to switch from one job to another 
It r> according to the needs of society or their oun inclina­
tions".^ lo r.nnrt, Ire. ootstanding achievements of commu­
nism, ana its , inoip.il roisnn d'etre, uould be first to give 
all its members a systematic and comprehensive education de­
signed to uevolop all their talents, and then to provide them 
uito the opportunities required to coltivate and exercise these 
abilities, E f < o J ' neu social order uoold thus be a blend of 
Fourier's He r men y and i'ab e t' s I c o r i a , using the industrial 
technology ana somnooul organisation of the latter to achieve 
the emotional and spiritual liberation of the former. 
f'larx Pod certainly shared this visionary ideal during 
1044 and 1040, and it is most likely he still did in 1847-48. 
Houever, he uas more persuaded then Engels of the need for The 
Communist League to separate itself sharply from older socialist 
traditions and, as uo have seen, he included in the Hani fas to 
a critigue of 'utopian socialism' uhich Engels had omitted in 
the Principlos. It uas therefore prodent, he judged, to doun-
play the more speculative side of "modern communism", and to 
3. Ibid. , flFOA I, 6, p. 518; [.ECU, 6, p. 353. 
4. Manifest, HE OA I, 0, p. 546; NO CO, 6, p. 
concentrate first on explaining the material forces at work 
uhich uere operating in its favour, and second, on refuting 
the misconceptions uhich uere uidespread concerning cormrunist 
a i m s
-
 l n t h c
 '^nifnstn h s cootented himself uith the vague 
premise that, once capitalism uas overthroun, class-ridcen 
bourgeois societv uould be replaced by "an association, in 
uhich the l rce-ilevel ..ptnen t of each is the condition for the 
f ree-aovelup.-ent. of o 11" / ; This uas hardly very explicit, but 
it did at least m o i c a t e foot M a r x too conceived cf the neu 
social oroor as a kind of c o-operative commonity oesigned to 
e n f i a n c e personal soli-fulfilment. Like Engels, he probably 
still sau c o m o a O L s m oa the eoly practical uay of implementing 
his Romantic ideals of creative freedom and s el f-cul ti va t i oo . 
still, if too vision of a 'neu man' uas at the heart 
of Engels' commoni on in 1047, he had also devoted some thought 
to more practical questions concerni ) life in the future 
society. The economy, naturally, uoold be based on public 
ounership of all land, industry and transportation systems, and 
an attempt uoold ho made — exactly hou Engels never specified 
— to combine highly centralised economic planning (including a 
computatioo of total demand in the ecooomy) uith a decentra­
lised system of producers' co-operatives run by some kind of 
managerial democracy. Politics, he thought, (following the 
Saint-Simooians), uould lose its combative character once class 
divisions had been removed, and uould become a matter of 
administrative decisions to bo made democratically by those 
involved io managing particular industries and services; this 
apain, uas not a problem uhich he bothered to examine io de­
tail. He still placed a high premium on educatioo, and en­
visaged the creation of a state-run system providiog free and 
compulsory schooling at both primary aod secondary levels; ha 
considered that the training provided should be practical and 
technical as ueil academic, and appears to have contem­
plated on-the-job instruction in a variety of maoual skills 
as part of the programme. Ue have already noticed the cm,, ial 
role he expected this "industrial education" to play io equip­
ping men o r their versatile careers in the neu industrial 
order. J 
Engels uas interested, too, in the status of uomen 
and the future ol the family. Vaguely sympathetic to the cause 
of female emancipation , he argued that the root of sexual op­
pression lay in the financial dependence of the u i f e on the 
husband. this, he expected, uould cease uith the abolition of 
private property, and furthermore, communism, by providing all 
uomen uith an adequate income and uork of their choice, uould 
uipe out that other institution uhereby middle- and uppcr-clas 
males exploited louer-class uomen, prostitution. His basic 
idea uas that marriage should cease to be an authoritarian 
relationship bound up uith private property, and should aeeome 
5. "Draft ot a Communist Coofessioo of faith", I'iCC'J, c, p. lb 
GrunrJsdtre, MEGA 1, 6, pp. blu-blb; MECU, 6, pp. bbe-bbs. 
instead "a purely private relation uhich concerns only one 
persons involved and in uhich society has no call to inter­
f e r e " . 5 This presumably meant that it uould cease to have 
any tie uith the Christian religion, and that divorce uould 
be available on demand. Engels apparently expected that men 
and uomen uould continue to form sexually-exclusive, long-
lasting 'partnerships', but he insisted that moral and 
emotional decisions of this kiod should be left entirely to 
each individual — it uent uithoot saying that free love 
uould be no more imposed on a member of the neu social order 
than uould monogamy. Here again he uas echoing the vises of 
F ourier. 
He briefly tackled tuo other guestioos concerning 
the future society: religion and nationality. His vieus oo 
religion uere simple: all religions, he claimed, uere ex­
pressions of earlier stages in the cultural development of 
the human race; they uere nou obsolete, and uoold gradually 
disappear in the years ahead. The communist society uould 
tolerate them and uait patiently for these superfluous creeds 
to moulder auay. As for nationalities, much the same uould 
be the case. Nation-states at present gave people a sense of 
community uhich they otheruise lacked, but coce a genuinely 
communal society had been established this function uooio ue 
redundant; moreover, the increasing scale of industrial 
production and the creation of a uorld market uould diminish 
parochialism aod foster a spirit of internationalism. National 
differences, und in consequence the sense ot nationhood, uould 
therefore gradually decrease. Engels thus perceived oatiooa-
lism as a phenomenon of the bourgeois era uhich uould even­
tually abate, although this uould uodoubtedly be a lengthy 
7 
process. 
Engels' Utopia uas therefore desigoed to implement 
a set of principles: personal self-development, co-operation, 
communal property, centralised planning, political aod iodus-
trial democracy, liberatioo of uomeo, secularism, aod inter­
nationalism, among others. As sue hi, it uas ao ideology or 
doctrine, just as much as Fourierism, buenism or Icarianism. 
Part, of the time he acknowledged this quite opeoly, but part 
of the time ne shared the strong aversion uhich flarx had been 
developing since 184b to socialist 'systems' based oo rational 
and/or moral principles. By 'utopian socialism 1 flarx in the 
Hani fes to meant to designate not only the views of early socia­
lists like Fourier and Cabet, uho had actually draun up blue­
prints for the future society, tut also of all those uho had 
tried to fouod their intellectual systems on general principles 
about human nature, self-evident rational truths, and universal 
moral precepts, bagels' similar hostility to ethical socia­
lism uas evideot, for example, in "The Communists and Karl 
7. "Draft of a Communist Confession of faith", FlECU, 6, p. 
Heinzen", uhere he claimed that communism uas a movement, 
not a doctrine, and praised a pamphlet by his friend Staphan 
Born for avoiding a "moral attitude" and instead trying io 
trace "the political struggles of the present" back to tseir 
class roots. Uhy this aversion to reason and morality as 
intellectual foundations for modern communism? There seam 
to have been tuo maio reasons: for one, Marx and Engels nou 
regarded all 'philosopnies 1 (including, of course moral 
philosophies) as ideologies, and this led them to an ethical 
relativism uhich scorned all moral absoiotes as meaningless 
deceptions; for another, they believed that there uere much 
better groa.us for believing in the advent of communism. 
Uhereas there hao beeo something inherently subjective and 
personal about all previous socialist doctrines, they felt, 
it uas nou possible to place modern communism on an objec­
tive or 'scientific' footing. It uas this — they believed -
uhich made their version of communism markedly superior to th 
uork of all previous theorists. 
The scientific discoverv uhich they sau as corrobo­
rating their vieus uas Llarx's neu 'lau of capitalist develop­
ment'. Even before florx formulated this in the Arbeitsiohn 
manuscript, he and Engels had been convinced that there uas an 
'inner logic' to the evolotion of the industrial capitalist 
8. Engels, nrund.at.ze, M E G A I, b, pp. 514-516; M E C U , 6, pp. 
346-^.-.?; IM.-.rxf Arboitsloho, M E G A 1, 6, pp. 463-ao/; I m l C U , 
6, pp. 429-432. 
economy. Tney uere also sure that the system's interoal 
•contradictions' uere causioq the social aod economic prob­
lems it had created to grou increasingly severe. In their 
writings of 1847-48 they did not usually put foruard an 
economic 'breakdown' thesis, but they did claim that inexor­
able economic processes were at work which would "necessi­
tate" a fundamental reorgaoisation of the social structure. 
Economic expaosioo under capitalism, they maintained firmly, 
would make replacement of the free-market system unavoioable 
io the loog run. This conviction underlay Engels' explanation 
in the Princinles of uhy the iodustrial revolutioo had made 
communism certain anb flarx'c theory io the tlaoif esto of the 
"ioevitable" victory of the proletariat. Both meo thus 
apparently committed themselves io these uorks to economic 
determinism and historical inevitabi1ism, the twin errors for 
which they have so often been denounced as 'historicists' . 
It uas oot, iiouever, political revolution uhich they regarded 
as 'inevitable', but rather far-reaching ecooomic change. And 
uhen one examines closely uhat they urote, it becomes evident 
that uhile they believed that the condition of the free-market 
economy uould became ever more unsound they nevertheless still 
thought that legislative actioo by a socialist government 
uould be required to reorganise it oo communist lines. They 
therefore did not suggest that capitalism uould automaticaJly 
evolve into communism, irrespective of political developments. 
The only thing they considered 'inevitable' (in the sense of 
being strictly determined by economic l a u s ) , uas that eco­
nomic crises uould get uorse, real uages louer, aod tho con­
trol of industry fall into feuer and feuer h a n d s . 9 
Marx's account of the evolutioo of modern industry 
and grouth of the proletariat io the Manifesto is uell kooun, 
but it uas actually more rhetorical and less illuminating than 
Engels' more succinct version in the Principles because Engels 
focused more precisely oo the forces and mechanisms preparing 
the uay for communism, these he isolated as (i) the grcuing 
size and impoverishment of the urban manual uork-force — he 
reiterated tie 'iron lau of uages', and again portrayeo the 
industrial cities as flooded uith discontented paupers and 
unemployed; ( i i ) the evident pouer of modern technology, i f 
utilised efficiently, to provide sufficient "necessities of 
life" for the entire population; ( i i v ) the concentration of 
huge productive forces and vast quantities of capital io the 
hands of a feu firms; and (iv) increasingly severe and pro­
longed cyclical over-production crises — these, ho asserted, 
shoued that "competition and in general the carrying on of 
industrial production by individuals have become a fetter upon 
large-scale iodustry uhich it uill aod must b r e a k . " 1 U He 
Engels, Grundsflt/e, MEGA I, b, pp. 514-516; iiECU, u, pp. 
345-352; Marx, A rh°' ^ l n h n , MEGA I, 6 , pp. 4 o 3 - 4 u 7 , MEtJ, 
6, pp. 429-432. 
argued that those facto combined to prove too things: first, 
that poverty and inequality were not necessary attributes of 
the human condition, hut uere consequences of the present 
social order; and second, that the means uere already avail­
able to abolish thorn completely if men uoold rationally re-
arranpe the uay industrial society uas organised. These plain 
truths, he assumed, uoold stare io the face any government 
nnt commit, too, because of its bourgeois social composition, 
to the maintenance of capitalism. Hence, once a government 
composed i.t reouoliooo democrats elected by uorking-class votes 
uao in pouer, i L uoold feel compelled to enact legislation 
desipoed to remedy t no situation. Its reforms uould naturally 
he implemeoteo only oraduelly, but as they came into effect 
they uoulo aluuvs load on to more radical measures. He re­
marked t P a t once an initial onslaoght opon private ounership 
had been maoe, a popular government uould be forced to "go 
aluays further, te concentrate all capital, ail industry, all 
transport, and all exchange more and more in the hands of the 
State".'1""1' The ..dvent of communism uould thus be a fairly slou 
process, not a sharp violent one, and uoold depend both on the 
predictable operatioo of economic laus and on the coming to 
pouer of a socialist government uithin the frameuork of a 
democratic republic. 
Hou, then, uould this second prereguisite be fulfilled? 
Did flarx and Enrjels regard the earning of universal suffrage 
as the 'inevitable' result of economic forces? The available 
evidence suggests that they did not, although they uere con­
fident enough that, sooner nr later, this progressive reform 
uould be forthcoming in England, Trance and Belgium. They did, 
ue have seen, perceive a stroog link betueen the grouth of 
democratic republicanism and the emergence of the uorkiog-
classes as a political force to ue reckoned uith, and their 
analysis of the rise of this democratic uorkiog-class move­
ment uas certainly framed in causal terms. bndoubtedly they 
sau it as a product of the industrial revolution, but none­
theless economic factors uere not the ooly ones they antici­
pated uould create uidespread adherence to social-democratic 
ideology. The development of a sophisticated, politically-
oriented class-consciousness uas not, io their vieu, ao 
automatic process; oo the contrary, the function of both 
socialist theory and a democratic political party uas to 
raise the uorkers' collective mentality above the level of 
spontaneous discontent and tn channel their grievances into 
constructive action for political aod social reforms. dor 
uould these reforms be achieved ooless the laboor movement 
campaigned for them. bnce again, it uas Engels uho discussed 
these issues in an incisive and concrete manner, and in 'act 
he gave more attention in lb47 to the question of methods 
than he did to elaboration commooist goals. Bet there uas oo 
disagreemeot of substance betueen him aod flarx on the tenia, 
although possibly Engels uas more sanguine than the latter 
about the chances of avoiding b l o o d s h e d . 1 2 
The tuo men uere unanimous io condemning conspira­
torial tactics and individual acts of violence as not only 
useless but positively harmful. Engels, uho discussed the 
guestion of violence/insurrection in some detail in the 
"Draft Confession", the Principles, and "The Communists and 
Karl Heinzen", attacked as immature and foolhardy all attempts 
to stimulate mass uprisings by either propaganda or e x a m p l e . 1 3 
Revolutionary insurrections by the louer classes, he argued, 
had a cnance of success only if they uere massive and spon-
taneoos affairs prompted by social chaos and profound eco­
nomic dislocation; in these cooditions they uere fully justi­
fied, and any violence associated uith them uas defensive in 
nature, a legitimate response to oppression. Real revolutions, 
he asserted, as opposed to putsch•.. , uere never made "delibera­
tely and arbitrarily" but uere aluays "the necessary outcome 
14 
of circumstances" beyond tho control of individuals. If the 
existing governments of property-ouners intronsigently refused 
to expand the franchise or improve uorking conditions, then 
12. Ibid. , tlECA I, 0 , pp. 513-515; MECU, 6, pp. 349-351. 
13. Ibid., MEGA 1, 6, p. 513; MECU, 6, p. 349; "Draft of a 
C c ^ n i s t Confession of faith", MECU 6, pp. ^ ^ 0 2 [ 
"Die Kommunisten und Karl Heinzen", loc. cit.., MEGA I, 
6, pp. 264-265; MECU, 6, p. 294. 
14. Grdndsfltze, MEGA 1, 6, p. 513; MECU, 6, p. 349. 
they uould no doubt io the eod goad the proletariat ioto 
rebellion, but this uould occur only uhen the socio-economic 
conditions uere ripe. Engels thus feared premature uprisings, 
and uas not a »revolutiooary', in the sense that he opposed 
any attempt to 'make' a violent upheaval. He uas ao advocate 
of 'revolution' in tuo senses only: (i) he desired a far-
reaching transformation of the structure of society, aod (ii) 
he intended to support a mass uprisiog by the uorking-class 
if this uere provoked by government obstinacy over electoral 
reform and uilful disregard of cryiog social evils. One might 
sum up his positioo by the phrase: "reform preferably, revo­
lution if necessary". 
If vinlent revolution uas only a last resort, then 
obviously Engels envisaged an alternative strategy uhich he 
hoped uould obviate the oeed for insurrectioo. He described 
this in the "Draft Confession" as "enlightening and uniting 
the proletariat", by uhich he meaot the creatioo of a mass 
movement of literate, articulate aod knowledgeable uorkers 
uilling to attend meetings and marches demanding electoral 
and social r e f o r m s . 1 5 The adveot of universal suffrage uould 
turn this mass of supporters ioto voters uith the pouer to 
elect a social-democratic goveromeot. But hou exactly uculd 
this democratic republic come about? Eogels uas not really 
sure, but he suspected that the Chartist movemeot uould 
15. "Draft of a Communist Confession of faith", flECU, 6, p.96. 
probably bo able tn pressure t h P u n i l c n ~ , 
i I I . „ „ U I B tne House of Commons into fur-
ther d o c t o r a l reform, (there uas, after all, the precedent 
of 1 8 3 2 ) , uhoreos
 i n Prance an insurrection uould probably 
be oecosoorv -n the pattern of 1830 to remove the July Monar­
chy. In both countries
 h „ expected that a genuinely popular 
government, nnce established, uould proceed to enact urgently 
needed reform legislation. He and flarx had their oun ideas 
a hunt uhat tunce reforms should be (uhich I uill discuss 
l a t e r ) , nut tr.ev assumed — alone uith the Chartists and 
d r 1 • 
ILkJ tou'e-idil — the t tuo issues uould be given priority: 
stringent far torv lau- regulating uorking hours and con­
ditions, ana tr>" creation of a free aod universal state 
education svstem. i>uch reforms, kneels thought, uould help 
prepare tho uay for utsat tie vaguely called "the social ravo-
lution" at a Liter date, but he did oot look to the immediate 
a b o 1 i t i o o of private property, profit, aod the u a g e system. 
Indeeo he stated explicitly that it uould be impossible to 
destroy private; ounorship "at a stroke" or eveo to move 
rapidly to transform all branches of industry to a co-operative 
form of management, fne process of change uould be gradual 
and evolutionary, uith industries becoming 'socialised' only 
as technological pronress rendered capitalist operatioo of 
them inefficient and anachronistic. Capitalism uas in Engels' 
opioioo gradually rendering itself obsolete, but be recognised 
16 
that it still had a long uay to no. 
16. Crundsatze, flEbu I, 6, pp. 614-516; MECU, 6, pp. 360-351; 
Political cnange therefore had priority over 
economic change in Engels' perspective, and his political 
strategy uas borrowed from the Chartists. To summarise, his 
scenario for the next feu decades ran: (i) universal suffrage 
to be obtained (somehow) by popular pressure on the regime; 
(ii) election of a republican workers' government; (iii) 
amelioration of the worst abuses of the capitalist system by 
legislation; and (iv) gradual transformation of private in­
dustry into state-ouned co-operatives, uithin the framework 
of a national economic plan. The question of timing is impor 
tant; he expected universal suffrage and some initial, modera 
social reforms to be achieved io a relatively short time ( a 
feu years, or a couple of decades at the m o s t ) , uhereas he 
looked on the gradual construction of a commuoist society as 
a much longer process uhich uoold only begin uith these 
initial measures. The creation of the neu social order uould 
be a slou business because it could be done only as techno­
logical advances gradually made it feasible; a start could no 
doubt be made at once by 'socialising' the textile industry, 
mines and railuays, but Engels recognised that other branches 
of production uere not. yet ripe for incorpora tioo into a com­
munist economy. He thus envisaged a substantial time-period 
doring uhich there uould be a 'mixed' economic system, partly 
capitalist, partly communist. Oo the other hand, he expected 
the uorkers to uin a democratic republic quite quickly, yet 
16. (cont'd) "Die Kornmunisten und Karl Heinzen", loc. cit. , 
r-lEGA 1 , 6 , pp. 2 0 0 - 2 8 7 ; MECU, 6 , pp. 2 9 0 - 2 9 6 . 
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lb. CrundsfltzB, F.EOA I, b, pp. 514-515; MECU, 6, pp. 350-351; 
Manifest, HEOA I, b, p. 5.5; MECU, 6, p. 505. 
priip.is.ils, and in ,mv ease they recognised that slightly 
different measure.: uould he required in France than in Eng­
land, hrusvor, both th. reforms suggested io the Principles 
aod those in the Manifesto fall into tuo fairly distioct 
categories: measures designed to remedy specific abuses, 
and measures desiorvd ho limit private ounership. 
It-'Tt.' uus only one abuse-remedying reform uhich Flarx 
advocated m m lno:ls no.looted: the abolition of child-labour 
in factories, oo: once: ue l.oou ibis uas a cause about uhich 
rnoeie fel; run . L v it cither slipped his memory uhen he 
orat'beo in • c • rn. '. s 1 e• - or else he assumed it uas so obvious 
as ;.u Pi- some r i'1 O I ,o s. There uere tuo uhich Engels suggested 
end h.a r x emit • cm, do 1 ioeruf oly, since he had Engels' text in 
front of dim -..m-.-n he ore to the Hani festo: slum clearance, and 
foil leicl riuhts for bustards. It seems probable that flarx, 
far from nis.o reei.n \ uith these proposals, merely regarded them 
as either too minor >r ton specific to be iocluded in a docu­
ment uhich concentrated oo more oeneral issoes. Other ttan 
these points, the tuo men's proposals in this category uere 
virtually identical. They agreed that the present agricul­
tural system uas inefficient, and suggested tuo uays of 
increasing fond production: cultivation of uaste-laods, and 
the use of modern fuohnigoos and fertiliser to improve yields. 
They uere concerned ai the grouth of drab aod dirty iodustrial 
r 1
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over the question of expropriating capitalist enterprises. 
They concurred on the expropriatioo of emigre property, the 
introduction of progressive direct taxation, the limiting 
of inheritance rights, and the setting up of large public 
uorks projects manned by 'industrial armies' (presumably 
found among the erstuhile unemployed); they agreed too oa 
the need to nationalise banking and credit institutions, 
transport netuorks, and farm-lands; but they disagreed oa 
hou to gradually increase the percentage of industry brought 
under state management, and they disagreed oo the issue of 
. • 2 0 
compensa tion. 
Engels envisaged the state gradually taking over 
more and more farms aod factories, but payiog compensation to 
their former owners as it did so. flarx, possibly reckooiog 
that this scheme would be financially unviable, advocated 
the immediate uncompensated nationalisation of farm-laod, 
making the state the new recipient of rent from teoant farmers. 
On the other hand, he did oot endorse the taking of existing 
industrial enterprises into public ownership, but rather re­
lied on the ability of large, modern, state-run firms to uio 
an iocreasiog share of the market and to force their private 
competitors into baokruptcy. His uas therefore oo balaoce a 
moderate strategy, designed to allou public and private enter­
prise to cn-exist for a longer time-period tPan Engels'. He 
seems to have folt, in any cose, that the precise form and 
rapidity of measures against private industry uere questions 
best left for future socialist governments to decide in the 
lioht of circumstances. 
hotn Marx's and tinsels' lists of reforms had s cer-
taio 'rao-hu,' quality, and this is hardly sorprising, sioce 
thov uere oulLuh oaloetically from the pamphlets of a variety 
of con f oiinora, r\ socio list croups. Engels uas the one uho 
assenolcai tn.-n, siora o Marx merely copied most of his list 
straight iron tne Pr inc i o1c s . To uhom, then, uas Engels in-
Li'.cfod i a, r r.is idea' V In la first proposal, concerning 
me too as a; curt liliu i oriveto o u n o r ship, he dreu in part oo 
the j.iin t--J i .i a ,i a a a , in particular uhen he suggested the 
abolition ui i n a m o a i o : lay collateral lines (flarx, inciden­
tally, i.o... nor i. rulicjl on this point, advocating the total 
aooliticn o f the rioht to inheritance, a draconian measure 
uhich he u.as I c m r to repudiate). His second and third pro­
posals (continuation of cm.bore property, and compeosatioo to 
former ounore in tho form of state-bonds) seem to be takeo from 
the French Jacobin tradition. His fourth poiot, the settiog 
up of national uorkshops, uas lifted from Louis Blaoc's 
hrgani sa tion flu travail. The notion of 'iodustrial armies' io 
proposal, five came from Fourier. Centralisation of credit and 
hanking (number seven) uas a standard Saint-Simonian plea. His 
emphasis on increasing anricultnral productivity and en the 
use of waste Land prnhahly derived frem Ouenism, although it 
uas also s favourite topic for the Chartist leader O'Connor. 
Proposal nine, tho creation of large, specially-built ccm-
mooos in the countryside uhich uoold combine agriculture and 
manufoc: u n n . i uas e l s e strongly reminiscent of Ouen, but also 
of Fourier's nhnlonsiores. other proposals, like the nation-
alls..: ion o; tronsnor fa Lion, or the creation of a comprehen­
sive and 1 re--, o d u o o ; ion system, uere the common property of 
munv L u m n e o n rut rmers. Out uhut is more important than the 
details of o r e , e Is' a e O L o is the general poiot that virtually 
nothing h e proposed u a s original. Here, as elsewhere, he uas 
simply or in ".in ; t •• . o t h e r ideas no had found in the writings 
22 
ot nuito ,; v a r i e t y o r French and English socialists. 
be tho em: o f lb .7, therefore, Marx and Engels had 
worked out . in res-re 1 ! nersnoctive oo recent European history, 
an analyst-: o f intern-til 'contradictions' and the future de­
velopment . i i industrial capitalism, a systematic critique of 
coo temporery socio I t e m s , a clearer cooception of "modern corn­
s' one a o oLitiool strotooy. They uere anxious to 
cultivate uhot leu links they hod uith the labour movement in 
Postern f o r e g o , ood had ostoblished themselves as spokesmen 
for the 'forward-Looking' artisans of the Communist League. 
Still hnoino to moko their Liviogs as political joornalists, 
22. Ibid. naturally, since the dan if est uas heavily endebted 
to~t7he Orondsatrc, this conclusion applies to Marx's re­
form prconsols too. 
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 m-i'.. rc.rx in Brussels became a 
•• :••ni , id the Assoeiatioo democra-
' c. M.S,'! mcis of the German uorkers' 
oib, I.I i bleb as a political jour-
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nn i i.\ in the city. 
•, I iwi.-u in a less parochial atmos-
; i . .o ;: . 1i t i c a 1 activity open to 
s ni .recuse Le L..c Ueutsche-Brusseler 
e , E N D the opportunity of cootribu-
i s i an n • u ape r s and journals. As a 
an.: ciiance not only to help Euerbeck 
.ac, in tne city but also to make coo-
im.'IF.s OF native socialists, middle-
\ .. t i R e - f o r m e qroup aod the Eourierists 
/ , ••(r: i.ij p.1 'e. of Brussels to the Fra-
l.'i r'/. ..ml i u-i in koodoo", The Northern Star, 
AIT l i d , o , p p . 6 4 1 1 - 6 4 2 ; "Bericht der 
or / e i tung fiber flarx ens Rede auf der 
7 drOs-.ni Lor beutscher A rb ei ter-Gesel 1 s-
11, er 1M47", kill GM I, b, pp. 650-651; FlECU, 
™nninn, Democratic pa c i f i g,,
 R , Q r artisans like the suppor­
ters of Buchor grouped around L'Atelier. the Ioarians around 
J„e Populairo, and the revolutionary communists influenced by 
Uezamy and tahautiere. Although he failed to follou up all 
these possibilities, Engels did become guite heavily involved 
uith left-uinu trench politics, aod made some personal contacts 
uith leadinc trench demos-rots and socialists. Apart from one 
brief contribution tu L'A t. • 1i e r he sent articles to only one 
Paris newspaper, te Rbferme, but through these he did exercise 
an influence, ulooit a very minor one, on the French left. And 
in tne reports ho dispatched to The Northern Star and the 
beet sc no- o r li s s>: 1 o r L e i tune he gave an account of Parisian 
political lite union JO the main reflected the opinions of the 
:i s t o-.' ' Let us therefore take a closer look at Engels 1 n r 
activities and views os o Parisian jouroalist. 
t a R p I 11 r m e lacked an English correspondent, and in 
bcteoer 1CPC7 Engels maPe himself a surrogate. He regularly 
scannerj The Tiucc aod the Manchester Guardian for neus of the 
labour movement, and made full use of the copies of The Northern 
Star uhich ho received, somewhat irregularly, by mail from 
London, from these sources, aod from information collected on 
his oun occasional trips to tondon, he urote a series of reports 
24. Engels had nine articles (mainly on French politics) pub­
lished in The Northern Star betueen September 1846 and 
January ltiTti". A few of his numerous Deutsche-BrUsseler 
Zeitunp articles during the same period were also on French 
politics. 
on the developments in the Chartist movement and ether topics 
of current British politics. These articles ceased only uhen 
he uas expelled from France by the Guizot government at the 
end of January 1848, by uhich time he had had nine printed in 
La Reforme and one in L'Atelier. 2 5 They uere naturally very 
sympathetic to Chartism, and, taken together, painted a pic­
ture of a grouing and vigorous democratic movement admirably 
led by the intrepid trio, Jones, Harney, and O'Connor. Their 
basic message to the readers of La Reforme uas that there exis­
ted in England a parallel to the Banguet Campaign of the French 
opposition, but that the English movement uas thoroughly uor-
king-class in composition and anti-bourgeois in sentiment. 
Engels portrayed the Chartist leaders as socialists in out­
look, and also firm supporters of the French radical republi­
can tradition — in short, as the English eguivalents of Louis 
Blanc and Ferdinand Flocon. He freguently gave extended guo-
tations from their speeches, and sometimes uent out of his uay 
to defend their tactics and programmes, such as the campaign 
for a five million signature petition to the House of Commons 
2 6 
and O'Connor's Chartist Land Company schemes. His oun 
25. Engels, "Les maitres et les ouvriers en Angleterre", 
L'Atelier» no. 2 (November 1847), pp. 24-25, reprinted in 
(.EGA I, 6, pp. 331-332; MECU, 6, pp. 310-311. 
26. Engels, "Le programme agreire des chartistes", La Reforme. 
1/11/47, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp.^333-335; MECU, 6, pp. 
358-360; "Agitation chartiste", La Reforme. 30/12/47, re­
printed in MEGA I, 6, pp. 571-573; MECU, 6, pp. 412-414; 
"Mouvement chartiste: ta petition nationale", La Reforme, 
19/1/48, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 579-582; MECU, 6, pp. 
473-475. 
admiration for feoroo:; O'Connor ,nd Ernest Jones some t 
very clearly, ond ho or counted C o r a , Oulion riarney oe 
uith a good knowledge of the freooh Revolution and a s;. 
affection for the French Left. oo emphasised the mossi 
port accorded these ie aero hy English uorkinomen, suqg 
this uas incroaoin: doily ao a result of the 1847 econo 
crisis, and optimistically predicted that the Chartist 
ment uas on toe eve of a major 0roak through. The combin 
of moss demon: t;oiions and uorsoning unemployment, he t 
uould surely compel the government to moke some concess 
the Chartists' demands in nrrier to ensure the mointoosn 
lau and order.' ' oil io all, the impression given of 0 
by Fngels' reports o o s of s i energetic, united and succ 
movement likely in tho very near future to force ooothe 
Reform Bill on the On d i s h parliament, and ennoble too • 
ding con si dorub.I a uoioht to campaigns for 1 icial reform 
legislation like tie? victor Lous one for tho Fen Hours 0 
His readers could b e pardoned for believing — as Fngel-
self half-believed — that the triumph of socio1-domocr 
imminent across tho Channel. 
07. Engels, ''Le banquet dec or, artistes a praoos des ai­
de 1847", la Reform..... u/ll/4?, reprint oe in I\E \k i 
336-300; hCCd, f., np. 30L-3o3; "fa nou variant chore 
to Reforme, ?.'/1 I/'••'?, reprinted in mto.- 1, o, 
MECU, 6, pp. iod-Oda; "to or ice comeer.i ; ie en ,-.r, ,. 
— Mnuvomont one " f is f e -- irLeeic", f ~ r , . . , 
reprinted in Mt"0.-v J , u, pp. 5aa-iou; mi s, : a. 
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 country, his account of French 
nnlitirr .:t l.ur.i. pro- on tod a fairly faithful view of hou 
t ''u r ;' r thin—.. Ho una confident that the republican 
opj-osi ti.:n o u t ! eventually overcome the duly Monarchy, but 
his uotin L O O ,,f •.!.;: survival potior of tne Guizot government 
flu ru : e i a ah the v i o i as L t ur lor. of daily events. His basic 
f ra.oee-i-k i n •lysis, nai.ovcr, old not change. As ue sau 
c-rlicr, n. n I 1 -v- d -ho:, franco hud begun, but far from com-
: Lot-cj, i.; •• • unr ; is revolution in 1030, and that the duly 
fa: voloi.iur; u a I. or. i pouer la the hinds of an haute bour-
l nun err of greet landed estates.. In 
cunsocij, n a , i he f i n c h I ourneoisio (uide usage) uas rent by 
in r e m .1 a n ; 1 : : . , n I f.n a Is considered the primary pouer 
stru-'le to • h . m e e n this elite, supported by those members 
of cue mi nolo rl.a.m: : uho stand to lose from further industrial 
cap ;nsion, o,d th- r"C.f. ef the bourgeoisie led by the indus­
trialists, out ' r. re al .o existed a secondary conflict -— an 
embryonic ol os-strua 1 o — betueen the proletariat (iocluding, 
f.n Engels' us..go, sir; or ti n a n a t o ) , end the bourgeoisie as a 
uhole. ,-.t t h e 1100-100' this tool-, in practice, the form of a 
clash betueen the regime and the democratic movement, and since 
both tne livlii trail h u u r o m i s i o . nd the uorkers uere fighting 
the goveroino elite •. temporary U l i o n c e had emerged betueen 
tho tuo a p p o r t i o n s . O u t this, he judged, uas a highly fragile 
coalition, because tho middle-class opposition neither trusted 
its socialist allies nor really believed in universal suf-
28 
frage. 
This schematic perspective ooderlay all Engels 1 
accouots of Parisian politics from the autumn of 1846 to March 
164b. He first attempted to explaio the realities underlying 
the surface events in an article entitled "Government and Op­
position in trance" in T r i e Northern S t a r . 2 9 Here he argued 
tnat the real rulers of France uere not Guizot and his minis­
ter of the Interior, buchotel, but Rothschild, Fould, and the 
otoer large Paris bookers. "The fate of France is decided", 
he remarked, "nut in the Cabinet of the Tuileries, not in the 
Palace of Peers, ro/t even in the Palace of Deputies, but on 
the Paris Lxcounge". 1 ho financial elite, he charged, con­
trolled tne government, and the goveroment controlled elec­
tions throuah patronage and bribery, the result being that 
parliamentary proceedings uere reduced to a mechanical farce 
orchestrated oy these "money lords". Engels maintained that 
there existed a "general opposition" to the government among 
the majority of the urban middle-classes excluded from the 
narrnu franchise, and that .• n Paris most even of the tiny, 
28. Engels, "The Decline and approaching Fall of Guizot — 
Position of the French Bourgeoisie", The Northern Star, no. 
606, 3/7/47 , reprinted in MEGA 1, 6, pp. 262-268; MECU, 6, 
pp. 213-210. 
29. "Government and Opposition in France", The Northern Star, 
no. 460, 0/9/4n, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 2^-3d; MECU, 
0, pp. 61-03. 
wealthy electorate supported the moderate liberal leaders 
Adolphe Thiers and bdaloo barret. He believed the urbao petty-
bnurgeoisie, too, to be partisans of electoral reform aod sup­
porters of mure radical liberals like teuis G a m i e r - P a g e s and 
Alpbonse do Lamar tine, both of uhom uere republicans but not, 
10 m e a l s ' opinion, democrats. w section of the petty-bour­
geoisie, he C O O . JO , and most nf the artisans supported "the 
ec,necrotic pert-", i!.-,elf divided into three main uings: a 
moderate "party ' under the banner of be national, the social-
democrats main;; ta foe forme, aod the Icarians aod other com­
munists. In tne fall of lb'u, he uas therefore very cooscious 
' f th. division.- uiUcmn the opposition forces, and apparently 
considered trie cove recent uell entrenched despite the "enor­
mous ha tree" he do footed in the Parisian populace against it 
aod its Jeuisb tuckers. 
by J u l y loa? tlngels uas entitling ooe of his Northern 
5 ta r articles "Ina decline and Approaching fall of Guizot". 
HE: uas nou much m a r e optimistic that electoral reform could 
not be loo.i postponed. Revelations of venality and corruption 
in government circles uere threatening to briog doun the Guizot-
Duchatel ministry uithrn a matter of ueeks, he exulted, and there 
uas no sign or a substitute fur Guizot acceptable to botb the 
haute bourgeoisie aod middle-class public opioioo. Until very 
recently, he argued, the "food-holders and backers" had bad 
things nicely under control; they uere nucn ctronocr tn,n the 
manufocturerc end merchants uhose businesses uere harries by 
foreign competition ond frequently indented to the financiers 
According tn Engels, these industrialists, represented in ro. 
Chamber by Thiers' croup, hod boon declining in politic .1 io-
fuence since lb"fj and losing 'vests in by-elections; hence the 
posed no major throat to the elite provided the existing rmr-
rou suffrage uas maintained. due in Engels' judgement oho 
recurrent scandals and the pressure of public ooinion rued,' if 
increasing Ly difficult for the status quo to be maintained 
indefinitely. The ruling financial elite uas in a quandary, 
ho claimed, because the current franchise, though uell-eoiteo 
to the elect ion of conservative: , inevitably placed in posi­
tions of pouer men intent en using them to feather their nun 
nests. Hence I ranch politics 1 imped from ti. an del to scane J ! , 
a "vicious circle" ••>hich uas al ' pn ifine even staunch adharen 
nf the regime, and from uhich there uas no escape but elec­
toral reform. The problem, from the noiot of vieu of the 
hou to hour ' •' i ' O j ue-- that oven e moderate measure ex tone in-, 
tho franchise uould ivo creator influence tn the mtnuf :c tor, 
ond merchants, and any sub a I -.nti ; 1 ex tension uould oiv- tie 
vote to the republican po f f y-bn o-q ooi r. i e. As fngel, put i t , 
reform, oven moderate reform, uoold mean tro remission or 
"smeller b t o m n d t P 1 ' to the suffrage, re: P e t i n dr.;,
 ; 
uould bo "the bc-uinnifvi re' foe end" for t • r"b'i' , 1 - t 
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cease their criticism in return for a minimal extension of 
the franchise. This uould presumably mean, in sociological 
terms, that the financial elite uould have to share its pouer 
a little more uith the manufacturers, merchants and midole-
class professionals, but Engels clearly did not think this 
uould make a great deal of difference in practice. It nou 
seemed to him that the pouer struggle uithin the French bour­
geoisie uas not as acute as he had previously reckoned, and 
that the really important division in French politics uas 
3 3 
betueen the republican democrats and everyone to their right. 
Yet he uas not sure precisely uhere this line should be draun. 
Uas the French bourgeoisie still split, he pondered, or had it 
nou closed ranks in the face of the uorkers' demands for a 
republic and universal suffrage? 
Searching for an ansuer to this guestion, he examined 
the conduct and speeches of leadiog spokesmen for the moderate 
republicans, men like g a m i e r - P a g e s , famartine, and the edi­
tors of te National. In the fall of 1847 Lamartine, seeking 
to rally the forces of the opposition behind his oun leader­
ship, issued a manifesto, the Declaration de orincipes. Engels 
pounced on this as indicative of the attitudes of the liOeral 
republicans, and gave it hostile scrutiny in the gages of The 
Northern S t a r . ^ 4 Lamartine's proposals for political reform, 
33. Ibid. 
3 4 . "The Manifesto of Fl. de Lamartine", The Northern Star, oc. 
525, 13/11/47, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, PP. 339-341; MECJ, 
6, pp. 364-366. 
o0 0 r oc a 1si n o u h o n iePa-oa ii mi not progressed beyond 
"Foolish uiddle-nLass o/pedioncy". Tho reel significance of 
the Poo lo r • !. i en uas that if indicated that Lamartinc aod the 
p o t t w - b o u r g ao ! sin a c r e shy in" euro./ from the vital principles 
of "universal a u i ' f m . s , direct election (and) paid reprcsen-
•
 r o i- 'solution' to the social problem in-11 
volvnd fiddling around uith 1 ho goer rate rather than creating 
uhat sins needed, a "nou system cf social economy". In short, 
he nntorl, u n r n oil bs~ed on the Constitution of 1791, uhich 
meant thoy rof loo hob the demands of tho middle classes in 
the early stones of tho French devolution and aimed at 
giving ,001-or to the "inferior bourgeoisie" under the semb­
lance o f in trade .! no i n n n o o o . An for Lanartine's suggested 
cnoL-.l reform; , th o n - uere, in the nr.in, either feeble pieces 
of charity or empty nrnmi.aes uhich could not be fulfilled, 
t'ngola pour 1 M.I no urn ro this Unman tic liberal's vague promises 
to i> •< t i r. g u i sh mere si c o i . . y , abolish ..ublic distress end create 
a "ministry ni 4 ho g-"-mi u 1 • life", and he charged that most 
of f "martin. *s o M o u Oiouosals ucore calculated to "soften 
aeon ii.e rovoiuh i i r - ry or. e r r j os of the proletarians" and bene­
fit trvn "in uieh e dog: oe . .nly as uill assure some sort of 
public trange! L li fa"'. Ho accepted that the Frenchman's in­
dentions uer-. good ana that no uas acting in good faith, but he 
iudgod n s ' V - t h a l c c tha't hie programme, if implemented, uould 
.arcvo ucfclrcc v-xc-nf for the valudcle provision of free edu­
cation for all. .dot l ••mar tine had done, he added, uas to brand 
himself .so the sh.or'-- i hfeh representative of the urban petty-
3 5. Ib i d. 
35. "The 'Satisfied' Majority", loc. cit., MEGA 1, 6, p. 379; 
PI ECU, b, p. 44U. 
even if they proved of some help in the operation of re­
moving Guizot and Rothschild from pouer, they uould probably 
be an obstacle to the real task of a republican regime, that 
of reconstructing "all social institutions" in accord uith 
the principles of eguality, liberty and f r a t e r n i t y . 3 b 
L amartine, then, had not. gone over to the govern­
ment, but he uas likely to D O an ally of dubious value to the 
social-democrats. Hou about G a m i e r - P a g e s ? His speeches, 
flights of nationalist rhetoric designed to paper over the 
tensions uithin the fragile coalition of opposition groups, 
irritated Engels immensely Garnier-Pages, he had to admit, 
certainly still .seemed committed to the alliance of manufac­
turers, tradesmen and uorkers against the regime, so much so 
that he denied any conflicts of interest betueen these social 
groups. But it uas absurd, Engels expostulated, to try to 
patch up the unity of the left by denying the economic uar 
betueen capital and labour. To deny the class struggle, he 
addea, uas to deny the exploitation of the proletariat, in 
other uords, to defend the present capitalist economy uith all 
3 6 
the injustice and misery it created. If G a m i e r - P a g e s uas 
politically a republican, then, he uas socially and economically 
a paradigm bourgeois, and it uas obvious that the democratic 
movement uould receive no help from this quarter uhen it tried 
37. Ibid. , HEGA I, 0, p. 382; PIECE!, 6, pp. 443-444. 
to ootain the social reforms needed to complement universal 
suffrage. Engels' conclusion uas therefore that uhile an 
alliance uas still possible uith "bourgeois radicals" of 
G a m i e r - F a n e s ' stripe, it uould be only a very temporary affair 
restricted to the winning of electoral reform, and that an 
irreconcilable conflict betueen these bourgeois liberals and 
the social-democrats uas bound to break out immediately the 
Republic had been installed. J Un this point he proved, in 
the event, to De quite correct. 
Apart from Fniers and Barrot, moderate liberals uhom 
Enqels classed as untrustuorthy and anti-democratic, there uas 
one other opposition croup to the right of fa Reforme uhose 
value as an ally seemed to require reassessment. He had 
originally reckoned Le Oational as a democratic-republican 
newspaper, mere cautious than La Reforme, to be sure, and more 
uary of far-reaching social change, bot nonetheless committed 
to universal suffrage. At the end of November 1847 he began 
to have his doubts. The reason uas the polemic uhich had bro­
ken out betueen Le National and La Reforme over tactics during 
the Oanguet Campaign uhich the various opposition groups had 
begun to stage agaiost the Guizot government. In practice 
there had turned out to be not one Campaign but tuo rivals: a 
moderate ooe, aimed at an ondefined measure of electoral reform 
and supported by a respectable middle-class clientele, organised 
by Barrot, Garnier-Pages and other liberal leaders; and an 
overtly republican and democratic ooe, aimed at toppling the 
Joly Monarchy and supported by a petty-bourgeois and artisan 
clientele, organised by L a Reforme. Le National had deplored 
the split in the opposition, and, uhen forced to choose aet-
ueen the rival banguets, had reluctantly opted for the moder­
ates. Engels, like the leaders of the Reformistes, regarded 
this as treachery, and vigorously defended La Reforme's case 
in several articles on the subject in The Northern S t a r . 3 8 He 
remarked sadly that the group around te National, by acquies­
cing in B a r r o t 1 s scheme to restrict attendance at the banguets 
to the uealthy and in his refusal to openly repudiate the 
monarchy, had forsaken the uorkers for the bourgeoisie. Still, 
he believed te National had only temporarily abandoned its 
democratic ideals, and, regrettinn its 'defection', hoped it 
could be persuaded of the error of its uays and that a recon­
ciliation could be effected uith fa Reforme. Eonflicts uith 
the bourgeois liberals uith uhom a marriage of convenience had 
been contracted uere one thing; a split uithin the democratic-
republican "camp" uas another, and a serious problem. Whatever 
the rights and urooos of the disoute, he believed, it uas 
38. "Split in the Camp" — The Reforme and the National — 
March of Democracy", The Northern Star, no. 528, 4/12/47, 
MECU, 6, pp. 385-387 (omitted from M E G A ) ; "The Reform Move­
ment in France — Banquet of Dijon", The Northern Star, no. 
530, 18/17/47, reprioted in MEGA I, 0, pp. 365-369; MECU, 
6, pp. 307-401; "The 'Satisfied' Majority", loc. cit.. MEGA 
I, 6, p. 382; MECU, 6, pp. 443-444. 
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 of this opinion, too; this, and 
hie ococrv-; .• •••-ore i t tho i.:nou.-fs, convinced Engels that 
he -onoiiv : k' • ' ' C ' l c t o p(-. ol i f i. uf prudence and passion, 
end c e r J a : r a o • •" e; pi ! en f k 1 a - - • -okoomon fnr the "ultra-
d : r i o e ~ o t . i : *" a •;-•». in ••'! - 1 'cia ]. faculties, so acute uhen 
•o Ivccri" ah- • • < ••chu- d" manor' te liberals, seem to have ciis-
ogo op-! In ' • : >•• ! odfu-loi] tin' s rhetoric. Uith evident 
r "IV 1 '•! \." i .sc... fn- Tie- P; -ch a rn S tor the entire text 
r d " irno a ' • • • . . • r • :, •; v".p ; ,: y. i ' n r n banquet in the northern 
vc'-o: lo : • : I : 1 : ••, in u h l a n ! odrc-pol1 in shamelessly dei-
f i ' O i i r. '.11 "• r! si u'1 — i • ! •. m d i eicc, but uho t ever lapses in 
v o.; o coa m a commit, h o certainly kneu hou to reach 
e c rn' e cio c ! : . -* h • r r ' a r f a . orni o t'a . ian croud , and Engels 
h a d not P i n - emir ! i'• n ! or cois oratorical performance, 
'ion like fes-p, o. a i ••• i d or ad , uere invaluable in the formicl-
pplo feck. '• •' a i s i ' •' »•'• 1 : ;.iru1 consciousness among the unedu-
r '...a napoo- . id- I • • • ;i'd p r o i c e , too, for the verbal fire-
nf is"'' •'i u p o a fl.opon - f the ft of ormis te banguets, ic r -
- n d slop f - s r , . - ] a - • - I c h o i c e • . a s s e s of those for the reader: 
I h ; 
/DJ. H I N F N O ; : n..nnuef f Lille — speech of fI. Leriro-Rollin" , 
Thu dor f hern la or, no. ndu, Id/l2/fi7, reorinted in I - . E G M I 
; rr ~a._. /. :• -".a--. .-.. G O S - I O R , . 
41. "Tho Reform Movement in franco — Banquet of Dijon", The 
northern b a r , no. bad, lb/lb/47, MEGA 1, o, pp. 3os-369; 
MECU, b, pp. 397-401. 
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high points of tho Reformists campaign, and Engels apparently 
attended it, unrrning to the speeehes of Ledru, Blanc, Flocon, 
end Etienne Arogo. Louis Blanc's speech caught his imagina­
tion in particular, despite its chauvinism, uhich he gingerly 
criticised: h! nc, he urote, '•'delivered a splendid speech, 
containing many just and striking observations on the past 
development of franco; on the conclusions to drau from it in 
regard to the future; on the particular character impressed 
indelibly upon the French democratic Movement by the revolu­
tion. He ues repeatedly and deservedly interrupted by applause, 
It uas a speech quite unrthy of the first historical uriter 
France nou possesses• •' This comment illustrates nicely 
Engels' admiration for clone and the enthusiasm he felt for 
the activities nf the d o f e r r i c group. By December 1847, uhen 
he urote it, Ennuis had become a do facto member of the group 
himself. hie had ehoaen to support Blanc's democratic reformism 
rather than Cabot's pacific communism or dezamy's more violent 
stra tcgy. 
Hou had this come about? Engels had been unable to 
collaborate in any substantial may uith the French left during 
the period August 134b to duly 1847, uhich he hed spent agita­
ting among the Gorman artisan community in Paris. This had dis­
appointed him, and he had resolved to try again. But uhen he 
« . "Der Status quo in IJontochland", hi EGA I, 6, p. 232; It-ECU, 
6 , p . 7 b . 
returned to Paris in dctober, after lengthy visits te Leaden 
and Brussels, his n a m purposes had still been te help Euerbeck 
create a viable branch cf The Communist Ieanue and te publicise 
l > , a r x , S
 The Pnvurty nf Philosophy. At this time, then, he had 
oy no means boon sore that he uould throu in his lot uith the 
Reform!stes rather than the Icarians. He uas determined to 
have nothing to do uith socialist groups sympathetic to the 
babouvist traoition of conspiracy and armed insurrection by 
'professional' revolutionaries, uhich uas no doubt uhy he 
steered clear of both the "revolutionary communists" and the 
Blanpuists. He of course agreed uith flarx's estimate of Proud­
hon, aislikoo the cautious moderation and Christianity of 
ducnez's disciples at L'Atelier, and thought the Fourierists 
uere doctrinaire bourgeois uno had uatered douo their master's 
insights, so oe did not look for close coo tacts in these quar­
ters, But he did admire hot hi Louis Plane and Etienne Cabet as 
"Party men1' uhn uere, each in his oun uay, aiming at "prac­
tical, tangible results". In fact, he regarded the latter, 
not the former, as the "acknouledged representative of the great 
mass of the frorcn proletariat", aod io the summer of 1647 uas 
still more inclined to offer his services to the Icarian 
l e a d e r . ^ Uhen Engels had contacted them before, both men had 
refused, pleading overuork, to become links in the Communist 
Correspondence Committee's network, but in ether respects had 
been gonial enough, be he thought it might be uorthuhiie 
looking then, both up once more. But uhich group should he 
try to collaborate uith? The thing that tipped the balaoee 
io Engels' mind uas Cabet's neu "Mlloos en Icarie" policy, 
of uhich he heartily disapproved. If Cabet uas relapsing 
into utopianism, he reasoned, the practical and intelligent 
Blanc might be a better bet notwithstanding his antipathy to 
communism. So he decided to try Blanc first and see if he 
were nou more willing te enter into relations with German, 
British and Belgian Democratic socialists than he had been 
with the Corresoondence Committee the previous year. 
Engels looked for Blaoe at the editorial offices of 
Ca Reforme, failoo to fiod him there, bet encountered Eerdi-
nand flocoo instcod. The tuo men, similar in temperament and 
political vieus, hit it off at ooce. Flashiog his credentials 
as foreign correspondent for The Northern Star, Eogels inquired 
uhether La R oforme might have any use for cootributioos about 
English or Gorman politics. Ha found, to his joy, that flocoo 
had no staff-member able to read English, and, moreover, uas 
rather ashamed of his paper's poor coverage of the Chartist 
mouernent.^ As ue have seeo, Engels immediately took on the 
job of furnishing a ueekly article about the English left, and 
his first report on Chartism appeared a feu days later, on the 
26 O c t o b e r . 4 b This lucky break afforded him the opportuoity to 
44. Eogels to flarx, 25-26/1 u/47, CHE, 1, pp. 495-498. 
45. "La crise commerciale en Annleterre — Plouvement cnertiste 
— Irlande", ta Rcforne, 2o/lb/47, MEGA I, 6, pp. 32d-33b; 
M ECU, 6, pp. 3u7-309. 
get to knou FJocon and Blanc personally. 
He renewed his acquaintance uith Blanc on the 25th, 
after, as he related in a letter to Marx, a fearful struggle 
uith the little man's c o n c i e r g e / b Blanc, a rather moooy 
individual, uas in a good temper, and seemed most friendly, so 
the tuo men had a lengthy con versatioo. Enqels had come pre­
pared. He shoued Blanc letters of accreditation from the 
Chartist leadership, from the Brussels Association democra-
tigue, f r o m the group of French democrats in London, and from 
several Rhenish democratic societies. The Frenchman uas im­
pressed, and agreed that the Rof ormi st.e.o should establish 
closer links uith London ond Brussels. It transpired, too, 
that he remembered Plarx uell from their conversations io 1P43-
4 4 , thought highly of his intellect aod knouledge, had regret­
ted the cooling of their friendship after differences of 
opinion, and hoped that these past di'-agreements might nou 
be buried. He promised to read Marx's book against Proudhon 
and to review it in ba Reforme. In return for Engels' infor­
mation about the democratic movement in England, Suitzerland, 
Belgium and the Rhineiand, Blanc gave the yoong German his oun 
impressions of the "nouvement sooterrain" among the Parisian 
uorkers, claiming that these uere "plos revolotionnaires gue 
jamais" but had nou learned to bide their time rather toon 
fritter auay their strength in aimless riots. Remarking that 
46. Engels to Marx, 26-26/1 0/47 , CfiE, 1, i O i *"* ~ 3 " J 1 • • 
47. Ibid. , loc. cit., p. 494 . 
48. Ibid., p. 497. 
a uorkers' press had just produced aoother 6 , 0 0 0 copy editioo 
o f h i s
 Orgaoisation du travai1 T he argued that most Parisian 
artisans uere socialists as uell as republican democrats, and 
that the revolution, uhen it cam-, uould be more radical thao 
any preceding- one. " C o s t pure betise", he exclaimed, ''que de 
se contactor de vnciferer cootiouellement contre les rois". 
Engels uar delighted to find Blanc so revolutionary, and also 
to find that he held Marx in high regard; "tu le vois", he 
reported to flarx, "cot homme est all right, il a les meil-
leures disoositions Ou monrie". 
After these successful intervieus uith Flocon and 
Blanc, Engels decided to call also at the offices of L'A telier 
and Le Populaire. Pot ooly uas he curious to see hou these 
groups uould receive him, he also uanted to check uhether they 
had received revieu-cooies of The Poverty of Philosophy and to 
encourage them to ioscrt favourable notices. He discovered 
that no cogies had arrived, due to the remissness of Marx's 
Parisian publisher, and he promised to return personally bearing 
the gifts. He did not succeed in meeting Cabet this time, but 
received a uarm uelcome at 1. 'Atelier. Its editors uere eager 
to hear his anecdotes about Chartism and the English labour move­
ment, accepted an article from him about Lancashire textile 
uorkers, and even invited him to collaborate on a regular 
basis uith t h e m . 4 Engels, houever, uho considered L 'Atelier 
M f , i l 1
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unl ss hie c r e n e l , uith h. R^l urrne brake deun. As far as 
he was concern,.,!, d r uos .. second-best e P t ien uhich he 
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 In any e s c , he had his sights on a 
norc pr est.: d o us journal, the Revue independents, to uhich he 
hngen pj err,, f• reus d e b : -rife him an i n t r o d u c t i o n . 4 9 The 
February He vole: inn intervened before Engels' more grandiose 
plans matured, nou ever, oo ,s far as is kneun he urote no 
further err.id e. ; or P.rision ; o, ere other then La Reforme 
b eg e r e r. n t a o i • m m o n f ' s pol i d e a l police caught up 
• <••• • n d , :n:d fa find that flocon inserted his Char-
d s n rtiolcs in 1 f I T C : uithout changing a uord, but he uas 
unable to p,rsu :<• th, o fines lis tic editorial board, uhich 
favoured d r i f t s n. ins : English manufactured goods, to print 
hare's L-.ruc.ol ". sc.-•••oh en free trade. Blanc apparently had no 
objections d '.!: s i , so, hut f locon vetoed it as "un peu conf u s " , 
,.nd than, uhen En els res.see} the matter, only accepted it on 
condition th:t he sic H I : =• h-.vo a free hand to emend. Engels, 
judging the t this .rr-.moment uould not prove suitable to i'lorx, 
decideo to ],f the o d n J o matter drop rather than risk a cortre-
lps. flocon, ho or.pl.o nod to iiarx, uas "un homrne de bonne c e rn [ 
volonte", but limited io his intellectual horiaons end uoefully 
ignorant of economics, uhich helped explain the inadeguacy of 
Lo Roforme's article:; on econnmic affairs. His impression uas 
Ibid., p. 4bb. 
3 0 . Engels tn Flarx, 14-15/11/47, CHE, 1, pp. 502-504. 
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that Blanc rather despised Flocoo's intellectual pretensions, 
and his current judgment uas that Blanc uas certainly the 
better informed and more reasonable of the t u o . 5 0 
In the uake of this disappointment, Engels lost much 
of his initial enthusiasm for the editor of La Reforme; nis 
disenchantment uas houever only temporary, and by the end of 
November, io the heat of the Banquet Campaign, he had forgot­
ten most of his reservations. ta Reforme might not be perfect, 
he thought, but, as he explained to the readers of The Northern 
Star, it uas the one Parisian daily uhich not only supported 
universal suffrage but uhich understood by the slogan "re-pub-
lique" social reforms as uell as political ones.5"1" As such, he 
believed, it uas the only uide-circulation paper uhich uas in 
touch uith the mentality of the Parisian uorkforce. Like 
Blanc, he uas convinced that the uorking people of the city 
uere daily becomiog more revolutionary, aod it seemed to be a 
fact that Blanc's Organisation du travail uas selling like hot 
cakes among tlae artisans. He painted the follouing picture of 
the Parisian louer classes io The Northern Star: 
The necessity of a revolution, and a revolution 
more thorough-going, more radical by far than the 
first ooe, is deeper than ever felt by the uorking 
people here. But they koou from the experience of 
1830, that mere fightiog uill not do; that the 
enemy once beaten, they must establish measures 
that uill guarantee the stability of their con-
guest; that uill destroy oot only the political 
but the social pouer of capital, that uill 
guarantee their social uelfare, along uith 
their political strength. And, therefore, 
they very guietly auait their opportunity, but* 
in the meantime, earnestly apply themselves to' 
the study of those guestions of social ecooomy. 
the solution to uhich uill shou uhat measures 
alone can establish, upon a firm basis, the 
uelfare of all....They read uorks upon these 
guestions; they meet in small numbers of from 
ten to tuenty, and discuss the different plans 
propounded therein, 'hey talk not much of revo­
lution, this being a thing admitting no doubt, 
a subject, upon uhich they one and all agree.. 
This picture seems to be a composite, created from 
Eogels' uishes, his personal observations, and Louis Blanc's 
partisan information. Accurate or oo, it uas uhat Engels be­
lieved to be the case, and he uas nou sure in his ouo mind 
that whereas Cabet's Icarian communism had received the ad­
hesion of most politically cooscious provincial uorkers, the 
Parisian ortisanate had predomioantly opted for Blanc's pro­
gramme of universal suffrage folloued by extensive social 
reform. This programme, of course, uas also his oun, anc he 
became more certain that he had made the correct choice in 
joining forces uith Blanc. He fouod it possible to have arnica 
ble discussions uith the frenchman on Questions of socialist 
theory uithout their divergences over communism or religion 
marring their accord oo practical, day-to-day matters, aod he 
even concluded that he and Blanc uere striving to build much 
the same kind of co-operative social order; The Communist 
52. Ibid. , flECA I, 5, pp. 355-356; NECU, 6, p. 
League a n d Blanc, he informed flarx, uere marching touards 
"le meme but" aod the priociples enunciated in the first vol­
ume of Blanc's Histoire de la Revolutioo francaise "s'accor-
daient sous beaucoup de rapports avec les n o t r e s " . 5 3 He con­
tinued, too, to be impressed by Ledru-Rollin, and by danuary 
he uas again oo frieodly terms uith Flocoo aod having good-
natured debates uith him about commuoist theory aod the 
attachment of the Freoch peasaotry to private property. 5 ^ 
The success of his collaboration uith the Rp-fnrmi c i ­
tes made the need to cultivate his contacts uith other Parisian 
socialists seem less pressing to Eogels. He dutifully dis­
tributed copies of The Poverty of Philosophy to everyone he 
could think of, reportiog to flarx at the end of November that 
"tout le monde" had received a copy except Lamartine (uho had 
55 
left toun) and Vidal (uhose address he could oot discover). 
This done, he lapsed into a routioe of writing his weekly copy 
for the paper and attending to the affairs of The Commuoist 
League. The Paris branch uas not going too uell; the basic 
problem, he wrote to flarx io January 1848, was the mentality 
of the German artisans, which was still impregnated uith 
Ueitlingisrn and Proudhooianism. The members of the League , 
he added, were a mixtwre of weary veterans and aspiring petty-
53. 
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bourgeois, and they still hankered after a recreation of the 
old compagnonnage system. What uas uorse, they obtained a 
living only by undercutting the French artisans uith uhom 
they uere competing, uhich had the effect of reducing the 
French uorkers' uages. Engels uondered uhether there uas 
much hope of raising the consciousoess of a band of men in 
these circumstances; he uould have one more go at creating 
an active organisation, he told Marx, and if that did not 
uork he uould concentrate on uorking uith the F r e n c h . 5 6 By 
the middle of January, though, he uas getting fed up uith his 
neu friend Blanc too, because Blanc kept putting off uriting 
the revieu of The Poverty of Philosophy that he had promised. 
He had skimmed through Marx's book, he told Engels, and could 
see that Proudhon had been given a hammering, but he uas be­
hind schedule uith his Histoire and overuhelmed uith other 
obligations. The solution, he soggested, uas for Engels him­
self to urite the revieu, and he, Blanc, uould make sure 
Flocon nrinted it. Engels agreed; this at least uould ensure 
that Marx's uork received some publicity in La Reforme, and he 
flattered himself he uould give a more accurate account of 
57 
Marx's insights than Blanc uould have dons. He promised Marx 
he uould urite the revieu post-haste, but uas apparently expel­
led from France before he got around to it. 
56. Engels to Marx, 14/1/48, EME, 1, pp. 514-515. 
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Lonels' main cause for dissatisfaction uith La 
Haforme a t t h e heqioning of 1848 remained its economic poli­
cies. Neither Blanc nor aoy of the other Reformiste leaders 
really understood political ecooomy, he charged, aod this uas 
the aspect of modern socialist theory uhere the flarx circle 
had a mucn more sophisticated qrasp of reality. Blanc's ideas 
of economics were derived from Pecqueur and Uidal and he 
snared floor moralistic conception of social scieoce, whereas 
Ledru-Rol I in u a s simply opposed to further indostrialisation 
end d a i m o o that a r oo n pin isa t ion of the existing productive 
forces uoulo in; s o l t i(lent to ensure everybody an adequate 
livino stannaro. Lngelc had no patience uith these vieus, and 
ma on 'dan of them i n nis l-.ftar to flarx. for tactical reasons 
ne dio not u i s h to cross suords in public uith the Refnrmi =t-
ttj s on true so issues, nut ne suqqested that flarx might, in a 
subtle uay, take Blanc doun a peo by mains of a double-edged 
rev ieci of his n i s toi ro do la Revo 1 o tion in the Deutsche-
h H 
ordsscler for l o o s.' The secood Congress of The Communist 
L c a o u e in Loo don end his discussions uith flarx about the con­
tents of the teapue's programme, uhich they uere currently 
drafting, had is de Lnqcls more auare than he had been a feu 
months oefore of tne theoretical divergences betueen "modern 
communism" and red republicanism But he still believed firmly 
io the need for an alliance betueen communists and social 
58. Ibid., p. 517. 
democrats, and he continued to defend ta Reforme in the pages 
of The Northern Star. In an article printed in the Deutsche-
Brfisseler Zeituno at the end of December he uarmly praised 
La Reforme for being the only Parisian paper to defend the 
conspiratorial Societe des commonistes materialistes uhen this 
uas prosecuted by the government, and he declared fulsomely 
that the "modern communism" of the League uas closer to the 
principles of the Reforme group than to Icarianism and other 
59 
forms of Utopian communism. Marx, in the last section of 
the Manifesto, reiterated this j u d g m e n t . 6 0 So, despite some 
reservations on both sides, the 'alliance' betueen the Refor-
mistes and The Communist League remained in existence in 
February 1048, although the men at La Reforme uere no doubt 
far too preoccupied uith domestic events to give it much 
thought. 
Engels himself uas back in Brussels uhen the revo­
lution broke out, and on hearing the neus dashed to the rail-
uay station to intervieu eye-uitnesses arriving from Paris. 
He hurriedly urote op an article for the Deutsche-BrOsseler 
Zeitung in uhich he proclaimed that Paris had experienced not 
one but tuo revolutions: a pouer-struggle betueen different 
segments of the bourgeoisie, and a popolar insurrection for 
a social Republic. The repudiation of the Guizot government 
59, "Die Reforme und der National", Deutsche-OrOsseler Zeitung, 
no. 104, 30/13/47, reprinted in MEGA I, 6, pp. 574-575; 
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by the National Guard uas the bourgeois revolution, he ex­
plained, and the fall of this ministry meant the end of "the 
exclusive rule of the Stock Exchange grandees". But it had 
been the uorkers uho had erected the barricades, fought the 
Municipal Guard, and brought doun the Duly Monarchy itself. 
Soch a "brilliant success by the Parisian proletariat", ne 
confessed, uas more than he had dared hope for, and he uas 
overjoyed to see that the Provisional Government contained 
not only Ledru-Rollin, flocon and Blanc bot also a uorker, 
"for the first time in any country in the uorld". It uas not 
a socialist government, he recognised, since the presence of 
men like Lamartine and Dupcnt de l'Eure ruled this out, but 
it uas a democratic one. The victory of French republicanism, 
he exulted, uculd mean the eventual success of the democratic 
movement throughout the "uhole of Europe; the 'age of democ­
racy' ua: dauning", and the overt struggle betueen proletariat 
and bourgeoisie had at last broken oot on the continent. Nor 
uas the battle yet over in Paris, he uarned: there uould be a 
"second act" to the drama in uhich the revolutionary uorkers 
uould confront the French bourgeoisie. "The flames of the 
Tuileries and the Palais Royal are the daun of the proletariat", 
he proclaimed, "Everyuhere the rule of the bourgeoisie uill nou 
«. 61 
come crashing doun, or be dashed to pieces". 
61. "Revolution in Paris", Deutsche-BrUsseler Zeitung, no. 1 7 , 
27/2/48, reprinted in UERKE, 4, pp. 528-530; MECU, 6, pp. 
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T h e
 Oeutache-Briiaseler 7Bit,.nn m a d e no secret of 
its enthusiasm for the neu regime in France or of its hope 
that similar upheavals uould occur in Belgium and Germany, 
flarx persuaded the Association democratigua of Brussels to 
send a telegram of congratulation to the Provisional Govern­
ment, and Flocon replied in the name of the French Republic 
inviting the "good and loyal" citoyen flarx (uho had been 
banished by the Guizot government) back to France. 6 2 This 
flamboyant gesture actually proved very useful to Marx uho 
uas expelled from Belgium tuo days later, on March 3rd, by a 
frightened government anxious to forestall an insurrection. 
He hastily arranged to settle in Paris and to transfer the 
headguarters of The Communist League to the revolutionary 
capital uhile uaiting to see if Germany responded to the French 
6 3 
stimulus. Engels, uho had not been expelled from Belgium, 
remained in Brussels to salvage the Zeitung. so Marx sent 
him brief reports on the situation in tha French capital. The 
Chartist leaders Jones and Harney uere in Paris, he wrote, and 
so uere the German leaders of the London branch of The Com­
munist League. Flocon aod the staff of La Reforme had a high 
opinion of Engels, he added, and had given him, Marx, a warm 
uelcome. But clouds uere darkening in the political sky be­
cause the bourgeoisie uas regaining its nerve and becoming 
"terriblement insolente et reactionnaire". 6 4 Engels, following 
62. "Adresse de 1•Association democratique de Bruxelles aux 
Membres du gouvernement provisoire de la Republique Fran-
caise, 28/2/48", MEGA I, 6, pp. 653-654; MECU, 6, pp. 645-
646; Ferdinand Flocon to Marx, 1/3/48, MECU, 6, p. 649. 
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the Parisian events frnm Brussels, replied, blaming Lamartine 
for the Provisional Government's apparent lack of momentum. 
In all his speeches, he commented, Lamartine uas concerned 
exclusively uith pacifying bourgeois disguiet and reassuring 
all and sundry that the government's intentions uere sane and 
moderate: small uonder, then, that the French bourgeoisie uas 
plucking up its courage a g a i n . 6 5 He uas anxious to get back 
to Paris and see for himself uhat uas going on, and the last 
ueek in March sau him living once again in the French capital. 
He did not stay long, because nous of revolution in Germany 
convinced him and Marx that their task uas nou to help bring 
democracy to the Rhineland, but during the last days of March 
he sent his cousin Emit Blank, tuo vivid and informative let­
ters about the situation in P a r i s . 6 b 
Business uas reviving again after the shock of the 
insurrection, he told Blank, the Parisian bourgeoisie had be­
gan to viciously attack the Republican government, and it looked 
as though things uere heading for a confrontation betueen them 
and the revolutionary populace. There uere nou three main 
'parties' in Parisian politics, he explained: the bourgeoisie, 
the petty-bourgeoisie, and the uorkers. To be sure, there uere 
also some other smaller sects, like the legitimists aod bona-
partists, but these, though rich, had little popular support 
and no hope of taking over the government. The real struggle 
uas betueen the bourgeoisie and the ouvriers. uith the petty-
bourgeoisie playing a rather despicable intermediary role. The 
bourgeoisie uas led, f ogels continued, by the old conservative 
elite of hookers and large landowners but these had been 
joined by most of the moderate liberals: iodustrialists., 
wealthy merchants and stock-exchange speculators. This bour­
geois coalition, he believed, uas gaining in strength and uas 
already ahle to exert considerable iofloeoce aod fioancial 
pressure on the government; several members of the cabinet were 
sympathetic to its demands including, he thought, "ce charlatan 
de Lamartine". The second main 'party' was also a coalition, 
between "les petits-bourgeois" and "les classes moyennes" (by 
these latter Engels presumably meant the lower reaches of the 
bourgeoisie (uide u s a g e ) , i.e., those members of the middle-
class who had nnt joined the first 'party'). Led by Lamartine, 
G a m i e r - P a n e s , and the group around Le national, it had the 
support of most of tho National board, and also had a majority 
uithio the Provisional Government. Engels identified Harrast, 
Dupont de l'Eure, Marie and Cremieux as leading government 
politicians belonging to this coalition. The third main 'party', 
that of the workers, Eogels saw as represented simply by "les 
gens de La Reforme" among uhorn he cumbered Albert aod Arago as 
67 
uell as Blanc, flocon and Ledru-Rol1 in. 
The Provisional Government thus included representa­
tives of all three classes, and Engels sau its policies wavering 
indecisively between the demands of the uorkers and those of the 
business coninunily. The latter had mobilised the National 
Guard to protest government measures it disliked, and al­
ready Lamartine had been intimidated sufficiently to disavou 
publicly measures promised by Ledru-Rollin. The left-uing 
minority in the cabinet, houcver, also had considerable in­
fluence en government policy because of their popularity uith 
the loner o losses, end Fooels reported uith joy that on the 
17th horeh .'ee,Poi uorker- hod mooched on the Hotel de Ville 
te demons f at • f.ieoir conf id .-nee in Ledru-Rollin. At the mo­
ment, therefor 1, he jo food toot there uas something of a 
political sic. lei i. to, ... si too f. ion uhich uas not too unsatis­
factory boos a ice it meant that the bourgeoisie had failed in 
its. t tenet to r u s i : he Ro formic tes from the government. Un-
fortunatelv, he continued, there uos no real chance of any 
radio :1 social informs despite the promises of the four Refor-
mi s te ministers and tho desire of L martine and Plarrast to uipe 
out unemployment ...nd improve the educational system. The truth 
LOSS that the government hod been forced to make promises to the 
uorkers uhich it could never fulfil because it lacked the 
couraon to toko the fin m c i o l measures reguired to find the 
money to pay for them. To finance its reform plans it uould 
hove to toko "revolutionary" action ogainst the uealthy: high 
progressive tares, confiscation of emigres' property, and a ban 
on the export of capital, among others. Engels judged — cor­
rectly that Lamartine and his friends uere too cautious, and 
too dependent on the advice of orthodox financial 'experts', to 
, , d n [ j f c ; : r 1 , : l c
 ' » dynamic a p i m u r h to solving the Republic's 
monetary 0 i f f iou i. t i es. Moreover, he recognised that a fourth, 
a n J
 relatively e n c e r v itive 'party' uould soon — uhen the 
Constituent . c o s t l y o e ; elected in April — be exerting pres­
sure on the Provision.! Government: that of the peasantry. 
The no..sonic, :. • einbsi nut, constituted five-sevenths of the 
frencn poo: I... r i:
 ( 1 , .nd he thou- hi that most of them uould pro­
bably ou-v art L a i m m f o o ,nd np; iollouers. The forthcoming 
elect.', on , a • r. fur-. , eiold i i k o 1 y strengthen the government 
!iu z mi a"; a ' renin" ro: downfall of the .Reforme group. Out 
bo "rouie: -. : • 1 if clan:: raid Laoru-Ro 11 in uere ejected from 
the coiinc... a.oe m.a! J bo -.nether Parisian insurrection. 
.n o d e a.o t hue a unci t ivo to the difficult position 
in u fiic hi ; roe : m n -r.ic a in tiio government found themselves. 
T h e ui.Tw cry in 1 a tope energetic measures, he believed, but 
uere noraniii by a timid eebinut majority aod an empty 
trcauory. i'h_ oevornuont, though it probably had the support 
o!' a najnr.iiv of the urban population, did not have the coo-
fi denco of tne i.. incurs .>nd businessmen uho controlled the 
nation's financial oi ; economic life. Hence the Reformistes 
had little chance of oettiro their plans implemented, yet they 
uere reluct rm to aoandnn the Republican shin to the incompe­
tent "nd vacillating Lomartine, u.ho had already shoun signs of 
covins in before bourn onjo pressure. All they could do, he 
63, ting els to Plan!;, :'d/h//u;, 0116, 1, pp. 531-532. 
suspected, uas te maintain the positions they had and push 
through as many reforms as they could frighten Lamartine 
into accepting. Engels considered that Ledru-Rollin uas 
playing his poor hand very uell: he uas "le plus resolu et 
le plus radical" of the Reforme group. Louis Blanc, on the 
other hand, had cut a rather ridiculous figure because of his 
transparent vanity and penchant for "plans a b r a c a d a b r a n t s " . 6 9 
As for Flocon, Engels had completely forgotten his erstuhile 
disappointment uith the man. Unlike Blanc, pouer had not 
changed him in the slightest, and he uas still more than w i l ­
ling to chat uith Engels, uho described the old radical for 
Emil Blank: 
le honhomme habite comme par le passe un 
mechant appartonent au cinguieme etage, fume 
un caporal tout de gu'il y a de plus ordi­
naire dans une vieille pipe en terre, et s'est seu-
lement achate une nouvelle robe de chambre. 
Par cilieurs tout aussi totalement republicain 
dans so faeon de vivre gue lorsgu'il etait redac-
teur a La Reforme, aussi amical, cordial et 
f r a n c O'est un des plus braves types que je 
conneisse.^g 
Enqels uas thus still a fervent supporter of the 
Reformistes. But he uas not at all sure uhat uas going to 
happen to France in tho next feu months. He had strong doubts 
whether the Reforme group uould be able to maintain their 
minority share of pouer after the coming elections, but he 
69. Ibid. , p. 531. 
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did not oxnect these to bring stability and peace to France. 
Lamartine and his alJieu uould probably stay in pouer, he 
predicted, but the government uould remain caught in the 
cross-tire ot class-struggle betueen bourgeoisie and prole­
tariat. It Ledru-Rollin and his supporters uere dismissed 
from the cabinet, he pondered, the Parisian uorkers uould 
most likely respond by manninn the barricades again. Whether 
they uould no s u e e s s f u l he did not knou, but in his heart he 
7 1 
hopeo they uooid. bo hod not faced up to the problem that 
the Reform is tos, though committed ideologically to oniversal 
suftrace and parliamentary democracy, had the support of only 
a small oercootaee of the trench population. He uas reluc­
tant tn admit tnat the advent of democracy, in a country pre­
dominantly aararian, uould add to the political influence of 
a rural majority hostile io the violent tactics and economic 
interests of tho urban unrkers he championed. This aukuard fact 
upset the simple scenario he had uorked out uhereby, on the 
morrou of the democratic revolution, a popular uorkers' govern­
ment uould begin to legislate a series of gradual, but ulti­
mately far-reaching, social reforms. Flocon had pointed out 
to him that in franco o democratic government could not be a 
uorkers' government, but Fngels, uhose conception of foture 
democratic politics uas modelled on England rather than France, 
7 7 . Enool-: to Marx, 14/1/4H, CNF, 1, p. 513; Engels to Blank, 
28/3/'»h, libit'., 1, P. 537. 
73. Engels tn Marx to Cabet, end of March 1848, CME, 1, p. 533; 
Engels ond llarx to Cabet, 5/4/48, CME, 1, p. 538. 
7a. Marx's active participation in this political club during 
March 1 i i48 has been assorted by Samuel Bernstein, "Marx in 
Paris 1646: A fJeoleoted Chapter", Science and Society, III 
(lb3"5, na. 323-356 & tu (1940), pp. 211-217. Bernstein's 
account has been challenged by P. Amann, "Karl Marx, ' 
'guarante-huitard' franca is?" International Revieu of 
Social history, VI (1901 ) , pp. 249-265. Amann argues 
t'nat the ' oi toy on Marx' uho evidently took part in the ses­
sions of tho toe 1 et e durino these ueeks could not have been 
Karl Marx because the latter uas still in Belgium uhen the 
had simply not come to terms uith this difficulty. 7 2 11 uas to 
confront him again uhen he resumed his involvement uith the 
French socialist mnvnrnent some tuo-and-a-half decades later. 
At the moment he hari oeithor the time nor the inclination to 
think through the dilemma. 
durinn these brief, crouded, exciting ueeks in Paris 
in March and early April 1848 , Marx and Engels did find oc­
casion to visit banet at te Popolaire as uell as the minis­
terial offices o r their friends from ta Reforme. They uere on 
good tens' uith the Irarian chief nou, and hoped that since the 
Revolution had scotched his emigration scheme, his group could 
73 
be hrounht into relations uith The Communist teague. Never­
theless, they continued tn support Blanc, Flocon, Ledru-Rollin 
ond the left-uing faction uithin the Provisional Government, 
and i t is possible that Marx even joined and made speeches at 
one of the political cluhs sponsored by the Reforme group, the 
Seeietc des droits de 1 * hommo. ^ But he and Engels could no 

neither he nor Cnnelo were to have any further direct con­
tact uith the French socialist mcveneot until the days of 
t h n firct Internetiooa 1. 
CONCLUSION 
The thought of Marx and Engels up to 1842 can best 
be understood as a fusion of ideas and attitudes derived 
from the French Enlightenment uith certain fundamental 
values inherited from German Romanticism. Both young men 
believed unguestioningly in progress, in the application of 
reason to human affairs, and in representative government, 
and their opposition to the Prussian autocracy led them to 
democratic republicanism. In Engels' case, reading Bflrne 
(a mouthpiece for Parisian Jacobinism) played an important 
role, uhereas Marx's commitment to radical liberalism re­
flected the influence of Ruge and his experience at the 
Rheinische Zeitung. Equally important, both accepted the 
German Romantic critique of contemporary civilisation as 
immoral and dehumanising, and had internalised the Romantic 
ideal of a modern equivalent to the Greek polis in uhich the 
creative individual might find the lost spirit of co-opera­
tion and community required for the reintegration of his 
shattered personality. 
After 1842, this Romantic liberalism uas transformed 
by the tuo Germans' experiences abroad into 'utopian' socialism. 
Engels, suitably prepared by conversations uith Ueitling and 
H e s s a n d s h o c k e d by i n d u s t r i a l E n g l a n d , uas c o n v e r t e d during 
the u i n t e r of 1 8 4 2 - 4 3 to a m i x t u r e of O u e n i s m a n d C h a r t i s m , 
u h i c h he s u b s e q u e n t l y r o u n d e d out u i t h i d e a s b o r r o u e d from 
F r e n c h s o c i a l i s t s , n o t a b l y F o u r i e r . M a r x ' s c o n v e r s i o n , a l ­
t h o u g h b e g u n by r e a d i n g R o u s s e a u , C o n s i d e r a n t a n d P r o u d h o n at 
K r e u z n a c h , u a s s u b s t a n t i a l l y the uork of H e s s , L e r o u x a n d 
B l a n c in P a r i s in the u i n t e r of 1 8 4 3 - 4 4 . By the fall of 1844 
b o t h m e n h a d t r a n s f o r m e d the c o n t e n t of their early v i a u s on 
the d e h u m a n i s a t i o n of m o d e r n m a n , a n d e l a b o r a t e d fairly c o m ­
p r e h e n s i v e a n a l y s e s of the m a t e r i a l a n d p s y c h o l o g i c a l e f f e c t s 
of c o m m e r c i a l i s a t i o n , u r b a n i s a t i o n a n d i n d u s t r i a l i s a t i o n on 
the w a g e - l a b o u r e r . They had also b e g u n to give their r e s p e c ­
t i v e s o c i a l i s m s the e c o n o m i c f o u n d a t i o n s t h a t u e r e i n i t i a l l y 
l a c k i n g , E n g e l s taking his i d e a s m a i n l y from Ouen a n d F o u r i e r , 
flarx d r a u i n g on the S i s m o n d i a n B u r e t a n d the e x - S a i n t - S i m o n i a n s 
L e r o u x a n d P e c q u e u r . H o u e v e r , t h e r e u a s a c r u c i a l d i f f e r e n c e 
b e t u e e n t h e i r o u t l o o k s a t this t i m e : M a r x ' s v i e u s u e r e e s s e n ­
t i a l l y a v a r i a n t on F r e n c h a r t i s a n s o c i a l i s m a n d he uas h o s ­
tile to c o m m u n i s m , u h e r e a s E n g e l s a l r e a d y a c c e p t e d i n d u s t r i a l 
t e c h n o l o g y a n d l o o k e d to the n e u factory p r o l e t a r i a t to c r e a t e 
a c o m m u n i t a r i a n s o c i e t y a l o n g O u e n i t e l i n e s . B u t they a g r e e d 
on the n e e d for a c o m p r e h e n s i v e , n o r m a t i v e s o c i a l s c i e n c e (to 
i n c l u d e e c o n o m i c s , h i s t o r y a n d s o c i a l p s y c h o l o g y ) to c o u n t e r 
u t i l i t a r i a n i s m , M a l t h u s i a n i s m a n d c l a s s i c a l p o l i t i c a l e c o n o m y , 
u h i c h they d e n o u n c e d as a p o l o g i e s for the s t a t u s q u o . 
M a r x ' s i n t e l l e c t u a l d e b t to F r e n c h s o c i a l i s m d e e p e n e d 
in the fall of 1844 as a result of meeting Proudhon, and had 
his planned uork on economics been written at this time it 
uould certainly have been cast in a neo-Sismondian mould. 
The Holy Family in any case revealed his high opinion cf 
Proudhon, Sismondi and Fourier. His conversations uith 
Engels in August-September 1844, his study of Ricardian eco­
nomics, and his visit to Manchester in 1845 gave Marx the 
idea of fusing the French socialist critique of bourgeois 
society uith a neo-Ricardian analysis of the laus operating 
in an industrial capitalist economy. He eventually sketched 
his revised vieus on economics in The Poverty of Philosophy 
and in the unpublished manuscript on "Uages" in uhich he also 
first formulated his 'lau of capitalist economic development'. 
These works demonstrated that by 1847 he had repudiated 
Proudhon, Pecqueur and Sismondi, committed himself to a neo-
Ricardian stand-point, and adopted a positivist vieu of the 
social science he still hoped to develop. 
Houever, the continuing influence of French and 
English socialist theory on his and Engels' outlook uas evi­
dent in The German Ideology and also in Engels' speeches and 
articles of 1845-47. The theory of history set out in The 
German Ideology uas a synthesis of ideas derived from Peuchet, 
Ouen, Sismondi and Saint-Simon (among others), uhile its 
authors' vision of a communist society dreu, in particular, 
on Fourier, Ouen and Proudhon. In the second volume of the 
work Marx defended Icarianism, enthusiastically championed 
certain of Fourier's insights, and carefully evaluated tha 
merits and demerits of Saint-Simonianism. By the end of 1847, 
the tuo Gurmans had straightened out their opinions on all the 
main currents of European socialism, had set out their concep­
tion of "modern communism", and had decided that the rival 
scnool most worthy of their co-operation uas that headed by 
the Chartist left in England and La Reforme in France. They 
regarded their oun brand of socialism as the logical extension 
of this social republicanism, and in any case believed that 
the road to a planned, egalitarian and libertarian community 
lay through universal suffrage and social reform legislation 
by a pcpular government. This perspective underlay Marx's cri­
tique uf Proudhooian mutualism in The Poverty of Philosophy 
aod also Eogels1 jouroalistic collaboration uith La Reforms 
ao0 The Northern Star. 
It is nou possible to make some judgments on the 
cootroversial issues of marxology mentioned in the Introduction, 
although my conclusions can only apply to Marx's and Engels* 
vious in the 1640s. If my interpretation is correct, it is 
evident that the permanent influence of Hegelian and Feuer-
bachian philosophy oo the cooteot, as opposed to the language 
and form, of their ideas uas relatively small from 1844 on-
uards (1843 in the case of Engels). Even in the Economic and 
Philosophical Manuscripts the substance of Marx's analysis 
derived from the Saint-Simonians, Pecgueur, Schulz, Smith and 
Buret, and he uas trying to urite a treatise on 'social economy' 
not an essay in speculative philosophy. Engels had independently 
come up uith very similar ideas, and he expressed them in a 
less rebarbative form in articles in the Deutch-Franzasiachg 
JarhbOcher, and Uoruarts, and in The Condition of the Fnnlish 
Uorkinq Class. The Holy Family. The German Ideology, and 
Engels 1 letters to Marx provide ample evidence that the tuo 
men consistently repudiated Hegelian metaphysics and neo-
Hegelian philosophy of history as vapid and fraudulent. Their 
oun excursions into historiography uere initially uritten from 
a quasi-positivist standpoint, i.e., they uere aiming at an 
empirical science uhich uould avoid universal determinism and 
uhat they regarded as the superficiality of the Lockean intel­
lectual tradition. By 1847 they appear to have discarded even 
these qualifications and come close, at least, to scientism. 
If Hegel uas not a major influence and if Ricardo did 
not become one until 1846, ooe must look to the French and 
English socialists as the main sources of early marxism. 
Engels 1 debts to Ouen and Fourier uere heavy, as, for example, 
his Elberfeld speeches demonstrated; the major influence on him 
politically uas left-uing Chartism, as expressed by Harney and 
The Northern Star. Marx's thought uas more eclectic, but out 
of the French socialists he read or met in 1844 one can single 
out Blanc and Proudhon since the former ueaned him from lib­
eralism uhile the latter helped convert him to socialism, 
stimulated his study of Sismondian economics, and gave him the 
idea that economic 'contradictions' uere the motor of history. 
In 1845-46 he also took key ideas from Sismondi, Fourier, and 
the Saint-Simonians: his critigue of the structural defects 
of industrial capitalism derived from the Italian school, his 
ideals of joyous uork and liberation of the personality uere 
reinforced by Fourier, and the Saint-Simonians' glorification 
of the potential of industry played the same role in his 
thought as Ouen's vision of industrial communes did in Engels'. 
There is no doubt that Marx's opinions, and to a 
lesser extent Engels' too, changed during the 1840s, For ex­
ample, Marx did suitch his allegiance as an economist from the 
French neo-Sismondians to a neo-Ricardian version of classical 
political economy. He also revised his concept of human na­
ture from an 'essentialist' picture to an 'existential' one 
uhich stressed the changeability of man in the course of his­
tory. He started off as a firm believer in free-uill, by 1845 
uas searching for a media via betueen total free-uill and de­
terminism, and by 1847 had adopted universal determinism. 
Engels likeuise changed his vieus on human nature, uavered in 
his attitude touards reformist politics, and had by 1847 aban­
doned his ethical and 'utopian' socialism for Marx's Ricardian 
scien tism. 
Although their vieus uere in many respects similar 
and their intellectual evolution folloued roughly similar 
paths, there uere nevertheless significant differences betueen 
Marx's and Engels' opinions. They disagreed on particular issues 
like protectionism and the viability of agrarian communes, 
Engels uas more sympathetic to anti-etatisme and to campaigns 
for social reforms, and, of course, it uas Engels uho first 
came to terms uith industrial Britain, Ouenism and Chartism. 
He uas the better uriter, initially the more creative thinker, 
and made important personal contacts uith men like Uatts, 
Harney, Cabet, Blanc and Flocon. It uould therefore be a 
serious mistake to regard him as merely a junior partner 
during this period. 
Despite his Deutsch-Franzosischa Oahrbucher essay, 
Engels never regarded himself as an expert on economics, and 
indeed his ideas uere borroued mainly from Smith, Fourier, and 
Ouen. Marx, on the other hand, did have pretensions to 
originality, but they uere scarcely justified, at least before 
1847. His early approach uas essentially a blend of Saint-
Simonian, Proudhonian, and Sismondian doctrines, and his later 
vieus derived mainly from Ricardo and neo-Ricardians like Bray, 
although he apparently retained a Sismondian underconsump-
tionist interpretation of crises, and took his theory of eco­
nomic 'contradictions' from Proudhon. He never set out his 
economic thought systematically before 1848, but he seems to 
have been working at a synthesis of French socialism and Ric-
ardianism. 
After his conversion to empiricism, Engels had no 
interest in philosophy and simply avoided philosophical issues 
in his books and articles. Marx recognised that his projected 
social science uould require an epistemological foundation, and 
gave some thought in 1845 to a theory of knowledge, the free­
will/determinism question, and to methodology. On the latter 
topic he rejected both post-Kantian Idealism and British 
empiricism, accepting the need, in principle, for a 'dia­
lectical* method uhich uould be empirical but uhich uould 
probe belou the surface of phenomena. He never uorked out 
precisely uhat this uould be, and before 1848 had gotten no 
further than picking up some hints from Proudhon's Systeme 
des contradictions economiques. On the fact/value distinction 
he equivocated, apparently denying it in 1844 but probably 
accepting it uhen he converted to Ricardianism. His most 
thoughtful comments on epistemology and determinism uere the 
Theses on Feuerbach. an attempt at a middle uay betueen 
Idealism and materialism uhich he kept in mind uhile uriting 
The German Ideology but subsequently forgot about. 
The theory of history set out in The German Ideology 
uas, on balance, non-determinist and non-monist, but by 1847 
Marx had lapsed into economic determinism. Before 1848, hou­
ever, his approach to history uas never historicist (in Pop­
per's usage); it uas neither teleological nor inevitabilist, 
nor did Marx believe he had discovered a developmental lau 
uhich uould allou him to foretell the future. He and Engels 
did uork out a general interpretation of European history 
since the feudal era and also a more detailed account of events 
since the French Revolution, but they regarded their uork as 
straightforuard empirical historiography and not as a 'philos­
ophy' of history. To be sura, they thought there uere good 
reasons for expecting a bourgeois-liberal revolution in Germany 
in the near future, and also a grouing conflict betueen bour­
geoisie and proletariat in France and England, but they tried 
to ground these predictions in concrete analysis of contem­
porary political and economic questions. Engels, in par­
ticular, produced a steady stream of articles about contem­
porary European politics uhich reflected the viewpoint of 
the newspapers for uhich he wrote, The Northern Star and 
La Reforme. 
Marx's and Engels1 political views were in essence 
quite simple. They saw political change as occurring ir. 
stages: (i) the gradual defeat of the aristocracy by the 
bourgeoisie, (ii) the achievement of a republican democracy 
as a result of working-class pressure for universal suffrage, 
(iii) the gradual creation of a socialist society by a series 
of social and economic reforms legislated by the republican 
government, and (iv) the eventual transformation of the economy 
into a communal one, partly through further legislation, and 
partly through worker management of co-operative enterprises 
and state-owned factories. They had high hopes that the advent 
of universal suffrage would come peacefully in England, and 
that a popular government uould simply be elected in the wake 
of another Great Reform Bill; elsewhere on the Continent they 
supposed that democratic republics uould be installed by 
popular insurrections uhen the time was ripe. They expected 
that the right conditions for either a successful reform campaign 
or an insurrection would be created by an economic depression, 
but they had no 'breakdown theory' as such. Uhile they expected 
overproduction crises to persist and indeed uorsen, they ap­
parently did not conceive of the capitalist economy grinding 
to a halt, or, for that matter, evolving spontaneously into 
state socialism. In short, the revolution, if the intransi­
gence of the bourgeoisie made it necessary, uould be politi­
cal, and uould simply install a popular government elected 
by universal suffrage. Marx and Engels uere thus revolu­
tionary-reformists: their ultimate goal uas a transformation 
of society, but their preferred means uere legal reforms and 
they envisaged the process of change as gradual not cataclys­
mic. 
Uhen one recognises the extent of both men's intel­
lectual debts to contemporary French and English socialists 
and economists, one is struck by the lack of originality in 
early marxism. There uas nothing in either lvlarx's or Engals' 
uriting before The German Ideology uhich had not already been 
said, and usually said more clearly, by either French or 
English socialists or both. At most they uere helping a Ger­
man audience catch up on foreign developments. Nor uere the 
materials from uhich The German Ideology uas constructed 
original, although arguably the synthesis uas; houever, the 
uork uas fragmented and ambiguous, uhich reduced its value, 
Engels' The Condition of the English Uorkino Class, although 
in some respects a slapdash and unreliable compilation lacking 
internal consistency, uas a uork of substance, but it had been 
anticipated by a feu other pioneer essays in the field of 
industrial sociology. The Poverty of Philosophy scored some 
valid points against Proudhon, but in general uas an inef­
fectual polemic uhich leaned heavily on Bray and Ricardo and 
uhich vulgarised the 'materialist conception of history' de­
veloped in The German Ideology. Moreover, none of these 
works came close to creating the neu socialist social science 
uhich Marx and Engels believed uas required. They probably 
already regarded their ideas as forming a comprehensive intel­
lectual system, but they most certainly failed to set this 
doun on paper in the 1840s. In tuo senses, then, there was 
no such thing as marxism before 1848: Marx's and Engels' 
thought uas neither developed systematically nor very original. 
EPILOGUE 
After 1848 Marx and Engels had feu contacts uith 
the French left until the 1860s uhen the creation of the 
First International brought first Marx, and then later 
Engels too, into collaboration and conflict uith disciples 
of Proudhon and follouers of Bakunin. Not that they uere 
indifferent to events in France during the 1850s, but other 
problems engaged their attention, and their limited literary 
output during these years included only a feu articles on 
the politics of the Second Empire. Marx's influence on the 
French section of the I.U.A. uas never great, and uas less 
important than his personal impact on French socialist 
emigres like Paul Lafargue and Eduard Vaillant. The split and 
disintegration of the First International gave him a bad press 
among French labour militants and socialist intellectuals in 
the 1870s, although this uas in part counteracted by his 
notorious defence of the Paris Commune in the name of the 
General Council of the I.U.A. Mainly as a result of the ef­
forts of Lafargue and Benoit Malon, Marx's theoretical uork 
received some publicity in the French socialist press in the 
1880s, and one party, led by Jules Guesde, adopted a programme 
co-authored by Marx and used Engels' Socialism Otopian and 
Scientific as an ideological platform. 
Marx died in 1883, but Engels lived for a further 
tuelve years and during this time maintained close contact 
uith Lafargue, seeking to minimise his doctrinal divergences 
and to influence the tactics of the Parti ouvrier. Lafargue 
did his best to get published French translations of uhat he 
considered to be the best of Marx's and Engels' uritings, 
although his achievements uere not spectacular. Houever, in 
the mid-1890s he uas at last able to supplement the ueekiy 
Le Socialiste uith a theoretical journal, L'Ere nouvelle. 
succeeded by Le Devenir social, and marxism began to receive 
more attention uithin the French socialist movement. In the 
1890s important socialist politicians and intellectuals like 
Jean Jaures and Georges Sorel studied the available uorks of 
Marx and Engels and incorporated elements of marxist thought 
into their oun outlooks. They also challenged Lafargue's 
•orthodox1 Engelsian interpretation, so that by the end of 
the century a revisionist controversy had arisen in France 
analogous to that betueen Bernstein and Kautsky. One of the 
chief issues in this debate uas uhether marxism uas an up-to-
date synthesis of the best of earlier French socialism (as 
the pro-marxists claimed) or an alien, Germanic import (as 
its opponents maintained). 
Of course, uhen French socialists of the 1890s and 
1900s talked of marxism they had no knouledge of many of 
Marx's and Engels' early uritings, and tended to regard Capital 
and Anti-Duhring as the most elaborate statements of the 
doctrine. They also concentrated their attention on the 
simpler, shorter accounts to be found in The Communist 
Manifesto, the "Preface" to Contribution to a Critique of 
Political Economy, and Socialism Utopian and scientific. 
This focus on certain texts, plus the influence of Lafar-
gue's positivist and Daruinian interpretation, created a 
picture of 'original marxism1 guite different from that 
suggested in this thesis. Moreover, the discovery in the 
1920s and 1930s of early Marxian manuscripts coincided uith 
a Hegel-revival among left-uing French intellectuals, resul­
ting in a neo-Hegelian interpretation of 'original marxism1 
equally far from the truth. During most of the interuar 
period it uas fashionable among French Marxist-Leninists to 
contrast the alleged utopianism of the indigenous French 
socialist tradition uith 'scientific socialism', and hence 
the French sources of marxism uere, by and large, suept under 
the carpet. Only during the Popular Front and, especially, 
during Tripartism after the Second Uorld Uar, did French 
marxist intellectuals begin to rediscover the origins of their 
Weltanschauung in the ideas of the French socialists of the 
1830s and 1840s. And even then, the account provided by 
P.C.F. militants like Garaudy uas superficial and inaccurate. 
Perhaps, at last, a more balanced perspective is nou possible. 
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